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FORE WORD
Desnzond Dinan
Two events of great importance in the history of European integration
happened in 1958. One was the Iaunch of the European Economic Community; the other was the publication of Ernst Haas's The Uniting of
Europe. It may seem far-fetched to put them on a par with each other. Yet
their fates became inextricaby liriked. As economic integration deepened
in the 1960s, interest in integration theory intensified. Just as the launch
of the EEC came to be seen as a decisive turning point in the history of
European integration, so, too, did the publication of The Uniting of Europe become the foundation of a rich and varied literature on integration
theory.
The success of the EEC, and with li the impact of Tue Uniting of
Europe, were flot assured. Most Western Europeans were unaware of or
uninterested in the negotiation and ratification of the Rome Treaty. fle
signing ceremony in March 1957 passed without much notice. 'Plie launch
ofthe Community in January 1958 did flot strike interested observers as
the beginning of a brave new world. If anything, advocates M deeper integration were disappointed with the EEC, which was less supranational
than its precursor, the European Coal and Steel Community.
Nor did lue Unitizg ofEurope.give them grounds for unalloyed optimism. Haas's book was flot a pro-integration polernic. On the contrary,
although li developed the famous idea of spillover (the notion that integration in one functional area would almost certainly lead to integration
in others), Tue Uniting ofEurope did flot posit the inevitability of European Union. Critics later par)ned Haas and his disciples for painting
a false dawn; for forecasting an ever-upward trajectory for ever-closer
union. More discerning observers, including Haas himself, appreciated
the potential pitfalls of European integration and saw Tue Uniting of Enrope as a tentative step forward rather than the definitive last word on integration theory.
Haas grew up in Frankfurt. His family fted Nazi Germany and
moved to die United States when he vas fourteen. Haas started college in
Chicago but was drafted after bis freshman year. Following a stint in the
U.S. army, he studied at Columbia Tiniversity, where he received his
Ph.D. in political science. Competing with a lot of other ex-soldier scholars, Haas landed a job at Berkeley in 1951 on the strength of a written
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application (there were no interviews). He stayed there for the rest of his
long life. 1
Within political science, Haas studied international relations because
of bis background and experience. Having suffered at the hands of the
Nazis, Haas wanted to know how the state and the state system could
change, and how communities beyond the state might corne lino being.
11e vas intrigued by the integrative impact ofinternatiorial organizations.
For obvious personal and professional reasons, developments in postwar
Europe attracted his attention. The Coal and Steel Community was a
wonderful laboratory. He spent a year in Luxembourg (1955-1956) observing it in action.
The Uniting ofEumpe, his ensuing magnum opus, did two things.
One vas to describe the origiris and developrnent of the Coal and Steel
Community. Although celebrated for its theoretical contribution, Tue
Uniting ofEurope is also a much-neglected contemporary chronicle of
the making of Europe's first supranational organization. It was one of a
number of excellent inquiries at the time into the functioning of the Coal
ami Steel Community?
The book's other, better-known achievement was to extrapolate from
the experience of the Coal and Steel Conimunity the conditions under
which sovereignty-sharing and transnational community building could
take place. Haas built the idea of spillover flot on economic determinism,
but on changes in the attitudes and behavior ofgovernments, parties, and,
especially, labor and business interest groups. Ris key conclusion was
that "group pressure will spili over into the federal sphere and thereby
add to the integrative impulse." 3
The Uniting ofEurope received mixed reviews. C. Grove Haines, a
noted authority on European integration, announced at the time that "one
is frankly disappointed, after the elaborate and somewhat pedantic formulation of the testing methods subsequently employed in 'dissecting'
tue processes of integration, to see what littie fruit they yield in the way
ofclarifying those processes or ofproviding fresh and illuminating genFor an overview of Haas's life and work, see Harry Kreisler, Science and Progress in International Relations: Conversations witit Ernst B. Haas, http//globetrouer.
berkeley.edulpeoplelHaas.
fle two other leading inquiries in English into the Coal and Steci Community
were William Diebold, The Schunian Plan: A Study in Econonik Cooperation. 1950-1959
(Ncw York: Praeger, 1959), and HansA. Schmidt, Tue PaiJi w European Union: Froin 11w
Marshall Plan ta zize Conunon Mark-et (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1962).
Ernst B. Haas, Tue Uniting ofEurope: Political, Social, and Econoinic Forces,
1950-1957 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1958), p. xiii.
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eralizations on the manner of forming political communities among sovereign states." 4 Nevertheless, The Uniting ofEurope became the basis for
the dominant neofunctionalist theory of European integration, advanced
by Haas and others in the 1960s. In retrospect, the book assumed an importance that was flot apparent when it first appeared.
In a lukewarm review published in 1 959, William Diebold remarked
that "if the time cornes when [the anti-EEC] Ludwig Erhard and Michel
Debré preside over the destinies of the Comrnon Market, we shail really
Iearn something about the extent of political integration."5 By the mid1960s Erhard and Charles de Gaulle, Debré's boss, were indeed in control, and the Community's political fortunes Iooked bleak. More important for the fate of integration and neofunctionalism were the economic
recession and ensuing Eurosclerosis of the 1970s. Far from spilling over,
European integration appeared to be spilling back. Yet the revival of European integration in the late 1980s
brought with h a revival of neofunctionalism, as well as a reaction against it in the form of liberal intergovernmentalisrn, a theory of major inter-state decisions propounded by
Andrew Moravcsik.
Haas was flot a doctrinaire neofunctionalist. His ideas about European integration were not frozen in time but, as the introduction to
Tue Uniting ofEurope on the occasion of its reissue by the University of
Notre Dame Press makes clear, evolved considerably over time. Neyertheless, it is for the theoretical contribution of Tue Uniting ofEurope that
Haas is farnous in the annals ofEuropean integration studies and political
science generaily. Littie wonder that Foreign Affairs selected Tue Uniting
ofEurope as one of the most significant books of the twentieth century on
international relations. In a short review of Tue Uniting ofEurope on that
occasion, Stanley Hoffmann wrote that the book provided "the solid
foundation of what is now a huge theoretical edifice." 6
As a long-time student ofEuropean integration, and a member ofthe
editorial board of the Contemporary European Politics and Society series
of Notre Dame Press, I am honored that Tony Messina of the University
of Notre Dame asked me to write this foreword. I would like to thank
C. Grove Haines, review of Tue Uniting of Europe: Political, Social, and Economic Forces, 1950-1957, by Ernst B. Haas, in the American Historical Review 64, no. 3
(April 1959), p. 630.
William Dicbold, review of Tue Uniziizg ofEurope: Political, Social, and Economic Forces, 1950-1957, by Ernst B. Haas, in World Po!itics 11, no. 4 (July 1959), p. 628.
Stanley Hoffmann, review of TIw Uniting of Estrope: Political, Social, and
Econoinic Forces, 1950-1957, by Ernst B. Hans, in Foreigu Affairs 76, no. 5 (SeptemberOctober 1997), p. 226.
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Tony Messina and Barbara Hanrahan, director of tEe Press, for taking the
initiative in reissuing The Uniting ofEurope. Unfortunately, Ernst Haas
did flot live to see it. Long out of print, The (Jnitiizg ofEnrope is now
available in paperback with the added value of an introduction that the
author finished only weeks before his death. The reappearance of The
Uniting ofEurope is a fitting memorial to Ernst Haas, a pioneer of European integration studies.

INTRODUCTION:
INSTITUTIONALISM OR CONSTRUCTIVISM?
Ernst B. Haas

Is

NEOFUNCTIONALJSM STILL RELEVANT?

The organization analyzed in these pages ceased to exist on July 1, 1967:
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) merged with what was
then called the European Communities, now the European Union (EU).
My study ends in 1957. In 1958 the inauguration cf the European Economic Community shifted the focus of regional integration from
Luxembourg to Brussels; from coal and steel to the scrapping of almost
ail tariffs, the creation ofrules ofcompetition for industry, and the subsidization of agriculture; and from talk of weiI-defined economic sectors to
the creation of political unity.
Social scientists were interested Iess in the substantive activities and
achievements of these organizations than in the theories seeking to explain the success of regional integration, of the entirely voluntary submersion of national sovereignties in a larger entity. Neyer before had sovereign nation-states consented to be peacefully ùnified on such a scale.
This study contributed one such theory: neofunctionalism (NF). It is the
fate of NF that justifies continued attention to events svhich transpired
forty-odd years ago and to organizations which no longer exist.
NF became more than an explanation cf regional integration in
Europe, as schoiars applied its propositions te regional integration efforts
elsewhere and even to the theoretical study ofglobal politics and global
organizations. A reexamination of the original setting for NF is an occasion for contemplating the reasons why the experience of European
integration remains unique.
More important, because NF's relationship to general theories of International Relations (IR) remains contested, I make it my purpose in this
introduction to restate my theoretical objective in advancing the theory.
I shail compare it with some of its challengers and commentators jn order
w arrive at a new statement, which stresses its relevance te "constructivism," a theory of which NF may be considered a forerunner as well as
a part.
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N•I? was developed explicitly to challenge the two theories of IR
dominant in the 1950s, classical realism and idealism. Classical realism,
in its American versjon, was personified by Hans Morgenthau, Arnold
Wolfers, and Nicolas Spykman; in its British version, by Martin Wight,
Hedley Buil, and Herbert Butterfield.' I wanted to show that the fetishizing of power, tEe Primat der Aussenpolitik, was far less of a law of
politics than claimed by these scholars. But I also wanted to show that the
Kantian idealism that saw in more international law the road to world
peace was as unnecessary as it was (and is) naïve. I wanted to show
that there are other ways to peace than either power or law. In this I was
heavily influenced by E. H. Carr and by David Mitrany, as well as by the
American theorists of democratic pluralism, David Truman and Robert
Dahi. Today's constructivism continues to draw on these sources in chaIlenging contemporary neorealism, neoliberalism, peace theory, and IR
notions derived exclusively from rational choice models. NF has become
part ofthis challenge.
NEOFUNCTIONALISM AS DEFINED IN THIs

BooK

States, instead of struggling for power, are expected to defend their preferences and to cooperate when cooperation is deemed necessary for their
realization. State preferences are seen as resulting from changing domestic competitions for influence; there is no fixed and knowable national
interest. Preferences of political actors are formulated on the basis of the
values held; they, in turn, determine an actor's sense ofinterest. In short,
I'TIF carried the assumptions of democratic pluralism over into policy formulations relating to international matters by disaggregating the state
into its actor-components.
Regional integration was expected to occur when societal actors, in
calculating their interests, decided to rely on the supranational institutions rather than their own governments to realize their demands. These
institutions, in turn, would enjoy increasing authority and Iegitimacy as
they became the sources of policies meeting the demands of social actors.
1. fle NF approach also challenges Marxist theories of IR, as currently represented
by world systems theory, though it has more in common with them than with realism and
idealism. It rejects them because the concepts of class and of class interest as the cote
building blocks are jettisoned in favor of groups and group interests, including noneconomic and nonmaterial forces. In short, for NF capitalism is flot a mode of production, but
a set of interest groups representing business, agriculture, and labor. Agency takes the place
ofdetetiuinism.

-

-

Jnstitutionalisnz or Constructivisnz ?
Originally, NF assumed that integration would proceed quasi-automatically as demands for additional central services intensified because the
central institutions proved unable to satisfy the demands of their new
clients. Thus, activities associated with sectors integrated initially would
"spiil over" into neighboring sectors not yet integrated, but now becoming the focus of demancis for more integration.
ECSC experience has spawned a theory of international integration
by indirection, by trial and error, by miscalculation on the part of the
actors desiring integration, and by manipulation of elite social forces
on the part of small groups of pragmatic adrninistrators and politicians in
the setting ofa vague but permissive public opinion. "Functionalism" and
rncrementahsm rather than federabsm and comprehensive planning" are key terms for describing the theory. 2
Its ontology is "soft" rational choice: social actors, in seeking to realize their value-derived interests, will choose whatever means are made
available by the prevailing democratic order. Ifthwarted they will rethink
their values, redefine their interests, and choose new means to realize
them. The aileged primordial force of nationalism will be trumped by the
utilitarian-instrumental human desire to better oneseif in life, materially
and in ternis ofstatus, as well as normative satisfaction. It bears repeating
that the ontology is not materialistic: values shape interests, and values
include many nonmaterial elements.
Many challenges to this view have been articulated over the years. I
shaH refer only to those that eschew an exclusive interest in the doings of
the EU, and concentrate on those tied to theoretical concerns involving
ail of IR. The link between integration theory and IR in general has
aiways been the sanie for me: how do sovereign states cease to be sovereign of their own free wiil? How do nations shed their penchant toward
intolerance for the other? The study cf integration is a step toward a
theory ofintemational change at the macro ievel?
Thus, the following authors challenge aspects ofNF while also remaining interested in niacrotheoretical concerns. One school is interested

NF is superbly summnrizcd by Ben Rosamond, Theories ofEuropean Integration (New York: St. Martin's Prcss, 2000), chs. 3 and 4.
1-lence J shall flot consider the many theories about "European govei -nance" and
"European policymaking" (mainly British) now being dcvelopcd, approaches which by
and large cither challenge or ignore NF, intergovernmentalism, and ail other approaches
linked to IR theory and ta basic social science à l'américaine. For a searching discussion
sec Rosamond, Titeories ofEuropean Integration, ch. 5, and the list of works following
this introduction. Nor am I concerncd with the debate of whcther the study of EU "properly" beiongs to IR or to comparative poiitics.
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primarily in multilevel governance as an emerging feature of international and national society, of which the EU is die most striking example. 4
Ii includes Phillipe Schmitter, Fritz Scharpf, Thomas Christiansen, Liesbet Hooghe, and Gary Marks. Another is concerned with subsuming integration studies under the revived interest in jnstitutions considered as
independent variables, sometimes identified (misleadingly) as the "new
institutionaljsm." Prominent practitioners include Wayne Sandholtz, Alec
Stone Sweet, and Neil Fligstein, as well as Thomas Christiansen. Stili
others favor networks and discourse analysis as foci for studying major
changes, such as Giandomenico Majone, Christopher Anseil, and 01e
Waever. Finaily, under the label of "liberalism," Andrew Moravcsik revived the debate between believers in the survival of the sovereign state
and supranationalists (such as all the schools mentioned above) by daiming that everything ofimportance that has happened in Europe since 1950
is due to the doings of actors at the national level, both government and
private. Ail of these approaches, despite their differences, raise issues that
NF writers should have addressed but neglected.
Multilevel governance is an obvious fact in a setting in which the
nation-state has neither faded away nor retained its full powers. Recognizing this fact as real invites us to think of global politics as tending
toward multilevel govemance even in the absence of supranational organizations, as is done in aspects ofregime theory and notions of "global
turbulence." NF neglected to recoguize that Europe is nested in a global
set ofinterdependencies.
An appreciation of multilevel governance implies continued respect
for one crucial level: national governments, embattled though they may
be. It is flot true that N? downplayed these actors in the interest of puffing
up supranational organizations. But it is true that NF exaggerated the rate
at which national govemments were expected ta lose out to them.
NF neglected the consideration of institutions, except to affirm that
enmeshment in supranationalism offers constraints and opportunities
flot available earlier in international politics. But that affirmation did not
touch on the arguments now raised by the new institutionalists. They
show that integration results in a decisive increase in the density of institutional ties, both formai and informai. This density acts as a constraint
4. Die relevant works are ail Iisted following this introduction. Much of this literature is concemed with argung that the study ofEuropean inlegration is properly a part of
comparative politics, and flot the kind of IR perpetrated by Anierican scholars. I arn flot
concerned with this silly debate. British (and French) scholars seem neyer to have forgiven
theirAmerican colleagues for havirig invented sociai science—based integration studies of
Europe.

I,zstitutionalisnz or Constructivisnz?

on the freedom of maneuver of other actors, regional and national; intergroup relations are flot examined by NF writers even though they seem
eminently relevant to any cornplete study of regional integration. In short,
new developments in IR theory force us to reconsider the NF presented in
this book.
The most important of these developments—of which the approaches
mentioned above can be considereci a part is constructivisrn, a theory
that daims to be a superior alternative to neorealism, neoliberal institutionalism, world systems theory, and peace theory.5 Ourjob is to see how
NF, as amended by these challengers, can become a part of a respectable
constructivism.
VARIETIES 0F CONSTRUCTIVISM

In ternis of substantive differences, there are three clearly distinguishable
strands of constructivism, which primarily share a cornrnitment w the
social construction of reality as the basis of collective behavior and which
reject a structural account. In other words, constructivism is committed to
explanations and inquiries that focus on large-scale changes, such as the
gradual weakening ofthe nation-state in Europe. These types are labeled,
respectively, organizational, systemic, and normative constructivism. 6
fle salient characteristics and differences between neofunctionalism and
each type of constructivism are summarized in Tab'e 1.

Despite Moravcsik's daims to having defined a navet theory of IR, I find that his
description confoiius cxactly w the main ideas of NE Morcover, while he is absolutely
right in insisting on the continuing importance of nation-state--bascd political forces in
Europe, ht overstaies his case by lotaily neglecting the departures from state-deterniincd
decisionswhichabound in theday-to-day affairsoftheEU andin its tegat system, as shown
espccially by flic institutionalist critics of NE Hence I find that a moderate intergovernmcntalism is quite compatible with a scaled-down argument for supranationalism. Sec
Andrew Moravcsik, "Taking Prefcrences Seriousy: A Liberal Theory ofinternational Politics," International Organization 51 1997), pp. 5 13-53. Sce the critique o!' Moravcsik in
Martin Saeter, Conipreliensive Neofunctionalisin (Oslo: Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, 1998).
This material condenses my treatment in "Does Constructivism Subsume Neofunctionalism?" in Thomas Christiansen, Knud Erik Jorgensen, and Autje \Viener, eds.,
Tue Social Co,zstruc:io,z ofEurope (London: Sage, 2001). My typotogy competes with
several others; sec notes 13-21 of the essay just cited. Authors identified vith organizational constructivism are largely students of constitution writing and interprecation and
anatysts of courts. Systemic constructivists include, prominently, Alexander Wendt and
Nicholas Onuf. No&ivative scholars include Martha Finnernore, Christian Reus-Smit,
Michaci Barnett, Kathryn Sikkink, and Margaret Keck.
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Jnstitutionalis,n or Constructivisin ?
NEOFUNCTIONALJSM AMENDED

The publication of two volumes on European integration that draw explicitly on a reworked version of neofunctionalist theorizing (NF)
prompts the following comments. 7 Unexpected historical events, as is
usual in the social sciences, also have a lot to do with these comments.
In my 1975 self-critique of NF, couched in terms of the notion of
"turbulent fields," I mentioned several shortcomings of the original NF.
These became evident during the wave of globalization that emerged in
the 1970s and the social travail in advanced industrial societies associated
with the stagflation of those years. 8 These events and the contemporaneous Eurosclerosis suggested that there is no automaticity and no reliable
spiil-over process in the march of European integration, making the original theory obsolescent, to put it charitably.
Events since 1985 now suggest that this diagnosis was wrong. The
phoenix-like evolution of the European Comrnunities into the European
Union has triggered a modest renaissance of NIF-type analyses, of which
the two volumes in question are an example. 9 However, they contain several important amendments to NF that I wish to acknowledge and endorse. They also contain formulations with which I am flot totaily at ease.
What is the benchmark or "original" version of NF against which
this new effort is to bejudged? I use as my point ofdeparture the version
ofNF contained in the second edition of Tue Uniting ofEurope (1968)
and the early work ofPhilippe Schmitter (1971).
I shall not use the numerous other NF-like studies ofthe early 1970s,
such as Lindberg and Scheingold's Europe's Would-Be Polizy.'°
7. \Vayne Sandholtz and Alec Stone Sweet, eds., European Integralion aS Supranational Governance (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), especially ch. 1; Alec
Stone Sweet, Wayne Sandholtz, and Neil Fligstcin, ecis., Tue Instituzionalization of Europe
(New York: Oxford University Prcss, 2001).
S. Ernst B. Hans, Tut' Obsolescence offlegional integration T/zeory (Berkeley: Institute oflnternational Studies, Univcrsity ofCalifornia, 1975).
For instance, the article on the Economic and Monetary Union by David Cameron, "Creating Supranational Authority in Monetary and Exchange-Rate Policy," in Sandholtz and Stone Sweet, Eumpean integration and Supranational Governance, pp. 188-216,
as well as several other case studies in this volume.
Leon N. Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingolci, eds., Regional Integrazion; Tlzeory
andResearch (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971), especially the articles by
Lindberg, Puchala, Nye, and Schmitter; Leon N. Lindberg and Stuart A. Scheingold, Europes Would-lJe Polity (Englewood Cliffs, Ni: Prentice-Hall, 1970), which anticipates
some of the concepts and arguments of Sandholtz et al. Other works of that lime couched
in neofunctionalist terms include J. S. Nye, Peace in Parts (Boston: Littie Brown, 1971);
J. S. Nye, Pan-Africanisa: and Easz African Federation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1 965); Stuart A. Schcingold, TIzc Riile ofLaw in European Integration (New
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Sandholtz, Stone Sweet, and Fligstein (SSF) employ a much more
open-ended dependent variable than did the original NE They envisage a
continuum anchored in intergovernmental politics at one end, and in
supranational politics at the other. They also conceptualize the outcome
of concern to them as institutionalizedgovernance for an emerging "European space. The core concepts are institution and institutionalization," roughly, the emergence of a dense network of rules and organizations binding member governments, interest groups, bureaucracies, and
politicians in ever-tighter interdependencies. NF postulated a European
federal state as the outcome, the professed goal of one set of actors, an
outcome re!axed in 1975 by postulating various possible emerging constellations consistent with the idea ofturbulence. I now have no difficulty
in accepting the SSF founulation.
fle original NF conceived of the spiil-over process as confined to
economic sectors. Dissatisfaction with the performance of already integrated sectors was thought to trigger reforms requiring the integration of
additional, coguate, sectors. A perfect example of the spill-over process at
work is given by David Cameron's explanation of the origins o!' the Economic and Monetary Union."
SSF extend the concept to deal with the unintended growth of any
kind ofEU institution, whetherrelated to economic activity and policy or
riot. It also covers the growth of administrative and judicial rules and
organs. Since the logic underlying their usage is no different f'rom NFs, I
also accept this change.
Institutions were flot given special attention in the original NE The
studies were done, for the most part, before the pionecring work in the
theory of public organization of Philip Selznick, Herbert Simon and
James March, and James D. Thompson. SSF reflect the renewed interest
in sociological institutionalism. But their version is far superior to the
majority of theoretical work in that field because li seeks to understand
change, whereas the orthodox canon of sociological institutionalism is
concerned with explaining stability and equilibrium in collective behavior. Insofar as this feature was neglected, its prominent inclusion in the
Iist ofvariables whether dependent or intervening is welcome.' 2
Haven: Yale University Press, 1965); Leon N. Lindberg, Tue Political Dynainics 0f European Economic Integration (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963).
Cameron, "Creating Supranational Authority in Monetary and Exchangc-Rate
Policy."
In self-justification I note that institutional and organizational dynamics were a
prominent feature in my study of Éhe International Labor Organization, which "tested" NF
principles in the setting of an organization with universal mcmbership and a mandate for
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SSF pay careful attention to the manner in which supranational policies relate to the character and aims of domestic interest groups, especially in explaining the evolution of legal rules and practices. The
original NF proceeded somewhat differently in practice, though flot in
principle. Instead of carefully studying and sorting domestic interests, it
took these largely for granted, as "given" by the pluralist theory of democratic politics to which NF was tied. Pluralism predicts that interest
groups would act in certain ways; NF writers (with the exception ofLindberg) accepted this as true and proceeded from there. Again, the SSF
version is clearly superior to the original effort.
In myjudgment, both the original NE and the SSF version make the
same mistake with respect to a vital point: the "automaticity" of the finegration process once the initial rules of the game are set. NF assumed that
once a politically significant segment of collective life is subjected to
supranational authority, the logic of spiil-over will take care of the future.
The process is seen as irreversible, though flot necessarily linearly progressive. SSF seem to make similar assumptions about the continuation
of institutionalization. The preface to the second edition of The Uniting ofEurope (1968) already expressed doubts about automaticity, and
my 1975 self-critique further elaborated the caveat. In the meantime,
Philippe Schmitter had worked out the logics of spill-backs and spillarounds to show why integration based on spili-over logic is far from automatic.'3 SSF would do well ta worry about the limits of the institutianalization process they sketch.
Another difficulty is presented by the notion of "rules." Tao much is
packaged iii it: "An institution is a cornplex of rules and procedures that
governs a given set of human interactions." And, "Rules prescribe apprapriate behavior in a particular setting and thus are collective attributes.
Procedures are those mies that determine how actors and organizations
niake ail other rules." 4 Rules seem ta be prior to the actors who make
them and change them. How can a rule be a collective attribute? 0f whom
or what? This formulation is consistent with aspects of sociological institutionalism that reify mies (or institutions) as something logically prior to
actors. The integration "game" is seen as revolvirig around who makes,
who interprets, and who implements the rules. The possibility that integration invalves debates about people's identities and futures gets lost
global integration of social policy. Sec my Beyond the Nation-State (Stanford: Stanford
linivcrsity Press, 1964).
Philippe Schmittcr, "A Rcvised Thcory ofRegional Integration," in Lindberg and
Schcingold, Regional Integration, pp. 232-64.
Stone Swect, Sandholtz, and Fligstcin, Tise instiu:tio:zalization ofEumpe, p. 61
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in this approach. In SSF, mies are made prior to interests, objectives, and
values in the conceptualization ofcollective action.
Moreover, institutions are empty of content. What seems to matter to
SSF is the creation and multipiication of organizations that make, interpret, and enforce mies, flot the interests and objectives of actors who
"inhabit" them. A consistent adherence to a spiil-over logic, however,
mandates a concert with interests because, presumabiy, they wiil determine which ruies wili be favored by actors. SSF sidestep the issue by
holding that social structure and agency are mutually constitutive, without one being prior to the other; they see "institutionalization as a process that binds together, into a system of tight interdependence, the domain of social structure and the domain of agency." 5 Yet they also
concede that anaiysis may proceed from the rationa!ist basis of actor interests. If that is so, the logic of structuration does flot hold. They can't
have it both ways.

PATH DEPENDENCE OR UNJNTENDED CONSEQUENCES
AS ENGINES 0F INTEGRATION

fle idea of path dependence (PD) had flot been invented when NE was
fouualized. However, the Iogic of spiii-over in its original version contains similarities to what was later labeled path dependence. What is this
similarity? 15 it consistent with the revised and scaled-down version of
spiil-over? Was k taken over by SSF? Should it have been taken over? J
shall focus on oniy two features of path dependence: positive feedback
and lock-in, as explained by Paul Pierson. 16
A given poiicy, after being permitted to run long enough so that its
effects can be experienced by an appropriate nuniber of people, is likely
to be experienced positiveiy by this constituency. More people will perIbid., p. 9.
Paul Pierson, "Increasing Returns, Path Dependence, and the Study of Polities,"
American Political Science Revieiv (June 2000), p. 25 1 fi'. Curiously, Pierson's contribution
to European Integration and Supranational Governance sounds more like NE In refuting
the intergovernmentaiism ofAndrew Moravesik, he stresses that institutional evolution
rarely corresponds ta the preferences of the founders at the time of founding. Founding
states suifer disappointment (he catis them "gaps") with respect to those preferences because any or ail of the following may occur: supranational organizations assert their own
preferences, politicians are capable only of short-term calculation, major unintencled consequences attend policy decisions, and member governments develop new preferences.
Pierson, "fle Path to European Integration: A Historical-InstitutionalistAnalysis," in Sandhoitz and Stone Sweet, European Integration and Supranational Governance, pp. 27-58.
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ceive themselves as enjoying benefits and therefore bestow increasing
legitimacy on the policies and those who fashioned li. In short, the institutions associated with the policy reap positive gains, which have the
resuit of reenforcing the entire system. As a resuit, the procedures and
attitudes associated with these institutions are "locked in": they can no
longer be easily changed without offendirig large numbers of people and
thus causing politicians to lose credit. In short, a path-dependent view of
European integration sees the process as partly shaped by the initial institutional choices of the founders (no matter what their substantive ohjectives were) and likely to go on as long as the positive gains continue.
Historical institutionalists devoted to this type of thinking like to point
out that neither General de Gaulle nor Margaret Thatcher was able to reverse the process of integration, despite claiming that their countries had
suffered negative gains.' 7
This view has â lot in common with the spili-over idea as it stood
before the rethinking triggered by de Gaulle's vetoes and driven home by
the Eurosclerosis of the early 1970s.
NF also played with the idea of irreversibility, with a lock-in, even though positive gains were neyer envisaged in quite the form chosen by Pierson. Moreover, the reasons for
NF's version oflock-in are the same as Pierson's. Instead ofdeveloping a
notion of positive gains, the spili-over was driven by a postulated fear by
the actors of suffering losses unless further sectors were integrated.
SSF accept this reasoning, along with also endorsing the principalagent version of rational choice theory. This is curious since the two embody different logics. SSF especially accept as well the idea, shared by
NF and PD, that unintended consequences are a powerful pro-integration
force because they compel actors to improvise new systems-enhancing
mies when they fun into unforeseen trouble.
J maintain that these perspectives are not congruent. Principal-agent
theory, PD, and rational choice theory are flot concerned with specific
actor values and interests; NF, using the logic of unintended consequences, is. The idea that different actors entertain different hierarchies of
values and interests is factored out by the former, while it is the mainstay
of research for the latter. N? is centrally concerned with pinpointing what
does and does not spili over, and which consequences are both unin17. Path dependence literature suffers from a curiaus tettuinological confusion. Positive and negative gains are sometimes cal!ed feedbacks. In noitital systems-theory—inspired
discussion (derived ultimately from electrical engineering), positive feedbacks veaken or
destroy the system while negative fcedbacks reinforce ii Is a negative feedback (gain)
renily a Ioss? If so, then spili-over theorizing, because h stresses fears of loss by actors,
relies on negative feedbacks.
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tended and unwanted. Unljke SSF's emphasis, integration as sucli is
neyer seen by NF as desirable or undesirable for its own sake, except by
a relatively smafl set of actors, national and supranational.
Pierson's version of path dependence is flot opposed to rational
choice theory, but it is flot clearly in that tradition either. Rational choice
theory postulates clear equilibrium outcomes, though flot a unique optimum. Path dependence merely daims that actors perceive the status quo
as preferable to undoing past policies and institutions, whether they have
reached equilibrium or not. Path dependence projects the resuits of earlier
ehoices without also believing that these choices were uniquely efficient (i.e., rational) responses to some challenge. Hence I conclude that
the pure version of rational choice theory is flot compatible with an acceptance of path dependence.
Neither is it really consistent with featuring the logic ofunintended
consequences as an explanation of integration. That logic holds that
actors at ail levels, when confronted with resuits of past policies they do
not like, will devise new policies flot initially foreseen. In the European
context, it is likely that this will happen as a resuit ofa coalition between
supranational actors, certain member governments, and certain interest
groups (national andlor supranational). The composition of such coalilions wilI vary with the issues in question. I stress that this logic can work
in a direction that moves toward as welI as against integration.
flus, the logic ofunintended consequences is clearly different from
both spiil-over and path dependency thinking. Making li die centerpiece
in an explanation of major changes dispenses with the mechanical aspects of both. li moves the empirical scope of study well beyond the
expansion ofeconomic lies and networks, by making any concrete policy
domain and any constitutional issue subject to its logic.
Students ofEuropean integration are certainly flot the only contemporary social scientists concerned with the exploration of major change.
My own concerri with the routinization of norms of international behavior is rooted in the same concern. Among the major approaches currently being advocated we find historical institutionalism, sociological
in-stitutionalism, rational choice models, and path dependency. These approaches overlap. Ail of them must be examined to determine their usefulness in the possible revision ofNE Ail compete with constructivism,
which also competes with NE We now turn to an exploration of these
themes. Our first order of business is w clarify the reiationship between
constructivism and NE My own efforts at this task are complemented by
those ofSchmitter and ofSandhoitz, Stone Sweet, and Fiigstein.

lnstitutionalisnz or Constructivisni?
A PRAGMA.TIC-CONSTRUCTIVIST ONTOLOGY

I want to understand the process(es) wherèby norms governing behavior
in international politics are routinized, as a way of concretizing my more
deep-seated interest in developing a pragmatic-constructivist ontology.
Various kinds of sociological institutionalism offer one possible source of
help. They, along with ail other kinds of institutional analysis, cari be examined for the answers they provide to five core questions, which any
pragmatic-constructivist inquiry into the interaction of agency and structure also must address. The questions, and a range of possible answers,
are as foliows:
What is the character of the constraint on agency? (a) Choice is limited by being embedded in a self-organizing system; (b) choice is part
of a superordinate cycle of events; (c) choice is deteunined by the actors' initial decisions (path-dependency); (d) incorporation into "netsvorks" determines choice; (e) habit alone conditions choosing.
Given constraints, how can change occur? (a) Endogenous change
is not possible; (b) endogenous change can occur only as a result of
actors' deriving lessons from unintended consequences of earlier
choices; (c) exogenous shocks explam change.
How do actors choose? (a) Unchanging explicit interests, material
and nonmateria, explain chojce; (b) interests explairi choice, but
they result from strategic interaction among actors; (c) interests are
explained by power needs alone; (d) choices derive from frameworks
and scripts produced by institutions; (e) choices derive from symbolic needs and their rhetorical articulation.
How do actors match ends and means? (a) They engage in cost-benefit analysis; (b) they apply the "logic of appropriateness"; (c) they
determine instrumentally "whatever works best"; (d) they rely on rational choice routines.
How do actors deal with surprises and shocks? (a) They deny such
events; (b) they adapt by selecting new means to attain unchanging
ends; (c) they examine and change their ends, and then choose
means, i.e., they leani; (d) they fail w respond at ail.
Provisionally, the pragmatic-constructivist ontology might answer
questions 1-5 as foliows. But let us bear in mmd that the units thought of
as actors are riot iridividuals, but long-Iived collective actors professing
important common values arid concerns, such as states, nations, bureaucracies, or social movements:
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Constraints may originate as deep-seated habit or be limited by the
behavior ofa network to which actors belong.
Change is due to exogenous shock or to drawing lessons from unintended consequences of earlier actions.
Actors choose by seeking to realize changeable interests derived
from prior cognitive frameworks which are subject to reexamination.
Means are matched with ends by choosing what works best, purely
instrumentally.
Actors often adapt to shocks and sometimes leam.
We shail see next how much, or how littie, this ontology owes to sociological institutionalism.
PRAGMATIC CoNsTRucTIvIsM:
SPECIFIED ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR

It is lime to delineate pragmatic constructivism (PC) more sharply.' 8 PC
assumes that agency is constrained by the actors' enmeshment in networks, fonried by institutions and by habit, not by structural forces.
These constraints, however, do flot predict the results of agency or action
itselfbecause PC also assumes that actors adjust their later behavior in
light of the perceived failure of earlier behavior to realize the actors' perceived interests. Put differently, later choices are the resuit of unwanted
and unforeseen consequences.
While actors are assumed to change on the basis of their perceived
interests, they remain constrained not only by institutions and habit but
also by strategic interactions and calculations regarding other actors and
by their own symbolic needs. Actors match ends and means by following
an instrumental logic of "whatever works best." This is flot to say that the
logic of appropriateness is neyer used, but PC assumes that such a recourse can neyer be taken for granted.
Most importantly, actors are assumed to change their interests by
adapting to surprises. Occasionally, they even Iearn to abandon a habitual
way of attributing causality and to search for a new one, often more complex than the former way.

18. See Peter Haas and Ernst B. Haas, "Pragmatic Constructivism," Millenniun::
Journal ofinternational Siudies (December 2002), for a full statement.

Institutionalisnz or Co,zstruciivisin ?
SOFT RATIONAL CH0IcE AND COLLECTIVE ACTION

These PC assumptions about collective behavior beg the question: is PC
part of the "rational choice" ontology? Only in a trivial way, as the folIowing defined terms suggest.
Values: a collectively-held repertoire with beliefs concerning rectitude and proper collective behavior. A value or a set of values can be
considered "irrational" if, in thejudgment ofobservers, itis notrealizable in terms of the generaily accepted view of the world that
prevails in the society/polity in question.
Objectives: values expressed as ideas that are to shape the relevant
society/polity. Objectives are "irrational" if, in thejudgment ofobservers, the means chosen to implement objectives are inappropriate
and/or inipractical.
Interests: objectives expressed as formai demands by an organized
group against the relevant society/polity. Jnterests are "irrational" if,
in the judgment of observers, the actors fail to adjust means w ends
in case of unintended consequences deflecting the attainment of the
origInal ends. Interests are also "irrational" ifthey are too inflexibly
defined to allow for adjustment.
Choice of policy: collective choices defining a set of measures (usually legal). Since interests in a polity are seldom wholly consensual,
policy choices normally reflect compromises among actors. Choices
are "irrational" as described in the case ofinterests.
What features distinguish "soft" rational choice from the "hard" variety?
There are no equilibrium outcomes in the soft Variant; the concept of
equilibrium is irrelevant.
There are no fixed interests because there are no predefined values,
beliefs or preferences.
There is no overarching concept of rationality as there is in markets,
games, or institutions as structures.
AIl choices are made on the basis of "satisficing."
Crisp predictions are flot possible but ranges ofoutconies are specifiable.
THE NE%V INSTITUTIONALISM

begin with the type of pragmatic constructivism known as the "new institutionalism" (NI). In order to explore this possibility, the nature cf NI
J

-
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must first be established. I use the magisterial treatment ofWalter Poweil
and Paul DiMaggio as the canonical characterization of NI.' 9
NI is conceived, above ail, as an ontological stance that totaily
breaks with the "behaviorist" tradition of considering the rationally calculating individual as the prime unit of analysis for explaining collective
action. NT rejects rational choice explanations, along with attempting to
get rid of functionalist assurnptions as agents of causality. li argues that
actors should not be conceived as seeking to realize identifiable objectives by means they choose deliberately. Nor do organizations engage in
calculated goal-seeking. I shall have more to say on these topics when I
examine the relevance of rational choice theory to pragmatic constructivism.
Poweil and DiMaggio identify several approaches to the study of institutions that they reject as flot being properly part of NI because these
approaches retain too many traces of utilitarian thinking, even though
they break with "behavioralism." flus, institutional economics retains a
functionalist ontology. Rational-choice political scientists who focus on
explaining the workings of institutions of government stiil ding to the
notion of goal-seeldng organizations (and individuals) attenipting to realize equilibrium outcomes. Neoliberal regime theory in IR suffers from
the same shortcomings.
Stili, these theories agree with NI in that they are "united by littie but
a common skepticism toward atomistic accounts of social processes and
a common conviction that institutional arrangements and social processes
matter."20 My approach to the study of norms also accept such a commitment. I agree that institutions whatever they may be "matter" and
WalterW. Poweil and Paul J. DiMaggio, eds., Tue New I,,stitutionaltç,,z in OrganizationalAnalysis (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). I rely on the editors'
introduction, pp. 1-40. I follow the convention suggested by the editors that NI is to be
understood exclusively as that part of a larger sociological institutionalism that deals
With organizations. Since states and non-state actors are invariably "organhzations," i.e.,
congeries of individual actors "organized" for collective action, I find no incongruity in
adopting this convention.
For a different conceptualization of institutionalism that offers an insightfut constrast
of the sociologieal with the economic kind, see Michaei Rowlinson, Organizations and Instititiions (Houndsmill: Macmillan, 1997). The literature reviews and paradigmatic
summaries offered are very valuable.
Foi- an outstanding comparison oFPC, as used by myself, and sociological constructivism, as used by Alex Wendt, see Anne Clunan, "Constructing Concepts of Identity," in
Rudra Si! and Eileen M. Doherty, eds., Iieyond iloundaries (Albany: State Univcrsity of
New York Press, 2000), pp. 87-116.
Powell and DiMaggio, New Jnstizutionalis,n, p. 3.
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that large-scale change should be thought of as a "social process" animated by various forms of collective action. Remaining questions include: what counts as an "institution" and how do these entities shape collective action?
In their eagerness to avoid behavioral explanations of social processes, NI scholars run the risk of reifying whatever they end up considering as entities, forces, or influences that shape, constrain, or inspire
human agency. They often conflate institutions with culture. Sometimes
either or both are also considered to be a "system," within which agency
must be explored. Moreover, social structure, a ubiquitous term, shows
up as apparently isomorphic or even synonymous with institutions, culture, and systems. In short, NI obfuscates what causes what, or what is
prior to what.2 ' Whether a given characterization refers to actors or observers often remains obscure. Reliance on "structuration" as an 0Mological solvent confuses causality even more anci offers no help in arriving at consensual definitions of core ternis. 22
NI, in featuring institutions as independent variables, stresses the
notions of "institutional environnients" and "organizational fields."
These refer to the networks of discrete organizations in the same economic or social "sector" and the overali social seuirigs (culture, structure)
that allegedly constrain organizational action, as opposed to more localized influences. NI is concerned with persistence due to the embeddedness of social action in deep-seatecl forces.

As expressed by Poweli and DiMaggio, NI has "an intcrest in institutions as independent variables, a turn toward cognitive and cultural explanations, and an interest in
properties of supraindividual units of analysis that cannot be reduced to aggregations or
direct consequences of individuals' attributes or motives. In the sociological tradition, institutionalization is both a 'phenomenological process by which certain social relationships
and actions corne to to be taken for granted' and a suite of affairs in which shared cognilions define 'vint has meaning and what actions are possible.' \Vhereas economists and
public choice thcorists oftcn treat i,isti:urio;is and conventions as synonyms, sociologists
and organization theorists restrict the foinier teint to ±ose conventions that, far from being
perceived as mere conveniences, 'take on rulelike status in social thought and action."
Ibid., pp. 8-9, emphasis in original. The first quote in this passage is from Lynne Zucker,
"Organizations as Institutions," in S. B. Bacharach, cd., Research in tue Sociology of Organizations (Greenwich, CT: JA! Press, 1983), p. 2; the second is from Mary Douglas,
How Institutions TI,ink (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press,. 1986), pp. 46 '18.
See, for example, Poweil and DiMaggio, New institutionalisni, p. 9, and the chaptel. by Lynne Zucker in the same volume. Sec Margaret S. Archer, Realis: Social Tlzeozy:
Tue MorphogenezicApproach (Caxnbridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), for a withcring attack on structurationism as resolving none of the major sociological conundra, on
grounds derived from her version ofscientific-realist thinking.
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HIsT0RICAL INSTITUTIONALISM:
SLOGAN IN SEARCH 0F A CLEAR ARGUMENT?

We are primarily concerned with two core questions with respect to
historical institutionaljsm (HI). One concerns die issue of whether expianation that stresses path dependency js part and parcel of HI, or whether
that approach can also be followed without making "path" assumptions. The other challenges us to sort out various approaches to historicalinstitutionalist explanations that stress structure, favor agency, or seek to
combine the twa. I address this concern first.
The empirical universe inhabited by historical institutionalists is
shrouded in the fog of confusion noted by students of classical batties.
Practitioners daim to be analyzing any political phenomenon whose
foun is shaped by a historical context. It is difficuit to think of a phenomenon that does not fit this bili, provided only that human agency is
somehow constrained by "institutions." Ail historical institutionalists
sharply limit freedom ofthe wili.
Considerable conceptual uncertainties make one suspect that historical institutionalism is merely another name for historical sociology
as practiced by such scholars as Charles Tiliy, Michael Mann, Reinhard
Bendix, and Perry Anderson. True, these writers are concerned with
large-scale events unfolding over centuries, while contemporary historical institutionalists deal with single policies that emerge over mere decades. Nevertheless, the two do flot seem to differ markedly in basic concerns or assumptions.
I begin with a comparison of two searching efforts to define HI, one
by Kathleen Thelen and Sven Steinmo, and the other by Ellen 1mmergut.23 11e difference in the two conceptuaiizations that interests me is
the matter of agency. Thelen and Steinrno tend to favor structure over
agency, whereas Immergut reverses the emphasis. Both treatments Iead to
the conclusion that HI is flot a theory, but rather a way of emphasizing a
certain type of causality.
For ail three authors, the chief purpose of HI is to correct the causal
assumptions associated with behaviorism and with Marxism, by showing
-

23. Kathleen Thelen and Sven Steinmo, "Historical Institutionalism in Comparative
Politics," in Sven Steinmo, Kathleen Thelen, and F. Longstreth, cds., Structuriizg Politics
(Cambridge: Cambridge Univcrsity Press, 1992), pp. 1-32; Ellen M. Irnmergut, "The Thecreticai Core of the New Jnstitutionalism," Po!itics and Sociexy (Îvlarch 1998), pp. 5-34.
Unlike other writers on the "new institutionalism," Immergut considers rational choice and
organization flieory as parts ofthis approach, along with 1-II. I am concerned here only with
her treatinent of HI.

-
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how behavior is shaped by causally prior forces called institutions. These
prominently include ail arrangements that define decision-making processes, constitutions as well as ideas and interests. Interests are socially
constructed by actors as a resuit ofthe historical context shaping actors'
perceptions. Choice is structured by the legal rules in which decisions
must be made, as well as by timing and sequencing pressures. Political
power is relational: it depends on the network or coalition of which the
actor is a part, and where in the overali institutional structure the actor is
placed.
That said, emphasis among our definers diverges. Thelen and Steinmo
explain change by stressing structure and context. Broad changes in socioeconomic context deteimine which institutions gain prominence. Such
changes also determine adaptations in old institutions as new actors enter
the game. Major exogenous changes trigger the articulation of new institutional objectives on the part of established institutions. The actual
choices flesh-and-blood political actors make resuit from these larger dynamics. Their perceptions, not the analyst's, providejudgments ofwhat is
good or bad about choices.
Immergut, by contrast, insists that HI has a normative component in
thatit offersjudgments ofwhat is to be considered progressive orregressive. She insists that the true preferences of actors cannot be known and
that individual preferences cannot be aggregated into collective ones;
hence, normative resuits from choice cannot be specified ex ante. HI
stresses historical contingency at the expense of the structural dynamics
that appeal to other practitioners of HI. And a considerable amount of
free will remains in the actor's repertoire:
Institutions do not determine behavior, they simply provide a context for action that helps us to understand why actors make the
choices that they do. Facing the same sets of institutional hurdies,
seif-reflective actors can make creative decisions about how to proceed. Thus, institutions—even when defined in the broadest sense
neither mold human perceptions to such an extent that individuals
are incapable ofrecognizing competing definitions ofidentity and interest nor do they force human action along a single track. 24
HI does not have a standardized list ofindependent variables, or even
ofcore concepts that can be regularly adduced as explanations of change.
Nor does it have a clear dependent variable. It simply postulates a black
24. Immergut, "Theoretical Cote," p. 26.
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box institutions as a variable intervening between any number ofpossible dependent variables and a large number of possible explanatory
ones?

STRUCTURE DOMINATES EXPLANATION 0F CHANGE

HI features relatively few authors who put their emphasis on structural
features in dealjng with change. Those who opt for a structural emphasis
also mention path-dependent arguments as a kind of afterthought. Our
examples ofthis approach are articles by Stephen Krasner and John Ikenberry.26
Krasner and Jkenberry are flot overly concemed with systematizing either history or institutions. Both are eager to show that adaptive
choices on the part ofactors seeking to cope with changing environments
are hemmed in by the resuits of prior choices, which have acquired the
force of brakes on free will. Institutions, as a resuit, are reified. Such
teints as "system," "structure," "institution," and "institutional structure"
are used as synonyms. Krasner says that "an institutional perspective regards enduring institutional structures as the building blocks of social and
political life. 11e preferences, capabilities and basic self-îdentities of individuals are conditioned by these institutional structures. . . . The range
of options available to policymalcers at any given point in Urne is a function of institutional capabilities that were put in place at some earlier
period."27 Ikenberry concludes that "the general point that emerges from
this perspective is that the appropriateness of system-, society- and statecentered theory is grounded in the larger set of historical dynamics that
undergird institutional structures and policymaking." 28

For a scathing indictment ofit-il along these limes, sec Michael J. Gorges, "New
Institutionalist Explanations of Institutional Change: A Note of Caution," Politics 2 1, no. 2
(2001), pp. 137-45. Gorges includes ail foiuis of"new" institutionalism in his condemnation; HI is singled out on pp. 138-39. He also notes that most of the explanacory factors adduced by HI are accepted in many other theories and deployed more cffcctiveiy. Fie
shows how the social program of the Maastricht Treaty of European Union can be cxplained as an episode in institutionalization without recourse to Fil. Sec his "The New
Institutionalism and the Study of the European Union," West European Polizics (October
2001), pp. 152-68.
Stephen Krasner, "Sovereignty," Comparative Political Studies (April 1988),
pp. 66-94; G. John Ikenbcrry, "Conclusion," International Organizwion (Winier 1988),
219-43.
Krasner, "Sovereignty," p. 67.
Ikenberry, "Conclusion," p. 233.

-
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There is nothing very specific about the historicity of the activities
thus described: some choice in the past resultcd in the evolution of a pattern of behavior (any Iaw, norm, or practice) which persists. Krasner uses
this pattern to explain the persistence of suboptimal institutions, such as
the system of sovereign states; Ikenberry employs it to explain the difficulties of changing foreign policies. Endogenously-caused change is
minimized, as are actor cognitions in their devising of adaptive behaviors. Almost every one of these authors' arguments could have been made
without any reference to HI whatever.
AGENCY AS THE ENGINE 0F HISTORY

Authors writing in the HI tradition who favor agency in their explanation
ofchange tend to stress constraints on choice due to enmeshment in networks or commitment to earlier decisions. Actors benefit from their
analysis of unintended consequences of earlier decisions. They choose on
the basis of their interests, perceived directly or as a resuit of interactions
with other players. Means are matched to ends on the basis of cost-benefit thinking in the process of adaptation. In short, a human dimension is
restored in institutions, as is an assumption about rational behavior.
Thus, Jack Goldstone downgrades structural determinants by showing how identical structural conditions nevertheless did not produce identical or even sirnilar outcomes because ideological motives intervened. 29
Other writers stress the enmeshing power of rhetoric, or repetitive formative discourse, in channeling actor decisions. Here, rhetoric as practice
acquires the characteristics of institutions. 30 This argument is made with
particular force by students of international law, who thus account for lis
efficacy despite the absence of an authoritative enforcer. 3 ' It is worth
JackA. Goldstone, "Comparative-HistoricalAnalysis and KnowledgeAccumulation in the Study ofRevolutions," in James Mahoney and Dietrich Rueschemeyer, eds.,
Comparative Historical Analysis in hie Social Sciences (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2003), ch. 2. The article specifically challenges the accounts of Barrington Moore
and Theda Skocpol as overly structural.
Sec, for instance, Frank Schimmelfennig, "The Community Trap," International
Organization (Winter200l). The author argues thatthe verbal commitment to the consolidation of democracy in castern Europe on the part of European Union members compelled
them to negotiate the eastward expansion in the face ofmany material objections.
3 1. Thomas M. Franck, Tue Power ofLegitirnacy ainong Nations (New York: Cxford University Press, 1990); Harold Hongju Koh, "Why Do Nations Obey International
Law?" l'ale Law Journal (June 1997), pp. 2599-2659. Koh identifies himself as a constnjctivist, though lie does flot make clear which type ofconstnictivism he favors. He also
sces strong affinities betveen bis view and the British school of realism. However, his
downplaying of Hie rote of international socicty makes me question his daim.
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stressing that authors who hold this view also maintain that a state interest in a given rule of law or treaty provision is insufficient for explaining
the habit ofco,npliance that states allegedly develop. Mere membership
in international society, similarly, may be a necessary condition for compliance, but is flot a sufficient one. Repetitive discourse by domestic
audiences is also required.
This lime of thiriking has been most fully conceptualized by Jeffrey
Checkel. He is concerned with studying the diffusion of norms originating in the international system (as represented, for instance, by muidlateral orgariizations). He finds the microfoundations of local acceptance
in the perceptions of national actors, both mass and elite. Hence he sees
diffusion as an instance of social practice, that is, as an institution. Its success is mediated by the kinds of national institutions and norms (also
called cultures and domestic structures) that the new superordinate nouns
encounter. Checkel states:
More foinially, both domestic structures and domestic norms are
variables that inten'ene between systemjc norms and national level
outcomes. Domestic structure is used "to investigate and explain the
decision process by which various initial conditions [systemic norms
in my case] are translated into outcomes"; . . . for me, it also predicts,
across countries with different state-society relations, the likely domestic agents empowering noims. Domestic norms determine the
degree of cultural match, and thus predict, in a probabilistic sense,
whether noiin-takers in a particular country will be open to prescripdons embodied in systemic understandings. 32

These legai arguments should bejuxtaposed to mies that explain the efficacy M international law essentially in tenus of the perceived interests of states, a distinctly
nonconstructivist argument. See Abram ami Antonia Handier Chayes, Tue New Sovereignty (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995); Louis Henkin, Hou' Nations
Beizave ( New York: Columbia University Press, 1979).
32. Jeffrey T. Checkel, "Norms, Institutions and National Identity in Contcmporary
Europe," l,ztemational Studies Quanerly 43 (1999), p. 91. The embedded quote is from
Alexander George. Checkel considers his constructivism as compatible with, but more inclusive theoretically than, that of others who, respectively, locate their microfoundations in
symbolic interaction theory, role theory, attribution theory, and cognitive evolution. Sec pp.
90-91. His empirical work shows no evidence of any such transtheorctical integration.
See, for instance, his "The Europeanization of Citizenship?" in Maria Green Cowies,
Saines Caporaso, and Thomas Risse, eds., Transforniing Europe (Ithaca, N'Y': Corneli University Press, 2001), pp. 180-97.

lnstitutionalisnz or Constructivisnz?
INDETERMINATE HISTORICAL JNSTITUTIONALISM

The bodies of HI literature surveyed so far more or less clearly distinguish between a predominant dependence on structure and a predominant
dependence on agency in explaining norm formation and normative
change. In addition, we encounter HI arguments that insist on having it
both ways, thus depriving us of a clear conceptualization.
One such provocative work offers a version of HI that causes it to
Iose its identity. 33 The authors think that ail versions of HI and ail other
versions of institutionalism can learn from each other. They pay a high
price, however, for this uplifting thought in the loss of clarity for ail vaneties. They posit a "calcuius"-based HI, which sounds almost exactly like
rational choice analysis, and a "cuiture"-based type, which nesembles
socioiogical institutionaiism. Hi differs from both, they argue, in flot
being preoccupied with issues of power and its persistence. Whene path
dependence fits in is unclear, along with the role of unintended cotisequences, in triggering institutionai change. In fact, apart fnom die sequential character of ail change, it is flot evident that historicity bas any
marked noie in this conceptualization.
Another group of authors, ail concerned with explaining change and
persistence in the institutions of social poiicy in advanced countnies, and
ail claiming the mantie of HI, seem to mean nothing more elaborate than
that timing and sequencing matter in explaining the origin ofsocial welfare institutions (laws and bureaucracies), and that political institutions
provide the "veto points" that prevent change. No daims are made that
particular sequences imply particular outcomes, on that specjflc coaitions predict specjfic institutionai arrangements, such as we see in the
work of Barrington Moore and Gnegory Luebbent. 54
Analysts who privilege international organizations as masters of
norm-creation and perpetuatiori confuse the issue of assigning causal significance. Some argue that international bureaucracies are powerful
agents of nonm-creation or are they structures? But they lose posven
when the norms become less relevant in the face of changing environmental conditions (a euphemism for self-interested states that spurn the

PeLer A. Hait and Rosemary C. R. Taytor, "Potitical Science and the Three Institutionalisms," Poligical Studies 44 (1996), pp. 396-57.
Essays by Do Rothstcin, Margaret Weir, Immergut, and Hall, in Steinmo, Thelen,
and Longstreth, Structuring Politics, pp. 33-56, 57-89, 90—I 13, and 188-216, respectively.
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norms).35 Again, it is unclear whether these states are agents or speak in
the name ofsome institutional structure, such as sovereignty. Constructivism does flot benefit from this kind of confusion.
WHAT

Is

MIsSING?

Some practitioners ofHI are their own harshest critics. It bas flot escaped
them that the causal conundra I have sought to illustrate obscure the
power of the approach. Hence the suggestion bas been made that HI is
stiil "just history," unless its accounts of events are disciplined with the
inclusion of two cognate approaches that stress patlz dependency and
criticaljunctures. 36 Path dependency will be considered separately. It accounts for the continuity in institutions, for "locked-in" practices and
organizations. Criticaijuncture analysis seeks to account for the origin of
the institutions later locked in by path-dependent processes. It studies
"big events" that change the trajectory of entire societies, and it does so
by seeking to systematize the actors and their objectives and to match
them with recurring outcomes.
But how far will that take us? Consider the following story, as told by
Mark Blyth.37 fle corporatist institutions enabling the chief interest
groups of the Swedish political economy to participate in shaping social
and economic policy were created inthe 1930s in a "critical juncture"like context, and the policies enacted in them were shaped essentially by
the Social Democratic Party and its affihiated trade union federation until
the late 1970s. When the nonsocialist parties won control of Parliament
in 1976, the institutions and policies erected by their antagonists were not
challenged because the ideas on which they were based were "Iocked in":
the new majority had no alternative ideas, seemingly a clear case of path
dependence that kept the election from being a critical juncture. However, another event proved to be critical: when the Social Democrats were
For example, Michael N. Barnett and Martha Finnemore, "The Politics, Power
and Pathologies of International Organizations," International Organization (Autumn
1999), pp. 699-732.
One such critic is Kathleen Thelen. See her admirable "Historical InsÉitutionalism in Comparative Politics," Annual Review ofPolitical Science ( 1999), pp. 369-404. For
more self-criticism and a discussion ofpath dependence and critical junctures as additions
to HI, see Jacob S. Hacker, "The Historical Logic ofNational Health Insurance," Studies in
,4znerican Political Developmenz (Spring 1998), pp. 57-130. fle classical "critical juncture" comparative study is Ruth Berins Collier and David Collier, Slzaping tue Political
Arena (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991).
Mark Blyth, "The Transformation of the Swedish Model," World Polizics (October 2001), pp. 1-26.
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once again victorious, in the next election, they "overreached" by attempting to alter the corporatist institutions so as to weaken industry and
strengthen labor. This attempted power grab inspired representatives of
industry to refuse their continued participation in the corporatist councils
and to favor free-market policies, once the conservative-liberal coalition
won the following election.
Blyth concludes from this story that whatever path dependence had
produced during the forty-odd years of Social Democratic dominance
was flot stable enough to withstand a crisis. Actually, he had to invent a
type of "cognitive path dependence" in order to make the story credible.
He also concludes that institutions by themselves explain nothing. It is
necessary to specify which ideas animate their role occupants before any
institutional explanation becomes persuasive. Whether the 1980s will
turn out to be a critical juncture in the history of the Swedish welfare state
will not be known until we discover whether it will give way to the power
of global free markets. Critical junctures, without the benefit of a long
hindsight, may not turn out to be a powerful analytic tool.
Ti-m

POvERTY 0F HISTORICAL INSTITUTJONALISM

No constructivist would deny that history matters, that timing is important, and that different patterned sequences o!' events can have important
differential consequences. But unless we can systematize these insights
we are really saying very little. Moreover, the empirical narratives of
HI are almost exclusively about democratic-industrial countries, not
the majority in a world of changing nation-states. The narratives, even if
mindful of critical junctures and path dependence, do flot do justice to
change. If critical juncture analysis deals with the origin of institutions
and path dependence with their reproduction, nobody deals directly with
change, that is, with the arrivai of new critical junctures.
Pragmatic constructivism does deal with change. It is concerned with
the impact of new ideas on new noitus of conduct. And it features as a
mechanism of change the logic of unintended consequences, which most
studies of path dependence ignore. Actors must cope with situations flot
experienced earlier. They must make efforts to reduce uncertainty about
the future by using new cognitions or new knowledge if they wish to
flourish. In short, they must conceptualize how and why the consequences of customary patterns of behavior turned out badly, given the
interests ofactors. Little in HI seems to explain how they accomplish this
task. No doubt, HI studies have made numerous descriptive contributions, primarily in the areas of modem social welfare and economic
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policy in advanced democracies. They have neglected studies of other
issue areas and ofchanges in poor and nondemocratic countries. Worse,
their treatment of causal mechanisms remains unsystematic and hence
noncumulative. Few HI studies teli us in a disciplined way why actors
adopt new ways or persist in old ones; they tell us only how they do it.
One major conceptual failing, as noted by Immergut, is the lack of precision in the use and specification of preferences, interests, and choices.
Pragmatic constructivism, too, can greatly benefit from these possible improvements in HI.
THE NEW JNSTITUTIONALISM AND THE OLD

An older institutionalism (01) aliows for change and endows organizations (and their inmates) with a great deal of autonomy. NI is thought to
differ from 01 thus:
Conflicts of interests along with "interests" in general are flot important, as opposed to 01, where they are crucial.
Incita in spuxiing organizational action derives from lack oflegitimacy, flot from the desires of vested interests.
fle relationship between an organization and its environment is constitutive, flot based on calculated co-optation.
Institutionalization occurs in the surrounding environment or field,
flot within the organization.
NI questions the theory of action associated with utilitarianism because it involves lack of reflection by actors; 01 stresses inadequacies in the way utilitarians deal with the aggregation of individual interests into a collective interest and with their neglect of unanticipated
consequences.
NI focuses on classifications, routines, scripts aixd schemas used by
actors constrained by institutions, whereas 01 puts the emphasis on
the nouiis, values and attitudes associated with institutions.
NI relies on attribution theory in its reliance on cognitive social psychology, 01 on socialization theory.
Actors, in NI thought, act on the basis of habit and practice; in 01
they act on the basis of cornmitment.
How do these eharacteristics apply to the development of a pragmatic constructivist ontology in IR? We are concerned with the way
nouns ideas and values embedded in the minds of actors, not floating
freely in "cultures" or sticking out of "social structures" become routinized into practices. Put differently, we must be concerned with how
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identifiable collective actors with mimes like "British foreign ministry" or
"Indian manufacturers association" or "Amnesty International" corne to
change their behavior toward one another as a resuit of adopting new beliefs about what constitutes legitimate conduct.
NI practitioners are of several minds about how or whether norms
serve as constraints and sanctions. While my research aliows for the
differential impact of norms on action some are more powerful than
others the fact that norms exist and are of some causal importance remains my unshakable assumption. Hence, NI perspectives that stress
"deep" cognitive constraints as central to the study of institutional impacts are incompatible with pragmatic constructivism. 38
Ontological suppositions that, in essence, deny any rational component in decision making are also incompatible with pragmatic constructivism. NI formulations are iii at ease with even the very "soft" rationality imputed to organizational behavior by James March, Herbert
Simon, and Johan Olsen. Not much is left to even the impaired rational
faculties of decision-makers in bureaucratic units if everything is explained by scripts and habits.
SOCIOLOGICAL INSTtTUTIONALISM
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Pragmatic constructivism is based on the conviction that ideas matter in
decision making in the way they shape and reshape actors' perceptions of
their own interests. Pragmatic constructivists believe that the acceptance
and the routiriization of norms are related to actors' perceived interests,
rather than emanating from a separate, free-floating moral entity. li follows that even though aspects of 01 are compatible with pragmatic
constructivism, NI detinitely is flot. I demonstrate this with a summary of
the Stanford school's application ofsociological institutionalism to IR.39
The Stanford authors daim that
Many features of the contemporary nation-state derive from worldvide rnodels constructed and propagated through global cultural and
I call attention to the work of Philip Tetiock on what he catis "cognitive compiexity." Tint version of perception and cognition aliows for the kinds of sensitivities on
which pragmatic constructivism relies in its theory of change.
This section is based entirely on John W. Meyer, John Boli, George M. Thomas,
and Francisco Ramirez, "World Society and the Nation-State," Anierican Journal ofSociology 103, no. 1 (July 1997), pp. 144-36. They argue that their theory of IR does for
culture what world systems theory attempts in econornics and economic history. Structuraily and in tenus of die substantive argument, the two are identical.
-

-
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associational processes. These models and the purposes they reflect
(e.g. equaJity, sociocconomic progress, human deve]opment) are
highly rationalized, articulated, and often surprisingly consensual.
Worldwide models define and legitimate agendas for local action,
shaping the structures and policies ofnation-states and other national
and local actors in virtually all ofthe domains ofrationalized social
life business, polities, education, medicine, science, and even the
family and religion.40

The core teuns of the argument are "world model," "world system,"
"world culture," "world society," "dominant model," and "rationalization." Ail but the last exist "out there," antedating the nation-state and
most of its institutions, indeed constituting them. The dominant mode!
(i.e., the modem West in its • entire cultural manifestation in western
Europe and north America) shapes the rest o!' the world because nonwestern dites have been brainwashecl into believing that this model alone
guarantees progress,
fle underlying mechanism of domination is the notion of a selfgoverning and self-perpetuating global system, animated not by the
interests and malign intentions of the developed world's elites, but by
the innate structural properties of the system itself. All development
is due 10 exogenous forces. Actors do flot choose policies or norms; policies and floililS impose themselves from the oustside in the form of institutions.
Far from being able to learn, actors mere!y benefit from gaps and
contradictions in the dominating external institutions. Non-western actors
may subvert bureaucracies by decoupling local traditions from imposed
mies, or by resisting the imposed rationalization with still viable local
practices.41
Much ofthe work in this area is merely pretentious relabeling of familiar structural-Durkheimian argumentation. The core terms, often defined circularly, are used as snynonyms for one another, not as distinct
elements in a complex directional argument in which causality can be
identified. Mechanisms for linking units or forces at micro and macro

Ibid., p. 144.
11e Stanford authors are unclear about the moral status ofthcir argument. Emphasis on weaknesses in the world culture's ability w mold local cultures suggcsts that the
authors really consider the world model to be the Sauron ofan evolving Middle Earih. Yet
they wax rhapdosic in praising that model for enhancing individual human rights and
gender equality.
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levels are missing. The authors insist on a single dominant model, not
several competing ones. Most disturbing of ail, li is often unclear whether
the argument refers only in processes perceived by the observer or
whether actors are expected to be aware of what goes on, even if active
agency is completely eliminated in this scheme.
The concept of culture tends to be used as a hegemonic device for
the minimization ofagency. The actual substantive content ofnorms then
becomes less relevant than their sanctioning quality for explaining behavior. If the culture is consensual, this quality alone will continue to
integrate the society. In the terminology of one theorist, culture-derived
norms function as social capital or as scripts. Hall and Taylor, for instance, favor habit for the persistence of institutional constraint, see littie
endogenous change, and credit institutions for shaping cognitive frameworks, which in turn make actors rely on the logic of appropriateness in
making decisions.42 The full application of this way of thinking to the
study of international institutions would imply the impossibility of any
nounative change since the cultural-normative frameworks are far from
consensual unless the developed world's dominance is used as the deus
ex machina.

MOVING TOWARD PRAGMATIC CONSTRUCTIVISM
The possible relevance of sociological institutionalism to the creation of
a pragmatic-constructivist ontology is dependent on finding formulations
that moderate the constraints of structure so as to allow a good deal of
leeway for agency. None of the works we surveyed corne close to meeting this condition. At the same time it must be shown how and why
structures constrain actors. We now survey works that may move in the
desired direction.

•J'his ambiguity is cleared up by Y. N. Soysal, Linjits ofCitizens/zip (Chicago: University 0f Chicago Press, 1994). Putting to work the Stanford conceptualization, she argues
that the older dominant model of the nation-state forced the denial of cultural and other
rights for immigrants in western Europe and kept them from being considered anything
other than "the other." But she also argues that a new dominant model is being created by
means of discourse among cilles, resulting in 111e legitimation of multicultumi nationstates, and thus reinforcing the Stanford schoot's argument that the new discourse is
progressively moral.
42. Hall and Taylor, "Political Science and the Three New Institutionalisms." Sce
also Victor Nec, "Sources of Lite New Institntionaiism," in Mamy C. Brinton and Victor
Nec, eds., Tue Nets' Insiinuionalisu, in Sociology (New York: Sage, 1998), pp. I-16.
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One constraint on pure choice is the stricture of ratioriality. Rational
choice is flot a concept dear to sociological institutionalists; most abhor
and shun it. But there are exceptions, notably Arthur Stinchcombe and
James Coleman. Tri addition, James March and Johan Olsen allow for a
great deal of agericy while distancing themselves from rational choice explanations.
Coleman aliows for the shaping of actor interests by institutions
as well as by cognitive frameworks. Though he privileges decision making that foliows a rational calculus, he aliows for important exceptions.
Stjnchcombe seeks to explain organizational behavior in ternis of how
actors manage to cope with uncertainty, anci with how they process and
use infoiiiiation. "The best way w describe the individual as an information-processing structure is by the routines he or she can use, and then by
the principles he or she uses to decide which routine to invoke." 43 Deliberate organizational design is the way ta create organizations that improve infonjiation processing, and hence social welfare. This approach
places the development ofnorms squarely in the reaim ofhuman calculation, while seeking to specify the wide limits on choice left to the actor by
social structure.
March and Olsen lack respect for these residual traces of rational
choice theorizing. The constraint on choice derives from path dependency: the actors are locked in by die consequences and benefits ofearlier
choices. Later change is due to endogenous forces in the drawing of appropriate lessons derived from the unintended consequences of earlier
decisions.
Actors choose on the basis of their perceived material and nonmaterial interests using the logic of appropriateness. They change their
behavior by adaptation, choosing new means w attain fixed ends. Except
for the reliance on path dependency and the featuring of the logic of appropriateness, this formulation cornes close to a pragmatic-constructivist
position»
James Coleman, "A Rational Choice Perspective on Economic SociIogy," in
Neil J. Smelser and Richard Swedberg, eds., Handbook ofEconomic Sociology (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1994). The quote is frorn Arthur Stinchcombe, Infonnation and
Organizations (Berk-dey: University ofCalifornia Press, 1990), p. 32, emphasis in original.
James G. Marsh and Johan Olsen, Rediscovering Institutions (Ncw York: Free
Press, 1989); Olsen amends this treatînent in "Europeanization of Nation-Suite Dynamics," in S. Gustavsson and L. Lewin, eds., lue Future ofilie Nation State (New York:
Routiedge, 1996). He argues that macro-level changes, such as the ones taking place in
Europe now, can only be explaincd by actors' responding to exogenous shocks which
cause them to doubt the Iegitimacy ai' existing institutions. This happens if established
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TOWARD REINTRODUCING CHANGE

A more satisfactory formulation of the issue is suggested by Beate
Kohler-Koch's study of the origin of norms in the European Union. 45 By
tracing the actual development of some norms she shows that the
metaphor of the network captures the decentralized and relatively openended process of norm-creation. The loose constraints implied by being
part of a network do constrain the freedom of maneuver of ail actors because of the dynamic of multiple strategic interactions. But subsequent
endogenous change occurs because of the actors' adaptation to unintended consequences. The matching of means and ends takes place on a
pureiy instrumentai basis. These constraints on choice leave a great deal
to agency. Only the remaining power of states to call a halt to the entire
process, or to leave the Union, acts as a macro-level structurai brake on
choice.
An even more promising sociological-institutionalist approach deliberately focuses on the dynamic elements of institutionalization, not on
the reproduction and stability of institutions. 46 This approach is different
from both the old and the new institutionalism. Change is conceived as
the alterations in whatever system is being studied, and its transformation
into another system, only to yield w stiil another later in the process.
There is no final system.
The core concept is the "field." A field consists of the systematic relations among domains ofinterest: legal, political, and economic. The actors inhabiting these domains, in their interactions, act out their interests
and in doing so assert and transfoim their mutual ties. The core collective
actors in each domain are courts and the legal profession, bureaucracies
and legislatures, and firms. Regional and global organizations and regimes are here reconceptualized as fields. Their evolution transforms
global systems.
I call attention to the special features associated with fields because
they vil1 determine the utility of this conceptualization for pragmatic
are secn as failing w perform as cxpected and thus clashing with alternative flOIIUS.
In short, a modicum of rational choice reappears as part of agency.
Beate Kohler-Koch, "The Strength of Weakness," in Gustavsson and Lewin,
Future ofiize Nation State, pp. 169-2 10.
Neil Fligstein and Alec Stone Sweet, "Constnicting Polities and Markcts; An Institutionalist Account of European Integration," Aujericas: Journal of Sociolog)
forthcoming; Neil Fligstein, Tue Arc/,itc'cture ofMarkezs (Princeton: Princeton liniversity
Press, 2001); Sandholtz and Stone Swcet, European Integration and Supranational Got'ernance; Stone Sweet, Fligstein, and Sandholtz, Tue instinuionalization ofEurope; Alec
Stone Sweet, Govenzusig ivitl: Judges (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
flOiiiiS
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constructivism. The interests driving actors are derived from transaction
cost economics. Interests do flot change, but the interactions and ties
among actors do, as the circumstances under which perceived interests
are acted on undergo change. It foliows that actor calculations based on
the logic of appropriateness are alien to this way of thinking. So are considerations that endow institutions with affect, making them valued for
their own sake. Attachment in institutions remains instrumental so long
as interests derived from market rationality remain ascendant.
Much ofthis approach ought to be seductive for pragmatic constructivism. Yet enough of the static, system-reproducing biases remain embedded in it to make us hesitate. The underlying logic is essentiaily functionalist: fields represent the stylized needs of interdependent actors. In
die chamber music of inter-domain change, there is a haunting theme of a
built-in need to change, a leitmotiv of actors' doing what the composer
wants them to do. As a resuit the power of agency is once more put in
doubt; die "needs of the system" achieve control, much as in Parsonian
functionalism.
Institutions are really treated as abstract structures, even though they
are supposed to be instruments for the realization of actor interests. The
substantive stuif of the collective action in them is of little importance. In
die case ofEuropean integration, what matters is the increasing quantity
of acts perfouized within them, neyer mind their kind and quality. 47
Hence, such matters as the causal role of ideas, unintended consequences,
inter-issue linkages, and actors' capacity for practicing cognitive compiexity cannot be addressed, and actor learning remains unexplored.

HARD VS.

Son

RATIONAL CH0IcE

Scholars who believe in the "emergent properties" contained in and by ail
kinds of systems have a quasi-mystical faith in the logic of "becoming."
Potentially, this belief provides a structural pillar for "hard rational
choice" as part ofinstitutionalism. As demonstrated by Ilya Prigogine in
chemistry, and as applied to almost everything by the Santa Fe Institute,
computer simulation of the behavior of units in a complex system can
disclose the ways in which the units can multiply, mutate, combine to do
new tasks, go extinct, and adapt to do yet newer tasks. The pattern that
emerges after tens ofthousands ofruns, as the principle of natural selec47. This conclusion applies more to the empirical work of Fligstein than to that of
Sandholtz and Scone Sweet.
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tion teils us, is superior to ail of its predecessors in its ability to solve
problems, and it dispenses with intentionality and motivation as expianation.
From this insight it is but a short step to argue that the emergent
pattern is also wiser and more moral than its program-generated ancestors. Robert Axelrod's The Conzplexity ofCooperation makes exactly that
argument about cooperation among human actors as played out in
computer simulations.48 If he is right, many of the puzzles about the ongin and evolution of norms of international conduet may disappear. We
will no longer argue among ourselves about the nespective roles of path
dependency and institutions, variations of national choice by agents, and
the different perceptions collective actors entertain about their interests. More generaily, computer simulations will clean up one ontological
battlefieid.
One of the puzzling aspects ofAxelrod's approach is the value one
should attribute to bis use ofsuch key terms as "genetics," "mechanism,"
and "learning." Are these terms to be taken literaily? Do they have specific meanings in the languages of artificial intelligence on complex
self-organizing systems? ifso, do these meanings carry over into the discussion of human collective behavion, or even individual behavior? Or
are these terms to be taken as analogies to stimulate thought experiments to make us imagine human interactions not readily observed or
explained? More generaily, is it acceptable to argue by analogy when the
tenms used in the argument corne from fieids far from human collective
action? It is clearly acceptable if we merely wish to stimulate original
thinking, but is this enough for an explanatory argument?
Axeirod's treatment fails to give us an institutionalist support for soft
rational choice, for the following reasons:
1. Norms are neyer specified in terms of their content.
"Metanorrn," a crucial item in explaining origins of norms and their
21
robustness, is not a norm at all in the usual sense, but a condition of
politics or an attribute of the international system. "Precondition"
wouid have been a happier term.
3. "Mechanism" is really best translated as "accompanying condition,"
which makes it sound less deterministic.
48. Robert Axelrod, The Con:plexity ofCooperatio,z: Agent-llased Models of Coinpetition and Collaboration (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). My comment
concerns ch. 3, "Promoting Norms," ch. 6, "Building New Political Actors," and ch. 7,
"Disseminating Culture."
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With respect to other "mechanisms," it is unclear whether these are
more thanjust "conditions," that is, whether they are lessons actors
learn on the basis of trial and error.

Fritz Scharpf, in Gaines Real Actors Play, offers another approach
that promises to link agency with structure in a "rational" form.49 Real
actors do flot really play die games Scharpf analyzes. His objective is to
improve the understanding of policy processes by treating them analogously to games. He does so by stressing "actor-centered institutionalism." Actjons are fatally influenced by institutional opportunities and
constraints, but nevertheless determined on the basis of a variety of
choices open to actors in interdependent relationships, some cooperative
and others antagonistic. Scharpf's theory is a case of the "new institutionalism."
This sounds as if it could combine institutionalism with cc5hstructivism: but this is not so. Ideas do flot matter. Actors do not change preferences during the game, but rather they recalculate advantages. Agreement on the value of benefits and costs of losses is assumed. The public
interest is also assumed to be an objective that governments may seek, as
opposed to mere private interests. Rival assessments of benefits, shaped
by prior ideas or ideologies, are stiil excluded. Leaming, in the sense of
reassessing values, does flot operate.
Scharpf offers definitions that sound as if they could bridge rational
choice with constructivist arguments. 5 ° He calis this a framework rather
than a theory.5 ' On the other hand, he avoids the circular explanations
found in norm-type constructivism, where culture, institutions, and
nonhis are defined with reference in one another.
Margaret Levi offers a serious discussion of how to adapt rational
choice approaches to the analysis of major institutional developments by
avoiding some ofthe overly economistic approaches. 52 Her "analytic narratives" corne close to pragmatic constructivism. But the justifications
and extensions are much more questionable and require critique. A major
objection is that the empirical referents for elaborating and testing are ah
trivial with respect to the macro issues supposedly being probed; The
same is fle ofLevi's discussion ofconsription.
Fritz Scharpf, Gaines RealAciors Play (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1997).
Sec especiaily ibid., pp. 21-23, 34, 37-39, 40-41.
Ibid., pp. 29-30, 37.
Margaret Levi, "A Model, A Method, ami u Map: Rational Choice in Comparative and Historical Analysis," in M. J. Lichbach, ed., Culture and Structure (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), pp. 19-37.
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Ail versions of institutionalism make the incontrovertible point that
agency is indeed constrained or channeled by institutions, however defined. This point was deemphasized in the original NF, which treated
institutions if at ail in largely utilitarian terms consistent with PC.
Various contemporary efforts seek to improve NE Thus, Rosamond,
citing Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, says:
We view intergovernmental bargaining and decision-making as embedded in processes that are provoked and sustained by the expansion of transnational society, the pro-integrative activities of supranational organizations, and the growing density of supranational
mies. And . . . these processes gradually, but inevitably, reduce the
capacity of the member states to control outcomes. 53
The conclusion seems overstated because it is offered in disregard of
the substantive tasks of the institutions concerned. But if we focus on the
Court of Justice and the Councils of Ministers of the ECSC, this emphasis is entirely compatible with their amended NF, as sumrnarized above.
Schmitter, unlike SSF, stresses the functions of institutions rather than
their territorial basis, subsuming NF under what he calls polycentric goyernance without defined-uniform territory. The dynamic of collective
action remains rational in the sense that agency is instrumentally interestdriven.
"Irrational" postures or strategies whether for dogmatic/ideological or personal/emotive reasons are neyer absent from social
action, even at the international level, but they are from this theory.
They fit very uncomfortably within ii "Instant brotherhood" as a
motive and "ail or nothing" as a strategy make ils operation exceedingly difficuit. Unless some policy area can initially be separated out
as jointly manipulable and unless some possibility of subsequent
compromise involving tradeoifs or side payments exists, international integration, as conceived herein, is not likely to occur. The
model assumes that integration is basical!y (but flot exclusively) a
rational process whereby actors calculate anticipated returns from
various alternative strategies of participation in joint decisionmaking structures. More recently, this has been called the "soft rationality" assumption by Ernst B. Haas. 54
Rosamond, Titeories ofEuropean Integration, p. 127.
Philippe C. Schmitter, "Nco-Neo-Functionalism: Déjà Vu, Ail OverAgain?" unpublished paper, July 2002, p. 16.
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From this "soft rational" version of agency and mild institutional constraint, Schmitter defends some important hypotheses of neo-neofunctionallsm:
SpiIl-over effects resulting in more powerful regional entities are
possible but flot very likely.
The integration process is highly dependent on a large number of idiosyncratic and random exogenous conditions. "The model is, therefore,
a very poor predictor of the initiation of integration movements and
ofthe consequences oftheir first decisional cycles. It does not purport
to synthesize such sufficient causes. If, however, it bis any analytical
validity, the residual proportion of variance attributable to these idiosyncratic and random events should decline. In other words, predictability should increase with successive 'upward-grading' cycles as the
movement approaches a political community. . . . One might cal! this:
'hypothesis ofincreasing mutual determination." 55
Schmitter thinks in tenus of clearly demarcated phases of the iritegration
process which can take the form of regular cycles if the basic model correctly fits conditions on the ground. Phases and cycles are the Ieast
conceptualized aspects of Schmitter's NIE Rad he seriously considered
the implications of path dependency, despite shortcomings vis-à-vis PC
discussed above, the analytie plausibility of the cycles could thus be increased and illustrated.
All efforts to improve NE used to take daims of network theory
more seriously their major debt to sociological institutionalism and
also discourse analysis so as to do justice to what the inmates of institutions say to each other. After ah, PC aims at showing how normative
orders change. 56

MEDIATING BETWEEN HARD AND SoFT RATIONAL CH0IcE

Schmitter's current work in amending NF to rid it of some of its earlier
missteps also implies a reconciliation with aspects of institutionalism.
Ibid., p. 21.
On this, see especially Clunan, "Constructing Concepts of Identity." Christian
Reus-Smit, however, overstates that argument by embedding the state and its institutions
entirely in culture and civilization, thus blending the work of Hedley Buil and of Adda
Bozeman's Politics and Culture in international Hisiory (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1960). See Clunan's Tue Moral Purpose oft/ie State (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999).
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This is achieved by means of Schmitter's idea of integration cycles. He
distinguishes between (1) initiation, (2) priming, and (3) transformative
cycles in the life ofefforts at regional integration. The cycles differ in the
way in which variables are distributed, as foliows:
changes in die equitable distribution of costs and benefits among
members derived from regionally induced transactions;
rate of regional group formation: "pattern of formation and active
participation of new non-governmental or quasi-govemmental organizations representing some or ail members across national borders
and designed explicitly to promote the interest of classes, sectors,
professions and causes at the regional levels"; 57
differences in the extent ofpurahsm (freedom) allowed pnvate-actor
groups;
differences in complementarity, particularly in view ofthe mobilization of group expectations regarding costs/benefits of regional integration;
differences in dependence on extra-regional actors and events.
The initiation cycles cover the period of the origin of events and the mitial expectations and fears, and therefore trigger group formation. During
the priming cycles, these trends either weaken or intensify. The transformative cycles describe events as the integration process leads to massive new regional institutionalization or fails to do so. The value of this
conceptualization resides in the measures for observing change. Thus,
Schmitter advances these specifications concerning the priming cycles:
1 . The less change in the relative size and power of national actors (visà-vis each other), the more likely tint perception of benefits will be
equitable.
The greater and more varied the changes in rates of transaction, the
more likely that the rate of regional group formation and of the deveiopment of a distinctive regional identity will increase.
The greater the increase in internai piuraiism within and across
member states, the more likely are transnational groups to form and
regional identities to emerge.
The more that complementary elites come to acquire similar expectations and attitudes toward the integration process, the easier it vi1i
be to form transnational associations and to accept regional identi57. Schmittcr, "Neo-Neo-FuncLionalism," p. 25.
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ties. Similarly, the joint sensitivity of elites to variation in international status is likely to become stronger.
The greater the previous scope and level of regional institutions and
tEe more "upward grading" their decisional style, the more likely are
regional bureaucrats to engage in reform-mongering.
The effect of changes in extra-regional dependence seems particularly paradoxical or parabolic. Both the marked rise or decline in
global economic dependence may heighten sensitivity to international status. In the former case, new regional institutions may corne
to be regarded as the only bulwark of defense against further deterioration; in the latter, they may be at least partially credited with the
relative success. Specific atternpts by extra-regional authorities to influence the integration process likewise may have a dual effect.
Actors who perceive their returns from integration as equitable in
une with anticipated returns and in proportion to those of others
will flot reevaluate their integrative strategies (unless forced to do so
by less satisfied actors) and eventually will opt for encapsulation.
on:ly actors dissatisfied with the equity ofreturns will promote or reconsider alternative strategies. Within a certain negative range the
most likely response is a positive one push the process into new
areas or provide central decision-makers with more resources or authority to redistribute retums. Beyond that negative range, the response will probably be negative in either scope or level or both.
Regional change processes "interdetenijine" national actor strategies
or, better, they set certain pararneters within which alternative strategies are selected. Contrary to integovernmentalism, which postulates
that these strategies for pursuing the (allegedly) unitary national interest will only be determined by "domestic actors," this theory
stresses the extent to which such strategies may come to be influenced by transnational (regional or global) actors.
During the initiation cycle(s), the probability that a given national
actor will push a spillover policy is relatively low, if only because
initial insecurity and mistrust ofpartners is likely to make ail negotiations more cautious,
fle probability described above changes, however, during the priming cycles. As regional processes begin to have a greater effect, national
actors may become more receptive to changing authority and competences of regional institutions. "Spiil-around" the proliferation of
functionally specialized, independent, but strictly intergovernmental or-
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ganizations is a particularly attractive and easy strategy due to the ready
availability o!' a large number of unexploited and relatively noncontroversial pollcy areas. "Build-up" the concession by member states
of greater authority to a regional organization without expanding lis
mandate is more difficuit because of the "untried" capacity of such a
newly formed organization. It may prove more attractive where a competent but encapsulated one already exists and where its members are
strongly but unequally affected by regional changes in a single sector.
Disintegrative ("spill-back") strategies are, of course, less costly early in
the process due to lower sunken costs, less entrenched patterns ofbenefit,
and weaker symbolic engagement. It is the most likely strategy for an
actor weakly affected by regional group formation, the development of
regional identity, and the international status effect, but highly sensitive
to perceptions of inequity on comparative rate of return. Characteristically, this takes the form of a single country defecting and, thereby, bringing the entire process of regional integration to a hait.
But the most likely strategy to prevail, once the priming cycles have
kicked in, is "spili-over." Herein lies the core dynamic of neo- (and neoneo-) functionalism nameiy, that the regionai processes mentioned
above svill dispose national actors to resolve their inevitable dissatisfactions by increasing both the Ievei and the scope ofcommon institutions.
Only regional integration experiments that make it through the priming cycles are likely to transform themselves into something qualitatively
different. They will have exhausted the potentialities inherent in functionaily integrating their economies and will dedicate more and more of
their efforts to functionaly integrating their polities. In thejargon of Mitrany's functionalism, they will "transcend" their initial commitment.
In the jargon of Euo-speak, they will, at long Iast, define their finalité
politique.
Needless to say, any theory about how (flot to mention, when) this
happens has to be purely speculative. No existing nation-state integrated
itself in this fashion. They ail used other means: war, revolution, dynastic
marnage, anti-colonial struggie, and so forth. The European Union is, at
the present moment, the only plausible candidate for entering this transformative cycle by cultivating complex interdependence, negotiating a
sequence of voluntary (and unanirnous) agreements, and foregoing even
die threat of using force to produce a successful outcome. Clearly, the dynamic ofinstitutionalization ofdecision processes is a crucial component
of neo-NF, as is the idea of rational choice based on actor commitment to
utilitarian thinking.
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REVISED NF AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The EU faces a number of curious challenges that could provide the occasion for research based on the model inspired by soft rational choice
and by PC. What are these challenges?
Eastward expansion poses the following problems: is institutional
pluralism compatible with group institutions and expectations that exist
in the West? Is democratic decision making to be taken for granted in
dealing with actor dissatisfaction? Is the growing complementarity of
elite values with the West's likely? Not every politician west of the Oder
is a Vâclav HaveL
fle future for new policies poses similar questions. How are groups
and politicians coming from different ideological families going to respond to environmental/energy measures, to a reduction in agricultural
subsidies, and to inmiigration controls? Europe is attempting to write a
new constitution for itself.
If the European Union has already entered or is about to enter into a
transformative cycle, what processes might operate to bring this about?
The higher order hypothesis ofneo-neo-functionalism is thatthis wjll not
corne from below, i.e., from a convergence of changes in national institutions and interests, but from above, i.e., from innovations in exchanges
and power relations at die regional level.
The first major innovation would be an increase in the "reform-mongering" role of regional bureaucrats within the EU institutions. With their
capacity and resources augmented by previous redefinitions ofscope and
level, they are more likely to step up their efforts at directly influencing
regional processes, even bypassing intervening changes at the national
level. By negotiating directly with regional NGOs (and subnational goyernments), by inventing and promoting new symbols ofregional identity,
and by bargaining as representatives for the region as a whole with outsiders, they could begin to affect virtually all these processes rather than,
as during the priming cycles, being confined to a few of them.
Regional institutions are also most likely during this cycle to begin in
earnest their attempts at externalization. Their extended scope and level,
together with die previously recorded and consolidated strength of regional change processes, provide the internai resources for such an effort;
the impact of regional discrimination on nonparticipants is likely to provide external stimulus. These outsiders are going to begin to insist on
treating the region as a new international bargaining unit and may even
insist that il shoulder additional responsibilities in such areas as defense
and security.
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Finaily, a new process ofregional changes could well emerge. Let us
cali it the Domestic Status Effect. The redeflned scope/level ofregional
institutions will tend to affect relative status and influence in the domestic politics of its member states.
None ofthis is predictable by the old NIE Ail ofit can be conceptualized and studied systematically with an NF that has benefited from some
parts of institutionalist thinking. Regional integration theory has a new
lease on life; it is no longer obsolescent.

-
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE, 1968
I
THB central institution analyzed in these pages ceased to exist on

July 1, 1967. The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
Iost its identity as a separate institution when, on that date, ifs executive organ the High Authority was merged with the Commissions of the European Economic Community (EEC) and the
European Atomie Energy Community (Euratom) to form the common executive of tue European Community. The merger of the
three executives presages an eventual fusion of flic separate
treaties constituting these central agencies of European economic
and political integration.
This study ends in 1 957. In 1 958 the inauguration cf the EEC
shifted the focus of integrative and disintegrative . activity from
Luxembourg to Brussels, from coal and steel to tarif cutting, mies
of competition, and agriculture, from taik cf well-defined economic sectors to taik of political unity. ECSC continued to exist,
but only as a shadow of the vital institution iescribed in this book.
II had become a technical agency concerned with improving the
quality of steel and increasing the demand for steeïproducts, with
negotiating (unsuccessfully) a common European policy for cil,
gas, nuclear energy, and coai, with adapting a dying coal-mining
industry to the demands cf a different market for energy. It svas
no longer concerned with the more politically infused activities of
reguiating prices, eliminating subsidies, and standardizing transport rates. The High Authority's supreme attempt to assert supranational powers by imposing coal production quotas in 1 959 was
rebuffed by three of the six governinents. Why then republish
this book?
There are two justifications for republication: to retain a factual
and descriptive account of the adaptive ability demonslrated by
men, political and economic groups, and entire nations with respect
to new international institutions and powers; and to throw into
bold relief the theory of regiorial integration that foliows the "prin-
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ciple of the hiding hand," to use Albert O. Hirschman's suggestive
phrase.'
The factual record shows the behavior of interest groups in a
democratic-pluralistic setting when confronted with decisions and
powers from new sources, superimposed on long familiar national
governments. It offers parallel material on the adaptive activities
of political parties. Technical administrators and bureaucrats, who
play a particularly important role in industrial societies, are observed and their creative manipulations of politicians and interest
groups highlighted. But if these groups and individuals are so 1mportant and their activities so crucial, why have they not resulted
in a united Western Europe? What makes these actions worthy of
being recorded? Are we flot endowing the free will of the actors
with a littie too much weight?
Discovering, recording, and presenting a body of factual material
that is no longer part of an ongoing reality is worthwhile only if
it is relevant to the explication of a process that is stiil very much
with us. The ECSC experience has spawned a theory of international integration by indirection, by trial and error, by miscalculation on the part of the actors desiring integration, by manipulation
of elite social forces on the part of small groups of pragmatic administrators and politicians in the setting of a vague but permissive
public opinion. "Functionalisrn" and "incrementalism" rather than
federalism and comprehensive planning are the key terms used
in describing this theory. Have events in Western Europe since
1958 validated or weakened that theory? What limitations of the
theory have been discovered? How must the theory be arnended in
order to remove these limitations? These are the big questions that
must stili be answered before the justification for republication of
this work is wholly persuasive. My preface is devoted to answering
these questions rather than to summarizing the original theory and
placing it into context, a task accomplished by the prefatory remarks to the first edition.
II
The central maxim of this theory is the Nietzschean saying that
"that which does flot destroy me, makes me stronger." But for
1
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the empiricist the validity of this aphorism must first of ail rest on
the demonstration cf the continued temporal validity of the processes culled anti induced from the factual survey. If I may be forgiven the normal pride cf authorship, studies cf the Eurcpean
Communities completed in the last few years seem to attest to
the essential soundness of the processes and patterns described in
The Uniting of Europe. Britain's continued efforts to penetrate the
Six testify to the reality cf the spiil-over as experienced by the trade
and defense partners of the Community countries. The Commission
of the EEC evolved a decision-making process flot vitaily different
from that of the High Authority of the ECSC. The political behavicr
cf the Council of Ministers of the European Eccnomic Community
and Euratom surprised nobody familiar with the pattern of negotiation and discussion in the ECSC's Council of Ministers. The unique
"supranational" style evolved in Luxembourg cf basing European
economic decisions on permanent interaction between Commissien and Ministers was carried over to Brussels. Jnterest groups
that cautiously organized at the level of the Six in order to assure
the voicing of their demands at the supranational level did flot
evolve beyond the confederal mode in Luxembourg; neither had
they in Brussels ten years later. Political parties, in their national
parliaments and in the European Parliament in Strasbourg, first
learned to make themselves heard supranationally and assert their
powers of "control" over the executives under ECSC auspices; their
pattern of organization and their effectiveness have flot changed
dramatically under the aegis of the EEC. As for public opinion, it
favored "European unity" in general and unsophisticated terms in
the earlier as well as in the most recent periods of history, but it
stiil remains impressionistic, weakly structured, and lacking in patterns of demands and expectations except among young people. 2
2 The following works provide flic most complete studies orthc political significance and mcthods

of flic EEC: Leon N. Lindbcrg, Tise Political Dynan:Ics of European Econoinic Integratian
(Stanford, 1963); Stuart A. Schcingold, The Ruk ofLrnv in European Integrallon (Ncw Haven,
Çonn., 1965); U. W. Kitzingcr, Tue Politics and Econonzics ofEuropea,: Integration (New 'York,
1963); R. Colin Bcevcr, Europewi Unl:j' andihc Trade Union Move,,zc,zt (Leyden, 1960); P.-H.J.M.
Houben, Les Conseils de ministres des couzusunatItis européennes (Leyden, 1964) ; Gerda Zcllcntin,
ber Wir:se/iafts- :rnd Sozlalausschuss der EJi'G und Euraton, ( Leyden, 1962) and Budgetpoli:ik
und Iniegration (Cologne, 1965); Henri Manzanar&s, Le Parlenent européen (Nancy, 1964).
Much light on thc way the Commission saw Us duty artd roic h shed by \Vaker Halistein, tJnUed
Europe (Cambridge, Mass., 1962). Sec also the excellent articles by John Lambcrt, Dusan
Sidjanski, Gerda Zellentin, Etienne Hirsch, and L-R. Rabier in Governn:cnt and Opposition,
il, 3 (April-July, 1967). Also Ronald Ingleliart, "An End to European Integration," Amerkan
Pollilcal Sclencc Revlcw, LXI, I (March, 1967), 91-105, and Guy Van Oudenhove, The Poii:ical
Parties in the European Paritansent (Leyden, 1965).
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These findings are reassuring to the author because they confirm
the persistence of the patterns discerned earlier; but they should
also shake his faith in the functional theory. After ail, ten years
after the coznpletion of the study the various spili-over and adaptive processes stiil had flot resulted in a poiiticaiiy united Europe.
The theory predicted institutional and group behavior with considerable accuracy, but tint behavior failed to resuit in the integrative political consequences anticipated. What went wrong? I can
now perceive, with the benefit of hindsight, comparative integration
studies, and the lessons taught us ail by General de Gaulle, that
the functional theory erred in flot giving sufficient weight to four
considerations:
The functional theory negiected the important distinction
between background variables, such as are treated most often in
studies of regional transactions, and heterogeneity, conditions, and
expectations prevailing ai the lime a union is set up, as well as
new aspirations and expectations that develop afler the initial experience. The emergence of a new style of leadership at the national
levei, such as a single charismatic figure who is able to mie because
of a crisis in a portion of the union, is an exampie of such a development, and underscores the need for distinguishing between the
causative role of these three temporally differentiated sets of
conditions.
The original theory, implicitly if not explicitiy, assumed the
existence of the condition we have I corne to label the erid of
ideology." Therefore, the conditioning impact of nationalism was
defined out of existence but not empirically examined. I do flot
regret having done this, because an important point was made in
the process: the muttbility of the concept of "nation" and of the
intensity of national feeling was underlined. But the point was
made too strongly, because a new kind of national consciousness
has since become discernible, particularly in France.
Functional theory also neglected to treat the world setting
or the external environment in which the integration took place,
except in the most cursory fashion. Again, I have no regrets in
having overemphasized a point that had previously been shrugged
off with assertions that regional unions resuit from the balance of
power and other mythical animais. But in stressing the purely internal determinants of integrative behavior, I created the impression that external stimuli do flot exist. The impact of the
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East-West d&ente on the speed and focus of European integration
lias taught us otherwise, as has the direction of Gaullist foreign
policy. Our argument that an external military threat was not sut'ficient to account for integration overlooked the fact that the international system contains stimuli other and more subtie titan common external enemies, such as new international opportunities.
(4) Finaily, 11m functional theory here developed failed to speli
out the massive transformations of European society and political
style that occurred contemporaneously with, but autonomously of,
the integration process. Highly industrialized society and the behavior patterns associated with it are the internai environment in
which the forces here described took shape. Massive changes in
economic ami social organization owed very littie to the integration
process, but the forces of integration depended largely on these
changes. 3
We must attempt to explore some of these oversights.
III
Let us start with a discussion of the phenomenon of nationalism.
To the self-conscious nation the preservation of its independence
15 the minimal and most cherished aim. Politics is the means to
keep independence; politics must take precedence over everything,
certainly over the economics of a common market. How true is this
to the reality of modern Europe?
Following Stanley Hoffmann, we may think of nationalism as the
explicit doctrine or "ideology" of certain elites, suggesting positive
values with respect to one s own nation and less positive mies for
outsiders, and certainly implying specific policies for the state to
follow. Hoffman contrasts this notion of nationalism with "national
consciousness," the feelings of the inhabitants of the state that they
belong to the community of people living under one government, or wishing to do so. Finally, Hoffmann suggests the existence
of a "national situation," a condition in time and space describing
the power, freedom of maneuver, and rank of one's own nation
3

riwsc aftcrthoughts and refinements in the thcory are workcd out in my "International Integratiort: lite European and the lJnivcrsat Proccss," ïnternatlona! Organizatton (Summcr. 1961);
"Tcchnocracy. Pluralism and the New Europe" in S. Graubard (cd.), A Ne»' Europe? (Boston,
1964); "Economies and Diffcrential Pattcrns of Political Integration," International Organization
(Autumn, 1964) ; "lic Uniting cf Europe and thc tlniting of Latin America," Journal ofCommon
Market Studies (June, 1967).
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vis-à-vis others. The national ideology produces foreign policy on
the basis of the firmness of nâtional consciousness and limited by
the nature of the national situation. 4
Supranational integration becomes explicable, therefore, whenever a certain relationship between these three aspects of nationalism happens to exist. Thus, in 1950 Europeans saw their national
situations in very gloomy terms. Moreover, each nation experienced
this pessimism. Gennans strongly kit the stigma of guilt inlierited
from the Nazi period and searched for a way to reattain international respeetability. Italians shared this sentiment. Both attributed their plight to an earlier national ideology and therefore did
iiot value their OWII national identities very highly. Frenchmen
saw themselves as a defeated power, barely able to control inflation
and begin economic reconstruction, living in the protective shadow
of the "Anglo-Saxons." The Benelux countries experienced their
dependence and weakness more thari ever, having seen their
neutrality ignored and their foreign trade manipulated by forces
beyond their control. Britain and the Scandinavian countries, by
contrast, saw their national situations in more optimistic terms.
National consciousness reflected this reasonably objective picture of the situation. The trauma of the war and the reconstruction
period seemed to make a mockery of the proud national feelings
of the prewar period in the Europe of the Six. National consciousness was practically lacking in Germany and Italy; it was far from
people's minds in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands when the
tasks cf the moment seemed to be hard work, investment, the search
for new export markets, nationalization of industry, expanded social
security coverage, and a perceived threat cf communism that struck
all of Europe in approximately equal terms.
The national ideologies of the ruling elites in 1950 were therefore far from ebullient, self-confident, assertive, or hostile. On the
contrary, national consciousness and die objective national situation
combined to make desirable a search for policy alternatives that
would guarantee security and welfare, peace and plenty without
repeating the nationalist mistakes of an earlier generation of statesmen. The result was the drive for a united Europe maximally by
way of federal institutions, minimaily through a tight network of
intergovernmental organizations, and, after 1 952, most consistently
4

Stanley Hoffrnann, "Obstinate or Obsolete? The Fate orthe Nation-State and the Case of Western
Europe." Daedalus (Summer. 1966), pp. 867-69.
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by way of supranational"communities" devotcd to specific functional tasks with great indirect political importance.
The national
What does the Europe of the Six look like in 1967?
situation of each country is vastly different. As the recent history
of NATO shows, only Germany is stiil concerncd with a Communist threat. Living standards have soared; industrialization lias
been pushed to the point where it rivais that of the United States;
consumption patterns are those typical of the most highly devcloped
countries; various kinds of economic planning are routinely accepted; from a recipient of aid, Europe lias become an international
donor. France is a small nuclear power; Italy lias a labor shortage;
Holland is wealthy and self-confident enough to have a peace corps,
as do the Scandinavian countries. Wcst Germany k once more one
of the leading industrial nations, with a far-fiung network of international trade. And so is France.
Does this picture of new vigor imply a rebirth cf the eider national consciousness? Apparently it does not. Self-satisfaction and
a desire to enjoy the fruits of industrialism seem to have taken
the place of the older passions. In the Benelux countries there seerns
to be general agreement that the safeguarding of these boons requires a continental vision and policy, not exclusive loyaity to the
nation, especially when the supranational scheme does not cail for
a conflict of loyalties between the nation and the European Community. Italians stiil do flot seem to be able to raily to the old
slogans. Whilc we hear sometimes of a revival of German nationalism, there is littIe evidence that a set of popular values closely resembiing flic Nazi visions is developing. Only in France is there a
revival of "great power thinking" that reflects the new national
situation; but by no means ail groups and parties share this feeling,
and few cf the dite groups of France are willing to follow their
leader into scuttiing the Common Market for the sake of a pure
national French identity.
National ideology reflects these conditions. For Italy anci the
Benelux countries the change in the national situation has implicd
no major change in national consciousness and ideology: their aim
is the continuation of the integrative process, aibeit by unspectacular ami hardly federal means. For West Germany it lias implied
a certain rebirth of self-confidence that makes itself felt in an effort
to secure German aims by alternatively negotiating with and courting France, Britain, and the United States. From a guilt-struck
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satellite, Germany has become a cautiously independent actor on
the international stage, stili accepting European unity as an economic and military aim to resolve lier confliets in policy, even if
the supranational method has become less important.
France is the deviant case. Here a marked change in the national situation has brought a partial change in national consciousness that was translated by General de Gaulle into a very major
change in national ideology and policy. Stiil, many elite groups in
the economy and in public life, while welcoming some measure of
increased national self-confidence, remain committed to integration
and the downgrading of the General's nineteenth-century concept of
sovereignty. Nevertheless, it is the change in national situation and
consciousness in France that enables de Gaulle, a true nineteenthcentury nationalist, to follow the pro-sovereignty policy now,
whereas he failed in the same attempt in 1950.
The postwar national situation in each West European country
later involved in the European Community was such as to make
people look for solutions to their problems in a framework larger
than the discredited nation-state. The nation-state seemed unable
to guarantee economic welfare, military security, or the enjoyment
of democracy and human rights. Each nation possessed many
groups that questioned the utility of national autarky, even if each
group did so for its own reasons. However, the disenchantment was
shared across the frontiers so that the lack of faith in the nation svas
expressed in the formation of a series of regional voluntary associations of diverse ideological persuasions, each eager to safeguard the
new lease gained on the democratic way of life as a result of the
defeat of fascism. Some wanted merely freer trade and investrnent;
others wanted a full-fledged federation; ail shared a sense of frustration. But far from wanting to create a new society, to innovate,
to make a new kind of man, each sought only to safeguard an exis!ing way of lift given a new birth through victory in World War II.
Regional unification, in a sense, was a conservative impulse: it
sought to innovate in order to preserve something already existing.
Federalism was the initial watchword. European unity svas haiied
with glowing phrases by Winston Churchill, Léon Blum, Alcide de
Gasperi, Salvador de Madariaga. A "European Movement" was
forzned that sought to achieve federation by stressing the cultural
unity of Western civilization ançi that drew heavily on the misery
of Europe, overshadowed by the new giants of East and West. The
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pan-European ideal flrst enunciated by Count Coudenhove-Kalergi
in 1923, extoiling Europe to seek survival in a world increasingly
dominated by the United States and the Soviet Union, was hailed
once more. The resuit was failure: no federal institutions were
created, no uniform enthusiasm for federation could be mobilized in
equal measure on the continent, in Britain, and in Scandinavia. The
record of failure stretched from the creation of the far-from-federal
Council cf Europe through the defeat of the Eurcpean Defense
Community treaty to the burial of the European Political Community project in 1954.
Something else happened insteaci. Not cultural unity but eecnomic advantage proved to be an acceptable shared goal among the
Six. The failure of the federalist European Movement saw die rise
of the "functionalist" school cf technocrats led by Jean Mcnnet, the
architect of France's postwar eccnomic planning structure. Each
of the Six, for individual national reasons and not because of a
clear commcn purpose, found it possible and desirable to embark
on the road of economic integration using supranational institufions. Converging practical goals provided the leaven out of which
the bread cf European unity was baked. It was net the fear cf the
Soviet Unicn nor the envy of the United States that did the job.
Slogans of the past gicries of Charlemagne, of the popes, cf Western
civilization were certainly heard, but they did not launch the Coal
and Steel Community or the Econoniic Cômmunity. Converging
economic goals embedded in the bureaucratic, pluralistic, and industrial life cf modern Europe provided the crucial impetus. The
economic technician, the platiner, the innovating industrialist, and
trade unionist advanced the movement flot the politician, the
scholar, flic poet, or the writer.
Does the argument assert the victcry of eccnomics cver politics?
To do se would be to oversinipliry unfbrgivably. Politicians it'ere
important in the prccess. Economic reasoning alone svas net sufficient. When the Coal and Steci Community reached the limits of
thé integrative action it vas permitted under its treaty, it could net
simply expand its powers along flic unes of economic needs. Unfulfihled economic promise could net simply and painlessly give rise
to ne\' supranational economic tasks, pushing the continent doser
to political unity. Pclitics remained imbedded in the functional logic.
How? The dediine of the old national consciousness in Europe
brcught with it the submerging of the traditional notion of "high
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politics." The new national situations eliminated the possibilities of
strong and independent diplomatic moves on the world stage.
Those who tried them Britain in Greece, France in Tndo-Chirta
soon recognized their error. The sharp une between the politics of
economic welfare at home and the politics of national self-assertian abroad simply disappeared. Men thought in teiiiis of realizing the welfare state of subordinating world commitments and an
independent foreign policy to the economic and fiscal demands of
domestic welfare. Economics and politics becarne intermingled, and
only a Churchill or a de Gaulle could keep the older vision of high
politics alive. But the Europe of the I 950's listened to neither.
However, the decision to follow the gospel of Jean Monnet rather
than that of the federalists which was "political" in a pure sense
rested on a political commitment to realize peace and welfare by
way of European unification. The statesmen who wrote the treaties
of the European Communities and who guided them through their
national parliaments were committed to the graduai, the indirect.
the functional path toward political unity. They knew, or sensed,
that the imperfections of one treaty and one policy would give rise
to re-evaluations that would lead to new commitments and new
policies moving farther along the road to unification. No federal
utopia necessarily provided the guiding beacon, but an institution11 ly vague "supranational" Europe did light the way. Functional
integration could proceed, then, because key politicians Schuman.
Adenauer, Spaak, Beyen, de Gasperi, Van Zecland, Fanfani had
decided ta leave the game of high politics and devote themselves
to the building of Europe, to achieve more modest aims. And thus
the economic technician could play his role within the shelter of the
politicians' support.
As the Coal and Steel Community began ta run up against Oie
legal limits of its powers to integrate the most politically sensitive
sectors of the European economy after 1 958, and because some af
the six governments were unsvilling ta countenance further supranational assertion, the EEC inherited the spili-aver potential of its
predecessor. It displayed a five-year burst of integrative energy,
launching the concrete economic policies and furthering the regional political processes described by the authors cited above (sec
footnote 2).
These activities came close to vaiding the power of the national
state in ail reaims other than defense. education, and foreign policy.
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In the reaim cf decision-makirig by supranaticnal institutions, the
work of the EEC was particularly striking. Most major economic
decisions were made by the Council of Ministers on the basis of
proposais by the Commission and, after negotiations conducted by
the Commission, at the level of senior civil servants. While decisions required more and more prolonged "marathon" negotiations
after 1961, agreement was aiways eventuaily attained, usuallly resulting in increased powers for the Commission to make possible
the implementation of what was decided. This was true particularly
in the case of agriculture. The Commission estabiished and cultivated direct relations with supranational interest groups of farmers, industrialists, merchants, and workers; it cemented its relations
with national officiais; it gave the poiiticians and political parties
represented in Oie European Parlianient the opportunity to study,
debate, and criticize policy in considerable detail and on a continuing basis. Finaily, it made crucial decisions tint prompted extensive
and far-reaching litigation in the European Court cf Justice, resuiting in the definition by that court cf a European doctrine of individual rights vis-à-vis, the actions of national courts and administrative agencies, as implied by the Treaty of Rome and enforceable
by the Community.
The irony of these developments from the standpoint of functionalism is that they had flot ail been planned or apprcved by the
governments in 1 958. This irony is underscored by the fact that
the growth in die power of the Commission occurred in several instances as a resuit cf bargains with the French Government. For
instance, the defeat cf the British effort to scutile the Common
Market with Hie free trade area scheme discussed in 1958 and
1959 vas due to an ad hoc alliance between Francc and die Cornmission. The victory of the French-flavored policy for agriculture,
prior to 1 965, vas mixed with the growing institutional authority
of Commisson-controllcd marketing committecs and a policy of
lower external tarif favored by the Commission. No single government or coalition controlled the decision-making process. The Conimission, because cf its power of initiative, vas able to construct a
different coalition of supporting governments on cadi major issue.
In short, the functional Iogic that may lead more or less autornatically from a common market to political unification seemed to be
neatly illustrated by the history of the EEC. How, then, could a
single charismatic Frenchman stop the process? Has thepragmatic
''
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politics cf regional negotiation for greater welfare benefits given
way once more to high politics?
De Gaulle's sentiments toward supranational institutions as distinguished from the policies they produce are candidly disdainfuL
In the grand style of high politics it is more important to resist the
enctoachment of supranational technocrats on the nation than it is
to negotiate higher prices and subsidies, even if paid by German
consumers to French fainiers. We can only suuiiise the thoughts and
calculations that passed through the General's oracular mmd. But
the resuits of our surmises add up to a rebirth cf nationalism and
anti-functional high politics as far as France is concerned.
De Gaulle had been perfectly willing to use the Communities as
part of his design to weld Western Europe together under the confederate formula of l'Europe des états and under French leadership,
but his partners declined te follow bis lead here as in NATO.
Hence when the economic and political spili-over logic propelled
Britain and her partners in die European Free Trade Association
to apply for membership in the Europe of the Six, de Gaulle alone
opposed it because the merger did not fit into his Grosspoliilk. In
the process, he succeeded in stopping the Commission from asserting independent financial and economic powers and in confirming
the continuation, de facto, of the unanimity voting formula in the
Community Council of Ministers.
The protests and frustrations of the other five governments availed
them littie. When forced by France to choose between die continued
economic benefits of a common market and dedication to the supranational method of decision-making, they preferred the foi jiier.
De Gaulle, apparently relying on the economic instincts of bis partners, gave them a brutal choice by saying: "France wants a common
market as much as you; if you really want it, join me in preserving
it, but restrain supranationality." High politics may not have taken
Hie place of pragivatic economic calculation for ail the players in
the game; but if one of them so defines the situation, the others seem
compelled to follow suit.
Iv
This sequence of events suggests that something is missing in the
exploration of the integrative process presented in Tise Uniting of
Europe. The phenomenon of a de Gaulle is omitted ; the superiority
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of step-by-step econornic decisions over crucial political choices is
assumed as peutianent; the determinism implicit in the picture of the
European social and economic structure is almost absolute. Given
ail these conditions, we said, the progression from a politically inspired common market to an economic union and finaily to a political union among states is automatic. The inherent logic of the
functional process in a setting such as Western Europe can push no
other way.
De Gaulle has proved us wrong. But how wrong? Is the theory
beyond rescue? I suggest that the theory can be amended with the
lessons de Gaulle has taught us and stili teli us something about the
logic of functional integration among nations. The chief item in this
lesson is the recogriition that pragmatic-interest politics, concerned
with economic welfare, lias its own built-in limits. Put differently,
pragmatic-interest politics is its own worst enemy. The politician
and die businessman who have abandoned an interest in high politics and devote themselves only to the maximization of their daily
welfare are compelled by virtue of that very concern to make concessions to another actor who forces him to choose so as to sacrifice
welfare. Pragrriatic interests, because they are pragmatic and not
reinforced with deep ideological or phulosophical commitment, are
ephemeral. Just because they are weakly held they can be readily
scrapped. And a political process that is bullt and projected from
pragniatic interests, therefore, is bound to bè a frail process susceptible to reversai. And so integration can turn into disintegration.
With this amendment to our treatment of the Iogic of functionalism we can once more examine the character of political and economic decisions. Integrative decisions based on high politics and
basic commitment are undoubtedly more durable than decisions
bascd on converging pragmatic expectations. A process of integration spurred by the vision, the energy and force of a Bismarck, a
Cavour, or a Disraeli is clearly more productive of permanence than
an indirect process fcd by the slow fuel of economic expectations.
On that type of scale, a Bismarck and a de Gaulle will aiways be
more effective than a Monnet, Halistein, or an Erhard.
But the fact of the matter is that Europe did not have a Bismarck
in 1948 or 1950. In the absence of the statesman who can weld
disparate publics together with Oie force of his vision, his çommitment, and bis physical power, WC have no alternative but to resort
to gradualism, to indirection, to functionalism if we wish to inte-
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grate a region. Pragmatic interests may be weak, but they are real
nonetheless. The reliance on high politics demands either a statesman of great caliber or a widely shared normative consensus. In most
actual situations in which regional integration is desired, neither ingredient is present in sufficient quantity.
Now the functionalist who relies on gradualism and indirection
in achieving his goal must choose a strategy that will unite many
people and alienate few. He can only move in small steps and without a clear logical plan, because if he moved in bold steps and in
masterful fashion he would lose the support of many. He must make
decisions "incrementally," often in a very untidy fashion. The more
pluralistic the society in which he labors, the more groups there are
that require satisfaction and the more disjointed and incremental
the decision-making process vi1I be. Everyone will receive a littie,
few groups will be deprived, few groups vi11 receive a sudden large
gift. 5 If nothing happens to interfere with the incremental process,
the society or region in which this occurs will be transformed eventually into a larger entity. Tncrementalism is the decision-making
style of successful functionalism if left undisturbed; in Europe, boss'ever, it was disturbed by de Gaulle.
And, true to our finding above, incremental processes are aiways
subject to reversai since they rest on pragmatic interests. Just as
praguiatic-interest politics is its own worst enemy, so is the incremental decision-making style. While the Comrnission's policy remarned within the incremental approach to political union in the
summer of 1 965, it began to stray far enough away from it to offer
de Gaulle given to a more heroic and direct approach his excuse
for bringing incrementalism to a hait.
This discussion of various decision-making styles brings us back
to the distinction between frankly political choices and the more
covert economic choices with hidden political implications tint
stand at the heart of the politics of common markets. Regional integration can go forward smoothly if. as in the case of theheroic
statesman-leader, there is a shared political commitment betwcen
him and the major elites in society in favor of union. This is precisely the condition that, in a pluralistic setting, cannot be expected
to occur very often. Otherwise integration can go forward gradually
s For a further explanation or the incremental decision-making style. sec Charles E. Lindblorn and
D. Braybrook, Tise Strawgr o(Dccision (New York, 1963).
In international organizations, the process is schernatizcd by Haas. flcyo,sd tîw Nation-Stase
(Stanford. 1964). chap. 4.
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and haltingly if both leaders and major elites share an incremental
commitment ta modest aims and pragmatic steps. The difficulty
arises when the consensus between statesmen and major nongovemmental dites IS elusive and temporary. An incremental commitment to economic aims among the leaders will flot lead ta smaoth
integration if the major elites are committeci to dramatic political
steps. More commonly, a political commitment to integration by
the statesmen will rest on very shaky ground if the interests of the
major elites are economic; in turn, these interests will have a very
weak basis if the statesman's commitmefit is to national grandeur
and the dites' to economicgradualism, as in the case af contemporary France. These relationships can be represented in matrix
form:

Aims of
Statesmen

DramaticPalitical

Amis of Nongovernmental Elites
DramaticIncrementalPolitical
Economic
Tntegration cither Integration erratic
direct and smooth and reversible
or 1m possible

Incremental- rntegration erratic Integration graduai
Economic
and reversibic
but automatic

This revision af the dynamics of supranàtianal decision-making
bas a nurnber of specific implications. Tue incremental style af approaching die major policy choices involved in common markets
and political unions depends on a certain pattern of puraBstic
politics at die national level, as well as on a certain type of social
and econamic structure intimateiy reiatcd to industrialism and rational large-scale organizations. Poiitical parties and interest groups
avoiding sharp ideological conhlict are essential; social units aiways
able to unite and reunite in ever-changing coalitions are necessary
at Oie national as wefl as thc regional level. And die technical decisions aiways incorporated in the major choices must be made by
technocrats; indeed, the leading raie of the technocrat is indispensabie in a process as close to the heart of the industrial economy
as is the formation of common markets.
Hence integration is most ncarly automatic when these forces are
given maximal play, as is the case when both statesmen and dites
entertain converging incremental-economic objectives. Until the
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French veto of 1963 with respect to the entry of Britain into EEC,
the supranational European decision-making style was as described
by Lindberg:
11e members of the Community do not confront each other on!y
or chiefly as diplomatic gladiators; they encounter each other at aimost every level of organized society through constant interaction in
the joint policy-making contexts of officiais, parliamentarians, interest groups leaders, businessmen, farmers, and trade unionists. Conflicts of interest and purpose are inevitabie. There is no paradox between the progress of economic integration in the Community and
sharpening politicai disagreement; indeed, the success of economic
integration can be a cause of political disagreement. The member
states are engaged in the enterprise for widely different reasons, and
their actions have been supported or instigated by elites seeking their
own particular goals. Therefore, conflicts would seem endemic as the
results of joint activity corne to be feU and as Oie pro-integration
consensus shifts.°
As the Community moves from a mere customs union to an economic union and a political entity, more and more difficuit choices
become necessary, and die propensity for conflict increases. Hence
it becomes imperative that bargaining inciude the possibility of mutuai concessions of roughly equal value, linked to a style of pragmatie moderation. Charisma and national self-assertion are clearly
the worst enemies of this process. Benefits from concessions may
have to involve calcuiated risks with respect to the future; a concession in the reaim of agriculture may have to be reciprocated in
the field of transport, or even in the form of a new institutional
arrangement. The reintroduction of a dramatic political objective,
even if by oniy one important member state, reveals the frailty of
this process.
The strong political leader possesses an additional advantage over
the .functionalist when he can continue to hold out the possibility of
rewards to nongovernmental eiites and the people at large. while
rejecting the supranational method of regional economic decisionmakirig. This de Gaulle did in 1 965 and 1966 when he gave his
partners the choice between no common market and a common
market without supranational powers. The very fact that the attachment of many elites to a uriited Europe is pragmatic and rests
on incremental processes makes the supranational method dispensG

Leori N. Lindberg, "Decision-Making and Integration in the European Community," International Orgcinization. XIX, 1 (Wintcr, 1965), 80.
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able. As long as the benefits of the common market are more important in people's minds than the ineans used to achieve these
benefits, institutions and procedures can be sacrificed. The very
success cf the incremental method becomes self-defeating as important elites recognize that welfare cari be safeguarded without a
strong Commission and overt political unity. Supranational union
among the Six, similarly, is endangered when many elites corne to
the conclusion that concrete economic benefits can be gained by expanding the boundaries of the Common Market, reunifying Germany, attracting Poland and Czechoslovakia and perhaps even
the Soviet Union. And the fact of the matter is that very few 1mportant European interest groups had embraced supranationality
as a principle in itself, even though they had easily accommodated
themselves to it in order to safeguard specific group aims. My book
describes the proccss of accommodation, but it failed to speli out
the limits here discovered.
This brings us back to the national situation and the external environment as conditicning factors. The functional Iogic that leads
from national frustration to economic unity and eventually to p0litical unification presupposes that national consciousness is weak
and that the national situation is perceived as gloomy and the outside world unpromising. To be sure, the situation may improve. If
integration has gone very far by then, no harm is done to the union;
but in Europe it had not gone far enough before the national situation improved once more, before self-confidence rose, thus making
the political healing power of union once more questionable.
V
This excursion into the recent history o! West European nationalism, de Gaulle, and the politics cf the EEC enables us to state the
necessary amendmcnts to the functional theory of integration in
reasonably brief form.
The background conditions that favored the initiation of integrative institutions and policies must continue te operate during the
formative stage (1/id the subsequent period or evolution. Alternatively, the new forces that are most likely to manifest themselves
some time after the formative period must, at the least not profess
aims that run counter to the integrative logic or previous common
economic policies. Such a reversai of objectives can be caused by a
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dramatic change in political leadership in one or more of the constituent nations or by a sharp change in the environmental setting.
When rewards larger than those anticipated by a continuation of the
common market are envisaged as possible because of a change in
the international system, as compared to the system prevailing during the formative period, a new dimension is given to the functional
logic. li yields a disintegrative thrust as compared to the system in
gestation, a thrust that at the same time may be integrative as far
as a different set of relationships and different units are concerned.
When changes in the international system are perceived simultaneously by a new leadership and by nongovernmental elites as,
for example, benefits that might accrue to a Frarice pursuing an
active world policy at thç expense of devotion to European matters
the limit of the automatic spili-over thrust has been reached. If
this limit defines the boundary of positive expectations on the part
of actors already in the union, it describes equally well the expectations and fears entertained by both nonmember countries anxious
to join and those who resist joining the Community.
Thus we can say that: (1) positive expectations of rewards from
the continuation of the union must continue to prevail after the
passage of the formative period, even though the identity of the
actors and their precise objectives need flot remain the same;
and (2) the external environment must be perceived as less rewarding than the continuation of the internai commun i ty-buildi ng process in teirris of political-national gratifications as much as in purely
economic welfare ternis.
These amendments to functional thcory imply definite assumptions concerning the role of "pure politics" and political idcology as
agents of action. And these, in turn, constitute a hmit on the predictive power of the theory. The type of society baptized "the new
Europe" by George Lichtheini contains the major due: a society
dominated by pragmatic bargaining on the part of highly specialized
groups of actors who avoid ideological confrontations. The language
of "pure politics," insofar as it is garbed in the costume of Marxism,
existentialism, Christian personalism, cultural nationalism, or
laissez-faire Iiberalism, is incompatible with the processes on which
the functional theory of integration rests. Therefore, we must postulate that the actors in contemporary Western Europe are generaily
indifferent to these doctrines. They have ceased to furnish the
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building blocks out of which the political actor fashions bis image
of reality present and future.
The social facts of the last twenty ycars support this assumption.
European federalism, an explicit ideology heavily indebted to
Proudhon and Sorel, proved a failure largely because its language
seemed so peripheral to the objectives cf the great majority cf active
citizens. While flic tolerance and unstructured sympathy for a united
Europe that svas one consequence cf federalist agitation undoubtedly
eased the manipulative tasks of the functiorially and incrementally
inspired actors, the specific ideclogical tenets nevertheless proved to
be beside the point in the New Europe. We can ncw affirm tint
while it vas vital fer the technocrats to work in the protective
shadow of sympathetic politiciaris aiming at "unity," there was no
need for this shadow to possess a fecleralist lining. The lack of viability shown by federalism indicates not only that it arrived too late
on a social scene that svas already in a post-icleological stage, but
that the successes of the integration movement owe much te the lack
cf concrete icicological content. "Europeanism" today, as poli after
poil makes clear, is too unstructured and too permissive in terms cf
concrete steps te deserve flic label of an ideology. R is merely a mood,
an ambiance that rernains compatible with the attenuated national
consciousness that now prevails. In short, the functional theory predicts incremental integrative steps only as long as there is a dominant and accepted ideology of action or no commitment te ideology
at ail.
But what happens when new expectations anci new leadership riot
wholly compatible with the initial pro-integration impulse come ta
the fore? Must thcy upset the carlier movement toward unity? Again,
our discussion cf the vicissitudes of EEC suggests that this need not
be the case. While limits are imposed, it is not possible to affirm
that they constitute tirm boundaries incapable of being breached.
Moreover, even if a spiil-over tendency is brought to a liait by such
developments, this by no means implies a return to a purely national
framework cf action, a spill-back. Tt may signify merely a more or
less prolonged period cf stagnation, an iritegrative plateau.
This formulation and die actual stage cf contemporary Western
Europe suggest a limit to spill-back processes as well as to the spillover. The concept of an "integratian threshold" cornes to mmd, describing a condition in which the beneficiaries cf earlier integrative
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steps have achieved such vested positions in the new system as not
to permit a return to an earlier mode of action. The 1966 elections
in France showed that farmers and industrialists no longer were
willing to consider giving up the Common Market. One "threshold"
thus is determined by aroused and organized expectations of benefits that no politician dares to disappoint. But there may be a second
and less tangible "threshold" beyond which a spill-back cannot
flow: the actual regional enmeshment of administrative ties and
practices among a myriad of national and supranational agencies
that cannot perceive themselves as functioning except in terms of
ongoing cooperative patterns. The next task of functional theory,
no\s7 ensconced in its more modest limits, will be the exploration and
operational definition of these thresholds.

Berkeley, California
January 11, 1968

PREFACE
UNITED EUROPE " is a phrase meaning many things to many mcii.
To some it implies the creation cf a full-fledged federation of
the independent States cf Western Eurcpe, either the Six of
" Schumania " or the Fifteen cf the Council of Europe. To others
the phrase means no more than the desirability of creating a loose
concert or confederation. Some see in li the guarantee for future
greatness, a political, econcmic and cultural renaissance for the Old
Continent, about to be eclipsed by the United States, the Soviet
world, and perbaps the Arab-Asians. But others identify it with
the deatli of eherished patterns of national uniqueness. Even
government policy, on bodi sides cf the Atiantic, sometimes
hesitates between endorsing the creation cf a new centre cf
econcmic and political power and fearing the evolutiori cf a hightarif region or of unstitutionalised " third fcrce " sentiments. One
must add the stiil lively controversy over whether economie or
military unification, or both, is possible without prior or simultaneous political federation. The arguments over the merits and
types of unification have continued since the end of World War II;
they are unlikely to be exhausted soon.
But for the political scientist the unification of Europe has a
peculiar attraction quite irrespective of merits and types. He may
see in il, as I do, an instance of voluntary " integration " taking
place before his eyes, as it were under laboratory ccnditions. He
will wish to study k primarily because it is one cf the very few
current situations in which the decomposition of old nations cari be
systematically analysed within the framework of the evolution of a
larger polity a polity destined, perhaps, to develop into a nation
of its own. Hence, my purpose is flot the evaluation of the virtues
and drawbacks of a United Europe in terms of European,
American, national, international, free-enterprise, or welfare-State
values. Nor is iL an analysis of the advantages of federation over
n
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intergovernmental co-operation, economic over military unity. My
aim is merely the dissection cf the actual " integration process " in
order to derive propositions about its nature. Hence, I focused my
analysis on selected groups, institutions and ideologies which have
already been demonstrated to act as unifying agents in political
systems clearly " integrated " by any applicable standard. Further,
I confined the analysis to the impact cf the one organisation whose
powers, functions and composition make it a priori capable of
redirecting the loyalties and expectations of political actors: . the
European Coal and Steel Community. My study, then, attempts to
advance .generalisations about the processes by which political communities are formed among sovereign States, and my methcd is
to select specific political groups and institutions, to study their
reactions to a new species of " federal " government, and to analyse
the impact of that government in tetrns cf the reactions caused.
On the assumption that " integration " is a two-way process in
which the centraI institutions affect and are affected by the subject
groups, the Coal and Steel Community is to serve as a case study
illustrating the effects on the totality of interactions.
My emphasis is placed on community formation processes,
implying full voluntary participation in an international agency
possessing some federal powers. Hence my discussion must perforce exciude countries and groups rejecting membership and thus
shielding themselves from the integrating impact of the Community.
No analysis of attitudes and policies in Switzerland, Austria, and
Scandinavia is therefore attempted. Britain constitutes a special
case. She declined membership in Éhe Community but agreed to a
special form of " association " with it. New behaviour patterns
discovered in the policies of the member governments cannôt be
expected to apply to Britain; but the special nature of the tie to the
Continent must be discussed, if only because it is considered so vital
by Europeans. Because of my inability to interview British leaders
or to obtain access to the papers of relevant private groups, my
discussion must be confined to officiai government policy and to the
interpretation of published documents.
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Definitions of key terms will be presented in the first chapter.
But the essential conclusions may be briefly summarised. The
initiation cf a deliberate scheme of political unification, to be
accepted by the key groups that inake up a pluralistic society, does
flot require absolute majority support, nor need it rest on identical
aims on the part of ail participants. The European Coal and Steel
Community was initially accepted because it offered a multitude of
different advantages to different groups. Acceptance of a federal
scheme is facilitated if the participating State units are already
fragmented ideologically and socially. Moreover, the acceptance cf
such a scheme is considerably eased if among the participating
industrial, palitical, or labour groups there is a tradition, however
vague, of mutual consultation and of rudimentary value sharing.
A helpful, but by no means indispensable, condition is the existence
of an externat threat, real or imagined.
Once established, the central institution will affect political
integration meaningïully only if it is willing to follow policies
giving rise to expectations and demands for more or fewer
federal measures. In either case, the groups concemed will
organise across national State boundaries in order to be able to
influence policy. If the central institution, however, fails to assert
itseif in any way so as to cause strong positive or negative expectations, its impact on unity will be as small as the integrative rote of
such technically powerful international administrative unions as the
Danube Commissions or the Universal Postal Union. As far as the
industrial groups business and labour are concerned, they tend
to unite beyond their former national confines in an effort to make
common policy and obtain common benefits. Thus perhaps the
chief finding is that group pressure will spili over into the federal
sphere and thereby add to the integrative impulse. Only industries
convinced that they have nothing to gain from integration will hold
out against such pressures. But industrial sectors initially opposed
to integration for a variety of motives do change their attitude and
develop strong positive expectations if they feci that certain common
problems can be more easily met by a federal authority. More
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commonly sUli, groups are likely to tutu to the federal authority for
help in the solution cf purely national problems if the local goverument proves unco-cperative. Groups with strong initial positive
expectations do not necessarily turn against the principle of integration if their hopes are disappointed: they merely intensify their
efforts te obtain the desired advantages on the federal level, thus
integrating themselves into organisations less and less dependent on
and identified with the national State. Political parties, if allowance
is made for their varying ideologies and constituencies, tend to fa!l
into the same pattern. National governments, operating in the
nexus cf ail these forces, may on occasion attempi to sidestep,
ignore, or sabotage the decisions of the federal authority. The
study of the Coal and Steel Community . shows, however, that
governments also recognise a point beyond which such evasions are
unprofitable, and that in the long run they tend to defer to federal
decisions, lest the exarnple of their recalcitrance set a precedent fer
other governments.
After five years of activity, the pattern of supranational pressure
and counter-pressure has become apparent: groups, parties, and
governments have reassessed and reformulated their aims in such a
way that the drive for a United Europe has become the battle cry
of the Left. The " sinistration " of federalism has been accompm
lished in the recognition of trade unions and Socialist parties that
their version of the welfare State and cf peace can rationaily be
achieved only in a federated Western Europe. Perhaps tIie most
salient conclusion we can draw from the community-bui!ding experiment is the fact that major interest groups as well as politiciaris
determine their support of, or opposition to, new central institutions and policies on the basis of a calculation of advantage. The
" good Europeans " are not the main creators of the regional cernmunity that is growing up; the process of communily fotivation is
dominated by nationally conslituted groups with specific interests
and aims, willing and able w adjust their aspirations by turning to
supranational means when this course appears profitable.
Our study thus substantiates the pluralistic thesis that a larger
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political community can be developed if the crucial expectations,
ideologies, and behaviour patterns of certain key groups can be
successfully refocused on a new set of central symbols and institutions. Yet this conclusion also begs the question of the generality
of the process laid bare. Cati larger political communities be
ereated on this basis in ail sections of the world, in ail ages,
irrespective of the specific powers initially given to die central
authority? ' I suggest tint the value of this case study is confined
to the kind of setting which reproduces in essence the physical
conditions, ideologies, class structure, group relations, and political
traditions and institutions of contemporary Western Europe. In
short, I maintain that these findings are sufficiently general in terms
of the socio-political context to serve as propositions concerning the
formation of political communities provided we are dealing with
(1) an industrialised economy deeply enmeshed in international
trade and finance, (2) societies in which the masses are fully
mobilised politically and tend to channel their aspirations through
permanent interest groups and political parties, (3) societies in
which these groups are habituafly led by indentifiable elites
I Titis very issue is deait with sornewhat differcntly in a recent study concerncd
with problems very similar ta these, in Karl W. Deutsch et al., Political
Communhy and tue Norib Ailantic .4rea (Pririceton : Princeton University
Press, 1957). The authors were concerned with integration by analysing past
cases of successful and unsuccessiul polîtical community foruiation, resulting
in a •• no war " community, thc absence or presence of violence as a means to
seule disputes bcing considered the criterion of community. The study procecds on flic basis of ten historical cases, none of which satisfy die conditions
held essential in my inquiry, because they were confincd ta pre-industrial and
pre-mass mobilisation scttings. The difference in socio-economic setting is
wdll illustrated by the " appeals " ta integration the authars found ta be
fcaturcd in their cases, viz. (in order of importance):
appcals to the defence of an actual or emerging " way of 11k";
appeals promising greater social and political equality;
appeals promising the creation of more power as a resuit of unity;
appeals promising more specific rights for given groups;
appeals for the defence of some already established rights or privileges.
(Ibid., pp. 98-99.)
Clearly these appcals grew out of the constitutional struggles of die cighteenth
and ninetecnth centuries, featuring political liberalism, national self-deteruiinatian, national power, or the defence of feudal rights. One misses the appeals
heard most often in the contcmporary setting : economic equa[ity, industrial
dcmocracy, larger markcts, and politico-military strength in the global struggle
betwcen twa power centres external to the region.
Other categorics of analysis and definitions used in Deutsch's study, howcver, relate more directly to the prescnt inquiry, as cxplored below.
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competing with one another for influence and in disagreetnent on
many basic values, (4) societies in which relations among these dites
are govewed by the traditions and assumptions of parliamentary (or
presidential) democracy and constitutionalism. R may well be that
the specific economic conditions under which the European coal
and steel industries operate act as addjtional factors limiting the
possibility of generalising. Monopolistic competition and the prevalence of private ownership are such factors, though isolated
pockets of nationalised industry exist in the total industrial complex.
It may also be true that the impact of an overwhelmingly powerfu]
external economic centre acts as a liSting condition. Economic
integration in Europe might have been much siower if the governments had been compelled to corne to grips with investment,
currency and trade questions decisions which were in effect spared
them by the direct and indirect role of United States econornic
pclicy. Hence, I would have littie hesitation in applying the
technique of analysis here used to the study of integration under
NATO, die Scandinavian setting, the Organisation for European
Economic Co-operation, or Canadian-United States relations. I
would hesitate to daim validity for it in the study of regional
political integration in Latin America, the Middle East, or SouthEast Asia.
My list of acknowledgrnents must be heavy and long because
my debts of gratitude w many are so considerable. Without the
patient co-operation of dozens of industrialists, parliamentarians,
and labour leaders in Western Europe, my work would have been
impossible. They gave me freely of their time and their impressions and they indulged my most impertinent questions. Tp the
many officiais oC the High Authority, the Comnion Assernbly, and
the Council of Ministers who indulged me equally I owe an even
greater debt. A special word of thanks must be addressed to the
librarians of the High Authority, the Common Assembly and the
Court of Justice for the unfailing courtesy with which they met my
rn.any requests and for the great help they rendered. President
CIZrk Kerr, of the University of California, contributed heavily
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by introducing me to key speciallsts in Europe. Mr. Meyer
Bernstein, of the United Steelworkers of America, was most kind in
his help. Professor Karl W. Deutsch, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, read the entire manuscript and gave me generously
0f his wealth of conceptual and historical insight. I owe him a
considerable intellectual debt. None of these persons is in any way
responsible for the interpretations I offer or the use made of the
information they gave me.
This study was made possible by grants from the Social Science
Research Council and die Institute of Social Sciences of the University of California, enabling me to spend the academic year 1955—
1 956 in Luxembourg and other national capitals. I am grateful,
furthermore, to the Rockefeller Foundation and to the Department
of Political Science at Berkeley for having given me the time in the
spring of 1957 to complete work on the manuscript, and for having
provided me with research assistance. To Dr. Fred von der
Mehden, Rudoif Wagner, Kurt Vogel, and Charles Elliott I
acknowledge a deep debt for research assisÉance rendered in
Berkeley, and to Madeleine Ledivelec, Bep Cramer, and Ursula
Hartte, a similar and even more profound debt for crucial help
given in Luxembourg. To Peter H. Merkl I am particularly grateful
for having prepared the index. Any errors committed in this study
are mine and flot theirs.
ERNST B. Hs.
Berkeley, California.
January, 1958.
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Fart One
INTEGRATION: IDEOLOGY AND INSTITUTIONS

CHAPTER 1
COMMUNITY AND INTEGRATION
Two major opposing trends have corne to characterise international
relations at the end of the Second World War: while some twenty
new states have made their appearance since 1945, with every
indication that the process will gain even more momentum, a
network of international organisations has sprung up countering
the full impact of this multiplication of sovereignties. Whether
in the realm of political relations or specific functional tasks,
whether at the universal or the regional level, contacts and associations among governments, private groups and individuals have
been institutionalised as neyer before. Whereas the trend in
Africa and Asia is toward the evolution of ever more political
groupings aspiring to statehood, the process in Europe and
in the Atiantic area tends toward the limitation of sovereigu
independerice, the growth of more rather than less formai bonds
among national communities and perhaps toward the substitution
of a flCW federal organism for the present national state.
New states may grow up as the resuit ôf the spiintering of an
existing political community or an empire as well as from the
merger of hitherto distinct and independent entities. In both
processes the evolution of " national consciousness " is held to
be the crucial factor. Loyalty to the established font of authority
wanes as a feeling of separate identity takes possession of the group
clamouring for new forms of political organisation. Yet we know
littie about the constituents of this process. While it is possible
frequently to specify the content of the new doctrine of national
consciousness it is far more difficult to explain who originates,
propagates, expands and accepts it. More difficult stiil is the
question of why the doctrine originates and why it gains or fails
to gain acceptance. How and why does national loyalty tend to
coincide vith the territorial boundaries of the state? Is it inherent
in political evolution tint it must be so? Is it natural and inevitable
tint India, Ghana or Belgium are characterised by a sense of
national ideatity which extends to their frontiers but not beyond?
The process of development of a political cornmunity, therefore,
is but little understood in ternis of the analytical standards and
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criteria of observation with which 11w social scientist today works.
While much work is being done in the study of this process among
the nascent po1itca1 entities in underdeveloped areas, much less
attention has been paid to the reverse process of comrnunity
formation through intetuational organisation, among western
industrial states. This is true in ail fields of trans-state activity,
whether intergovernmental at the level of formai diplomacy, intergovernmental at the level of informai discussion by experts,
" supranational " or federal. Each of these is a device to arrive
at collective decisions by means other than unlimited action by a
national government. Each is a means for peacefully unifying
diverse groups in common action. Yet detailed data on how
if at aH—.-cohesion is obtained through these processes is lacking.
International relations in contemporary western Europe provide
a living laboratory ofthese processes at work. The Organisation for
European Economic. Co-operation at the level of intergovernmental
contacts, the Council ofEurope as an inter-parliamentary forum, the
system of Scandinavian co-operation and the Western European
Union as a mixture of the two, and the European Coal and Steel
Community as a quasi-federal government in two economic sectors,
provide landmarks in the process of substituting collective action
for decisions by governments acting in isolation. It is time that
these efforts be examined tojudge ifand how " political community"
resuits from measures of " political integration."
BASIC DEFINITIONS: POLITICAL COMMUNITY
The systematic study of the process of community formation
through organisations of this type necessitates the explicit stating
of an ideal type appropriate ta the known institutional setting of
western Europe. Here, the existing national states are political
communities. While they seem to enjoy the unquestioning
" loyalty " of their citizens with the exception of dedicated
Communists as distinguished from the mass of Communist voters
they are by no means monolithic units. Pluralism of groups, values
and institutions is the hallmark of western European political life.
Nor, as past history and contemporary developments indicate,
are these existing states immutable entities. Belgium came into
existence in 1830; Getinany federated in 1870; the bloody history
of boundary changes is well remembered by the present generation.
The existing political communities are neither so homogeneous
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internally as to speak with one unitcd voice on national or international issues nor preordained historically as to constitute
" natural " units.
" Loyalty " was singled out as a crucial term in this definition
and it must be specified further in operational terms. A population
may be said to be loyal to a set of symbols and institutions when it
habitually and predictably over long periods obeys the injunctions
of their authority and turns to them for the satisfaction of important expectations. In part the existence of such sentiments
can be tested by the regularity of popular compliance with
fundarnental government decisions; and in part it is subject in
verification by die kind ofattitude testing ofperceptions ofmutuality
of aspirations made familiar by post-1945 surveys.' Political
conznzui;ity, tiserefore, is a condition in w/:ic/z specjflc groups and
individuals show niore Ioyalty 10 tlzeir central political institutions
t/:a?z (o any otiier political aut/:orily, lii a spccjfic period of lime and
in a (lefinable geograpliic space. [n this study, this condition will
be the one toward which the process of " political integration"
is supposed to lead.
Group conflict is a given and expected form of conduet in the
nations under study. French, German or Italian policy emerges
as the result of this conflict. Hence a larger political community,
composed of the nations now stiil separat& and distinct, may well
be expected to display the sarne traits. Hence our ideal type of
community formation vi11 assume group conflict as given on the
level of flic present national units as well as in the larger community
which may emerge. In fact, the competing activities ofpermanently
organised intercst groups and of political parties are singled out
as the significant carriers ofvalues and ideologies whose opposition,
identity or convergence determines the success or failure of a
transnational ideology.
1

\Vhen confrontcd viUi a similar problem, the authors of Poiltical Comuzunity
andt/,e Non!, Atiantic Area(Princcton: Princeton University Press, 1957) concluded:
s'
The populations of difrerent territories might easily profcss verbal attachment to
the sarne set oC values without having a sense of cornrnunity that leads to political
integration. The kind ofscnse ofcornrnunity that is relevant for integration, and therefore, for our study, turned out W be rather a mattcrofmutual sympathyand loyalties;
of ' we-feeling,' trust, and mutual consideration; of partial identification in terms of
self-images and intercsts; of mutually succcssful predictions of bchaviour, and of
CO-operative action in accordance with it in short, a matter or a perpetual dynamic
process 0f mutual attention, communication, perception of necds, and rcsponsivcness
in the proccss of decision-making." P. 36.
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If group confiict is one central characteristic of political community so is the existence of a commonly accepted body of belief.
Despite the opposition of ideologies and their adherents, consensus
exists to a sufficient degree in the contemporary national units to
preclude recourse to civil war and revoit. The ideal type of
political community implicit in this study assumes, therefore, that
the condition toward which the process of integration is expected
to lead is one in which a sufficient body of general consensus imposes
limitations upon the violence of group conflict. These limitations
are the basic agreement on the ineans for settiing differences, even
if consensus as to ends of political action can be achicved only at
such high levels of abstraction as to be irrelevant ta the analysis
of political conduet. Stated in constitutional terms, the agreement
on the means of political action is equivalent to the acceptance of
the doctrine of respect for the rule cf law. Officiai decisions, once
made according to procedural rules accepted as binding by ail, are
carried out.
For puiposes of this discussion, the beliefs common to otherwise
antagonistic groups vi11 belabelled the " nationalisrn " of a given
community, while the doctrines pecuhar to a group will be referred
to as " ideology." Nationalism is composed of values and daims
acceptable to the great bulk of the population while also setting
it apart from the values and daims of other political communiies.
M the socio-cultural level of attitudes and beliefs our political
community is held together despite the internai strife of the constituent groups by the general acceptance of national identity, of
nationalism, which manifests itself primarily in the consensus on
the means for achieving agreement on policy.
Confiict and consensus, unity in diversity are the chief components of existing western European political communities, and
of the possible larger unit imputed in this descriptive scheme. The
institutions which characterise titis social pattern are those standard
to western national governmènt. Decisions of the central authority
are binding on the citizenry, regardless of the consent which might
have been given or withheld. Consent is assumed if the legislature,
by majority vote, enacts kw. It is assumed also in the administrative acts of the executive in carrying out the legislative injunctions.
Majoritarianism, though perhaps questioned in some political
doctrines and rarely applied to its logical limits in a crisis situation
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approaching civil war, is nevertheless the operative principle of
day-to-day political life.
This picture of political coinmunity differs in some essential
respects from the kindred concept of " security community"
proposed by some conteniporary students of nationalism and
community formation. 2 In both formulations, the absence of
violence as a means of political action among the participating
groups is given a central place. Deutsch's concept, however, does
not insist on the presence of a specifled institutional structure,
contenting itself with the consecration of non-violent means of
achieving social change as the major criterion differentiating
community " from ordinary international relations. The scheme
here used, by contrast, makes the existence of political institutions
capable of transiating ideologies into Iaw the cornerstone of the
definition. While the co-existence of conflict and harmony within
the same social system can no doubt be achieved without the
attributes of a single statehood, the deliberate creation and perpetuation of a new national consciousness can hardly be expected
to corne about without the presence of formai governmental
institutions and practices. Since the possession of such a consciousness is considered a criterion of political community, the
techniques for realising and maintaining it must be posited as
necessary to the ideal type.
These are the central characteristics of pluralistic nations in
conternporary western Europe and at the same time the earmarks
of our model of political cornmunity. In clearly positing an
extreme scheme, rather than an intermediate one permitting of
violerice-frce conduct short of the attainment of statehood by the
entities under study, it is intended to furnish a precise yardstick for
the analysis of governmental and group conduct in western Europe
in the effort to determine flOW to what extent the condition of
political community has been or is likely to be reached.
Political community, as here defined, need flot presuppose the
emergence of a federal state, though this is one possibility and
certainly the aim of many contemporary European statesmen and
thinkers. While a central government is essential institutionally
4'

2

Richard V. Van Wagenen, Researeb in tise International Organisation F(eld:
Sottie Notes on a Possible Focus (Princeton: Centre for Research on World Political
Institutions, Publication No. 1, 1952). Karl W. Deutsch, Folitical Co:ntnunity
W the InternationalLevel (Ncw York: Doubleday, 1954); and by the same author,
Nationalisin aS Social Communication (New York: Wiley, 1953)0
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and a collective national consciousness socially, tue constitutional
foini which will qualify for the ideM type may be thit of a unitary,
a federal or even a confederate arrangement. No special conceptual problems are posed by the unitary or federal alternatives;
the confederate possibility, however, requires a note ofexplanation. 3
Noirnally the type of confederation represented by international
organisations in which only states are subjects and governments are
vested with a power of veto does not approach our definition of
community. A structure could emerge, however, in which a compulsory and bindingjudicial system is combined with a majoritarian
legislative device, supervising the work of a central administration
of restricted powers but with direct jurisdiction over groups and
individuals, while many major decisions are stiil made at the level
ofinter-goverrimental negotiations. Ifin such a system goverriments
negotiate and compromise so that one or several severely modify
their position in the effort to arrive at a binding common agreement
of profound consequence, the resulting habituai pattern of reaching•
consensus could well fit into the definition cf political community,
though representing neither the typical unitary nor federal categories
of constitutions.
Hence the institutional criteria of " political community " as
here defiried combine the separate features posited by Deutsch
and bis associates. They analyse in terms of two types: " amalgamated security communities " and " ?t security cernmurnties. The former correspond essentially te unitary or federal
states while the latter comprise relationships between sovereign
states from which the possibility of recourse to force lias been
banished, e.g. in Canadian-American or inter-Scandinavian relations.
While my definition would exciude " pluralistic security comrnunities " ? 't tyl3 e because ofthe absence ofjudicial, administrative and legislative ties and because ofthe scarcity cf institutionalised
3

Much overlapping and confusion has subsistcd historicaliy in relation ta these
tenus, explaining In part the resistance of many Europeans to the prrnciple o!'
federalism. For a strong statement of this opposition, sec Franz Ncumann,
"s
Federalisrn and Freedom: A Critique," in Arthur Macmahon (Ed.), Federalisnx
Mature and Ernergent (Garden City: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 44-57. For an
ex11oration o!' the various meanings and their constitutional implications in western
Europe, see Cari J. Friedrich, " Federal Constitutional Theory and Emergent
Proposais," in ibid., pp. 510-529. These diflèrences, however, have no direct
bearing on the probiems impiicit in our statement o!' a model of political community. Any kind of federal arrangement, regardless of the degrec or centralisation or decentraiisation implicit in it, is compatible with our scheme so long
as loyalties to the central symbols overshadow attachmcnt ta local ones.
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relations among private groups, our concept of " political community " is nevertheless broader than Deutsch's " amalgamated
security community " because it includes the possibility of a
constant flow of obedience to central decisions made by intergovernmental agencies. 4
The co-existence of traditional national governments in Europe
with institutions of a " supranational " character like the
European Coal ami Steel Community poses some terminological
problems for our subsequent discussion of integration and the
development of a political structure and consciousness transcending
that of the existing nations. The word " national " will subsequently
be reserved to refer to activities, organisations and loyalties within
the framework of the existing national states, members of the
" supranational " structures to be assessed. This usage will be
adhered to despite the possibility tint the process of political
integration may resuit in an aH-European government, in turn
characterised by a larger national corisciousness and loyalty. The
words " federal," " central " and " supranational " vil1 be used
interchangeably and synonymously to refer to activities, organisations and loyalties transcending the existing nations, even thougli
in a strict constitutional sense there are no clear " federal "powers
now in existence, and legaily the vague and novel term supranational " is the only correct one in this context.
Having stated the ideal type of political community, our task
is the assessmerit of empirical data in an effort to determine whether
and why developmcnts leading to the evolution of a community are
taking place. General estirnates of die existence or absence of
loyalty other than to the national state do not suffice. Hence a
number ofindicators ofcornrnunity sentiment will be discussed here,
applicable specifically to the study of 1mw interest groups, political
parties and governments act in a supranational setting.
Community sentiment would be considered to fiourish if
I. Interest groups and political parties at the national level
endorse supranational action in preference to action by their national
government, or if they are divided among themselves on this issue.
OnIy the case of unanimous national opposition to supranational
action could be considered incompatible with community sentiment;
2. Interest groups and political parties organise beyond the
4

Deutsch, et. al., Foiltica! Conununity w:d tise Nord: Ailantic Area, op, cil., pp. 3-21.
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national level in order to function more efTectively as decisionmakers vis-à-vis the separate national governments or the central
authority and if they define their interests in terms Jarger than
those of the separate national state from which they originate;
Interest groups and political parties, in their efforts at supranational organisation, coalesce on the basis of a common ideology,
surpassing those prominent at the national level;
Interest groups and political parties, in confronting each
other at the supranational level, succeed in evolving a body of
doctrine common to ail, or a new nationalism (i.e., " supranationalism)."
Interest groups, political parties and governments show
evidence of accepting the rule of law in faithfully carrying out supranational court decisions, administrative directives and rules even
when they oppose these, instead of obstructing or ignoring such
decisions; further, when opposing federal policy, they channel
their objections through the Iegal avenues provided instead of
threatening or practising seces&on.
Governments negotiate with one another in good faith and
generaily reach agreement, while not making theniselves consistently
and invariably the spokesmen of national interest groups; further,
community sentiment would seem to prevail if governments give
way in negotiations when they find themselves in a minority instead
of insisting on a formal or informaI right of veto.

Clearly, only a collection of saints could be expected to display
positively ail these indicators of community sentiment at the onset
of a process of integration. In order to qualify as a true political
community, however, all the above indicators nwst be positively
established before the condition defined in our scheme lias been met.
Given a series of pluralistic assumptions, any establishment of
sentiment confined to parties alone, or to interest groups, ôr to
governments considered in isolation from their subjects, would fali
short of the final condition posited.
A final word of caution should be introduced with respect to the
use ofideal types in political analysis. Ifthe desirability for neatness
and clarity is met in the abstract statement of the scheme, there is
nevertheless no need to assume the empirically established political
processes to appear equally orderly. In Max Weber's terms, an
ideal type is a heuristic device: it does flot and should not guarantee
a neat " falling into place " of the data analysed, thus in effcct
" proving ,, the " reality " of the scheme. The purpose of using a
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tight definition of political community is the easier assessment of
group conduct with reference to the criteria of an ideal community.
Precisely the same caveat applies to the schematic presentation of
our concept of " political integration." 1f specific groups do flot
seem to behave quite as neatly as the scheme requires, the pattern
of their conduct may nevertheless be studied more easily if it can
be analysed within the framework of an ideal type.
BASIC DEFINITIONS: POLITICAL INTEGRATION

Our definition of political community relies flot so much on
:' obj?ctive criteria " as on an assessment of the conduct of groups,
individuals and governments. On a more abstract level, the criteria
singled out as crucial to the definition resuit from habituai behaviour
patterns: they are flot superimposed by the observer upon the social
scene. The same rule governs the definition of the second key term
used in this stucly, " political integration." Conceived not as a
condition but as a process, the conceptualisation relies on the
perception of interests and values by the actors participating in the
process. Integration takes place when these perceptions fail into
a certain pattern and fails to take place when they do not. 1f
pluralism is .considered an inherent part of the ideal type of political
community, pluralistic processes of decision-making and interestperception, naturally, are considered equally essential attributes
of the process of political integration. 5
Before a firm definition or scheme cari be stated, fi must be
recognised that integration in western Europe lias tlws far been
essential!y confincd to economic measures. Hence it is necessary
!:o establish the meaning of " econornic integration" as that term
15 generaily used in flic nexus of European politics. Follo\ving
Gehrels and Jolinston, the possible general definition as " the
presence ofimportant economic links between a group ofcountries"
must be rejccted as too vague operationally.6 The development of
Sec Deutsch, op. ci:., for the use of " objective criteria " in thc discussion of
cpmrnunity and integration, sucli as the volume of economic transaction, the
volume of social communication and the.adequacy of the communications network to carry the " integration Ioad." These devices are developcd as indicators
of the potentiality inherent in certain communities in the effort to integrate, in
Deutsch, " The Growth of Nations," JJ'orldpolitics, Vol. 5, No. 2 (January 1953).
e Franz Gchrcs and Bruce F. Johnston, " The Econornic Gains cf European
Integration," Journal of Foiltical Econo,ny (August 1955), pp. 275-292. My
definition of cconornic integration is taken from titis article.
This definition is essentiaily idcntical vith that of former ECA Administrator
Paul HofFrnan and vas taken to represent U.S. policy during the Marshall Plan

5
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such links can and does resuit from organisations, such as OEEC,
which do flot pretend to represent or aim at political community.
Economic aspects of integration, if relevant to the evolution of
community, must pôssess these characteristics: " (1) agreement for
graduai but complete elimination of tarifs, quotas and exchange
controls on trade among the member countries ; (2) abandonment
of the right to restore trade restrictions on a unilateral basis for the
duration of the agreement, regardiess of difficulties that may arise;
(3) joint action to deal with problems resulting from the removal
of trade barriers within the community and to promote more
efficient utilisation of the resources of the area ; (4) some degree
of harmonisation of national policies that affect price structures and
the allocation of resources (for example, social security and
agricultural programmes) and of monetary and fiscal policies ; and
(5) free, or at least freer, movement of capital and labour."
But economic integration, however defined, may be based on
political motives and frequently begets politicai consequences. The
existence cf political motives is a matter for empirical research
and, in western Europe, is ciearly established. More hypothetical
formulations are required to deal with the problem of political
consequences. Thus it may be posited that economic integration
unaccompanied by the growth of central institutions and policies
does not necessarily lead to political community since no pressure
for the reformulation of expectations is exercised. Free trade,
therefore, cannot be automatically equated with politicai integration;
nor can the interpenetration of national markets be so considered.
If economic integration merely implied the removal of barriers to
trade and fails to be accompanied by new centrally made fiscal,
labour, welfare and investment measures, the relation to political
period. It also agrees with the definition of Robert Marjolin, former SecretaryGeneral of the OEEC, though the latter added that the achievement of these goals
required the concurrent establishment of political unity. The definition here used
is deliberately less sweeping than tint of Gunnar Myrdal, who wrote:
an economy h iritegrated when labour of a given kind cornmands thc sanie
price, when there is one rnarket for capital, with a single price for comparable
risks, and when the price of the same kind of land has been cqualised . .
The reajisation of these conditions would in buman terrns moan the achievement of that old ideal in Western democratic thinking, equality of opporLunity.
Quoted by Michaci T. Florinsky, Jntegrated Europe? (New York: Macruillan,
1955), pp. 27-280
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integration is flot established. If, however, the integration of a
specific section (e.g., coal and steefl, or of economics generaily
(e.g., the " General Common Market ") goes hand in hand with the
graduai extension of the scope of central decision-making to take
in economic pursuits flot initially " federated," the relation to the
growth of political community is clear. It must be stressed, moreover, that the degree of " success " achieved as measured by purely
economic standards growth in the value and volume of trade,
business earnirigs, wage ievels, etc. is flot necessarily an index of
politicai success. Economic dissatisfaction may go hand in hand
with demands for more federal political action. Unequal distribution of economic benefits may give rise to political opposition
where none existed before. Hence the measure of poiitical success
inherent in economic integration lies in the demands, expectations
and loyalties of the political actors affected by the process, which
do flot logically and necessarily follow from statistical indices of
economic success.7
. The decision to proceed with integration or to oppose it rests
on the perception of interests and on the articulation o!' specific
values on the part ofexisting political actors. Rather than reiying on
a scheme of integration which posits " aitruistic " or " idealistic
motives as the conditioners of conduct, it seems more reasonable
assuming the piuralistic basis of politics here used to focus on the
interests and values defended by the major groups involved in the
process, experience showing that these are far too complex to be
described in such simple terms as " the desire for Franco-German
peace " or the " will to a United Europe." As the process of
integration proceeds, it is assurned that values vi11 undergo change,
that intcrests will be redefined in terms of a regional rather than a
purely national orientation and that the erstwhile set of separate
7

For a thoughtful exploration of the relation bctwecn political fcderalism and
econon.tic integralion, sec Williarn Diebold, Jr., " The Retevance of Federalism
to Western European Econornic Integration," Macrnahon, op. ciL, pp. 433-457.
Diebold stresses that federalisrn does flot of itself irnply a spcciflc economic policy
leading ta integration of separate econornies. Nor is federation a sine qua non
for the achievement of econornic integration. However, the attainrnent 0f specific
welfare standards in a larger rnarket wou!d alrnost autornatically compel some
kind of central action even if the initial plan of economic unity did not provide
for il. It k dernonstrative of the close Iink betwcen political and econornic motives
in conternporary western Europe that the draft treaty for the establishment of the
European Political Cornniunity also included a provision for the establishment
cf a Gencral Common Market within ten ycars. Later devcloprnents saw the
shclving of the political scherne but the resuscitation of the economic plank, with
the expectation tint it would lead cventually to more political centralism.
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national group values will gradually be superseded by a new and
geographically larger set of beliefs.
The scheme, finaily, assumes that the process of integration svill
yield a new national consciousness of the new political community,
uniting the erstwhile nations which had joined. If the content of
nationalism at the level of the former nation had been posited as the
overlapping and agreement on principle of the multitude of separate
group ideologies, the same conception applies at the level of the new
community. As the beliefs and aspirations ofgroups undergo change
due to the necessity of working in a transnational institutional
framework, mergers in values and doctrine are expected to come
about, uniting groups across former frontiers. The expected overlapping of these group aspirations is finaily thought to result in an
accepted body of " national " doctrine, in effect heralding the
advent ofa new nationalisrn. Implied in this development, of course,
is a proportional diminution of loyalty to and expectations from
the former separate national governments.
Shifts in the focus of loyalty need not necessarily imply the
immediate repudiation ofthe national state or government. Multiple
loyalties have been empirically clemonstrated to exist, either because
no conflict is involved between various foci or because the political
actor manages psychologically to ignore or sublimate a conflict
even if it does exist " objectively." In fact some psychologists suggest that attachment to new foci of loyalty, such as international or
supranational organisations, may corne about by a threefold process
in which attachments to the new centre exist side by side with continued deference to the established foci. New loyalties may corne
into existence as end values, i.e., the new order is desired as an end
in itself. Secondly, new loyalties may develop merely in response
to a pressure for conformity exercised by the new centre of power.
Thirdly and most importantly for the study ofpolitical integration
in a framework of consensus new loyalties are thought to grow
haphazardly in their function as intermediary means to sorne
ultirnate end, perhaps the same end also fought for in the context
of the established national loyalties. Groups and individuals uncertain of their ability to realise political or economic values in the
national framework may thus turn to supranational agencies and
procedures, without being attracted by " Europeanism " as sucli.
If the process of developing dual loyalties via this mechanism
continues for a sufficiently protracted period, the new central
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institutions may ultimately acquire the symbolic significance of end
values •8
A process of political integration, stated in these general terms,
is susceptible cf detailed investigation only if a set of specific
indicators is provided as well. Integration being a process over
time, certain identical questions cari be raised for purposes of
analysis at regular intervals. Care must be taken that indicators
of integration are designed with specific reference to the scope of
activity of the organisation studied: the reactions of groups concerned with the production, processing, manufacturing and
marketing ofcoal and steel in the instance ofthe European Coal and
Steel Community.
Put in terms of questions, these indicators are proposed for a
periodic analysis of development toward the end of political
community:
What is the position of key interest groups, political parties
and governments toward the proposai to integrate a given sector
or to federate, or to the treaty formalising such a step? Can the
position taken be correJatcd with the economic expectations of the
actors, their political fears or hopes, their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the national political context, their ideologies or
their notion of the national interest?
Having estabiished the initial positions of these groups, the next
step in the process of establishing indicators is to sort out the
patterns ofagreement, opposition and convergence. At the national
level, groups may favour integration because they agree in their
definition of interests on flic basis of identical values: the case of
identity of aspirations. They may also agree on the ends of a
policy of integration, arriving at this stage, however, on the basis
cf different values and interests. This constitutes the case of convergence of interests. Finaily, groups may oppose integration,
either for identical or convergent reasons. Accurate analysis
demands that we establish clearly the starting positions as the proces gets under way.
After the advent of new central institutions, can shifts in
position among political parties, interest groups and governments
B

Harold Ouctzkow, Multiple Loyaltk's: Tiseoretica? Approach to a Problen: In luternational Organisation (Princeton: Centre for Research on \Vorid Political Institutions, Publication No. 4, 1955). W. Buchanan and H. Cantril, lion' Nations Sec
Each Other (Urbana: Univcrsity of Illinois Prcss, 1953).
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be noted? Shifts for more integration as well as in opposition
thereto must, of course, be considercd. The indicators would
include the same range of questions posed in the effort to define the
characteristics of political cornmunity. How can shifts be correlated
with the ideologies and expectations listed above? Naturaily,
demands for the extension of the scope of supranational action are
especially important here, when voiccd by governments as well as
by other groups. In the context of economic integration, such
demands could well include the elaboration of a joint commercial
policy of the participating states vis-à-vis third countries; or the
non-discriminatory treatment of trade with colonial possessions
belonging to some member country; or even their inclusion in the
federal scheme.

However, the framework cf analysis shifts in the second step.
While positions taken at the national level stiil require attention,
these must be contrasted with daims made at the level of the new
institutions. If new patterns of identities, convergence or opposition
are in evidence, the effort must be made to determine whether they
originate at the national or the " supranational " levels.
3. Periodically, the basic question of whether the conditions
identified with political community have been realised must be
raised. The question can be answercd in terms of the indicators
for political community presented above.
Such conclusions can be reached only on the basis of again sorting
out group values and political demands and structuring them in
terms of points of identity. By relating the findings back to earlier
positions defended and correlating these with political activity
within the frameworks of national government and federal institutions, more definite conclusions with respect to the impact of specific
measures ofintegration on the evolution ofideology and nationalism
can be advanced.
We can iiow state a formai definition of political integration, as
used in our ideal type. Political integration is 11w process w/zereby

political aclors iii sei'eral distinct national settings are persuaded w
sh(fl tizeir loyalties, expectations and political activities toii'ard a
new centre, t'Jzose institutions possess or demandjurisdiction over die
pre-existing nalional sI-z/es. The end resuit of a process of political
integration is a new political cornmunity, superirnposed over the
pre-existing ones.
Before a formal analysis can be made, however, it is essential to
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specify who the political actors are. It is as impracticable as li is
unnecessary to have recourse to general public opinion and attitude
surveys, or even to surveys of specific interested groups, such as
business or labour. It suffices to single out and define the political
elites in the participating countries, to study their reactions to
integration and to assess changes in attitude on their part. In our
scherne of integration, " elites " are the leaders of ail relevant
political groups who habitually participate in the making of public
decisions, whether as policy-makers in government, as lobbyists or
as spokesmen of political parties. They include the officiais of trade
associations, the spokesmen of organised labour, higher civil
servants and active politicians.
The emphasis on elites in the study of integration derives lis
justification from the bureaucratised nature o!' European organisations of long standing, in which basic decisions are made by the
leadership, sometimes over the opposition and usually over the
indifference of the general membership. This gives the relevant
dites a manipulative role which is of course used to place the
organisation in question on record for or against a proposed measure
ofintegration.
A further important justification for the elite approach to the
study of integration lies in the demonstrable difference in attitudes
held at the leadership levels ofsignificant groups, as coatrasted with
the mass membership. Thus a French public opinion poil, based
on a representative national sample, brouglit to light these interesting
findings °:
g Sondages, Vol. 17, No. 2 (195$), " La Communauté Européenne du charbon et de
l'acier." From the standpoint of interest group participation, these figures are
perhaps the most interesting (ibid., p. 23):
JVorkers
Industrialisis
ECSC has:
yes no don't know yes no don't know
rcduccd stect prices
11
19
no
39
31
30
38
raised stccl prices
no
10
16
43
28
43
28
10
taxcd coal stcel-producers yes
12
47
35
19
45
30 • 9
incrcased coal productionyes
30
45
16
38
abolished coal-steci tarifs yes
37
26
6
90
2
7
20
closed certain mines
11
yes
38
41
21
37
26
modcrniscd certain plants yes
5
38
59
5
35
suppressed stcel trusts
7
23
no
39
32
39
28
floated big bans
yes
17
7
45
36
23
40
The correct " answcrs have bccn indicated by the author in italics. Since
26 per cent. of Sondages' total sample had no information whatever concerning
ECSC, neither the workers' nor the industrialists' totals add up to 100 per cent.
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FrenchmenignorantoftheexistenceofECSC............,...
26
Frenchmen ignorant of the existence of the High Authority . . . . 70
Frenchmen able to identify the six member states . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Frenchmen believing FCSC can make binding decisions . . . . . .
20
FrenchmenabletospecifypowersofECSC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Frenchmen unable to mention achievements à!' ECSC . . . . . . . .
63
Frenchmen flot knowing whetherECSC wijlsucceed. . . . . . . . . .
68
Even of the best informed professional group, the industrialists, only
21 per cent. could identify the president of the High Authority,
the seat of ECSC and enumerate correctly the member states. The
corresponding figure for the workers' group was 2 per cent.
Assuredly, such a combination of ignorance and indifference toward
the issue of integration does not hold true among the elite groups in
labour, industry and politics.
Similar factual ignorance or general misunderstanding can be
noted amorig German businessmen involved in integration. ECSC
is accused of setting high steel prices, or being a government-run
cartel, of discriminating against German steel saies in South Germany and in favour of French coal purchases from the Ruhr. Ail
of these judgments are factually incorrect but do flot prevent the
nurturing ofanti-integration attitudes at this level ofgroup activity.'°
It must be stressed, therefore, that no such attacks or daims are
made by the leadership ofGerman industrial trade associations, thus
indicating a significant difference of attitude between the two strata
of interests.
Having so far focused on the perceptions and activities of
politically significant groups and their dites, it remains to state the
role assigned to institutions and structured belief patterns in our
ideal type of political integration. Groups put forward interdependent sets of values ideologies in their struggie with other
groups for political prominence. In a given political conimunity,
these ideologies merge and overlap to permit the existence of a set
of beliefs held by almost ail citizeris. But since group action at ail
levels of poiitical activity hinges around action by governmental
institutions, the relationship assumed betweeri beliefs and institutionai conduct must be made explicit.
During the initial stages of any process of political integration,
ID

Gabrici A. Almond, "The Politkal Attitudes ofGcrman Business," World Folilic:,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (January, 1956), p. 179.
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the nationalism established in each of the participating countries is
stiil supreme. The decision tojoin in or to abstain from the proposed
steps of integration is defended in terms of national values by each
interested group. Once the institutions associated with the step of
integration are established, however, a change is likely to take place.
The ideologies defended by national groups are likely to influence
and perhaps shape the values and ideology of the officiais manning
the ne'çs' institution. Certainly no effort will be spared to make
the attempt at shaping. However, a reverse process of gradually
penetrating national ideologies can also be supposed to get under
way. Decision-makers in the new institutions may resist the effort
to have their beliefs and policies clictated by the interested dites,
and advance their own prescription. Or the heterogeneity of their
origins may compel them to fashion doctrines and develop codes of
conduct which represent an amalgamation of various national belief
systems or group values. A two-way process is likely to resuit in
any case: influence originating from national sources seeking to
shape " federal " or " supranational " decisions and efforts to
make national groups conduct themselves in accordance with
doctrines originating from the new central institutions. If permitted
to operate for any Iength oftime, the national groups now compelled
to funnel their aspirations througl1 federal institutions may also be
constrained to work within the ideological frarnework of those
organs. Eventually, the transformed doctrines svill again be utilised
to influence the federal decision-makers, who in turn will have to
react in one or both of the approaches sketched above.
It is evident, therefore, that a complex pattern of interaction
between national ideologies on the one hand and the beliefs
of the office-holders in the central institutions on the other vi1l
corne about. The eventual changes produced at the national
level vil1 constitute one ofthe•indicators ofthe degree ofintegration
as the proccss continues, wliile the analysis of this interaction is one
of the crucial problems of this study and of any study of political
integration. Flence the contemporary doctrines and institutions
relating to European integration must be examined more closely.
" EUR0PEANIsM " AS A DOCTRINE

We have defmncd " nationalism " as the values and interests common
to groups with distinct ideologies, as applied to the doctrine uniting
the citizens of modem states. TUe rationality oC such beliefs is as
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immaterial as their precise content. The only feature of relevance
is the question of whether die beliefs are actively entertained by the
overwhelming majority of the population and can be shown to
influence the making of policy. Such doctrine performs an " integrating " function in the sense that it blunts domestic ideological
conflict and permits a measure of harmony to develop in spite of a
tenacious group struggle. It leaps over class barriers, k defies age
differences, shows itself stronger than regional differences within
nations an4 most important ofail it often bas an external referent
against which it can be turned in justifying a proposed set of policies.
Is the movement for the unification of Europe in possession of a
doctrine which performs such functions ? The evidence suggests
that it is not. Yet the values and doctrines of the movement's
constituent groups must be explored first in the effort to discover and
establish clearly the pattern of ideologies which functions at the
European level beyond frontiers and national polities. From this
pattern it may then be possible to abstract the collective doctrine.
u
United Europe " seems to be a remarkably resilient and
adaptable symbol : individuals of Conservative, Liberal and Socialist
leanings have no difficulty in embracing iL Political parties in ail
countries contain adherents as well as opponents of the symboi.
And the heterogeneity of movements specifically devoted to the
reaiisation of the symbol in fact is equally impressive.
Heterogeneity among individual " Europeans ,' runs the gamut
from historicitic Conservatives to reformist Socialists. To some
Conservatives the creation of a United Europe implies the salvation
cf an ancient civilisation cherished by them, whiie continued
disunity is thought to speil a certain decline through fratricidal
strife or some kind of annexation by East or West. [n Gte scheme
0f one GelLnan scholar, unification today is the only alternative
assuring survival consistent with the historically determined pattern
of European life. 1' Others, like De Rougemont, attach an overriding importance to the European cultural heritage: a unique
amalgam of Greek-humanist, Roman-Jegal and Christian-spiritual
values. Only unity can save these from the challenges of internai
dissent and external danger. 12 In fairness, however, it must aiso be
u Heinrich Scharp, Abscl:ied von Europa (Frankfurt/Main: Vert. Josef Knccht,
1953), pp. 193 et seq.
12
For an Anwrican endorsement of this view, sec F. S. C. Northrop, " Unitcd States
Foreign Policy and Continental European Union," Harvard .Stuclies in lntcr,:attona!
Affairs, Vol. 4, No. 1 (Fcbruary 1954).
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stressed that other Conservatives hold any federal pattern of unifleation to be inconsistent with the equally " historically determined"
uniqueness of each European nation.
Geagraphic determinists have also found their way into the
heterogencous camp of "Europeans." Gravier sees a " west
European economic space, elongated into West Africa, whose
resources must be developed by a United Europe. The six countries
of ECSC, augmented by Austria and Switzerland, are held to
constitute a natural community of agriculture, industry and trade. 13
But François Perroux inveighs against any regional groupings and
"natural " federations on the argument that only a universal
division of labour can lead to permanent reduction of production
costs and higher standards of living. Furthermore, he disputes the
existence ofany specific " European " values which can be protected
by union.'4
Yet Giscard d'Estaing, president of the French Chamber of
Commerce, is convinced that economic progress, reduced costs of
production, higher productivity, and Iower prices can resuit only
from the creation of a unified s'est European market, free of trade
restrictions. While opposing " legalistic " and " theoretical
schemes of federation, the mechanism of a free market is held out
as a panacea. 15 Other free trade "Europeans " sec in the Continental free market the means for rising from the doldrums of a
stagnant economy, with special reference to France, and the prevalent conviction of spiritual decay among European intellectuals. 16
Yet the counter-arguments of Perroux are as applicable to this
variety of Europeans as to the geographic determinists.
Nco-liberal dogmatism which flourishes in post-world war II
Germany lias also contributed its quota of Europeans. Alexander
Riistow, for instance, has argued that the economic integratiori of
Europe through schemes such as ECSC is a desirable step for
maximising the natural geographic advantages of certajn industries
and thus rationalise patterns ofdistribution provided wages are flot
raised prematurely and the federal institutions resist the temptation.
je_j;,

Gravier, " Géographie Européenne," Nomines et C'o:,isnerce (JanuaryFcbruary 1955), p. 23.
14
Perroux, Europe sans Rivages (Paris: Presses universitaire de France, 1954).
15
E. Giscard d'Estaing, La France et l'unification écononique de l'Europe (Paris:
Genin, 1953).
1G
Sec, e.g., Guy dc Carmoy, Fortune (le l'Europe (Paris: Doniat, 1953).
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to exercise " totalitarian dirigist " functions. 17 His ideological
colleague in Bonn's Ministry of Economics, Ludwig Erhard, has
been a consistent defender of the same principles in the political
councils of European economic integration. A refinement is introduced into this approach by those Liberals who are dissatisfied with
the continuing close connection between the state and the economy.
While the trend tosvard public control over the economy is conceded to be ail but inevitable, the state is not considered the bcst
institution for doing this; nor is the submission of free economic
forces to the ordinary processes of government held desirable.
Therefore, measures of integration resulting in the setting up of
federal technocratic or detached expert organs, separate
from both state and economy, are welcomed. A United Europe
achieved through these means would not only bring die benefits
of a rationaily organised free market but also introduce a new
principle of political-social-economic organisation.' 8
Stiil other " Europeans," however, stress the complete bankruptcy of both classical and neo-liberal economic thought. Considering that factors of production are rigid and that governrnents
are forever tied to programmes of full employment, rendering
irrelevant the automatic mechanism of adjustrnent held out by
Liberals, the only real choices are between planning and stagnation.
Since existing international organisations with the exception of
ECSC are impotent to bring about the structural change necessitated by planning, stagnation can be avoided only througl1 the
imposition ofpolicies by an outsider the United States or through
voluntary federation. Whilefiu/1 federation alone can assure democratic planning, the sector approach to integration may be
temporarily justified since it is held to compel the eventual full
nierging of economies. 19
Clearly, an attachment to " European " values is thé monopoly
of no school of thought. Equally clear!y, the only real unifying
factor among these proponents of a United Europe is the devotion
to the symbol of Europe. Heterogeneity characterises every other
aspect of their thinking.
A. RUstow, " Pour Juger le Plan Schurnan," Etucles Econoiniques (Novcrnbcr
1951), p. 167.
18 Sec, e.g.,
Raymond Racine, Vers une Europe nouvelle par le Fiait Sc/izn:an
(Neuchûtel: Editions de la Baconnière, 1954), espccially Part III.
19
Sec, e.g., André Philip, L'Europe unie et sa place dans I'Econwnic internationale
(Paris: Presses Universitaires dc France, 1953), for a !cading " European " socialist
position.
il
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Nor can a homogeneous devotion to Europe be deduced from
the values defended by contemporary European political parties.
Almost each party numbers adherents and opponents of integration
among its members. What is even more significant, opposition to
proposed integration measures is usually couched in terms just as
" European " as the arguments of devoted federalists, with the only
consistent " national " opposition to such schemes as ECSC being
voiced by the various Communist parties. 2° Categories for classifyirig
political coriduct traditionally relied upon in discussions ofEuropean
politics prove of littie relevance in the analysis of ideologies of
integration. Differentiations according to class founder on the
finding that there are pro- and anti-integration Socialists, proEuropean industrialists and businessmen as well as those of their
colleagues who favour the " idea " of integration only to oppose
each specifie measure proposed to implement it. The otherwise
useful distinction between clerical and anti-clerical groups of voters
and politicians emerges as of littie value in this context. The
" clerical " Mouvement Républicain Populaire (MRP) in France is
solidly for alrnost any kirid of iritegration; the equally " clerical"
C/iristlich-Denzokratische Union (CDU) in West Germany is far less
doctrinaire on the subject and the very " clerical " Parti Social
Chrétien (PSC) in Belgium took its time in finaily deciding to favour
the Schuman Plan. If internai differences of intensity regarding
enthusiasm for European unity characterise both CDU and PSC,
much the same is true of their major " anti-clericai " opposition
groups, die German and Belgian Socialist parties. As Goriély
concludes, " the theoreticai value of the European idea has today
been acccpted, at least in most of the western Europeari and Continentai countries, without anyone's ceasing to think and to act
in national terms. It may happen that a nationalist position finds
its subjective ' European ' justification and the struggie against
the first serious steps toward real unification has been carried on
in the name of Europe." 2
Certainly this use ofthe symbol "Europe" does not necessarily
imply Us worthlessness as an ideological device promoting political
integration. However, it is equally certain that the prevalence of
the symbol alone does not guarantee the firm agreement on principle
'
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of those individuals, groups and parties at the national level who
use it in their political activity. A symbol which seems as useful
to Conservatives, Liberals, Christian-Democrats and Socialists, to
lawyers, economists, geographers and political scientists seems to
leave something to be desired in terms of specificity. Our final
test cf the value of Europeanism as an integrating doctrine is its
meaning to trans-national political groups of various persuasions.
Among the most unanimous and consistent advocates of European unity has been the European-wide association of ChristianiDemocratic parties, Nouvelles Equipes Internationales (NET). Its
European ideology is well represented in a resolution adopted
in 1954:
The immediate objectives cf Christian-Dcmocracy are:
In the economic reaini, increases in production and in productivity, as well as the maintenance of full empicyment.
In the social realm, the equitable distribution of productive
wealth, implying the growing access to property of ail.
In the reaim of European economic and social policy, the
Congress stresses the attitude taken for a long period by NE!. This
attitude is based on the facts, considered in the light of the principles and objectives just stated. Considering the tasks demanded
by modem economics and technology, our European states can
no longer assure, as isolatcd economic entities, the continuous
well-being of their populations and imitate the progress which
can be realised by large economic entities which cxist and do not
stop developing. In order to promote the economic development
and the prosperity of Europe's nations they must create a large
economic area within which goods, capital and persons circulate
freely. Foilowing die opening and Hie functioning of the comnion
market for coal and stcel, • this economic area is best cstablished
by stages. The Congress recalis that NEI demands economic
integration and wishes soon to proniote the freeing of trade, the
harmonisation of economic, financial and social policies, and ail
other measures constituting progress along die road indicated. 22
While federal institutions, both general and by sectors, are held out
by some Christian-Democrats as the only way cf breaking with the
tradition of the seif-sceking national state, great clifferences in
22

8th International Congress of NE!, Bruges, September 10 and II, 1954. Nouvelles
de l'Europe (November 1954), p. 25. For more information on these associations,
sce Alfrcd Crosser, " Les lntcrnationa!es de Partis Politiques ", Encyclopédie
Française, Vol. X!, Section B, Chap. I.
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emphasis are found on this point in NEI. Perhaps the essence of
the Christian approach to economic progress, moreover, lies in
its emphatic rejection of any notion of class or group conflict,
and on the corresponding necessity for inter-group co-operation.
Robert Schuman, a prominent member of NET, characterised
the scheme of integration bearing his name in these terms:
We persist in believing that to solve the problems which face
and those which will follow thereafter, co-ordination of efforts among
governments will flot do. If we do flot wish to resign ourselves
in the face of naturaily separate and opposed interests, if we do flot
wish to resign ourselves indefinitely to compromises, we must
substitute a true community of interests for this division, based on
concrete foundations, on which the problems and interests which
have become common are treated from an over-ali point of view,
without the preporiderance of certain particular or national interests,
but for the benefit of ail. 23
Socialists, no less than Christian-Democrats, have their Europeanwide association dedicated to promote a United Europe along
Socialist unes. However, in their eyes, the symbol
Europe"
takes on a different colour. European unity can be achieved only
through the medium of a mass movement built along class
Unes, designed to save the stagnant European economy from the
irremediable doidrums of capitalism. In fact, some reliance is
placed on a European action of this kind to save Rance from the
immobilisme resulting from a deadlocked class-struggle. The
class with a stake in unification would be made up of the
following groups: younger members of the industrial bourgeoisie,
reconciled to doctrines of progressive labour relations, productivity
and adaptability ; peasants wiiling to break with traditions of
government-subsidised price stability ; independent artisans who
realise their dependence on big business; the salaried professional
middie class. The proletariat, in turn, must be wooed away from
its political apathy when it is not Communist by far-reaching
policies of economic democracy and democratic planning, which
can be realised oniy on the federal level with lis large common
market. Europe, in short, is essential in the realisation of a Socialist
better world even at the national level. 24 In contrast to the deceiving
"

"

"

"

"

Speech in the National Assembly, July 25, 1950. Journal Officiel, Nô. 90, A.N.,
p. 5944.
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ideological homogeneity of such conceptions, h should be pointed
out that within the European Socialist parties nothing approaching
unanimous approval of this thought-pattern exists in day-to-day
politics.
With due allowance for differences in emphasis, both the
Socialist and Christian-Democratic groups advocating an integrated
Europe show a measure of ideological unity, if flot among each
other then within each formation. Not even this much can be
claimed, however, for perhaps the largest and least " confessional"
pro-Europe organisation, die European Union of Federalists.
Committed before 1954 to a programme of achieving the political
federation of Europe through continuous contact and liaison with
ministers and parliaments, the Union was confronted with the
bankruptcy of this approach when the French National Assembly
rejected the treaty for the European Defence Community (EDC).
A new action programme was thereupon worked out by the leaders,
under the sponsorship ofAltiero Spinelli. With ail the " sublimity
and élan of the Sorelian general strike doctrine, Spinelli posited
the immediate need for recognising and organising the " European
people," and making a " European front " of dedicated and
militant federalists of them, demanding the immediate abolition
ofthe national state. Anticipating a minority status for the " front"
in European politics, he sought to give il the role of a " European
opposition," confronting en bloc the traditional political parties,
accused of not being interested in the success of federation. The
battle cry of the " opposition " was to be the demand for the
immediate convocation of a European constituent assembly charged
with drafting a federal constitution. Yet this programme of the
Union was sharply attacked by many member organisations because,
among other things, k sought to impose strict majority rule and
discipline upon the Union, instead of permitting wide aùtonomy to
national member groups. Upon these procedural as well as the
implied substantive questions of the future programme, the Spinelli
plan went dowa to defeat in 1956,25 while UEF split formally
in 1957.
What conclusions as to the nature of a series of European ideologies or a European doctrine can be drawn from this examination
2S
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of individual, party and continent-wide advocates of integration?
Clearly, the widest variety of fundamental values and consequent
reasons for advocating a united Europe are evident among individuals. It is impossible to speak either of ideology or true
collective doctrine at this level of action, without depriving these
concepts of analytical significance. Among national political
parties, there is plainly no unity of thought and even within these
parties, the wide variety of emphasis makes it difficuit to isolate an
accepted body of rationaily connected propositions which could
qualify as ideology. With the exception of the MRP in France,
" Europe " is far too nebulous a symbol to act as an integrating
device for developing a political doctrine. The situation is only a
littie more definite among the continent-wide associations of
national political parties. Agreement to basic propositions does
obtain among both Socialists and Christian-Democrats at this level,
only to be sloughed off in the arena of national parliamentary strife.
Agreement, however, does not seem to obtain within the non-party
" federal " European Union of Federalists. When a comparison
ofthe various continent-wide groups is made in the effort to discover
overlapping or agreed points the crucial aspect of isolating a
national doctrine in a pluralistic setting accord can only be found
on the most general, and consequently non-controversial, propositions, as well as on a limited number of specific programmatic
points. An examination ofthe " peak organisation " ofproponents
of a United Europe, the European Movement, vi11 exemplify this
finding.
The European Movement is a loose association of ail the
continent-wide groups favouring some kind of European unity,
through which these bodies seek to develop a common programme.
Thus, in its first congress at The Hague in 1948, the Movement
managed to reach agreement on these points: (1) Europe constitutes
a cultural and spiritual unity; (2) the essence of European politics
is respect for basic human rights, to be safeguarded by a European
charter and court; (3) economic progress can be achieved only
through the measures of integration discussed above; (4) national
sovereignty must be restricted in so far as necessary to achieve the
aims of social and economic betterment. Agreement did not then
prove possible on a more specific definition of human rights,
011 governmental institutions to resuit from the limitations on
sovereignty, except the creation of an elected European assembly, or
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on the means of achieving social or economic progress. Five years
later, in the Hague Congress o!' 1953, the Movement practically
restricted itself to endorsing such actual integration measures as
had already been taken or were then proposed. It demanded
merely the continuation of economic integration, along sector unes
if necessary, by more harmonisation of separate national fiscal,
social and investment policies, the need for rearming Germany
through EDC, and the necessity of establishing the then drafted
European Political Community (EPC). 211 0f the more specific
demands and reasoning processes discernible among Christian,
Liberal. Socialist and UEF member organisations, nothing made
itself feit at the level of the European " doctrine."
To be useful as an indicator of political integration toward
community, the concept of a collective doctrine must have a precise
meaning. Certainly it implies the acceptance of certain basic
propositions, such as at the foundation of the European Movement
in 1948. 11 also implies a minimum of agreement on specific
programmatic points, such as revealed in the 1953 resolutions. But
most important, there must be some agreement on the process of
reasoning which leads from the basic principles to the points of
action, such as we uind in the ideologies of individuals and groups
analysed above. !nstead, we merely discovered a minimum of agreement, resulting from the almost fortuitous convergence of separate
and distinct strands of thought. This convergence, while ccrtainly
of crucial importance in explaining parts of the process of integration and deserving of great attention, is not the equivalent of
a more highly structured agreement, such as we identify with an
ideology. H follows, therefore,. tint while the nuclei of various
European ideologies can be isolated in the contemporary political
scene, " Europeanism " nOW does 1:01 provide a doctrine useful for
the study of the integration process. A doctrine which means ail
things to ail men, while useful in expiaining convergences, is hardly
a significant tool for the study of structured social action. In the
words of Raymond Aron, a sympathetic critic of European unity
efforts, " the name Europe distinguishes a continent or a civilisation,
26
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not an economic or political unit. . . . The European idea is
empty; it has neither the transcendence of Messianic ideologies
nor the immanence of concrete patriotism. It was created by
intellectuals, and that fact accounts at once for its genuine appeal
to the mmd and its feeble echo in the heart." 27
THE COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY AS A EUROPEAN INSTITUTION
Another picture obtains in the realn-i of the institutions whose
interaction with beliefs and doctrines must be analysed in dealing
with the process of political integration. The study is here facilitated
by the fact that there exists in Europe today one organisation possessing flic formai attributes necessary to make it an agent of integration
provided these attributes are exercised in the proper manner.
The Coal and Steel Community is empowered to make policy
binding on the governments as well as the coal and steel industries
directly under ils sway. It has a taxing, lending, borrowing, planning and rule-making capacity in excess of any other existing international agency. Within its framework, national trade associations,
trade unions,. political parties and civil servants constantly meet,
debate, and scek to influence policy. The two-way flow of pressure
and influence sketched in our ideal type of integration is present
institutionally. Finaily, the sphere of activity of ECSC—coal and
steel, as weli as the related fiscal, transport and labour questions
is sufficiently vital to the economic and political lives of the member
countries as to remove the organisation from the category of such
" technicai " groups as the International Civil Aviation Organisation
or the Universai Postal Union, whose considerable powers neyertheless render them peripheral to the study of political integration
because of the specialised and non-controversial nature of their
activities.
27

Raymond Mon, Tise Century of Total rVar (Garden City: Doubleday, 1954),
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The relevance of ECSC to the study of political integration
remains intact despite the fact that the founders of the Community
thought of it merely as one side of a triangle, the other two sides
planned being the EDC and the EPC. With the failure of the other
two organisations and the consequent isolation of ECSC as the sole
functiàning quasi-federal agency in a sector artificially separated
from the totality of the economies of the member states, it has been
argued that ECSC is without significance and condemned to eventual
atrophy. It must be countered, therefore, that regardless of the
eventual importance and status of ECSC in a more or less divided
or United Europe, the activities of the Community in the iast five
years have been such as to set into motion forces which relate to
the process ofpolitical integration. And il is as such that the study
of ECSC can be instructive.
What questions, tiien, can be raised witli respect to ECSC in
this context? Broadly speaking, it is essential to ask whether and
to what extent the policies followed by ECSC have advanced
economic and political unity, if not federation. Have the attitudes
of significant groups of Europeans changed as the resuit of ECSC
policies? 1f so, as the resuit of which policies and which codes of
conduct among the officiais of ECSC? If sucli changes have corne
about at the level of simple demands, of idcology, or of a general
doctrine have they found their way back into the subsequent
decisions of ECSC? Put difîerently, have the officiais of the Community exploited such changes in outlook and political pressure as
the earlier policies may have occasioned?
These questions must be raised in the specific context of the
Community's scope of activity. 28 They relate to the introduction of
attitudes of competition among industriaiists, to notions of an
expanding market, to more tightly and efficiently organised firms,
to trusts and fair trading codes, to the reaction of private groups
to ECSC regulatory, taxing and lending activities, to improvements
in living standards among workers, to improved means of collective
bargaining, to the willingness oiT labour w adjust more readily to
28
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technological innovation and to the willingness of governments to
negotiate under the stimulus of a federal " conscience " rather titan
as cornpletely free agents. The rnterplay of values anci institutions
in the proccss of integration can thus be studied in the nexus of
concrete, day-to-day interests rather than on the plane of a doctrine
sa general as to be devoid of relevance.

CHAPTER 2

THE NATURE 0F SUPRANATJONALITY
the term " federation " can boast an ancient and honourable
lineage in the history of political thought, the same cannot be said
of the kindred expression " supranationality." Yet this term, like
poltica1 integration, is now current in discussions of regionalism
and, like the notion of integration, is sadly in need of precise
definition. The only existing institutions for which " supranationahty is claimed as a special criterion are the European Coal and
Steel Community, and to a lesser extent Euratom and the European
Economic Community; the purpose of the flCW term is explained
by the desire of the organisation's founding fathers to set it apart
from the full federation which many of them hoped to achieve by
way of supranationality. H xviII be our task to define supranationality and the processes associated with it, flot in ternis of a
variety of possible legal formulations, but mercly by describing
the institutions, powers, limitations, decision-making capacity and
executive facilities cf ECSC, as well as the powers stiil wiclded by
the member states or especially created and conferred upon the
new organ.
This task is complicatcd by the piethora cf comrnentators who
have already tried their hand at definition. Some ofthem proceeded
on the basis of the intentions of the treaty drafters, others by pure
contextual treaty construction, and stili others by means of comparing ECSC with similar international agencies. The confusion
of the intdllectual setting may be illustrated by the following
examples. Chancellor Adenauer, former Premier Arnold of NorthRhine-Westphalia and French Deputy A. Coste-Floret see in
supranationality the modem antidote to nationalism, sovereignty
and egotism. A Dutch Minister cf Economics saw in it " a legal
body ofpre-fcderal structure." ' More cautiously, the Germanjurist
K. H. Klein thought the structure per se inconctusive and preferred
to speak of a potentially federal organisation, worthy of that narne
only if substantial integration in fact resuits from the activities cf
IF

1

Henry L. Mason, 71w European Coal snid Steel Community (The Haguc: Nijhoff,
1955), p. 130
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ECSC.2 An American commentator prefers to taik in terms of
partial federation," a notion which is shared by such politicians
as Brentano and Dehousse and the jurists von der Hedte, Ophiils
and Jaenicke.3 Schlochauer, however, goes so far as to characterise
ECSC as a " partial economic state " (partieller Wirtschaftsstaat),
in which the High Authority acts as the European Minïstry of
Economics, while " supranational " merely refers to the method
of federal organisation.4 Another team of commentators takes the
opposite point ofview. To Verdross, ECSC is a " union ofstates'
with a federal framework, subject at ail levels to the rules of international law. Wehberg sees in the new organ merely the highest
form of traditional international organisation, without authority
above the member states. 5 Similarly, Riphagen argued that " supranational " and " international " are the same thing so long as ECSC
remains an isolated example of the former, while Van Houtte argues
that ECSC is SUi generis institutionally but in essence flot much
different from international administrative organisations ofthe past. 6
And an officiai of the United Nations' Economie Commission for
Europe notes with great satisfaction that, despite an ambitious
supranational " structure, ECSC in practice acts exactly like an
intergovernmental organisation. 7
In flic effort to avoid the blind alleys of purely legal analysis
and formulation, these judgments will be Ieft aside. The only
politically relevant method of giving meaning to the elusive concept
of supranationality is to examine the actual conduet of ECSC
officiais, trade associations and unions and the governments influencing or responding to the dispositions of Luxembourg. The
subsequent description of ECSC powers and institutions is a simple
synthesis . of the treaty establishing the Community and not an
exhaustive commentary on possible meanings. Legal expositions,
L'

Ibid., p. 124.
3 The American comment is Williaxn Diebold, Jr.'s, in Arthur Macmabon (cd.),
Federalisnz. Mature and E:nergent, (Garden City: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 451 et seq.
Thc other comments in Albert Van Houtte, " La Communauté Européenne du
Charbon et de l'Acier: Communauté Supranationale," Conférence faite à l'Université de Naples, Décembre 15, 1955, p. 5.
I Van Houtte, op. cit., p. 6.
5 Ibid., p. 5.
The Belgian jurist and senator, Henri Rolin, concurs in this formulation. Wehberg's position is describcd in Mason, op. cit. p. 125.
G
Van Houtte, op. cit., pp. 4, 35-36.
7 Lazare Kopelmanas, " L'cxercise de leurs pouvoirs par les institutions de la
Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," Droit Social, Vol. 17, no. 9
(October, 1954), pp. 536 and 539.
2
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however, must be cited if they corne from individuals who participated in the drafting of the instrument, and who therefore may
be considered as exponents of views typical of the " founding
fathers. Yet even arnong this group a variety of conceptions and
formulations can be encountered.
According to one of its French initiators, Jean Monnet, ECSC
is a " supranational, in other words a federal institution." 8 An
officiai French commentary on the then draft treaty upholds this
viewpoint and Monnet himself neyer tired of stressing it after he
became the first president of ECSC's High Authority. Yet his
colleagues on the French delegation negotiating the treaty do flot
fully concur. Thus, Professor Reuter agreed that ECSC was endowed with " real " governmentai powers, i.e., powers of consideraiMe political significance, but stiil heid to the viewpoint that the
juxtaposition o!' national with federal powers in ECSC made it
"
0
Similariy, Robert Schuman himself was content
to consider ECSC as " midway between ' international ' and federal
organisations."
Professor Monaco, a mernber of die Italian
delegation negotiating the treaty, also takes the position that ECSC
is sui generis neither federal nor inter-governmental but for
reasons which differ considerably from those of his French colleagues." The feature common to most of the jurists who were
active in the drafting of ECSC is an admission that supranationality
refers to a type of integration in which more power is given to the
new central agency than is customary in the case of conventional
international organisations, but less than is generaily yielded to an
emergent federal government. Our examination of ECSC powers,
therefore, will hinge around these two accepted archetypes.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION V. FEDERATION: ARCHETYPES
Federation is commonly defined as a " form ofgovernment in which
sovereignty or political power is divided between the central and
local governments, so that each of them within its own sphere is
independent of the other." 12 Such a skeletal formulation must be
made relevant to the examination ofany given process ofintegration
s Mason, op. cil., p. 123.
9
Ibid., p. 122. AIso Van Houtte, op. cit., p. 5. AIso sec Paul Reuter, " Les institufions de la Communauté à l'epreuvc," Droit Social, Vol. 17, no. 9 (October, 1954).
10 Mason, op. cit. p. 121.
11 Van Houtte, op. clt., pp. 'I 5
12 K. C. Wheare, Federal Governrncnt, 2nd ed. (Ncw York, 1951), p. 15.
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by raising additional questions with respect to the scope of the task
assigned to each level of government, rnethods of decision-making,
the independence of decision-makers, the nature of the decisions
and their execution, as well as the possibilities ofevolution, duration
and terminability o!' obligations assumed.
Me,nbers and subjecis
Federations as well as international organisations are made up
of states and therefore do flot differ in terms of the criterion of
membership. The picture is otherwise, however, with respect to
the subjects of each. The dominant practice in international organisations is to consider only states as subjects equipped with legal
obligations and rights. While some departures from this rule may
be pointed out in the reaims of river commissions, human rights,
national minorities and, perhaps, in the Trusteeship System, li is
clear that the subjects of a federation can be private persons, physical
as well as legal.
Scope ofTask
No significant differences between the two archetypes can be
stated with respect to their tasks. Both may be extremely restricted
such as regulation of a specific economic or communications
sector or broad enough to cover military security and foreign
affairs, as is the case in the United Nations as well as in any contemporary federation. Nevertheless, the task of a federation must
be intimately related to the crucial social relations and issues of ils
people, e.g., defence, economic policy, foreign affairs or social
welfare.
Metlzods of Decision-Making
In international organisations, decisions are typically made by
majority votes, either simple or qualified. Further, in certain
organs decisions can be made only if certain member states concur:
the principle of qualitative representation implying that the agreement of the members most important in a given task the maintenance of security, the setting of air safety standards or of rules for
labour is indispensable to effective decision-making. The same
aim is sometimes achieved by weighted voting in international
organisations. In a federal legislature, by contrast, decisions are
always made on the basis ofa simple majority, though special devices
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0f qualitative representation are flot unknown. Yet, the members
protected by them neyer have a veto power.

Independence of Decision-Makers
Delegates acting in international organisations are almost
aiways the instructed representatives of member governments.
They are not free agents able to vote as their personal values and
interests may dictate. Consensus, if it is achieved, refiects an
agreement ofgovernments. In federal bodies, by contrast, delegates
of member states may or may flot be instructed ; but the delegates
representing population rather than governments are neyer subject
to formai instruction by their local governments. Instead, instructions may be issued by their parties, constituents or interest
groups.

Nature cf Decisions
Federal decisions are binding upon both local governînents and
private subjects, unless explicitly formulated as advice or recommendations. Decisions of international organisations, however,
are almost aiways recommendations without binding effect, with
the power of issuing binding decisions restricted to very few organs
and even fewer functioris.

Execution of Decisions
While the recommendations of international organisations are
implemented only through die free will of the member governments,
even " decisions " which are binding technically cannot be exeeuted
without recourse to war if a member chooses to ignore a ruling.
An impressive array of " economic " and " communications"
sanctions featured in many treaties has been significant primarily
in being totaily ignored. Rulings of federal authorities are carried
out regardless of the volition of the subjects by appropriate officers
or through the instrumentality of the member states.

Evolution of Scope
Expanding the powers of the organs of government in response
to new conditions and demands is a daim made on international as
well as on federal authorities. In the case ofinternational organisations this can be achieved only through the consensus of the membership, flot through the initiative of the permanent institutiofis. The
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member governments, deciding on the basis of their perception of
proper interests, make the appropriate disposition. The obvious
ability of a federal legislature, judiciary or executive, to determine
on an expansion of powers regardless of the consent of member
governments need hardly be stressed as the opposing principle of
action.

Duration and Termmnability
International organisations are created by treaty and the law
of treaties governs the possibility ofwithdrawing from them. Hence,
denunciation is possible and practicable. Membership—and with
it submission to obligations—can be terminated at will whether the
organisation's charter permits this explicitly or flot. Federations,
by contrast, are intended to be permanent. The attempt at withdrawal usuaily occasions civil war, which in turn acts as a potent
restraint on the practice of unilateral termination of membership.
Archetypes are analytical devices, generalising on a dominant
pattern of behaviour on the world stage. As such they obviously
violate some actual organisational and federal practices without,
however, reducing themselves thereby to uselessness. One prominent
departure from the archetype " international organisation " is found
in the United Nations as a multi-purpose structure, whose Charter
does flot provide for withdrawal or termination, permitting majority
decisions on sorne issues, and providing for binding decisions on the
part of its Security Council. Hence, some commentators have
argued that ECSC, featuring some other departures from the usual
practices of international organisations but falling short of the
criteria typically associated with a federal government, is merely a
union or confederation of states.
For the concept of " federation " to be useful as an analytical
device, in opposing it to that of " international organisation " or
testing the meaning of " supranationality," its meaning must be
established beyond doubt. Hence, it is here argued that in a true
federation, ail of the archetypical features claimed above must be
present in fact, as indeed they are in the federations now existing.
Further, in order to set it apart from the notion of the state,
especially the unitary state, the division of powers between a central
and a series of more or less autonomous local governments must also
be retained. If any existing governmental structure is found to lack
even one of the features claimed as federal above, the structure in
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question belongs in the reaim of inter-governmental organisation.
If it is found to possess ail these features without aiso aliowing for
the division of power between two leveis of territorial organisation,
it is a unitary state and flot a federai one. What, on the basis of this
categorisation, can be said to be the meaning of supranationaiity in
the case of ECSC?
ECSC AS A FEDERATION
No doubt as to the federal nature of ECSC can develop if we
examine the criterion ofmembership in and subjectivity to the organisation. The inembers 0f the organisation are the states who have
agreed to join : France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,
Beigium, the Netheriands and Luxembourg; membership is open
to other states willing to accept the obligations of the Treaty. It is
less simple to specify the subjects of ECSC. The member governments are cleariy subjects, asare the " enterprises " concerned with
coal and steel. Thus, rndividuais and private groups are clearly
under the rule of the High Authority of ECSC, but disagreement
subsists as to which " enterprises " are included. 13 Producers of
coal and steel as weil as their associations, it is agreed, fail under the
Treaty. Whether processors, manufacturers, and wholesaie and retail
dealers should also be so considered, and for what purposes, is stili
a doubtf'ul point. Even unattached private persons are subjects
to the extent that they can be subpoenaed as witnesses before the
ECSC Court and punished for refusai to appear or to testify
truthf'ulIy.
Federai characteristics again earmark the scope of the task
assigned to ECSC under its Treaty. The task of the ECSC system is
best summarised under these headings : (1) innovations agreed to by
virtue of the Treaty even without special action of ECSC organs, as
well as future innovations pledged for later action by the contracting
governments ; (2) definition of the generai purposes or doctrine of
ECSC; (3) regulatory and police powers for the enforcement of
decisions taken under the preceding tities ; (4) economic liaison,
survey and advice functions ; (5) economic planning and direction
in case of crisis.
The basic innovations introduced by the Treaty ail hinge around
13

On this topic sce René Rabiot. " Les relations privées des cntcrprises assujetties
à la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," Droit Social, Vol. 17, no.
9, (October, 1954) and J. P. Abraham, " Les enterprises comme sujets de droit
dans la Communauté Charbon-Acier," Cahiers de Bruges (October 1954).
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the establishment of a common market for coal and steel among the
members, implying the abolition of all restrictions blocking the
unhampered flow of these products across national frontiers according to the laws of competitive economics. Hence, ail tarifs, quantitative restrictions, exchange controls and double-pricing prabtices
were declared abolished even before the High Authority began its
delicate long-term economic task. Only Italy was permitted to
retain a temporary tarif for steel products (CTP, Sec. 30). Further,
the governments pledged themselves to eliminate the systematically
diseriminatory rates charged by transport media, designed to protect
the domestic producer from the competition of his foreign neighbours. Other practices inconsistent with a competitive common
market, such as subsidies, compensation payments and discriminatory rebates, were declared abolished in Article 4 of the
Treaty but concrete action was reserved for later rulings of the
High Authority. Other engagements accepted by the contracting
governments for eventual action by themselves rather than by the
Community include the negotiation of an agreement permitting
the free movement of qualified coal and steel labour within the
ECSC countries (Art. 69), common and co-ordinated negotiations
with third countries over tarifîs and commercial policy (Art. 72)
and overail harmonisation oFECSC policy with the general economic
policies followed in the member countries (Art. 26).
Great pains were taken to outline a general philosophy for
ECSC's task, an effort which proved to be full of contradictions and
ambiguities. Article 2 of the Treaty proclaims the expansion of
employment, economic activity and the raising of living standards
through the medium of the comnion market as the prime goal. The
Community is given the unenviable task of establishing " conditions
which will in theinselves assure the most rational distribution of
production at the highest possible level of productivity, while safeguarding the continuity of employment and avdiding the creation
of fundamental anci persistent disturbances in the economies of the
14
member
Particularly, the Community is to assure
regularity in the supply of •raw materials and coal-steel products,
equal access to these of ail consumers " in comparable positions,"
to seek the lowest possible prices without causing price increases in
14

Quotations from the Trcaty text are taken f'rom the translation prepàred by the
British lion and Steci Federation, in co-operation with the High Authority. lie
French text h the only officiai one.
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other sectors orhindering amortisation and " normal returns on
rnvested capital, to obtam rising living standards for workers
" so as to ?01i5e those conditions in an upward direction,"
equitable pnces in trade with third countries, as well as unsubsidised
and unprotected expansion of production in the industries concerned.'5 Yet, Article 5 holds that this formidable task shall be
accomplished " under the conditions provided for in this Treaty,
with limited intervention." Specifically, though flot exclusively,
the means given to the Community include the collecting of infoijnation and the definition of " general objectives," providing
investment funds for enterprises and assist them to " readapt " to
competitive conditions, maintaining normal competition but taking
s'
direct action with respect to production and the operation of the
market only when circumstances make it absolutely necessary,"
the publishing of reasons for its actions and the ensunng of Treaty
implementation. For this purpose, the Community is given full
legal personality in each of the member states. Economic progress,
in short, is to be brought about through the normal play of vigorous
competition, while leaving the door open to direct " federal " intervention only in rather narrowly circumscribed cases. The obligations
to assure rising living standards, lower prices, continuity of employment, fair retutns on invested capital and non-discriminatory
practices are flot regarded as mutually antagonistic in this philosophy.
The most strikingly federal powers of the Community lie in
the field of maintaining anci policing the competitive common
market. Summarised briefly and without reference to possible
non?federal institutional limitations, these powers consist of the
following provisions. ECSC is to abolish existing cartels and
prevent the fojination of new ones through constant supervision
of price and sales practices on the market; ECSC is to pass on die
permissibility of mergers among coal and steel firms and avoid the
development of monopolistic combinations ; non-discriminatory
pricing and sales policies by the firms concerned are to be assured
by the establishment of a fair trade code, the essence of whicli lies
in continuous price publicity and the illegality of departing from
published prices without due notice; inter-firm compensation
mechanisms are made subject to ECSC approval while the Community can .also institute such arrangements on its own initiative;
'b

Article 3, italics provided.
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private investments necessitating special support, subsidies or other
non-competitive discriminatory devices can be forbidden; the
insertion of discriminatory clauses in private contracts concluded
between ECSC flrms and national governments is to be policed;
possible interference by governments with the competitive market
is to be prevented 111 and trade with third countries is W be supervised
by ECSC only to the extent that it remains compatible with the
principles of the common market.
A less sweeping array of functions is assigned to ECSC in the
reaim of economic liaison, surveys anci advice. ECSC is enjoined
to watch the development of market conditions continuously and
to make periodic forecasts on trends. More important, it is caHed
upon to define the " general objectives " of the Community, i.e.,
long-term requirements and the allocation of investments needed
to meet them. ECSC is empowered to borrow funds and to lend
them out to the Community's enterprises to aid in the realisation
of the objectives. Further, funds can be lent as well as granted in
order to aid specific firms adversely affected by the introduction of
the common market in modernising their plant . and techniques.
Similar outlays can be made for the retraining of workers a programme known as " readaptation " in the Treaty's jargon. To
assure funds for this purpose, for guaranties on bans to enterprises
and for administrative expenses, ECSC was given the power to tax
the enterprises under its jurisdiction. Private investments held
incompatible with the general objectives but only if not financed
from a firm's own resources—can be forbidden.. Research considered necessary for attaining the aim of a rationally organised,
efficient and competitive common market is to be encouraged and
financed by ECSC. Periodic checking of the books and records of
coal and steel firms is to facilitate these activities and continual
consultations with producers, consumers and workers are to be the
basis on which economic advice and investment directives are issued.
The final aspect of ECSC's task relates to an undefined condition labelled " manifest crisis." Subject to the injunction (Article
57) that preference shall be given to " indirect means of action,"
10

Article 67 speaks of " any action by a member state which might have appreciable
repercussions on the conditions of competition in the coat and steel industries."
Such action is held to include measures " hable to provoke a serious disequilibrium
by substantially increasing difFerences in costs ofproduction othcrwise than through
variations in productivîty." The measures envisaged include currency depreciation,
Uix increases, changes in contributions to social security funds, etc.
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the following direct techniques of control are given to ECSC: in
the event of a serious production surplus and insufficient consumer
demand, production quotas can be imposed ; conversely, in the
event of a serious shortage, compulsory production programmes can
be decreed, exports to third countries controlled and production
centrally allocated; finaily, price ceilings can be imposed to cope
with shortages and minimum prices established to aid in limiting
surplus production. A curious " crisis " power relates to the
maintenance of a certain minimum wage level. Article 68 provides
that "abnormallY low prices " resulting from " abnormally low
wages can be corrected by Community action imposed on the
funs or governments concerned. This aspect of the Community's
powers fully equals that of any national state, though the initiation
of the proper measures is hedged around with limitations flot
common at that level.
Decision-making provides the next crucial area for investigating
the federal attributes of ECSC. Voting rules and the independence
of decision-makers from instructions by governments furnish the
significant indices in this quest, necessitating a brief description of
the institutions through which ECSC functions. These are the
High Authority, the Consultative Committee, the Common
Assembly, the Court of Justice and the Council of Ministers.
High Authority

The High Authority is the motive force of the ECSC system, the
originator of almost ail decisions, plans and forecasts. In fact, the
other four organs are primarily designed as checks upon the power
of the High Authority rather than as initiators cf action. The High
Authority is composed of fine persons, no more than two of whom
may possess the same nationality, and who may have no connection
with the industries covered by the Treaty. They serve for six years
and may not receive instructions from any government, party or
interest group. The method for their selection is both complicated
and highly significant of the meaning of " supranationaiity."
Initialiy, eight of the fine members are designated by the common
consent of ail member governments, instead of the conventional
method cf simple nomination by one government and automatic
acceptance by the others. The ninth member was elected by the
majority vote of the eight already chosen, or " co-opted " in ECSC
language. Subsequent elections will require only a five-sixths
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majority o!' the member goveniments as well as a simple majority
of• the remaining incumbent members. Since one-third of the High
Authority's membership is elected every two years, the " federal"
body in effect participates in its own selection on a basis cf equality
with national governments. The President and Vice-Presidents o!'
the High Authority are chosen from among the Authority's members
by the governments in the same manner as die initial choice of
members, after consultation with the High Authority. An indefinite
right of veto is expressly denied to the national governments in this
electoral mechanism. After a certain number cf vetoes, another
member government may protest to the Community's Court o!'
Justice and this body may declare a veto null and void if the right
is considered to have been abused. Thus chosen, the High Authority
M regarded as a collegial agency, collectively accountable for lis
decisions to the other Community crgans. It makes ail its decisions
by a simple majority vote. In some respects, especially as regards
many o!' its powers, independence and majority voting principle,
the High Authority resembles the United States Federal Trade
Commission more than the executive o!' a federal government.
Consultative Cornmittee
The Consultative Committee is a quasi-corporative body
designed to advise the High Authority on certain important decisions
specified in the Treaty. It makes decisions by simple majority vote,
but its resolutions have no binding effect on the High Authority.
Its membership is equally balanced between experts chosen
from among coal and steel producers, consumers and dealers considered as one group, and workers. Members are appointed by the
Council o!' Ministers for two-year terms, upon nomination by
representative " trade associations and trade unions, after the
Council o!' Ministers has determined which groups shall be considered " representative." Members of the Committee " shall be
appointed in tileir individual capacity (and) . . . shall not be bound
by any mandate or instruction from the organisations which proposed them as candidates " (Art. 18).
Si

Com.'non Assembly
To the extent that a parliamentary check upon the High
Authority exists in this system, that role is played by the Common
Assembly. Chosen either by election in the six national parliaments
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or by direct universal suffrage, the Assembly consists of eighteen
delegates each from West Germany, France and Italy, ten each
from Belgium and Holland as well as four from Luxembourg. The
delegates serve as individuals and are not formally subject to any
instruction. At its annual meeting, as well as in extraordinary
sessions, the Assembly hears and debates the formai report of the
High Authority on current policy. It may ask written and oral
questions of members of the High Authority. But its sole power of
control lies in its ability to compel the resignation of the High
Authority en bloc if it passes a motion of censure. This requires a
two-thirds majority, " representing a majority of the total membership." With the entry into force of the EEC and Euratom treaties
the membership and functions cf the Assembly were enlarged
appreciably.

Court of Justice
A singularly striking innovation in this array cf " supranational"
innovations, the Community s Court is a mixture of arbitral tribuxml, dispenser ofconstitutional interpretation, and most important
an administrative court on the model cf the Conseil dsE tat.
Composed cf seven independent judges, selected for six-year terms
by common agreement of tue governments, it chooses its own
president and makes decisions by simple majority vote. Governments may sue each other or the High Authority, firms and
individuals can file litigation against the High Authority, and the
various organs of ECSC can seek to protect their respective prerogatives by appeal to the Court. Unlike international arbitral
procedure, the consent of both parties is ziot required for judicial
pronouncements. The Court is thus perhaps the most typically
federal aspect of the Community.
Council of Min isters
Among the possible objections to the federal nature of the
Community, the nature and functions of the Council of Ministers
can well occupy the front rank. The Council is composed of
national ministers, certainly entitled to receive instructions from
their governments and therefore definitely not independent, at
least on the prima fade eviderice of the Treaty. Governmental
conduct, and especially the decisions of civil servants appointed to
serve as substitutes for ministers of economics or transport, suggests
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that the Coundil bas flot functioned as a conventional permanent
diplomatie conference, irrespective of the legal possibility of ils
being just that. Some commentators, relying on Article 26 which
defines the task of the Council as " harmonising the actions of the
High Authority with those of the governments," have described the
organ as federal second chamber, or a House of States. Others,
considering a distinction without a diffezçnce the assertion that the
Coundil usually acts as an " organ of the Community " and not as
conference of governmental delegates, have concluded that " having
given extensive executive powers to the High Authority, the treaty
sets up a companion body to cuit the exercise of these powers.""
Neither of these interpretations can be properly assessed without
an examination of the complex votirtg rules applying to Council
decisions, as well as the situations to which they refer. Since
ordinarily the Council merely approves or forbids policy measures
initially proposed by the High Authority, only the functions not
relating to High Authority policy will be outlined here, with the
following section devoted to the more general problem of the High
.
Authority's independence as a federal organ.
Depending on the situation, the Council decides by simple
majority, two-thirds majority, five-sixths majority or unanimity.
Further, in some situations votes are weighted, i.e., the consent of
states producing at least 20 per cent. (18 per cent. since 1957) of the
Community's total value of coal and steel may be required ; in
short, France and West Germany may enjoy more voting strength
than possible under the rule " one state, one vote." On stiil other
occasions the Council is merely consulted without necessarily proceeding to a formai vote at ail. Unanimity, two-thirds and fivesixths majorities are self-explanatory, but the simple majority requires
some elaboration. 18
An " agreement " by simple majority can be obtained (1) if any
three states plus either France or Gerniany vote affirrnatively or (2)
if France aizd Germany plus any other member state take an
affjrmative position. The second alternative cornes into play only
if the High Authority insists on maintaining its proposition after a
second reading, implying a failure to obtain the regular simple
majority on the first vote. " Decision " by simple majority is
17
Raymond Vernon, " The Schuman Plan," Arnerkan Journal cf International Law,
Vol. 47, no. 2 (April 1953), p. 199.
's Article 28 of the Ti-eaty. Foliowing the semi-official English text, avis conforme
is translated as " agreement " and décision as " decision."
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identical with the first alternative and exciudes the possibility of the
second. It applies to the more fundamental issues which may corne
before the Council. In addition the Treaty on occasion speaks of
avis conforme à l'unanimité and of décisions unanimes but no real
difference between the two seerns to exxst.
These rules relate to the following fields of competence belonging
exclusively to the Council, leaving purely procedural and administrative measures aside: decision by simple majority is needed ta narne
members af the Consultative Comrnittee and to determine the
representative organisations af those members ; to ask that the
Court annul a decision of the High Authority or compel that body
ta make a decision if the Treaty seerns to require k; to convoke the
Common Assembly in extraordinary session and putting issues on
its agenda. Unanimous decisions are required to reduce the number
af High Authority members, extend the list of products subject to
ECSC jurisdiction, admit new states to the Community, end or
impose a rationing system if the High Authority fails ta do so,
declare the existence of a state of shortage and decree export
restrictions to third countries in that case, as well as ask the High
Authority to establish minimum or maximum
While majority voting dominates the decision-rnaking processes
of ECSC, the crucial question is : under what conditions are the
" federal " dispositions binding an gavernments and individuals?
In the case of the Consultative Comrnittee and of the Common
Assernbly, the answer is " neyer." The Consultative Comrnittee
merely advises the High Authority and the Common Assembly's
only true power is the capacity ta unseat the High Authority.
Ail other resoiutions and activities lack binding force. The Court's
decisions, an the other hand, are aiways binding upon argans of
the Community, governments and enterprises as well as persons,
without possibility of appeal.
Less categorical replies must be given in the case of the Council
of Ministers and the member governments. Whenever the Treaty
requires the agreement or a decision af the Council, such acts are
binding upon the High Authority, while the resuits of simple consultations with the Council are flot. In addition, the ECSC system
is based on a number of governmental undertakings outside the
19

My treatment foliows closely the exhaustive and careful analysis of the Institut
des Relations Internationales (Brussels), Groupe d'études presidcd over by Paul de
Visscher, La Comniunauté du Charbon et de l'Acier (Brussels, 1953), pp. 68-710
(Hereafter referred to as IRI).
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direct sphere of High Authority activity, including the agreement
to abolish ail barriers to the free exehange of coal anci steel, the
decision to harmonise transport rates (Article 70), the obligation
to arrange for the free migration cf skilled miners and steeiworkers
without discrimination as to nationality (Article 69) and the undertaking to harmonise tarif and commercial policy vis-à-vis third
countries (Articles 71, 72, 73, 75). While " bound " to these
obligations in the sense that ail international Iaw is binding, member
governments recognise no authority above themselves to assure the
enforcement or execution of these steps toward greater economic
integration. Certainly the presumption is that the governments are
bound by the decisions of the Council in these matters.
As for the High Authority itself, Article 14 cleariy clefines the
nature of its decisions. Directives labelled
decisions
are
" binding in every respect." As for directives called " recommendations," these " shall be binding with respect to the objectives which
they specify but shall ieave to those to whom they are directed the
choice of appropriate means for attaining these objectives." Finaily,
the High Authority can issue " opinions," which lack any binding
force. In general, " decisions " are addressed to coal and steel
enterprises and refer to the regulatory and police powers of ECSC,
as well as te the crisis functions. " Recommendations " are usually
addressed te member governments and refer to the alteratien of
national legislation tending te obscure or interfere with the operation
a competitive common market. " Opinions " can be addressed to
either subject cf the Treaty, mainly with reference te the ecenemic
liaison, survey and advice functiens of ECSC.
Decisions which are binding in principle and arrived at by way
of majority voting are ne unique characteristic of federal organisations. International organisations may feature them equally well,
without thereby meriting the label " supranational." The crucial
distinction which must be drawn at this point refers to the question
of sanctions. How can decisions be implemented or enforced in
case of default? The standard method available to the High
Autherity for compelling firms and individuals to conform to ECSC
regulations consists cf monetary fines. These may be imposed for
violations of the fair trade code, fer failure to pay the Community's
tax, for non-observance of investment directives, production
quotas, rationing rules and price controls or for refusai to furnish
information. While the High Authority is permitted to maintain a

or
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staff of inspectors whose rights of access to the records of enterprises is the same as those granted by national law to local revenue
agents (Article 86), it is flot in a position to enforce its decisions and
fines through its own officers. According to Article 92, each member
state assumes the obligation to enforce the carrying out of High
Authority regulations, merely on receiving verification that a
decision has been made, according to the administrative practices
in force within that state. Each government must designate a
minister who is responsible for implementation and execution of
decisions.20 Judgments of the Court are executed in exactly the
same manner if they are directed at ECSC enterprises.
Methods of enforcement are less " federal " as regards recommendations addressed to governments. " If the High Authority,"
reads Article 88, " considers that a State has failed in one of the
obligations incumbent upon it by virtue of this Treaty, it shah . .
allow the State in question a period of time within which to provide
for the execution of its obligations," after having issued a reasoned
decision and asked for a reply. Failing comphance or a Court
judgment opposing the High Authority, that organ may suspend
the disbursement of funds owed the delinquent state or " adopt
measures or authorise the other member states to adopt measures
which would otherwise be contrary to the provisions of Article
4
i.e., authorise the reintroduction of discriminatory trade
measures. Such a step requires the agreement of the Council,
acting by two-thirds majority. " If these measures should prove
ineffective," concludes Article 88 rather hopelessly, " the High
Authority shail refer the matter to the Council."
International organisations can expand the scope of their
functions only with the consent of their member states, while
federations manage 10 do so through procedures inherent in the
central rather than the local sea'ts of power. Even the formal
process of amending a federal constitution rarely requires the consent of ail member states. Hence, the amendment procedure for the
ECSC Treaty as well as iess formai possibilities of task expansion
must be examined.
The Treaty can be amended in three different ways. (1) Ameridments may corne into force as a resuit of a two-thirds majority in
.

20

e

.

,"

For an excellent treatment by the Advocate-General of the Court, sec Maurice
Lagrangc, Le caractère supranational des pouvoirs et leur articulation dans le cadre
de la Ccnn:nunauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier (Luxembourg, Nov. 1953).
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the Council of Ministers, backed by the ratification of each member
state. This, in effect, is dependence on the principle of unanimous
consent. (2) After the first five years of operation, the powers of the
High Authority may be amended without affronting the basic
principles stated in the Treaty's Articles 2, 3 and 4 or changing the
relationship between the Community's organs. This limited but
potentially vital process merely requires agreement of the High
Authority, a five-sixths majority in the Council, a majority of the
Court and a three-fourths majority in the Common Assembly
without any reference whatever to the member parliaments. 2
(3) Finally, amendment is possible for situations flot expressly
provided for in the Treaty if action appears necessary to fulfil one
of the basic purposes of ECSC. Unanimous approval by the
Council is then required for the proposition ofthe High Authority
again sidestepping the vicissitudes of parliamentary ratification in
the member countries.
Among the " informai " means of task expansion, the existence
of elastic clauses, leading to implied powers doctrines, eau be a
distinct help. Mason suggests that " the general clause in Article 86
under which the member states accept the obligations of the Treaty
has been phrased in such a way as to give the High Authority the
widest possible leeway in lis interpretation of delinquency. 1122
Emphasis on the need " to facilitate the accomplishment of the
Community's objectives," as broadly and ambiguously defined in
Articles 2, 3 and 4, could thus become an opening wedge for constitutional interpretation leading to an expansion of central powers.
Similarly, Article 67 furnishes the possibility ofinformally extending
the Community's scope. Under it, the High Authority may make
recommendations to member governments with regard to regulations
affecting the conditions of competition of their national coal and
steel industries, as compared to other national industries. A " spiil
over " into sectors other than coal or steel may be implied if it is
desired, for example, to avoid burdening an industry competing in
the common market with heavy social security charges. 23 The
question of currency exchange rates, taxes and wage policy suggests
the incompleteness of the division of powers between central and
local autl1orities in ECSC. Clearly, these affect the competitive
'

21
22
23

Articles 95 and 96.
Mason, op. cil., pp. 39-40.
Ibid., p. 65 ; IRI, op. cit., p. 119
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position of coal and steel but they are not under ECSC jurisdiction;
but the need to " consuit " on these kindred matters sets up a system
of àoncurrent jurisdiction. Its institutionalisation could lead to a
graduai growth of High Authority powers, thus paralieling a trend
observed in most other federations.
The field oflabour policy is an excellent illustration ofthe process
of task expansion. According to the Treaty, ECSC is to improve
living standards by fostering their " progressive equalisation." 24
Yet, the High Authority is expressly denied jurisdiction over wage
questions, working conditions or contract negotiations (Article 68).
Exception, however, is made in the case of unemployment resulting
from the " adaptation " of firms to the common ma.rket and of
practices likely " to falsify gravely the conditions of competition."
Hence, the Treaty opens the possibility of moving against
" abnotmaily low " wages resulting in " abnormally low " prices,
and agarnst the lowering of wages if used as a means of permanent
economic adjustment to renewed competition. Intervention
generaily is possible only under the shielding legal umbreila of
maintaining or establishing comparable conditions of competition. 25
Coupled with the recognised right of the High Authority to make
studies in the field of labour and wage policy, the denial of specific
powers of action in the effort to " equalise " living standards leaves
the federal power somewhat truncated, to say the least.
This weak legal situation, however, has by no means prevented
certain groups from utilising the general phraseology of Article 3
and the specific exceptions of Article 68 in their efforts to obtain
the entry of ECSC into the field of labour legislation. Community
trade unions have demanded action for the realisation of common
higher working conditions, while the French and Belgian steel
producers have urged the High Authority to establish comparable
competitive conditions by raising the social security contributions
of their Dutch and German competitors. If no action has been
Laken along these unes, it has not been for lack of effort to obtain
task expansion by informai means.
Finaily, it must be asked whether the conditions under which
the Treaty can be terminated or withdrawal from it effected are
characteristic of a federation or of international organisation.
Article 3. The Freneb text spcaks of " égalisation dans le progrès."
25
The relevant provisions o!' the Treaty are found in Articles 46, 68 and 67, as svdil
as in Paragraph 2 of tue Convention on Transitional Provisions, Sec IRI, pp.
111-123.
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Again the federal characteristics seem to predominate. Whule the
fundamental document of ECSC is a " treaty " and flot a " constitution," it has been concluded for a fifty-year period, an unusual
length for economic commitments, including the five-year transitional period during which conditions of competition are to be
established gradually. No mention is made of any possibility of
withdrawal before the fifty years have elapsed. In terms of the
intentions of the drafters, it is certaiffly accurate to conclude that
withdrawals were not to be permitted and that a full federation
was expected to have replaced the multi-state system of Europe
by 2002, the year of expiration. Yet, it remains equally true that
the member states apparently continue to enjoy their general right
under international law to denounce treaties under the proper
conditions.
" Thus," concludes Lagrange, " the supranational institutions
of the Schuman Plan definitely constitute the precursors of the
future federal European institutions." 26 While an imposing case
for the federal character of the coal and steel organs can certainly
be made, it remains an incomplete and therefore unconvincing case
until the relations between the organs have been explored and stated.
ECSC AS A HYRRTO FORM, SHORT 0F FEDERATION

An organisation possessing a federal executive, legislature and
judiciary but compelled to act within the framework set by an
international conference is hardly federal in the usual sense of the
term. Yet even this facile summation of the division of powers in
ECSC would be misleading. 27 Nor does the oft-repeated assertion
that the High Authority is merely an administrative rather than
an executive agency stand up; the Treaty is the law and the High
Authority merely implements it with decrees and regulations, the
argument runs. But the difference between " legislation " and
" administrative rule-making " is such a shadowy one tint it is
best not to rely on it in any study ofpolitical rntegration. There is,
in short, no possible neat division into legislative, executive and
judicial organs. The High Authority both legislates and administers,
while the Council of Ministers legislates as well as controls the
primary legislator. TUe Assembly tends toward controliing but
certainly cannot legislate. Only the Court is clearly and solely a
judicial agency.
2G

Lagrange, op. ciL, p. 34.

27

op. ciL, pp. 55-57
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Checks and balances there are in profusion in the ECSC system,
but they hinge mostly around the High Authority, the Coundil and
the Court. According to the Treaty, the High Authority must seek
the advice of the Consultative Committee in every major policy
decision concerning prices, production, market conditions, labour
questions and investments, but the advice neyer binds the High
Authority. Similarly, while the Common Assembly is empowered
to discuss every aspect of ECSC policy, it is unable to influence this
policy in the face of an unco-operative High Authority unless it is
willing to bring about the resignation of that body a most unlikely
contingency. The Treaty as distinguished from political practice
therefore, condemns both Committee and Assembly to the role of
the peripheral critic.28
Hence, it is our task to state systematically the scope of powers
which can be exercised independently by the High Authority as well
as the actions subject to the approval of the Council of Ministers.
Our review will close with an examination of the Court's jurisdiction.
Apart from internai administrative measures, the High Authority,
acting alone, may 29
establish study groups and study commissions (Art. 16);
take remedial measures when the Court annuls a preceding
decision (Art. 34),
take remedial measures when the Court finds that " persistènt
and fundamental difficulties have been created for a
member state (Art. 37);
fine enterprises refusing to furnish information demanded
(Art. 47);
obtain bans and impose a production tax (Art. 49, 50);
fine tax-delinquent enterprises (Art. 50);
lend funds to enterprises and guarantee bans from other
sources (Art. 51);
negotiate to assure the transfer of currencies (Art. 52);
prepare and publish " general objectives " as the economic
" plan " of ECSC (Art. 46);
obtain investment plans from enterprises and comment on
these in terms of its own economic forecasts ; discourage,
encourage and notify to the governments such plans;
This conclusion must stand despite Monnct's rcpcatcd pronouncements that the
Treaty made the Asscmbly a " federal " organ. Sec 11(1, ap, cit., P. 65.
29
My discussion foliows that in IRI, pp. 36-57.
28
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forbid investments flot self-financed if they violate ECSC
plans ; fine violators of the injunction (Art. 54);
fine violators of the production quotas (Art. 58);
establish consurnption priorities in case of shortage, if the
Council was unable to reach agreement, in consultation
. with producer associations ; fine violators of the priorities
system (Art. 59);
instruct governrnents on how to deal with systematic violations of the fair trade code (Art. 63);
compel producing enterprises to establish their price schedules
50 as to compel dealers and agents to abide by ECSC
rules (Art. 63);
fine violators of the fair trade code (Art. 64);
determine whether given cartels are in conformance with the
treaty and dissolve them if not ; authorise individual
agreements for specialisation, joint sales or purchases;
fine violators of these rulings (Art. 65);
authorise industrial mergers and dissolve unauthorised ones;
fine violators of these rulings; instruct authorised enterprises "tending to clominate " the market on prices and
production pohcy, in co-operation with the government
concerned (Art. 66).
fine enterprises violating the minimum wage clauses (Art.
68);
facilitate the negotiation by the governments concerned of an
agreement permitting freedom of migration for qualified
labour (Art. 69);
authorise temporary or conditional special transport rates
for specific enterprises (Art. 70);
propose means for harmonising commercial relations with
third countries ; advise on changes in tariff rates vis-à-vis
third countries ; supervise administration of exportimport licence system; propose measures to governments
for joint action against third countries in case of foreign
dumping (Art. 71, 72, 73, 74);
determine violations of Treaty by member governments
(Art. 88);
maintain liaison on behaif of the Community with international organisations ; report annually to the Common
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Assembly, Committee of Ministers and Consultative
Assembly of the Coundil of Europe (Art. 93);
establish the rules of the fair trade code (Art. 60);
authorise inter-coal enterprise compensation systems, within
same basin (Art. 62).
The High Authority may take the following measures only after
consultations svith the Council of Ministers:
establish the general conditions under which the production
tax is to be levied (Art. 50);
obtain the guarantee cf governments for certain bans
(Art. 51);
define conditions constituting " control of an enterprise"
(Art. 66);
recommend measures for liberalising export-import licensing
systems (Art. 73);
authorise the creation of inter-firm compensation systems
.
(Art. 53);
authorise the creation or maintenance of governmental compensation systems (Art. 53);
establish maximum or minimum prices (Art. 61);
intervene ta assure certain minimum wage levels (Art. 68).
The High Authority may take the following measures only if the
agreelfle/2t of the Council of Ministers, voting by simple inajority,
bas been obtained:
establish the list of enterprises exempt from the requirement
ofECSC authorisation for purposes ofmergers (Art. 66);
establish quantitative restrictions vis-à-vis third countries
(Art. 74);
.
establish a system of production quotas in case of " manifest
crisis " (Art. 58);
establish export restrictions vis-à-vis third countries in case
of " serious shortage " (Art. 59).
The High Authority may take the following measures only if the
agreement cf the Council of Ministers, voting by iwo-thirds inajority,
has been obtained:
prcnounce sanctions against a state, declared to have been
delinqucnt (Art. 88);
raise the rate of the production tax above 1 per cent. of
average value of production (Art. 50);
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exempt the giving of a re-adaptation grant from the requirement that the amount be matched by the government
concerned (Art. 56).
The High Authority may take the f'ollowing measures only if the
agreement of the Council cf Ministers, voting unanirnously, has been
obtained:
establish ECSC compensation systems in the coal and steel
industries (Art. 53);
participate in investment programmes designed to further
production, marketing or lowering prices in ECSC
industries, but not ipsofacto under the Treaty (Art. 54);
amend the Treaty to allow for situations not foreseen
initiaIly (Art. 95).
The following actions of the High Autherity can beJ'orbidden by the
Council only if li manages to act unczniinous!y:
prevent the High Authority from ending a régime of production quotas (Art. 58);
prevent the High Authority from declaring that a condition
of " serious shortage " exists, implying the use of crisis
.
powers of allocation, etc. (Art. 57); prevent the High
Authority from ending such a system (Art. 59).
In a last category of cases, the High Authority can act only if asked
to do so by the states concerned, requiring agreement ofthe Council:
make grants to workcrs laid off because of reorganisation of
plants occasioned by the opening of the common market,
if matching amounts are contributed by the government
concerneci;
participate in the financing cf industrial development other
than coal arid steel in order to re-employ labour laid off
because of reorganisation of plants occasioned by the
opening of the common market (Art. 56);
recognise the existence of conditions likely to provoke
" fundamental and persistent disturbances " in the
economy oC a member state and decide on remedial
measures (Art. 37).
The balance oC " federal " as against " intergovernmental"
powers sceins to point to the conclusion that in ail matters relating
to the routine regulation of the comînon markct, the High Authority
is independent ofgovernmcnts. As regards measures to be taken in
a crisis situation, however, as well as in areas not clearly part of the
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coal-steel complex, the controlling capacity of the member governments remains potent if not dominant. Hence, ECSC (s afarfrom

federal structure with respect ta the crucial criteria of executing
decisions and expanding tasks.
Nor is the federal element necessarily strengthened by the considerable powers given to the ECSC Court. This organ is charged
in essence with protecting the rights of enterprises and member
governments against the exercise of arbitrary power by the High
Authority. As such it enjoys jurisdiction in the following circumstances and relationships. 30
(1) Suits by one ECSC organ against another. In the main,
this possibility refers to challenges of High Authority decisions on
the part of the Council of Ministers, and can be brought on the
following grounds (Art. 33):
Ultra vires, or actions performed by an agent outside the
defined limits of his legal power;
Violation of a substantial procedural requirement;
Violation of the Treaty or of any rule of Iaw relating w
ils application;
Misapplication of power, or performance by an agent of
an act other than intended when the power was granted
to him (Art. 31); 31
Failure of the High Authority to take action when the
Treaty requires a decision (Art. 35).
(2) Suits by member government and private enterprises. Such
suits can be brought on the same grounds as above, except that
entetprises must confine their suits against the High Authority to
decisions applying specifically to themselves. OnIy member states
may sue to obtain the annulment of Council or Assembly deliberations (Art. 35, 38).
(3) Suits for damages, in the event tint a High Authority decision
later annulled by the Court was so faultily conceived as to incur the
financial Ilability of the Community (Art. 34, 40).
(4) Appeals by enterprises against fines imposed by the High
30

31

These categories follow the excellent treatmcnt of D. G. Valentine, Tise Court cf
Justice of tise European Coal and Steci Community, (The Hague: Nijhotl', 1954).
They are slightly different from the classification uscd by P. Reuter, La Co,n,nunauté
Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier (Paris, 1953), the standard legal commcntary
on the Treaty. Sec also the excellent synthcsis in Mason, op. cil., pp. 41 et seq.
Following Mason, " détournement dc pouvoir " is translated as " misapplication
of power."
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Authority as well as by member governments against sanctions
pronounced against them (Art. 36).
Disputes between member states, if they involve the application of the Treaty, fail under the Court's jurisdiction, as do disputes
involving the aims of the Treaty, provided the parties have also
concluded an arbitration agreement (Art. 89).
AIl cases generaily involving the interpretation of the Treaty,
including instances of disputes between member states or the
Community and third countries (Art. 31, 40).
Appeals to suspend the implementation of a decision,
pending adjudication, may be heard by the Court (Art. 39).
Preliminary questions. The Court has exclusive jurisdiction
in confirming the validity of an ECSC organ's action if such an
issue were to arise in litigation before a national court (Art. 41).
The Court may remove, under specified conditions, certain
officials cf the Community from their posts.
The jurisdiction of the Court may be enlarged by the insertion of an appropriate clause in contracts between ECSC and other
parties (Art. 42), by a national legislature (Art. 43) or by an arbitration agreement (Art. 89).
(1 1) " Fundamental and persistent disturbances." According
to Article 37, a member government may sue the High Authority if
the latter's actions or failure to act have " provoked fundamental and
persistent disturbanc?s " in a national econ?rny. Since these terms
are nowhere defined in the Treaty, this provision has, not unreasonably, been considered the general escape clause from the whole
common market scheme. If the daim is upheld by the Court, the
High Authority must then seck to remedy the situation as best it
can " while safeguarding the essential interests of the Community."
In principle the Court is a purely " legal " and neyer a " political"
or " economic " organ. Its decisions are to be based on legal
judgments and not on econornic assessments. Apart from the
fact that sucli distinctions are of littie use in explaining the actual
conduct of judicial bodies, the presence of Article 37 atone would
suffice to indicate that the Court may be compelled to make nonlegal evaluations.32 Its decisions may have the most far-reaching
32

Mason Iists a number of Iess important instances in which flic Court may also
be compelled to rule on the basis of economic rather than purely legal facts, ibid.)
p. 48. 11 must also be notcd that the supremacy of the Court over national tribunals
in the interpretation of the Treaty is by no means clearly established. See Reuter,
opa cit., p. 79 and Valentine, op. cit., p. 121.
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effects in relation to the expansion cf the Community's task and the
freedom with which the High Authority vi11 interpret its role. With
respect to federalism, the powers of the Court seem to permit an
extensive ambivalence. Many of its daims to jurisdiction are clearly
within the federal historical tradition, especially the capacity of de
facto judicial review so rare in European legal systems. Yet, the
presence cf Article 37 suggests that a high respect for national
sovereignty and narrow interpretation among the judges could lead
to a truncated common market and central institutions littie different from their counterparts among international organisations.
MEANING 0F SUPRANATIONALITY

The examination of the structure and powers contained in the
ECSC Treaty, in the analyticai field defined by the archetypes of
federation and international organisation, now permit us to assess
the meaning of supranationality. There is, certainly, the necessary
division between cStral and local areas of governmental power.
The member states have yielded their former ability to control
actually or potentially the production, pricing, marketing and
distribution of coal and steel, as well as the forms of organisation
adopted by the enterprises engaged in these pursuits. Yet, they
clearly have flot yielded their ability to control the economic conditions under which coal and steel are produced and sold : moneSry,
fiscal, foreign economic, wage and social welfare policy. The capacity
of the High Authority to enter these areas is confined to studies ami
advice, as well as to the introduction of compensatory measures to
presen'e the existence of comparable competitive conditions for coal
and steel in the event member states decide to introduce radical
changes in the areas outside ECSC jurisdiction. The local power
centres, therefore, continue to define the basic lines cf economic
policy within which coal and steel must live. Translated into political
terms, the new central institutions depend on the good faith of the
old power centres for the realisation of their aims, both because of
die real powers retained by the national governments and because
the High Authority lacks any substantial means for compelling
compliance from a recalcitrant member state.
If the division of functions is heavily weighted on the side of
national states, the same is true in the field of powers of control
and manipulation. Clearly, ECSC possesses the necessary regulatory
and planning scope under the Treaty to establish and maintain the
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common market so long as national states co-operate in terms o!'
their fiscal, monetary and wage policies. Yet even the capacity
0f the High Authority to rule the conduct of coal and steel enterprises, unprecedented as it is as compared to the archetype o!' international organisation, falis considerably short o!' the powers enjoyed
by federal governments. In crucial cases, e.g., in crises, final power
o!' decision rests with a majority of the instrueted state representatives in the Council of Ministers. The role of the Council anci the
manner of exercise o!' the right ofjudicial review by the Court make
even the institutional aspects o!' ECSC fail short of a typical
federation.
Supranationality in structural terms, therefore, means the
existence o!' governmental authorities doser to the archetype of
federation than any past international organisation, but flot yet
identical with it. While almost ail the criteria point positively to
federation, the remaining limits on the ability to implement decisions
and to expand the scope of the system independently still suggest
the characteristics of international organisation. However, supranationality in operation as distinguished from structure—depends
on the behaviour of men and groups o!' men. It is in this reaim that
the final answer to the query may be found.

CHAPTER 3
THE COMMON MARKET IN OPERATION
AFIER defining the nature of political integration and examining
the legal powers of the supranational system created to further the
process, it vi11 be our task to describe the major operations of this
system during the first five years of its 11fb. No attempt at an
economic assessment ofsuccess or failure vi11 be made at this stage;
nor svill the dcgree ofintegration in the reaim of political relations
be examined in this chapter. Our purpose here is merely the
description cf major policy measures undertaken by the High
Authority in co-operation with the Council of Ministers, the reactions to these measures expressed in the Common Assembly and
the opposition voiced by governments and private groups through
the medium of suits in the Court of Justice.'
ESTABLISHMENT 0F THE COMMON MARKET
Trade among the six countries of ECSC with respect to coal, iron
ore and scrap was freed of restrictions on February 10, 1953. On
this date, the six governments removed quantitative and currency
restrictions from their regulations. Whule there had been no tarifs
applicable to these commodities previously, certain transport
discriminations and double pricirig practices disappeared on that
date, after the expiration of a six-months preparatory period during
which the High Authority was established institutionally and
negotiated with the gcvernments for • the removal of these trade
obstacles. Originally, the common market for steel was scheduled
for establishment on April 10, 1953. However, the first real crisis
of the Community scon proved to be involved in this step. The
inability of the French and German Governments to agree on the
treatment of turnover taxes forced a rather bitter delay. The
Gernian tax charged until then was much lower than the French, a
reason which prompted the German Government te argue that the
1

Unless othcrwise indicatcd, the information on which this description is based
was obtained from the following sources: ECSC, High Authority, First, Second,
Third, Fourti: and Fif:h General Repart on tise Activilles ofihe Conununity (Luxcrnbourg, April 1953 9 1954, 1955, 1956, and 1957 respcctivcly); ECSC, Common
Assembly, A nnuaire- Manuel de I'Asse,nblèe Co,n,nune (Luxembourg, 1956); ECSC,
High Authority, Bulletin mensuel d'information, Vol. 2, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 (1957).
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producer should be taxed on the basis of local law in the country of
origin, regardless of his sales market. The French, of course, contended that the basic principle of non-discrimination in a common
market implied that ail producers be taxed equally on the market
in which they competed. German steel sold in France, in short,
would have to pay the higher French turnover tax, while French
steel sold in Germany would be burdened only with the lower
German rates. The High Authority appointed a commission of
economists to make recommendations and that body favoured the
French position. This was adopted as a provisional policy, pending
detailed study of the general distortions caused by conflicting fiscal
policies. With the tax issue temporarily shelved not without a
good deal of bad feeling in German steel circles the common market
for ordinary steels was opened on May I, 1953. The preceding
months had been taken up not only with harmonising the policies
of six governments in simultaneously removing trade barriers, but
also in identifying the firms subject to ECSC, working out new price
rules, assessing the production tax as well as collecting it and making
transitional arrangements with respect to certain transport questions,
subsidies, rebates and temporary tarifFs in the case of Italy. The
statistical importance of the removal of import duties may be
judged from this table:
Iniport Duties inunediately before lite Conunon Market
(Per cent, ad valorem)
Germany
France
Italy
Benelux
o
o
o
C oal ..............
o
O
o
5-10
Co ke . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
O
O
O
Ironore ............
O
5'P
12
11-20
Piglron ............ 0-1
Crude and semi-flnished
15_18*
7-10
11-15
products ... ....... 1-2
15_25*
10-18
15-20
Hot finished products
1-6
15_28*
16-22k
15-23
Finished steel products 6-8
* Temporarily suspended during the Korean war boom. Duties
were subsequently enacted by ail participating states for trade with
non-member countries.
Source: Figures are taken from Mendershausen, H., " First
Tests of the Schuman Plan," Review cf Economics and Statistics,
November 1953, p. 273.
Obvious trade barriers were thus removed except for the group of
products known as " special steels," which according to the Treaty
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were not to be freed from trade restrictions until one year after the
opcning of the common market for steel. 2 A number of reasons,
however, compelled the High Authority flot to take this step until
August 1, 1954, after three months of arduous negotiations. It
proved extremely difficuit to establish internationally valid conditions of coniparability for special steels, whicli are not usually
mass produced to standard specifications. Hence it became necessary to exempt some producers oC special steels from the price
publicity rules oC ECSC. Italy was again granted the right to maintain some transitional tarifT rates on its high-cost special stecis
industry. li was the French producers, backed by their government,
however, who caused the basic difficulty. Enjoying under French
law the right to be reimbursed for certain taxes on exported steels,
the French producers were unwilling to forgo this advantage
illegal under the anti-subsidy rules of the ECSC Treaty in the
expected competitive struggie on the common market. Hence they
applied, through the French representative on the Council of
Ministers, for temporary special safeguards. Such measures, under
paragraph 29 of the Convention on Transitional Provisions, 3 can be
temporarily authorised to prevent production and employment dislocations occasioned by the opening oU the common market, if the
expected dislocations are greater than the benefits awaited. The
High Authority submitted the request to the Consultative Committee, which answered negatively, and then appointed a commission
ofexperts w examine the French special steel industry to sec whether
it was really in need of special protection. Upon receiving a
negative reply from this group, the High Authority asked the Council
for its advice. Here, the spokesmen of ..the five other countries
succeeded in prevailing upon their French colleague on July 28,
1954, to submit in good grace. With a vague assurance that special
safeguards might be authorised if found to be nccessary, the unconditional opening of the common market for special stecis vas
decrced for August 1, 1954, with the unanimous approval of the
Council.
2

3

The technical definition of " speciat stecis," gcncrally alloy stecis, is contained
in Annex 111 w the ECSC Trcaty.
The Convention on Transitional Provisions (CTP) is a general catalogue of temporary exceptions, valid only for the period cnding February 10, 1958, w the
competitive price, anti-subsidy and frec trade rules of the common market. The
bulk of High Authority decisions during the first four ycars of operation deait
with the administration of this Convention, as dcscribed in the remainder of this
chapter.
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German objection to the opening of the common market for
steel and French anxiety over special steels were flot the only evidence
of second thoughts on the desirability of free competition. In the
spring of 1953, the French Government lodged a complaint in the
Court of Justice against the High Authority's setting of certain low
prices on Belgian coal, which the French found to compete much
more vigorously against their own in northern France, after February
of that year. While the High Authority complied by raising the
rates on Belgian coal the French proceeded to establish a discriminatory coal barge compensation fund for canal-carried coal in
northern Franc; in an effort to burden imported Belgian coal.
Upon the High Authority's failure to remand the French, the
Belgian Government proceeded to sue, and withdrew its case only
when the High Authority instructed the French Government to
discontinue the compensation fund.
Despite these fragmentary efforts at resistance to the Treaty,
the common market has become a reality. The growing interpenetration of formerly protected national markets is evident in
these figures ':
Volume of Trade between ECSC Countries in Coal, Ore,
Steci Products and Scrap
1952 = 100
1952
1953
1954
1955

Iron Ore

............
............
............
..«........

100
112
117
137

Coal Steel Products Scrap
100
111
125
140

100
127
191
251

100
225
434
457

The volume of trade in ECSC products rose by 93 per cent. between
1952 and 1955, while the increase in trade in ail other sectors
liberalised under the OEEC code, but not under the common
market, amounted to only 59 per cent. in the same period. With the
exception of Italy, ail ECSC countries buy more steel from each
other than before 1953 while production rose by 32 per cent. during
that period.
PRICE POLICY
Price publicity and non-discriminatory pricing are the twin pillars
4

ECSC, High Aufliority, Towards European Integration: First Resuits for Coal
and Steci (Luxcrnbourg, June 1956), pp. 7-8. 1955 figures include first six months
only.
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of the ECSC doctrine of economic progress through a larger, free
market. While freedom to set prices within the laws of competitive
behaviour are assumed as normal in this system, emergency powers
of price control and routine authority to enforce non-discrimination
are the remaining important aspects of this system. What has been
done in this field since 1952?
Like a national Pair Trade Commission, the High Authority
speedily established a l'air trade code as the basic rule of conduct
for coal and steel enterprises active in the common market. Enterprises are compelled to submit price schedules to the High Authority,
who then disseminates these to any interested potential purchaser.
In addition, terms of sale and transport must also be specified.
Normally enterprises are free to submit new price schedules at any
time and steci producers possess the right to " align " their prices
In specific sales areas to those practised by their competitors, so
long as they do not select artificial or flctitious basing points. The
code, finaily, forbids a number of practices as discriminatory. The
conditions stated in the price schedules must be applied uniformly
by the seller and not varied as a special favour to certain customers.
Price, quantity and delivery conditions must be the same for ail
customers, regardless of nationality or place of business within
ECSC. The granting ofrebates on the basis ofpast dealings betweerz
a given supplier and consumer is outiawed. And finaily, it is forbidden to include in the sales price listed in the schedule such taxes
as will be refunded to the producer.
In practice, these rules have so far been appiied only to trade in
ore, scrap and steel, while coal is subject to a series of transitional
arrangements. But even in the fieid of steel, producers soon complained that the publicity and anti-discrimination rules introduced a
certain rigidity into the price structure which made rapid adjustment
in case of cyclical changes almost impossible. During the winter
of 1953-1954, the High Authority received reports that producers
were granting illegal rebates by underselling their own published
schedules by as much as 20 per cent. Accordingly, on February I,
1954, the High Authority decided to relax the code by permitting
producers to vary the prices charged by 25 per cent. above or below
pubiished schedules without depositing new price lists. Kriown as
the " Monnet rebate " in European steei circles ever since, this
measure was immediately challenged by the French and Italian
Governments as well as by the two Italian steel trade associations.
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The Council of Ministers, had previously neither clearly authorised
nor forbidden the relaxation of the code; the goverriments now
argued before the Court that the Treaty did not permit this latitude
of interpretation to the High Authority and that Hie rebate allowed
for the reintroduction ofdiscrimination. In lis first and potentially
vital—decision, the Court upheld the Franco-Italian daim ami
annulled the Monnet rebate decisions. 5
Rigid enforcement ofthe code bas been the policy since. Between
April of 1954 and April of 1956, about one hundred spot-checks on
pricing practices were made by the High Authority's inspectors,
bringing to light twenty-five violations of the code, in the form of
illegal rebates. Fines were imposed on one Belgian and one Italian
firm while warnings were sent to the remaining offenders. In these
instances the High Authority refrained deliberately from asserting
its full punitive powers. Again in October of 1955, ECSC demanded
of the French steel producers that they cease granting a 329 per
cent. rebate to their French customers either by adhering to the
published prices or extending the reduction non-discriminatorily to
ail Community buyers. While the firms in question chose the
former alternative, no punitive measures were imposed. Persuasion
rather than fines characterise the ECSC policy of enforcing the fair
trade code, given the legal impossibility of allowing for fiexibility
in applying the schedules.
During the transitional period, price competition among coal
producers in ECSC is almost completely ruled out. Until 1958,
the High Authority is enjoined to prevent decreases in production
and instability in employment due to sudden shifts in the established
pattern of coal sales (CTP, Par. 24). Feeling that unbridled competition in this sector would result in a drastic decrease in sales
from French and Saar coalfields in the Southern German market
and would produce " price increases of damaging scope and suddenness " in Germany, the High Authority has cushioned the impact
of the common market through a system of " zonaI prices." In
certain circumstances, coal sellers who are not ordrnarily permitted
to align their prices to those of their competitors are nevertheless
given this privilege temporarily. In other cases, rebates may be
granted on specified types of coal to avoid penalising die high-cost
5

Decision of December 20, 1954. Journal Officiel, January 11, 1955, p. 547 amI
p. 560. AIso ECSC, Cour dc Justice, Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la Cour, Vol. J,

p0.

7-121.
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producers and in stili other instances price zones are set up by the
High Authority, in which sellers may meet the prices of their
competitors and thus enjoy a measure of special protection. While
the major beneficiaries of the system are the Lorraine, Saar, Aachen,
Helmstedt, and Nord/Pas-de-Calais basins, the continuation of the
system was made conditional on changes in sales prices made possible by the introduction of non-discriminatory railway rates. Hence
in 1955 and 1956, the High Authority reduced the allowable rehate
in some instances, redefined zones in others and abolished zonal
prices completely for purely domestic French and German sales.
Yet in May of 1956 the High Authority came to the conclusion that
even with the elimination of the railway rate discrimination, the
Lorraine/Saar basin could not compete effectively with the Ruhr
on the Southern German market and therefore once again permitted
zonal pricing in that area. Even though coal wholesalers are now
compelled to submit and publish price schedules, in addition
to the producers, competition is far from the established policy in
this sector.
Price controls furnish the most dramatic and far-reaching aspect
of the ECSC effort to establish and maintain a common market.
No such measures were imposed on steel and ore but a price control
mechanism has been applied to scrap, to be examined below. Coal
once more futriished the crucial area of regulation. Confronted in
1953 with unanimous national policies of holding down the price
of coal, the High Authority decided, in full agreement with the
Council of Ministers, to continue with controls during its first year
of operation. During the coal year 1953-1954, all basins found
themselves compelled to observe price ceilings. Not anticipating a
general increase in prices if the " leaders " were held in check,
ceiling prices for 1951 1955 were confined to the Ruhr and Nord/Pasde-Calais fields, furnishing in the aggregate 62 per cent. of the
Community's production. For the year 1955-1956 only the Ruhr,
accounting for roughly 50 per cent. of ECSC production, was
controlled and in March of 1956 ceiling prices were abolished
altogether.
Opinions on the desirability of controls were and are divided.
Most of the governments favoured ceilings, even in 1956, while the
High Authority in principle favours a free market and argues that
needed investments in mines will be made only if the returns are
promising. Oflicially, the Ruhr was singled out for control—even
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though lis prices were granted a substantial increase in 1955
because ils sales were controlled by an as yet undestroyed cartel
whose command over the entire ECSC market was feared in
Luxembourg. Unofficially, it is believed that the German Government was glad to make Luxembourg shoulder the burdefi of
unpopular controls. In any case, the Dutch Government on May 7,
1954, challenged in the Court the right of the High Authority to use
price ceilings as means to control a cartel, arguing that a frontal
attack on illegal practices was required by the Treaty. The appeal
failed. Conversely, the Ruhr coal trade association on May 15,
1955, challenged the right of the High Authority to impose ceilings
as not permitting a fair return on the investment. No judgment
had been handed down in this case as of 1957. Mine-owners
chafe under " discriminatory ' regulation, consumers and governments fear spiralling prices in an economically and pohticaliy
sensitive sector, while the High Authority seeks to create a free
market, countered by a Common Assembly which " invited " the
High Authority " to promote, in conformance with Art. 3c of the
Treaty, the stabilisation of prices on Community products and to
this end make use ofall the powers conferred upon it."°
But what happens if free prices decreed in Luxembourg clash
with controlled prices in one or more of the six national economies?
As inflationary pressures throughout the ECSC area mounted
during 1956 and 1957 the High Authority felt compelled to
6

Journal Officiel, July 19, 1956, p. 231. Italics supplied.
With or without regulation, prices have becn rising slowly since 1954. However,
the increase is Iess thari on non-ECSC products.
Ruhr coal prices increased betwecn $3 and $4 per ton since 1952, depending
on kind and grade. Average prices in the other basins remained stable or decreased
in relation to Ruhr prices. The Belgian pits, despite rising labour costs and successive increases authorised in 1956 and 1957 by Luxembourg, reduced sales prices
relative to the other ECSC basins. High Authority, Annexes w Me F,fth General
Report (Luxembourg, April 1957), pp. 56-59. Average prices for ail types ofrolled
steci products stood at 109 in Decernber of 1956 (May 1953=100). Ibid., pp.
42-43.
ECSC Production Developn:ent
Production Production Increase, 1952-1956
Cornrnodity
per cent.
1952
1955-1956 Million
tons
•flg.Q
249•1
102
4
Cmii
720
9.7
15
Coke
6'4
6Ç.1
•
79.4
144
22
lion Ore
41
.2
54.7
129
31
CrudeSteci
.1 'j
25 to 35 12 to 18
Scrap (domestic sources) 192 to 20-2 227
Source: ECSC, Common Asscmbly, Un Témoignage sur la Communauté des Six
(Luxembourg: February, 1957), pp. 86 9 91. Production figures in million tons.
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admonish the French Government to refrain from seeking to
freeze steel prices by informai means and to control dealers'
margins which are technicaily not subject to ECSC regulation.
Similar remonstrances were addressed to the Belgian and German
Governments who seemed unwilling to permit the price freedom
nationaily decreed by the High Authority for the common market.
With respect to Italy, Luxembourg had to jnvoke Article 88 of
the Treaty in order to persuade the government in Rome to cease
the practice of setting coal prices through the Interministerial
Price Committee. On the other hand, the French Government
exempted products subject to the rules of the common market
from the new payments rules decreed as a resuit of the devaluation
of the French franc in August of 1957. Confronted here with a
cardinal issue posed by the principle of " partial integration,"
the Common Assembly in 1957 " formally insisted on the necessity
of better co-operation between the High Authority and the
governments and underlines the fact that the first condition of
such co-operation is abstention by the governments of unilaterally
using their influence in areas relating to the competence of the
High Authority, particularly in price regulation." 6"
TNVESTMENT P0LIcY

In the reaim of investment policy, the High Authority possesses a
number of direct and indirect methads of intervention. Among the
direct means are its power to borrow money, float bans and lend
out the proceeds to Community enterprises, without itself, however,
acting as a banking agent. The only other direct power available
is the right to forbid investments planned by ECSC firms if these
mn counter to High Authority economic forecasts and if they are
financed from borrowed funds or subsidies. Indirectly., the High
Authority may seek to direct investments by periodic short-term
market forecasts, by regular surveys of investments planned by
firms and their compatibility with needs, and by the definition of
long-tenu " general objectives."
A short-term survey of investment needs and activities in 1954
6 aResolutjon

voted on June 28, 1957, Journal Officiel, July 19, 1957, p. 305. In
December cf 1957, flic Socialist members of the Asscmbly formally wcnt on rccord
against the free coal price policy of the High Authority and demandcd the inauguration ofinvestment and price planning linked with the kind ofsubsidy policy
already followed by several national governments and chaticnged by Luxembourg.
ibid., Dcceznber 7, 1957, pp. 571 ci seq.
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lcd the High Authority into its first large-scale financial venture, the
$100,000,000 Export-Import Bank Loan contracted on April 24,
1954. Alarmed by the generaily high interest rates on short-term
capital in Europe and by the tendency of firms to resort to extensive
seif-financing, as well as motivated by the desire to bring down these
rates by means of external capital competition, the High Authority
decided to enter the investment field directly. In agreement with
American authorities, it was determined to devote these funds
exclusively to cheapenirig the production of raw materials and
providing alternative uses for low-grade coal, otherwise difficult to
seli. At first it was also hoped to finance an ambitious programme
of worker housing but this had to be met from other sources as
legal and transfer problems arose. Before any systematic surveys
of investment plans had been made and before any general long-term
objectives had been worked out, the High Authority proceeded to
allocate this fund largely on the basis of the considerations set forth
above, with these results :
(millions of dollars)
LuxemGermany Saar France bourg Belgium Italy
Coal pit
6,30
modernisation
20,94
4,20
Coking plant
modernisation
3 2 00
70
Pithead power
14 9 00
18,91
59 50
7,70
stations
5920
8 9 00
1 900
Ore extraction
4,55
47,40

10 3 40

22,00

1 100

14,00

5,20

No Dutch firms applied for a suce of the ban, since interest rates
in Holland are very 10w. Requests for bans totalled $488,130,000,
thus imposing a delicate burden of screening the projects on regional
committees staffed with government, producer and High Authority
representatives. Projects totalling 8370,520,000 were approved;
since only $100,000,000 of this need was met from the ECSC ban,
the American funds were thus used as a catalyst for more intensive
local borrowing.
In addition to the American ban, the High Authority succeeded
in obtaining 817,000,000 worth of low-interest funds in Belgian,
German, Luxemboiirg and Saar currencies, to be spent locally for
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the construction ofworker housing. Since the elaboration ofgeneral
objectives in mid-1955, $1 1,655,012 have been obtained from
Switzerland, allocated now on the basis of the long-term aims the
High Authority hopes to realise, and thereby contrib.uting to
" steering " private investment.
The basis of the Community's financial security is provided by
the tax on production. From the opening of the common market
until June 30, 1955, it was levied at the rate of09 per cent., reduced
to 07 per cent. until December 31, 1955, to 0@45 per cent. in 19561957 and to 0*35 in 1958. Pressure for reduction has corne not
only from the taxpaying firms, but also from certain governments.
The High Authority yielded without consutting the Common
Assembly despite repeated efforts made by the Common Assembly
to share in the financial power. Thus in March of 1953 the AssembIy
passed an angry resolution demanding to be consulted on the
Community's draft budget and income, and in June of 1955 it came
close to censuring the High Authority for having failed to consuit
the parliamentarians on the reduction of the tax, an issue of obvious
relevance both to the claimed powers of the Assembly and to the
long-term evolution of ECSC investment and welfare policy. The
following figures show the yield and incidence of the tax:
FINANCIAL YEAR
1952- 1953- 1951
19551953 1954 1955 1956 1956
Germany . . . .
Saar ........
Belgium ......
France.......
Italy..........
Luxembourg
Netherlands
.

.

.

.

Total . . . .

Total

70

42896 229282 262867 20,256 7,657 81 2 958 4792
697 3,133 3 2 532 22535
959 103856 6•3
1,243 5,467 69 157 45541 1,673 199081 11GO
2,581 11,243 13,024 99414 3,500 39 9 762 22.9
452 2,580 3 3346 22798 1 3 129 10,305 519
347 1 2466 1,792 1 1334
516
5 1 455 3.1
405 1 1928 22041 1 9 415
535
6,324 3•6
10,621 48,099 56,759 42,293 15 3969 173 2741 100

Source: Annexes, op. cit., p. 9. Figures in millions of dollars.
figures include only six months.

1956

The levy is assessed on the basis of production reported by firms
as verified by ECSC auditors. It is collected by banking agents
appointed by the High Authority in each member country and tax
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delinquent firms are subject to fines. After four years of indecision,
the High Authority in May of 1956 finaily determined to tax and
fine fine Gernian, French and Italian enterprises which had hitherto
refused to pay.
Apart from the administrative expenses or running the Community's institutions, these funds are largely allocated to subsidising
technical research, contributing to the re-adaptation of workers
and guaranteeing bans obtained from other sources. The Guarantee
Fund absorbs by far the largest share of this money, having risen
to $100,000,000 in December of 1956. Deposited in varlous nationat
banks, it is used as a basis for additiorial credits granted only to
Community firms, amounting to a total of S42,000,000 by mid-1956.
The High Authority, however, has no control over the direction
of these disbur.sals, which thus may or may not fit into ECSC
general objectives.
The omnipresent issue of central planning as against investment
risks independently assumed by each producer is, ofcourse, inherent
in the definition of general objectives. In this area, the cautious
poticy of restraint fotlowed by the High Authority during the first
years of lis life clashed sharply with continuous pressure exercised
by the Common Assembly for a vigorous ECSC investment policy.
In 1953 the Assembly confined itself to asserting its right to be consulted on ail investment forecasts and planning prior to the publication of High Authority statements and reports and to comment on
such plans. By 1954 ECSC parliamentarians were demanding that
the High Authority follow an energetic programme of reducing
steel costs and assuring a higher level of coal production, whiie
systematically seeking to coordinate the overail investment and
expansion programmes of the six member countries. Co-ordination
of investments has been the battle-cry since, in an effort to give a far
more centrally directed character to the aim of assuring a " rational
distribution " of new productive resources than a free enterprise
orientation can sanction.
Yet the High Authority did respond to Assembly pressure.
During 1954 it issued its first medium-term market and production
forecasts, stipulating a rieed for a fifty-million ton steel capacity by
1958. Coal policy occupied first place in the effort to direct investments. A rnarket and policy memorandum vas submitted to other
ECSC organs which provided the first tentative steps in the direction
of long-term coal policy. Assuming a slowly increasing demand for
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coal despite an ever-growing dependence on liquid fuels, the central
problem was one of obtaining greater production, reducing prices,
meetingsharper competition with new sources of energy in the face
of increasing extraction costs. While endorsing the kind of investffl
programme in mines, cokeries and pithead power stations which
was already implicit in the administration of the American ban, the
High Authority also suggested flexible rather than rigid coal prices,
to allow for variations in demand, and a planned policy of alternating between the use of solid and liquid fuels, depending on the
supply and price picture. The memorandum received a markedly
cool reception from ail sides and remains largely unimplemented.
In 1957, the High Authority submitted a more detailed and
considerably less free-enterprise oriented statement on coal policy,
drawing on the fuel shortage, the Suez crisis, intergovernmental
discussion for more economic integration and the admonitions
of the Common Assembly for an integrated energy policy which
had occurred since the first memorandum. First and foremost,
the High Authority insisted that the problems of coal can only
be solved in the framework of a supranational plan for ail sources
0f energy and demanded a mandate from the governments for
elaborating such a plan. Further, it proposed that price and supply
stability be enhanced through measures of systematic stockpiling,
control over the quantity and price of imports from third countries,
internal price predictability and a reduction of tax and social
security burdens weighing on the mining industry to be introduced
uniformiy in ail six countries. Instead of letting the free market
assume risks the High Authority now declared that it " has
decided to work in co-operation with the Governments with a
view to finding ways and means of lightening the financial burden
and reducing the risks on investments in the coalmining industry,
since the whole future of the Community's economic expansion
,, °b
depends on these investments.
Slow at first in producing an overali body of general objectives,
the High Authority once again responded to the liveiy pressure of
the Common Assembly to interest itself in this aspect of ECSC
policy with the publication of its first objectives in July of 1955.
Apart from stressing the need for new steel investments minimising
dependence on scarce scrap, the " objectives " were largely confined
to outiining probable demand in the near future and assessrng the
6b ECSC, High Authority, F,fth General Report (Luxembourg, April 1957), p. 318.
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eurrent rate of investment with respect to its meeting anticipated
needs. Almost no concrete policy recommendations or directives
were made. These measures were coafided to a series of advisory
committees composed of representatives of producers, governments
and workers, whose task was the application of the objectives to
specific industrial sectors.
By 1957, a far more detailed set of objectives emerged. Consumer demand patterns were projected to 1975 and elaborate
requirements for the production of ail materials needed and the
machinery necessary for their processing were outlined, including
a steel production capacity of 105,000,000 tons per year in 1975.
Productivity needs were postulated in alt sectors and manpower
needs thrown into focus. Most important, detailed suggestions
were made for a sweeping re-orientation of demand for various
grades of coat and for changes in coal production methods.
Inactivity had given way to a piethora of concrete proposais.
The implementation of the general objectives, so far, is thus left
squareiy in the hands of ECSC firms on whose agreement with High
Authority forecasts the emergence of a " co-ordinated " investrnent
programme depends. Only the distribution of ban funds obtarned
by the High Authority can be directly used in steering investments,
a poiicy which was inaugurated in sumnier of 1956 with the ailocation of a $11,500,000 ban floated through the medium of a Swiss
banking consortium. Two German, three Italian and one Saar
steci firm received these credits, earmarked clearly for investments
designed to reduce dependence on scrap and economising on the
consumption of scarce coke supplies.
The oniy otlier avenue of direct control open to the High
Authority lies in commentirg on the investment plans which firms
are compeiled to submit to Luxembourg, and forbidding nonself-financed investments considered unadvisable. . The High
Authority waited until July, 1955, to require the compuisory submission of investment plans and even then it exempted schemes of
modernisation which would cost iess than 81,000,000 and new
installations costing less than $50O,OOO. Details of these plans are
flot generaily divulged by Luxembourg and only the aggregate
statistics are made public; but the information received finds its
way into the definition and implementation of general objectives
7

This requirement was tightcned somewhat for certain categories of steci by High
Authority decision 26-56, Journal Officiel, July 19, 1956s p. 209.
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by the committees created for that purpose. By November of
1957 over two hundred investment programmes had been submitted
to High Authority comment, but not ail were answered with
detailed opinions. Stiil, an increasing number of opinions critical
of certain phases of investments planned by Community firms were
handed down, and several plans were discouraged because they
tended to bld up already scarce raw materials. No investment
scheme submitted, however, was forbidden by the High Authority.
Instead the Luxembourg officiais expressed satisfaction with the
voluntary co-operation given them in the co-ordination of investments by private firms in the steel sector, noting gratefuily that
due to ECSC investment guidance less steel-making equipment
dependent on scarce scrap is being planned while the steel-pig iron
ratio is developing favourabiy in une with eariier High Authority
suggestions. Investments already executed and pianned between
1955 and 1958 total 82,630,000,000, considered ample to achieve
the steel production capacity of 735 million metric. tons per year
projected by the general objectives for 1960.
In the coal sector, on the other hand, the High Authority is
dissatisfied with the record of voluntary investment co-ordination
under the programme of submitting company plans to High
Authority comment. Mine investments averaged 8250,000,000 per
year between 1952 and 1956. Plans for 1957-1958 amount only
to 8694,000,000, considered . insufficient to achieve the increases
in coal production held out as essential by the High Authority's
forecasts. The Common Assembiy already expressed its dissatisfaction with investrnent co-ordination in 1956 by deciaring that
" the application made by the High Authority of Article 54 is
insufficient " and demanding " that more efficient use be made
of the obligation to declare investment programmes through High
Authority opinions." 8 In 1957 it stiil deplored the absence of
rigorous investment planning in the energy sector and again called
upon the }ligh Authority and the six governrnents to establisli
ciear investrnent schedules designed to rationalise and increase
coal production. Further it encouraged the Higli Authority to
pursue a policy of cyclical stability through buffer stocks and
long-terrn coal import con tracts .Ba
8

Ibid., pp. 232 et seq.
8a ibid., Match II, 1957, p. 107; July 19, 1957, p. 311.
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With the possible exception o!' ECSC policy in the fields of labour
and welfare measures, no area has aroused as much controversy
as the question of cartels. According to the Treaty, the High
Authority is under obligatipn to forbid and destroy cartels if
necessary by means of very heavy fines unless they can prove to
contribute to increased efficieney while not preventing competition.
Yet the practices ofjoint sales organisation, non-competitive pricing,
compensation payments by low-cost firms to their less fortunate
colleagues and the like have a long and honourable history in
ECSC countries. They derive support not only ['rom industrialists,
but from labour anxious to maintain stable employment conditions and governments eager for constant production and regular
supply at stable prices. It is, therefore, hardly surprising that
few radical anti-cartel decisions were made in the first few years
0f the High Authority's life. The Common Assembly expressed
itself with restraint on the topic, encouraging the High Authority
to implement the Treaty as early as possible, while bearing in mmd
the passible social upheavals occasioned by toc drastic a policy.
Only certain Dutch members strongly criticised the High Authority
for waiting until November of 1955 in attacking the German coal
cartel whule the Dutch Government sued the High Authority,
unsuccessfully, for failing to act sooner.
The first actions were taken in July of 1953 when Luxembourg
demanded that ail existing cartels register and apply for permission
to continue in existence. Seventy-one applications for authorisation
were received at that time. Over the next two years, action svas
taken with respect to most of these without as yet tackiing the large
organisations, GEORG, OKU, COBECHAR and ATIC. Ah
national scrap purchase and distribution cartels were dissolved
immediately though the French agency only complied in 1956
and the German cartel had to be redissolved by a new order in
1955. Many joint sales agreements among secondary coal basins
we-re approved, as were joint sales agreements amorig some Belgian
steel producers and accords for praduction specialisation for
several Italian steel-makers. None of these involved more than
3 per cent. of the production volume of the common market.
Other national cartels, sucli as the Dutch State Coal Office, dissolved voluntarily. The German steci industry's compensation
scheme for imported American coal svas approved by Luxembourg
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and in the field of scrap supply the High Authority itself assumed
a number of cartel-like functions. A bitter case arose with respect
to the Luxembourg Government's Office Commerciale de Ravitaillement, a state coal import monopoly. Repeated demands by the
High Authority for dissolution went unheeded, until the Luxembourg
steel industry the major coal importer sued the High Authority
for failure to act. While the case was pending, the government
complied but insisted on a vague licensing of imports, which was
promptly used in winter of 1955 for refusing a licence on German
coal. Again after some wrangling, the High Authority's protests
resulted in the licence being granted, while the Luxembourg steel
industry lodged a second and unsuccessful suit in the Community's Court for having in the past been compelled by its own
government to contribute to a compensation fund for imported
coal.
While spotty success and much direct and indirect resistance
thus marked the first two years of ECSC anti-cartel policy, plain
failure accompanied the effort to control steel export prices. During
the recession of 1953, the German, French, Belgian and Luxembourg
steel praducers concluded an export entente known as the Brussels
Cartel designed to fix prices on steel exported to third countries.
Protests from the United States and Denmark induced the High
Authority to consuit the Council of Ministers and the Consultative
Committee on whether price ceilings were appropriate to curb this
practice. The answer from both bodies was a firm negative,
motivated in part by the fragmentary powers conferred upon ECSC
organs in questions concerning trade with third countries. Thus
nothing was done, even though the cartel soon proved its ineffectiveness in controlling its own members from underselling
one another. 9 It is likely that the cartel's inability to impose production quotas and fines against offending members contributed
to the lack of success, departures from past steel cartel practices
made necessary by the rules of the ECSC Treaty and the punitive
powers cf the High Authority.
Action against the Community's largest and most tenaciously
defended cartels came only in 1956. The simplest case was that of
the Comptoir belge des Charbons (COBECHAR), which did not
D

Sce British Iron and Steci Federation, " The European Export Entente," Mont/ily
Statistical .Bu/leti,: (February 1954), and ECSC, High Authority, " The High
Authority and the Trusts," Information Documents No. 2 (Luxembourg,
September 1955).
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resist reorganisation once measures against its German and French
sister organisations were sketched out. COBECHAR is the joint
sales office of the Belgian coal industry, monopolising sales to the
main industrial coal consumers on the Belgian market. Whether
coal is sold through the cartel or directly, the cartel-fixed prices
were observeci by ail. While the Belgians agreed to alter the
monopolistic characteristics of this system, they received the
agreement of the High Authority, supported by the Coundil of
Ministers, to continue the practice of inter-firm compensation
payments for the equalisation of transport costs and protection
against declining demand in other ECSC countries.
A similar compromise solution was used for dealing with
the Oberrheinische Kohienunion (OKU). OKU h a FrancoSaar-German coal cartel, monopolising the sale of Ruhr, Aachen,
Saar and Lorraine coal on the Southern German market. A
request of authorisation for the arrangement was refused by the
High Authority. But Luxembourg admitted that the cartel fuifilled desirable functions to the extent that it assures equitable
distribution in time of shortage, especially through the coordination
of transport facilities. To achieve these aims, Luxembourg decreed
the re-organisation of OKU making it a voluntary union of coal
wholesalers, entitled to deal jointiy with the former cartellised
producers and transport media.
However, compared to the problem of reorganising the
Gemeinschaftsorganisation Ruhrkohle (GEORG), ail these measures
may weil appear trivial. GEORO furnished at once the symbol
for advocates of supranational policy and power and the rallying
point for the defenders of a " sane " policy of competition.
GEORG was merely the most recent form of non-competitive
sales practices in the Community's dominant coal field, inheriting
over fifty years of successful cartel activity. Matters were made
more complicated because ofalmost unanimous support in Germany
for the necessity of continuing these practices. GEORG was the
central office of six weak separate coal sales groups, to which ail
of' the Ruhr's fifty-one mining companies beionged. Its raison
d'étre lay in the policy of equalising prices among high- and low-cost
producers, thereby assuring according to its and generaily prevalent German daims stability of production for high-cost mines,
employment stability, and guaranteed access for unpopular grades
of coal. The transformation of GEORG svas viewed as a danger
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to living standards and the needs of regular supply. Luxembourg
received an initial request in 1953 for authorisation without
change of the six sales agencies, with continuing strong discipline
to be exercised by the central office. The High Authority refused
this request and began two years of arduous negotiations, aiming
first at setting the six agencies up as completely independent conpeting groups, but finaily settling for a milder compromise which
took effect in spring of 1956.
Three independent sales agencies were authorised, each representing from fourteen to nineteen mining companies, an.d each
marketing about fifteen million tons of coal and five million tons
of coke annually. Within each sales agency firms can fix prices
and delivery conditions, but the powers of the central agency, IWW
called Joint Office, were severely restricted. It is permitted to
monopolise sales to a kw bulk consumers and to third countries.
Further it is given an " operational reserve " of coal, whose size is
subject to supervision and veto of the High Authority, to equalise
prices in case production and employment seem threatened by
cyclical trends thus retaining a shadow of its former main power.
Competition is limited further by providing fixed sales areas for the
entire ECSC reaim, in which wholesalers are permitted to handie
Ruhr coal only if they have sold certain minimum quantities in
past years. Continuing ECSC-wide control over the activities
of the new Joint Office is facilitated through a Consultative Comrnittee, composed in equal numbers of representatives of German
coal producers, German mineworkers, as well as consumers and
dealers in ail Community countries. Further, a High Authority
representative is a member of the Committee. Nobody seemed
elated with the resuits of the compromise, and the association of
independent Italian cokeries in 1956 proceeded to lodge a suit
against the High Authority in the Court of Justice, alleging failure
to carry out the meaning of Article 65. While this suit svas
eventually withdrawn, one of the Ruhr sales agencies sought
unsuccessfully to obtain a judgment strengthening the remaining
centralised sales features.
Since the decartellised system went into effect, the High
Authority has conscientiously checked and supervised every decision
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of the three agencies and the Joint Office. It has investigated
complaints, especially from Dutch purchasers, that non-competitive
practices stili prevail and has adjusted its original re-organisation
decision so as to ease direct access of non-German dealers to the
Ruhr. Despite the complaints of producers, therefore, the new
systein is working to the satisfaction of Luxembourg.
In France, a government-controlled agency called Association
Technique de l'Importation Charbonnière (ATIC) had the power to
issue licences for all coal imports. Further, additional anticompetitive practices and groupings were associated with ATIC. A
compulsory association of steel producers centralised the purchases
and distribution of coal consumed in steelmaking. Other consumers
were cornpelled to apply for their supplies of imported coal to a
trade association of recognised coal importers and wholesalers,
whose membership was regulated by ATIC. The purpose o!' ail
these restrictive arrangements was to compel coal consumers to
purchase a certain minimum supply of French coal before turning
to foreign suppliers.
Two years of negotiations with ATIC and the French Government were needed before satisfactory resuits were obtained. The
most the French were initially willing to concede was the abolition
of discriminatory practices against imported tonnages, the dissolution of the steelmakers' import group and the admission of ail
coal dealers to the priviieged group of recognised importers. They
continued to refuse to abolish the major weapon of ATIC, the right
to license and restrict the importation of ECSC coal. Losing
patience on June 22 of 1956, the High Authority ordered the transformation of ATIC, cailing upon the Frencli Government under
Article 88 of the Treaty to lodge objections to the order within the
allowable three-months' period. Paris at first retaliated with a suit
against the ruling, but eventually witlidrew it while ordering a partial
reorganisation of AT1C. Remaining issues regarding the future
role of ATIC continue to be under negotiation.
Despite this array of measures against cartel practices in the
Comn1unity, price competition is far from established. In the steel
sector, the boom conditions prevailing in 1955 and 1956 would have
prevented price cutting in any event, even if it were flot for the fact
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that the price alignment and non-discrimination provisions of the
fair-trade code tend to limit competitive pricing. The scrap trade
is regulated by the High Authority itself and various equalisation
and compensation arrangements for coal imported from third
countries are tolerated. As regards coal produced and sold in
ECSC, competition is not the practice now nor is it likely to corne
about in the near future. The arguments in favour of guaranteed
access, stable production and sustained employment are far too
strong to permit the intrusion or such permanent " disturbing"
factors as effective competition withrn and among coal basins.
INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION
The basic economic fact underlying both the production of coal
and of steel in ECSC as in other countries is that production is
concentrated in a few enterprises. Thus twenty-eight groups of enterprises control 821 per cent. ofECSC coal production. This includes
the totaily nationalised coal of France, the state-administered
Saar production, the 60 per cent. of Dutch coal mined by state-owned
firms, as well as the highly concentrated private firms of Belgium
and Germany. It must be added that despite private ownership
and control in Belgium, coal prices and investments are in fact
completely determined by the Belgian Government acting in
co-operation with the High Authority.
In steel the picture is the same. Twenty-one trusts account for
80*8 per cent. of pig iron production, and twenty-two for 762
per cent. of crude steel. The breakdown by countries shows these
resuits for the twenty-four trusts responsible for 80 per cent. of
Community production in ail kinds of steel products.'°
la Statistics on concentration were obtaincd from the High .Authority's services.
Figures on the number cf ECSC firms in Woll'-Rodé (Ed.), Handbuch fur den
gemeinsamen Maria, Montan- und Wirtschaftsverlag (Frankfurt arn Main, 1955),
pp. 407-462. The total number of iirms is as follows:
Coal
Iron
Iron and Total companies
mines
mines
per country
steci miRs
Gcrmany
Belgiurn
France ..........
Italy
Luxernbourg ......
Nctherlands
Saar

........

..........

............

......

............

247
79
60
21
O
8
14

14
1
59
5
26
0
0

100
38
100
134
3
3
6

429

105

384

.

361
118
219
160
29
11
20
918
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Country
Germany ..........
F rance. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belgium ..........
s aar
..............
J taly. . s • . . • . . . . . . s • •
Netherlands ........
Luxembourg ........
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Total number of
steel enterprises

Nuznbcr
of trusts

100
100
38
6
134
3
3

11
6
3
1
1
1
1

384
24
A merger movement in the steci industry was well under way
even before the entry into force of the ECSC Treaty, but it is
admitted on ail sides that the Iogic of the common market has
accelerated the trend further. The need for efficient production
methods can be met in part by large-scale financing and pooling
of resources.
What has been High Authority policy toward mergers and
concentrations ? Article 66 cf the ECSC Treaty announces a
general philosophy under which mergers as opposed to cartels
are presunied as beneficial and to be encouraged unless they lead
to monopoly. }ience while the High Authority is called upon to
review and approve proposed mergers, its consent must be giveri
unless the proposai is thought fatal to competition. Mergers
completed before 1953 are flot reviewable by the High Authority,
which automatically exempted the massive concentrations in France
achieved since 1945. However, the reconcentration movement in
the decartellised German coal and steel industry is definitely subject
te continuing control from Luxembourg. Criteria of approval
were deflried by the High Authority in May of 1954 in three
regulations setting up the conditions under which an enterprise
can be said to be " controlled " by another, exempting firms producing less than specified amounts from the need to have mergers
approved, and detailing the kind of information stock or bondholders normally outside ECSC jurisdiction must give when the
ownership of a firm is under review. " Control " of an enterprise
15 defined so broadly as to include every conceivable kind of
influence which can be exercised. Firms which after a merger
would produce less than 12 million tons of steel, pig iron or coke,
4 million tons of ore, 900,000 tons of rolled products or 100,000 of
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special steels are exempt from the authorisation requirement.
These figures were agreed on only after bitter debate in the Council
of Ministers since the High Authority initially wanted to fix the
limits at a much lower level. In principle, ownership of securities
must be declared, though no effective mbans for compelling banks
and trustees to violate mies of confidence has yet been found.
On the basis of these rules, the High Authority has approved
every request for mergers put before h. In fact, convinced tijat
concentrations are beneficial to productivity, mergers are actually
encouraged. Thus few objections accornpanied the merger of the
two largest Belgian steel producers, the purchase by the French
combine Sidélor of a large German mine, the acquisition of the
biggest Ruhr steel firm by the Dutch Hoogovens, and the purchase
of another large German plant by the Swedish financier Axel
Wenner Gren. Most significant, however, is Hie degree of reconcentration among German steel producers authorised by Luxembourg since 1954.11 Twenty-four major steel firms emerged from
the lengthy and confused decartellisation measures undertaken
by the AlIied occupation authorities. 0f these, however, eight
have already merged with German or foreign interests, leaving
11

For details, see Danici Cois, " La renaissance de la siderurgie allemande,"
L'Economie, No. 518 (December 8, 1955). On the refusai of the FJigh Autliority
t, countenance reconcentration of flic Vereinigte Stahtwcrke sec its Press Release
of October 1, 19579
AUTHORISED MERGERS AS 0F DECEMBER 31, 1956
Coal/Coal
Coal/Stcei
Stecl/Stecl
%of
%of
%of
Cases Production
Cases
Production Cases Production
Region I ECSC
Region I ECSC
Region IEC

West
Germany

France

Belgium

2

15

I none

I

none

7•5

4

16

I

coal
38.5 I

7*9I

11

3.8

2
1
I

64
13

098

none

none I

I

1 I 34

5•5

19

I4

Source: Rcply of the High Authority, May 16, 1957 9 w written question no. 38 by
M. De Smet, Member of the Comnion Asscrnbly; Journal Officiel, June 3,
1957, pp. 232-33. The German cases alt represent instances of reconcentration, both vertical and horizontal. Percentages or production figures
are based on 1955 statistics.
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only sixteen separate large enterprises. Even this figure is flot
wholly reliable, however, since much cf the share capital is held
by banks refusing to divulge the names of the real owners, while
exercising effective control as trustees. Further, significant coalsteel mergers have been authorised as well. Some of the more
spectacular cases of reconcentration have been the mergers of the
erstwhile separate Mannesmann interests, the emergence 0f a large
holding company called Rheinstahi, and the defacto reconcentration
of many cf the former Thyssen interests. Stiil, no combination
apprcaching in size the once dominant Yereinigte Stahlwerke has
yet emerged or is likely to be authcrised by the High Authority.
CONTROLS IN THE COMMON MARKET
Despite the heavy emphasis on free enterprise doctrine, as evidenced
in the price, investment and merger policy of the High Authority,
the Luxembourg officiais have been compelled to impose certain
central regulaticns on the commcn market. With the exception
of the aiiccation of ECSC-subsidised Beigian coal exports, these
measures have been concentrated in the reguiation of the Community's scrap market.
Scrap is normally a highly speculative commodity, with variable
supply and very variable price conditions. The prcbleni is cernpounded further by the fact that the newer steel installations of
the Community, particularly in Italy, feature the electric and
Siemens-Martin processes over the older Bessemer process. The
former require far more scrap, thus leading to an ever increasing
demand for this already scarce commodity. As early as 1953 the
High Authority rnoved to meet this problem by authorising a voluntary scrap import compensation system among ECSC stecimakers,
under which the higher price of non-ECSC scrap vas equalised for
ail consumers by requiring each consumer to pay a tax proportional
to his total purchases of scrap. The system, though selt'-governing,
was acconipanicd by scrap ceiling prices imposed by Luxembourg.
The necd for unanimity among the members of the system soon
wrought its downfall. Failing agrced consumer policy, the scrap
crisis worscncd. In Mardi of 1954, the High Authority abolished
price ccilings, nmde membership in the system compulsory for
alt stecimakers wishing to purchase scrap, and reserved for itself
the right to make decisions on scrap imports and compensation
payments in the event of consumer disagrccrnent. It became, in
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fact, a public scrap-import and distribution cartel. As a corollary,
the French authorities in 1956 gave way to Luxembourg's pressure
and dissolved their national scrap sales cartel.
With minor modifications this system has been continued in
force ever since, even though steelmakers are dissatisfied with it
and the Council of Ministers by no means unanimous in its approval.
But failing a clear majority for an alternative system, the Council
has approved High Authority policy on a short-term basis f'rom
year to year. Studies in 1955 convinced the High Authority that
the crisis would continue indefinitely despite central regulation
unless significant economies in the consumption of scrap were
encouraged. The compensation system was cl'ianged, therefore,
in such a manner as to entitle firms using a certain percentage of
pig iron instead of scrap to a bonus, while continuing the compensation for imported scrap as well. The net effect of the device
was to reduce the tax charged to the German steelmakers, who
had already begun to use pig iron instead of scrap, and to burden
the Italian firms who continued to rely heavily on scrap. Reactions
set in speedily. Assider and Isa, the Italian steel trade associations,
sued the High Authority on September 12, 1955, in protest against
the bonus system, while the Italian Government followed in 1 956
by fihîng a complaint in the ECSC Court against the setflng of the
compensation price for imported scrap. Further tightening of the
system in 1957 resulted in the deposition of additional suits by ail
ECSC steel associations protesting against increased surcharges
on scrap consumption.
A further instance of High Authority regulation over the common market has gone unchallenged. In return for a subsidy paid
by Dutch and German mines, the Belgian coal enterprises are
obligated by Luxembourg to export certain minima of coai to other
ECSC countries at prices fixed by the High Authority. While the
export quotas have rarely been met, no overt instances of dissatisfaction with this policy have arisen.
Nor has the continuing inadequacy of ECSC coal and coke
production lcd to steps for central regulation. Jmports of American
coal have risen steeply in 1955 and 1956, without measures oC
allocation or equalisation of the cost oC importation being considered seriously in High Authority circles. Certain misgivings
about the shortage have been expressed by the Common Assembly
and by the coal-poor Italian firms.
The High Authority has
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preferred to let trade associations make their own arrangements, and
has approved ex post facto, with the consent of the Coundil of
Ministers, a compensation system among German steelmakers
by which these share the cost of imported American coal, while
not passing on the savings realised to ECSC purchasers of Ruhr
coal thus freed for export. However, long-term import contracts
have been considered since 1957.
ELIMINATI0N AND REDUCTION 0F SUBSIDIES
The basic rule of the Treaty makes ail subsidies and special charges
in the coal and steel sectors factors distorting the normal play of
competition and therefore illegai. However, during the transitional
period, the High Authority may temporarily authorise the continuation of certain national subsidies and permit inter-coal basin
compensation systems in order to avoid unemployment and production dislocation (CTP, Paragraphs 1 1 and 24). What has been
the policy of ECSC in the area of subsidies, firmly rooted in the
marketing and production ofcoal as they were prior to 1952?
Thus in Germany, the High Authority early ordered the abolition
of certain subsidies paid to special classes of consumers. The
German Government complied despite abortive efforts of the
Federation of German Shipowners one of the groups adversely
afîected to challenge the decision in the ECSC court. A more
complex case arose in 1956. Wishing to avoid a steep wage increase
for miners while meeting demands ofthe miners' union, the German
Goverument undertook to pay certain production bonuses. The
High Authority at first retorted by forbidding this practice as a
defacto subsidy of wages, but later gave the German Government
a longer period for officially defending the bonuses, as the Council
of Ministers decided that special measures might be necessary in
order to encourage recruitment and productivity of miners. Upon
continuation of the bonus, the Dutch mines proceeded to sue
the High Authority for permitting the subsidy.
In Holiand and Luxembourg the anti-subsidy rule appiied
particularly to the compensation systems for coal earlier practised
in these countries. The Dutch Government in 1954 voiuntarily
abolishcd its system, while considerable pressure vas necessary w
induce the Govcrnmerit of Luxembourg to follow suit, as toid in
the section on cartels. In Italy, apart from the ECSC subsidy
accorded to coal, the High Authority allowed the continuation of a
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subsidy on coke but forbade the Italian Government to continue
the subsidisation of shipyards.
France presents by far the most complex case because of the
wide range of subsidies in vogue prior to 1953 and the conviction
of many French producers that they could neyer compete with
their ECSC rSvals. The Higli Authority followed fixe policy o!'
authorising, but gradually reducing, these subsidies, with a view
toward their complete abolition by 1958. The progress o!' the
programme is shown in these figures:
Subsidy
Briquette plants ..
Coking coal for
steel (imports only)
Coke for steci
(imports only) ..
Saar-Lorraine coal
sdM in South
Germany

Authorised Authorised Authorised Authorised
in 1954
in 1953
in 1955
in 1956

4,654

3 9 302

2,091

29920

3 2 930

33211

3,201

21002

1,253

182

170

189

3,486

32311

1 1 804

13,323
10,072
7,266
5,111
':i' otals . . . . . • .
(amounts in millions of French francs)
Rounding of figures accounts for the difference between the totals
ami items.
Further, the French Government announced in March of 1956
that its subsidy on imported coking coal had been abolished compietely, while receiving approval to raise once more two other
subsidies. On the other hand, the Charbonnages de Rance has
sought to equalise the losses regularly suffered by certain of its
coal fields with the profits earned by others tlirough a nation-wide
compensation system, in fact an indirect subsidy for marginal
producers. The High Authority has regularly approved this practice
and its abolition cloes not seern conternpated, as the Charbonnages
are considered as one enterprise.
The Belgian and Italian coal-mining industries constitute a
situation different from their German, Dutch and French colleagues. Both have been in financial dilliculties for decades, their
extraction techniques are antiquated and their reniaining deposits
limitcd. They have lived under direct subsidies acconipanicd by
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government controls for many years, and the Belgian Government
made its participation in ECSC conditional on a special transitional régime for its coltieries. This régime compels the High
Authority to pay an annual subsidy to both the Belgian and Italian
coal enterprises, covering haif the difference between actual productiori costs plus a profit margin and the ceiling price at which
the coal is sold. The other haif is contributed by the government
concerned. A further subsidy on coal exported to other ECSC
countries is also allowable (CTP, paragraphs 25, 26, 27). The proceeds of this support must be used by the recipients for modernising
and re-equipping their plant as well as reorganising corporate
structure and pit holdings. The support ends in 1958, at which
time the recipients are expccted to be able to compete on the
common market.
This supranational compensation systeni is financed froni a
" compensation levy " assessed against the coal producers whose
costs are below the ECSC average. In practice this has meant the
German and Dutch coalfields, who since 1953 have contributed
$46,500,000 and $4,2 I 5,000 respectively. The rate of thts levy
has been consistently reduced by the High Authority from a high
0f le 1 per cent. to a low of 03 per cent. of receipts per ton of coal
sold.
Until June of 1955, ail Belgian collieries shared in the subsidy
without distinction as to productivity or special position, receiving
a total of 833,619,000 at the end of that year, matched by an equal
amount from the Belgian. Government. In summer cf 1955, however, a joint decision of the High Authority and the Belgian Goverument introduced drastic alterations. The subsidy payments allowable to the most antiquated mining region the Borinage were
steppcd up, together with a mandatory scheme for reorganising
the more productive enterprises while gradually closing down the
oldest. At the same time, tue most modern region the Campine
was taken out of the subsidy system altogether as being no longer
in nced of special assistance, while a third category of producers
continued to receive hclp at 11w saine rate as before. Concurrently,
the Belgian Government was authorised to make special credits avaitable to tUe Borinage whilc the I-ligh Authority agreed to advance
special graifls for the retraining ofworkers laid off in the closing of
pits. I-IeIp by the High Authority vas 011CC more made conditional
on Belgian governn1ental special measures, directives with which
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Brussels had complied fuily by 1956. At Oie same time, the subsidy
for coal exported to ECSC countries was stopped.
Opposition from Belgian coal interests to the change in the
system has been intense. Campine collieries have filed suit against
the High Authority for withdrawing their compensation payments
and the Belgian coal trade association has challenged in court
the right of the Belgian Government to reduce price ceilings, in
une of modernisation of equipment, even though this change was
made in agreement with the High Authority. Both cases were
decided in favour of Luxembourg.
As regards the Sardinian high-cost mines the sole Italian
enterprise $6,000,000 had been made available through 1955,
matched once more by the Italian Government. This aid has been
accompanied by a joint Italian-High Authority investigation of
the Sardinian potential, resulting in a mandatory clecision to reorganise the enterprise and close down certain of its mining
activities. An ECSC-financed technical assistance programme is
to bring about the necessary improvement in worker skills, while
additional special subsidies have been granted by the Italian Government. Reorganisation of the mines is under way.
LABOUR POLICY
In December of 1955, the jurisdiction of ECSC extended over
1,615,400 workers, of whom 1,112,700 were miners and the rest
metalworkers. Yet the Treaty seems to give the High Authority
only truncated powers over labour policy while the Common
Assembly, accompanied by trade unions in ail ECSC countries,
has set up an unceasing clamour for an active wage and welfare
policy, interpreting the Treaty very liberaily indeed. Generaily,
of course, ECSC is committed to bring about rising living conditions, but specific powers over wages, working conditions and
collective bargaining are denied it, with the exception of the
marginal situations involving a falsification of competitive conditions. Positive powers are limited to the collection and dissemination of statistical information relating to these areas,
preventing wage cuts as a mearis to improve competitive power,
facilitating the free movement of workers in the coal and steel
trades throughout the Conimunity, and contributing to the
retraining of workers laid off because of technological or financial
adjustment to the commori market.
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Early High Authority policy had remained rigorously within
these limits. Prior to fail of 1955, demands for a wide interpretation
of powers were invariably ignored, with the exception of the housing
programme explained below. Efforts were then concentrated on
getting the member states to agree to free labour mobility, undertaking systematic research on manpower problems, comparative
living standards and wage/social security scales, making suggestions
for vocational training and studies in the field of industrial hygiene
and morale.
The impetus for a more ambiticus policy came from trade
unionists, strongly supported by a barrage of Common Assembly
resolutions and the articulate critieism of its Socialist Group.
In 1953, that body stiit confined itself to encouraging the High
Authority to make maximum use of the powers clearly given it.
By 1954, the Assembty already wanted the High Authority to go
beyond the language of the Treaty in making readaptation grants
and urged the entry of ECSC into the area of collective bargaining.
In 1955, impatience with delays in the ratification of the Convention
on Labour Mobility was voiced, extension of the agreement was
urged, the inadequacy of readaptation measures chided, the role
of a progressive labour policy held out as part of the need for more
co-ordination of economic policies, and most importantly—clear
demands were made for immediate harmonisation of living conditions by means of commonly determined standards on overtime,
holiday and vacation pay. When the High Authority, thereupon,
cautiously moved into the area of harmonising working-time
standards in the steel sector, the Assembly followed this up by
demanding the same policy for coal. In May of 1956, alt these
past complaints were voiced once more and an even more strongly
worded resolution passed, while the Socialist Group overtly
attacked the member governments for interpreting the Treaty too
restrictively. 12
These and other efforts brought about a distinct change in policy
on the part of the High Authority by the latter part of 1955. While
nothing could be done about labour mobility, a less cautious attitude
became apparent in the field of readaptation, as explained below.
More important stiil, the apparently innocuous research-and-advice
function in the field of wage and working condition statistics began
12

Statement of G. M. Ncdcrhorst, Common Asscmbly,
extenso, May 9, 1956, pp. 422-426.
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to acquire a different face. On December 20, 1954, the Consultative
Committee unanimously passed a resolution urging the calling of
a general conference of governments, workers and employers to
undertake measures " bringing about progressive harmonisation"
of working conditions, with respect to working hours, overtime,
holiday and vacation pay. The conference was to lay the groundwork for ECSC-wide model contracts to be used eventually in
ECSC-wide collective bargaining. The High Authority declined
to take action on the resolution and confined itself to continuing
its pioneering studies in comparative real wages and consumer
purchasing power. It reiterated its legal confinement to studies, but
agreed to extend its surveys to cover the six national systems of
social security arid the practices singled out for " harmonisation
by the Consultative Committee.
Another jolt came with the introduction of the 45-hour week
in the Belgian steel industry in the summer of 1955. Afraid that
Belgian steel producers would henceforth suifer from a competitive
disadvantage, the Belgian representative on the Council of
Ministers asked that body to authorise the High Authority to
undertake measures along the line suggested by the Consultative
Committee. Opposition developed and the Council on November
15, 1955, instructed the High Authority to undertake a factua
study of ECSC steel industries with respect to actual hours worked,
without mentioning policy •recommendations or collective bargaining. The High Authority has complied not only with thc rcquest
for studies, but bas called ECSC-wide meetings of employers and
unionists to discuss the feasibility of establishing model contracts
on the basis of the studies. In ail fairness, however, it must be
stressed that the High Authority's factual findings tended to
weaken the argument for the need for harmonisation, since they
uncovered more differences in working conditions within than
among the six countries. Further, they pointed to a deflnite trend
toward an automatic harmonisation of conditions, without need
for special legislation or ECSC-wide collective bargaining. In
any event, a more active labour .policy developed, with demands
for more and more action certain in the future. Among the positive
steps taken by the High Authority in response to these pressures
were its efforts to persuade national governments to relax their
immigration laws and make up for manpowcr shortages in tue
mines with liberalised rules for the recruitment oC Italian workers.
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Further, in response to the serlous manpower problem, overali
coal policy and trade union pressure for harmonisation efforts,
the High Authority has lent its support to private efforts to arrive
at a " Miners' Charter " for ail ECSC countries, defining in detail
the wage, hour, heaith, safety and retirement benefits of this painful
occupation.
The development in the reaim of assuring free labour mobility
is less striking. Article 69 of the Treaty imposed the obligation
to assure freedom of movement on the six member governments,
who negotiated an agreement to that effect in the Council of
Ministers. The High Authority had previously suggested to the
six governments that the agreement define the qualifications
necessary to entitle workers to employment elsewhere, that a
standard labour card be issued to ail qualified, that governments
circulate lists of vacant positions, with a placement office in
Luxembourg to assign foreign workers, and that a standard social
security convention be concluded for the personnel so qualified.
The resultant agreement defined professional qualifications so
narrowly as to assure free mobility for only 20 to 25 per cent. of
ECSC labour, and excluded the Snflow of unskilled surplus Italian
labour completely. While providing for the standard labour
permit, the Convention denied the High Authority any real role
in the placement of migrants and left this power in the hands of
national employment offices. Its terrns, in many respects, are more
rigid than a similar agreement applied under the auspices of
OEEC. 13 The relaxation of national obstacles to the free mobility
of labour envisaged here scems to have been largely achieved
already in the inrormal co-operation among employment offices
practised under the Brussels Treaty Organisation. 14 In December
of 1957 the Common Assembly expressed its disappointment with
progress and called upon the High Authority to study means for
assuring the non-discrirninatory treatment of foreign workers.
Negotiations for standard social security coverage for migrant
coal and steel workers have been conducted jointly with the International Labour Organisation, under an ECSC4LO Agreement
on Consultation, providing not only for tue giving of technical
advice by ILO on labour questions, but for continuing liaison on
13

14

A. Delpérée, Politique Sociale et .ïntégratio:: Européenne (Liège: Thone, 1956),
pp. 93 et seq.
J. Schreglc, Europliisclie Sozialpolitik (Cologne: Bund-Verlag, 1954), pp. 33-3
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ail common interests generally. 15 It took two years of intergovernmental and inter-organisational negotiations to compromise the rival social security principles of " personality " and
" territoriality " and to secure agreement on the kinds of coverages
to be offered as well as over the means of financrng them. Particularly, countries who donot normally offer " farnily allowance"
payments were at first unwilling to make them avaifable to migrant
workers entitled to them in their home countries. Compromise
proved possible only by spiitting the costs unequally, depending
on the kind of coverage, and by including ail types of migrant
workers, flot merely miners and metalworkers. A comprehensive
convention, taking the place of ail previous bilateral and multilateral instruments, and including ail kinds ofcoverage vas approved
by the six ministers oflabour in December of 1957. Et characterises
the inability oC governments to limit measures of economic
integration to the sectors initially selected.
Readaptation policy, by contrast, has provided ECSC with the
possibilities of considerable extension of scope as regards labour
problems in general. The Treaty (Art. 56 and CTP, par. 23)
insists that readaptation payments may be made only on application
by the government concerned, only if the ECSC contribution is
matched by the requesting government (unless this is waived by
the Coundil), and anly for situations in which the difïiculties of the
enterprise and its personnel are due to the opening of the common
market. If these contingencies are met, the High Authority may
contribute to unemployment compensation, subsidise wages by
supporting the enterprise, pay resettiement allowances and retraining costs, even for skills outside coal and steel if necessary.
During the first two years of operation, the High Authority therefore
turncd down a number of Frcnch and one sizeable Italian application
for help since the common market vas not held responsible for the
difliculties encountered. Nor did the Luxembourg authorities
consider waiving the requirement for matching contributions by
the Italian Government. 16 Since thattime, policy was liberalised.
The matching requirement has been waived in a number of instances,
less complete evidence that the common market was the cause of
difficulty was demandcd, and in the case of a massive Italian steel
15

Text of agreement in Journal Officiel, August 14, 1953.
16
Sce Annales des Mines, Vol. 143, Numéro spedal 1954, " Le Fonctionncrnent dc la
Communauté Européenne du Charbon et dc l'Acier au cours dc l'Année 1954,"
P. 60.
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readaptation grant, the High Authority agreed to finance new skills
in productive pursuits other than metallurgy. The same broad
attitude was displayed in the retraining and resettiement of the
miners laid off in Sardinia.
Readaptation activities are best summarised in these figures : '
Number
Requests Requests
Funds
of Workers
Country Received Granted
Allocated
Benefited
France
Italy
Belgium

12
2
1

$22450 5 000
$5,990 9 000
$I,400,000

8
2
1

about 2,000
about 10,000
1 2 100

13,100
One of the most daring supranational efforts of ECSC has been
the ambitious housing programme, undertaken without special
Treaty authorisation, but with the full support of the Common
Assembly, Council of Ministers and Consultative Committe;
The programme consists of two parts: a project designed to experiment in cheaper construction methods permitting standardisation
later, for which $1,000,000 has been allocated, $1,000 for each
house to be built; and High Authority participation in large-scale
construction, either through direct bans to builders or future owners
or by means of guarantees to banking institutions underwriting
the bans. The full scope of the first plan and the degree of implementation are shown below 18
Number of
Amount of
Number of
Houses
Country
ECSC
Houses
Planned
Completed
Loan
October 1957
15

$9 3 8402 000

11

:

Germany
France........
Saar ........
Belgium
ltaly..........
Luxembourg
Netherlands 18

10,400
2,750
400
1 2 750
468

Totals

15,897

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

75
54

For Footnotcs, sec following page.

$12,000,000
$7 3 150,000
SI,0002000
$4,000,000
$800,000
$500,000

6,422
266

$25,450 3 000

7,406

546
68
50
54
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Encouraged by the resuits of this effort, the High Authority began
a second programme of financing worker housing in the coal and
steel industries by setting aside 830,000,000 for bans to builders
and banks, to be spent in 1957 and 1958. The Coundil of Ministers
approveci this step in May of 1956, 19 cxpected to yield 20,000 more
housing units. It also planned to set aside 84,000,000 for a second
experimental housing programme.
The remaining work of ECSC in the labour field is confined to
the undertaking and financing of studies in the fields of industrial
hygiene and morale, manpower availabilities and trends, with
increasing attention being paid to the problems of vocational
training for miners. The mining disaster at Marcinelle, Belgium,
in summer of 1956, has compel?ed the High Authority to interest
itself actively in mine safety and to mediate bctween the Italian
and Belgian Governments over the issue ofthe future encouragement
of the migration of Italian miners to Belgium. Due to its efforts,
â supranational mine rescue organisation vas set up in 1957.
Far more important than any one single programme in the
High Authority's labour policy is the growing conviction that
ECSC, despite the silence of die Treaty on the subject, s/:ould
have social and welfare objectives in addition to supervising a
common market. The High Authority's acceptance of flic Common
Assembly's oft-repeated admonitions in this reaim came in 1957;
its F([ÉIJ General Report, instead of taking refuge behind a Treaty
which did not make ample provision for powers in the labour and
welfare field, defines the social mission of ECSC as the aggregate
0f the separate programmes already pursucd. Furthcr, " the High
Authority intends to pursue and intensiry its endeavours to bring
Details in Answer No. 29 of Oie High Authority w writtcn question No. 29, M.
Alain Poher, Member ofthe Common Asscrnbly. Journal Officiel, March 29, 1956,
pp. 117 et seq. In 1957, the German Govcrnrncnt app!ied for aid in rctraining
2,100 miners about to be laid oIT while the Italian and French Govcrnments submittcd new rcquests affecting some 1,700 steclworkcrs.
18 High Authority, Bulleti,: ,ne,,suel d'Infor,nallo,: (Novcrnber 1957).
The Dutch
housing programme was cntircly under the experirnental construction scheme
and therefore rcquircd no bans.
n Housing bans wcre facilitatcd after 1956 through an agreement bctwecn ECSC
and flic Bank for Intcrçiatiorial Sctticrncnts, Jiberalising the coblutcral to be acccptcd
by the High Authority. The carlier ECSC—BIS agrccrncnt had sevcrcly restrictcd
the financial indcpcndencc of Luxcmbourg and contributcd W the dilliculties
cncountcred in financing the first housing programme.
17
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about a levelllng-up in ii•'orking conditions. It hopes that its first
steps in this field will prove fruitful, tint consultations between
representatives of the workers' and employers' organisations will
continue on an increasing scale, and that it will ultimately be
possible not merely to pinpoint disparities in the conditions at
presentprevailing,but insome cases to do something about them. 19a.
In its session of June 1957, the Common Assembly welcomed this
declaration as a " first step " in the evolution of a long-term
European social policy, but urged the High Authority to put pressure
on the six governments to persuade certain of their economic
interest groups to participate in good faith in the mixed
commissions. 191)
INTEGRATION 0F TRANSPORT MEDIA

The common market would have been a façade for further trade
discrimination if the prevalent practices of charging differential
transport rates, depending on the foreign or domestic origin or
destination of merchandise, had not been declared illegal. The
actual measures for eliminating transport discriminations, however,
were left to the member governments, acting upon the suggestions
of the High Authority. Systematic rate discrimination by the
six state-owned railway systems each fearing a considerable loss
of revenue if the practices were changed provided the first field
of effort.
By 1954 agreement had been reached in the Council of Ministers
to abolisli discrimination as well as introducing a tapered throughrate system which operates regardless of frontiers and does away
with the " rupture de charge," a device which had compelled the
recomputation of rates at each frontier as if the train had to be
unloaded. The resulting reductions in rail transport charges are
set out overleaf:

F:fth Gencra! Report, op. cit., p. 235. !talics in original.
'°"Journal Officiel, July 19, 19579 p. 307.
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Reductions in International Foreign Rates
Since the Advent o! the Corninon Market
(French francs)
Alter introduction
of direct tarifs
After Before
common suppression of May I,
May 1,
market discrimination 1955
1956

Coke
Germany-France
(GelsenkirchenHomecourt)
2 3 331
1 2992
1,694
1,599
Germany-Luxembourg
(Gelsenkirchen-Esch)
2,546
2,128
2,603
1 3 962
Belgium-France
(Zeebrugge1 2640
1,661
Thionville)
1,706
1 9579
Coking Coal
Germany-Saar
1 3668
1 3 599
(Alsdorf-Saarbrucken) 2,157
1,959
Goal
Saar-Germany
(Reden-GrubeRegensburg)
2,633
2,419
2,341
3,187
Iron Ore
France-Belgium
(Sancy-Ougrée)
850
784
674
606
Luxembourg-Germany
(Tétange-Duisburg)
1,067
973
1 3243
912
Source: These figures are presented in greater detail in the High
Authority's T/iird General Report, April 10, 1955, pp. 108-109.
.

The system went into effect gradually, and the tapers were so
computed as to protect certain jealously guarded preserves of
railway systems, as a resuit oC top-level compromise. Work on
the standardisation of techniques of computing rates is continuing.
The Common Assembly was so encouraged by the resuits of rate
harmonisation that it recommended in 1955 the extension of this
system to ail merchandise, calling on the Council of Ministers to
enlarge its own competencc in this respect. High Authority
negotiations with the Swiss and Austrian Govcrnments resulted
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in the same principles of non-discrimination being applied by these
rafiways for coal and steel shipments through Switzerland and
Austria from one ECSC country to another.
Less concrete resuits have been attained in the field of inland
waterways. The problem here is flot systematic discrimination,
but a cyclical disparity between the higher rates charged for shipments within national boundaries (subject to cabotage rights)
and the highly competitive rates prevalent on inter-state shipments.
The High Authority therefore proposed a general rate standardisation agreement to the six governments, which the Council sidestepped by deferring to the concurrent activities of the European
Conference of Transport Ministers. Since the activities of this
body resulted in nothing concrete, the High Authority renewed its
proposais, only to have the governments favour a solution tending to
perpetuate the centralised allocation of shipping space without
touching rate differentials. A Convention of June 1957, adopted
by the Council of Ministers, promises to harmonise rates on the
basis of " representative levels freely established " under the
watchful eye of the High Authority. In the meantime, a controversy developed between the High Authority and the Belgian
Government, over the latter's practice of requiring special licences
for Ruhr coal shipped on Belgian waterways. As of mid-1956,
Belgium had refused to alter the system.
Even though goaded in 1956 to undertake measures for the
regulation of both water and road transport by the Common
Assembly, nothing had been done in the field of trucking by the
High Authority. No uniform loading or pricing rules exist and
price publicity is flot the practice among truckers. A first step
was taken in 1955 with a request that member governments issue
a uniform lading document on a compulsory basis, a request with
which certain states have complied. In 1956 the High Authority
has proposed a procedure for the publication and supervision of
rates charged, but the system is not yet in effect. In 1957 the Common Assembly congratulated the High Authority on its proposais
in ail transport fieids and urged the six governments to adopt them
forthwith.
RELATIONS WITH TI-URD COUNTRIES

Since ECSC is obviousiy neither a state nor a conventional international organisation the nature of its " international " relations
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provides much interesting material as to its real status. Thus the
High Authority negotiates with foreign governments, represents
the member states for certain purposes and maintains its own
diplomatic relations but flot without some supervision from the
Council of Ministers.
ECSC's position in international economic organisations of
which the six governments are also members provided the first
test of status. Thus OEEC early granted the six governments a
waiver from the extension of free trade rules on the common market
to the members of OEEC, an obligation which would normally
have been applied under the Code ofTrade Liberalisation. Further,
the High Authority is recognised as an observer in meetings of the
OEEC Council and on its technical commissions. Finaily, the
six governments have agreed to designate the High Authority as
their spokesman in OEEC on ail matters concerning coal and steei.
Relations with the members of the General Agreement on
Tarifs and Trade (GATT) have been more compiex. GATT
agreed on November 10, 1952, to regard ECSC " as ifthe European
territories of these states constituted the territory of a single
contracting party as concerns coal and steel." Waivers from the
application of the most-favoured-nation clause to third countries
as regards the free trade rules of the common market were granted
as well. As in OEEC the six governments instruct the High
Authority to represent them in GATT meetings, and to submit
an annual report on ECSC operations, on which GATT has insisted. Despite frequent and lively complaints from GATT members of alleged discrimination practised by ECSC, the Six and the
High Authority have steadfastly insisted on the supremacy of
ECSC obligations and have jointly ltsisted the attacks of GATT.
Since 1956 the High Authority acts as the negotiator for the
Community in GATT tarif bargaining.
The position of the High Authority as an international person
seems to have been cemented by the accreditation of permanent
foreign missions in Luxembourg. The following countries maintain
diplomatie relations with ECSC: Great Britain, the United States,
Switzerland, Austria, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Japan. So
far the High Authority has accredited a representative only to the
United Kingdom.
As a negotiating agent, the High Authority has been active in
the dual capacity of seeking tarif concessions from third countries
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and attempting to extend the common market by the conclusion
0f treaties of association. In both capacities, the High Authority
acts under instructions from the Council of Ministers, which must
enjoy unanimous consent (CTP, par. 14). Council supervision is
assured, furthermore, by its right to appoint observers to negotiating sessions with third countries. On this basis, reciprocal tarif
concessions were negotiated in 1956-57 with the United States and
especially with Austria. The Austrian agreement not only provides
for joint anti-dumping measures but also extends to non-Treaty
products.
Extending the common market by agreements with non-member
states constitutes the crucial area of ECSC activity as a negotiator.
Such agrecments have been sought and concluded with Britain and
Switzerland. The Swiss agreement dates from the summer of 1956
and merely provides for regular consultation between the High
Authority and the Swiss Government, especially if ECSC intends
to declare a " serious shortage," limit exports, orimpose price controis on exports. It vas rumoured that the negotiation of the Swiss
ban for ECSC enterprises svas eased by the High Authority's willingness to take on this obligation toward a major consumer of ECSC
products. Consultations take place in the framework of a " Joint
Committee," composed of an equal number of High Authority
and Swiss Federal Council meinbers. This Agreement did flot
require the ratification of the six member governments, a distinct
recognition of ECSC independence.
Ever since 1950 it I1ad beert one of the prime ambitions of Jean
Monnet and many Continental federalists to overcome the aloofness of Britain toward the " Community of the Six " by the conclusion of some kind of agreement between London and ECSC.
The British Government itself had expressed the hope for " an
intimate and enduring association with the Community " in 1952,
and had dispatched a diplomatic mission to Luxembourg as soon as
the High Authority svas established. This mission svas headed by
Sir Ceci! Weir and consulted informally with the ECSC executive
in the form of another " Joint Committee " until the formai Agreement on Association went into effect on September 23, 1955.20
20

ECSC, High Authority, Agreement Concerning tise Relations between tue European
Coal and Steel Conunu,:ity and die (Jnited Kingdon: of Great Britain and Nortî:ern
Ireland and Connected Documents (London, December 21, 1954). ECSC, High
Authority, "Joint Co,nn:iuee " entre le Gouvernenent du Royaume-Uni et la
Haute Autorité, (Luxcmbourg, mimeo., st. 1283). ECSC High Authority,
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Negotiations for this agreement were initiated by a letter from
Luxembourg late in 1953. The High Authority, after the approval
of the Council of Ministers, proposed to London the establishment
of permanent consultative machinery, able to discuss and agree
on joint policy with respect to investments, tarifs, trade practices,
quantitative restrictions and research. An additional aim of
Monnet was to persuade Britain to abolish double pricing on coal
exports, and thus . stimulate ECSC coal producers to lower their
prices to meet British competition. One year of negotiations saw
flot only the cutting down of the topics proposed for consultation,
but also a growing desire of the Council of Ministers to control the
High Authority's freedom of action. The agreement which went
into effect, after ratification of the .seven parliaments concerned,
provides : (1) Hie parties wiil consuit on the possibilities for the
reduction of trade barriers between them ; (2) the parties undertake
to consult one another before either contemplates the introduction
0f additional restrictions on trade between them ; (3) the parties
agree to exchange information " on matters of common interest
concernrng coal and steel, and, where appropriate, in regard to the
co-ordination of action on these matters." These matters include
ail major aspects of policy. For purposes of carrying out consultations, a standing Council of Association is set up, composed of
four representatives each from the High Authority and the British
Government, equipped with a special Secretariat. Further, special
sessions of the Council of Ministers are envisaged, to be attended
by the British minister concerned. Members of the Council, of
course, are entitled to attend meetings of the Council of Association
and the Council has the power to instruct the High Authority on its
attitude in the sessions.
From the viewpoint oflntegration the work of the Council of
Association has been far from spectacular. It does demonstrate
two key trends, however: London is willing to negotiate as an equal
with a quasi-federal entity by-passing the national governments and
thus has corne to recognise ECSC as a permanent reality; further,
the work demonstrates that a supranational organisation can
Information Service, " First Report of the Council of Association," Luxembourg,
April 1, 1957, Doc. No. 2522/57e. (AIso published as Cmd. 216 in Grcat Dritain).
For an authoritative asscssment of association, sec Sir Cccii Weir, " The First Step
in European Integration," published by the Federal Educational and Rescarch
Trust (London, 1957). Wcir concludes that the positive experience of ECSCBritish relations should encourage the closest possible association bctween the
United Kingdom and EEC.
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establish and maintain relations with the government of a major
outside power on a basis identical with dealings typical in standard
inter-governmental agencies. The Council of Association met six
times between November of 1955 and October 1957. It created committecs on coal, steel and trade relations, in which the spadework is
done, and whose activities provide an excellent survey o!' the record
0f " association." Thus the Steel Committee's work was dominated
by the discussion of price and market trends and by the exchange
of information on how scarce scrap supplies might be economised.
The level and rate ofinvestment in both markets was also discussed.
The Trade Relations Committee busied itself with exchanging
factual information on export and import regulations ; but more
significantly, it negotiated a tarif agreement under which British
steel duties on ECSC exports were reduced from a range of 15 to
33 *% to 10 1/., while ECSC rates would vary between 3 and 12 1/o .
The most concrete measures were taken in the Coal Committee.
Mere exchanges of information typical of the Council in general
were supplemented by a concrete undertaking on Britain's part
flot to cut down its exports of coal to the ECSC countries, despite
the general British fuel shortage and the decision of the National
Coal Board to curtail exports. Assessments of long-term supply
trends and the impact of nuclear energy on coal demand were made
as well. Further, the principle of " association " facilitated the
participation of Britain in the ECSC Conference on Mine Safety,
called after the Marcinelle disaster of 1956. No other foreign
government participated.
Clearly, the Agreement on Association, while by no stretch of
the imagination making Britain a member of ECSC, nevertheless
establishes doser relations between London and Luxembourg than
between ECSC and any other third country. By and large, the
consultations have not gone beyond the submission and examination of statistics and experiences typical of other international
organisations. Thereis no evidence yet of any kind of " co-ordinalion of separate policies or of concrete undertakrngs to act jointly.
It was no doubt because of this restricted meaningof " association"
that ail parties in Britain welcomed the conclusion of the Agreement whule many Continental circles tended to be disappointed over
the modest scope of the work.
The Common Assembly, while contenting itself with the resuits
achieved, had nevertheless hoped for a tighter system of association.
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In 1953 it had urged the Fligh Authority to obtain the suppression
of double pricing from Britain. In 1954 li expressed the hope that
the High Authority's original proposais to Britain be crowned with
success and in 1956 it urged the Council of Association to " influence favourably the close and constant nature of association."
At the same time the Assembly proposed the creation of an interparliamentary commission, composed of nine Britisli members of
Parliament and nine members of the Assembly, to be connected in
an undefined manner with the work of the Council of Association.
In 1957 the Assembly insisted on more drastic steps by proposing
the elimination of ail duties on Treaty products between ECSC
and ail members of OEEC. 2 '
INTERNAL TARIFF QUESTIONS

An ECSC doctrine of free competition tempered by concern over
structural unemployment carried the logical consequence of permitting transitional tarif arrangements in cases where severe
differences in cost of production prevail. Section 27 of the Convention on Transitional Provisions permits the High Authority to
authorise the Italian Government to retain import duties on ECSC
coke, within rigidiy defined limits and with the obligation to reduce
the rates each year. The same system applies with respect to steel
(CTP, Section 30). The upper limits of the Italian tarif are fixed
by the Annecy Convention rates. Once again the High Authority
is under obligation to reduce the duties at an increasing rate each
year, with their final abolition scheduled for 1958.
Proceeding on this basis, the steel tarif had been reduced from
an average of 19 per cent. to 5'7 per cent. by 1957, and the rates
on secia1 steels from 17 per cent. to 57 per cent. Agreement
between the Italian Government and the High Authority could not
aiways be reached, in which case the High Authority set the rates
unilaterally. As regards the provisional tarif on the importation of
ECSC pig iron, a special situation developed. As part of its programme of scrap conservation, the High Authority asked the Italian
Government to suspend the duty on pig iron indefinitely. Rome
complied only to the extent of suspending the tarif provisionally, a
decision which Luxembourg considered inadequate and insists
on overruling if agreement cannot be reached. The main trend
21

Journal Officiel, July 19, 1956, p. 229; July 19, 1957, p. 301.
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is plainly in the direction of the full inclusion of Italy in the common
markct, despite these minor delaying tactics.
A final internai tarif problem is raised by the different rates
applied by the six member states in their steel trade with third
rm
countries. Article 72 makes possible the determination of unfro
tarif ceilings and floors by unanimous decision of the Council and
Article 74 permits the High Authority to intervene in tarif practices
in case ofdumping. The High Authority may compel member states
to adjust tarifE obligations incurred prior to 1952 in the light of
ECSC obligations (CTP, Par. 16) and the same is true of new trade
agreements to be conciuded (CTP, Par. 17). With flic exception of
tarif harmonisation on special steels between France and Germany
prior to the negotiations with Austria the intra-ECSC alignment of tarif rates vis-à-vis third countries lias not been completed,
though the British tarif agreement assumes its success. Germany
raised lier iow rates and France decreased lier higher ones in the
Austrian case, while Italy remains outside the system and the
Benelux countries preferred to retain their very low rates. In order
to prevent the re-exportation of imports from third countries via
the low-tariff Benelux area, these countries have agreed,' in cooperation with the High Authority, to charge a special countervailing rate in addition to their standard rates, on goods destined
to other ECSC countries (CTP, Par. 15).
BEYOND COAL AND STEEL

Friends and critics of ECSC alike were agreed on one point:
economic integration in the long run cannot rest on supranational
rules and institutions for one economic sector alone, no matter how
vital that sector may be in the total scheme of life. Opponents of
ECSC used this argument to prevent acceptance of the Treaty,
while federalists utilised it to support their demand for later,
additionai steps toward integration. But even apart from the
doctrinal implications of sector integration, a number of practical
problems were raised by ECSC whicli called for action beyond the
sçope of coal and steel. How would six different tax systems affect
the conditions of' competition? Could investments in coal be
considered apart from investment in other energy sectors? How
much distortion in prices can be attributed to six different wage and
social security systems ? Must economic forecasts be made for coal
and steel alone, or for the entire range of industrial and financial
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activity ? And in the reaim of politics the fundamental question
of the future of ECSC in an integrated or unintegrated Europe had
to be considered.
The political questions of ECSC witi be considered last in this
chapter. As concerns the economic defects of sector integration,
the Council of Ministers attempted to corne to grips with them in
its basic resolution of October 13, 1953, which has becorne the
reference point for ail subsequent activity. Worried by a slump in
consumer demand late in 1953, the Council instructed the High
Authority to undertake periodic economic surveys and make suggestions jointly with thè six governments in order to stimulate a
general policy of economic expansion, by no means confined to
coal and steel. The surveying and possible co-ordination of investments seemed to have been uppermost in the Council's mmd.
With the onset of boom conditions, the interest in joint economic
studies beyond coal and steel increased rather than diminished.
Justified by the 1953 resolution, the Council decided on long-range
studies concerning the influence of fiscal, wage and social security
systems on the price structure of the common market, in additmon to
investment surveys. The need for these studies and for co-ordinated
national policies resulting from them was re-affirmed in connection
with the Messina Conference of June 1955, during which farreaching decisions for further integration were made.
Implementation cf the resolution of October 13, 1953, has
iagged behind Council intentions. The High Authority, on behaif
of the six governments has made periodic economic reports, hinging
around the development and breakdown o!' the Communmty's gross
national product. It has stressed general inflationary or deflationary trends, but has restrained itself from making any significant
recommendations on the basis of these findings. It was the Council
rather which has asked for more frequent and more detailed reports
cf this kind. With respect to investment co-ordinated with general
cyclical developments, it was the Council once more which has
asked for suggestions on the use of counter-cyclical public service
spending technmques.
Long-range implementation of the resolution is achieved through
the work of a Mixed Committee, composed cf representatives of
the High Authority and of the member governments, functioning
through appropriate expert sub-committees staffed largely by
national civil servants. These efforts have resulted in a standard
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questionnaire used to ascertain the level anci rate of investments,
reliable data on total energy consumption and need pattems, apart
from coal, and joint efforts ta determine the incidence of differing
tax systems including social security contributions on the structure of enterprises and the rate of investments. However, it
cannot be said that any effective and active harmonisation of
general governmental economic and fiscal policy had resulted
from these studies by 1957. With the onset of serious inilationary
conditions in several ECSC countries, several goveinments proceeded to influence directly or indirectly the price structure of the
coal and steel industries over which they had ceded jurisdiction to
Luxembourg. The High Authority, whule admitting its failure
to influence fundamental cyclical trends, then openly called for the
harmonisation of wage and social security policies and for
co-ordinated fiscal measures designed to stem the tide of inflation
and extra-legal national controls since the unequal incidence of
such measures in the member states threatened to undermine the
very structure of the common market. Sector integration had run
up against its own logical boundaries, a conclusion recognised
by the Council of Ministers in its directive to the Mixed Committee,
issued in June of 1957, to intensify its efforts to make suggestions
for a co-ordinated supranational policy of dealing with the business
cycle.
Thus the Council and the Cominon Assembly have openly
admitted the " spili-over " of sector integration into other fields.
The Council on several occasions authorised High Authority
spending in areas not normally falling under ECSC jurisdiction.
The Assembly in 1953 urged the High Authority to maximise its
co-ordinating " role with a view toward general economic integration and in 1955 it called on the Council of Ministers to take
the same view. Finaily, it expressed impatience with the delays in
implementing the resolution of October 13, 1953, and requested
immediate action in this field, a position reiterated forcefully in 1957.
The mounting fuel crisis of Europe has offered ECSC a dramatic
possibility of enlarging its sphere of competence since 1954. While
the need for increasing quantities of coal in the near future is
admitted by ail, estimates have varied sharply as to the relative
position of coal vis-à-vis oil, natural gas and nuclear power a
generation hence, with investment policies in the mining sector
goverried by these Iong-run speculations. It was unfortunate that
I'
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early High Authority suggestions for the elaboration of an integrated
European energy policy were linked with the political federalism
of its first President, Jean Monnet, who was to make this issue the
partial cause for his dramatic resignation. While task expansion
seemed indicated by the facts and by the inability to plan for coal
in the absence cf jurisdicticn cver other fuels, the political issue cf
supranational powers prevented any sustained governmental
interest in these proposais until after the fundamentai decisions
to proceed with economic integration had been made. Hence
the energy studies of the Mixed Committee proceeded at a leisurely
pace and the Council of Ministers confined itself during 1955 and
1 956 to instructing the High Authority to participate in the energy
discussions of the appropriate commissions of OEEC. However,
the spiil-over became an immediate reality in 1957. The aftermath
of Suez, combined with the decision to establish Euratom and EEC,
resulted in a formai mandate from the Council of Ministers to the
High Authority to proceed to the presentation of precisely the
kind ofenergy policy Monnet had urged in 1954. To be formulated
on the basis cf the studies already completed by the Mixed Committee and with its co-operation, the plan is to include estimates
of immediate and long-term needs and recommendations as to
the •most efficient means for meeting them. Task expansion has
corne in the wake of demonstrated economic weakness, clashing
national economic policies and the determined pressure of both
High. Authority and the Common Assernbly,
ECSC AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
The Council of Ministers, under the chairmanship of Adenauer,
held its first session in Luxembourg on September 8, 1952, amI as
ils initial measure authorised the Common Assembly to transform
itself into an " ad hoc " Assembly by co-opting some additional,
members, and proceed to the drafting of a political constitution
for the six member states. Clearly, the first measure of the economic
ECSC was the initiation of the politicai federation of Western
Europe.
After six mon.ths of deliberations the draft constitution of the
European Politicai Community (EPC) was presented to the six
governrnents for action. The Common Assembly, transposed into
a Constitutional Convention, had produced a document describing
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a goverumental system patterned essentially after the institutions
of coal and steel, with jurisdiction over defence, military procurement, coal, steel and any other segments of Western European
public life that might later be ceded to it. Jmmediately only the
powers of the ECSC and the proposed EDC would become the
province of EPC. The crucial difference between the political
community and its two functional sub-divisions was to be clear
ministerial responsibility to a bicameral supranational parliament.
Federalism seemed to have corne into its own in 1953, via the
efforts of the Common Assembly.
This impression seemed confirmed by the declaration of the
Council of Ministers on May 4, 1954, that an Assembly based on
universal suffrage and direct elections would take the place of the
Common Assembly as soon as the EDC Treaty went into effect.
But time after time active consideration of the EPC draft by the six
governments was postponed as cabinet after cabinet in France
recoiled from the test of presenting the treaty for parliamentary
ratification. While EDC vas being negotiated to death—even
before its final demise in the National Assembly on August 30,
1951 interest in EPC lagged proportionately. With the end of
EDC the effort to build a European federation via EPC was given up.
It was in this context that Monnet, in the late months of 1954 and
early 1955, sought to bring about a direct expansion of the powers
of ECSC. Taking the European fuel crisis especially in lis longrange implications as his major argument he proposed that ECSC
be given jurisdiction over all sources of energy. He coupled his
proposai with a declaration that he intended to resign as President
of the High Authority in February of 1955. The Common
Assembly, for its part, backed Monnet, urged him to remain in
office, but also stridently demanded the right to be consulted by
the Council cf Ministers in the choice of the next President.
If Monnet had counted on using his announced intention to
resign as a means for exerting pressure on the six governments for
expanding the scope of ECSC, his calculation misfired badly. The
proposai received a sympathetic response in most of the six countries
at least in governmental circles except in France. The governments of Mendès-France and Edgar Faure proved delighted with
Monnet's resignation, indicated their hostility to new supranational
powers, and made their disagreement vith the President so obvious
that the latter finally decided to resign his seat on the High Authority
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as well as the presidency in order to devote himself more actively
as a private citizen to the fight for federation.
Yet the desire of the other governments for progress along the
roaci of integration had to be met. Hence the Couneil of Ministers,
in the f'orm of the six foreign ministers, met in Messina on June 1,
1955, and agreed on a " new start " for economic integration, since
dubbed the " Relance Européenne." The ministers refused to
commit themselves either to an intergovernmental or supranational approach. They determined that a concurrent effort be
made to establish a Western European atomic encrgy agency
(Euratom) and to abolish trade obstacles for ail commodities, or
the so-called " General Common Market." To this end a committee
of experts appointed by governments was convened, under the chairmanship of an " eminent European personality," Belgium's PaulHenri Spaak, and instructed to lay the groundwork for treaties in
each of the two fieds of endeavour singled out for the " new start."
At the same time, however, the Conference ignored the demand of
the Common Assembly that the powers of ECSC be explicitty
widened and that the Assembly participate in the selection of the
next President of the High Authority. Seeking their own counsel
exclusively, the ministers unanirnously eleeted former French
prime minister René Mayer to this position, after k turned out that
France's first choice, former prime minister Ramadier, was unacceptable to the other five governments.
The labours of the intergovernmental expert committee were
completed in the spring of 1956 in the form of two reports concerning
Euratom and the General Common Market, committed to treaty
form, signed at Rome in March 1957, ratified, and the resulting
institutions began operations on January 1, 19589 The High
Authority as well as the Council of Ministers were directly associated
with this work in the forrn of permanent delegations to the Brussels
conference which drafted the reports. Four years of experience
with sector iiitegration were thus brouglit to bear on future plans
and the conclusions of ECSC personnel found a wide hearing in
the proposais before the six governments. For its part, the High
Authority under Mayer's presidency has preferred to funnel its
advocacy of further integration through these intergoveramental
channels instead of insisting on any immediate increase in the sphere
af competence of ECSC. Thus the period of a lonely and isolated
supranational ECSC came to an end, an end symbolised by the
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resignation of René Mayer and the •election of Paul Finet in 1958.
The High Authority warmty welcomed the creation of EEC and
Euratom ; far from harbouring jealousy toward the new instruments
of integration, it expects its own task to be facilitated. Sector
integration has yielded to general economic unity.
Attitudes were more formally federal in the Common Assembly.
Expressing great disappointment over the failure of the Council to
consider any immediate change in the institutional powers of ECSC,
the parliamentarians on June 24, 1955, decided to launch their own
programme of task expansion, designed to prove the necessity for
political and democratic controls over whatever new Western
European agencies the expert conference would recoxnmend. The
fact that the first public report on the work of the experts was
presented to the Assembly by M. Spaak was flot considered enough.
In the so-called Poher Report, it was recommended that henceforth
the High Authority indicate clearly which of the Assembly's resolutions have been implemented, that the Council formally report to
the Assembly on its efforts in co-ordinating general economic policy
and that ministers submit to questioning as well as attend meetings
of the Assembly's commissions. Further, the Assexnbly should
share in naming High Authority presidents and vice-presidents and
be notified of any failure of member governments in carrying out
their obligations. Finally, joint action by the six parliaments should
be promoted by the preparation of parallel programmes for debates
and joint meetings of the bureaux of the national parliaments with
that of the Assembly. 22
With respect to the Euratom and EEC, the Assembly had
demanded that il be the democratic organ charged with supervising these schemes and was gratified in having the wish met
in the final outcome. 23 At the same time, reports were made
demonstrating that the High Authority had not yet used its powers
under the Treaty as fully as possible for the realisation of economic
integration, and suggesting specific ways in the realms of finance,
readaptation, and investment for doing so even without amending
ECSC, Assemblée Commune, Rapport sur l'organisation à donner à l'Assemblée
Commune pour rendre plus efficace son action dans le cadre des dispositions
actuelles du Traité, par Alain Poher. Doc. No. 2 (1955-1956), November, 1955.
23
Sec ECSC, Assemblée Commune, Rapport préliminaire sur le développement de
t'intôgratjon cconon)ique de l'Europe, parts I and II, by van der Goes van Naters.
Doc. No. 7 (1955-1956) March, 1956. Also ECSC, Assemblée Commune, Rapport
sur le marché commun et I'Euratom, by P. Wigny and van der Goes van Naters,
Doc, No. 14 (1955-1956)1
22
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the Treaty. 24 While asserting its OWfl role, the Assembly also called
on the member governments to enact speedily the recommendations
for a general common market, if possible by securing adherence
of states not members cf ECSC. 25 At the same time it cautioned the
governments not to repeat the " mistakes " cf the ECSC Treaty in
its subordination cf labour and welfare policy to free trade and
economic expansion, and to be ready for supranational planning
measures in easing the adjustment to competitive conditions.
Agreement was almcst impossible to reach concerning Euratcm
because of the confiict between pacifists and those who wished to
facilitate a military role for the organisations, between those committed to economic planning and the advocates of free entet prise.
By way of compromise the Common Assembly in 1956 underwrote
without significant comment, the recommendations of the expert
commission, criticising only the inadequate powers foreseen for
parliamentary control over the new agency. 26
rn the status of a genuine European
Havrn g failed in achievg
parliament in the defeat of EDC and in the peripheral role accorded
to their opinions in the intergovernmental deliberations during the
" new start," federalists in the Common Assembly now hope for
an extended scope under Euratom and the general common market.
After five years cf activity, ECSC clearly had not brought with
it a general enthusiasm fer supranational institutions and federal
powers in limited spheres. Yet it gave an undoubted impetus to
further integration.

ECSC, Assemblée Commune, Rapport sur (I) tes mesures susceptibles d'assurer
la pleine application des dispositions du Traité sans modification de celui-ci;
(2) l'extension des attributions de la Communauté, en matière de charbon et d'acier,
nécessaires pour la pleine réalisation des objectifs assignés par le Traité, by Gerhard
Kreyssig, Doc. No. 1 (1955-1956), October, 1955.
25 Journal
Officiel, March 29, 1956. p. 116.
211 Ibid., May 26, 1956, pp. 145-146.
24
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PROCESSES 0F INTEGRATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

CHAPTER 4
POLITICAL PARTIES : 1952 AND 1957
FIVE years of intensive supranational activity in two economic
sectors vital to the standard of life of the six member countries of
ECSC may well be expected to arouse controversy among the parliamentarians normally charged with the business of ruling. Given
the rigid party structure of Western European politics, with its
concomitant tendency toward discipline (except in France and Italy)
and ideological commitment, changes in party positions toward
ECSC can be highly significant indicators of a process of political
integration. What features of party conduct should be singled out
for attention in testing integration in this reaim?
Die first step in such an analysis must be a pinpointing of party
attitudes toward the ratification of the ECSC Treaty in the years
1951 and 1952. What reasons were advanced for favouring or
opposing the step ? Is there evidence of a homogeneous national
position in the six parliaments on the basis of French or German
or Italian nationalism? Or does the pattern of conduct point to a
distinct set of party ideologies explaining majorities for ratification
on the basis of a convergence of positions rather than agreement on
principle ? Such an effort must corne to grips with the role of the
4'
European myth " in party doctrine and conduct and assess its
causative role. 1
Following the analysis ofconduct during the ratification debates,
it becomes necessary to examine the activities of parties in national
parliaments in terms of their efforts to support, ôppose or criticise
ECSC and additional steps toward unity. Do these efforts follow
from the positions taken in 1951 and 1952 or do they indicate a shift
I

The following secondary works treat the ratification process in fragmentary form:
tvlason, Tise ISuropean Coal and Sure! Cwnsnuni:y, Chap. 1 ; J. Goormaghtigh,
"s
European Coal and Steci Cornmunity," International Co,zci/iation, no. 503,
May 1955 ; R. Racine, Vers Une Europe Nouvelle par le Flaiz Scisuinan (Neuchâtel:
Baconnière, 1954), pp. 102-114; G. Goriély, "L'opinion public et le Plan Schuman,"
Revue Française des Sciences Folitiques (JuIy—September 1953); Chronique de
Politique Etrwzgère, May 19536
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in outlook, either for or against ECSC ? Once more the question
0f the role of party ideology as opposed to national doctrine arises,
as in the context of the ratification debates.
Ifit can be shown that national cohesion is absent or unimportant
in accounting for party conduct, some meaningful generalisations
of supranationally shared party values may be ventured. It may
then becomepossible to speak of European ideologies and a
" European majority " for integration. It will be our task to state
and analyse a scheme of such a majority on the basis of party conduct, and to deduce from it such principles of political integration
as seem defensible.
In the discussion which follows, no attention vilI be paid to the
activities of the Western European Communist Parties during and
after the ratification debates. The Communist position was
uniforinly " national " from parliarnent to parliament and continued so since. Unanimous opposition to ECSC and ail other
forms of integration was justified in terms of its . alleged harm to
French, Belgian, Italian or Luxembourg workers, the decay of
national industries, the inevitable growth of international monopoly
capitalism and of American imperialism, and the concomitant
rebirth of an aggressive and armed Germany. The Schuman Plan
was dubbed the " Truman Plan " and equated with the conspiracy
against the Soviet Union.
THE FRENCH PAR.LIAMENT AND PARTIES
The Communists were not the only soiid bloc of opposition to
ECSC in France. The Gaullist RPF (Rassemblement du Peuple
Français) tended to take a similar position. While it denied any
opposition in principle to European unity, the RPF insisted, neyertheless, ôn a successful " Franco-German dialogue "__after France
had once more grown strong to precede any federation with
Germany. Yet the conditions and qualifications voiced in connection with ECSC were so sweeping as to demonstrate a clear
opposition of principle despite the attempt to evade the issue.
The following juxtaposition of daims, though expressed outside
the National Assembly, should make the point clear. 2 Thus, ail
2

These views were cxprcssed consistently in the writings of B. Lavergnc. Sec, e.g.,
"I
Le Plan Schuman," Nouvelle Revue de I'Econo,nie Contenporaine (no. 16-17,
1951), cditcd by Lavergne. Flandin's contribution appcars on pp. 5-10. Sec also
Lavergnc, " La petite Europe pangermaniste et cléricale," L'Annèe Politique et
Econo,nique, Vol. 28 (No. 126-127, JuJy-September 1955).
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federation with the culturally different Germans was held unnatural;
the common market principle is a naïve rebirth of Manchesterian
economics, doomed to ruin French industry and to create " legions
of unemployed " ; alternatively, a planned European economy would
subject France to the iron yoke of the " nine dictators " on the
High Authority, and institutionalise supranationally extra-parliamentary and unconstitutional economic direction; Monnet was
accused of being the " grey eminence " of the Fourth Republic
anxious to achieve regional economic direction " after the advantages
of titis system are exhausted in the national reaim." In any event,
without British membership, Germany is bound to gain most:
Bismarck said: " He who possesses the Bohemian quadrangle
possesses Europe." We shall say with more truth: the nation which
dominates the Hig& Authority and which enjoys the lowest price
structure will annex Western Europe.
Former premier P.-E. Flandin, on behaif of the RPF, urged that ail
the advantages of post-1945 control over the Ruhr would be yielded
in ECSC. Constitutionally and ideologicafly, ail the virtues and
achievements of the nation as a cultural unit would be submerged
in a German-dominated supranationalism. Said Flandin: " We
are offering to defeated Germany what victorious Germany imposed
on us. Why did we fight the war?"
If faith in the nation constitutes Hie bedrock of RPF thinking,
doctrinal rejection of this very notion is the basis of thinking in the
Christian-Democratic MRP (Mouvement Républicain Populaire),
the only French party for which European federation is the
unanimously accepted first principle of modern politics. Favoured
by the long incumbency of its leader, Robert Schuman, in the Quai
d'Orsay, the MRP was enabled to press for general Franco-German
rapprochement on the basis of the natural unity of Western European Christian (i.e., Catholic) values. In addition, union would
prevent German political and economic hegemony. Catholic
theory reinforces this political penchant. Human associations
are picturcd as a natural hierarchy, rising from the family unit to
the universality oC mankind. Hence, the nation as the major
claimant for loyalty is considered a usurper, to be overcome by
supranational federation of the likc-minded. While this doctrine
would logically lcad to world Cederation, in the immediate future
Western European unity is actually predominant in MRP thought.
Finaily, the Catholic doctrine of pluralism with its emphasis on
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co-operation and harmony among distinct social groups further
favours and conditions a political orientation toward permanent
union with erstwhile rivais and competitors. Hence, union with
Germany is ail-important, while the inclusion of Protestant Britain
in such a grouping is not a major concern to the MRP. Conviction
on these points flot only made possible the Schuman proposai for
ECSC, but solid MRP support for its adoption and consistent
activity for its expansion since.
No such solidarity lias characterised the French Socialist Party
(SF10). In May of 1950 Guy Mollet saw in the Schuman proposai
littie more than a scheme to shore up a decadent German and
French capitalism and affront the British Labour Party. 3 Ultimately,
the SF10 came to support the Treaty, but not without serious misgivings and reservations. Gouin, Lacoste, Phiiip and Naegelen,
among others, fulsomely supported the generai " European"
doctrine aU free association with Germany, rising living standards
through a common market and progressive industrial practices,
and the need to courfier the Soviet appeai by rousing a new Europe
against economic stagnation, especially that of a new cartel system. 4
Yet the deep.-seated national preoccupation of many Socialists was
equaliy patent. ECSC would be good only if French coal and steci
can successfully compete with their German rivais. Hence,
modernisation and investments not subject to High Authority
direction must be continued, argued Robert Lacoste. Everything
must be done to protect marginal enterprises and cushion the working
class against unemployment due to ECSC. Everything must be
done to interpret the ECSC Treaty so as to permit special protection
for French coal production during the transitional period.5 The
absence of Britain from ECSC was deplored by ail Socialists and
flot considered final. If commitment to " Europe " was present,
50 was a determrnation not to allow a European rationaie to
interfere with the daims of French workers.
Ambivalence toward Europe and ECSC svas the chief attitude
of the Centre political formations various Radical groupings and
Racine, op. cil., p. 52.
4 Sec the German Socialist pamphlets, "Der Schuman Plan," Berlin, June 28, 1950:
Sozialisten uber den Schuman Plan.
s Journal Officiel de la Republique Française, Débats parlementaires, Assemblée
Nationale, no. 150 (Dcccmber 6, 1951), pp. 8870-73; no. 151 (December 7, 1951),
pp. 8918-8921, 8926-8928; no. 152 (December 11, 1951), pp. 9008-9009, 90009001. Conseil dc lu République, no. 29 (Mardi 25, 1952), pp. 712-719; no. 30,
(March 27, 1952), pp. 773-775, 75 a-760).
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the Union Démocratique et Sociale de la Résistance (UDSR).
ECSC was defended because it promised coke supplies for French
steelmakers and freed France from the fear of future German commerdai discrimination, in addition to opening a new market for
French exports. Yet some Radicals attacked ECSC because France
would be unable to compete with Germans, and because a fulI-seale
Franco-German political rapprochement was undesirable. Others
granted that relations with the United States might be complicated
by non-ratification and favoured ECSC because it promised to
guarantee German industrial deconcentration after the demise of
the International Ruhr Authority. René Mayer, later to become
President of the High Authority, while endorsing the principles of
European unity, dwelt most lengthily on ail these specifically proFrench points : control over German enterprises, access to coke,
riew rnarket for steel, exemption from ECSC control over French
investments in Lorraine and protection of French coal production.
Opportunist arguments relating to immediate French political
and industrial aims characterised the Centre. 0f commitment to
principle for or against integration there was littie cvidence.°
The inchoate non-Gaullist Right Independent Repubiicans
and several Peasant Parties proved not only devoid of ideological
cornmitment, but badly divided into the bargain. One portion,
including Pinay, Paul Reynaud and André Mutter, favoured ECSC
for the usual general reasons: economic benefits ofthe large market,
protection against the Soviet threat, Franco-German rapprochement.
Another portion, however, strenuously opposed the Treaty as harmful to specific French industries, piaying into the hands of Germait
imperialism politically and rapacious German industry economically.
These opponents either represented certain French steelmakers
and ore enterprises directly, or else came from nationalist lineage,
such as M. Boivin-Champeaux who exclaimed: " faites l'Europe,
parvenez-y, mais ne défaites pas la France." The bulk of the
Independents favourcd the Treaty because of its assurance of coke
supplics, but did so with a great many hesitations and reservations.
Assurances were demanded of the Government that German
industrial expansion be chccked, that the Saar remain firmly under
French control because of ECSC an autonomous Saar being
6

Ibid., Assemblée Nationale, no. 150, pp. 8865-8866; no. 151, pp. 8969-8972,
8956-8958, 8939-8944; no. 152, p. 9028, 9002-9004, 901 1-9012. Conseil de la
Républiqu'e, no. 29, pp. 723-726; no. 30, pp. 760-762, 762-764, 804-810, 819-820;
no. 31, pp. 798-799.
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suspect of voting with the Geirnan representatives in ECSC organs
and outvoting France that the Moselle canal be built to assure
water transport of Ruhr coal ami coke to Lorraine, and that taxes
and social security payments be equalised everywhere in ECSC in
order to remove the handicap ofhigher costs from French producers. 7
Expediential considerations motivated the bulk of the Independents
and Peasants, commitment to " Europe " very few indeed.
:n is hardly surprjsing, therefore, that the Treaty was ratified
only because it was accompanied by a set of special conditions,
which Parliament considered as interpretative resolutions because the
Government refused to consider formai amendments. The Government was enjoined to continue its subsidisation ofthe massive investment programmes in coal and steel, to negotiate an agreement w
build the Moselle Canal bej'ore the advent of ECSC, w consuit the
Assembly on the progress of modernisation in industry and not to
discriminate against French workers under ECSC jurisdiction as
compared to those solely subject to French law. The Council of
the Republic insisted that French steel be assured of a guaranteed
profit margin equal to other producers in ECSC and a fair share in
the distribution of raw materials in the event of shortage. France
should irisist on postponement of the opening of the common
market and assure survival to marginal firms, as well as insist on the
equalisation of taxes and social charges. Even so, approval in the
various commissions of the Assembly was hardly overwhelming:
In Favour Opposed Abszained
ForeignAffairs........
26
18
0
Industrial Production . .
23
8
12
Labour ..............
21
. 20
1
EconomicAffairs ......
18
21
0
MilitaryAffairs ......
15
21
1
The National Assembly, on the question of confidence, upheld the
government by a vote of 376 to 240, with 11 abstentions. The
Council of the Republic approved by a vote of 177 to 3, with 92
abstentions. 8
7

b

Ibid., Assemblée Nationale, no. 150, pp. 8873-8875, 8876-8881, 8888-8891, 8870;

no. 151, pp. 8937-8939; no. 152, pp. 9001-9002, 9004-9006; no. 154, pp. 91139115. Conseil de la République, no. 29, pp. 738-740, 731-733, 719-722, 727-731;
no. 30, pp. 756-758, 755-756; no. 31, pp. 822-825, 833-834 9 804, 838, 803-804.
The bcst discussion of ratification in the Frcnch Parliarnent, with cniphasis on
the mcthods uscd to assure passage by the " Europeans," is H. Ehrmann, " The
Frcnch Trade Associations and the Ratification of the Schuman Plan," World
Folitics, (July 1954).
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In the five years following ratification, neither chamber of the
French Parliament has held a fuIl-dress debate on ECSC, no resolutions were passed, and no legislation infringing on ECSC was
enacted. However, enough was said in questions and interpellations,
commission meetings and reports, as well as in connection with the
kindred issues of EDC and Euratom to permit an assessment of
changes in party position.
Thus, it is clear that the Gaullist opposition to supranational
integration has not ctiminished. Between July 1953 and April of
1956, thirty-two hostile questions concerning ECSC were asked
in Parliament, twenty-one of them by Gaullist spokesmen.. 9 The
points made in the questions are revealing: France pays too much
of the ECSC tax and lias insufficient control over the ECSC budget;
ECSC employees vote themselves exorbitant salaries and pensions;
ECSC permits the reconcentration of Ruhr industry and the
flooding of the French labour market by foreigners and deprecates
die dignity of the French language by permitting the publication
of the U.S. ban agreement in. English exclusively; the agreement
on association with Britain was held inconsistent with France's
right to conduct her own diplomatic relations while Monnet was
castigated for negotiating on behaif of " France " in his talks with
American leaders. The high-point of the Gaullist attack was the
introduction of a resolution by Deputy Vendroux in the National
Assembly inviting the government to sue for the annulment of
Common Assembly actions tending to extend the scope of ECSC
by Treaty interpretation. The resolutioa was defeated in the Foreiga
Affairs Commission by the uncomfortable vote of 18 to 16, with
3 abstentions.'° Again during the discussion of Euratoin in 1956,
Gaullist deputies and senators concentrated their attack on the
supranational features proposed and especially on the loss by
France of her ability to make her OWfl atomic weapons policy.
g Eight questions were raised by Radical-Socialists and three by IridependentRepublicans. For detailed information concerning questions and ministerial
answcrs, sec Annales des Mines, Vols. 144 and 143, numéro spécial 1954 and 1955,
Le Fonctionnement de la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier."
The standard source rot parliamentary activity in alt the member states is Assemblée
Commune, Division des Etudes et de la Documentation, Informations Bimensuelles
(1954 ami 1955) and Jufortisations Me,zsue/fes (since January 1956).
10
Assemblée Nationale, (2C Legislature, session de 1955). Doc, 11,096 annexe au
procès-verbal dc juillet 5, 1955. Another Çavourite Gaullist objection concerns
the Saar, whose unification with Gerrnany svas held to make France's position
in ECSC untenable.
. 't
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How, it was urged, could great power status be preserved without
the H-bomb?
Socialist attitudes are far more subtie and difficuit to categorise
clearly. Reservations and doubts entertained in 1952 continue to
plague the SF10, though in principle the party is firmly committed
to further integration. But principle and political practice are
sometimes hard to reconcile, as evidenced by the stand of Robert
Lacoste, until 1956 president cf the National Assembly's quite
inactive Co-ordinating Commission for ECSC Problems. Even
though he favoured ECSC in 1952, Lacoste warned of the difficulties
for Fench miners involved in permitting the importation of greater
amounts of German coal, feared unemployment and stagnation
in the Centre-Midi mining area, and counselled the postponement
of the opening of the common market for special steels. Most
Socialists, including Guy Mollet and Christian Pineau, have reiterated their opposition to a federal Europe without Britain. Said
Pineau : " What we cail ' Europe of the Six ' is not and will neyer
be Europe; it can only be bait for the greater co-operation which
we wish to achieve." Uneasiness over a federation with Germany,
without the British counterpoise, was expressed in the ratification
debates and contributed heavily to the SFIO's division over the
EDC issue. Enthusiasm for further supranational efforts or even
for the full implementation of the common rnarket logic of ECSC
Is confined to those socialists almost certainly a minority who
see in Western European unity the means for organising a new type
of society.
Nevertheless, during the election campaign of 1956, SF10 leaders
defended Euratom and even purged a candidate for the Assembly for
failure to toe the line. Confronted later with the argument of
rightist deputies that Euratom should make possible the manufacture
of atornic weapons, the Mollet Government had a hard choice. In
pririciple it was committed, in view of the Pacifist-Socialist tradition,
to exclusive dedication to the peaceful application of atomic energy.
It yielded to the compromise proposal of its Belgian colleague Spaak
by shelving the question at the European level until Euratom will
11

Speech in the Consultative Assembly, Council of Europe, April 1956. Informations Me,zsuelk's (April 1956), p. 28. But compare these positions with the wholeheartcd cooperation of French SocjaljsL deputies with their coilcagues from other
ECSC countries in the Common Assemb!y, tending toward the demand for more
and more supranational powers and activity, wit/zin the frarnework of the Six.
" Déclaration dc M. G. Mollet," Nouvelles de l'Europe (July 1955), p. 31
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have been in operation for four years. But Mollet and Pineau
also courted rightist support for their position by giving assurances
that in the interim France would go ahead with its OWfl atomic
weapons programme. In terms of Socialist doctrinal purity nothing
was gained even though the resolution authorising the Government
to pursue Euratom negotiations was passed. 12
None of these considerations have bothered the MRP. Despite
the EDC setback, ils National Committee in 1955 urged the extension
of ECSC powers to other sectors. New supranational communities
have been advocated as well, and regardless of the argument over
pacifie as against military aspects of Euratom, that plan has been
defended. A European investment fund was demanded and the
extension of ECSC to the area of labour and welfare held a desirable
next step. During the elections of 1956, the party staunchly defended
its European outlook, though it lost votes.
A definite deterioration of Europeanism is the trend among the
Radicals, here including the Radical-Socialist, UDSR and Rassemblement des Gauches Républicains parties. A soiM vote for ECSC
characterised this bloc in 1952 while it spiit into equal halves on the
EDC issue. Yet many Radicals had voted for ECSC for such patently
anti-German reasons that their defection from the integrationist
camp is hardly surprising when one of their leaders, M. MendèsFrance, took the initiative in 1954 in working for a modernised,
strong French economy first, with integration to take place «[ter
a position of industrial " equality " with Germany had been
attained. Mendesist Radicals took up the cudgels in blaming ECSC
for French uneihployment in 1954 and fr the difficulty encountered
by marginal steel firms in the Midi. Violent attacks were levelled
against Monnet personally while more energetic measures for
increasing French power and representation in ECSC organs were
dernanded. The alienation from the European Movement, on
ideological grounds, of the Mendesist wing of the Radicals is thus
patent. 13
't Ibid., p. 40 amI Informations Mensuelles (June—July 1956), pp. 59 et seq.
13 Sec Asinales des Mines, Vol. 144, op. cil., p. 118. Also articles against Monnet
in tI'ie Mcndcsist Express, June 13, 1953. But contrast these statements with the
uncomprornisingly pro-ECSC declaratiori of M. Claudius-Petit, UDSR deputy
for an arca forced to tay oH' labour and shut down plants, partly because of the
comnion rnarket, in Bulletin of die European Coal aS Steel Conununity, (January
1955). Said Mendês-France to the Radicals' congrcss in Bordeaux, in October of
1952: ' I do not forget the anxietics which were revealed in Parliament when the
Coal and Stecl Pool Trcaty was ratified. We ratified il only on condition that
in the littic tirne which remains for us, important investments in coal and steci be
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At the same time, sucli Radicals as René Mayer, Pléven, and
Maurice Faure continued to defend integration, even though they
admitted that the addition of other European countries to " the
Six " vas essential. Yet Edgar Faure, though the bitter opponent
of Mendès-France, joined those who wished to prevent ECSC
from acquiring flCW tasks and took a strong hand in ousting Jean
Morinet whilc verbaily remaining pro-European in outlook.
Arnong the rightist Independent Republicans and Peasants, by
contrast, a permanent pro-integration majority seems to have
developed, largely as a resuit of the common market. To be sure,
those who opposed ECSC bitterly in 1952 continue to oppose.
Some continue to hold out the spectre of inevitable German
hegemony and insisted until 1956 on the building of the Moselle
Canal as a precondition for any Franco-German peace. Others
fear the delegation of too much atomic development control to
Euratom. But speaking for the bulk of this group, Pinay could
say during the election campaign of 1955-1956: " Let us wish that
Frenchmen will vote on January 2 [1956] for men determined,
without reservation or afterthought, to return to France the role
which she should neyer have Iost: to lead the organisation of
Europe." 14
The overtones of this statement convey concern for France
rather than for Europe and the correct assessmcnt of Independent
Republican " Europeanism," indeed, is support for integration
motivated by French industrialfear. The case of Senator Armengaud
is revealing, since he typifies those political spokesmen for heavy
industry opposed to ECSC in 1952, but who have been compclled
by their OWfl basic motives to champion furtiier integration measures.
The fundamental fear in 1952 as well as in 1956 was tint a
common market would resuit in German industry's satisfying the
bulk of the increasing European demand for coal and steci, because
of its Iower production costs and higher investment rate, with the
anarchic French economic system condemned to further stagnation, if flot decline. However, while the remedy suggestcd in
1952 was a s'eak ECSC, the demand among these politicians today

'3

immediately undertaken so that our industrics arc flot crushcd by German competition. . . . The policy of European unification would be crirninal if we undcrtook
h without putting ourselves into condition to mccl the competition of our future
associates." Quotcd in Rieben, DesE,::c,:scs deMaitres dc I'orges au Plat: Sciunnat:
(Lausanne, 1954), pp. 384-383.
Le Figaro, Dcccmber 31, 1955 9 p. 11.
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is the opposite : the High Authority should control the level of
investmentS to avoid " duplication " and " multiplication " of
production facilities ; the High Authority should allocate surplus
labour and adjust supply to demand in periods ofdeclining economic
activity. Finaily, the High Authority should initia.te ECSC-wide
collective bargaining anathema to French Conservatives otherwise in order to compel the equalisation of wages and social
security contributions, i.e., force an increase in the German and
Dutch rates. For free-enterprise minded parliamentarians the
conversion to supranational " dirigisme " could hardly be expressed
more strongly:
The High Authority must, we think, undertake concerted planning
of investments as well as their co-ordination, and harmonise fiscal,
financial and social charges burdening production costs. 15
At the same time, the French Government is to be compelled through
ECSC to modernise its tax structure a.nd social security system and
encourage further concentration of French steel. Naturally, the
Moselle Canal vas a sine qua non here too.
Clearly, there was no " majority " for integration among the
French parties in 1951-1952: there was only an ad hoc alliance in
which the separate converging party motives were far more important
than either commonly held principles of French or European politics.
The defeat of EDC merely underscored the ephemeral nature of the
earlier majority; it did flot initiate a new trend in partyoutlook and
activity.
Yet it was on the basis of impressions and opinions derived
from four years oS' experience with supranational integration that
the National Assembly in its debate on the Economie Community
endorsed this major step toward European unity. Convergence
of separate party opinions and fears vas again very much in
evidence, but it sufficed to assemble the majority which was lacking
in the case of EDC. Procedurally too a crucial innovation svas in
evidence: ail the French members of European parliamenta.ry
assemblies united in die French Section ofthe Parliamentary Coundil
oC the European Movenient, thus making themselves into a prointegration pressure group within the Frencli Parliament an
15

These opinions arc cxprcssed viiii the greatest forthrightness in two reports o!' the
Councit of ihe Republic. Conseil de ta Rêpubtique, Doc. 171 (1954) and Doc. 259
(1955). l3oth reports are cntiticd It Rapport d'Znforrnation sur la Communauté
Europ&nnc du Charbon et de l'Acier," par MM. Arnengaud et Coudé du Foresto.
The quotation is from p. 58 of the 1954 Report.
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imitation of similar steps which had already been taken in the
Bundestag in an effort to mobilise opinion for EEC and Euratom
on a cross-party basis. On January 22, 1957, the National Assembly
adopted the following resolution, which had been presented by the
group: the draft treaty for EEC svas considered to meet the essential
interests of the French economy, provkfed the Government would
insist, before signature, that (1) social security payments would be
harrnoriised if found to be distorting competition; (2) EEC-wide
agricultural marketing and price support machinery be created to
take the place of the national protective and anti-competitive
practices now in force; (3) overseas territories be associated with
the common market so as to induce other European countries to
contribute to their developmerit; (4) that concurrent negotiations
with Britain be carried on with determination to realtse the
Free Trade Area; and (5) that the Government follow a national
investment policy designed to strengthen and prepare France for
participation in the common market.'° While supporting the
pririciple of EEC, the French politicians nevertheless rnanaged to
Iink with the agreement the special protective devices to which they
remain attached: like the Independent Republicans, they merely
transferred them front the national to the European level. Why,
then, was il impossible to construct a European majority in the
case of EDC?
ECSC was passed in the National Assembly by a vote of 376
to 240, while EDC was defeated by a vote of 264 to 319. Who
defected in 1954 from the earlier majority to doom the seconi major
effort at supranational integration? Since the right- and Icft-wing
anti-parliamentary parties stood firm in their opposition to integration, most defections came from the third-force bloc of roughly
400 deputies. 17 SF10 had voted for ECSC; h split into opposing
This resolution does flot bind the Govcrnmcnt. As in Hie case of the ECSC Treaty,
the Government rcfused to cntcrtLin amendrnents and the resolution is nierely
interpretive " of the Asscrnbly's xviII. Inforinwiw:s Mensuelles (ianuary 1957),
pp. 13-16, zrnd (Fcbruary 1957), pp. 73-74.
17
Actually sixtccn Gaullists votcd for EDC, whilc the number for ECSC had bccn
only two. . The rcason is to bc found in Oie aircady accomplislicd spiit by 1954
betwccn a radical rcforming wing, consistcntly nationalistic, luter callcd Sccial
Republican Group, and die so-callcd Action Republicaine Sociale; this latter
group consistcd csscntially of Conservatives similar in outlook w the Independent
Republicans, with whorn k rncrgcd in 1956.
Whilc SF10 support for Euratom had to be bouglit wjth a compromise on the
atomic arms question, Indepeadent-Republican and Gaullist support could be
obtained only by kceping the questions of Euratom ami EEC distinct, given the
opposition of these groups to further supranational economic integration in sector5
1G

t'
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halves over EDC, for reasons which could have been deduced from
the reservations expressed during the ECSC debates. Socialists
were afraici of German hegemony and being federated with an
ascendant Gerinany unless they were assured of the counterpoise of British participation in the supranational effort. Some
Socialists further opposed German rearmament on pacifist grounds,
or because they feit that rearmament would endanger German
democracy, just as they opposed an Euratom able to manufacture
atomic weapons in 1956 while again insisting on a Europe larger
than that of the " Six." In addition, the Radical centre by 1954
divided into pro- and anti-Mendesists also spiit into two opposing
halves. Some opponents of EDC took their stand because they
too feared a Franco-German federation in which France was
considered the handicapped partner from the start. Others granted
the need for rearmament but preferred the non-federal NATOWEU solution. Integration vas accepted by the Mendesists only
if il conduced to control over Germany as svas already implicit
in the motives for ECSC expressed by many Radicals. Hence,
inter-governmental institutions in 1954 were preferred over federal
ones in the military sphere. In the discussions concerning Euratom,
the same point svas made again and haif the Radicals opposed
tliat proposai for supranationalism. Finally, more Independent
Republicans opposed EDC than ECSC, though majorities for both
supranational schemes were furnished by this party. Among these
Conservatives the implication, flot of a German army, but of
abolishing the glory and traditions of the French army by merging
it with a " traditionless " European force seemed to be the main
reason for opposition. Reasons of national preoccupation clearly
swayed most oC those who opposed EDC, while equally clear consîderations of national preoccupation have made this party a champion of further supranational integration for coal and steel. At
the same time, these groups harbour reservations against EEC for
precisely the sarne reasons as posed against ECSC in 1951. Thus,
other than coal and stccl. Further, the vote on Euratom vas flot a wholly reliable
index of sentiment, siuce many deputies were uSer the misapprehension tint
tue vote involved tue question o!' confidence. Even so, eneinies of further supranationalism cxtracted a stateinent from Mollet subsequently ignored by the
Governinent—tliat if Euratom is cstablished, ils institutions viIl be kept distinct
from ECSC's, in order ,zot to strengthen the institutional forces ofsupranationalism,
despite tlic fact that the rccommcndations of the Brussels Intcrgoveramcntal
Commitice called for joint institutions. Sec Kiaus Knorr, Nuclear Energy in
JVesu'r,j Europe and United Suites Folicy (Princcton : Centre of International
Studies, 1956), pp. 9-10, 22.
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the difference in conduct over three vitaily related issues of integration makes p'ain that Independent Repubican support for
" Europe " is far from reliable.
The EDC vote has been contrasted with the behaviour of
French parties on other issues involving the principle of supranationality despite the fact that extremely complex and complicating
factors were present in the issue over German rearmament. EDC
brought to the fore passions in French political life whose demonstration had seen no precedent since the Dreyfus Affair. It pitted
advocates of direct negotiations with the Soviet Union against
supporters of NATO and against third forcists. It opened up the
Pandora's Box of the role of Germany in East-West relations.
And it forced dedicated " Europeans " to corne to grips with
politicians merely concerned about the least dangerous way of
rearrning Germany. 18 Compared to this maelstrom, the debate
over ECSC had been quiet and rational. The only valid point of
comparison, therefore, is the question : to what extent did the
principle of supranationality and commitment to federal integration
account for the larger anti-European vote in the EDC case? The
studies of Lerner and Aron seeni to support the contention that
this was a minor issue in a total picture, taken seriously only by
the groups who had already voted against ECSC, plus some
Mendesist Radicals. 1 °
The conclusion is obvious : there is no ideologically homogencous
European majority in the French parliament and party spectrum,
a dictum which remains true despite French ratification of EEC.
This point is driven home by a survey conducted on behalf of the
European Movement of the newly elected French deputies in
18
19

Sec die material adduced by Stanlcy Hoffmann in D. Lerner and R. Aron, France
Defeats E.DC (New York: Praeger, 1957), pp. 173-196.
D. Lerner and R. Aron, France Defeats EDC. Sec cspecial!y the section by Âlfrcd
Crosser, pp. 54 71. Elsewhere, Lerner bas argued that the long time permiucd
10 clapse betwccn the original proposai cf the Pleven Plan and the parliarncntary
debate gave anti-German passions an opportunity to develop ami thus assured
defeat of EDC. " Franco-German Political Relations: Politics, Public and the
Press," Journal of liiternallonal Affairs, Vol. X, no. 2 (195€), pp. 138-152. N.
Leites and Christian de la Malêne argue that the principle of supranationality
should bear rnost the burdcri for defeat because h cnabled the " anti-cédstcs
to pose as the derenders of the most potent symbol of Frcnch independence and
national tradition—the Army. WEU, avoiding die nierger or the Frcnch with
the ncw German army, vas frec from this stigma. " Paris rrom EDC w WEU,"
WorldPolitics, Vol. 9, no. 2 (January 1957), pp. 193-219. In vicw ofthe arguments
presentcd above, neither of these explanations secms valid.
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January of 1956.20 Ail were asked whether they wouid support
(1) Euratom confined to pacjfic uses, (2) a general common market
for ail ECSC countries and others willing to join, (3) a European
Political Community, (4) direct elections to the ECSC Common
Assembly, (5) transfers of national sovereignty and (6) national
parliamentary action expediting the achievement of the foregoing.
The foliowing resuits were obtained from the 204 non-Communist
deputies repiying to the questionnaire:
Party

:N4 i:tp . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

s i:io . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Radicals & UDSR . .
md. Republicans . . . .
Gaullists ..........
Poujadists ..........

Replying " yes " to Replying " yes " to ail
ail questions
except (3), (4) and (6)
72
43
26

35
1

2

0
13 21
4
8

o

0

This total of 204 pro-integration deputies, replying to a questionflaire already heavily weighted in favour of the SF10 and Radical
reservations to integration along ECSC unes, thus fails short of an
arithmetical majority based even on the tenuous bond of separate
and converging party motivations.
THE WEST GERMAN PARLIAMENT AND PARTIES
Support for the ECSC Treaty svas obtained in the Bonn Parliament from ail parties except the Socialists and Communists.
Analysis of the reasons for this support, however, will show that
a variety of motives svas at play here as in France and that a convergence of separate aspirations explains the victory of ECSC in
Germany, not unanimous endorsement of supranational principles.
This generalisation holds truc even in the dominant ChristianDemocratic Union (CDU), the most " European " of the German
parties until 1955.
In leading circles of the CDU, the triptych of self-conscious
anti-Nazism, Christian values and dedication to European unity
as a means of redemption for past German sins has played a crucial
ideological rob. Exl1ortations to support ECSC were pitched by
o " L'Europe et les Nouveaux Elus à l'Assemblée Nationale," Nouvelles de l'Europe,
January-February 1956, p. 34.
21 This number, significantly, includes MM. Mollet, Pineau, Lapie and D. Mayer.
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Adenauer and many of his lieutenants on the theme of antinationalism, sacrifice for a higher aim of permanent European
peace and faith in France. Allegations that ECSC would merely
serve the French interests of obtaining cheap Ruhr coke and controlling the level of Geiinan industry were indignantly rejected by
Adenauer. State Secretary Halistein patiently explained that
Germany would not be outvoted in ECSC, that the government
hoped instead for the evolution of supranational political parties
in the Common Assembly, that there would be no question of
discrimination against German industry. Surprisingly, he found
that a mass base for further European action already existed. 22
[n the interest of these aims, the CDU was prepared not to push
the issue of German reunification, which agitated the other parties.
Adenauer praised the French for flot insisting on making a Saar
settiement a pre-condition for ECSC and expressed the hope that
the logic of integration would niake the economic aspects of control
over the Saar meaningless in the long run. 23 As Halistein urged:
Don't do k [support ECSC] because it would be a tactical device
to gain freedom for Geusiany from the fetters from which we stiil
suifer, or because it may be profitable in terms of dividends, but
only because it is one of those efforts through which mankind can
To be sure, dedication to European union and the fear that the
failure of ECSC would end the integration process was not the only
reason in the mmd of the CDU. The Schuman Plan also offered
an excellent opportunity to remove some of the " fetters " of which
Halistein spoke. Equality with the other five member states,
specifically, implied the abolition ofthe International Ruhr Authority
which allocated German coal exports. It spelled the end of the
Allied controls on the level of steel production, and most importantly offered an opportunity for reopening the deconcentration
and decartellisation issue. Even Adenauer, let alone the bulk of
the CDU, had neyer accepted AIlied Law No. 27, " imposed on the
German people by the victorious powers," under which the steel
trusts were deconcentrated and coal rnining partially removed
from control by steelmakers. " After the full implementation of . .
Interview with Walter Halistein, in Neue Zeitung, January 6, 1952.
23
Adenauer's declaration w the Bundestag, January 9, 1952. Ibid, January 10, 1952.
z' Walter Halistein, " Der Schuman Plan," Frankfurwr U,ziversitdtsreden, Hcft 5,
(1951)3 p. 52.
22
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law 27," declared the Chancellor, " the coal and steel industry of
Germany will be subject to no limiting conditions other than the
provisions of the Schuman Plan Treaty . . ." 25 And Article 66 of
that instrument permitted concentrations if économically justified.
The non-discrimination provisions of the Treaty, finaily, tended
to establish a uniform standard of concentration of industrial
power, giving the German industrialists hope to be permitted to
reconcentrate to reach the level of their French competitors.
If the political advantage of full equality was a potent reason
for CDU support of ECSC, economic doctrine and industrial
advantage were by no means absent. ECSC would make possible
the victory of free enterprise over state planning and cartels, asserted
Ludwig Erhard, otherwise very cooL toward the Schuman Plan and
unwilling to defend it in the Bundestag despite his position as
Minister of Economics:
The Schuman Plan has two implications. . . . One incoiporates
the principles cf supranational . . . dirigisme under the scope cf
power of the High Authority. We also and sirnultaneously find
in it the other principle, the preparation for frec competition in a
common market. . . . We in Germany will certainly atternpt to send
people to the Schuman Plan organisation who will stress the spirit
of freedom—ef the common market and who will trust more to
competition than to planning. 2°
CDU adherents of the neo-liberal Freiburg school of econoniists
could thus equate ECSC with their doctrine, if only cartels could
be controlled under the Treaty. Other German industrial interests
identified with CDU by means of deputies designated by trade
associations rallied to the Plan because its rationale dovetailed
with their desire to achieve more " economic " production units,
or to reconcentrate the plants just separated by the Allies and
especially regain steel control over coal the famous Verbundwirtsclzaft held out as " inevitable " and " natural " by industry
spokesmen. 27 Europeanism was curiously mingled with the political
desire for equality and the economic aim of undoing parts of the
Declaration w Bundcstag, January 9, 1952. Neue Zellung, January 10, 1952.
26 Speech in Zurich, February 6, 1952.
Schweizer Monats/zefte, Vol. 32, No. I
(April 1952).
27 Sec the arguments of CDU deputy Gûnther Henle, " Der Schumanplan vor seine
Vcrwirklichung," Sonderverôffentlichung des Rheinisch-\Vestflhlichen Institut
fUr Wirtschaftsforschung (Essen, 1951).
25
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occupation policy. The convergence of these factors goes a long
way in explaining CDU enthusiasm for ECSC.
In the smaller parties of the governing coalition, an equal
enthusiasm was lacking. The Refugee Party (BHE) abstained
during the first and second reading of the ratification biil, and voted
for ratification only on the third reading. While endorsing the
political and economic objectives of ECSC, the BHE wanted
definite assurances on the return of the Saar to Geiivany and a
dismantling of allied controls over Geiinan industry before entry
into force of ECSC. Last-minute assurances of the immediate
disappearance of these controls persuaded the BHE. 28 The German
Party (DP) identified itself with the CDU position, if possible
going beyond that group's pro-European statements in stressing the
need for unity in the West and the mission of opposing Communism. Rowever, it also made clear that it saw in ECSC a way
for bringing East Geunany and even unspecified other Eastern
European countries—eventually into the framework of a European
.Raum. The DP thus forged a link between integration and reunification demands which was avoided by the CDU. 29
Opposition to ECSC until four weeks prior to the opening of
the ratification debate characterised the right-wing, pro-free enterprise Free Democratic Party (FDP). Identified with industrialists,
Protestant and, therefore, anti-Adenauer middle class elements
as well as former Nazis, the FDP initially was concerned only with
the " German " interests involved in ECSC. Worried privately
especially about the vigorous anti-cartel provisions of the Treaty,
FDP speakers publicly tended to criticise only the insufficiently
" European " or inadequately free market aspects of the plan.
While some elements in the party tended to see in ECSC a French
conspiracy to open up a wide new market for excess steel production capacity, others saw in it a welcome means to re-establish
Getitian equality, underpinning European peace and enabling
Geiiiian industry to compete, if the necessary domestic investments
were realised. 30 By the time the ratification debate came to its end,
.Deutscher Bundestag, Sftzungsberichte, 161. Sitzung (July 12, 1951), pp. 65526553; 184. Sitzung (January 11, 1952), p. 7827.
29 Ibid., 161.
Sitzung, pp. 6539-6542; 183. Siizung (January 11, 1952), pp. 77347739, 7813-7814 9 7705-7706.
30 For an industrial-liberal viewpoint, sce F. Haussmann, Der Sc/:unzanp/an un
Europwschen Zwiel:c/it (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1952). Bundestag, S:tzungsber:chte,
161. Sitzung, pp. 6545-6547, 6521-6525; 184. Sitzung, pp. 7810-7812, 7827,
7769-7771 9 7697-77023 7720-77219
28
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the pro-European declarations of the FDP were alrnost as sweeping
as those of the CDU, demanding especially that ECSC be used
as the initial stepping stone toward political federalism. As might
be expected, these sentiments did not preclude the expression of
satisfaction with ECSC because it would stop and reverse deconcentration proceedings, abolish the Ruhr Authority and Allied controis on the level of production. This mixture of expediential with
ideological argumentation leads to the conclusion, as in the case
of the French centre parties, that the Europasehnsucht of the FDP
was perhaps an acquired taste.
The opposition of the Social Democratic Party (SPD) vas
exactiy as sweeping and self-contradictory as that of the RPF
in France. Every facet of the Treaty svas subjected to bitter
criticism. Ruinous competition would destroy an already handicapped German industry, or cartels would find shelter under the
protection of the dictatorial and capitalist-dominated High
Authority. ECSC would institutionalise French hegemony over
Germany and mulct an already overstrained Ruhr of ail coal and
coke. German representatives would invariably be outvoted in
ECSC organs, German sovereignty vas being given away in violation of the Constitution. While the need for a true federal European union svas trumpeted, ECSC was held far short of this ideal
because of its concentration on " clerical and capitalist Littie
Europe " and the continued inequality of Germany. Finally, the
reunification of Germany was made impossible by this overly close
tie with the West while the Saar vas being handed to France on a
silver platter.3
Inconsistent as these arguments were, they represented a
domestic political opportunism rather than ideological conviction.
Principles of socialism were rarely invoked in opposition to ECSC,
while national German daims were featu.red consistently instead.
Individual SPD members, as in West Berlin, supported the Treaty
'
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These arguments have been summarised from the following SPD pamphlets:
Kurt Schumacher, " Deutschlands Forderung: Gleiches Risiko, gleiches Opfer,
gleiche Chanceri! "; " Der richtigc Weg? Eine sachiiche Wiirdigung des SchumanPlans " ; " Was weisst Du vom Schumariplari ? "; " 50 Jahre mit gebundenen
HLindcn ? " Ail these were published by the Vorstand of the SPD in Bonn, in
1950 and 1951. The partiamentary activities of the SPD are convenient!y summarised in " Der Schumanplan ftihrt nicht nach Europa P' (Bonn, January
1952). Note especially the violent anti-ECSC arguments of deputies Schône, Imig,
Birkelbach, Kreyssig, Henssier, and Wehner, ail of whom later took the initiative
in criticising the High Authority for insufficiently energetic supranational action
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and opposition was in some measure artificial even in Bonn. 32
In May of 1950 Schumacher had stated certain conditions for SPD
approval of ECSC including worker representation on the delegation negotiating the Treaty, suppression of ail Allied economic
controls stili in force, emphasis on the poiitical and federal aspects
of the Plan and nationalisation of German heavy industry. In
effect, ail but the last of these were granted before the Treaty went
into effect, whiie ECSC expiicitiy ieft the property status of industry
to national iegisiation and German labour obtained codetermination
almost simultaneousiy with the entry into force of the Treaty.
More stringent conditions were put forwèrd later, ail seeking to end
Ailied supervisory and control measures immediateiy, but were
voted down in the Bundestag. SPD opposition, therefore, bous
down to purely national German demands, stressing domestic
prosperity, reunification and the Saar issues, while demanding
purity of motives on the part of the French. Said Olienhauer:
We want to cover up finaiiy the ditch which separates the German
people from the French people. It is wide and deep. We know our
responsibiiity. But if we want to put an end to this tragic chapter
in the history of our two peoples, then we have to face each other
as f'itc people in the solution to this problem, and there should not
exist two completely different reasons in Bonn and in Paris for
entrance into this union?
ECSC passed the Bundestag without amendment on January 11,
1952 by a vote of 232 to 143. Simultaneously, however, the
Chamber passed resolutions urging the Government to take measures
to enable German industry to compete with its ECSC rivais and
to work for the liberation of the Saar. The Upper House, before
ratifying the Treaty by a unanimous vote (inciuding SPD members),
had insistcd that the Governnient give assurances that ail Ailied
control mechanisms over coal and steel cease functioning before
entry into force, that continued heavy investments take place in
coal and steel, that the centralised saies agency for coal be retained
Racine, op. cit., p. 56. Dc Telegraf, January 9, 1952. Verbal information rcceived
from participants in the ratification proccss indicates that SPD leaders consulted
previously with the Governrnent to sec how far they could go in criticising the
Treaty, and that they wou!d have voted for the Trcaty if passage had flot been
assured.
33 Chronique de Politique Etrangère, Vol. 6, no. 1 (January 1953), p. 266
32
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and that the High Authority refrain from hampering reform of the
social security system. 34
The evolution of opinion in Germany since has been dramatic
and continuous, with the rightist groups showing less and the SPD
far more interest in integration than was truc during the ratification
debates. Discussion, however, has rarely been solely in terms of
ECSC: the issue of economic integration in the Europe of the Six
has inevitably been tied up with the larger preoccupation of German
unity, relations with the West, and espccially the future of the Saar.
Further, inevitable internai questions relatirig to the oppositional
tactics of the SPD and later the FDP have corne to the fore in
this context. This nexus of problems has given rise to full-fledged
debate in the Bundestag on severai occasions, most dramatically
in connection with the ratification of EDC, the London and Paris
Agreements of 1954, the Saar Statute connected therewith, and
Euratom.
Discussion of the Saar issue wiil illustrate the connections
accepted by German politicians. Before the plebiscite of December
1955, the CDU and DP pressed for the outright acceptance of
EDC despite the renunciation of German " rights " in the Saar
demanded by France as part of her ratification and after the
defeat of EDC in France, pressed for the adoption of the Saar
Statute drafted on the basis of the Van Naters Report and incorporated into Hie London and Paris Agreements, giving the
Saarlanders the option between the pro-French status quo or Europeanisation under WEU. SPD and FDP speakers, however,
urged the establishment of a quid pro quo relation: acceptance of
WEU to be contingent on the prior return of the Saar to Germany.
In the final vote on the Statut; the FDP defected from the coalition
and voted in opposition with the SPD.
Naturaily, all spokesmen tied up the desire for ail-German
reunification witli the pro- or anti-integration measures under
discussion. For the SPD, and increasingly the FDP, reuniflcation
on the basis offour-power taiks was madeimpossible by Adenauer's
policy of integration-at-all-cost. By raising reunification to the
rote of the first German necessity, SPD and FDP appeals for voter
31

The tcxt of these resolutions is found in Belgium, Documents parlementaires.
Chambre des Représentants, Doc. 410 (Session 1951152), " Projet de loi portant
approbation du Traité instituant la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de
l'Acier," Rapport fait . . . par M. Bertrand, May 14, 1952 3 pp. 41-45.
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support became the crucial consideration, with ECSC discussions
the necessary butt for general attacks on the Government's neglect
of reunification, though no great criticism of ECSC per se was
necessarily intended.
The continuum of anti-CDU tactics with concern over German
unity prompted the creation in 1954 of a special Bundestag Commission to explore desirable changes in the ECSC Treaty, from the
viewpoint of German economic development. While attacks on
ECSC policy sparked the SPD demand, the real reason lay in the
desire to achieve a position independent of the influence of the
Foreign Office for members of parliament habitually delegated
to go to Common Assembly and Council 0f Europe meetings. 35
The Commission was created, but fls activities since have been
minimal.
What, within this setting of inter-connected issues, has been
the pattern of evolution among the Gernian parties concerning
ECSC? Both the CDU and DP have stood firm in adhering to
the positions they defended in 1951 arid 1952. Reunification
demands a position of strength, which cails for integration as
completely as possible economic, military, cultural and political
with the West in general and the " Six " in particular. Stiil, within
the DP more voices have been raised supporting integration only
if il is to take in ail of Europe, including the East. Nor has continued CDU support for the bases of Adenauer's policy implied
the absence of criticism from big business-oriented members.
Thus, a spokesman for this group, Deputy Wolfgang Pohie, has
attacked the High Authority for keeping coal prices too low, for
petitiitting France to subsidise imports of Ruhr coke, for making
German industry pay too much of the ECSC tax while not giving
it enough investment funds to make up for the alleged initial German
industrial handicap when the common market was established.
Anguished cries were raised against High Authority " dirigisme"
and discrimination in favour of France and Italy was frequently
charged even in CDU ranks. Yet the same speakers neyer fail
to endorse the principle of integration and to demand more of it.°
Sec Deputy Kreyssig's statement, 2. Bundestag, 26. Sitzung, 29 April 1954, p. J 136.
36
Pohle's statement in 2. Bundestag, 26. Sitzung, April 29, 1954, pp. 1 127 et seq.
See same debate for statcmcnts of other major CDU and DP leaders. Also Furler,
Nouvelles de l'Europe, (April—May 1956) pp. 12 et seq. DP opinions in H. J. von
Merkatz, " Europa in den Sattel heben I," Europa (September 1955), and " Unity
of Spirit Europe's Createst Strength," Tise Bulletin (Prcss and Information
Office, German Federal Government), April 12, 1956.
35
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Despite the declining leadership of Adenauer, therefore, there is
no evidence to suggest a major trend away from " Europeanism."
The same cannot be said of the FDP, however. Since the accomplishment of ECSC ratification, consented to only hesïtantly by the
FDP, reservations have again corne to the fore, fitting in with the
party'S general trend away from the Adenauer coalition and its
demand for German reunification before everything else. Unlike
the CDU, these Conservatives were flot willing to join EDC and
EPC without first being reassured about French plans. While
critical of the anti-cartel policy of the High Authority, of the
alleged discrimination against the RuI1r as concerns investments in
steel rnodernisation, no general opposition to the principles of
integration has been put forward. Thus, former FDP leader
V. E. Preusker, called for a revision of the ECSC Treaty which
would (I) do away with remaining national protectionist measures,
(2) limit the power of the High Authority to intervene in the
market through price and production controls, but (3) enlarge High
Authority powers with respect to the co-ordination of national
fiscal and investment policies. 37 As long as " dirigisme " is
avoided in Luxembourg, FDP members will flot oppose further
European economic integration provided such measures do not
conflict with the all-Gerrnan platform on which the party has
capitalised since its move into the opposition. Ail these generalisations apply equally to the diminutive Refugee Party, which also
left the CDU-Ied coalition over the reunification issue.
Yet the FDP attitude toward file twin issues of Euratom aS
the General Common Market svas ambiguous. On ideological
free enterprise grounds, h opposed a Euratom equipped with
sweeping control powers, but favoured a large free rnarket since
it expects German industry to dominate it. But, convinced that a
freer market'will corne sooner or later, h svas flot adverse to connecting Euratom with tue common market legislatively in order
to assure the defeat of both in the French National Assembiy. It
must be added that the FDP, as well as many members ofthe CDU
includingErhard oppose a General Common Market equipped with
supranational institutions. Erhard has not been very enthusiastic
about Euratom either, despite the firni position of his chief. 38
37

31

Sec Bundestag, op. cil., pp. 1092, 1110, 111 5, 1139. AIso Inforinallons Bimensuelles,
Deccnber 1, 1954, p. 3.
Knorr, op. cil., pp. 6-8. Informations Mensuelles, ( April 1957), pp. 29-30.
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. The case of the SPD is by far the most striking and the most
significant in demonstrating the logic of sector integration in shaping
new attitudes, if the ideology of the group question fits the demands
of the situation. Far from changing its initial attitude of national
opposition to ECSC after ratification, the SPD through 1953
continued ta voice the same arguments as before, taking pleasure
in the recession 0f that year to " prove " the accuracy of its predictions. 39 It pointed to pro-French discrimination in rnvestment
policy and especially in the issue over the turnover tax refund.
The Bundestag, on SPD initiative, passed a law which would strike
imported French steel with a compensatory 6 per cent. tax.
Predictions that ECSC would result in mass unemployment, falling
production, rising prices and German inequality in relation to the
other member countries continued to be made.
A subtie change crept into SPD thinking during 1954. In attacking the Adenauer Government, the old arguments showed up
again, but the remedy for the evils prophesied was now found in
more energetic and consistent supranational policy: joint business
cycle analysis and co-ordinated counter-cyclical spending were
demanded, as well as the co-ordination of investments by Luxembourg.4° In shai p contradiction to statements made the year
before, SPD speakers accused Adenauer of not using his influence
in the Council of Ministers to achieve these aims, while they claimed
to have acted consistently with their demands in the Common
Assembly. In this process, the thinking of Heinrich Deist SPD
specialist for steel and ECSC questions is crucial.41 Thus, Deist
could argue in one speech that EDC had failed fortunately,
from his viewpoint because " the history of the last four years
has shown that the assumptions for [supranational integration]
have not been met, that the time is not yet ripe for such far-reaching
integration measures." 412 In principle, such organs as ECSC were
therefore flot appropriate for the solution of current problems.
Yet in the context of the very same speech, Deist maintained that
full employment a basic demand could be attained only in a
See the SPD pamphlet " Gôtterdlimmenrng beim Schumanplan " (ca. July 1953)
for a summary of the party's position then.
40 Bundestag, op. rit., pp. 1062, 1076, 1130.
41 Deist was initially proposed for appointment to the High Authority by the West
German Trade Union Federation. His appointment was rejected because of his
alleged Nazi record. Ris speech is contained in Protokoli Uber dcn 3. Ordentiklzen
Gewerksc/:aftstag der Indusiriegewerkschaft filetai! (1-lanover, September 18, 1954).
12
Ibid., p. 178.
39
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large common market, that centrally directed investment in such a
scheme was essential and that the High Authority must engage in
more consistent planning ! He reiterated the old SPD complaint
that supranationalism was a new means for keeping Ge i i 'any
down while at the same time calling for more supranationalism
to meet some of the fundamental SPD economic objectives.
By 1955 the change-about was complete. SPD foreiga affairs
specialist, Herbert Wehner, proclaimed that what Europe needed
was a unified and co-ordinated policy of investment, modernisation,
business-cycle control and full employment, and that ECSC had
not gonefar enougli along this road. Yet in welcoming the association 0f Britain with ECSC, the SPD also reiterated that it was flot
satisfied with " Littie Europe " and would insist on the expansion
of the Community to the other European countries. 43 At the same
time, the party welcomed the Messina meeting of the foreigu
ministers and called for rapid and energetic measures for achieving
full economic integration along every relevant institutional . path,
provided only that sufficient democratic parliamentary control
over new central agencies be provided.
How can this change of heart be explained ? The doctrine of the
SPD and the environment in which the party seeks to achieve its
programme furnish the answer. In its 1952 programme, the SPD
castigated supranationalism as " a conservative and capitalist
federation of the miniature Europe," inimical to the achievement
of peace, stability and overali European unity. In the same programme, the party voiced its opposition to uncontrolled autonomous
investment policies by major fluas, unsupervised cartels and the
impairment of competition. It called for nationalisation of basic
industries and state-supervised investrnent policies. 44 Nationalisation of steel and coal, especially, was srngled out in order to enable
these industries to escape the ECSC. In its 1954 programme,
however, we find a different tune. While EDC and rearmament
are rejected, the very economic planks of the 1952 programme are
cited as justification for now demanding the large-scale Europewide initiation of full employment policies, with a common market.
" In so far as sovereign powers are transferred to international
agencies these must be subject to a genuine democratic-parliamentary
43

44

2: Bundcstag, 96. Sitzung (July 8, 1955), pp. 5415 et seq.

Action Programme

September 28, 1952.

cf

tue Social .Democratic Farty
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Gerrnany, Dortmund,
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control." 45 Thus, while not endorsing ECSC or any other specific
type of integration, readiness for integration is made manifest,
provided only that full German equality was maintained. Consistent
with this attitude, anti-French statements ceased after the pro-.
German results of the Saar plebiscite became known and the Saar
was readied for transfer to Germany.
Yet the conversion to European economic integration is not
explainable solely on these grounds. Many SPD members seemed
convinced that if Socialists did not follow a united policy in ECSC,
the organisation would be dominated by industry and become a
cartel. Since the defeat of EDC, further, the party was no longer
compelled, on grounds ofconsistency, to oppose ail supranationalism
because it led to militarism and alliances. Hence, its ali-German
policy could remain intact and pure while economic integration
could be supported as well. But ail these reasons do not add up
1:0 the complete ideological commitment typical of many ChristianDemocrats. In its Munich Convention in 1956, while saying nothing
directly on ECSC, Euratom or the General Common Market, the
SPD were resolved:
. The federal Republic should participate in ail attempts to frec
European and world-wide economic co-operation from the fetters
of fruitless ideological anci regional integrationalism [sic] and to
base such co-operatiori on considerations of the common weal.
She [sic] should give her support w the . developing peoples and
countries of fojuter colonial empires now in a state of disintegration
and transition.46
Economic specialist Joachim Sch6ne expressed his conviction that
supranationalism was not an appropriate .means to achieve integra-.
tion, implying that intergovernmental co-operation thus including
the Britain the SPD wishes to woo so ardently was preferable.
Yet he too spelled out a number of specific policy fields in which
the supranational ECSC High Authority shouid take more direct
action whïle calling for democratic and parliamentary organs of
control.47
But by the time the SPD had to decide on whether to support
the establishment of the General Common Market and of Euratom,
45
46
47

Aktionsprogram der SPD, as anended in tise Berlin Convention, July 24, 1954, p. 16.
SPD Newsfrom Germany (August—September 1956).
Joachim Schône, " Liquidierung oder Fortfùhrung der Integration," .Tugend
Europa; Novernber 24, 1955, p. 3.
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the hopes of using supranational authorities for the implementation
of planned economic policies carried the day over ariy other consideration. Thus Heinrich Deist, in supporting ratification of
the EEC Treaty in the Bundestag, presented arguments which
are a direct translation of SPD experience with ECSC into the reaim
of general integration. Retroactively justifying Socialist opposition
to ECSC in 1952, Deist urged that the pooling of the coal and steel
industries had been a failure because it had not resulted in joint
counter-cyclical policy planning and increasing living standards.
But, provided that EEC and Euratom did flot lead to a merejoining
by Germany of one of the military blocs, the General Common
Market would make up for these shortcomings and compel the
German Government to raise wages to the level obtaining in some
partner countries. Its economic logic had led the party once
more to the supranational lobby, even though it barely managed
to cover its switch of position and despite the remaining political
worries experienced by j48
It appears, therefore, that the " conversion " of the SPD is
not yet complete. In economic policy demands, supranational
action is lauded. In political statements, supranationalism in the
Europe of the Six is avoided and sidestepped. Euratom is supported because it will facilitate planning in a technologically revolutionary situation and control private enterprise, but membership
in it must be open to ail European countries, not merely the Six.
And if the German unification issue were to arise in such a fashion
as to ciash with integration, the political reservations might easily
carry the day once more, as they did in the case of the ECSC and
EDC ratifications. In fact, in the SPD's endorsement of the
Euratom and EEC Treaties, Adoif Arndt also urged that the party
would support the agreements only on the assumption that they
wouid not make more difficuit German reunification. Europe was to
be neither a symbol nor a substitute for the unity ofail Germans. 49
46

49

Die .Debatte, March 1957, " Gemeinsamer Markt Fortschritt oder Belastung?"

The SPD's endorsement of EEC and Euratoin was subject to these conditions,
ail but the third of which were met in the agreements: (1) Germany should assume
no responsibility for the colonial policies of the countries whose overseas territories were to be under EEC;(2) No tariffbarriertobecrectedattheWest German
East German border; (3) The new level of customs duties should not be higher
than the German level in 1957; (4) The comrnon market should be open to ail
countries, thus facilitating British and Scandinavian participation; (5) Euratom
should be dedicated exclusively to the peaceful utilisation of atomic energy ami
retain tille ta ail fissionable materiais.

Ibid.
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Clearly, there is a German majority for Europe, though the
Right is less sure than in 1952 and the Left more so. Ideological
homogeneity does not explain this majority any more than it did
France's shifting alignment of votes. Christian-Democrats, now
as in 1951, favour Europe on principle and because they feel German
industry and commerce vi11 benefit. Conservatives, insofar as they
favour integration, do so largely for the second reason. Socialists
oppose the notion of a federated Littie Europe, but in fact favour
ail energetic means of achieving economic integration which sylli
give them a controllable, stable, large market. Further, their
commitment to democra.tic control compels them to favour ECSCwide parliamentary institutions even though ffi principle they oppose
supranationalism. While the ideology of each party certainly
clarifies the reasons underlying its European policy, there is no
ail-German body of doctrine which explains this majority. Fragmentation exists here as elsewhere, but despite it, overwhelming
majorities in ail parties—each for its own reasons, to be sure
voted for the ratification of Euratom and the General Common
Market.
THE ITALIAN PARLIAMENT AND PARTIES

Acceptance of the Treaty in Italy was complicated by the fact that
industry was opposed to it while the ruling coalition of centre
parties was in principle in favour of any step toward integration.
Industrial spokesmen feared a ruinous competition from the other
ECSC countries because of the higher raw materials costs of Italian
steelmakers, who lack a significant doniestic source of both ore ami
coal, though they were attracted by the idea of having their supplies
ofscrap and coke augmented from ECSC resources. Some industrial
spokesmen within the Liberal, Republican and Christian-Democratic
parties expressed reserve and opposition to ratification. Coinmunist, Nenni-Socialist, Monarchist and Neo-fascist support
was not available in any case. Consequently, De Gasperi had to
make sorne efforts to solidify the support of his coalition parties
for the Treaty. He did so by agreeing in the Senate to take the
initiative for obtaining a modification of the Treaty if experience
showed unfavourable developments for the Italian steel ïndustry,
to work toward the harmonisation within ECSC of tax and social
security burdens and to have the Community assume responsibility
for coal or steel surpiuses in the event of declining demand for
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Italian produets. These concessions were made at the demand of
Senator Faick, himself one of the largest Italian steel manufacturers.
Additional demands that Italian representation in ECSC organs
be increased and that the agreement with France for supplying
North African ore to Italy be made part ofthe Treaty, however, were
rejected by De Gasperi. 50 In the Chamber of Deputies, the Treaty
aroused littie interest and was adopted after considerable delay
on March 17, 1952, by a vote of 275 to 98, with 201 abstentions
and absences. 51
Clearly, business-infiuenced deputies in the centre parties yielded
to party discipline in approving ratification, but essentially opposed
the Treaty. Yet the basic doctrine of the Christian-Democratic,
Liberal, Republican and Social Democratic Parties is unflinchingly
committed to the principles of economic integration and political
federation in Europe. Almost two hundred members of Parliament
are members of the European Union of Federalists by far the
highest number in any European country. 52 Catholic doctrine
supports Christian-Democratic thinking in this field, while the
more mundane considerations of the expanded market doctrine
appeal to the smaller parties. Even though spokesmen for specific
industries will object to particular steps toward integration as
in the case of ECSC near unanimous agreement reigns in the
centre that Italys economic future, ber unemployment problem,
her need for capital and her military weakness can be solved only
by participation in an organised European framework.
In the five years following ratification no step of the Italian
parliament and parties can be interpreted as having wrought a
change in these positions. Systematic and co-ordinated debate
and action with respect to ECSC and integration is rare in Italian
50

Chronique de Politique Etrangère, Vol. 6, no. I (January 1, 1953), pp. 30-31. The
agreemcnt in question is 11w Santa Margherita Convention of 1951, under which

France agreed to supply Algerian ore at " reasonable " prices. This undertaking
is flot part of the ECSC system, which Iacks jurisdiction over non-metropolitan
areas.
51
A party brcakdown of this vote is impossible since it vas secret. The large number
ofabstentions cannot, thercforc, be completely explained. Ciearly, both supporters
and opponents of ECSC abstained massively, indicating that (1) passage seemed
assured and (2) tInt littie interest vas aroused by the actual vote.
52
Many Socialist parliamentarians belong to the Socialist Movement for the United
States of Europe and many Christian-Democrats to the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales. Parliamentary membership in the " non-denominational " European
Union of Federalists is as foliows: Italy 196, Germany 30, France 24, Luxembourg
15, Belgium 8. Sec Union Européenne des Fédéralistes, Secrétariat-Général,
" U. E. F. en 1956 " ( Paris, 1956).
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parliamentary circles. No appropriate parliamentary commission
exists, no debates have been held and EDC did not corne up for a
vote. The sole drarnatic exception was furnished by the Marcinelle
mining disaster, which led to numerous interpellations aiming at
greater security and protection for Italian migrant miners. But
the centre parties have periodically reaffirmed their faith in integration and ECSC in their conventions. Christian-Democrats and
Social Democrats stili demand general economic integration, the
setting up ofa European investment and labour allocation machinery
and insist on the creation ofpolitical institutions to assure democratic
control over these economic sectors. Yet after the demise of EDC,
even Christian-Dernocratic spokesmen, including foreign minister
Gaetano Martino, have made plain tliat they too prefer a Europe
larger than the ECSC countries, and consider supranational integration arnong the " Six " merely as a prod for general unification for
ail Europe. 53 Hence, the coexistence of supranational with intergovernmental organisations is defended.
In the Senate, Government spokesmen and centre party legislators
have resisted efforts by the Communist and Nenni-Socialist parties
to discredit ECSC and integration. Questions designed to embarrass
the government over the Sulcis mine reorganisation issue and the
layoffs connected with it were rejected. Demands for the nationalisation of ail steel plants in order to escape " discriminatory " ECSC
investrnent policy feil on deaf ears. But Conservative senators also
admitted that the introduction of the full logic of competition to
Italian industry had its drawbacks, though they have made no effort
since 1952 to iirnit the application of that logic through restrictive
legislation. 54 As far as EEC was concerned, Italian parliamentary
discussion was confined to insisting on institutional consolidation
among supranational agencies. Some members questioned the
privileged position yielded to France and complained about inadequate measures for the liberalisation of migration rights. But
no fundamental debate took place. The same mixture of motives
which explained the ratification of ECSC in Italy, therefore, can
be expected to make possible majorities for additional measures
of integration.
53
53

Sec, e.g., Martino's statement in the Consultative Assernbly, Council of Europe,
April 1956. Informations Mensuelles, (April 1956), p. 75.
Informations Bimensuelles, (July 1, 1954), p. 25; ibid., (March 15, 1955) 9 p. 41;
ibid., (April 30, 1955), p. 54; ibid., (August 1, 1955), p. 65.
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Russia's destalinisation campaigu, the resulting discomfiture
and weakness of the Italian Communist Party and the efforts of
Nenni to re-establish rèlations with the pro-Western Social Democratic Party may even have brought with it a trend toward European
integration on the part of the Left.55 Thus, leaders of the Communistcontrolled General Confederation of Italian Labour went on record
as welcoming the positive contributions of ECSC and asking for a
pro-ESCS orientation by their organisation. Leaders ofthe Socialist
Party almost immediately followed suit, hoping perhaps to gain
respectability if they succeeded in obtaining representation on the
Italian parliamentary delegation to the Common Assembly from
which they had thus far been excluded. 56
TnE BELGIAN PARLIAMENT ÀND PARTIES
Both chambers of the Belgian Parliament approved ECSC by large
majorities. Yet severe reservations and outright opposition were
manifest in ail three major Belgian parties just the same reservations and opposition stemming essentially from expediential considerations of the consequences of ECSC on the high-cost and
antiquated Belgian coal industry, on the relatively high Beigian
wage standards and plain reluctance to yield sovereign powers to a
group of " foreigners."
Pro-ECSC feeling 'n the Christian-Democratic Party (PSC)
was in part derived from the general Catholic ideological impetus
toward European unity, as in ail the other Community nations.
These leanings, however, were by no means the only ones. PSC
speakers and ministers pointed out that the Belgian steei industry
wouid acquire a larger market and assured sources of coke and ore.
With Belgian pressure for the progressive equalisation of wages
and social security rates, Belgium wouid cease to be the highestcost producer in ECSC. Most important, oniy ECSC support can
finaily lead to the modernisation and reorganisation of the sick
mining industry, for which no adequate consistent measures had
been taken in thirty years. Yet other PSC members dissented
from this combination of pro-European and expediential arguments.
They expressed fear of Gerwan hegemony in ECSC, concern over
55
56

Informations Me,:suelles (April 1957), pp. 24-27.
Sec the statements of MM. Foa and Di Vittorio as quoted by Agence Europe,
July 5, 1956.
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the closing of marginal mines, unemployment and foreign competition. Perversely, but typically, they tended to argue simultaneously
that the yielding of sovereign powers over Belgian citizens and
property on Belgian soil svas unconstitutional and that ECSC
did not go far enough in assuring defence against Russia and
European federal strength. 57
The Belgian Socialist Party abstained en bloc in the Senate
vote on ECSC and spiit in the Chamber. Spaak and his friends
defended the Treaty on " European " grounds, extolling the necessity
of taking a step foward federation, praising the expanded market
doctrine, pointing out increased economic stability, while insisting
that everything must be done to keep Belgian industry competitive
and to modernise the mines immediately, thus preventing closings
and unemployment. Even the pro-European wing of the Socialist
Party made support for ECSC conditional on the preservation
of the advanced wage standards of Belgian workers. Yet many
Socialists were unconvinced by Spaak's efforts. Achifle Van Acker,
subsequently Prime Minister, voted against ratification because
he feR that wage standards and mining employrnent were flot
sufficiently safeguarded. Senator Rolin opposed ECSC because
he was unwilling to yield sovereignty to any supranational organisation. Stili other Sacialists feit that the Schuman. Plan was flot
Socialism and therefore a step back rather than evidence of progress.
Feelings were flot soothed by the failure of Parliament to consider
the Socialist-sponsored amendments designed to meet these
worries. 58
Within the smaller Liberal Party the dissident strain was more
muted. Ail spokesmen urged ratification and praised the free
market and competition principles of ECSC, as well as extolling the
Franco-German rapprochement implied. Caveats were expressed
only with respect to the necessity of soon raising foreign wage rates
to the level of Belgium's, pushing the modernisation of Belgian
Belgium, Annales Parlementaires, Chambre des Représentants, no. 70 (June 3,
1952), pp. 3-8, 12-14; no. 71 (June4, 1952), pp. 13-18, 6-9; no. 74 (June 11, 1952),
pp. 2-3, 4-6; no. 75 (June 12, 1952) 9 pp. II-12. Ibid., Sénat, no. 16 (January 30,
1952), pp. 316-319; no. 17 (January 31, 1952), pp. 348-349, 359-360, 341-345,
334-341 ; no. 18 (February 5, 1952), p. 366, 373-374.
58
Annales Parlementaires, Chambre des Représentants, Doc. no. 361 (1951-1952),
p, j; no. 70, pp. 9-10; no. 71, pp. 2-6, 18-22; no. 74, pp. 3, 8-10; no. 75, p. 11.
The Sociafist-sponsorcd amendmcnts aiming at watering down and postponing
ECSC, are containcd in Sénat de Belgique, Session dc 1951-1952 (meeting of
January 9, 1952), Doc, 84, Annex I and II, pp. 77-82. AIso Ibid., Senat, no. 16,
pp. 305-315 9 319-324; no. 17, pp. 349-354, 355-358; no. 18, pp. 365-366.
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waterways more energetically, hoping for co-ordinated tax and
monetary policies and minimising any " undemocratic " and
" technocratic " tendeney on the part of the High Authority to
direct the common market. 51 It was made perfectly clear by Liberals,
as well as by many Catholics and Socialists, that Belgium could flot
stay out of ECSC even if it wished, simply because its . economy
depended too heavily on the dispositions of its neighbours.
Reservations entertained by ail parties were fuily expressed in
the caref'ul and voluminous reports prepared by the Senate and the
Chamber commissions charged with studying the Plan. In these
documents, Europeanism svent begging as concrete economic and
social advantages and disadvantages were soberly examined.
In the Senate, a. decla.ration was adopted concurrently with the
Treaty, demanding that : ECSC be foilowed up by negotiations
establishing convertibility and common deflationary monetary
measures ; emphasis be placed on the equalisation of wages and
living conditions in ail ECSC countries; measures to avoid fundamental arid persistent disturbances in national economies be taken
before the need arises ; the High Authority's investment policy
refrain from interfering with national credit policy and that direct
ECSC intervention in the common market be minimised. 60 A
stronger Court was also demanded, thus meeting the objection of
Rolin and his friends that this organ was too wea.k, too much
confined to making purely legal judgments and likely to represent
capitalist interests.°'
Similar action svas taken in the Chamber. Former Prime
Minister Eyskens submitted a. resolution urging the same measures,
adding his desire that negotiations for the establishment of a general
European common market be opened soon after the operiing of the
common market for coal and steel. 62 To continued worries that
the living standards of Belgian workers would be undermined by
ECSC, the Government gave the sa.me assurances as did Prime
Minister Bech of Luxembourg in a parallel situation:
Annales Parlementaires, Chambre des Représentants, no. 70, pp. 10-12. Ibid.,
Sénat, no. 16, pp. 309-310; no. 17, pp. 358-359, 345-347; No. 18 3 pp. 371-373,
366-368 9 375-376.
60
Docunen:s parlementaires, Sénat de Belgique, no. 107 (Session 1951/52), pp. 1-3.
G!
Valentine, op. ci!., p. 14.
62
Documents parlementaires, Chambre des Représentants, no. 457 (Session 195 1/52),
June3, 1952. Also ibid., Doc. 4 10, "Rapport fait au nomdela Commission speciale
pour l'approbation du Traité instituant la Communauté Européene du Charbon
et de l'Acier."
69
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Articles 33 and 35 of the Treaty give a right of appeal to the Court
every time the interests of the workers are adversely affected by a
decision of the High Authority. 63

Thus, with doubt and trepidation, the Schuman Plan was accepted
by ail Belgian parties, subject clearly to a number of preconditions
and qualifications, including the firm promise of the Government
to intensify its efforts to modernise the coal mines with suitable
subsidy and tax measures.
In the years since ratification, the central issue of Belgian coal
has provided almost the only occasion for systematic parliamentary
discussion of ECSC problems. And it reflects less a dissatisfaction
with Luxembourg's declared policy of reorganising and closing the
marginal mines in the Borinage than the normal effort to discredit
the majority parties. Thus, in 1953 and 1954, it was the Socialists
who asked leading questions in Parliament, designed to demonstrate
that the Borinage miners were being thrown out of work by an overenthusiastic pro-ECSC goverûment ; later, by contrast, h was the
Psc which asked the same questions of the Van Acker government,
when its Minister of Economics, Jean Rey, proceeded to eut coal
prices in une with increasing productivity, while backing the High
Authority decision to refuse further subsidies to the Campine mines
and concentrate on the Borinage instead. li did not help the
parliamentary situation that tue Campine happens to be Flemish
and the Borinage Wailoon ; discrimination was, of course, charged
by the PSC. Party politics provided the chief theme of the PSC
attack on Government coal policy after the Marcinelle disaster.
Catholic speakers sought to link the catastrophe to inadequate
investment and modernisation measures, again without in any way
attacking the High Authority. Coal is Belgium's political football,
and the bitterness of the charges did not jmply criticism of
supranational integration as such.64
In terms of doctrine, party positions have flot changed significantly since 1951. The Liberals stiil favour economic integration,
a maximum of common market and a minimum of institutional
control over such a market. If they are cool toward political
63
(4

Valentine, op. cil., p. 150
Sce debates in Chamber of Representatives, January 21, 1954, and Dccembcr 22,
1954. Informations Bimensuelles, January 15, 1955, and March I, 1954. AIso
the Senate debate ofJune 7, 1955, Sénat, Compte Rendu Analytique, pp. 638 et seq.
As well as Chamber of Representatives, Annales Farlenientaires (1951 1955),
no. 105, June 14, 1955.
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federalism, they have neyer swerved in supporting actual measures
of integration, even when involving supranational institutions.
In the PSC, the majority, led by firmly federabst Théo Lefèvre,
has supported ail measures of integration. Federalists among the
Christian-Democrats have criticised the High Authority for timidity
and called for the extension of its powers. PSC leaders have taken
the initiative in proposing, as early as 1954, the extension of the
Benelux system to a general ECSC-wide customs union, a plan
realised through EEC in 1957.65 Even conservative PSC members,
not necessarily federalist in outlook, have called for the evolution
of a coordinated ECSC economic and anti-depression policy, for a
minimum ECSC-wide wage arid social security system and for the
common market. Stili, the party includes a wing of anti-integrationists who voted against EDC and Euratom, and who use
Belgium's membership in ECSC to discredit that effort. Senator
Struye, leader of this minority of the PSC, has been consistently
held in check by the party bureaucracy.
But a continued division of opinion is equally typical of the
Socialist Party. Its leading " European," P.-H. Spaak, might
declare that " Europe will only survive in unity! The period of
small markets has ended and h is necessary to create a common
market in Europe. No European country is able to assure ils
Iiberty and existence alone; together we can do it, but it is necessary
to begin today." 66 Such opinions are backed by a majority which
cails for the drastic extension of ECSC powers to the field of labour
and welfare policy as well as for the creation of new European
agencies democraticaily controlled by real parliaments. But the
party continues to include a minority of leaders who see in supranationalism the way to undermine Belgian living standards and
habits. As one of their spokesmen, Senator Rolin, put it:
J am surprised wheri some of our colleagues consider it imperative
that the ECSC acquire greater powers in the welfare field. Maybe.
But which powers in the welfare ficld ? Shall we transfer our
[national] competence to the High Authority? And after we have
done that, no doubt, we will have to transfer powers relating to
production costs, and then w&1I have to yield the taxing power.
68

IOth National Congress of PSC, December 1954.
January 15, 1955, p. 35.
66
Informations Bimenszwlks, February 15, 1955, p. 33.

Informations Bimensuelles,
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When we have transferred our powers over economic, welfare and
tax policy, which powers will remain for mir national parliaments ? 67

Five years o!' experience with the common market seem to have
donc nothing to shake these convictions on the part of the minorities
in both major Belgian parties.
The same beliefs came to the fore in the Euratom debate held
in Parliament in the spring of 1956. By a large majority, the
following resolution was passed : Euratom was supported, provicled
it was open to ail states and demccratically controlled, that co-operation with the OEEC plan was possible, that rigorous control over
private production and use of fissionable materials be enforced,
that only peaceful uses for atomic energy be envisaged anci that
the common market be established soon. Further, it was the
desire of Parliament to exciude the Congo from the system.
Speaking for the PSC, M. Lefèvre supported the resolution
because a maximum of control powers even if they iiifringed on
property rights would make integration a reality. For M. Struye,
however, the plan was acceptable only because it made possible
British menibership eventually and would function within the framework of the non-supranational OEEC scheme of co-operation.
Socialist Buset agreed with Lefèvre and backeci Spaak, who saw
in a large contrai power the possibility of eliminating Europe's
time handicap as concerns nuclear development. But Socialist
Rolin was for Euratom only on condition that it be separated from
the common market scheme, since the latter does not and should
not cail far the creation of new supranational institutions. Liberal
Motz, by contrast, was far Euratom only because he saw in it a
means for simultaneously achieving the common market to which
his principles attached himfar more rigorously.1i 8 As in France and
Germany, the solid majority for integration, therefore, does flot in
the least imply inter-party unity on ideology or amis. A convergence
of separate aims stili explains the nature of support far integration
in Belgium.
Tuin DUTCH PARLIAMENT AND PARTIES
After some hesitation during the negotiation of the Treaty, nearunanimous support for integration developed in Holland. Despite
Sénat, Annales Parlementaires (July S, 1955), no. 83, p. 1510.
65 Informations Mensuelles, April 1956, pp. 23, 33, 37, 43, 45, 88.
ei
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the fact that Dutch politics is dominated by ideologically very articulate and most disparate Protestant, Catholic, Socialist and Liberal
parties, no one objected in principle to £CSC or political federation
for Europe. This amazing feature is explained by Goriély as the
resuit cf the loss of Indonesia, causing Netherlanders to turn from
overseas preoccupations to Europe and their involvement with the
European economy. 69 In any event, ail the major parties accepted
the Treaty without demand for amendment, interpretation or preconditions, by a vote in the Lower Chamber of62 to 6. In the Upper
Flouse, the vote was 36 te 2.
Agreement in principle, however, did not rule out objections
to details. The absence of Britain was universaily deplored. The
fear that ECSC subsidies te Belgian mines would lead to their
superiority over Dutch mines was explained away by the Government inaccurately by saying that only inefficient mines wouid
be aided. Many Catholics and Socialists praised the " pre-federal"
supranational features of ECSC and a leader of the Liberal Party
(YYD) regretted the overiy strong role of the Council of Ministers,
while voicing fears of being too closely associated with politically
unstable France and Italy. Whatever fears for Dutch interests
were entertained, however, tended to be overcome by a strong
reliance on the Court, which was frequently iikened to the United
States Supreme Court in its potential role. Holland offers the
only example in which the separate doctrines cf Socialist, Calvinist,
lay liberal and Catholic groups were merged in a common " European ,, outlook, here made to equate, in effect, the Dutch national
j nterest.
No systematic debate on ECSC issues has been held in the Dutch
parliament since that time. In five years of operation, oniy one
hostile question has been asked in the Second Chamber, while both
EDC and Euratom were approved by majorities larger than the one
obtained for ECSC. The pro-integration consensus among Dutch
politicians makes itself feit particularly significantly in the consistent
effort made by Dutch members of the Common Assembly to hammer
home the Luxembourg viewpoint in purely national legislative
discussions. Even specific criticisms of High Authority policy have
enjoyed a broad inter-party base. Socialist Deputy Nederhorst's
attacks on the slow anti-cartel policy of Luxembourg was backed
by support from Economics Minister Zijistra and the unsuccessful
6V

Goriély, op. cli., p. 604.
o
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Dutch complaint in the ECSC Court of Justice. The High
Authority's temporary authorisation cf the Oerman Government's
policy of subsidising the coal purchases of the German high seas
fisheries fleet svas sharply challenged as discriminatory against Dutch
fisheriiien. 7
Stili, the annual debate on the Government's draft budget has
elicited demands and statements which permit the construction of
a rough spectrum of enthusiasm for supranationalism. Thus,
representatives of the Labour and Catholic Parties have been the
ones to cali regularly for extending the scope of power of ECSC
to other sectors notably energy and transportation and for
publicly discussed, ECSC-wide measures of counter-cyclical investment and spendirig. It was the Catholic People's Party which
praised the Messina Conference most extravagantly and demanded
that its conclusions be implemented exclusively through supranational institutions. It is these parties which see in economic
integration a precursor to political federation. The same is true
to a far lesser extent of the small parties of the right, AntiRevolutionaries, Christian-Historical Union and VVD. Significantly
represented in most post-1945 Dutch Cabinets, these parties certainly favour the kind of economic integration that sviil lead to a
unified common market. However, they are suspicious of supranational institutions, though willing to grant the need for them
during the transitional perioci. In no sense of the term can these
people be considered federalists.
Even though the Second Chamber approved the Euratom
resolution in 1956, it did so wïth the admonition to the Government that k was hostile to further sector integration and favoured
the simultaneous establishment of the General Common Market.
Only if this would hinder ratification would a separation of the
two issues be in order. Some politicians expressed opposition to
the extensive ownership and control features over fissionable
materials claimed for Euratom as unnecessarily burdensome for
private enterprise. But others, notably former Foreign Minister
Beyen, strongly came out for the supranational approach to ail
these issues, even if h exciudes British membership.

°

THE LUXEMBOURG PARLIAMENT AND PARTIES
With the exception of the Communist deputies, approval of ECSC
70

For this controvcrsy, sec Journal Officiel, June 27, 1953.
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in the unicameral Luxeinbourg Parliament was unanimous. Agreement was reached painlessly despite the strong ideological cleavages
among the three parties Christian-Democratic (PCS), Socialist and
Liberal. As in France and Itady, the Luxembourg PCS is committed
to integration on doctrinaire Christian grounds as well as on the
basis of expediency. Liberals and Socialists lack a similar motivation, both being more consistently concerned with purely domestic
economic aspirations. Yet they too agree that Luxembourg
dependent almost entirely on the exportation of steel for its foreign
exchange earnings—cannot remain outside any close economic or
political union decided upon by its neighbours, especially Belgium,
with whom it has been joined in a full economic union since 1922.
Considerations of expediency, not an initially developed ideological
commitment, determined Luxembourg's position.
However, objections and worries were heard here too. Prior to
ratification, the Conseil d'Etat pointed out that special safeguards
for Luxembourg's steel production and its higher-than-average
living standards might be necessary, but recommended in favour of
ratification and even proposed a change in the Constitution to
facilitate adherence to future federal arrangements. In defence
of its desire to join ECSC, the Government pointed out to the
deputies that the Treaty contained a special safeguarding clause
for Luxembourg steel (neyer invoked thus far in practice) and that
the Treaty's Article 37 (fundamental and persistent disturbances
in a national economy) was inserted especially for the benefit of
Luxembourg.71 Thereafter, ratification was voted without further
objection.
Fundamental debates on integration have been lacking since,
apart from the ratification of EDC and the approval of Euratom
negotiations by the same unanimous non-Communist votes marshalled in the case of ECSC. Progress on the road to integration
via supranationalism has been thç demand. of Christian-Democrats
and Socialists alike. The resolution favouring Euratom was introduced jointly by ail three parties and passed without reservation
or amendment. Sociaiists, like their colleagues in Germany and
France, insisted on the exclusively peaceful role of Euratom, and
therefore endorsed the • draft resolution prepared by Monnet's
71

Sec Valentine, op. cit. The same daim was made on behaif of their national
economies in other ECSC countries. Prime Minister Bech's assertion is almost
certainly erroncous in point of fact.
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Action Committee for the United States of Europe. But the other
parties, unlike their counterparts in other ECSC countries, had
no objection.
Few specific issues regarding ECSC have corne to the fore in
Luxembourg politics. Ail the parties expressed themselves in
opposition to the canalisation of the Moselle for fear of financial
loss to the a]ready heavily subsidised Luxernbourg state railways.
Since the common market for coal and steel has flot affected the
country adversely, there is support now for the General Common
Market with the exception of flic agricultural sector. The ChristianDemocrats, dependent on the rural vote, have hedged on the inclusion 0f Luxembourg in an agrarian pool and have insisted on
" special safeguards." Governmental coolness toward the free
migration of ECSC labour was overcome as late as 1957 with
the ratification of the ECSC convention.
With respect to
transport, taxes, and long-range financial and investment policy,
however, ail the parties again have supported and denianded that
the ECSC scope cf powers be expanded. Clearly, in Luxembourg
the majority for further integration along economic unes continues
to be unanimous. While overt enthusiasm for political federation
is absent, support for such measures would nevertheless be completely consistènt with the ideologies of ail the parties and therefore
flot meet serious opposition, should it be decided by the G randDuchy's neighbours.
THE " EUROPEAN MAJORITY " : WHY WAS ECSC RATIFJED?
That a unified dedication to the common good was not the chief
feature which explained European parliamentary support for ECSC
has become obvious. But what kind of collective thinking did
characterise the ratification process? Were decisions reached on
the basis of consensus within each parliarnent based upon an
agreed version cf the national interest ? Conversely, did parliamentarians in their national settings respond to a common version
cf the European doctrine? In the first case, the accidentai convergence of six distinct national interests would explan acceptance,
while in the second instance, trans-national solidarity of some kind
would be central. Or again, is ratification to be explained on the
basis of ideologicat solidarity among like-minded parties co-operating across national frontiers, such as the Christian-Democrats or
Socialists ? Perhaps none cf these explains as much as the
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expediential thinking of a multiplicity of groups, each finding some
advantage in voting for the Treaty.
The possibility of agreement on the basis of the nàtional
doctrine seems to explain ratification only in the case of Holland
and Luxembourg. In both parliaments, ratification was almost
unanimous. In both the future of the national economies was
considered inevitably tied up with ECSC, with the nation responding
in concert to the new scheme. Wide divergences of opinion were
typical of the other four countries. Further, not even the majority
found in each parliament for ratification offered homogeneous
reasons for ils action, some stressing one feature and some another.
Negatively speaking, it could only be said that ail pro-ECSC
German parties took their stand, in part, because the Treaty offered
release from some allied controis.
Nor can a common dedication to European principles be isolated
as a unifying element. Clearly this was absent as a characteristic
applying to ail parties in five of the six parliaments. Only in
Holland was the essence of " Europeanism " accepted without
dissent, thus becoming actually part of the content of Dutch
nationalism. No such conclusion, however, can be drawn from
Luxembourg's ratification, unanimous though it was. While a
common definition of the national interest was found there, this
did flot include an equally striking commitment to European
principles arnong ail the parties.
More can be made of the pattern of agreement and co-operation
of certain national parties with their ideological counterparts across
the frontier. Certainly the groups of the extreme right and the
liberal parties exhibited no such traits. Agreement even among the
traditionafly " internationalist " socialist parties svas too tenuous
to explain much in this context. Vague pro-ECSC declarations on
the part of the Socialist International in 1951 must here be contrasted with the actual opposition of the SPD, the hesitations of the
SF10 and Luxembourg Socialists, as well as the continued doubts
of the Belgians. In the case of the Christian-Democrats, however,
the case is otherwise. On the level of doctrine there vas commitnient to a united peaceful Europe, commonly shared by ail six
parties and cemented with Church teaching. Further, it must be
stressed that in 1950-1952 in ail six countries, Christian parties
were represented in the cabinets, with Christian-Democratic prime
ministers presiding in ail but Holland and France. Convinced
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that Europe's jus demanded a new approach and unpalatable steps
these men were hesitant to take within the national framework,
they tacitly agreed to shift the burden . to a supranational agency:
II vill relieve these men of difficuit decisions while they are in
office and perhaps help to keep them in office. li will provide them
with a joint source of prestige and patronage as long as they stick
together, and strengthen them against their opponents of the right
and left. . . . This group of leaders recognised in the project an
instrument for prolonging the political advantages that time and
circumstances had played fluo their hands. 72
Christian doctrine and opportunity combined to suggest the creation
of a new type of " pre-federal " organisation w solve problems
considered economically too difficuit and politically too dangerous
to tackie in the national setting.
But Christian-Democratic votes, after ail, did flot suffice to
establish ECSC. The only generally valid explanation of the success
of the Treaty lies in the convergence, not of six separate national
interests, but of a sufficiently large number of separate national
party positions to push the Treaty over the top. In France, the
SF10 was favourable because it accepted the principles of the free
competitive market and Franco-German peace; the Liberals of the
centre and right concurred because it gave them German coke and
the hope for continuing control via Luxembburg over German
heavy industry; MRP was favourable for the doctrinal and expediential reasons summarised above. In Germany, ail parties
except the SPD were favourably inclined because of common
anti-Allied motives, with the CDU impelled also by Europeanism,
but the FDP iargely for industrial and business reasons in essence
for precisely the opposite reasons which motivated many French
politicians. Italian adherence was based on a mixture of doctrine,
the promise of financial aid and the assurance of raw materials and
larger markets. Belgian support was derived from free market
motives as well as from the boon of foreign assistance to outdated
mines. The very ambiguity of the Treaty, of course, made this
pattern of convergence possible. Something seemed tb be " in it"
for everybody and a large enough body of otherwise quarrelling
72

Mendershausen, " First Tests of the Schuman Plan," Rev!ew o! Econo,nics and
S:atis:ics, (November 1953), p. 270. Sec also in this connection the excellent
trcatmcnt of political rfloLivaLion in W. N. Parkcr, " The Schurnan Plan A
Preliminary Prediction," international Organisation (August 1952).
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politicians was persuaded to launcli Hie first experiment in deliberate
integration.
Is THERE A. " EUROPEAN MAJORJTY"?
The elusiveness of a majority based on convergent rather than
homogeneous motives and ideologies was demonstrated in the
debacle over EDC. In Germany the old mixture of European with
anti-AIlied motives again sufficed to pass the Treaty, but flot so in
France. 1f the device of supranationalism seemed acceptable to
Socialists and Radicals in 1951 in order to assure peaceful FrancoGerman relations without clear German hegemony, the feeling was
otherwisc when it came to putting guns into the hands of the boches.
The dispute over Euratom merely implies the same problem once
more. German Conservatives seck a minimum of supranational
nuclear control, for nationalistic as well as free enterprise reasons.
French Socialists as well as Conservatives prefer tight supranational
controls: the former for pacifist and economic planning reasons,
the latter because they hope to be able to enforce the ban on German
atomic equipment in this fashion.
Hence, the following statistics on the European majority, as
measured by votes on the three supranational issues so far before
the national parliaments, must be understood in terms of a possibly
temporary convergence of party motives and ideologies, and most
emphatically not in terms of a clear, permanent and united majority.
Europeanism, even after five years of successful ECSC operations,
continues to be a mixture of frequently opposing aspirations.
Certainly it is significant that a Iioinogeneous movement combating
such steps has also failed to materialise. The lack of opposition
is attributable to the fact that no group or nation has suffered
economic or political damage as a resuit cf the common market,
whereas the conversion to integration among certain parties stems
from their realisation that their long-range aims may be met more
effcctivcly through expanded supranational action. But the dominant fragmentation of ideologies arid groups also explains why
support for integration must continue to rely on convergence and
cannot go forward on the basis of generaily accepted propositions.
The nature of pluralism militates against their ever being accepted
by ail simuitaneously.
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THE EUROPEAN MAJORITY: 1951 to 1956
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The ECSC and EDC votes refer to the ratifications in the lower house of the two
treaties in question.
s The Euratom votes refer to the resoiutions passed in the Iower houses of five
parliaments in spring and summer of 1956, authorising the governments to pursue
negotiations leading toward the establishment o!' Euratom. Sec the text of this
chapter for reservations and amendments to the draft resoiution voted in some
chambers, departing from the draft prepared by the Action Committec for the
Unitcd Suites of Europe and submitted to the parliaments on its initiative.
3 The " total " column lists the parliamentary strength of each party or group of
parties as of the etection preceding the vote. Since li does flot take account of
deaths, resignations or switches in party identification, the sum of the " yes "
n
no I and "abstention" columus does not aiways correspond to the parliamentary
party total.
4 The figure given for " abstentions " does not in ail cases correspond to the figure
oflicially recorded in the parliamentary documents. In many cases, there were
absences and vacancies in addition to strictly " voluntary abstentions," though
frequently such absences reflected a desire to abstain without being so recorded.
Whcrever possible I have identified these unofficial abstainers. Failure cf the
yes " " no " and " abstention " columns ta add to the " total " Iisted for each
party, therefore, may also reflect an inability on my part to identify completeiy
ail those who abstained or who were physically absent.
s " Others " in the French parliament include members without party affiliation,
. Overseas Independents and, since 1956, the Poujadists (52 dected).
6
Others " in the Wcst German pariiamcnt inciude the Refugee Party and an
assortment of nco-Nazi groups which failed to be re-elected in the 1953 balloting,
as well as independents.
Others " in the Italian pariiamcnt include members without party affiliation,
South Tyrol Autonomists, and the diminutive Liberai Party.
Others " in the Dutch parliament inciudes the Staatskundig Gereformecrede
and National Catholic Parties.
1
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Paradoxically, a theory of transnational integration can derive
considerable comfort from this finding. In the absence. of the
initial agreement of ail parties to integration on the precise motives
for working toward politicai community, the fact that a variety
of motives are dominant in each national unit actually facilitates
the emergence of supranational ideologies at a later stage, as vill
be demonstrated in the chapter on ECSC political parties. If a
uniform consensus within each national unit had existed at the
onset of the integration step, ideological realignments wouki be
made more difficult because cf the pre-existing rigidities in outlook
and expectations, some of which are bound to be disappointed
as integration goes forward.
This conclusion, to be sure, rests on two assumptions, both of
which have been met in the ECSC framework. The dominance of
pluralism in each unit and the inability to agree nationaily on basic
propositions must be accompanied by the kind of ideological
predisposition which will make possible a realignment of loyalties
at the supranational level. Groups in each country must be
partisan of thought patterns having their parallels in groups across
the border. Socialism as well as Christian-Democracy, and to a
much lesser extent Liberalism, furnish precisely the necessary
ideological predisposition. The emergence of a Socialist and a
Christian doctrine cf European econornic integration is no more
than the necessary result of these social forces. The second assumption is the existence of supranational institutions capable of channelling convergence into merging ideological patterns. Congresses
and conventions without the power or desire to legislate cannot
approximate this condition. A Common Assembly, potentially, at
least, capable of moulding the policy of a federal High Authority
does provide this opportunity. SmalI wonder then that the very
fragmentation of beliefs in five of the six member states bas found
its supranational answer through the instrumentalities cf ECSC
institutions.
The political community which may resuit from this trend
and its emergence is by no means assurcd merely because the trends
have been set into motion is, of coursc, bound to be equally
pluralistic and perhaps unable easily to deRme a general consensus.
Nevertheless, in the effort to give a Socialist, Christian or Liberal
stamp te the emerging pattern of interdependence, the political
actor is compelled to work through the medium of new central
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symbols. And his doing so may suffice to make these symbols the
equal of a new regional " national " doctrine.
In the meantime, however, this end resuit is by no means at hand.
Supranational realignments are under way, but convergences of
motives continue to dominate now. But they have already achieved
the next step in integration : Euratom and the European Economic
Community.
UNrrv
Tliis sun'ey of trends among political parties would hardly be
complete without an examination of opinion in British ranks.
Certainly, membership in ECSC or in any supranational system
was neyer entertained as a serious possibility. This, however,
does not preclude the probability that the evolution from OEEC
to the General Common Market brought with it some serious soulsearching in Westminster.
The ruling Labour Party's position in 1950 permitted of no
doubt. In European Unity, an officiai party pamphlet published in
May of that year, it was argued that close econornic cooperation
with Europe was unnecessary because the economies concerued are
flot eomplementary. Further, the very logic of the common market
was challenged : far from leading to a more rational distribution of
the factors of production it was likely to resuit in chaos. More
specifically and probably more honestly the pamphlet declared
that Socialists would be in a permanent minority in a federated
Europe, that Britain could sacrifice neither her newly won social
welfare benefits nor her sovereign power to plan her economy, that
the Commonwealth and Atlantic unity took precedence over
European ties an argument to which no Tory could take exception.
Supranationalism, in short, was ruled out and intergovernmental
co-operation described as adequate.
The opposition Conservative Party did not basically challenge
the Labour position; in fact, it shared the essence of it. However,
it attacked the stubborn unwillingness of the Goverument even
to attend the conference called to draft the ECSC Treaty and insisted
that British isolation should have been avoided by participation
in it. To this, Aneurin Bevan answered that " those who do not
wish to confide our steel and coal to the popularly elected at
BRrrIsH PARTIES AND CONTINENTAL
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Westminster, would hand British coal and steel workers over to
a group of international capitalists on the Continent." n
Did the parties react diflèrently when Monnet offei-ed to conclude an agreement on association in December of 1953? During
the long months of negotiation, many polite statements on the
desirability of doser ties aiways safeguarding British freedom to
act were made. When the agreement vas before the House for
ratification, approval was general and criticism confined to deploring
excessive diplomatic immunities to be granted to ECSC agents in
Britain. A number of members of ail parties expressed doubts
about the feasibility of supranationalism while Labour speakers
merely wislied to compel the Government to consuit 1the trade
unions before making commitments in the Council of Association.
To fears that in the absence of the association agreement, the steel
groups wouid form a cartel, Mr. Anthony Nutting replied that the
Government had deliberately insisted on purely intergovernmental
organs, but would consuit ail interested groups before committing
the country.
Approval of the agreement was obtained without
controversy or dissent.
Did the evident success of supranationalism and the European
" New Start " make a difference in British party opinion?
Apparently it did. Cernent Davies to!d the Liberal Party conference
of 1956 that duties toward the Commonwealth the argument
always heard when European integration is discussed—did flot
justify a " superior snobbery " toward the Six. As the common
market plan of the Brussels Intergovernrnental Committee became
known, a cross-party group of fif'ty prominent Britons signed a
declaration demanding more cooperation with EEC. Harold
Macmillan told the Conservative conference in October 1956
that while ties with the Commonwealth would aiways take priority,
they did not preclude ties with EEC via the Free Trade Area. In
the House of Commons, the Brussels plan elicited statements from
Conservatives and Labourites deploring an eventual Briiish economic
isolation and praising the obvious advantages ofa common market. 5
This statement was made during the House of Commons debate on Labour's
ECSC policy, June 26, 1950. Racine, op. ciL, p. 70.
74 The Tirnes,
February 22, 1955.
Tise Tinjes, October 8, 1956. iI'eek/y Ha,,sard, no. 361, on the debate or July 5,
1956. The reasons undcrlying the British change in attitude are anal)scd in detail
in Chaps. S and 8.
As late as 1956, Dcnis Hcalcy repcatcd the standard British objections to federation, but insisted that Britain, in milhtary plans, favourcd doser unity for the six
73
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Provided the issue of supranationality was flot raised, ail British
parties by 1957 showed not only interest, but a definite eagerness
to be associated with the Continent. Nothing further was heard
of the arguments featured in European Unity. A common market,
implying the possibility of discrimination against British trade in
search of increasing Continental rather than Commonwealtli outiets,
proved to be a potent centre of attraction.

Continental countries. H. Field Haviland, Jr. (cd.), Tire United States and Me
Western Community (Haverford: Haverford College Press, 1957), pp. 31-52.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS: 1952 AND 1957
are the private parties most consistently and continually under the direction of supranational institutions, and
therefore directly conceiued with the process of integration. However, it would violate the logic of pluralism to assume that firm
" national industrial " attitudes prevailed in any of the ECSC
countries in 1950 or at any time thereafter. Positions toward the
ratification, implementation and extension of coal and steel
integration differed in each country with the perception of interests
of the trade association concerned. Opinions expressed by steel
producers tended to differ from those of coal interests, consumers
diverged from producers. Fragmentation was and is typical.
Hence, the data on which the following conclusions art based
was drawn from the statements and aspirations of the chief national
trade associations in each of these fields, with a national consensus
being deducible in exceptional cases only.'
INDUSTRJALJSTS

GERMAN INDUSTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

To judge by the glowing statements issued shortly after the French
announcement ofMay 9, 1950, German heavy industry was delighted
with the Schuman Plan and eager to participate. A respected
German business economist wrote feelingly of the need for Grossraumwirtsc/zaft and the possibility of achieving it through ECSC. 2
Speaking for the Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen- und Stahlindustrie
as well as for the coal producers, Hermann Schenck declared in
1950:
1

2

Unless otherwise specified, the following conclusions are based on a number of
standard sources. For Geirnan industrial attitudes, the trade journals Stahi und
Elsen (steel) and Gliickauf (coal) are central. French industrial opinions are
regularly expressed in Usine Nouvelle and the Bulletin of the Conseil National du
Patronat Français. Other professional and press comments are carefully reprinted in ECSC, Assemblée Commune, Service des Etudes et de la Documentation,
Informations Bimensuelles (bi-weekly in 1954 and 1955) and Informations Mer:suelles (monthly since January 1956). Note especially the issues of January anti
November 1956, since they contain suxnmaries of company reports to stockholders
for the years 1954 and 1955. Other central sources not specifically cited hcreafter
include the daily press service reports of Agence Europe and the issues of Chronique
de Politique Etrangère for January 1953 and September 1955.
Gûnther Henle, Der Schumanplan vor semer Verwirkllchung, op. cil.
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11e basic industries Coal and Steel firmly and without reservation support the idea of the Schurnan Plan. We must realise
the Schuman Plan because it will finaily end the rivairies between
our Western neighbours and ourselves, even if this, as we know,
will demand sacrifices from ail. However, we believe that the
complete equality of the industrial partners is a self-evident presumption for the frictionless functioning of the plan. But granting
this we shail enter the scheme with complete conviction. II is flot
necessary to imagine that the issue of the Schuman Plan must be
liriked with remilitarisation, which does flot tempt us?
Even during the early stages of ECSC discussion, spokesmen for the
trade associations made it plain that they expected their representatives to assist the officiai government delegations in the
drafting of a definitive text.
The reservations implied in Schenck's " unconditional " acceptance were soon expressed by industry leaders. Delighted to
substitute ECSC for the highly unpopular Allied Ruhr Authority
which aliocated German coal exports over the dissent of the German
representative fears of French hegeinony were voiced just the
same. " li cannot be denied that the Ruhr, despite everything stiil
the strongest potential within ECSC, has had to make the greatest
sacrifices for the sake of the European Community." Germany
is certain to be outvoted on the High Authority and made the pawn
of the politico-economic interests of France, especially since ECSC
is likely to be " dirigist " in outlook. li was widely feared in
Gexmany that France would seek to throttle German steel production and seek to flood the German market with the surplus French
steel for which Monnet in his capacity as the architect of France's
post-1945 industrial modernisation programme—could find no
other outlet. Objections were raised against the anti-cartel features
of the draft Treaty, which were derided as one more instance of
the post-war mania to remake the European economy in the
American image. 5 German weakness due to war losses, damage
and reparations were mentioned incessantly in order to buttress
the argument of sacrifice ; but hopes were also expressed by industry spokesmen for ECSC investment funds. In fact, this hope
Stahi sud Elsen, Vol. 70, no. 27 (November 23, 1950), p. 1096.
4
K. H. Herchcnrdder, Joh. Schiifer, Manfred Zapp, Die Nachfolger der Ruhrkonzerne (Ddsseldorf: Econ Verlag, 1954), pp. 44 et seq.
5 Haussmann,
op. cii'., provides lengthy examples of these arguments, which he
scems to accept as valid.

3
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was one of the major attractions of Schuman's proposai, despite
the other objections raised. 6
One of the chief criticisms and simultaneously a major attraction of ECSC was the issue of deconcentration and mergers.
Geunan industry backed the CDU's interpretation of Article 66
of the Treaty as permitting, subject to High Authority approvai,
the reconcentration of the pre-war German coal and steel combines to levels corresponding to the size of French combines
whiie French industry and politicians argued that Article 66 would
serve to freeze the conditions created by Allied Law 27. ECSC
Treaty negotiations were accompanied by German efforts to raise
the size of industrial units peiinitted under Law 27 and the
announcement of the final wording of this law—coinciding in time
with the completion cf the ECSC Treaty drafting—disappointed
those whc were fearful of entering the common market but gave hope
to others who saw in Article 66 the legal means fer circumventing
Law 27.
While by no means as enthusiastic about the Schuman Plan,
as finaily ratified, as implied in early statements, the bulk of the
German coal and steel industries, nevertheless, saw in the scheme
more virtues than drawbacks. Other segments of industrial opinion
did flot share this feeling. It was argued that German ratification
should have been accompanied by reservations insisting on a
wealcer High Authority, abolition of Law 27, and continuation of
coal sales organisations. Said the influential Wirtsc/zaJ'tszeitung:
Everyone in Oermany favours Europe and conciliation with
Franc; even with sacrifices, but of course only sacrifices which
can in justified in terms of the basic interests of the Geutian people.
And . therefore the question is posed more and more often how the
Coal and Steci Community could have becu changed and improved. 8
s The figures ami arguments are given in Horst Cari Hahn, Der Schuman Flan
(Munich: Richard Eflaum Verlag, 1953).
7 The history of these concurrent negotiations is told by H. Rieben,
Des Ententes
de MaUres de Forges au Flan Schuman (Lausanne, 1954), pp. 426 et seq. Disagreement on the future size of German industrial combinations hetd up the completion 0f ECSC Treaty drafting. B k widely supposed that only the last-minute
intervention with Monnet of U.S. High Commissioner John J. McCIoy made
possible the " compromise " under which a fairly stringent Law 27 would go
into effect with the cominon market, to be rnodified later in terms of the developments of mergers in the ECSC area. Thus, die future German units would be
comparable in size to thosc developing in other ECSC countries, creating sortie
countervailing power." Sec Industriekurler, March 7, 1951, for such suggestions.
8
Wirtschaftszeitung, lune 27, 19516
t'
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Improvement, in the opinion of these reluctant Europeans, would
have included stripping ECSC of ail powers of control and the
achievement of a common market through the cooperation of
interested industries. " Pro-European " sentiment was widely
mingled with anti-supranational demands, indicating that for
many businessmen integration meant littie more than the removal
of Atiied controls.
The enthusiasm of German steelmakers for integration was
subjected to a severe test at the very time when the common market
was to open. They considered as discriminatory the High Authority's
endorsement of the French position on the question of whether the
exporter's or the importer's sales tax ought to be refunded. 9 As
was argued heatedly by the Steel Association:
A common market excludes the concepts of imports and
" exports." Each buyer, regardless of the country in which he
resides, must be cnabled to obtain conditions and prices from a
seller identical with 1± other buyers.'°
Different sales taxes on " imported " steel would therefore clearly
.discriminate against the then higher-priced, i.e., German, products.
Luxembourg's decision evokedloud German demands that the
Government sue in the ECSC Court to obtain redress against this
" obvious pro-French discrimination." The Government, through
State Secretary Westrick, however, refused to sue or to apply the
compensatory special sales tax measure against French steel passed
by the Bundestag, while French steel obligingIy raised its prices.
A compromise thus eased the situation, causing the Frankfurter
Aligemeine to comment:
M. Monnet, who undoubtedly had something to do with the
raising of French steei prices, has shown himself to be an " obliging"
European, but State Secretary Westrick has greatiy outdistanced
him in obliginguess by refusing to speak of a tax war."
While outraged feelings in the steel industry were assuaged with
respect to the tax issue, the question of coal sales organisations
the one dominant cartel issue has led to a permanent and bitter
criticism of ECSC in aimost ail German circles concerned. Joint
CL

For the extrcmcly complex figures ami cost implications, sce Mendershausen,
op, ciL, pp. 279-282. Etudes et Documents (May 1953), pp. B13-15. The details
of the Steuerstreit are discussed in Chap. 3.
10 Radio address of' E.
W. Mommscn (KWckner Works), printed in Stalti tend Elsen,
(February 26, 1953), pp. 3 18-319.
11 June 24, 19530
g
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non-competitive sales at prices fixed by GEORG are considered
essential by the Coal Association, coal wholesalers and dealers,
the Steel Association, the Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie
(BDI), as well as by trade unions and many Government officiais.
Competition would force marginai mines to close, introduce sharp
fluctuations in supply and make the marketing of poor grades
impossible. Virtuaily nobody in Germany with the significant
exception of the Federal Ministry of Economics challenged this
reasoning, thus initiating two years of bitter resistance to the High
Authority's efforts to transform GEORG and OKU, and ioud
objections to the decision announced in fall of 1955. The virtually
unanimous opposition to Luxembourg's policy has brought with
it scepticism as to its enforceability and predictions of national
cartel practices even under the three competitive sales organisations
authorised. And in some cases, it has brought forth threats which
betray littie loyalty to supranationalism:
Our solid front [of opposition to ECSC cartel policy] in favour
of centralism and against anti-economic experiments should be a
sufficient basis to prepare seriously for changes in the Treaty once
tEe transitional period is over. . . . We must confidently hope that
the Geinian [sic] representatives on the High Authority will flot
ignore these voices from the German economy and relevant Gejinan
government agencies. . . . In a decision of I. G. Bergbau it vas held
that if Luxembourg insists on a decentralisation of joint sales, coal
mining must be nationalised. . . . Did the creators of the Schuman
Plan wish for this kind cf resuit.... 7 When the High Authority
makes l'aise decisions of this magnitude the entire fabric of the Treaty
could collapse. kid it is flot only a question of ECSC. . . . Reverses
for ECSC must affect the whole European idea negatively. ...
Let the members of the High Authority and aIl those possessed
cf the theory of free competition who loudly demand that cartel
ghosts must be hunted in the coal sector, recognise their mistake
in the last hour and be wise enough to draw thé consequences from
their recognition. 12
The opposite is true of the industrial response to the reconcentration
12

Leading editorial in Ko/,lenwirtschafts:eitung, ' Montan-Union und Gemeinschaftsverkauf," no. 17 (September 18, 1955), pp. 4 e: seq. This journal is the
organ of German coal wholesalers. For siniilar opinions, coupled with strong
attack's on High Authority Vice-Prcsident Franz Etzel, the nian who negotiated
with the Unternehmcnsverband Ruhrbergbau for changes in GEORG, sec ibid.,
October 15, 1955, p. 3. Also the statcmcnt of Grosse at the convention of German
coal wholesalers, Informations Bin:e,zsuelles, Septembcr 15, 1955, p. 15.
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issue. Those who favoured ECSC because it seemed to permit
both vertical and horizontal mergers were amply rewarded by the
policies authorised in Luxembourg. In 1953 there was an initial
period of strident demand for permission to reconcentrate, justified
not only by a quasi-religious insistence on the naturalness of vertical
coal-steel-engineering plant combinations but also by the need to
achieve intra-firm capacity to compensate for fluctuations in demand
for specific steel products. While the High Authority laboured over
the implementation of Article 66 in working out the maximum
allowable mergers exempt from the authorisation requirement,
German steelmakers argued that Luxembourg should take Law 27
into account and not insist on a rigorous application of whatever
rules were determined. Apparently satisfied with ECSC reluctance
to enforce Law 27, Hans-Giinther Sohi, president of August
Thyssen-Hiitte, conceded:
If the High Author-ity acts so as to make the European steel
industry internationally competitive through an active investment
policy and the encouragement of organic mergers. . . . the aim of
the economic integration in Europe may be attained despite ail
initial difficulties. 13
By 1955 it svas evident tint in the field o!' mergers, at least, the
positive expectations entertained in 1951 had been met. While
one series of complaints against supranationalism was thus dropped,
the fulfilment of the expectation did flot demonstrably lead to an
increase in loyalty to that form of integration.
A markedly national preoccupation in German business circles
subsists with respect to the acquisition of coal and steel properties
by foreigiL financial interests. About 25 per cent. of German coal
production is owned by French, Dutch, Belgian, Italian, Luxembourg
and American firms, while three of the largest steel corporations
are Dutéh and Swedish controlled. The sale of these properties
has aroused resentment and the absence of proportional German
investments in the industries of these countries is by many considered
another " discrimination." Four years of supranationalism seem
to have done httle to alter this attitude.
On the crucial question of price stability, fiexibility and price
fixing, the German interest groups show the characteristic split
between producer and consumer interests. Coal producers have
13

Stahl und Elsen, June 17, 1954, p. 861.
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argued without break since 1952 that the policy of rigid price ceilings
is wrong, discriminatory against the Ruhr and dirigistic. Mounting
production costs, intensive capital requirements and constantly
rising wage demands compel a graduai upward adjustment of prices,
they argue, punctuating their periodic daims for increases in the
ECSC ceilings with voluminous cost studies designed to prove their
daims. Steelmakers have supported these daims they own about
20 per cent. of Gennany's mines and coal wholesalers have also
inveighed against High Authority " planning " in the coal price
field. Only the major organised coal consumers, supported by
Erhard, have urged Luxembourg to set limits to price freedom.
Suggestions that the ECSC-wide coal shortage be met by planned
imports and intra-ECSC compensation payments have been met
with charges of " supranational dirigisme."
Nor have the steelmakers been completeiy satisfied with the fair
trade code which governs their sales. Especially during the recession of 1954 they complained of rigidities and centralised planning,
expressing their preference for " direct " and " friendly " understandings with their French and Belgian competitors. As boom
conditions developed in 1955 these complairits diminished; but
organised steel consumers began then to argue for price fiexibility.
While generaily very satisfied with the common market and anxious
for more competition, they nevertheless argue that " we should
like to see a proper balance kept between dirigisme and freedom."
Price contrais are opposed by the consumers, but measures of
relaxation, like the ill-fated Monnet Rebate, were warmly greeted
as a constructive step.14 Coal and steel producers think of supranatianalism in ternis of a potential controller over price policy,
to be resisted at ail cost, but consumers find in the system a forum
sympathetic for their long-range demands for a multiplicity of
choice. Yet as regards the pricing and allocation of scarce scrap
supplies, even the German steelmakers welcàmed supranational
and national cartel-like practices without complaining of any
dirigisme. When their national cartel was dissolved by Luxembourg
in the summer of 1955, they agreed cheerfully ta an ECSC scheme
of allocation and control, providing also for bonuses paid to steel
producers who save scrap in favour of pig iron.
Transport harmonisation and development also split the ranks
14

Eberhard Jung, rcpresentative of Germait steci consurners on the Consultative
Committce, in ECSC Bulletin (January 1956), pp. 7 et seq.
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of German inclustry. Steelmakers expressed grave reserve on the
introduction of uniform tapered railway rates in the Community,
fearing to lose an existing transport advantage on the southern
German market and arguing for a maximum of intergovemmental
negotiation at the expense of High Authority action. Coal producers shared this fear with respect to the Geriiian market, but
favoured the measures as far as sales to France and Belgiuni were
concerned. The question of the Moselle Canal arose to spiit
attitudes further in this context. Steelinakers, of course, protested
violently against tue construction o!' the canal and urged that
ECSC remain aloof from the issue, while coal producers were
favourably inclined. The fact that decisions running directly
counter to steel interests were made in both the railway and Moselle
questions did not engender any demonstrable new antagonism to
supranationalism.
The issue of investments served at once as a source of lively
expectation . for benefits flot otherwise available and a stimulus
for disappointment. Coal producers, using as their argument
the antiquated nature of their installations compared to other
ECSC countries and the fact that they provided ha]f of the Coinmunity's production, demanded the lion's share of the Anierican
ban. Four-fifths of the $100,000,000 was mentioned as an appropriate sum, justified thus:

The true " paxity " of which it is spoken in ECSC Scies must

net be based on specific national desires and aims. It must be
based on die interest of European steci production and economy,
keoping in mmd a careful assessment of the most favourable natural
preconditions. These exist exclusively in the Ruhr. Investment
in coal and steel here is the proof of the truly European attitude
0f die ECSC.15
While scoring their need for f'unds, the mine owners were nevertheless reluctant to apply for a share of the ban because they objected
to the " dirigistic " elements connected with its administration.
Despite ail these criticisms, however, they gladly took their share
of the funds and admitted that no discrimination was practised
in the distribution. 10
15

Schnelldienst des Deutsc/zen Indusiricinstituts, June 16, 1953, p. 4. The demand
continued in 1955. Sec Informations Mensuelles (November 1956), p. 76.
16 Unternchxnensvcrband Rnhrbergbau, .Tahresbericht,
195311954 (Essen, 1955),

pp. 34, 37.
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In the steel industry, the remarkable increases in production
achieved since 1952 have very largely been the resuit of massive
programmes of seif-financing. This, however, did flot keep the
Steel Association from demanding investment aid from ECSC
in 1953 and 1954. On the contrary, the priority of investment in
coal and ore mining was critieised and a share of the American
ban for German steel claimed as essential, while industry spokesmen denied that they possesseci sufficient means for seif-financing.
li was in this context that consistent attacks at the rate of the ECSC
production tax were heard, a rate accused of being a disincentive
to investment and a great burden for Geri»an industry. As selffinancing showed striking resuits by 1955, despite the earlier oeils
of woe, the Steel Association tuiued to attack the investment supervision powers of the High Authority. No longer interested in ECSC
aid, the producers were conceiued with eliminating their duty to
report investments to Luxembourg and obtain authorisation for
outlays beyond the amounts flxed by the High Authority under the
Treaty's Article 54. And in this regard they found a High Authority
not disposedto challenge their preferences. 17
Gei rnn industrial and financial circles outside coal and steel
. have been extremely reserved toward the prospects of supranational
investments and investment supervision. Disappointed over the
" small " share of the American ban given to Oerman coal and
coke interests, many businessmen nevertheless welcomed outside
aid of any kind for enabling German collieries to bring their equipment up to date, especially in relation to recent French modernisation
measures. Gei t "an bankers were on the whole extremely hostile
to the ban, flot because they denied the need for investments, but
because they resented the High Authority control powers. Hermann
J. Abs, head of the Kreditanstalt fUr Wiederaufbau and executive
of several Ruhr collieries, had taken the lead in demanding outside
aid for Geituan industries, said to lag behixid their French competitors, coupling the cali with objections to the rate of the ECSC
production tax as making seif-financing even more difficult. But
he wanted his bank to administer the ban funds, not Luxembourg:
In die future, national govemments or public agencies controlled
by them cannot be the centres for making decisions on investments
17

La renaissance de la sidérurgie allemande,"
See the figures in Daniel Cois,
L'Eco,wmie (December 15, 1955), pp. 14 et seq.
"
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and credit. Nor should these questions be handled by a supranational authority, which has even Iess contact with individual
Any notion of competition between High Authority ban operations
and the activities of national banking establishments was sharply
attacked by Abs and others, who feared the ECSC programme o!'
forcing down Continental interest rates. While the mining enterprises were generaily satisfied with ECSC activity in the investment
fleld, neither bankers nor steelmakers look favourably ta supranationalism in this area.
Clearly, Geriiian industrial opinion is far from unanimous on
the issue o!' loyalty or opposition to supranational measures o!'
integration. Even positions within a given trade association vary,
according to the issue. However, it is clear that specific grievances
are entertained and have flot diminished over time, though fears o!'
" discrimination " have tended to disappear and expectations o!'
economw chaos have evaporated. Price, cartel, transport and
investment questions continue to arouse critical comment in some
Get inan industrial circles, even though open rebellion against
supranational control is seldom voiced. When it is heard it is
sharply criticised and rebuked by leading industrialists. 19 The
key to the evolution is the business attitude to questions o!' expanding the task of ECSC or o!' creating new institutions for integration: the common market, integrated fuel policy, the harmonisation of labour and welfare measures and Euratom.
How did the coal and steel industries react to the cornmon
market and the need to compete once more ? As for the collieries,
no hardsliips o!' any kind were involved since, with the exception o!'
certain months, there was always more demand for Gei i nan coal
than could be delivered. In the steel sector, the picture was more
complex. The common market opened in the spring of 1953
Abs, as quoted in Stahi und Elsen, May 21, 1953, p. 752.
'g
In this connection, sec the frequent statements of principic in favour of ECSC
mingled with specific items o!' criticism—of foiuier Steci Association heads
Karl Barich (Stahi und Eisen, May 21, 1953, pp. 747-751) and Gerhard
Schrôder, as well as the sharp statement of Mannesmann head Wilhelm Zangen
to oiie of his stockholders, reported in Agence Europe, July 4, 1956. For a concise
summary of industrial viewpoints, sec Deutsches Industricinstitut, Material zum
Zeitgeschehcn, " Zwei Jahre Montan-Tinion," no. 21, August 16, 1954. 11e
conclusion is revealing: " In general, the High Authority encounters great resistance
from governmcnts and intercst groups when it seeks to propose coordinating
measures in the flelds of commercial policy, transport and welfaxe which go beyond
what is forescen in flic Treaty." (p. 13).
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amidst German expectations of losses in some sectors and gains in
others : the steelmakers seemed content to let the logic of free trade,
expanded sales and new patterns of specialisation take its course.
By the winter of 1953-1954, however, the general recession in
Europe had caught up with the steel trade and cries of anguisli
against the " disturbing " influence of the common market were
heard. Complaints against the imports of cheaper French steel,
resentment against the cutting of prices compeiled by these imports,
and suggestions for " understandings " with French steel producers
were heard more and more. While individual firms thus clearly
objected to the common rnarket and regretted the gtowing interpenetration of trade, Steel Association President Gerhard Schrbder
emphatically restated his faith in the Treaty and welcomed the
competition thereby introduced. In any event, with the onset of
boom conditions late in 1954, the estimates once more changed to
optinhism and approval for market inteipenetration. Stable prices,
increased production and easier sales resulted in tributes to the
common market and in demands for extending it. Only remaining
pockets cf protectionism, the prevalence of exchange controls and
the absence of valid exchange rates were said to prevent real
economic integration, die creation of a general free xnarket. With
heavy emphasis on the need for the dominance of private enterprise,
the head of the Gutehofl'nungshtitte noted in 1955:
Geuxian industry has supported the goal of European economic
unity. Unfortunately, our expectations have been disappointed
in certain respects and the aiim to be realised by ECSC have recently
become problematical once more. We must emphatically warn
against die inclusion of new sectors, e.g., fuels, in the jurisdiction
cf the High Authority.20
The common market for coal and steel, clearly, has whetted the
Genuan appetite for a General Common Market among those producers who expect to profit therefrom, provided that it will be a
common market free from supranational controls of the kind
opposed in the ECSC framework. Jncreasingly, German steelmakers and financiers as distinct from coal interests have
criticised any kind of directives and control from Luxembourg as
" dirigisme " and " falsification of competitive conditions," unless
they themselves favoured the controls initially, as in the case of
20

Heimaun Reusch, January 11, 1955, as reported in Stahi und Eisen, January 27,
1955, p. 121.
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serap. The primacy of private property and free enterprise have
been singled out as the precondition under which Germany entered
ECSC. Professional competence of industrialists as alone capable
of managing the common market has been opposed to the bungling
of the " politicians " in Luxembourg. Revision of the Treaty has
been demanded to expunge implications of dirigisme from it and
such industry leaders as Schrôder and Abs haxe warned that the
common market is flot to be considered a German sacrifice for the
benefit of the Frencli and Belgians, who alorie have profited from
the " dirigistie " measures of readaptation, special subsidies, ami
the " rigid " fair trade price lists. Not supranational direction but
a healthy and continuous understanding among industrialists
across national frontiers is going to integrate the European economy.
And with this judgment, the head of the Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie, Fritz Berg, has often and vociferously associated
himself, in attacking the High Authority for failure to " understand " industry, to " establish confidence in industry." 21.
The coal people, however, have been far less sweeping in their
attacks on any semblance of supranational planning. Worried
increasingly by rising costs and the competition of fuel ou, natural
gas and potentially atomic energy, mine owners seem not at ail
averse to the kind of supranational direction which will protect
their position. Thus, ECSC measures for minimising cyclical
fluctuations have been welcomed, as well as suggestions to discriminate against the sale of fuel oil by the imposition of a supranational " eompensatory " tax. At the same time, coal producers
have praised the various international studies which tend to stress
the continued need for coal, while sharply attacking the OEEC
report of Louis Armand for suggesting that coal is doomed in the
long run and advocating the immediate exhaustion of remaining
coal reserves so that atomic energy will have a clear field a generation
hence.22
This juxtaposition of worries and defences bas led to the demand
21

22

Fritz Bcrg's quarrel with the High Authority and 1± withdrawal from the Consultative Committec as a resuit are reported in Agence Europe, May 19, 1954.
Berg is frequently at odds with the Steci Association over this issue since he takes
a far more anti-ECSC position than the steelmakers, having lcd to considerations
of withdrawal froru the BDI on the part of the Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen- und
Stahiindustrie.
The intcrnational studies in question are: United Nations, Econornic Commission
for Europe, .Relationsliip between Coal and Black 01k in tue West European Fuel
Market (Geneva, 1954) and Organisation for European Economic Cooperation,
Quelques Aspects du problème Européen de I'Energie (Paris, June 1955).
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for an integrated European " coal-energy policy." The task of
such a pollcy is the reduction of production costs, the stabilisation
0f prices and markets and the planning of secure new investments
in the pits precluding a régime of free competition. The means
for achieving these aims lie in ECSC-wide controls over the ratio
of coal—oil consumption and controls over the ratio of imported
coal—ECSC coal consumption. If the Treaty withholds the appropriate powers from the High Authority and commands more
competition than seems warranted by the needs of the coal industry,
the Treaty should be changed or reinterpreted accordingly. 23
Clearly, a commitment to free enteiprise and opposition to
nationalisation does flot preclude a dedication to appropriate
supranational " dirigistic " measures protecting the coal producers.
The future of integration, therefore, includes expectations of
appropriate " planning" for the coal industry and opposition to
such activities, if carned out by supranational public agencies,
as far as the bulk of German industry is conceiued. In the demand
for the harmonisation of labour and welfare policies pro-integration
attitudes are put to their most severe test. With great unanimity
German industrialists bave rejected notions of harmonising living
standards by way of High Authority decrees or ECSC-wide collective bargaining. They have gleefully pointed to the ECSC
real wage studies as indicating that Gerinan wages are not very
much below those in comparable French industries, and have therefore objected to the suggestions of Mendès-France and others that
a systematic hai 'ûonisation of living standards (i.e., wages and
social security contributions) must precede further integration.
While " jn principle " favourable to the forty-hour week in Germany,
according to Fritz Berg, German industrialists have warned against
the sudden introduction of such measures and prefer " direct talks
between representatives of Get inan and French industries " rather
than supranational action. 24 And to specific requests for harmonising new sectors, such as labour conditions, German industrialists answer that the introduction of general convertibility and
valid exchange rates should take first place, together with the
Helmut Burckhardt, " Griinde und Aufgaben ciner Kohlenwirtschaftspolitik,"
Bergfrejhe(t (July 1955). J. Schaefer, " Zum Thema KohIeupolitik," Glikkauf
(January 1, 1955), pp. 53 et seq.
24
The consistent opposition o!' German industry generaily to extending the task of
ECSC, especially in questions cf living standards, is reported in Schnelldienst des
Deutsclren Induscricinstituts, February 10, 1955, Febnsary 8, 1955 and July 18,
1955. Also BDJ, .ïahresbericht, op. cit., pp. 56-570
23
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suppression of subsidies, tarifs and quantitative restrictions. Not
even the complaints of manpower shortages in the mines change
this picture. The Ruhr collieries have supported Bonn's efforts
to increase incentives and productivity through the governmental
subsidisation of wages. High Authority directives calling attention
to the illegality of the practice have resulted merely in the Ruhr's
encouraging the German authorities to hold out against Luxembourg's pressure. The majority of industrial leaders thus clearly
oppose the extension of powers of ECSC, while concentrating their
efforts on limiting even the exercise of the powers given the High
Authority under the Treaty.
Sector integration under supranational auspices enjoying less
support in 1956 than in 1951, proposais for Euratom have been
greeted with indifference or hostility in German industriai circles.
While favouring the international sharing of nuclear information
and the establishment of a common market for fissionable
materials, Gerwan industrialists reject supranational powers of
purchasing, selling, importing, leasing and controlling the use of
nuclear energy materials. They feel that if left unrestricted they
will soon deveiop an atomic industry of their own, free from possible limitations imposed by a suspicious supranational authority.
Conversely, the principle of a General Common Market bas a gieat
deal of appeal if ieft free from supranational investment, harmonisation and coordination powers, especially with respect to labour
costs. As Hermann Abs pointed out in kils negative comment
on the Messina Conference, Gei ' i an industry wants a general
world-wide elimination of ail trade barriers, flot a vertical integration
of the West European economy alone. For this, simple intergovernment cooperation on the model of die OEEC suffices and
the creation of new " dirigistic " supranational organs can be
avoided.25
Compared with the attitudes prevalent in 1951, then, enthusiasm
for the kinci of integration which would conduce to the growth
26

Within the BDI, tbe Frcnch demand for tho hannonisation of labour cost factors
prior to the inauguration of the General Common Market was greeted with the
most lively opposition. On Euratom, the BDI ..Tahresbericht for 195511956
rcmarkcd:
lEt goes without saying that ail energy policy must be a liberal policy. International cooperation, espccialiy in the nucicar energy field, cannot resuit in
giving supranationat authorities control powers .which have fortunately been
denied to the Suite.
Informations Mensuelles, (January 1957), pp. 22-23, 80-81.
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0f a political community has weakened considerably. The positive
expectations entertained with respect to supranational powers and
institutions have been realised : Gerrnan inequalities have been
removed, mergers bave been left unrestricted, sales have expanded,
and investment autonomy is unimpaired. No new demands have
developed so that cuitent orientations toward ECSC hinge around
the negative expectation of hindering supranational action. The
General Common Market is favoured only on the assumption that
it would give rjse to no new federal institutions. From the position
of the defeated enemy, associated with war guilt, the German
industrialist has again emerged as the leader of the European
economy, for whom it is no longer necessary to make sentimental
political concessions, as in 1951. Hence, lukewarm support for
the European idea in its federal foriit has turned to indifference. 211
Most significantly, however, those branches of industry, such
as coal, which equate supranational action with their own survival
differ from this pattem. And, on the basis of demands heard during
die recession of 1954, it may well be hazarded that a new crisis will
once again lead to expectations of supranational counter-cyclical
measures, and thereby build up a demand pattern looking to powerful
central institutions for the realisation of immediate aims.
FRENCH INDusTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

To judge by the opinions and demands expressed by significant
sectors of Freneh industry during the Schuman Plan ratification
and drafting period, there was no likelihooci of French industrialists
ever turning to the support of any doctrine of integation. Opinion
was overwhelniingly critical of sector integtation, nie by " technocrats " far removed from the realities of the business world,
relaxation of protective measures for French industry and especially
the possibility of supranational anti-cartel and general regulatory
mea sures.
On the political level, the French Steel Association Chambre
Syndicale de la Sidérurgie Française manufactured and disseminated the very arguments which were later used in the National
U

Sec, for instance, the sentiments of K. P. Harten, president of the Verein Deutschcr
Eiseabûttenleute, as described in his " Kohle und Eisen linter der Sicht der europischen Integration," Glllckauf, March 28, 1953, pp. 330 et seq. Also the conclusions of G. Alinond, " The Political Attitudes of German Business," World
Folitjcs (January 1956), pp. 157-186. In general, h is accurate to say that the
opinions encountered in the leadership levels o!' trade associations are mucli more
consistently pro-integration oriented than the more unstructured attitudes encountered among rank-and-file businessmen.
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Assembly and the press by rightist opponents of ECSC. 27 The
Association went so far as to subsidise Comniunist mass propaganda
against the Treaty, emphasising the decay of French industry,
unemployment and inevita.ble servitude to Germany. Among
strictly economie objections to the plan, the steelmakers admitted
their preference for the private cartel-like approach to industrial
integration which their then. vice-president, Pierre Ricard, had
proposed at the Westminster Conference of the European Movement
in 1949. Throughout the pre-ratification debate they complained
about having been ignored and shut out froni the negotiations by
Monnet, and that they could not support a long-range plan which
would deny . them participation in decision-making. 28 Sector integration would perpetuate the practizes of German dxscnxnination
in the unintegrated but vitaily related sectors and also conduce to
the premature exhaustion of Lorraine iron on deposits. At the
same lime, the higher French social security and indirect tax charges
wotild make successful competition with Germany an impossibility.
Investment would be necessary, but who would furnish the necessary funds ? A French steel economist answered:
an die solution to certain problems be found through flic
good will of die other countries of die Community ? Truly, it is
difficuit to imagine tint foreiga steci industries and the governments
which support them will gladly accept die suppression cf the real
advantages they enjoy in intemational competition, which die
French Government lias been awkward enougli to give diem without
insisting on counter-concessions. . . . We must not delude ourselves.
Let us not expect that foreign counti-ies and competitors wffl make
gratuitous gestures of good will. Bach countzy says k is European,
but " European sentiment," supposing it exists elsewhere than in
officiai utopias, is compdlled to make peace with die bjtter law of
economic competition. 29
Sce Chap. 4 for the details. Sec, above ail, H. Ehrmann, " The French Trade
Associations and the Ratification of the Schuman Plan," World FoIitics (July
1954), pp. 458-463, lW 465 et seq.
28
On great sympathy for cartels as an approach 10 integration, sec the frank statement
of Jacques Ferry and René Chatel (both steci executives), L'Acier (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de Franc; 1953), pp. 90, 107, 117. Position of the French steci
industry toward ratification in Louis Charvet, " La Sidérurgie française devant
le Pool," Nouvelle Revue de l'Econornie Contemporaine, op. cit., pp. 42 et seq. For
the orc mines (mostly controlied by steci firms), sec Louis Lacost; " Notre Fer en
Peril," ibid., pp. 49 et seq.
29 Jean Chardonnet, La Sidérurgie française: Progrès ou Décadence ? ( Paris : Arman d
Colin, 1954), pp. 229-.230.
27
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This bitter opposition to integration on the part of steelmakers
did not stem only from the fear of being undersold by Germany
and directed by supranational techriocrats. Opposition was inherent in the conservative and family-dominated nature of the
industry. While massive concentrations have reduced the number
of firms and obscured family control, few of the mergers are actually
complete amalgamations of assets. Instead " g'oups " of enterprises are foi t i-ied in which new plants are set up jointly by existing
firms, or shares in established properties exchanged.30 Independence
is the watchword of the steelmaker, whether with regard to foreign
suppliers or domestic competitors. Symptomatic of this spirit
is the plan to produce 143 million tons of crude steel by 1957, as
demanded both by the producers and the Government, and the
scheme to develop sufficient coke-oven capacity in Lorraine by
1960 so as to make the local steel industry Iargely independent of
Ruhr coke purchases. New coking processes developed are to
render the Lorraine-Saar coal useable for cokification, with production scheduled to reach 8,200,000 tons per year. 31 Pride in
independent family operations and the refusai to alter thern, then,
is a large factor in resistance to any expanded market doctrine,
specificafly one which would eliminate cartels as the means to
protect familles. Integration, finaily, would mean giving up the
separate national existence of this complex, including its daims
in the Saar. Pierre Ricard neatlyjoined the issue of national French
steel power with owners' daims in the Saar at the onset of ECSC
operations:
I ask you to remember three figures : our actual production
is a littie more [1952] than 11 million tons per year in France, the
Saar produces 3 million tons. J stress the three figures: II, 3, 155
[German steel output in 1952]. . . . If die Saar is within the French
economic system, that gives us 11 millions plus 3 millions, 14 million
tons of steci, or 90 per cent. of 155 million, and that is about even.
Considering our investment efforts, we are in the positiôn of equal
competitive strength. If the Saar is removed from the French
system, to job the German side, tint would give us 11 millions
against 185 millions, a littie Iess than 60 per cent. One can fight
30
3'

Fritz Hellwig, " Die Unternehmerorganisation in der westeuropiischen Eisenund Stahiindustrie," Stahi und Elsen, Vol. 71, no. 7, March 29, 1951.
Etudes et Documents (May 1953), pp. 24, 31. British Iron and Steci Federation,
u
Steci Developments in France," Mont/:Iy Statistical Bulletin, Vol. 30, no. 8,
August 1955.
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when 11w chances are even, when strength is approximately equally
matched, but nobody can fight when lie is about one against twoP
Critical voices by far overshadowed pro-integration sentiment in
other segments of the business world. . The Charbonnages de
Franc; despite their status as a public monopoly subject to Government direction, clearly opposed ratification of the ECSC Treaty.
Iii a reaction hardly differing from that of private managers, the
Charbonnages leaders feared the compefition of cheaper German
and subsidised Belgian coal, and foresaw nothing but disposai
problems for their own low-grade production, especially in the
Centre-Midi mines. In the steel-consuming industries the picture
was more complex. A schism developed in the association of steel
processing and engineering industries
Syndicat Gnéra1 des
Industries Mécaniques et Transformatrices des Metaux with
André Métrai, the president, strongly opposing ratification and the
secretary-general, Jean Constant, favouring it. Each had. behind
him a segment of the industry. Métrai spoke for those who objected
to the " technocracy of inteinationai super-planners, uncontroiled
and etejuai," feeling that ECSC implied the death of politically
powerful employers' associations» Constant, on the other hand,
led those fi' lits who welcomed the common market because it
seemed to free thein from the price and quality dictation of the steelmakers, thus showing as early as 1951 that " national trade association interests " could be spiit by the demonstration of economic
advantage through supranationalism. Constant, receiving the
support of Monnet, succeeded in building up a rival association of
steel consumers favourable to ECSC, and ended up by becoming
its president.
It was the steelmakers' position, however, which triumphed in
the officiai position of the French Employers' Association, die
Conseil National du Patronat Français. lis president, Georges
Villiers, as well as its pre-war leader, Giguoux, repeated in essence
the Steel Association's arguments, thus creating the impression
that French industry in its totality opposed supranational integration
and obseuring the voices of dissent within it. Hardly anyone
attacked the principle of integration or of a united Europe: the
Statement to the Frcnch press July 4, 1952, quoted in Rieben, op. cil., p. 383.
33
A. Métrai, " Le Plan Schuman constitue un Saut dans l'inconnu," Nouvelle Revue
de l'Economie Contemporaine, op. cit., p. 390
32
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charges concentrated on the powerful High Authority, on the overambitious institutional structure, on the absence of trade association
representation in top echelons, ami especially on the anti-cartel
powers of ECSC, as going far beyond powers possessed by national
governments. As Giscard d'Estaing, an " internationalist"
industrialist, noted:
Just bccause we are profoundly attached to the unification
cf Europe we do not want to sec it serve the pretext of doing at
the European level what nobody dams do at die national Ieve1?
11e French Economic Council, on November 30, 1951, passed a
resolution favouring ratification by a vote of 111 to 1 5, with 29
abstentions. fle negative votes came from the Communistdominated trade unions, while the abstainers included ail industrialists associated with the CNPF, the middle class organisation,
and the Charbonnages de France. In order not to be confused
with the Communists, these opponents of ECSC preferred to
abstain.
Once the Treaty was ratified, despite ail these efforts, a new
attitude was ahnost iminediately adopted at Ieast outwardly
by the trade associations. Villiers told the CNPF General Conference that a supranational Europe was a reality and that industry
should concentrate its efforts on making it a free enterprise Europe,
by organising supranationally. Steelmakers conceded that, with
energy, they might be able to compete with German imports after
ail and they demanded elimination of French Government price
ceilings with the inauguration of the common market. Pierre
Ricard, advanced to the presidency of the Steel Association after
the success of ECSC in the National Assembly, congratulated
•hixnself on the appointment of steelmaker Léon Daura to the
Higli Authority and free enterprise-minded economist Jacques
Rueff to the Court of Justice. " I may say that the High Authority
. . . can really count on the loyal cooperation of the French steel
industry. I ask you to consider as an act offaith in the peimanence
of the Community the important step we took recently . . . the
radical refo i n of the Comptoir Sidérurgique [the former steel
sales cartel].35 Naturaily, M. Ricard coupled these declarations
E. Giscard d'Estaing, La France et j' Unification Econornique de l'Europe (Paris:
Editions Genin, 1953), p. 187.
n Announcement to the press, Deceniber 10, 1952. Bulletin du Conseil Nalional
du Patronat Français (hereafter cited as CNPF Bulletin), January 5, 1953, p. 15.
34
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of resignation to ECSC with redoubled demands for the immediate
canalisation of the Moselle, more investment aid and relief from
French taxation. These daims were to form the substance of
French industrial activity at the national level for years to corne.
At the onset of the common market, it seems safe to conclude,
negative expectations among Freneh industrialists outweighed
positive ones. While anxious to obtain reduced transportation
costs and an " equalisation " of social security contributions by
way of ECSC, their primary preoccupation was the limitation of
the common market principle so as to have as littie interference
as possible with their past production and sales practices. In view
of this concetu, the evolution of industrial attitudes with respect
to market interpenetration, prices and sales practices under ECSC
rules provides an interesting index.
Among steelmakers the inflow of foreign steel was greeted
with cries of anguish and dismay. While welcorning the proFrench decision of the High Authority in the controversy with
Germany over the sales taxes, Pierre Ricard in May of 1953 foresaw
stiif competition from Belgian and German steel imports on the
hitherto protected Frencli market. But Ricard also expected greater
French sales on the southern German market and reaffirmed the
steelmakers' will to adhere to the spirit of the Treaty. With the
onset 0f the 1953-1954 recession, this willingness seemed to undergo
some subtie changes. Sharp attacks were directed against the Higli
Authority for having opposed the Brussels Export Entente and a
suit in the Court threatened in case of Luxembourg's formai disapproval. Vigorous protests were heard against the importation
of Belgian steel, especially from steel firms near the Belgian frontier.
The system of price lists, initially opposed by French industrialists,
was suddenly found to possess the virtue of stabilising prices and
preventing competitive price cutting. When, therefore, the High
Authority permitted the 25 per cent. departure from list prices,
in response to consumer pressure, the French Steel Association
was among the most important groups to challenge this decision
as permitting " discrimination."
If in the matter of steel prices the industry turned toward the
ECSC Treaty for protection against competition, and thus made it
fulfil some of the functions of a cartel, such positive expectatiQns
were much siower in developing in the field of scrap. French
steelmakers at first preferred a purely national arrangement, under
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which French industrialists would flot be compelled to contribute
to tue ECSC-wide compensation fund, from which they derived
no advantage. The logic of the common market, in short, was
resisted and denied. Only in 1955 were demands for the flrm
central allocation of scrap h.eard, with the request that the High
Autliority declare a state of shortage. And so it went with the
common rnarket for special steels, whose establishment was successfully postponed though not prevented by the concerted hue
and cly of French manuf'acturers, alleging higlier costs and inability
to compete. Objections were stili heard a year later, but as 1955
drew to a close, it was generaily admitted that catastrophe had failed
to overtake this sector.
On balance, the French steelmakers are restive toward the
interpenetration of markets and by no nieans reconciled to economic
integration by way of intensified sales competition. Complaining
especially of the " difficWt " position of the steelmakers in the
North of France, special tax and tariff concessions are denianded
of the French Government W enable this sector to survive in the
ECSC common market. And as one spokesman for the region put
it, in the context o!' the General Common Market plan:
Nothing lias been done to counter the disparities which
die Schuman Plan compels the steel industry of Frauce to endure,
and especially that of die North, for the benefit of foreign competitors to whom our frontiers have becu thrown open without
precaution. Itose who hasp thrown us into fixe ECSC adventure,
while deliberately neglecting French interests to obtain the signatures
of our partuers, have taken on a crushing responsibility?
. . u

The opposite picture obtains in the ranks of steel consumers in
Rance. Even the initially hostile association of steel consuming
industries headed by André Métrai, whule continuing to protest
against "supranational technocratic dirigisme," turned to lobbying
and arguing in Luxembourg in order to campe! French steelmakers
to lower their prices and to encourage the importation of more
Gennan steel into France. It was Métral's organisation which
led the battie for the Monnet Rebate, though it was highly dissatisfied with the solution adopted in Luxembourg and disappointed
with the Court's decision. li demonstrated, however, that doctrinal
u Statement of René Damien, of USINOR, in Agence Econamique et Financière,
January 17, 1956. Sec also Joscph de Beco in Usine Nouvelle, November 18,
1954, p. 2.
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opposition does flot suffice to prevent the development o!' supranational expectations when it is a question of cheaper prices. 37
Much the same is true of Jean Constant s Association des
Utilisateurs de Produits Sidérurgiques, composed mostly of small
enterprises initially attracted to ECSC because of the promise of
active price competition and freedom from cartel mie. Constant
has argued from 1953 until the summer of 1956 that the High
Authority should take the responsibility for encouraging and
enforcing the lowest possible steel prices, even though this may
indeed imply " supranational dirigisme." In particular, Constant
demanded more strrngent anti-cartel action in the steel sector than
the High Authority has been prepared to undertake. For this
group, nevertheless, the common market has been a success and
ils continuation a positive expectation:
AIl the French consumers rejoice over the common market ami
it has benefited die French economy greatly. 0f course, we do
not yet sec the bulldozers taking on the canalisation of the MoseUe
and the railway rates are stili somewhat discriminatory. We must
direct our efforts to these concrete tasks and have them take the
place of words. However, our national steel industry has made
more progress in the kM twenty months than in the forty years
preceding. Some more remains to be made and it will be made
much more spontaneously if we do not permit h to fail back once
more into the anaesthesia of cartelisation.38
Among the economists and die managers of the Charbonnages
de France, scarcely any evidence of a change of heart over 1951
can be discovered. Since the opening of the conimon market for
coal, the complaint against increased Gerinan and Belgian competition, artificially low prices, unjustly high production costs has
been the same. The staid Annales des Mines blamed the comrnon
market for unsaleable stocks in 1954. The ECSC subsidy to Belgium
is considered discriminatory if it permits Belgian coal to underseil
French production in the Nord/Pas-de-Calais region. Ruhr price
ceilings, and before 1954 the ceilings applicable in France, are said
to .keep ail ECSC coal prices too low and " rigid," while according
to the Blanzy . Basin coilieries:
A. R. Métrai, " Les espoirs et les angoisses engendrés par le Traité de la Coinmunauté du Charbon et de L'Acier," Bulletin de la Société Belge d'Etudes et d'Expatision, May-.June—July 1954, pp. 638 et seq.
38
Jean Constant, " Ce que demande le consommateur," Hommes et Commerce
(January—February 1955), p. 78. Sec the similar statement in ECSC Bulletin
(January 1956).
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This organisation [EŒC] bas not brought us any advantage
equai to the payment of 90 million [French francs, production tax]
which we had to give it in 1954. A reduction of ffie payments
seoms very desirable to us?

To the extent that market interpenetration is said to bave resulted
in unemployment and disposai problems, the common market is
attacked without mercy ; but to the extent that the anti-subsidy
rules of the Treaty will militate against the importation of Gei «mn
coke and coking coal, the common market is welcomed. As will
be shown below, the Charbonnages de Rance express their
opposition to the common market in ways designed to lead to
more integration, rather than to a return to a completely protected
national economy. In the meantime, however, politica1y sensitive
groups have rallied to the negative position of the Charbonnages
if they fear the closing of mines and the lay-off of workers.
The anti-cartel rules of the Treaty had been uniforinly opposed
in French industrial circles, with the exception of the small steel
consumers. Five years of common market have done littie to
change this distribution o!' attitudes. Foi-maMy, the practice of
joint sales by the steelmakers and ore mines has been discontinued,
though the institutions earlier created for this effort have merely
been redesigned as " statistical " centres. Yet, the insistence of
steelmakers on die non-discrimination rules of Article 60, especially
during the Monnet Rebate crisis, indicates that French industry
prefers to rely on this new legal device to minimise price coinpetition perhaps because the formai use of cartels is no longer easy.
As far as coal is concerned, no French industrial group has attached
much importance to the ECSC reorganisation of German and
Belgian sales organisations. The Charbonnages de Rance, as a
member of OKU and as the de facto national coal sales cartel of
Fnnce, has opposed anti-cartel measures as stringently as any
private producer, especially since it practises inter-basin compensation of gains and losses through fixed prices, much as did
GEORO in the Ruhr. Hence, ail industrial groups have defended
the semi-public ATIC coal import monopoly. Mucli as in Germany,
most of the groups see in ATIC a means to protect industrial coal
consumers, wholesale dealers and mines which wouid have to close
39

Informations Mensuelles, January 1956, p. 67. Annales des Mines, numéro spécial
1954, oj,. cit., p. 28. Charbonnages de Rance, Rapport de Gestion pour l'Exercise
1954, p. 32.
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if fully exposed to foreigu competition. [t is only natural, therefore, that the organisation of retail coal dealets should be the only
interest group to attack ATIC and to raily in support of stringent
ECSC anti-cartel measures. 411
Nor has supranationalism gained many friends in French
industrial circles as a resuit of activity in the field of mergers. Like
their German colleagues, French industrialists—consumer and
producer alike have attacked the High Authority's rules as too
stringent and dirigistic. At the same time it is urged most illogically
that the Luxembourg officiais are not sufficiently alive to the spirit
0f the Treaty in pet rnitting the massive German reconcentration
process. What is wanted, in short, is freedom for Frencli firms
to merge as they please coupled with careful supervision over the
parallel German process. 4
In contrast to these negative expectations with respect to the
desirability of an integrated community, the French steel industry
entertains the strongest possible hopes in the area of transportation.
The hope for cheaper German coal and reduced freight costs on the
southern German market was crucial in obtaining some industrial
acquiescence if flot support for ECSC in 1952, especially when
coupled with the demand for the Moselle Canal. Steel Association
leaders have kept up an unbroken stream of demands and threats
in this reaim. First and foremost, they concentrated their attack
on the harmonisation of railway rates and the abolition o!' the
rupture de charge. Satisfied in their demands with the introduction
of ECSC-wide tapered through-rates in 1956, the problem of the
Moselle Canal reeeived attention. Arguing that Franco had ratified
the Treaty only on condition that the canal be built immediately,
Pierre Picard as well as André Métrai eonstantly urged their own
government to press for its construction; and failing German and
Luxembourg agreement, they demanded of the High Authority
10

Mcndershausen (op. eU., p. 277) strongly suspects collusion nationally and supranationaily in the deposition of largely identical price schedules in Luxembourg,
permitted by the " price alignment " ruk of Article 60. tn interviews, spokcsmen
for ATIC confirmed that their reasoning was hardly " European " but that the
issues and consequences were much too delicate to pcsutit a sentimental approach.
41
Sec " Déconcentration et reconcentration de la sidérurgie allemande," Ferspec(ives (December 14, 1955). Agence Europe, May 24, 1954. MétraI, Bulletin, op,
cit., p. 639. Interviews confirm the impression that French stecimakers would
lovc to have the High Authority apply Law 27 rigorously to Geizuan industry,
on political as well as economic grounds, and fear deeply faDing under the politicoindustrial hegemony of Germany. For convictions that Gesinan industry has
merely used ECSC as a device to regain autonomy, without in the Ieast " merging"
with Western Europe, sec Usine Nouvelle, January 5, 1956, p. 13.
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that it take the plan in hand. Success came only with the concurrent negotiations over the future o!' the Saar, after the victory
of the pro-German parties in the plebiscite of 1955, and only after
Ricard had threatened his industry's boycott of ECSC if the High
Authority persisted in its refusai to enter the controversy. With
the Moselle issue out of the way, the only remaining major transport
expectation of French steei producers and consuniers is the reduction
and nonediscriminatory regulation of rates on inland waterways,
which ECSC has so far failed to achieve.
The Charbonnages de France has reasoned otherwise. Strongly
opposed to the tapered through-rate system, its spokesmen have
blamed ECSC transport policy for • unemployment in the mines
and have demanded and received—exemptions from the obligation to pay the new uniform freight rates in some localities.
More importantly, the discrimination against Belgian bargecarried coal on French canais was introduced at the demand of the
Charbonrnges. For the same reason the nationalised coal industry
has unsuccessfuily fought the initiation of the Moselle Canal
project, even though it agrees with the steel people on the desirabiity of improving and cheapening inland waterways. Demands
for transport integration by steel, however, have led to bitter
counter-attacks of a coalition of groups, including the French
Rhine shippers, the Frencli National Railways, and the Chambers
0f Commerce of ports expecting to lose shipping as a resuit. These
groups, apart from invoking the inevitable charge of supranational
dirigisme, have preferred purely national measures of cheapening
costs, improving fadilities and.—on the Rhine stabilising rates
through a new cartel. They have succeeded in persuading the
Conseil National du Patronat Français to go on record against
extending the High Authority's jurisdiction to transport questions
generaily and argued for a purely inter-governmental approaôh
to these problems, on the basis of participation . by ail European
countries. On this, as on other issues, the immediate ecônomic
beneûts and drawbacks of the integration measure under consideration determine positive and negative expectations. While
steei interests are here " pro-European," other French business
circles clearly are flot. And with the fulfilment of its aims in this
area, no net gain for future general measures of integration among
French steelmakers can be expected, while the voices of opposition
are unniistakably plain.
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What does Frencli industry expeet of supranationalism in the
investment reaini ? Steel spokesmen have, ever since the recession
of 1953-1954, talked of die need ta " co-ordinate " investments
on an ECSC-wide basis. Tliey have flot, however, meant by this
the rigarous central planning of investments on the basis af Article
540 t' Co-ordination " has meant simply the sharing af inforiiiation, thraugh the High Authority, on what new installations
are planned so that firms acting individually may avoid duplication
and overlapping. Only to the extent that Frencli steelmakers
object to the construction o!' competing continuaus strip nuls
in the Ruhr do they invoke the latent power of the High Authority
to forbid certain investments. As for High Authority financing,
no strident daims for funds have been made and the rate of the
production tax was uniformly denounced. Investment co-operation is strongly advocated on a private inter-industry basis:
Pierre Picard and André Métral have spoken of the need for joint
German-French investment in the ore deposits of North Mrica
and other gigantic means for joint economic development abroad,
. as well as friendly specialisation agreements between Lorraine
and Ruhr for the ECSC market.
As for the Charbonnages de France, they wish above ail to retain
their de facto " special position " in the ECSC investment picture.
Supported by a gigantic investment and modernisation effort,
largely financed from government subsidies since 1946, the
collieries wish to continue this effort without High Authority
interference. 42 Despite the fact that some o!' the funds used are
probably a subsidy subject to Luxembourg's special authorisation,
the approval has always been given automatically, thus coniirming
the extra-Treaty position of the Charbonnages.
While immediate negative expectations dominate the thinking
of French industry in the field of investments, an immediate positive
afin characterises one of their crucial price demands : the abolition
of French ceiling prices for processed steel and steel produets.
Whule crude and semi-finished steel is subject only to Luxembourg's
rules, the other products remain part of the French price control
system, thuscutting into the profit rnargin of steelmakers. Much
European sentiment has therefore been expressed on this score
42

The statistics and surrounding circumstances are given in Charbonnages de France,
op. cil. Only about 25 per cent. ofthe funds invested clearly came from the collieries'
owfI savings. The rest came from subsidies and bans.
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by the Steel Association as well as Métral's Steel Consuming Group.
Ricard, finding his lobbying activities in Paris unavailing, has on
several occasions asked the High Authority to intercede on behaif
of French steel industry against his own government. Under the
heading " Doesn't the Government know the ECSC exists ? " one
French steel journal said:
These mies have the effect cf creating unacceptable discrimination
between French and foreigu steel, preventing French stecimakers,
unhike their competitors, from havirig a price policy dictated by the
logic of the cornmon market. 43
Attachment to independence and reluctance about the common
market is not carried to the extreme of neglecting the supranational
levers of ECSC to gain an advantage vis-à-vis the national government. And to this extent the French steel industry in 1956 certainly
is flot as exclusivist minded as its stand toward Treaty ratification
seemed to imply.
None cf these demands, however, indicates any permanent
growth of loyalty to supranational institutions and mies. Some
0f them reflect disloyalty and others are short-range in nature and
therefore neutral with respect to the creation of abiding sentiments.
The question of an ECSC-wide labour and welfare policy provides
an entirely diff'erent kind of aspiration : the permanent levelling-up
cf wage and soca1 security standards through continuous supranational action. In this context nothing is heard of technocracy,
dirigisme and the evils of sector integration. The conviction that
lower Geiman, Dutch and Italian taxes and social charges weighing
on industry make possible the successful competition of these
ECSC partners with " heavily burdened " French industry has
persuaded industrialists as well as their parliamentary spokesmen
in the Independent group—that supranationalism should be given
the task of " equalising " these charges. Their efforts at obtaining
the extension of ECSC powers in this reaim is their notable step
towards more, rather than less, integration.
No group bas been more bitter on this issue than the Charbonnages de France, which blames its domestic problems not only
on unwanted imports of coal but also on the high wage and social
security payments imposed on it by Parliament:
43

Actualités Industrielles Lorraines (JuIy/August

1955), p. 7. The same is true cf the
Charbonnages de France in objecting W' Paris pressure on coal prices. Infonnations Mensuellcs, November 1956, pp. 85 et seq.
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While the other ECSC countries have had scarcely any unemployment, Franco possessed this regrettable privilege. Why this situation,
so disturbing for varlous reasons ? An analysis o!' the reasons
makes clear that the situation can be considerably improved. It is
flot due w a given unfavourable technical picture in Franco. Thanks
to modernisation and to the work of its personnel, the French mines
take first place among European pits as regards productivity. This
slowness in the upswing [from the slump of 1953-19541 is explained
by the existence of handicaps which we have many tirnes denounced
and whose removal would suffice to establish a just equilibrium. ...
It is indispensable that a long-term energy policy be worked ont,
meeting two problems : co-ordination cf energy sources, capable
of preserving balance and security in our economy; constant research
aiming at a reduction of fuel prices, flot only by increases in productivity but also through a better distribution of social andfinancial
charges which now burden the producing enterprises.

Favourable in principle to the statistical studies of real wages and
income undertaken by High Authority, the collieries as well as the
steelmakers have been quick to criticise the validity and accuracy
. cf the findings when these seemed to weaken the daim for equalisation of charges. In fact, the widest variety of statistics are
flourished in the debate, ail designed to prove the Frencli handicap,
but none reliable ifjudged by the liniited comparable international
figures available. 45 Thus, French industrial groups are solidly
Charbonnages de France, op. cit., pp. 7-8. Italics mine. Ibid., p. 65 with figures
to prove Hie French mine burden. P. Gardent, " Harmonisation des charges
salariales et élévation des niveaux de vie des ouvriers de la C. E. C. A.," Bulletin
du Centre International d'Informations (December 5, 1955).
45 ThiS, perhaps, explains the oppostion as " ecrati" to further statistical
studies by the High Authority 0f the Conseil National du Patronat Francais, even
though this group supports the haijuonisation effort. Sec CNPF Bulletin (June
1955), pI,. 46 et seq. Usine Nouvelle, July 2, 1953, p. 11, for the harmonisation
demands of E. de Mitry (de Wendel group); Usine Nouvel!; in protesting against
the High Authority's real wage studies, gives these " true " figures:
Total average ntanpower costs per hour, French francs
Usine Nouvelle
High Authority
347
France
347
coal
290
31140
Germany
44

326
Franco
262
284
284
Cermany
Informations Mensuelles, August 1956, pp. 15-16. According to French daims,
the higher French dosts are due to the "social charges " the employer is compelled
to pay cither by law or lis contradt with the union. These charges include: social
security, family allowances, paid vacations, apprentice tax, industrial accident
insurance, recreation tax, bonuses, vocational training, rent assistance tax, " miscdllanecus." Source: Rapport Nathan in Etudes et Conjoncture, 1954, p. 768.
steel
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behind this effort at task expansion for ECSC, though by no means
in favour of ECSC-wide collective bargaining.
Task expansion and positive expectations towards supranationalism are evident also in the demands for an integrated
European fuel poliey, as urged by French as well as German
collieries. Afraid of the same long-tes i û adverse developmental
steps in the coal sector as the Germans, the Charbonnages de
France have urged discriminatory restrictions on coal imports
from third countries and systematic measures to limit the consumption of fuel ou. Successful in these demands in France, they
have turned to the whole common market for the achievement
of the same aims. Unlike the steel industry, the Charbonnages
deny the existence of a coal shortage and oppose High Authority
rationing. Pierre Rica.rd and M. Thedrel for the Saar steelmakers,
by contrast, have urged the stepping up of imports from third
countries and demanded High Authority allocation of priorities
to satisfy the coke needs of the steel industry, in the face of the
" unofficial " European coal shortage existing since 1955. Fuel
worries, in both cases, have Ied to lively expectations of basic
supranational action though the conditions are mutually exclusive
in their implications, despite the fact that spokesmen of the same
nation are foi i 'ulating the demands.
In view 0f these conflicting aspirations—not only among gi oups
but within the same group, as regards diffèrent issues—can French
industry really be considered opposed to " supranational diiigisnie " in tenus of the protests voiced consisteutly in 1951 and
intermittently in the years following ? The record would seem to
indicate that dirigisme national or otherwise is opposed when
the interests of a given industry are affected adversely and favoured
when benefits are expected from it. Not principle but expediency
determines industrial positions. Thus, in addition to the instances
explored above, French industry continues to denounce supranational direction if the activities of a cartel are preferred in a
specific situation. Ricard's bitter aS highly personal campaign
against the continuation in office of Jean Monnet was due to the
latter's continued efforts on behaif of EDC. And this supranational
venture was opposed because it would have put the French armaments and military supplies industries under further " dirigistic"
controls. But in makrng his political anti-integiation points, Ricard
far overstated his own negative assessment of ECSC, in which
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as we saw French steel found a nuniber of advantages after 1952.
To round out the picture it must be stated that " dirigisme " was
no obstacle to demands for new supranational actién, flot only
in the case of fuel oil and social security burdens, but in urging
common measures against the importation of coal and steel from
third countries or in bringing additional industries under ECSC
control when this was thought to stiniulate sales. French industry,
in short, lias no hesitation to denounce supranational Government
when appropriate or to press for its expansion when appropriate. And does its attitude toward supranationalism differ from
its conduct with respect to its national govemment?
Has there been an evolution of French industrial attitudes for
or against integration ? Opinion surveys suggest that, at least,
opinion is by no means clearly negative. Asked " which of these
changes will corne about as a resuit of ECSC? " industrialists
answered as follows:
don't
yes no know
EŒC:
Will make for higher living standards for ail Europe
Will make for unemployment
Wfflreduce±kofEuropeanwars
Will make for more independence against the U.S.
Will facilitate the rapid recovery of Germany
Is the first step towards United States of Europe
Mens more American control over Europe
Means the loss of French independence

44
27
64
58
41
84
20
28

25
55
18
24
37
7
61
52

30
17
17
17
21
8
18
19

80 per cent. of the industrialists wished ECSC successA° In view
of the fuel situation in France, Euratom is generaily favoured since
it is hoped that export prices can be reduced with lower fuel costs.
The definitely " dirigistic " elements of the scheme did not
cause the same sort of difficulty in 1956 as corresponding portions
0f ECSC created in 1951 indicating a sligh.t change in attitude
on this score.
As far as the General Common Market is concemed, the coal
and steel industries are far from hostile toward iL The bulk of
French industry, however, is as opposed to this integrative step
as coal and steel were to ECSC in 1951. Freedom of competition
46

Sondages: " La Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," Vol. 17 0
no. 2 (1955), pp. 45-47.
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is feared because of higher French export prices, held to be due
to higher wages and social charges. While some economists have
pointed to the success of the common market for coal and steel
in having kept French prices stable, rationalised production and
expanded sales, spokesmen for trade associations prefer to foreteil
chaos and suffering if France is compelled to eliminate lier tarifs
without having first obtained the equalisation of taxes and social
charges. Demanding a basic forty-hour week and equal pay for
men and women (both standard in France) as a pre-condition for
the General Common Market, Usine Nouvelle declared:
Before undertaking the next step, we must first make sure that
ail die partners begin from the same starting position, which is
far from being the case. Otherwise, we risk the inipairment of the
vitality of the [socially] most advanced countriesP
The principle of economic integration was, of course, neyer
attacked head-on in the debate over EEC and Euratom. The
Economic Council during 1956 confined itself to stressing die need
for safeguarding clauses, exceptions to the common market mies
in favour of France, preservation of the status quo as concerns the
subsidisation of agriculture. It insisted that EEC contribute to
steady economic growth, but on condition that regional economic
concentrations be reduced and tint the massive readaptation of
industries crucial to a specific locaiity be avoided. While the
French overseas territories were to be inciuded in EEC, the Economic
Council aiso wants to have the best of both possible worlds by
retaining the unilateral right for France to maintain economic
ties with the franc zone countries. As for the CNPF, it came out
in favour of Euratom but attached such far-reaching restrictions
to its endorsement as to make that agency littie more than an
international research centre. Employer approval of EEC was
coufined to vague generalities : in the crucial and concrete details,
the CNPF stressed only the need for safeguarding clauses, exceptions for France and the " duty " of the other members to
contribute to the economic development of the French colonies
while being deprived of any kind of political control over the
areas concerned. The Chambers of Commerce stressed the
prior harmonisation of labour costs, the machine-building industry
47

July 28, 1955. For leading stecimakers' opinions in favour of the Gencral Common
Markct, sec Ferry and Chatel, op. cil., p. 131, Métrai in Journal de Genève, January
I, 1955. ALso Jacques Tessier in Informations Mensuelles, June—July 1956, p. 42.
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urged its members to prepare for the common market by establishing contacts with foreign firms, while the builders of public
works inveighed against the investment powers of EEC and
reafflrmed their desire to deal only with national governments.
In view of these hostile judginents and negative expectations among
industrialists, it is interesting to note that three diffèrent associations
of agricultural interests came out in favour of EEC on the
assumption that an integrated policy of protection and subsidisation would maintain their prices intact while reducing the cost of
manufactured goods. 48
French arguments about the " greatest sacrifice " and the
" greatest danger " in 1957 are strangely reminiscent of identical
German arguments in 1 95 1. Yet, experience with the common
market for coal and steel has demonstrated that predictions of
catastrophe may be mistaken, if not hypocritical. The compromise on
the question of social charges will induce French industry to accept
the common market as it accepted ECSC. In the process, however,
it will demand that Germany grant equalisation of taxes and
employers' contributions as proof of its " faith in Europe," much
as it clamoured for the Moseile Canal on identical grounds, until
success rendered the argument pointless. A tactical conversion to
" Europe " there has been, even if no major ideological change
bas occurred. Expediential considerations, especxally srnce they
have already spiit French business irito a heterogeneous congeries
of opposing groups on the issue of integration, may well suffice
to make EEC acceptable to industrialists. If this occurs, the
" spiil over " effect of the common market for coa.l and steel will
have had the resuit of bringing about crucial and permanent
realignments among the industrial elite.
BELGIAN JNDUSTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATTON
The proposals of Robeu Schuman were greeted by the archConservative foreign minister Paul van Zeeland as a " leap into
flue unknown." Belgian industrialists reacted strictly in accordance
with the perception of economic rnterest typical of each sector:
steel consumers welcomed the idea, steel producers were reserved
but not opposed, while coal producers were adamantly hostile.
What were the reasons for these positions?
48

Sec Informations Mensuelles, September-October 1956, p. 43; January 1957, pp.
25-31, 33-35, 36-38 9 61-64.
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" The Schuman Plan is an attempt for Belgium to solve at the
international level the difficulties which we have failed to solve
nationaily," declared the Association of Steel Consuming IndustriesP Blaming the government and the decadent 'coal industry
for artificially high fuel prices and collective subsidisation of the
coflieries, the steel consumers welcomed with great relief the
expected era of competition on the coal market. Far from fearing
Higli Authority dictation, new investment funds, free access to raw
inaterials, expanded sales outiets apart from cheaper coal
were ail confidently expected through ECSC. In castigating the
Federation of Industries for attacking ECSC, the steel consumers
found that " the projected Community is a life-saver for us."
Fears of central direction and under-representation of industriai
interests were expressed at length by the Steel Association, through
its influential head, Pierre Van der Rest. If free competition is
to be the principle of ECSC, the plan would be welcomed by
Belgian steelmakers ; but the expectation was mie of continuous
Higli Authority interference in private decisions, made worse by
anticipated " meddling " of consumers a.nd workers representffl
And perhaps the largest reservation was expressed with
respect to wage and labour conditions : ECSC should have been
given larger powers to compel Hie " equalisation " of these components of the cost production, thus protecting the high-cost
Belgian export industries. 50 As long as ECSC contained these
shortcomings, " Belgian steelmakers can neither approve nor reject
this great experiment."
Mine owners faced no such difficulty. They rejected ECSC in
the strongest possible terms. Accustomed to government subsidies for a generation and not compelled to compete, the collieries
were convinced that their bigh wage and extraction costs would
destine them to min and shut-downs, despite the special compensation payments and the readaptation system provided for the
transitional period. Prices would be fixed by Luxembourg (instead
of Brusseh), thus imposing an unprecedented measure of dictation,
with the result that German coal would surely caiiy the day. " In.
submitting to this apparatus, Belgium will forever give up ail the
virtues which hitherto have made it great and prosperous : courage
Paul Romus, " Les Industries Transformatrices Belges et le Plan Schuman,"
Etudes Economiques, no. 81-82, November 1951, pp. 109 and 110-129.
50 Pierre Van der Rest, " L'Incidence du Plan Schuman sur l'Industrie Sidérurgique

49

Belge," ibid., pp. 94404.
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and the spirit of initiative of its industries, the extraordinary flexiUnemployment was, of course, predicted,
bility 0f its
as well as the influx of hordes of foreigri miners. " Shall we compromise the flower of our prosperity for some billions in Community aid ? " asked another mine owner. The collieries, in short
preferred their national dirigisme, which assured their survival,
to the supranational system into which they were being forced,
over whose workings they would have less control and whose
doctrine of free competition they distrusted.
Spokesmen for the Federation of Belgian Industries officially
went along with these condemnations, but certain member
industries such as the steel processors and the chemical sector
strongly dissented from this position in favouring ratification.52
The Flemish section of the country tended to distrust ECSC while
the Wailoon section extravagantly favoured the plan because it
was thought to reinforce ties with France, with the Wailoon Economic Council voting in favour, and the Central (mixed) Economic
Council unable to make a decision. As in parliamentary circles,
then, wide divergences and rival assessments prevailed among
industrialists.
Despite a large number of specific criticisms of supranational
policy, the Belgian steel industry has overcome its initial ambivalence and is now firmly in favour of more economic integration,
having been persuaded to this position through its experience with
five years of common market for coal and steel. One company
report found that " we are hopeful that despite many problems
which remain to be solved, the enlargement of the domestic market
represents great progress." Uniforiuly satisfactory comments
are made about market interpenetration and the development
of ECSC-wide sales while greater ease in obtaining French ore
and scrap are gratefully noted. Annoyed with Luxembourg during
1954 over the price list system and the attendant " rigidities"
and outraged over the Court decision outiawing the Monnet
Rebate, the 1954 report of John Cockerili stili noted that " in ail
fairness, the Community must be credited with stabilising prices."
The Steel Association criticises Luxenibourg " dirigisme " with
respect to investments, cartels, mergers and coal prices. The
51
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Pierre Delville, " L'industrie Charbonnière devant le Plan Schuman," ibid., pp.
75-83. G. Delarge, " Le Plan Schuman et l'industrie Houillière du Borinage,"
ibid., pp. 86-91.
Max Meeus, " Le Plan Schuman," ibid., p. 135.
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American ban was considered too small and too onerous in terms of
transfer burdens and no new supranational funds are wanted in
Belgium. The coordination of investments is " dirigistic," unnecessary and undesired in Belgian steel circles and the High
Authority is praised for flot pushing the implementation 0f Article
54 farther than it has. Cartels including GEORO are considered necessary and ECSC interference with them unrealistic
and to be opposed. As for mergers, the steel people oppose ail
High, Authority examination of requests—except for Geirnans
and argue that mergers should be encouraged on principie.
Annoyance was especialiy vociferous over the delay encountered
in the approval of the merger in 1 955 of the two biggest steelmakers,
Ougrée-Marihaye and John Cockeriil. Finaliy, steel expected a
drastic reduction of coal prices under ECSC and has criticised
the administration of the Belgian compensation system for having
failed to achieve this.
More significant than these expressions of opposition to supranationalism are the arguments for more ECSC-wide policy. These
have been featured in the reaim of labour poiicy and the extension
of the common market to new sectors. Confronted in its labour
relations with strong demand for the forty-five-hour week without
loss of pay, the Steel Association was compelled to yield in fail
of 1955—and promptiy sought to pass on the increased cost to its
ECSC competitors, in seeking to standardise the forty-five-hour
weck and thus raise costs in Gerniany and Holland. Despite steel
opposition to the weifare programme of the High Authority and
ECSC-wide collective bargaining as advocated by labour and the
distinct fear of increasing the role of trade unions by way of a
supranational emphasis, the Steel Association has been constrained
to seek its immediate commercial advantage through ECSC task
expansion. Van der Rest, further, has since 1 955 argued for the
extension of the common market to certain finished steel produets
as well as to the production of electric energy. His reasoning is clear:
There 15 danger in placing the production and the consumption
of the same commodity under two diffèrent systems. This can only
lead to conflict and disequilibrium, te., to crises of overproduction
or to bottlenecks. This is one reason leading the industrialists of die
Community to thinking that one of the principal problems to be
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solved is the creation of a common European market, progressively
including ail economic sectors.53
ut while the general common market is being created, the
immediate extension of ECSC s conimon market is also demanded
in the effort to enlarge the circle of steel consumers and submit
them to the same rules applying to the producers.
It foliows, of course, that the Steel Association favours the
General Common Market without reservation provided " dirigisme " is kept to a minimum. Yet the existence of outstanding
adjustment problems is also granted and, hence, the need for a
supranational institution to deal with them is posited as well
in contrast to industrialists elsewhere. Less enthusiasm is manifest
for Euratom and for an ECSC-wide investment fund. But the needs
of assuring uniform treatment for consumers and producers alike
has led the Association to a supranational position in excess of its
stand in 1951, despite continued objections to central direction.
If the Steel Association's development followed from. its initial
ambivalence, evolution of thought in the Fédération Charbonnière
de Belgique (Fédéchar) marks a complete reversal. From die-hard
opposition to supranationalism, the coal association developed
into a waiiu advocacy of ECSC and further integration. The
common market resulted in greatly increased sales abroad, coupled
with price stability generaily and slowly rising prices in the Ruhr
ardently desired by Belgian coffieries. The special compensation
payments enabled Belgian coal to compete and modernise, resulting
in reductions of the difference in production costs between the Ruhr
and Belgium. Per ton of coal this difference had been 250 Belgian
francs in 1950, as compared to 85 francs in 1955. While thirty-six
pi:s , were closed, productivity increased by 375 per cent.54
Fedechar no longer complams of discrimination by Luxembourg
but praises the High Authority for its impartiality and judiciousness, while defending the need for supranational institutions with
real powers to achieve and maintain a large competitive market,
clearly preferring this road to integration over mere inter-goverum
mental cooperation. And when presented with opportunities to
blame ECSC for Belgian coal problems, Fédéchar has resisted the
temptation and attacked general economic conditions or the
P. Van der R.est, " L'industrie Sidérurgique Belge et le Marché Commun,"
Nouvelles de l'Europe (April—May 1956), p. 21.
44 M. Dessart in La Libre Belgique, December Il, 19556
53
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Belgian Govenirnent instead. 55 The reasons for this turn-about
are largely political. Fédéchar secs in supranationalism an antidote to continued direction, if not dictation, by a national government more sympathetic to consuming interests than to the sick
coal industi-y. Supranationalism provides a temporary refuge, at
least, against threats of foiii'al or indirect nationalisation in
Belgium, and a means to obtain higher price ceilings than would be
granted by Brussels, given that competitive price determination is
out of the question. If there has to be dirigisme, Luxembourg's
is considered the more benevolent.
It is in this context that the coal price crisis of 1955-1956
acquires its full significance. Belgian protests against the modification of the ECSC compensation system and the reduction in
ceiling prices were officially directed against the High Authority,
in two separate suits alleging violation of the Treaty. Luxembourg's Court rejected both appeals as groundless. 56 Company
reports, however, make it quite clear that the initiation of legal
proceedings was intended as an appeal to supranational institutions
to oppose and nullify a policy o!' the national government tending
to lower prices and compel modernisation. Further, it is the price
and compensation question which concerns the collieries almost
to the exclusion of other ECSC policy issues. Fédéchar takes littie
interest in them and favours a High Authority policy of inactivity
with respect to the bulk of the Treaty.
In concert with other European coal people, Fédéchar is worried
about the competition of fuel oil and nuclear energy and therefore
favours a common ECSC fuel policy, dirigistic though it may be.
The General Common Market is fervently desired now, and the
need for supranational regulation is clearly spelled out, especially
with respect to planned market spiitting between coal and other
sources of energy. The general reasoning, identical with Van der
This conclusion is based on an unpublished questionnaire circulated by the Federation o!' Belgian Industries, June 1955. The questionnaire was phrased most
tendentiously, designed to present supranationalism in the worst possible light
from the point ofview offree enterprise thinking and the national Belgian industrial
interest. Fédéchar's replies were consistently critical of the F. I. B.'s bias and
unifozsizly laudatory of ECSC, both on institutional and economic questions.
56
For flic details, see chapters 3 amI 7, and Chronique de Politique Etrangère, Vol.
8, no. 5 (September 1955), pp. 554-559. It is significant that flic attorneys who
unsuccessfully represented the coal interests in the suits include two o!' the most
consistent enemies of supranationalism, MM. Rolin and Mertens de Wilmars.
For the text of the Court judgments Sec Journal Officiel, January 23, 1957. Arrêt
de la Cour dans l'affaire no. 8-55, pp. 25-38; Arrêt dc la Cour dans l'affaire,
no. 9-55, pp. 39-58.
55
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Rest's, clings to the desirability of subjecting consumers of commodities already integtated to the same general rules.
That neither coal nor steel have succeeded completely in persuading ail Belgian industrialists to their position is manifest in
the continued opposition within the Federation of Belgian Industries
to Euratom and the General Common Market, if these measures
are to be accompanied by standing institutions possessing " dirigistic ,, powers. The notion 0f a European investment fund is
particularly repugnant to Belgian financial interests, making for
constant intetiial dissent within the Federation. Yet the Federation
of Belgian Catholic Employers strongly endorsed EEC, objecting
only to the extensive special privileges granted to France. The
Central Economic Council in sharp contrast to its reserve toward
ECSC in 1951 unanimously approved the EEC project, stressing
the need for strong central poiltical institutions and adequate
powers to deal with economic crises and monetary problems.
li also took exception to the special position granted to France
as undermining the spirit of a true common market, while expressing
. its hope that the common tarif toward third countries would
not resuit in a system of protection and would facilitate the association 0f Britain with EEC. 57 The story of attitude changes in
Belgium, demonstrates the general mie that once an industry is
forcibly " integrated," it adjusts to the situation, sees advantages
in the new system and works hard for the extension of the principle
in those areas considered beneficial to it, thereby putting pressure
on unintegrated sectors to be included as well.
JTALJAN JNDUSTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

In contrast to the overwhelming political support for economic
integration in Italy, most industrial interest groups remain opposed
to it, despite five years of experience with a common market.
Reaction to the Schuman Plan is understandable only if certain
peculiarities of heavy industry in Italy are kept in mmd. Firstly,
the steel industry was recently created, is subject to extremely high
costs; it was in 1950-1951 undergoing a process of modernisation
57

With respect to Euratom, the Federation of Belgian Industry has put forward a
plan of its own which would minimise supranational institutions, investment and
control over production. It would concentrate instead on research, on procurement
offissionable materials in case ofcrisis, on controls over illicit uses ofthese materials
and the financing of installations too costly for private industry. See Informations
Mensuelles, April 1956, pp. 13-18; January 1957, pp. 23-25; April 1957, pp. 10-13.
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and concentration known as the Sinigaglia Plan. Hence, it was
feared that removal of protective devices would strangle growth
and reorganisation. Secondly, the bulk of Italian steel is made
with open hearth or electric equipment, requiring a 79 per cent.
consumption of scrap in relation to crude steel produced, as
compared to an ECSC average o!' 36 per cent., thus making a
successful steel economy dependent flot only on coal but also on
heavy scrap imports. Thirdly, 50 per cent. of Italian steel capacity
is financially controlled or directly owned by the Italian state,
thus making protests of the industry unavailing in the face of a
determined government poliey. 58
Confronted with the ECSC Treaty in 1951, the attitude of both
steel associations (Assider and Isa, including the Goverumentcontrolled enterprises) and of the Federation of Industrialists to
ratification was wholly negative. Politically, Italy was considered
uiider-represented in ECSC organs, supranational dictation was
expected, and cartels were outlawed, despite Assider desire for a
" Franco-Italian understanding." Scrap and ore supplies were
not assured, taxes and social secunty charges were left unharmonised and the removal of protection—despite the five-year
transitional period allowed for a continuation of Italian tarifs in
ECSC—considered to wreck the Sinigaglia Plan. 59 In the Senate,
the efforts of Signor Falck, the largest independent Italian steelmaker, to have the Treaty amended to meet these points was
defeated, though the government agreed to press for an early
revision to take care of the purely economic grievances of the
industry.
Even though Italy four years later wâs far from being fully
integrated into the common market and relatively unaffected by the
process of tnarket inteipenetration, Assider was already trying to
prolong the transitional period and retain the Italian steel tarif,
arguing that a " true " common market for coal and scrap, free of
cartels, should precede full Italian integration. The associations
opposed the tapering railway rates and the price alignment principle
for steel as easing the access of Belgian exporters to the Italian
market. When the High Authority relaxed the price publicity rule
through the Monnet Rebate, Assider and Isa were among those
58 Franco Peco, " Progress of the Itallan Steci Industry," Review of Economic Con59

ditions in Italy (Banco di Roma), Match 1954, pp. 154 et seq.
Italicus, " L'Industrie Italienne face au Plan Schuman," Nouvelle Revue de I'Economie Contemporaine, op. cit., pp. 63 et seq.
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who challenged the decision in Court, in order to hamper competition.
While seeking to avoid introduction of the common market for
steel, no effort is spared to force its full advent as concez us coal
and scrap. Italian purchases of serap from other ECSC countries
jumped from 270,000 tons in 1952 to 1,340,000 tons in 1954, with a
reduction of purchases from third countries of 300,000 tons during
that period,60 incidentally, of course, bidding up scrap prices in
France and Germany and ereating the speculative shortage conditions partly responsible for the introduction of the compulsory
ECSC perequation, import control and bonus-for-savings systems.
Assider and Isa complain, however, that the forced perequation
and bonus arrangements discriminate against them and violate
the logic of a completely free common market, and they lodged
their suit against the bonus decision on these grounds. As for
coal, Italy as an importing country has favoured the lowest possible
prices and the most stringent possible anti-cartel action, even if
dirigistic means were used to realise them. Independent coke
•producers have especially been dissatisfied with the Ruhr price
ceiling measures, which allegedly made prices higher than they
would otherwise have been. And the conviction that GEORG
will continue under the new dispensation was made manifest in
the coke industry's suit against the High Authority for inadequate
anti-cartel measures. The complaint was withdrawn only when
the Ruhr saIes office agreed to set aside specific amounts of coking
coal for Italian needs. As concerns transportation, the steel and
coke associations want High Authority action to reduce ocean
freight rates. According to the coke people, the coal shortage
even calis for ECSC-wide rationing, though they would resist
bitterly a compulsory compensation fund to reduce the price of
coal imported from third countries.
Disappointment of positive expectations obtains in other areas
as well. Steelmakers oppose the coordination of investments as a
French device to control German and other competitors and
want full freedom to make their own. They are disappointed in
the meagreness of ECSC finance and naturally complain that they
do flot derive full value from their payment of the production tax.
In the absence of huge investment funds to modernise the large
60

Sce H. Jtirgensen, " Die Montanunion in den Funktionsgrenzen der Teilintegration," Wirtsc/:aftsdienst, Vol. 35, no. 11 (November 1955), p. 626.
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number of tiny Italian steel producers, massive concentration and
specialisation is recognised as the only alternative. The upward
harmonisation of living and wage standards, for obvious reasons,
does not rank high among Italian industrialist expectations from
supranationalism. Yet they are keenly disappointed over the
slow implementation of the rules for the free movement of labour
and feel that ECSC has not shown " faith in Europe " by thus
neglecting the permanent Italian unemployment crisis. On balance,
the industries directly concerned with supranationalism steel
and coke have found more to oppose than to favour. While
steel consuming industries, here as elsewhere in Europe, have
corne to support the common market and integration as beneficial
to them, no such change in attitude over 1951 has taken place
among those already integrated. They look forward with fear
and opposition to the end of the transitional period. 6
Yet certain demands suggest that more, rather than less,
common market would satisfy some of the Italian daims. Coke
producers argue that a consistently free market-oriented High
Authority would benefit them ; or alternatively no common market
at ail would be preferable. It is the intermediate position which
they find intolerable. Steelmakers, equally, argue that small firms
who have somehow escaped High Authority jurisdiction should
be compelled to join and publish price lists and that a maximum
effort should be made to subject special steei producers to the
rigour of the fair trade code. Clearly, when it suits their interests,
industrialists have no objection to the extension of supranational
powers. But of doctrinal conversion to such principles, there is
no trace, as emphasised by Confidustria's reasoned rejection of the
idea of a General Common Market. 62
'

Mario Vaglio, " The European Coal and Steci Pool and the Italian Economy,"
Review ofEconomic Conditions in Italy (Banco di Roma), March 1954.
62
As in Belgium, however, the rejection of EEC by the central federation of crnploycrs
does flot mean that ail trade associations agrec with this judgnicnt. A survey
conducted by an Italian rcsearch group in 1956 indicates that with the exception
of the following industries, ail others arc cither favourable or indifl'erent to the
General Conirnon Markct. The dissenters include almost ail heavy industries,
some of whom have been most conspicuous in their success on export rnarkcts.
vi:.: the metallurgical industry, the machine building industry (including manufacturers of bicycles, motor cycles and sewing machines), railroad cquipment
and electrical equiprnent manufacturers, portions of the chemical industry, niakers
0f paper, canned flsh and dairy goods, as well as the distillers, who are usually
found among the rnost protection-minded. H appears that the makers of Nccchi
sewing machines and Vcspa motor-scooters are confident ofretaining their command
over export markets even without EEC, while being unwilling to open the Italian
market to competing products. informations Mensuelles, January 1957, pp. 39-42.
61
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DUTCH INDUSTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Ratification of ECSC caused no serious soul-searching or cries
cf anguish in Dutch industria.1 circles: the industries concerned
were fully in favour of the plan, though they insisted on changes
during the drafting stage favouring the powers cf small countries.
The nature of the steel industry provides the major reason for this
attitude. Dutch steel is concentrated in one giant firm, Koninklijke
Nederlandse Hoogovens en Staalfabrieken, N. V., and its subsidiaries, including the Ruhr's Dortmund Hôrder Hllttenunion.
Hoogovens, in turn, is indirectly eontrclled by the Dutch state
and the municipality of Amsterdam as the major stockholders.
Equipped with a modern plant, enjoying low wage and price costs,
and having doubled its output between 1938 and 1952, Hoogovens
had nothing to fear and everything to gain from a larger ma.rket,
especially since Holland expected to be a net stcel importer. 63
And so il went in the coal industry. Over haif cf the Limburg
ccalfield is state-owned, extraction costs are relatively low and coal
imports are required beyond the national production. The Dutch
collieries favoured ECSC despite their share in the special Belgian
subsidy payments.
Opinion toward integration has remained entirely favourable
since ratification. Market interpenetration has benefited the coal
mines, whose sole complaint against the common market has been
their opposition to price ccilings, national and supranational.
Further, they formally objected to the German Government's
subsidization of miners' wages by suing the High Authority
in 1957 for failure to stop this practice. Steelmakers, after some
initial doubts, adjusted quickly to the fair trade code, though
they worked for its relaxation through the Monnet Rebate and
were very disappointed with its outlawry. Used to controlled
prices through the informai direction of the Dutch Government,
price stability in ECSC was nothing new. But they gtadly avait
themselves of price freedom and have supported the Dutch mines in
opposirig coal price ceilings. Used to fending for themselves, the
steelrnakers see no need for an elaborate ECSC scrap control or
coal compensation system, and favour letting the common market
take its logical course.
Steel consumers have been equally pleased with the common
sa British Iron and Steci Federation, " The Dutch Irort and Steci Industry,"
Statistical Bulletin, November 1 951,
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market. The supply situation has been eased and access faeilitated
for purchases in other Community countries. Like the steelmakers,
however, consumers have long argued for a relaxation in the price
schedule system to allow limited fiexibility without reintroducing
discriminatory practices. Undismayed by the rejection of the
Monnet Rebate, the Dutch consumers have been suggesting alternative formulas for obtaining price flexibility. 64 In any case, their
expectations have been met and their loyalty to supranatzonalism
as practised in Luxembourg is unshaken.
ECSC investment activity finds no favour with Dutch industry
since interest rates in Holland are below the Community's. Consequently industrialists object strongly to the production tax,
from which they daim to derive no benefits, and they see littie
puipose even in the mild coordination of investments carried on
through the research-and-advice function cf the High Authority.
Nor are the industrialists interested in extending the scope of
ECSC in the transport reaim or the labour field. Enjoying low
wages and no stringent demands for change, the programme for the
harmonisation cf taxes, wages and social charges is quietly opposed
by Dutch industry.
No single ECSC issue has so aroused Dutch opinion as the
question of cartels. Parliament and the Goveriiment were determined te compel the High Authority to live up to the letter of the
Treaty in dissolving GEORG and ATIC and this pressure was a
major reason for eventual ECSC action, even though the attempt
to have the High Authority condemned by the Court failed. While
Dutch opinion generaily agreed with the government position,
the steel industry opposed the suit and found the joint sales
organisation for Ruhr coal an entirely natural device. Consistent
with their general position, Dutch industrialists have been among
the most reticent in Europe in condemning the High Authority
for " dirigisme."
Dutch industry generaily can thus be expected to favour more
integration and especially the creation of the General Common
Market, the initiative for which came from the Dutch Government.
Yet, reservations are attached to this commitment: no direction
cf any kind which would interfere with the natural Dutch advantage
in the realm of costs is to be suffered. Hence, any suggestion of
stringent supranational powers over the General Common Market
64

See the interview with M. Van der Pois, in ECSC Bulletin, January 1956.
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and any extension of the direct powers of the High Authority of
ECSC has been resisted by the as yet unintegrated sectors of the
economy.
In no situation has this been expressed more succinctly than
in the field of inland shipping. Dutch shippers own the Zargest
fleet on the Rhine and are active on other inland waterways in
western Europe. Their costs are the lowest in Europe and thus they
benefit from the fact that international rates are below national
charges, even though the distance covered may be longer. Efforts
of ECSC to equalise this disparity, which is considered a discrimination in violation of the Treaty, have been consistently opposed
by shippers, ports and Chambers of Commerce in Holland.
Suggestions for strengthening the hand of the High Authority
were greeted with cries of " dirigisme." What is demanded instead
is a European solution to the waterways problem along intergovernmental lines, banning national subsidies and establishing
the principles of free user's choice and uncontrolled rates. In
industrial circles, therefore, the commitment to integration pre•sumes a dedication to competition not shared in ail European
industrial circles, and an insistence on conditions distinctly favourabie to Dutch commercial interests. If the attitude of shippers
is to be taken as typical, no integration at ail is preferred to an
institutionally strong supranationalism in the Europe of the future.
It could easily have been predicted on the basis of these
perceptions of interest that the EEC Treaty, as signed in March of
1957, would arouse a great deal of opposition in Dutch industrial
and commercial circles. Such was indeed the case. The objections
held that the common market planned was not free enough: it
excluded agriculture and continued uneconomic protection in that
sector; the transitional provisions and escape clauses permit too
large a residue of national exclusion; monetary integration is
ignored ; the common tariff toward third countries might make the
association of the Free Trade Area (and therefore of Britain) with
EEC too difficult and too protectionist; far too many concessions
were made to France in permitting her some continuing rights to
discriminate against her EEC partners. Along with these maximalist free market demands came a number of objections based
specifically on Dutch industrial needs. Thus nearly every interest
group—including some labour leaders opposed the harmonisation
of social and wage legislation and every aspect of EEC which could
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be branded as " infiationary," i.e., likely to raise Dutch costs.
The common tarif against third countries is deeply suspected
of raising ail Dutch prices because it is bound to be higher than the
current Benelux rates. Agricultural producers, so deeply averse
to integration in other European countries, complained Ioudiy of
the exclusion of agriculture from the free market rules because they
feel thus deprived of export outlets. 65 It must be noted, however,
that contrary to Belgian, Freuich and Italian objections to further
economic integration, these Dutch protests stem primarily from
the feeling that not enougiz common market is being introduced.
Hence it can be ventured without difficuliy that these Dutch interests
wîll flot anly support EEC initiafly, but adjust very speedily in
seeking to give the new institutions a maximal free market policy
orientation.
LUXEMBOURG JNDUSTRY AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Industrial reactions in the tiny Grand-Duchy not only tend to
duplicate those prevalent in Belgian circles because of the almost
complete Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union which has linked
the two economies since 1922, but are also heavily influenced by
the dominant role exercised by steel in Luxembourg's foreign trade.
According to L. Bouvier, head cf the Groupement des Industries
Sidérurgiques Luxembourgeoises, almost 50 per cent. of the
country's population makes its living in the industry, while the
steel payroil accounts for 73 per cent. of the nation's. Steel production encompasses 75 per cent. of Luxembourg's total output
in terms cf value, 98 per cent. of which is exported and tends to
pay for the large imports necessitated by the country's limited
resources. 66 Small wonder then that the Steel Association had
considerable misgivings about joining ECSC and insisted on the
insertion of paragraph 31 into the Convention on Transitional
Provisions, designed to exempt Luxembourg from the rules of the
common market in case ofserious hardship. Doubts were increased
by the high wage levels and considerable tax and social security
burdens weighing on the industry's cost structure. Some critics
insisted on their upward harmonisation as a condition for Luxem-.
bourg's joining and others clemanded a reduction in domestic
wages as an essential precondition. Commented an industry organ:
Informations Mensuelles, January 1957, pp. 42-49, 65-66.
66
L. Bouvier, " La Sidérurgie Luxembourgeoise dans I'Economie du Grand-Duché,'
distributed by the Luxembourg Stcct Association, October 1954,
65
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This Treaty, as it will be submitted to the vote of our Chamber,
contains basic provisions and details which cannot but give rise
to severe fears for the future of our industry and which could compromise it dangerously. . . . One is entitled to ask if we do not find
ourselves at the threshold of an adventure. 67
Once ratification was accomplished, M. Bouvier was constrained
to note that " for us, national prosperity and the living standard of
our population are intiniately related, henceforth, ta the policies,
68
the successes or the failures of
Events since that time have made the industry more optimistic.
The common market has facilitated sales and eased access to French
iron ore. While hostile to the " inflexible " price list system, the
principle of price alignment is considered a boon to steel exports
at stable prices, especially if supplemented by a stiif High Authority
enforcement policy to " discipline the consumers." Steel opposes
any kind of ECSC control over the coal inarket and has fought the
ceritralised scrap purchase and distribution system as a discriminatory subsidisation of the Italian producers from which Luxembourg
industry—concentrating exclusively on basic Bessemer steel—derives
nothing but disadvantages. The logic is clear: iridustrialists favour
the competitive common market under circumstances considered
favourable to them but oppose the inclusion of commodities . to
which they are indifferent, e.g., scrap. Within these confines, the
annual reports of the largest firm, ARBED, make clear that the
common market lias had no revolutionary effects on the industry
and that the High Authority's policies, on balance, are acceptable.
As concerns investments, the industry welcomes the inactivity
of ECSC organs ami lias no particular enthusiasm for " dirigistic"
co-ordination measures. Nor is the industry interested in supranational financing; it emphasises seif-reliance as a strong argument
for the elimination of the production tax. Elimination of transport
disçriminations was greeted with great satisfaction while the issue
of free migration of labour is regarded with indifference. The
industry is satisfied with the High Authority's automatic approval
of merger applications but a tightening of the rules is regarded as
L'Echo de 1'Jndustrie, May 19, 1951. Sec also Leon Metz!er, Le Fiai: Sclzurnan
dans la Perspective Luxembourgeoise (195 I), pp. 58-6 1.
68
L. Bouvier, " La Sidérurgie Luxembourgeoise dans la Communauté du Charbon et
de l'Acier," distributed by the Luxembourg Steel Association, October 1954.
R7
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" dirigistic." With respect to cartels, the industry had profited
from the International Steel Cartel of the inter-war period and
foresces circumstances under which such an arrangement might
again be useful. This, however, has not prevented it from appealing
to the High Authority against its own government in the effort to
obtain the elimination of the national coal import monopoly,
which was linked to a compulsory compensation system to subsidise the price of domestic fuel. While defending GEORG and
condemning the High Authority's anti-cartel decisions in that case,
the industry went to the Court to compel ECSC action against the
national coal import and compensation system.
These activities reflect short-run aims and expectations, easily
satisfiable by supranational decisions or inaction, but implying no
permanent identification with. ECSC policy or activity. Demands
for expanding the supranational scope of action would provide
such expectations but these have been slow to develop. In principle,
industry favours the equalisation of working conditions and wages
since this wouki increase German and Dutch costs. But it hesitates
to endorse ECSC-wide collective bargaining under supranational
auspices as the means to this end because this would strengthen
the position of trade unions. Hence, while favouring the High
Authority's real wage studies, it opposes the use of ECSC for the
achievement of harmonisation in fact.69
Attitudes toward the continuation of economic integration are
thus ambivalent, much like in Holland and Belgium. The restriction
of the common market to coal and steel is considered an anomaly
which cannot last. Desire for the success of this venture compels
the industry, as well as steel processing groups, to endorse extension
of the principle to other sectors, but using " less formai methods,
less useless paperwork, and therefore more flexible, efficient and
less costly." In short, the General Common Market is indeed
favoured, provided it is free from supranational institutions with
directing, taxing and lending powers. The expansion of integration
is made dependent upon the mere elimination of trade barriers
giving maximum scope to private enterprise to profit from this
freedom and certainly permitting the use of cartels to cushion
undesired consequences of competition. To the extent, however,
69

Ibid., October 1, 1955. Sec the Icading article of Carlo Hemmer, " Wo steM
unsere Wirtschaft? " in D'Letzeburger Land, June 17, 1955. Echo de l'industrie,
October 15, 19550
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that satisfaction with the common market for coal and steel has
overcome premonitions of disaster with respect to the principle
of integration, a change in attitude toward a new focus has certainly
corne about as a resuit of ECSC.
ECSC IMPACT ON BRITJSH INDUSTRIAL Ann -uDEs
The opening of the common market for coal and steel did flot go
unnoticed on the other side of the Channel. A number of reasons
conibined to make British industrial reactions in 1952 and 1953
somewhat less than cordial. The steel sector had just undergone
denationalisation even though Whitehall continued to have a considerable say in the fundamental policies of the industry. Neyertheless, it is understandable that British steelmakers, having just
escaped the direct rule of their own government, were in no mood
ta trade in their relative freedom for the authority of Luxembourg's
supranational system. Furthermore, the industry was confident
af its competitive position on world and domestic markets. Its
costs were lower than the continental steelmakers', an extensive
investment and modernisation programme had been coinpleted
and the mills did flot suifer from the indirect taxation featured in
inost ECSC countries. Finaily, 60 per cent. of ils exports was
destined for Commonwealth countries and only 6 per cent. to the
ECSC area. As for coal, the National Coal Board, even though an
agency of the goverument, tended to react very much like a private
firm despite the fact of nationalisation. It was far from eager w
sacrifice revenues and pricing policies found satisfactory for its
purposes to the rules of the supranational system. Least of ail
vas it willing to give up double pricing, despite the wishes of
Jean Monnet. 7 °
It is therefore hardly surprising that the High Authority's
initiative for the negotiation of an agreement of association feil
on quite unsympathetic ears in Britain. There seemed to be no
need for any special de with ECSC. However, by spring of 1954
a recession was upon Europe, overproduction loomed once more
and the continental steelrnakers were accused of dumping on export
markets. The British Iron and Steel Federation announced that
it wou!d welcome the kind of agreement which wou!d recognise
70

Sec the article of Sir Eus Hunter, former president of Briflsh Iron and Steel
Federation, in National Provincial Bank Review, Fcbruary 1954, and Continental
Irai: and Steci Tracte Reports, March 4, 19546
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the inevitable impact which the two production areas would have
upoil one another, to be concerned with tarifs, exports and investments. At the same lime the Federation expressed its fear ofgovernmental domination over any kind of British-ECSC tie and expressed
its preference for a direct understanding with the steelmakers on
the Continent, i.e., a cartel. And it must be added that even during
the earlier period of indifference to association, some spokesmen
had qualified their position by noting the need for special arrangements in the event of abnormal conditions and overproduction.
Hence it is flot surprising that when the Agreement on Association
was finaily completed, the British steel industry was disappointed.
The absence cf any kind of definite economic or commercial content
was greeted with dismay. 7
The National Coal Board, to judge by published reports, seems
to have taken no particular interest in the establishment of association. Even after the establishment of the Council of Association,
one of its British members, Mr. D. J. Ezra, who is also a member of
the National Coal Board, oncemore expressed the customary British
argument that no extensive trade fies existed between ECSC and
the United Kingdom, that the Commonwealth took first place in
British thinking and that the domestic market could absorb ail the
coal miried in England. But he also urged that association with
ECSC be pushed beyond the mere exchange of technical information
and be given the task of exploring the degree of full co-operation
possible and desirable for both parties. What kind of co-operation
was meant? Perhaps the National Coal Board intended no more
than the creation of a favourable climate of opinion on the Continent, an appreciation for the growing British fuel shortage, and
thus lay the groundwork for the eventual decision to curtail coal
exports. Other evidence suggests that the National Coal Board is
genuinely interested in the techniques and problems of Luxembourg
and is anxious to maintain the best public relations with it, therefore
giving way on its desire w cut down on coal shipments to the Continent in the interest of political harmony. 72 There is no evidence
yet that the National Coal Board is adopting the reasoning pattern
of the ECSÇ collieries, private as well as nationalised : the nced for
'

fl
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British Iron and Steci Federation, Mwu/:/y Statistical Bulletin, (March 1954).
Tue Metal. Bulletin (April 2, 1 954), Fi,zancial Tiines (April 2, 1954), Econo,nist
(April 3, 1954). ko,: and Coal Trades Revjc'w (Dcccnibcr 31, 1954).
Go/liery Guardian, October 6, 1955; November 24, 1955.
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graduai adaptation of the coai industry w the challenge of nonconventional energy sources, rising costs, and manpower shortage by
means of a supranational planned energy policy involving ECSC
subsidies, centrally planned investmerits and high tarif protection
against third countries. But Tue Economist suggested that Britain's
new position as a net importer of coal and a growing consumer of
increasingly scarce steei imposed an entirely new set of needs on
the Council of Association, that of making comrnon policy, and
especially coal poiicy. 73
Analyses of this kind have flot succeeded in infusing the
machinery of ECSC-British association with a spirit of bold policymaking. But they were straws in the wind of the vigorous reexamination of European economic integration which was catalysed
in Britain by the Messina Conference and the subsequent work of
the Brussels Intergovernmental Committee. Quality journais now
began to present and argue the need for a more definite British
interest in Continental integration, and above ail stressed the
necessity for taking seriously the budding union of the Six. 74 It
was then that the fears and hopes connected with the Free Trade
Area as an adjunct or counterpoise to the General Common
Market began to be voiced openly in British industrial circles.
Those who favoured freer trade on principle saw in it the best
opportunity in decades to break into the protectionist preserve;
but those who merely feared exclusion and discrimination by a
newly jowerful European bloc were equaliy forced to consider their
future relationship to the Continent in more direct terms than had
been necessitated by the role of ECSC.
Consulted by the government as to the attitudes of organised
business, the Federation of British Industries, on November 1,
1956, announced the resuits of a survey k had conducted. The
Federation asked ail of its affihiated trade associations and many
individual firms whether the government shouid directly participate
in negotiations with the members of EEC in order to establish the
Free Trade Area. The replies were as roliows:
73

Tue

&ono,nist, November 19, 1955.
74
Inforiziatiwis .%!e,,szwl/es (Septeinbcr-October 1956), P. 30 Sec especially the
series o1 articles whicli appcared during October 1956 in rite Speczawr, Tise limes,
anti T/w Eco,w,,iisz, Mr. Peter Thorneycroû made siniilar public statements.
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Trade associations cirçularised by the F.B.I. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • .
Trade associations submitting answers ....................
answer favourable, provided special safeguarding clauses
can be written into the agreement ................
answer favourable, assuming that special protection is
already provided for industries in difiiculty . . . . . . . .
answer unfavourable, unless strict assurances of special
protective safeguarding clauses are given . . . . . . . . . .
unqualifiedunfavourableanswer .... ..................
answerarrivedtoolatetobecounted ..... ............,.
membership of association too divided for clear answer . .

287
128
52
15
9
18
22
12

0f the individual finns which answered the questionnaire, 479
were favourable, 147 opposed and 38 were indifferent to the government's announced plan. Associations favouring the Free Trade
Area, subject to various safeguarding clauses, include the steel,
cernent, construction, electronic, aviation, textile, shipbuilding and
metal processing industries. Opponents of die plan counted among
their nurnber the railway engine builders and paper producers.
After the governrnent had announced its intention of exciuding
agriculture from the Free Trade Area, the major agricultural associations approved this decision while the Cocoa, Chocolate and
Confectionery Alliance, the Scotch Whisky Association and the
National Association of Soft Drink Manufacturers urged that
some segrnents of the foôd industry might well be included.
These resuits are hardly unexpected. Industries which are
confident of their competitive strength share the general fear of
British isolation and exclusion from a newly strong Continental
market, accompanied by a less and less attractive export picture
in the Commonwealth. Consequently they prefer active competition in Europe to discrimination, dumping and stagnation. In
fact, a number of industries went so far as to express fears that the
new low tarif duties which would apply in EEC-British relations
would force a reduction cf the duties applied by the United Kingdom
against Ccmmonwealth countries. Ccnfronted with the possibility
of different and unbalanced tarif structures in the increasingly
complicated relationships which wculd resuit, these industries
failed to express any particular preference for the imperial tie.
As for those who oppose the Frec Trade Area, the arguments invoked could easily have been predicted: the British rnarket will be
flooded witb Continental goods without a reciprocal flow taking
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place ; the Continental producers enjoy natural advantages which
Britain cannot match; any possible safeguarding clauses would flot
suffice to protect British interests. 75
Ca.n it be hazarded that the expectations and attitudes here
expressed reproduce the pattern extracted from the ECSC experience ? Low-cost and efficient producers, at the onset of a common market, are easily reconciled to integration if they do not
actively favour it ; high-cost producers oppose it and predict national
catastrophe. If the ECSC pattern were to be reproduced, the next
step would involve insistence on the part of the low-cost producers
that the governments refrain from any institutional integration
which would resuit in " dirigisme " and permit business to run
its own affairs, after obstacles to " comparable competitive conditions " are eliminated a step which would of course involve the
spili-over of the Free Trade Area into the field of wages and taxes.
But it would also involve loud demands for protection on the part
of high-cost producers, for discriminatory duties against third
countries, for compensation payments, if not for centrally administered subsidies. And in terms of political integration, it would
then be the erstwhile opponents of the common market who would
be the carriers of the expectations and attitudes most favourable
to the growth of strong political institutions.
73

The report of the Federation of British Industries is given in the forni of a lctter
from Sir Graham Hayman to Mr. Peter Thorneycroft. Informations Mensuelles
(January 1957), pp. 90-930

CHAPTER 6
TRADE UNIONS: 1952 AND 1957
EUROPEAN TRADE UNIONJSM : STRENGTH AND DOCTRINE
The attitude of labour toward integration depends on the economic
and political conditions under which the unions of the ECSC
countries live and operate. The very differentials have acted as
catalysts for thase who suifer from poor organisation to seek
power through co-operation with those who are strong. Wide
varieties in wage and hour benefits have induced those who enjoy
littie to work together with unions whose attainments are envied.
The trade union movement in each of the six countries is spiit.
Rival Catholic and Socialist-dominated federations exist in ail
ECSC countries, with Communist organisations complicating the
picture in France, Italy and Holland, flot to mention the Dutch
Protestant federation. Even in Germany, where until 1955 a united
federation, the German Federation of Trade Unions (DGB), held
sway, a Catholic dissident wing seceded in tint year. In addition
there are unaffihiated foremen's and white-collar workers' unions,
as well as the small Gaullist federation in France and the Neo-Fascist
organisation in Italy.
Because of their unswerving opposition to integration between
1950 and 1957, the Communist-dominated unions are of no direct
interest to this study, though there are suggestions of a pro-ECSC
trend in Italy since 1956. However, since Communist unions in
two ECSC countries dominate the labour field, it must constantly
be borne in mmd that the General Confederations of Labour in both
France and Italy, because of their attitude, condition the positions
adopted and defended by their srnaller Socialist and Christian rivais.
These arc simultaneously compellcd to seek strength through alliance
with other ECSC unions while defending themselves at home against
the Communist charges of selling the French and Italian workingclass to foreign capitalist interests. The membership figures,
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speculative though some of them are, of ECSC unions are instructive
in this respect ':
Communist- Socialist- Catholic Protestant Other
dominated dominated
6,104,872
8,600
870,000
Germany
600,000
300,000
500,000
France
1 1 500,000
900,000
4,56 1,214
560,000 2,045,542
Italy
681 9709
645,000
Belgium
463,300
374,085
Netherlands
40,000
204,084
3,000
22,285
8,549
Luxembourg
Totals

6,104 3 214 8,332,166 3,681,776 204 9084

2,070,000

These figures, moreover, tend to understate tl1e weakness of the
non-Communist unions in France and Italy in the mining and
metallurgical branches which are of most direct interest to this
study.2
Differentials in membership, cf course, beget differences in
financial power and self-confidence. The German, Belgian, Dutch
and Luxembourg unions are wealthy, well organised and confident
of their bargaining positions in industry, even though they do
suifer [rom marked infericrity feelings in the political reaini and
in social relations. The French and Italiart unions, by contrast,
are unable to collect membership dues, hold their members, speak
with a united voice, or assert themselves consistently and meaningfully in politics. While this generalisation applies less to the
Com.munist-Ied groups, even they suifer from member apathy and
financial sixain.
The collective bargaining practices and laws in force in each
of the IECSC countries provide a further guide to the variations in
I

French figures from Val R. Lorwin, Tue French Labour Movenen: (Cambridge:
Harvard Universicy Prcss 1954), p. 177. AU other figures from U.S. Departntent
of Labour. Office cf International Labour Attairs, Directory o! Labour Organisalions, 2 voIs. (\Vashington, 1956). These figures are of variable reliability. With
the exception of the French, whicli are bascd on reliable outside estirnates, die
figures comprise the rnernbcrship claimed by cadi union. German, Dutch and
Luxcmbourg daims arc probably accurale, while tialian daims for ail unions are
grossly exaggeratcd. The Sociaiist l3elgian daim scems accurate, whik the Catholie
Belgian ligure is probably too high. The heading " other " includes flic German
whicc-collar workers and civil servants' unions, the Italian Conrederazione Italiane
Sindicati Nazioriale Lavoratori, and Lhe Frencli Gaullisi federation and Confederation Gén&ale des Cadres. Generally, sec \Valtcr Galenson (cd.), Con:parative Labour MOVe1?iefltS, (Ncw York: Prentice-Hall, 1952), Oiaps. 4,5 artd 6
Lcrwin, op. ciL, pp. 179 et seq.
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power and influence enjoyed by the rival labour movements. In
Geimany, trade associations and trade unions are legaily competent
to bargain collectively and do so in practice. The agreements concluded, however, merely fix minimum standards for wages, hours
and working conditions, to be adjusted upward in direct talks
between given firms and the union. It is widely reported, moreover,
that the Ministry of Economies intervenes in the negotiating sessions
by calling on both parties to moderate their demands, and especially
on labour to " hold the une " with respect to prices and maintain
productivity with respect to export and reconstruction needs. Until
1955, the unions were very responsive to such appeals, and have
refrained from calling for drastic wage increases or a reduction of
hours. In Holland, the same practices prevail, even though the law
limits collective bargaining by making ail contracts negotiated
subject to the formai approval of the government. An appropriate
inter-ministerial commission examines contracts for their compatibility with general economic policy, particularly price policy.
Belgian and Luxembourg unions bargain collectively with trade
associations on a nation-wide basis, without government intercession. However, the contracts areed upon can be extended to
plants and workers not represented in the negotiations only by
means of governmental decrees, which are usually issued without
difficulty. In practice, furthermore, Christian and Socialist unions
have had littie difficulty in striking and bargaining jointly. In
France and Italy the same formai pattern prevails, with quite
different consequences, however. There the fragmentation and
internai hostilities of the unions hamper co-ordinated or joint
striking and bargaining, while the weakness of single unions makes
them very ineffectual bargaining parties indeed. The unions enjoy
no closed shop, no check-off, no definite membership ; what is more,
they carry out no welfare functions of their own, leaving these to the
firm or the Government. Consequently, only ideology and social
reasons prompt workers to join the union in the first place. There
is no definite obligation to bargain collectively for the employers'
associations, who furthermore are better organised and united
on points cf doctrine. As a resuit, French and Italian practice
knows littie nation-wide bargaining, with local and regional agreements flourishing instead, intrcducing wide variations in standards
witilin these countries, including even the removal ofwage questions
from the negotiations. The Government, in principle, is to extend
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the content of agreements to firms and workers not represented
in the bargaining, but in fact usually f'ails to do so. The consequence has been worker apathy, union weakness, and a universal
reliance on the state to realise wage and hour benefits by means of
legislation instead of trusting to collective bargaining. 3
A final characteristic difference in power is revealed by the
varying union activities with respect to controlling their respective
industries. In France, after the achievement of nationalisation of
the coal mines, the trade union movement has been content with
periphéral participation in management, without asking for control.
Unions are represented as a minority ? the " independent"
boards in charge of admrnistering the nationalised coal, gas and
electric industries. They participate in the management of social
security funds financed from employer and state contributions, and
they deal with local plant problerns through works councils. No
consistent effort is made to participate in the overali planning and
management of the non-nationalised bulk of industry. Even the
development of joint labour-management productivity teams came
as an innovation in 1950-1952, which was by no means universally
welcome in labour ranks.
In the German coal and steci industries, by contrast, the system
cf co-determination has been in effect since 1947 (on the basis of
German law since 1951). It provides for the nomination by the
relevant trade union of one-haif of the membership of the firm's
supervisory council (Aufsichtsrat) and for the appointment of the
" labourdirector " member ofthe management (Vorstand). German
unions hoped to be able to control the basic policy of the chief
industries through this technique, without having to achieve formal
nationalisation. Experience indicates that unions have succeeded
in obtaining higher wage and hour benefits thrcugh this system,
without succeeding in controlling the management of the industry.
In part, this is due to the tendency of operating coal and steel firms
to fail into the hands of holding companies net subject to codetermination. But in part, the failure to achieve control is due
to a tacit division of labour among the supervisory council members,
leaving labour relations, wages and hours to the union delegates,
3

Lorvin, op. cit., concluding chapter. Kirchhcirner, Otto, " West German Trade
Unions," Wor/dPolitks, Vol. 8, no. 4, (July 1956). Much ofthc material on which
thcse surnrnary staternents are based was collectcd on the basis of interviews with
union officiais.
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while the business members concentrate on managerial issues. 4
In any event, both the miners' and metalworkers' union officiais are
pleased with the system in the face of rank-and-file indifference
and flOW demand extension cf the technique to holding companies. The system certainly demonstrates an aggressiveness of
union leadership and a concern for overail economic policy which
is lacking in the other ECSC countries.
The crucial test of trade union relevance to the study of integration is the doctrinal position defended. What is the relationship of union activity to politics ? In principle, ail the unions daim
to be" neutral " toward national politics, i.e., they are flot formally
associated with political parties. In practice, ofcourse, the opposite
is the case. The leadership of the Force Ouvrière and UIL in
France and Italy, having spiit off from the Communist-dominated
General Conf7ederations of Labour in both countries at the onset
cf the cold war, are in fact Socialists and defend Socialist principles
even when flot formally co-operating with the national socialist
parties. The NVV in Hoiland, FGTB in Belgium and CGT in
Luxembourg are Socialist-led and part of the general national
socialist constituency. The German DGB is dominated by
Sccialists, but has until 1956 attempted to preserve a neutral
position toward the Government and provided for representation
of Christian unionists. Further, it bas not aiways seen eye to eye
with the Social Democratic Party. In 1956, however, some Catholic
unionists spiit off to form their own federation and the DOB then
openly took ils place with thc SPD in opposing the Adenauer
Government. Ail the ECSC Socialist unions are affiliated with the
International Confederation of Frec Trade Unions (JCFTU),
whose European Regional Organisation, in turn, is Socialist in
orientation.
Less categorical statements are possible of the Christian unions.
The Dutch Catholic KAB and Protestant CNV espouse a Christian
ideology, but hardly diiïer from one another or the NVV on points
of labour policy. The Belgian CSC and Luxembourg CLSC are
certainly Catholic organisations and devoted w papal social doctrine. but in practice their activitics do flot difier from those of their
Socialist rivais. The French CFTC, however, has formally dissociated itself from papal encyciicals and the MRP, and minimises
' Sec W. Michaci Blumenthai, Co-determination in Me Gennan Steel Indunry,
Endustrial Relations Section, Princeton University (Princeton, 1956).
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its " Christian " rature, while the Italian CISL has refused to join
the International Confederation of Christian Trade Unions
(ICCTU) of which ail the other Christian groups are members
and remains affihiated with the ICFTU. With the exception of the
CFTC ail these unions are politically allied with the respective
Christian-Democratic parties and press for a pro-labour, proplanning, pro-welfare policy within these parties.
In Germany, the white-collar workers' federation (DAG) and the
civil servants' union stridently retain their autonomy vis-à-vis
the DGB, but do flot differ in concrete policy from it without, however, being Socialist. To underline its autonomy, the DAG is
affihiated with the ICCTU. While the Socialist and Christian
federations, nationaily and supranationally, have become the striking
force of pro-integration sentiment, these unions remain relatively
uninterested in the process.
GERMAN UNIoNIsI AND INTEGRATION

In view of their overwhelming numerical and organisational preponderance arnong the ECSC non-Communist unions, the German
. . miners, rnetalworkcrs and the DGB must take first place in any
analysis of attitudes toward integration. Unlike the German
Socialist Party, with which the majority of DGB leaders maintain
close personal and ideological relations, the unions favoured ratification of ECSC in 1951. Not only did they welcome the removal
of Allied controls on German production, but they feared the
ascendancy of producer organisations over the Schuman Plan
unless checked by trade union opposition, thus carrying the mentality of the German co-determination struggie over into the
supranational arena. In contrast to SPD efforts, DGB lobbying
was moderate, factual and restrained, rejoicing over the elimination
of discriminatory measures against Gerrnany and looking forward
to political equality for labour as well as for their country as a
major boon. 5
However, opinion vas far from unanimous. A minority in all
unions concerned opposed ratiFication on the same grounds as the
SPD. Viktor Agartz, former director of the DGB Economic
Institute, predicted the ruin of the German steel industry because
b
Sce Memorandum No. 1V-19/51 w DGB ofliciais, May 15, 1951. Approval of
ECSC, incidcntally, by no means implicd Lhat dernands for the nationalisation
of basic Germain industries were abandoncd. It did imply, however, that as ECSC
bccarnc operativè and co-deterniination vas establishcd in the coal and steci
sectors, lcss and less crnphasis was given w Hie formai dernand for nationalisation.
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of• the initial investment disadvantage, deconcentration and coal
compensation payments to Belgium. 6 At the end of the debate,
ratification was favoured only on the understanding that Allied
contrais would cease immediately and that reconcentration be
permitted proportional to mergers in other ECSC countries.
The evolution of German trade union attitudes toward economic
integration has shown the same ambivalence whjch characterises
other interest groups. Among the concrete issues wliich have
arisen, opposition to integration has been manifest whenever a
cherished national daim has been challenged by a supranational
decision or lack of decision: the question of GEORG and cartellised
coal sales, price controls, free migration of labour, the Moselle
Canal and the overail issue of German foreign policy.
The need for a coal sales cartel has been defended by almost ail
Germans but no group fought harder for k than the miners' union,
I. G. Bergbau. Without centrally determined non-competitive
prices, it svas feared, the marginal mines would be forced to close,
unemployment would set in and the wages of the remziining active
miners forced down. " It is possible that a new and better organisation can be created, more compatible with the [ECSC] Treaty,"
commented the union, " but we can in no event agree to unlimited
competition in the coal sector, which would Iead w unpredictable
social, economic and political consequences." 1 Alternatives w
GEORG were proposed, and disappointment was keen when they
were rejccted by Luxembourg.
Integration has corne in for its share of criticism on the price
issue. Ail unions have opposed the consecutive coal price increases
granted by the High Authority and the removal of ceilings in 1956.
Wage demands put forward regularly each spring by the unions
could be met exclusively out of company earnings, it was urged,
and did flot require price increases. And for once the unions
praised Erhard for opposing the inilationary wage-price spiral
implied in the policies of raising German coal and steci prices. 8
DGB pamphlet Das Stelit i?I Schwnanplan (Colognc, 1951) and Industriekurier,
June 19, 195 1 . Agartz was disrnissed in 1956, apparently over diffcrences of opinion
with the DGB leadership; Agartz rcpcatcdly took stridently nationalistic aS
doctrinaire Socialist positions, cspecially on the nationalisation issue. Sec
Kirchhcimer, pp. 493-494.
7
Bergbauindus:rie, May 29, 1954, p. I. .Bcrgbau ,nzd JVir:sc/iaft, June 15, 1954, p. 376.
8 Der Gewerkschafder, no. 4 (1955).
Bergbauindustrie, May 7, 1955; March 26,
1955; May 15, 1954; Mardi 27, 1954. DGB Nac/,ric/uendienst, June 7, 1955,
Metali, April 20, 1955.
6
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Even though rebuffed, the unions went out of their way to declare
that their disappointment did not imply opposition to integration,
as faisely urged by " reactionary " business interests.
Geiinan foreign policy is not normally discussed by the politically
" neutral " unions; yet when occasion arose they aligned themselves
with the SPD on the general issue and took pains to criticise the
French arrangements for the Saar. To repeated French daims for
the cana'isation of the Moselle that perennial issue of " an act of
faith for Europe "__the unions responded by asking why they
should show their good faith first and pointed to loss in railway
revenues ànd jobs if the plan were adopted. 9 The most consistent
opposition to measures of integration, however, was patent in the
issue of permitting the free movement of qualified coal and steel
labour from other ECSC countries. k was the German unions who
insisted on such rigorous standards of professional competence as
to reduce to a trickie the number ofworkers eligible for the European
labour card. " We shall resist to the utmost the use of foreign
labour in the mines," declared Heinrich Imig, the late head of
I. G. Bergbau. 11) Other leaders echoed these sentiments in uncompromising language, even though paying hp-service to the unity
of labour aspirations everywhere. This position, it must be stressed,
is not unique to German labour and is not a specific criticism of
European integration : it is merely a restatement of the deep-seated
fear of organised labour everywhere that unorganised foreign
workers will depress wage standards and make for unemployment.
Criticism of integration is far less important than a wholesale
turning to supranational institutions as devices for more effectively
realising demands at the national level. The metalworkers
I. G. Metail fear the unbridled reconcentration of German steel,
coal and processing industries as uncontrollable centres of economic
power, likely to circumvent the co-determination law. They look
increasingly to Luxernbourg to curb this trend. Ail the unions
fear private cartels in Germany and hope that ECSC will force
them into the open. As Socialists, they abhcir the unplanned
placing of investments and cali for their co-ordination by the High
Authority, over the unwillingness of German industry. The unions
complained bitterly over the early reluctance of German mines to
interest themselves in a share of the American ban and urged
9

DGB Nachric/ztendienst, October 4, 1955. Bergbau und Wirtschaft, Nov. 7, 1955.
10
Welt der Arbeit, July 1, 1955.
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submission to supranational planning. They praised the High
Authority's plans for furthering the efficient utilisation of low-grade
coal and argue for a long-term European fuel policy. When
declining demand threatened lay-offs in the inefficient German ore
mines, I. G. Bergbau demanded the granting of readaptation payments by Luxembourg, even though this was initially opposed by
the German Government. Most important, I. G. Metail, after dire
predictions of economic fiasco, admitted as early as 1953 that the
common market vas a success and highly beneficial for production,
employment and living standards. One of its leaders, Hans
Brùmmer, vent so far as to demand a more consistent ECSC policy
of raising production through competition and a forward-looking
welfare policy. 1
In no .field is the reliance of German labour on supranationalism
more evident now than in the area of wage and hour demands.
Until 1954, the dominant concern of union leaders was the reconstruction of German industry. They shared the Government's
and industry's eagerness to rationalise production, reduce costs,
contain inflation and capture export markcts. Hence, they moderated their wage demands and did not consistently challenge the
fifty-four-hour work week then typical of the industries under study.
In 1954 a new attitude developed. More strident wage demands
were heard, accusing fingers pointed to high dividend payments,
and the German export surplus was characterised as a burden on
the balances of payments of other European countries. Most
important, a strong campaign for the introduction of the fortyhour week without loss of pay was launched by ail unions and the
DGB, a demand which by 1956 vas central to the trade union
programme. 12 One consequence of the new emphasis in the national
programme of the DGB was enthusiasm over the High Authority's
comparative wage, hour and purchasing power studies, which were
promptly cited to support the domestic daims cf the unions.
In terms of integration, the consequence bas been increasing
reliance on Luxcmbourg for tAie achievement of the programme of
'

11

12

Die Quelle (August 1954), p. 338, Berghau und JS'irtsc/,aft, August I, 1954, pp.
267 et seq. ; May 1 5, 1 954, pp. 299 et seq. ; Bergbtzuindustrie, May 2 I , I 955 ; September
4, 1954; August 20, 1955; January I, 1955; Der Geterksc/zafz1er, July and August
4, 1953. JVe/t der Arbeit, Fcbruary 11, 1955.
DGB, ,lktionsprogranun, 1954. (Sondcrdruck fUr die Delegierten des 3. Ordentlichen Bundeskongrcss, 1954). DCI3 ,lus/antlsdiei,st, tvlay 1955, "Aktionsprograrnm des Dcutschcn Gewerkschaftbundcs, 1955." Bcrgbau und Wirts/:caft.
September 1, 1955, p. 434.
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improvement. While not sharing the enthusiasm of some unions
for ECSC-wide collective bargaining, the German labour leaders
have strongly supported the effort to introduce the forty-hour week,
uniform overtime, vacation and holiday pay via the Schuman Plan.
Their major criticism has been the insufficiently active welfare
policy of the High Authority and the appointment of René Mayer
to the presidency was greeted with derision and scepticism because
jt was feared the new president would be indifferent to these daims. 13
Yet the national desire for higher wage and hour benefits has flot
led the Germari unions to the position of their French and Belgian
colleagues in striving for the harmonisation of social security
benefits. A much more cautious attitude is typical ofthe Germans
A certain amount of confusion is engendered by the demands
of trade union conventions for a uniform European social security
system. This creates the impression that unions in principle demand
the harmonisation of social security contributions. In reality, these
efforts aim at something quite different, namely the reorganisation
of social security in ail European countries to attain the highest
level already achieved in one of the participating states, and to
design this system in the most rationai and meaningful mamier
in the interests of workers as well as of the economy. The standardisation of the systems is in no way intended. . . . The rationalisation of production and means of production would result in much
greater adaptation to the payment ability achieved in the most
highiy deveioped European country than the attempt to introduce
the harmonisation of social security contributions. Harmonisation
can neyer be achieved in terms of payments and must fail because
it assumes a break with oid customs and habits which are firmly
anchored in the mentality of the European nations. 14
Activities of the powerfui 1. G. Metail illustrate most striking[y this
trend toward supranational activity as a means to achieve national
benefits. Thus, Heinrich Straeter has expressed his conviction
that ECSC, through the co-ordination of investments, control of
prices, construction of worker housing and industrial hygiene
research would go far toward meeting labour's aims. He has
criticised ECSC for insufficient joint policy-making in the fields o!'
taxes and business cycles. in the face of opposition in his own
I.J

1$

Bergbauine/ustrie, Àpril J 6, 1 955. Bergbau ,md JVir:scl,aft, July 1, 1 955,
p. 297.
Arthur Riess, 'b Harmonisicrung der Europàischen Soziallasten? " Gewerksc/:af:licite Monats/sef:e, Vol. 6, no. 2 (February 1955), pp. 105 and 107. Sce also the

rnuch more enthusiastically pro-intcgration outtook on wclfarc questions of Albert
Mûller, ibid. (January 1954), p. 35.
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union, Straeter counselled that ECSC and EDC be sharply separated
and that German labour be patient and make maximum use of the
principle of economic supranationalisnt 15
In the 1954 convention of I. G. Metail this attitude was put to
the test. The union leadership submitted a resolution expressing
faith in ECSC and the need for further economic integration
through a more powerftfl supranationalism, side-stepping the issue
of nationalisation of the steel industry, dear to rnany union members.
Many rank-and-filers contested the resolution and demanded a
new draft condemning suprariationalism and advocating I. G.
Metail withdrawal from participation in ECSC. They were defeated
by a vote of 142 w 86 with 9 abstentions:16
Perhaps the most significant reason which attracts German labour
to supranationalism lies in the political doctrine of the movement
and is closely associated with the rationale of co-determination and
labour's search for social respectability and equality. German
unionists argue that parliamentary institutions characterised by
strong parties and influential employers' groups are insufficient
to achieve and maintam true democracy. Parties other than the
SPD are suspected of plotting with employers' associations, who
in turn are thought cf primarily as an anti-consumer and antiunion conspiracy. Without continuous control over industrial
power groups, considered w tend tcwards monopoly because of
the ': inevitable " development 0f large-scale industrial organisation,
parhamentary demccracy is likely to give way before rigl1tlst
authoritarian groups at the first sign of crisis. " Economic dernocracy, , functioning through a network of regional and national
commissions representing labour, the public and the employers
and thus controlling business, is considered a means to perfect
parliamentary institutions. 17
Co-determination in the absence of nationalisation is one
facet ofthis approach. " It is a mistake to consider co-determination
as the partnership ot capital and labour," said Viktor Agartz.
Co-determination attempts to regulaic anew the relationship of
'4

1

ECSC

Bulle:!,:, Novcmber 1 954.
Fratoko/1 Liber dcii 3. Ordentiiclwu Gewerkschaftstag der I. G. Metail (September 14, 1954), pp. 83 et seq.
n; Projoko// (Scptcmbcr 14, 1954), pp. 208-21 I, 506-507.
'7
V. Agartz, " \Virtschafts- und Stcuerpoiitik." Die Quelle, Sondernurnrner 1954,
J,p. 37 et seq. Hans Rchhahn, " Zuni I'roblern der Kontrolle privater Maclapositioncn," Gewer/csc/wfzIicIw A!w:atsl:efte, Vol. 5, no. 5 (May 1954), pp. 268
et seq. Also sec the identicat argument of tue Catholic trade union theorisi Oswald
von Ne1L-Breuning in ibid., (Feb. 1954), pp. 65 e: seq.
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organised economic power and solidly organised labour in the
sense of democratic control, by way of the delegates of the trade
unions." 18 It foliows that any extension of this principle, nationaily
or supranationally, is likely to be favoured by German unionists.
In the nexus of further integration, German labour has flot been
slow to make use of the possibilities thus offered. Apart from the
hope of controlling the power of industrialists, the unionists also
sce in organs like the ECSC Consultative Committee a means for
achieving supranationally the respectability and equality with
business denied them in the national framework. These sentiments
have found expression in uncompromising demands for trade union
participation in the planning and implementation of new steps
toward integration, including the steps envisaged by the Messina
Conference. Said DOB executive Willi Richter:
European organisations must, in much larger measure than
heretofore, call on trade unions for consultations and decisions,
since the unions are sotely competent and specifically created to
represent workers and ail those who produce. The tremendous
and responsible tasks of trade unions make clear that mere occasional
consultations can no longer be considered adequate. Trade unions
must demand tint they be admitted as voting participants in ail
European organs charged with questions afîecting or interesting
labour and welfare. Only thus can trade unions heip carry the
common responsibiiity for shaping the future of Europe along hues
of social progress for the working-n-ian, in harmony with the demands
of personal freedom and economic and social security. 19
On this assumption which would give labour a position of power
supranationally which it has neyer enjoyed nationaily in Germany
eveil the fragmentary pro-integration measures pianned at Messina
and Brussels were welcomed by the DOB, always provided that the
new organs wouid possess greater powers for initiating a common
welfare policy for Europe than is vieided by ECSC.
FRENCH LABOUR AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
In the economic reaim, the French unions whether Coxnmunist,
Socialist or Catholic-dominated have been waging an identical
desperate fight for basic working-class benefits since 1945. Emphasis
bas been less on an increase in living standards tilan on a def'ence
18
19

Agartz, op. cii'.,. p. 40. Das Mitbestinunungsgespracl,, (JuIy/August 1955), p. II.
Italics mine.
Wdk der Arbeit, October 1, 1954. Ludwig Rosenberg, ibid. September 2, 1955.
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of collective bargaining rights and wage-and-hour standards previously achieved. Confronted with mounting inflation and
deterioration of bargaining power due to government regulation
and union fragmentation, French working-class standards have
tended to remain stationary, or to decline. The battie ery of ail
the unions since 1948 has been the preservation of living standards
through successive cost-of-living adjustments, increases in social
security benefits and family allowances, and a guaranteed minimum
wage standard likely to survive further inflation. Tri the face of this
preoccupation, differences in doctrine have been of peripheral
significance : ail the unions daim to protect the working-man against
the evils of unchecked liberal competition and the process of
proletarianisation. 20
Politically, however, this identity of aims bas by no means lcd
to working-class unity. On the contrary, the Christian Confederation (CFTC) prides itself on its independent role and demands
" trade union freedom against the possibility of various totalitarianisms, with the logical consequence of [union] pluralism, but safeguarding unity of action." 21 The Socialist-oriented Force Ouvrière
(F0) defends its institutional independence equaily ferociously,
claiming to preserve democracy through pluralism in the trade
union movement, by opposing the dominance of political parties
over union activities. In the face of these statements, the Communist-controlled CGT daims to stand for working-class unity,
while of course being the object of those non-Communist charges
which protest against party dominance over labour. CFTC and
F0 are thus forced into a dual defensive role : economically they
fight against a furthcr deterioration of living standards while
politically they seek to stave off Communist attacks of breaking
union solidarity and fragmenting the working c1ass. 2
One important reaction to this doubly defensive position bas
been the favourable attitude of the non-Communist unions to
foreign economic ties of ail kinds for France. F0 and CFTC
welcomed the Marshail Plan in the face of CGT charges of Amencan impenialism and French subordination to Wall Street. They
have advocated strong international tics among Socialist and
Christian unions, respectively, and have stressed the global mission
20

21
22

L-L. Guglielmi and M. Perrot, Sa'aires et Revendications Sociales cn France,
1944-1952, (Paris: Armand Colin, 1953), pp. 99-129.
Gugliclmi and Perrot, ap, rit., p. 141.

Ibid., pp. 85-96.
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the trade union movenient, in under-developed areas as well as
on the European Continent. And as if to seck supranational support for domestic weakness, they embraced the Schuman Plan
proposais from the first. " Without wishing to reiterate the [proEuropean] thesis defended for decades by trade unions," r(oted
the F0 Central Committee on May 12, 1950, " we wish to remind
that since the end of the war the free trade unions have advocated
the thought of a European agreement on coal." Said F0 president,
Robert Bothereau, of the ECSC in 1951 : " Co-operation is substituted for competition, order takes over from anarchy, planning
takes the place of improvisation." For the CFTC, President
Gaston Tessier expressed enthusiasm for the Plan, but he added:
It goes without saying that the rights and interests of the working
class must be guaranteed in this new structure. Therefore it is
essential that the labour movement be represented on the High
Authority . . . whose rote in labour and welfare matters must be as
great as its economic power.
Both F0 and CFTC agrecd that the ECSC must conduce to full
employment and the creation oC new industries able to absorb
those unemployed in the readaptation process, in addition to
providing for the direct representation of trade trniofls. 23
In the years which followed, positive identification with ECSC
aims and activities has far outweighed occasions of criticism and
opposition. The miners have complained about inadequate social
security coverage, but their dissatisfaction vas directed against
their own Government in even greater measure than against the
High Authority. Insufficient pensions, lagging public housing programmes, long working hours and Iow salaries have regularly
figured in the list of union complaints. Again, however, miners
and metalworkers have blamed Paris and Luxembourg indiscriminately, without initial loyalty to supranationalism being
undermined by these grievances. 24
For the F0 Miners, liowever, tUe problem of the future of
French coal production has been by far the most serious grievance
against ECSC. As succinctty put by their president, Noel Sinot, the
High Authority is accused cf neglecting the establishment of ECSC
buffer stocks to equalise and compensate for price movements,
0f

23
21

Georges LeFrane, " Les Syndicats ouvriers face au Plan Schuman," Nouvelle
Revue de l'Ecnno,nie contemporaine. no. 16-17, November 1951, pp. 55-570
infor:natio,:s Bimensuelles, August I, 19547 p. 18; Septernber 15, 1954, p. 13.
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of declining to interest itself in employment stability for the
mines by arranging long-term regional coal trading patterns and
for being eager to import Polish and American fuels while French
mines have difficulties in disposing of their excess stock of Iowgrade coal. 25 It is in this connection that tue issue of national
coal sales organisations cornes into prominence in the French as
in the Geiman context. F0 as well as CFTC unions had no quarrel
with GEORG in the Ruhr, if only because they hoped that France's
ATIC would also be peiinitted to function if joint sales were permitted in Geiniany. Joint sales, fixed prices and restrictions on
imports—even on the common market are defended as essential,
with only the " legalism " of the ECSC Treaty opposed to this
:' econornic necessity." 26 Opposition to large-scale labour migration
Is as typical of the French unions as of their German colleagues.
Strikingly then, on the cartel and manpower issues, purely national
group interests militate against loyalty to the integration movement
on both sides of the Rhine.
Yet the remedies for the problems here implied are found almost
invariably in demands for additional supranational powers and
activities. F0 clemands that social security contributions be
equalised in ail ECSC states, though its motives are nationaily
derived and identical with the daims of the Charbonnages de
France. More ECSC investment through supranational lending,
a higher ECSC production levy and, above ail, a joint ECSC policy
for the protection of coal against the competition of fuel oil are
dernanded. In short, an extension of ECSC powers is urged in those
aspects of labour policy in which the total cost bili of other ECSC
countries is below the French cost structuré, implying a movement
of wages, hours and social security factors up;s'ard to the French
standard. Further, the unions demand more supranationalism
in the economic sector of greatest concern to them: the slow decay
of the French mining industry, unable to compete with newer fuels
and German coal. Here they see an answer in a co.-ordinated and
planned energypolicy (designed to protect coal) which national French
planning can no longer give them because of the common market. 27
Questions put to High Authority in Consultative Comrnittce, July 3, 1955.
21 J. Grandier and A. Williame, " La question des Cartels dans la CECA," Bulletin
du Centre Internatio,zal d'informations, no. 64, December 5, 1955.
27
Informations Mensuelles, May 1956, p. 43; September 15, 1954, p. 13. CFTC
Mineworkers' staternent in ECSC Bulletin, November 1954, CF IC Mincworkers'
19th National Congress (July 1956), in lnfor,nations Mensuelles, August 1956, p. 240
25
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Loyalty to supranationalism was aroused, more than in any
other coritext, by the High Authority's re-adaptation programme,
of which France has so far been the major beneficiary. The
common market compelled a series of mergers and corporate reorganisations which entailed lay-offs in the steel industry.25 Without
the use of unemployment, retraining and tide-over allowances
paid jointly by the High Authority and the French Government,
the CGT predictions of economic disaster for labour might have
been realised, at least Iocally. F0 and CFTC therefore exerted
themselves for expediting the payment of these sums and frequently sliarply attacked their OWfl Government for slowness and
indifference, using Luxembourg as their major support. CFTC
pressure on Paris vas largely responsible for the creation of bipartite
labour-management commissions to examine and process demands
for re-adaptation aid. CFTC insists that the payments be administered jointly, and thereby gains equality with management
in at Ieast one facet of French industrial relations.29
Nevertheless, in the crucial coal sector not even the re-adaptation
factor has been able to overcome some rank-and-file opposition
to integration. In the Centre-Midi mining centre of Alès, coal
mining is becoming increasingly inefficient, with graduai closing of
the mines planned. Some 5,000 miners were offered tide-over
allowances, removal expenses and new housing in Lorraine, if they
consented to transfer to that bustiing mining region. By 1956
only 648 had agreed to move, however, with the remainder insisting
that the Alès mine be kept open, cost what may. Part of the
opposition to re-adaptation stemmed from the fact that many of
the miners were part-time farmers, domiciled in the region for
centuries, but others insisted on the bad climate, alien customs and
typically industrial conditions prevailing in Lorraine. In any
case, the COT presented the removal programme as " deportation,"
leading to slave labour in Germany, and organised resistance
among the already reluctant miners. The net resuit svas not only
:s The classical example of this devclopment is found in the formation of the Coinpagnic dcs Ateliers et Forges de la Loire, from four pre-existing small and inefficient firrns. Sec the description of the nicrgcr and readaptation mechanism
in High Authority, Information Service, " New Deal for French Steel," July 6,
1955. Doc. 2684155e.
!9 Paul Brayet, " L'avis du syndicaliste," Honunes et Coumierce,
no. 25, January-.
Fcbruary, 1955, p. 70. René Puiraveau, " Mécanisme des reconversions de la
CECA," ibid., pp. 64 et seq. Employer enthusiasm about the system has bcen
equally pronounced with industrialists joining the union in castigating the governnient for not taking greater interest in the possibilities of readaptation.
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the economic defeat of F0 and CFTC unions anxious to adapt
to the common market, but their crushing political defeat in subsequent works council elections. 311 Having learned their lesson,
French unionists since have demanded that re-adaptation aid be
used to re-employ surplus labour locally instead cf seeking to
encourage removal to ariother region. The consequence has been
flic demand that ECSC investment and similar activities under
additional integration measures be geared to the creation of new
industries in the regions where structural unemployment is likely.
Extension of ECSC powers is thus implied once more.
Loyalty to supranational institutions on the part of the nonCommunist French union leadership thus dates from the domestic
weakness of the unions, but has since been immeasurably reinforced
by the recognition that the difficulties and shortcomings of the
common market can be solved only by more supranaticnalism,
and not by a return to the closed national market. Certainly,
purely national economic fears are at the base cf these daims, but
a strengthening of supranational loyalties foliows just the same,
since only Luxembourg is considered to possess the means for allaying the fears. This mediation of aims by way of the High Authority
is facilitated in the case of F0 and CFTC by their already deeply
developed dependence on state action to realise wage demands,
given the limitations of French collective bargaining. Dependence
on the French Government has simply been transferred to the supranational authority, with the nature o!' the daims essentially unchanged. Hence, it is hardly surprising to find French unions
30

Sec the completc treatment of J.-M. Albertini,
Problèmes humains et aménagement du territoire? Les mineurs d'Alès," Eco,wnzie et Humanisme, Vol. 13, no. 88,
Nov.—Dec. 1954, pp. 18-26. Informations Mensuelles (November 1956), p. 84.
Tint rank-and-file enthusiasm for integration is far Icss pronounced is clear
from Ibis opinion survey (Sondages, op. cil., pp. 45 et seq.). The question asked was:
which of these changes vi1I come about as a resuit of ECSC?
don't
ECSC:
)'CS
know
no
Will niake for higher living standards for ail Europe
30
15
24
'\ViIl makeforunemployment
23
18
28
WillreduceriskofEuropeanwars ..............
29
18
22
Will make for more independence against the U.S..
27
22
20
WiIl facilitate the rapid rccovcry of Germany
32
28
9
15 the flrst step toward the United States ofEurope.
10
23
36
Means more American control over Europe.
30
19
20
Means the loss of Frcnch independence .
23
19
27
The total is Iess than 100 per cent. because 31 per cent. of the vorkers' sample
was unaware of flic existence of ECSC. 27 per cent. 0f the workcrs wanted ECSC
to succeed, 10 per cent. did not, with the rest opinionless. The combined influence
of apathy and CGT influence is thus cicarly demonstratcd.
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calling for the harmonisation of ECSC-wide labour standards
through the medium of ECSC-wide collective bargaining under
High Authority auspices. 3
For the CFTC. Catholic social doctrine provides yet another
strong motive for increasing supranational loyalty. The federâtion
is opposed to nationalisation of industries if this process merely
entails state management. Its notions of industrial harmony include
a corporatist, anti-class struggie and social harmony component,
which it seeks to achieve in practice through tripartite commissions
in ail major phases of the economy, representing labour, industry
and the public. As with the DOL but for different reasons,
economic democracy is held out as the answer to the problems of
modern industrialism. And as in the case of the German unions,
the institutions of ECSC and of the future organs of integration
provide for far more representation of trade union leaders
in responsible positions of equality than do the institutions prevalent within the national framework. Supranationalism once
more becomes the means for achieving social and economic
respectability. 32
'

ITALIAN LABOUR AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
As in France, the non-Communist Italian unions greeted the
Schuman Plan with enthusiasm while their Communist rivais predicted the death of the Italian coal and steel industries. With the
exception of the key issues of migration and re-adaptation, however,
Italian labour has followed Italian attitudes in arguing for integration generaily without taking a sustained interest in ECSC
developments since 1952. Certainly no opposition to ECSC has
developed, while the Social-Democratic labour leader Italo Viglianesi
expressed the sentiment of most European trade unionists in
demanding more supranational action in the welfare field. 33
11 is equally natural that F0, while generaily endorsing the EEC Treaty as well as
Euratom, has again gone out of lis vay w demand a maximal representation of
trade unionists on supranational organs and the association of labour leaders
with the delegations negotiating the treaties. Contrast this position with the
attitude of the nationaily idcntified CGC, vhich took position against EEC and
Euratom in 1956 because the integratcd European economy would destroy the
French Union, militate against Freneb control over industries crucial for national
defence, make France dependent on rule by a Commission in which she would
be in a minority, and because the irnrnediatc harmonisation of social legislation
svas flot obtained. IflfQfl?zatFOfls Meizs:se!les (January 1957), pp. 38 and 109.
32
Guglielmi and Perrot, op. cit., Chap. 2 and pp. 52-53.
33
Informations Bj,?zepjsz:ef/es (Match 31, 1955), p. 13.
3'
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Migration has been the chief interest of Italians in ail aspects
of integration because they see in it a means for facilitating industrialisation without being burdened by an excess labour force
and permanent unemployment, which might if unchecked
resuit in negating the benefits of industrialisation. The restrictive
interpretation given to Article 69 of the ECSC Treaty and the
hostile attitudes . toward migration typical of the other ECSC
countries have given rise to disappointment in Italian labour circles.
With respect to re-adaptation payments to steelworkers threatened
with loss ofjobs due to the forced reorganisation of the fragmented
Italian steel industry, both the UIL and CISL have been critical
cf their own government far more than of the High Authority.
Reconciled to the necessity for mergers and concentrations if
Italian steel is to compete successfully with other ECSC countries
after the expiration cf the transitional period, they have argued
for the creation of new industries with ECSC funds. Administrative inefficiency as well as a certain reserve toward the creation
cf a group of " privileged unemployed " in an eccnomy already
burdened with two million jobless workers have combined te produce an extreme slowness on the part cf the Italian Government
in requesting aid from Luxembourg and without governmental
request the High Authority cannot act.
The unions, in this situation, have tended to sidestep Rome
and approached the High Authority directly, while Luxembourg has
used union demands to put pressure upon the Italian Government
for fihing requests for aid. The result has been a reinforcement
of loyalties te the supranational centre, despite the disappointment
on the issue of free migration rights.
The Italian unions being weak, they cannot aff'ord te forgo
the support they may receive from ECSC and stronger unions to
the north. Aid and pressure from the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions have been instrumental in inducing TiR
and CISL to agree to a graduai merger. Encouragement has been
received from striking electoral victories over the Communist
unions in the wcrks councils of the giant Fiat plants, followed up
by indications of a pro-ECSC volte face by Communist union
leaders. Hopes for increasing benefits under the ten-year Vanoni
industrialisation plan have spurred efforts for gaining wage
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benefits now, especially with the reinforcement of supranational
institution and measures. 34
DtJTCH LAnomt AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
Dutch labour, like the bulk of Dutch opinion, welcomed ail integration proposais at aIl times and almost under ail circumstances.
While unswervingly supporting ECSC since its inception, the paradoxical feature about Dutch unions has been their relative indifference to the demands and preoccupations of other ECSC
labour groups against the High Authority. Wedded to a " no
confliet " doctrine in domestic Dutch economic affairs, the unions
have been unwilling to upset the internai price-wage-cost equilibrium and have therefore refrained from taking their grievances to
the supranational forum. To the agitation for the forty-hour week
they have continued indifferent, with the Socialist-oriented NVV
claiming that other considerations are more important. Only the
Catholic Miners' Union has taken up the general European cry
for a reduction of the work week. 35 The overali programme of
harmonising overtime and vacation pay as well as the length of
vacations in the ECSC industries bas failed to interest the Dutch,
though they have not opposed it overtly. Nor have they made a
special point of common counter-cyclical policy-making or
investment planning.
The reasons are obvious. Under the actual economic conditions
which have prevailed in the Netherlands since 1946, industry bas
flourished, prices bave been kept down and exports have boomed.
No group in Holland, including labour, wishes to interfere with this
happy state of affairs even if drastic increases in living standards
are not immediately obtained. With more economic integration
and a General Common Market, exports would develop further.
Hence, labour is flot interested in now changing the future competitive position .of Dutch industry by burdening producers with a
higher bili. Yet it is quite conceivable that the example of unions
in other ECSC countries especially in Belgium secking to
generalise their domestic wage and hour gains throughout the ECSC
area will ultimately fail on receptive ground in Holland. Already
the Catholic KAB is restive under the restrictions governing
Auslandsnachrichtcn des DGB (May—June 1955), pp. 14 et seq. (July 1955), pp.
7 et seq.
35
Infor,nations Binzensue!les, October 15, 19549 p. S; November 15, 1955, p. 23;
34

May 1956, p. 440
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collective bargaining, though the NVV is quite satisfied with them.
Under the well-developed stimulus for joint union action through
the Federation of Christian Trade Unions in ECSC, it is quite
conceivable that some of the Dutch unions vi1l sooner or later
be drawn into the general pattern of daims and counterclaims.
BELGIAN LABOUR AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
Under the leadership of André Renard, the Socialist-oriented
FGTB in Belgium can well be considered the most important single
stimulus to the evolution of a common ECSC labour policy. The
joint effort for " haiinonisation of living conditions " is largely
the work of this organisation, if flot of Renard personaily.
FGTB as well as the Catholic CSC approved the Schuman
Plan wholeheartedly in 1951. However, they made the specific
request that welfare policy and labour standards be considered
among the major purposes of the Treaty, and not merely an adjunct
of economic policy, and to this position both federations have
adhered ever since, giving rise to frequent outbursts of impatience
and dissatisfaction. Further, both unions demanded that they be
consulted in the drafting and the implementation of the Treaty,
thus demonstrating once more the appeal of supranationalism
to Continental trade unionists anxious to achieve positions of
equality with industry and government. The fears of unemployment, mine shut-downs and deterioration of Belgian living standards
voiced by some Socialists in Parliament found littie support in
union circles.
FGTB as well as CSC took their pro-integration positions
because they accepted the common market rationale, the aim of
Franco-German amity and hoped for increases in living standards
enforced by federal authority. The CSC, moreover, found in
Catholic labour doctrine further reasons for supporting ECSC.
" We have the duty to make understood, alongside with other
viewpoints, the Christian socio-economic programme at the international level. This is of first importance for the Schuman Plan
because we are part of a group of countries strongly characterised
i36 Further cogency is given to this outlook
by Cliristian
if it be recalled that Belgian Catholic trade unionists, unlike their
French colleagues, daim a mission of combating the effects of
3&LoU iS Dereau, " Les Syndicats chrétiens et le Plan Schuman," Etudes Econoiniques, no. 8i-82, November 1951, p. 137.
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industrial capitalism while opposing the Socialist " materialist"
programme of coping with these. 37 CSC Metalworkers, while
somewhat apprehensive about the possible influx of foreign labour
under ECSC, fully subscribed to the common market doctrine, while
csc Miners saw in the Treaty a technique for " equalising " living
standards throughout the area.
Specific criticism and opposition to High Authority poticy lias
been rare, so that no evidence is at hand to indicate a diminution
of early loyalty to the idea of integration. The bulk of opposition
occurred with reference to the ever-present issue of Belgian coal
mining. Naturaily, the unions oppose any policy national or
supranational which would resuit in the closing of mines and
unemployment. Efforts at modernising the Borinage pits are
considered inadequate and the rate of concentrating and redistributing the strips too slow and modest. Nationalisation of
the whole industry or the setting up of a single firm in the Borinage
are demanded. Conversely, the unions fear price competition among
eeonomically unequal coal fields and have opposed the High
Authority's anti-cartel programme, arguing the need for sales
organisations exactly as do the Ruhr miners. Housing construction
is considered inadequate and the recurrent disasters in Belgian
pits have led to complaints that Luxembourg does too little in the
field of safety. At the same time, however, FGTB Miner leader,
Nichol Dethier, has given the High Authority credit for efforts
which were undertaken along these limes and has called for " an
ECSC spirit, and beyond that, a European spirit " among young
miners.
An expanded supranational labour and welfare policy is the
chief demand of Belgian miners, both Socialist and Catholic.
They are committed to the attainment of the forty-hour week, to
hlgher salaries and improved working conditions, despite rising
extraction costs. Since the future of Belgian coal depends on the
common market and joint Belgo-High Authority aid measures
until 1958, the miners are turning increasingly to Luxembourg for
support in their demands, only to be told that the ECSC organs
lackjurisdiction overwelfare questions. " The Communitypossesses
complete authority for regulatrng economic problems, answers
Dethier. " But when labour issues corne up, it withdraws into an
37

Msgr. A. Brys, TIre Principtes and Organisation of die Citristian Labour Movernent
ofBelgium (mimeographcd CSC pamphlet, ca. 1952).
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ivory tower and, like Pilate, washes its hands of the matter ! . .
That we can neyer admit." 38
The daim of the miners, in microcom, is the general demand
of the FGTB. Its overail economic doctrine and programme forces
the Socialist federation into a firrn supranational position, in which
it must in sheer seif-defence seek solutions through ECSC action.
The FGTB is committed to a Belgian policy of democratic economic
planning, combining the nationalisation o!' energy-producing
industries with the setting of production targets for the private
sector. Central steering of investments is considered essential,
as is a lowering of prices and a stimulation of exports. Concurrently, however, the FGTB demands full employment, a shorter
work week and a guaranteed weekly wage. Economic democracy
on the model of the German unions also figures among its daims
though stopping short of co-determination while a vigorous
Government policy for the public control of the gigantic anci
strategic Belgian holding companies is advocated. And with this
programme the CSC agrees as regards the details, though not in
the reasons advanced for itYl
This juxtaposition of daims has led directly to Luxembourg
for action. Throughout the year 1954 the FGTB's demands for
a five-day week without loss cf pay had been rejected by Belgian
industry and Government spokesmen as ruinous to Belgian exports
since it would increase production costs. As far as the steel industry
was concerned, any increase in Belgian worker benefits would have
to be matched by competitors in Germany and Frarice, thus keeping
the cost ratio unchanged. The Belgian Government, finaily, opined
that it lacked the powers to act and referred the unions to the High
Authority. " Yes, we have to take the question to the international
level," answered the FGTB metalworkers. 40
The economic logic of the situation is clear. Unable to achieve
a purely nationally planned econorny with rising worker benefits
without at the sanie time undermining Belgium's foreigq and intraECSC trade prospects, the answer could b found only in " harmonisation of social conditions " throughout the ECSC area.
Pre-existing enthusiasm for economic integration thus combined
with compelling national trade union tactics to result in the
38
39
40

N. Dethicr, " La C. E. C. A.," L'Ouvrier Mineur (September 1955).
FGTB, Information à la Presse, March 8, 1955. Syndicats, November 13, 1954;
May 15. 1954: June 5, 1954. Inforniations Bimensuelles, November 1, 1954, p. 24.
Syndicats, November 13, 19549
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programme of André Renard to give ECSC sweeping powers in the
labour and welfare fields. In July of 1954, the Metalworkers passed
this revealing resolution : the workers
appreciate the resuits already obtainèd by the Coal and Steel
Community in the economic reaim, but will support ail action
likely to prevent capitalist cartels from taking the place of the High
Authority and imposing their dirigist practices, which are well known.
Considering that Europe cannot be created except on the condition
that the living standards of workers are raised first, demand of
sister organisations in other European countries that they establish
among themselves the closest possible ties in order to bring about
finaily the creation of truc European trade union power; wish
for the conclusion w!tlzin die frarnework cf international bipartite
co,nnissions, of collective agreernents, freely negotiated arnong
prodiicers' and workers' representatives under tue aegis of die High
Authority. Consider that the time has corne to demand . . . a meeting
of employers and workers of the six countries, in order to draw up a
bili of basic rights for European workcrs. 4
'

The programme is nothing short of ECSC-wide collective bargaining.
André Renard, following up with his cry for action in the Consultative Committee in December of 1954, noted that these dernands
" would make for a true welfare communitY by progressively
eliminating the causes of economic friction and thus truly establish
the common market.42 " The European Idea svill have taken a
great step ahead the day on which the workers of the Community
will decree of their common accord a general strike, if only for
twenty-four hours, to attain a common objective." n
The CSC, though not in the foreront of groups seeking to
extend the authority and scope of supranationalism, nevertheless
has identified itseif with the FGTB. CSC metalworkers joined
the FGTB union in asking for the five-day week without loss of
pay and CSC circles share fully the impatience of Socialist unionists
with the slow and peripheral quality of ECSC welfare policy. Both
unions, imrnediately upon the conclusion ofthe Messina Conference,
dmanded of their Government that they participate in the work
of the Inter-governmental Commission to report on the common
market and Euratom schemes ; further, they stressed that the
common market provide for the harmonisation of living standards
as well as for free movement of goods, capital and manpower.
ibid., July 10, 1954. Ita!ics supplied.
43 Ibid..
January 8, 19550
li

42

Syndicats, April 3, 1954.
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A threefold causative process explains the motivation of the
FGTB toward European integration. Jnitially, this federation,
like almost ail other European trade unions, vas in principle
" internationalist " and committed to the co-operative global
raising of living and workrng standards, through the activities of
the ILO and of the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions. Reassured on specific national sources of concern the
mines, re-adaptation, protection of high living standards—espousal
of ECSC was perfectly consistent with ideology and safe with respect
to national economic tactics. Once part of the common market,
however, the internationalist dedication was strongly reinrorced
by pureiy national economic issues : the inability to realise a planned
economy and rising worker benefits without generalising such
policies throughout the ECSC area, thus perforce necessitating an
extension of supranational powers. Pre-existing loyalty to supranational symbols was strengthened by essentiafly expediential
economic considerations at the national level.
The third and final eiement is introduced into this process of
reinforcing loyalties to supranational symbols by the tendency to
justify the demand for more federal powers with arguments derived
from Socialist international ideology. FGTB protested strongly
against the tendency to exclude from the General Common Market
the colonial territories of the six member states, characterising such
efforts as leading to " native revoits against exploitation by the
metropolitan country, ending in political and economic disaster
for ail interested parties." 4 The effort to exciude the Belgian
Congo, for instance, from the common market svas regarded as a
reactionary capitalist device to prevent rational economic planning
for the common benefit of Europeans and Africans. Further, the
view of the integrated market held by the unionists is Soeialisttinted:
In foreseeing a transitional period of adaptation, we must
certainly also suppress the obstacles barring the free circulation
of men, goods, services and even capital. But if we wish to avoid
that this progressive suppression of protectionism within this integrated zone produce grave economic and social upheavals, engender
unemployment and lowering of salaries, it is essential tint the supranational institutions dispose of means of aiding in structural transformation, to direct adequate investments to underdeveloped zones,
44

Rapport du Congrès extraordinaire de la F. G. T. B. (October 1954), p. 254.
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to stimulate consumption in case o!' recession, to hairnonise
economic, welfare, fiscal and financial policies of the member
states.45
Thus, clearly visions of international labour harmony lead to a predisposition for integration provided specific fears are allayed.
Expansion of institutions and practices of the integrated sectors
is demanded as the resuit of national tactics and needs, but the
vision of the larger integrated economy, finaily, is again that dictated
by labour ideology. Ideological and institutional pressures thus
neatly reinforce one another in producing a drive for additional
integration, once the process has been set under way. 46
This conclusion can serve as an accurate summary of the total
attitude toward integration typical cf the trade union movements
iii the six countries. Original support for ECSC is explained by the
convergence, in each country, cf general ideological support
whether Catholic or Sccialist and specific material advantage
expected. Realisation that the advantage cannot be fully reaped
without a stronger ECSC gave rise to demands in ail six countries
for a stronger High Authority and more economic integration.
Convergence cf aspiration in six separate national compartments
thus continues to explain the drive for federation. Yet this convergence nationally resuits in most significant supranational efforts
at joint trade union thinking and action, to be explored in a later
ehapter.
Ibid. (October 1954), pp. 256-257.
46
Even the British Trade Unions Council, after considerable hesitation to take
any interest in the efforts at econornic integration and support for the Labour
Party's erstwhile sense of aloofness, decided in November of 1956 to support the
Gencral Common Market in principte by expressing its approval for the Macmillan
Governmcnt's Frec Trade Area proposai. Over the dissent of the representatives
of flic Amalgamated Engineering Union and the pottery workers, the T.U.C.
Gencral Councit approved the government's policy, provided the following safeguarding measures were insisted upon: special assistance to industries adversely
affected by die common market and special efforts to obviate structural unernployment; Britain is to retain fiscal autononiy and the right to plan for its industries; balance cf paynients reasons may be invoked to suspend the free trade
aspects of the common niarket; dumping is to be illegal and minimum standard
ofliving rules for workcrs must be inserted into tic agreement; explicit provisions
for niaintaining full employment must be stated; cartels are w be cornbated;
Britain is to rernain frec to conclude agrecrncnts on raw materials with the
Comrnonwealth and with third countries: Financial Tin:es, November 20, 1956.
In view of these reservations, it cari hardly be argued that British trade unions
embraccd the idea of econornic integration with any great enthusiasm. On the
other hand, their very protectionisrn is such that it would logicaliy lcad them to
demand of future intcrnational or supranational agencies the sarne sweeping
welfare programmes and protection against instability through planning as have
corne to characterise the attitudes cf their Continental colleagues.

45

CHAPTER 7
THE CONDUCT 0F MEMBER GOVERNMENTS
IF the countries partaking in the European integration movement
were habitually ruled by single parties possessing an absolute parliamentary majority, there would be relatively littie need to analyse the
conduct of the member governments in addition to discussing the
evolution of party doctrine. The beliefs of the ruling political
foiniation would be identical with government policy. Obviously.
however, this precondition is not met in any of the SIX states in
question. Coalitions of parties habitually rule in ail of them and
government policy is invariably a compromise among the partners,
a compromise which by no means necessarily implies the carry-over
into policy of the attitudes toward integration held by the largest
constituent. Further, multi-party governrnent—especially in France
depends far more heavily for consistency and expert guidance on
participation by the higher civil service than is truc in some other
democratic settings. Policy toward integration, consequentI.
reflects much more than the attitude of single parties: it includes
judgments held in the bureaucratic hierarchy as well as the compromises which accompany coalition government. Hence a separate
analysis of governments is imperative.
The discussion of parties, trade associations and trade unions
was confined to tracing changes in attitudes and ideology expressed
in the setting of the national state and reflecting aspirations growing
out of that setting. It left aside the equally relevant and highly
important index of changes in attitude due to continued interaction
with kindred groups in the other ECSC countries as well as the
pattern of that interaction. The next portion of this work is explicitly devoted to this index. Our discussion of governmental
conduct, however, cannot be based on that same division of labour.
Interaction among the six governments is continuai and direct.
National administrative decisions in the setting of the common
market necessarily beget positive or negative reactions from other
member governments. Hence the organisation by national groups
followed heretofore will be abandoned in favour of a threefold
approach : negotiation, implementation and expansion of the ECSC
Treaty as dealt with by each government, in response to stimuli by
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the other governmeiits. Nevertheless, no attention will be given
in this chapter to the processes of joint governmental decisionmaking and conferences will not be systematically analysed. Whule
the consequences of such meetings will, of course, be relevant here,
the process of ECSC inter-governmental decision-making is reserved
for a later chapter.
How can we measure the degree of loyalty or opposition shown
to ECSC by the member governments, as distinguished from
parties or private groups ? Four sets of questions appear relevant:
lias there beon resistance to supranational rules and decisions?
If so, is the undesired decision (a) ignored, (b) administratively
sabotaged, (c) accepted after legal appeals provided for in the Treaty
are exhausted, or (d) loyally accepted and implemented?
Do national goveraments make specifie demands and daims
of the High Authority in obedience to national policy 7 If so, do
they yield to the opinion of the High Authority or the Coundil of
Ministers if the daims fail to be accepted or met?
Do national governments freely make themselves the mouthpiece of the kind of national trade association and trade union
demands sketched in the preceding chapters ? Especially antisupranational demands?
46 Do governments advance and/or oppose arguments for
extending the powers and scope of supranational institutions in the
integration process, or do they hew closely to the preservation of
national sovereignty in favouring inter-governmental techniques
of co-operation?
The condudt of the six member governments from 1950 until 1957
will be analysed in terms of these questions.
\

NEGOTIATING THE ECSC TREATY

For France, at any rate, the purely economid aims intended by the
proponents of the Community are easily spelled out. Informing
the cabinet of their intention of suggesting a supranational plan of
integration only five days before making the announcement and
kecping Parliarnent entirely in the dark, Robert Schuman and Jean
Monnet were the truc architects of French policy. Since they
guarded die monopoly of participating in the negotiations untjl
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the very last stages of the eleven-months process, their aims were
then the true aims of Rance.'
Economically, the plan was a multi-purpose project. Unwilling
to create an ail-embracing customs or economic union immediately
because of tue difficulties it would offer to small producers, a
start toward economic unification seemed most promising in
two industries responsive to internationally identical investment,
rationalisation and organisational principles, accounting for relatively
few firms and including a labour force not more than 1@5 per cent.
of the total ECSC population. 2 Moreover, these industries were
particularly hable to fears of oversupply and falling prices. Such
fears had led to tentative steps toward a revived European steel
cartel by 1950. The common market would open for France a new
outiet for her vastly expanded steel production, thus safeguarding the
planning and investment for steel carried on in the four previous
years by Monnet's Commissariat du Plan, then beset by fears of
having overinvested. The common market, finally, would assure
a French coke supply from the Ruhr, ail previous French efforts
for international control of that area, compulsory deliveries of coal
or transplantation of German equipment to Lorraine having been
blocked by Britain and the United States. 4 Finaily, tied to a common
market, the danger of German hegemony seemed susceptible of
control. As Monnet said, " without the Schuman Plan . . . without
the unified market, Germany will dictate the rate of development
of the French steel industry." And Schuman added:
1

t
3
4

Robert Schuman, " Origines et élaboration du Plan Schuman," Cahiers de Bruges
(December, 1953), pp. 13-14. This article is a remarkably frank statement by
Schurnan, three years after the event, o!' his motives and methods. No formai
instructions were ever issucd to the French delegation. . The motives of ail the
governments, but especiaily those of the French Government, are fully discussed
in Pierre Gerbet, " La Genèse du Plan Schuman," Revue Française de Science
Politique, Vol. 6, no. 3 (1956) 9 pp. 525-553. Gerbct's discussion inciudes a
summary of the private, semi-public and public schemes and suggestions for the
internationalisation of basic industries current in western Europe between 1948
and 1950. Sec aiso the excellent study by G. Goriély, " Naissance de Ja Coinmunauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," circulated as Ffigh Authority
Doc. 7889156f (mimeo.).
Schuman, op. cii., pp. 7-8.
Gerbet, op. cia'., pp. 529 et seq.
Racine, op. cil., p. 37. Paul Reuter, La Conununautè Européenne du Charbon et de
l'Acier, (Paris: Librairie Générale de Droit et de Jurisprudence, 1953), pp. 129
et seq. This is the most authoritative French legal interpretation by a niember
of flic Frcnch delegation. For inferential, but completcly convincing, evidence
of fears 0f over-investment in French steel as a major French motive, sec Flahn,
op. cit., pp. 11, 17, 26-33, 45-47. The coke argument was widely used by the
Government in parliamentary discussions.
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If French industry rejects this effort which is out of the question
then we really have to fear the hegemony of those who have
given evidence of the greatest dynamism and who are quick in
making up for lost time. But this danger exists also if the Treaty
is flot applied. The whiplash which will thus be given will be a
salutary one, flot only for industry but for the whole nationP
But economics played a very secondary handmaiden to politics
in the priority of French governmental aims. Economics provided
the attraction to make the political piil palatable to certain groups.
Only to the extent that ECSC was to serve the rejuvenation of
French industrial society did econornic aims occupy an important
part. Politically, ECSC was to serve simultaneously the aim of a
federateci Europe and the national needs of French security against
German growth. Franco-German peace the central aim 0f
Schuman and his friends was to be achieved by means of a
" solidarity of facts," of creative measures to develop industrial
resources in common, thus to achieve " a fusion of interests " in
a " community of nations," subject to federal authorities which
would make any riew war physically impossible and spiritually
unthinkable. At the same time, the supranational institutions
and powers would act as a stimulus to further integration and
ultimately resuit in a federation just because the separation of coal
and steel from the bulk of the economy was artificial. The " spiliover " eff'ect of the sector approach vas explicitly understood and
deliberately planned by the French initiators of ECSC. Specific
French interests, however, were by no means forgotten in this
array of federal aims. ECSC would make possible the removal
of the most irritating Allied controls over the German economy,
while being a " Community " agent for the supervision of remaining
controls instead of a purely ahen overseer. Hence the French insisted on continued German decartellisation and deconcentration
albeit in a new framework which Monnet originally carried to
the extreme of wishing w forbid ail mergers which would give an
individual shareholder stock in excess or w per cent. Finaily, as
far as Schuman, at least, vas coricerned, ECSC would provide a
step toward the soIuion of the Saar problem by rendering the
question of control over Saar coal and steel irrelevant: submersion
in ECSC would give French and Germans equal access at market
b

Rieben, op, cit., p. 455 for the Monnet statement, and Journal Officiel (French),
no. 150, A. N., December 7, 1951, p. 8896, for the Scliuman statement.
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prices to these commodities, while leaving formally untouched
the eventual political future of the area. 6
Because of this dual bedrock of political objectives, Schuman
and Monnet refused to depart from the principle of supranationality
ail through the negotiations. Insisting that these pre-federal features
were the essential element of the plan, they alienated British interest
in the eariy stages of discussion in a direct and uncompromising
manner. Said Schuman:
fle essential thing is the creation of a supranational authority
which will be the expression of solidarity among the countries, and
which will exercise a part of the powers of each of these countries. . .
A common and independent authority must be installed. The treaty
which we want to write will determine its composition, purpose and
powers. . . . We persist in thinking that the simple co-ordination
of governmental efforts [as demanded by Britain at that time] is
insufflcient. We must create communities of interest on concrete
foundations without the preponderance of certain countries, for the
advantage of allY
But the initial French formula had foreseen even more " prefederalism " than was ultimately admitted by the other five governments. Monnet had wanted to make the High Authority responsible only to the Common Assembly, exactly as in the parliamentary
Schuman, op. cli., pp. 8-10. Reuter, op. ciL, pp. 3-5. Schuman's political aims
are clearly sumrnarised in his declaration of May 9, 1950, given in full in Racine,
op. cit., pp. 29-30. R. Evely, " Les cartels et la Communauté Europ&nnc du
Charbon et de l'Acier," Cane4 (July 1954), p. 88. Schuman's argument on the
Saar was sharply challenged by French High Commissioner in Saarbrûcken,
Gilbert Grandval, who argued in June o!' 1951 that ECSC made the Franco-Saar
economic union even more vital to France in order to maintain " equilibrium"
with dynamic Germany. Racine, op. cit., p. 97.
I In the National Assernbly, July 25, 1950. Racine, op. cil., p. 41 The tenor of the
diplomatic correspondence which crossed the Channel between Îvlay 10 and June
3, 1950, leaves no doubt that the issue of supranationality was the hurdle l3ritain
refused w jump. London, despite rather unconvincing French disclaimers and
Monnet's personal efforts to convince the Foreign Office, insistcd that Schurnan's
proposai made the acceptance of die supranational principle a prior condition tor
participating in the treaty-drafting conference. Paris replied that without reaching
some agreement on basic principles even before undertaking the talks dicte was
littie hope of success. But London answcred that while h wished the effort well
and hoped for speedy Franco-German reconciliation, h was quite unable to accept
a definite scheme based on a sovercigu 1-Iigh Authority as a point of departure.
British suggestions for the convening of a prcliminary conference of ministers
to work out the procedure to be adopted by the eventual treaty-drafting conference went unhecded. A Foreign Office counterplan was actually prcparcd but
neyer subrnitted. Under it, OEEC-type comrnittees would have sought w " coordinate " coal and stccl problenis, reduce trade barricrs, control invcstnicnt,
spiit markets and stabilise prices; the principle of ihe comnion niarket was flot
clearly put forward and the essence of ECSC supranationality was scrupulously
left out. Details in Racine, op. cil., pp. 62-75.
6
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system generaily, and thus institute an embryo European legislature.
Further, the initial plan had made no mention of a Council of
Ministers, provided the High Authority with more direct powers
over planning and investment than the final Treaty, and foreseen
the formation of producers' organisations along regional rather
than national unes. 8 On ail these points, the French view did flot
prevail. The supranational formula was accepted in sufficient
measure to exciude British participation though it was hoped that
this would be only temporary but not to the extent of shutting
the member governments out from key ECSC decisions.
Preoccupation with federation and Franco-German peace,
however, did not imply the neglect of French economic aspirations
in the details of the Treaty. Monnet's specific proposais on market
rules, prices, access to raw materials, non-discrimination, subsidies,
re-adaptation, and exemptions during the transitional period were
accepted in essence in the final version of the Treaty, including the
rigorous interpretation of Article 60 which made " non-discrimination " almost the equivalent of " no price competition," a deliberate
device to limit the ilow of German steel to the French market. If
Monnet vas successful to this extent, he failed to achieve two
additional aims, vital to French motives. The rigorous deconcentration formula planned for German enterprises was not accepted and
hopes for an immediate " equalisation " of production costsainong
the six countries were dashed. The French negotiators had rnsisted
on equalisation from the first and suggested that member countries
be given four months for coal and eight months for steel to achieve
it in fact, aftcr the opening of the common market. German and
Dutch production costs wages, taxes and social security contribudons, in particular would thus have been forced up, easing
competition for France. The compromise adopted a statement
of principle in favour of equalisation unaccompanied by any
supranational powers W achieve li svas a severe concession
extracted from the fathers of ECSC.°
s Monnet's extreme proposais on the legislature were made at the second day of the
conference, causing sutiicient consternation to provoke an immediate adjournrnent.
June 21, 1950. The more rnodest proposais which becarne, without major change,
the tenus of the Trcaty, wcre containcd in the Frcnch working paper of June 24,
1950, on which ail subsequent ncgotiations were bascd. Racine, op. ci , pp.
83-87, for the tcxt.
I,
Sec the argument in the Declaracion of May 9, 1950 and the \Vorking Paper, infra.
For the Frcnch jntcrpretation of Article 60, sec Rapport de la Délégation Française
sur,le Traité . . . cited in Institut dcs Rclations Internationales, op. ciL, p. 1419
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Despite the concessions, the officiai French commentary on the
Treaty retains a good many of the initiai aims in the interpretation
offered. The High Authority is characterised a supranational
collegiate entity, fully independent of national governments, and
marking a complete break with inter-governmental techniques.
The competence of the Council of Ministers is restricted, according
to the commentary, to matters of general economic interest, external
to coal and steel. While the economic principle of the Treaty is
liberalism and competition with a maximum of scope for free enterprise, in regard to the functions of the High Authority crises and
transitional planning are stressed equal1y. 0 And the fact that the
French Parliament was not led by the Treaty to renounce its daims
for the Moselle Canal, cost equalisation, nationally-subsidised
investments and German deconcentration was made evident in the
resolutions attached to the act ofratification." The French Government gained the bulk of lis points in 1951, flot without a good deal
of compromise, despite the " fusion of interests " and the
" solidarity " of which M. Schuman spoke so fondly.
With the striking exception of the cost equalisation and deconcentration issues, the French position during the treaty negotiations
was strongly supported by the German delegation. Some inonths
before Schuman's proposai, Adenauer had already offered France
" economic union within a European Framework " and Karl
Arnold lrnd suggested an ECSC-like entity in place of the Interallied
Ruhr Authority. Furthermore, Schuman made his suggestion anly
after previous consultations with Bonn and encouragement from
that quarter as to the acceptability of the supranational principle. 12
Once the negotiations were begun, the delegation ied by Hallstein
and Blankenhorn, both senior civil servants, was able to function
with almost the same autonomy as its French counterpart.
Politics carried the day pver economics in the minds of the
German negotiators. Economicaliy, they stressed and supported
the same convictions as to the merits of larger markets, FrancoGerman economic co-operation and a common investment approach
which were featured by Monnet. Consequently the specific economic
clauses of the Treaty encountered objection from the German side
only to the extent tint they would force cost increases on German
10

Ibid., pp. 57, 54, 70, 87.
n Discusscd in Chup. 4, above. Sec J3eigiurn, Chambre des Représentants, Annales
Parlementaires (1951-52, Doc. 410), pp. 40-41, for text of the resolution.
12 Reuter, op. ci:., p.
23.
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producers or restrain competition. Politically they shared the
French federalist position and favoured a small High Auth.ority
responsible to a European legislature. Defeated in this approach,
Halistein stili feit satisfied with the powers of the Common
Assembly as permitting the evolution of a true federal legislature,
facilitating the formation of political parties and participation in
the revision of the Treaty. He declared that the High Authority
is to IDe a federal agency, a unitary central authority in which the
particularistic national interests of the member states shall flot be
expressed. . . . Nor should this be influenced by our creation of the
Council of Ministers since the Council . . . corresponds to a federal
upper house [Bundesrat]. . . . This European community is really
a union of states . . . or if you wish . . . a merger of ininistries ol
economics.13
Dedication to the political and federal implications of ECSC,
however, implied no neglect for essential German demands here
any more than in the French case. Absolute equality for Germany,
cessation of Allied economic controls and strict non-discrimination
were demanded and granted without difficulty. Federalist enthusiasm did flot prevent the restatement of the German thesis
that deconcentration of industry should respond to identical principles throughout ECSC, irrespective of special rules for Germany,
and thereby facilitate reconcentration. Unwillingness on the French
side proved to be the single most difficult issue in the negotiations
and held up completion of the Treaty until a compromise formula
had been agreed upon at the inter-Allied level, a compromise which,
in the German interpretation, included the possibility of upward
revision by the High Authority of the concentration limits. 14 The
frec enterprise features of the common market were, perhaps,
stressed more on the German side than on the French, though
Halistein freely admitted that the régime envisaged was one of
" regulated competition " with necessary central crisis planning
powers. More important, the logic of the common market svas so
13

4

Walter Hallstcin, " Problame des Schuman-Plans," Kieler Vonrdge (Neue Folge,
no. 2, Kiel 1951), pp. 10, 15. Sec also \Valter Halistein, " Der Schuman-Plan
Frankfurter Universitiitsre(lc'n (Frankfurt: Klosterrnann, 1951), csp. pp. 10-11
These two articles are rcmarkably frank statcrncnts by the head of the German
delegation concerning intcrests dercndcd and attained. Halistein \vas chosen w
head the Commission of EEC on January 1, 1958.
Rcuter admits that the German Govcrnrncnt neyer agrced to the French interpretation—frcczing the stouts quo under Law 27—of the Treaty's Article 66. Sce
Rieben, op. ciL, for the details undcrlying my conclusion, pp. 426 et seq.
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readily accepted partly because the Ruhr was expected to be the
greatest beneficiary. Enjoying a natural cost advantage because
of the presence of high-grade coking coa, the Geinian negotiators
resisted unflinchingly ail French efforts at " equalising" wages
and taxes in order not to jeopardise the advantage considered ta
be within their giasp. In Hallstein's words
I shall illustrate what this means ; it means that the High Authority
in principle has no power to intervene in the labour and wage policies
of the member countries. Labour and wage questions are part of
the social geography of production. A limitation of this principle
can be derived only from the rule pacta sunt servanda. No state
change the competitive conditions of its producers to their
may
benefit.15
.

t

t

Finaily, no amount of federalist good will was able to extract a
concession from the Geiinan delegation or the Chancellor on the
subject of the Saar. While admitting that a final solution would be
eased considerably by ECSC, the Germans insisted on anchoring in
diplomatic correspondence between Adenauer and Schuman their
determination flot to recognise the stalus quo as final. The two
leaders agreed that ECSC implied nothing with respect to the daims
of either side for an eventual settiement. This conclusion, Halistein
considered eminently fair and he therefore agreed to the inclusion
of the Saar parliamentarians in the French delegation to the Common Assembly. 16 The concessions made by the German Government, therefore, were largely in the reaim of federalism, while in
teuns of national economic advantage nothing was given up and a
good deal gained.
For italy, Count Sforza accepted die principles announced by
Schuman without condition, one day after the French declaration.
In subsequent weeks, however, the Governrnen.t added tint ECSC
would be expected i.o guarantee Italy the successful completion of
the Sinigaglia steel reorganisation plan, i.e., temporary exemption
from the common market principle. It further demanded complete
equality of access to ali sources of raw materials, including the ore
15

16

Report of die German delegation to Parliarnent, as citcd in Institut dcs Relations
internationales, op. rit., p. 87. The HalisLein staternenL in " Der Schurnan-Plan,"
op. cil., p. 12.
ibid., p[). 25-26. The exchange of letters on the Saar is annexed rornally to the
ECSC Treaty and printed in the l3ritish Iron and Stcel Federation's Englishlanguage edition, pp. 93-95. Sec Chap. 4 above for the Saur resolution votcd
by the Bundesrat in connection svith the ratification cf the Trcaty.
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deposits of French North Africa on which the Sinigaglia Plan partly
depended. The exclusion of these areas from the Treaty almost
resulted in Italian withdrawal froin the negotiations and only a
bilateral accord with Rance saved the situation. Assured of the
right to retain tarifs on steel and coke for five years, assuaged in
their concern over unemployment by the migration provisions of
the Treaty, the Italian demands were then àonfined to whittling
away at the Franco-German idea of an all-powerful High Authority
composed of five members. Joined by the Benelux countries, the
nine-member formula finally adopted was successfully opposed to
this extreme supranational programme, whereupon the Italian
Government rejected ail further Italian private demands for increased
representation. 17
The three Benelux Governmcnts defended a common position
in the negotiations to a far greater degree than was to be true in
later years. It was they who took almost immediate exception to
the deiiberate vagueness of Monnet's proposaIs. EconomicaUy,
they insisted on the determination cf commercial polzcy rules and
tarif limits toward third countries in the Treaty while Monnet
apparently wished to reserve this power for his High Authority.
Politically, the three governments found that in the absence of
political federation it wouid be dangerous indeed to permit a small
High Authority fuil latitude for making policy for coal and steel,
as well as for the related economic sectors flot clearly under ils
jurisdiction. Hence il vas they who insisted on the enlargement
of the High Authority and on the creation of the Council of
Ministers, in which tliey saw a protection cf the aims of the small
member states. Further, as the delegations' reports to their
parliaments indicated, it vas feit that tue High Authority must
limit itself to indirect means to achieve the basic aims of the Community and therefore intervene as littie as possible with the decisions
of firrns and governments. 18 Unwilling in mise their already unified
low tarifîs toward third countries to the rates prevailing in France,
Gerrnany or Italy, the Benelux deiegations obtained the right to
retain their rates, but undertook to levy a countervailing duty to
prevent re-exportation of steci to the other ECSC countries. 19
17
18
19

Racine, op. cil., pp. 59-60, 99-100. Die îVc/t, January 9, 1951.
Racine, op. cil., pp. 88, 99-100. Institut des Relations Internationales, op. cil.,
pp. 86 et seq.
Details in 141gb Authority, Estabilsiiment o! tise CotunJon Market (Luxembourg,
April 1953), p. 264
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Once their special demands were satisfied, spokesmen for the three
countries agreed in speaking of ECSC as a " real political entity"
with full sovereign powers in its restricted reaim and the Luxembourg
Council of State vent so far as to declare that while the Treaty was
fully consistent with the needs of the times, it was the Grand Duchy's
Constitution which was outmoded and needed revision. 2
For Belgium especially, the problem of the sick coal industx -y
provided additional worries. Fier delegation at first wanted full
inclusion in the common market, with the differences between
Belgian and German production costs to be met in full by German
subsidies. This the Germans refused, and countered with a demand
for exclusion of Belgian coal from the common market. The compromise finaily embodied in the Convention on Transitional Provisions (Par. 26) met the positions of both countries. Yet the
emphasis placed by Parliament on the modernisation of the
collieries as a condition for ratifying the Treaty indicates that
not ail Belgians were reassured by the text of the Treaty. 2 ' The
Dutch Government feit that only a rigorous judicial limit on supranational powers would guarantee the protection of legitimate
national industrial fears against arbitrary decisions, and hence
stressed the powers of the Court over the High Authority's and
foresaw full indemnity payments to private funs in the event of a
wrongful decision.22 For Luxembourg, Premier Joseph Bech
insisted on the insertion of a special safeguardrng clause in the
Convention on Transitional Provisions and on a very wide interpretation of the Court's powers. Said Bech
Articles 33 and 35 of flic Treaty give a right of appeal to the Court
every time the interests of the workers are adversely affected by a
decision of the High Authority.
In company with other Benelux spokesmen, the Luxemburgers held
that the clause protecting a national economy against " fundamental
and persistent disturbances " was inserted especially for their
benefit.23

°

Mason, op. cii., pp. 13-14, 16-17. The Benelux delegations were ail headcd by
senior civil servants: Max Suetens (Belgium), Dirk Spiercnburg (Nctheriands),
Aibert Wehrcr (Luxembourg). Spicrcnburg and Wehrcr uitirnatcly became
members of the High Authority, \VhOSC powers they sought to dcfrne carefuiiy
and limit, and co-ordinate with those of the Council of Ministers.
21
Racine, op. cit., p. 93. Aiso sec Annales rarle,nentaires, op. cil., pp. 5-90
22
Vaientine, op. cit., p. 18.
23 Ibid.,
pi. 15-16, 24, 27-28. As the negotiations proceedcd, the initially guardcd
and scepticai staternents of l3cnclux statesmen became more and more positive.
Sec Metzler, ap. ci!., p. 22, p. 40.
20
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Despite the evident dilution of Monnet's initial federal proposais,
these negotiations stili represent a remarkable degree of compromise,
but also agreement on basic principles. The unprecedented techniques used by the drafting conference provide the explanation.
Agreement to the principle of supranationalism was made a precondition for participation. The Franco-German delegations
indicated the limits within which they were willing to depart from
this principle and adhered to them. The talks were carried out by
expert civil servants, flot by diplomats or ministers. Instructions
from governments were lacking or general in nature. Technical
ministers e.g., economics, transport, foreign trade were deliberately excluded and the talks were handled in absolute secrecy from
national parliaments, the press and the public. Ail technical
questions were solved at the expert level, with only the political
issues of representatiofi arid voting rules left w secret sessions of the
foreign ministers, meeting rarely and only when agreement among
the experts seemed slow in coming. As a resuit, the hard bargaining
was kept w a minimum while the delegations in a real sense sought
to elaborate a common scheme based on accepted first principles. 24
These techniques were w be used again with consummate success
in the preparation of the EEC and Euratom Treatics,
ECSC TREATY
The Italian public authorities, after having succeeded in diluting
supranationaiism and postponing the full inclusion of Italy in the
comman market, have showii some reluctance in implementing
ail the rules of the Treaty or acting in the spirit of the common market. Even though Italy agreed to the High Authority's reduction
of the transitional tarif on steel imports at a rate faster than had
been originally hoped, sorne major administrative measures contrary to Treaty rules were removed only after continued protests
from Luxembourg. Illegai steci subsidies to the shipbuilding
industry were abolished as late as 1957, a 05 per cent. ad valoreuz
" administraUve tax " continues to be charged on steel coming
from other ECSC countries, in addition to the modified Annécy
rates approved by the High Authority. The Interministerial Price
Committec has ceased to lix coal prices in violation of the sciiedules
set up by tue High Authority under the perequation scheme for
Sulcis coal on Septeniber 1, 1956. To ail requests for compliance
IMPLENIENTING THE

24

Schuman, op. cil., pp. 13-18.
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with Treaty rules, the Government initially replied that these measures were determined by Act ofFarliament and could flot be changed
without formai repeal, a plain denial of federal logic. 25 Yet
eventually conipliance came about after patient refutation by
Luxembourg of Rome's reasoning.
In addition ta these measures of administrative obstruction, the
Italian Government has directly attacked the High Authority by
demanding the annulment ofthe Monnet Rebate ruling in the ECSC
Court, in full conformity with the consistent policy of limiting the
competition of ECSC steel on the Italian market. The Government
has verbally supported Italian industrialists in their efforts to
challenge the scrap bonus scheme and the transformation of
GEORG. Scrap, it was argued, should be available without
restriction tO ail ECSC consumers and the coal sales cartel shouid
be completely destroyed instead of being spiit into three cartels.
Uniike other governments in ECSC, the Rome authorities have
made themselves the loyal defenders of national industrial daims
on ail issues. While their record of co-operation with Luxembourg
is poor, it must nevertheless be granted that in crucial cases, the
legal avenues of redress are fuliy respected. Furtiier, the marginal
importance of Italy to the common rnarket makes efforts of
obstruction of relativeiy littie overall concern, thaugh French
exporters have complained against them bitterly.
The reluctance of the Italian Govcrnment to make use of the
Treaty is especially striking in the case of re-adaptation aid. About
8,000 steelworkers were laid off as a result of modernisation. But
even though the trade unions arid the High-Authority encouraged
Rome to submit requests for re-adaptation aid, none vas forthcoming for a two-year period, largely because the Govcrnment did
flot wish to create a group of " privileged unemployed," entitled
to more public aid than the bulk of Italy's jobless. When requests
svere finaily submitted they had to be returned because the share
of the Government in the financing 1was left vague and the future
of the wdrkers affected flot clearly planned. And even after these
administrative difficulties were ironed out, the failure of Parliament
to enact the appropriations required further delayed the operation
of re-adaptation. The nation-wide consultative committce of
25

High Authority, Fourt/, General Report, (Luxcmbourg, Aprit 1956), pp. 129, 132.
These cases are also discusscd in iligh Authority, Service d'Jnforn:utiw:, " La
Haute Autorite, Les Entreprises et les Gouvernements," January 10, 1957, Doc.
No. 265/57 (mimco.).
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workers and employers required by Article 48 of the Treaty for
countries requesting aid was not established until January of
1956.
Dutch authorities, by contrast, have scrupulously observed the
terms of the Treaty and the rulings of the Righ Authority everi when
these resulted in increased prices and the abolition ofspecial measures
to protect coal consumers, and even if they might lead to an increase
in inland waterway freight rates, a rnost delicate issue in Holland. 2627
On the other hand, the caution observed by the High Authority
in " co-ordinating " and " harmonising " the fiscal and investment
policies of the member governrnents has made it unnecessary for
Holland to justify or explain its indirect controls over the coal and
steel sectors, or their planned development.
While anxious and willing to implement the Treaty, the Dutch
authorities are flot slow to take advantage of the supranational
institutions to press their advantage whcn they feel others have
acted less loyally, always confining themselves to the strictly legal
means of redress provided by ECSC. Thus their quarrel with the
High Authority over the use of price ceilings to control the Ruhr
coal cartel was taken to the Court; and upon being defeated in that
forum, discussion of the grievance was stopped. 28 Further, the
government insisted on a literai interpretation of the common
market rules when it complained that the French and German
Governmcnts have interfered witli the iegal re-exportation ofRussian
pig iron, even though the goods in question were apparentiy priced
discriminatorily. In company with the Belgian and Luxembourg
Governments, The Rague has protested against French discrirnination with respect to exports to Morocco, alleged to violate
Article 79 of the Treaty. Unwilling to envisage the " harmonisation
of living conditions " as a device to increase national production
costs, Economics Minister Jelle Zijistra has flot been slow to find
that the Treaty requires no such step. 29
Yet Zijistra and Minister of Transport Algera have gone further, perhaps, in resisting the demands of Dutch interest groups
and hostile politicians, in deference to supranational solidarity,
2G-27

Usine Nouvelle, October 6, 1955, p. 5. For the subsidy and price rules sce High
Autitority, Firsi and Second Gent'ral Reports (Luxernbourg, April 1953 and
1954, rcspcctivcly) pp. 81-84 9 70-71 and pp. 79 et seq.
29
Goverunsent o! site Net/zerlaizds y. Tise Rugi: Authority, requesting annulment
ordccisions 18/54, 19154, 20/54. Valentmne, op. cil., pp. 192-1940
29
Usine Nouvelle, October 6, 1955, p. 5. Informations Biuzensuelles, December 20,
1954, p 11 ; Deceniber 20, 1955, p. 50.
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than any other government. Allegations of hardships suffered by
Dutch consumers because of the common market were voiced in
Parliament; they have been judiciously but firmly rejected, even
though the fact that coal price increases were occasioned by supranationaEsm vas openly admitted. Trade relations with third
countries were flot entirely satisfactory in the Dutch view; yet
Zijistra s'as unwilling to jeopardise the relations of confidence in
the Council of Ministers by making an open issue of this. And
risking the wrath of Dutch shippers, Algera stated in Parliament
that the ECSC organs had every right to deal with the inland waterways problem and that integration in this reaim should be pushed
forward. 3
As for the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, its Government bas
complied with ail legal obligations imposcd on it, though flot always
glady or expeditiously. The crucial issue vas that of the government
coai import monopoiy, the Office Commerciale de Ravitaillement.
Successive requests for negotiation and delay vere used by the
Government to stave off the High Authority's order to modify the
monopoly as contrary to the common market principle. These
steps, plus a complaint in the Community's Court, were exhausted
during a year's time, after which the changes ordered were undertaken. Nevertheless, a licence to import coal from Germany was
denied a Luxembourg firm, followed by renewed recriminations in
1956, resulting eventually in the compliance of the Government
with a High Authority order to issue the licence. 3 ' Luxembourg
Government spokesmen were displeased with the decision w unify
raiiway rates and protested against li, but they complied with ECSC
arrangementsjust the same. For years the Government vociferously
opposed the building of the Moselle Canal as harrnful to Luxembourg's railway system, but it dropped ils complaints in the face
of the Franco-Gernian agreement of 1956, apparently unwilling
to interfere with the peaceful solution of the Saar issue. fis tactics
in postponing ratification of the ECSC labour migration convention
delayed entry into force for almost three years. 32

°
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Ibid., April 30, 1955, pp. 56-57; October 15, 1955 s pp. 49-50, p. 24; June I, 1955

pp. 48-49; May 1956, p. 68.
Agence Europe, October 16, 1954, September 19, 1955, October 12, 1955. High
Authority, TI,ird und Fourtiz Ge:zc'ra/ Reports, p. 92, p. 1 35.
Informations Bimensuelles, ApriI 30, 1955, p. 58; November J, 1955, p. 30, Fcbruary
1, 1955 s p. 21, ror die staternents of Victor Bodson, Ministcr of Transport; JuneJuly 1956, p. 56, for Bech's statcrnent on labour migration. On Oie question
of subsidies, u decision or the ECSC Court on April 23, 1956, uphcld certain
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In view of the Belgian Government's delicate coal situation,
the degree of loyalty to supranational commitments demonstrated
by Brussels is striking. Stili, at least two discriminatory administrative practices have been noted by thé High Authority, followed
by orders to modify or discontinue them, without having been
immediately implemented. Thus Belgium continues to require
certain licence formalities for Ruhr coal shipped on Belgian waterways. A 3 per cent. sales tax was charged against ail steel, but
refunded to Belgian sellers furnishing Government agencies.
After High Authority protests, the refund right was extended
eventually to ail ECSC sellers in Belgium. Yet when goveinment
economists, in 1954, urged High Authority encouragement of sales
cartels to cushion the recession, no cries of anguish were heard
when the suggestion was rejected. 33
Willrngness to abide by supranational decisions even when they
are disliked is equally apparent in the protracted dispute with France
over the imposition of a compensation fund on Northern French
canais, designed to make the importation of Beigian coal more
expensive. Brussels was annoyed by French efforts to compel the
High Authority to raise the sales price of ECSC-subsidised Belgian
coal. France had even initiated proceedings in the Court to this
efi'ect, but the case was withdrawn when the High Authority succumbed and adjusted the price upward. Brussels, thereupon
followed up by suing the High Authority for failure to suppress the
canal compensation system, but this case too svas withdrawn when
Luxembourg ordered the system abolished. Since France has flot
yet 1957 completely complied, while Belgian prices have been
forced up, it is evident that Brussels chose to accept, without causing
further bad feeling, an adverse decision. 3
"

33

34

significant State powers, specifically growing out cf a measure of the Grand-Ducal
Governrnent. The Court held compatible with the Trcaty the policy cf charging
industrial coal consuniers a special lax then used w reduce the price of domestic
coal. The meaning of " special charge," as outlawed in Article 4c of the Treaty,
svas construcd so narrowly as to permit this forrn of national subsidisation of
certain consumers. Jourizal Officiel, July 10, 1956, for text cf judgment.
lnfor,nations Bimensuelles, January 15, 1954, pp. 11, 18. Usine Nouvelle, October
209 1955, p. 5. Fourtl: Gezieral Report, op. cli , p. 130. I-ligh Authority Doc.
265/57. op. cit.
Govcrnmcnt of the Frcnch Republic y. the High Authority, April 1953, requesting
annulment of Decision 24/53 (Mardi 13, 1953). Governinent of l-LM. the King
of I3elgium y. The High Authority, August 1953, requesting annulment of
implicit decision " to refuse action against the French Governrnent's decrees
of Match 30, 1953. Valentine, ap. cit., pp. 185-186. Detail in Bok, op. cit.,
pp. 17-18.
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Long-range coal policy and the modernisation cf the Borinage
collieries provide the crucial test of Belgian co-operation with
ECSC. Despite continued dornestic pressure against the closing
of any mines, Brussels has agreed witI the High Authority on a
graduai integrated programme of closing the least productive
pits, making heavy investments in the ones that can be saved,
retraining the workers who will Iose theirjobs in the reorganisation
and building pit-head steam plants for the utilisation cf low-grade
coal. Disagrecments have corne to the fore on the pace of closing
mines and the share to be financed by ECSC, but the principle
of joint planning with ultimate power of decision residing in
Luxembourg bas not been questioned in Brussels. 35
Further, the Belgian Government has refused to associate itself
with the protests of its mining industry against this programme.
A re-allocation of subsidies and a reduction of price ceilings were
among the measures imposed in 1955, after joint deliberations
between Brussels and Luxembourg. Whcn the collieries, in two
separate suits, challenged these decisions, the action was as much
directed against their own Government as against the supranational " technocrats." 36 While the Governmenthas supported
the aims of its steel industry in dernands for extending die task of
ECSC, on the central issue ofcoal policy great resistance to domestic
pressure groups bas been shown, implying complete loyalty to the
terms cf the Treaty.
Perbaps because of its doctrinaire dedication to free market
principles, the Government of West Gerrnany has an excellent
record of deferring to ECSC decisions. Thus a series of special
coal subsidies including domestic consumérs, utilities, deep sea
fisheries, inland watersvays, the fèderal railways, etc. were removed
by ECSC directive almost immediatcly after the opening of the
common market, without giving risc to any evidence of opposition
or resentment in government circles. On other issues, however,
matters did not go this smoothly. The Ministry of Economics svas
in complete synipathy with the steel indusry on the question of
refunding sales taxes on exported (or importcd) steel. It questioned
;3
3G

IZCSC Bulletin, June 1955, for dctails on the plan, and Usine Nouvelle, September
22, 1955, p. 5, for Belgian counter-proposuls W pOSLJ)OflC the closing of mines.
Sec Chap. 5 for die details on these suits. An carlier suit, Suciétè Anonyme dc
Charbonnages Rthu,is de la .SÏil:L'rie V. 11w Higli ,lg,:/u'rit•v (April, 1954); which
also sought to compel an adjustnient in ceiling priccs, similarly failed w cnlist the
support of the Belgian authorities. The suit was droppcd when Luxcmbourg
made the adjustmcnt dcmandcd. Valentinc, op. cil., p. 192.
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the compatibility of the High Authority's decision with the Treaty,
and the Tinbergen Commission's Report with respect to die
asserted need for the removal of ail distortions in the tax fieid.
Despite the fact that possible grounds for iegal action existed,
and that such action was urged by the steei industry, and ih the
face of the fact that the Bundestag enacted discriminatory tax
legislation capable of biocking imports of French steel, the Ministry
refused to take advantage of these measures and abided by the
supranational decision. 37
Railways rates and tarifs provide additionai fieids in which the
Geiivan officials consented to centrai direction only after considerable opposition. The eiimination of rate discrimination against
coal shipped to Lorraine and in favour of southern Germany called
forth sharp protests from federal railway officiais and from the
Minister of Transport, Seebohm. Negotiations in Luxembourg
over harmonisation measures seemed doomed to failure until
the Federal Government overruled its transport minister and
agreed to the compromise finaily adopted. 38 If conviction of the
benefits of economic integration were here strong enough to defeat
the aims of a specific ministry who considered its immediate interests threatened, much the same deveiopment took place in the
reaim of tarif harmonisation. Apparently anxious to liberalise
as much trade as possible at the onset of the common market for
steel, the Government in 1953 sharply reduced the duty on steel
imported from third countries, a unilateral step taken without
consulting Luxembourg. The protests of the French Government
were accompanied by an admonition of the High Authority that
such a measure, while entireiy iegal under the Treaty, wouid neyertheless jeopardise eventual intra-ECSC negotiations for tarif
harmonisation against third countries. Economics Minister
Erhard thereupon emphasised the " temporary " nature of the
measure and agreed to negotiate with France for a cominon tarif,
under High Authority auspices. This vas uitimately fixed at a
compromise point mid-way between the French anci German rates. 39
37

Die Welt, June 1, 1953. Handelsblatt, May 20, 1953. Frankfurter Aligemeine
Zeitung, June 24, 1953. Meridershausen, op. cit., pp. 279 et seq. Usine Nouvelle,
May 14, 1953, p. 11 and especially T. C. Clark, " Inaugurating the Coal and Steci
Comrnunity," in A. Macmahon (cd.), Federalisrn, Mature and Ernergent (New
York: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 485 et seq.
38 Iriforniations Bimensuelles,
September 1, 1954, p. 24. Usine Nouvelle, December
30, 1954, p. 5.
39 Agence Europe,
July 14, 1953. Annales des MineS, op. cEt., pp. 14, 21 25. Such
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In the early years of the common market, therefore, the German
Government consistently deferred to central decisions even when
its initial wishes departed from those of other ECSC countries
or the High Authority's. It is flot yet clear whether the same
will be true if fundamental governmental decisions regarding the
long-term trends desired of the German economy are involved.
Thus the Federal Government has made no move to eliminate
various direct and indirect subsidies it affords to miners. Its
decision in 1956 to boister miners' pay with a special productivity
bonus was condemned by Luxembourg as a hidden subsidy; but
the Bonn officiais have challenged this decision and postponed
compiiance.
Geiinany's positive record of def'erring to central decisions
and observing the letter and spirit of the common market ruies
is in large part due to its success in having Luxembourg adopt
policies approved by Bonn. This is true especially of the prolaissez-faire attitude of the High Authority, which meets entirely
with Erhard's approval. It is equally true of the encouragement
of reconcentration. These words of High Authority Vice-President
Coppé, spoken in Duisburg, couid have been those of the Ministry
of Economics:
We at the High Authority are persuaded that the itructure of
enterprises must be slowly modified. The road toward this modification lies in the concentration of several enterprisés into a single
one. . . . We are persuaded that some concentrations serve the
producer and consumer equally well. The High Authority will
support every concentration which will conduce to stronger enterprises and dynamic initiative. We want a. progressive economy. 40
ECSC scrap policy measures, unpopular with the French and
Italian Governments, are in perfect accord with German preferences. High Authority reluctance to enter the field of tax, wage
and social security equalisation finds its support in Bonn, while
the decision to lower the rate of the ECSC production tax took shape
partly as a result of German insistence.
Yet it wouid be a mistake to conclude that the government
agreements on the part of the governmcnt arc s ubject to parliamcntary approval.
Yet Franco-German common nicasures have gone into cffect. InJbr,nations
. Bi,nensuelles, June 1, 1955, p. 47; January 1956, pp. 27-51.
40
Agence Europe, July 29, 1954. Fearing ECSC interference with frec enterprise,
the head of the Governnient's Bureau of Mines advised collieries against secking
financial aid from Luxembourg. Usine Nouvelle, March 12, 1953, p. 7.
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merely makes itself the mouthpiece of industrial demands. While
it did so in the case of the levy reduction and in insisting that
the common market for special steels be opened on schedule despite
the bitter opposition of the French Oovernment, on the crucia'
issues of Ruhr coal the Government opposed the collieHes. 4 '
It aided the High Authority in cornpelling the transformation of
GFORG, largely because Erbard is a bitter foe of ail cartels. It
lent no support to coal consumers who initiated legal proceedings
against the High Authority when their subsidies were eliminated. 42
And most important, it took an active role in retaining price controis because it feared an inflationary spiral if the mines were free
to fix their OWfl ievels despite the fact that the frec market economy
is the bedrock of Erhard's thinking.
Much as the Belgian and French Governments, the German
officiais have no hesitation in encouraging the High Authority
to make politically and economicaiiy unpopular decisions, for
which the national regimes prefer flot to take public responsibility.
0f this the coal price ceiling discussions of 1955 and 1956 offer
striking examples. Luxembourg, in principle, wanted to abolish
the ceilings in 1955 and svas legaily free to do so. But Erhard,
anx.ious to prevent a possible inflation without seeming to subscribe
to dirigistic controls, wanted the High Authority to make the
necessary decision and put pressure on Luxembourg to that effect.
He succeeded in obtairiing the retention of ceilings for another
year, though he vas def'eated in his simultaneous effort to prevent
the granting of a price increase.
When the issue arose again in 1956, the Higli Authority wanted
to compel Bonn to shoulder the burden of unpopular controls if
prices were to be held down, arguing that prices should be either
free or controlled in ail sectors, not oniy for coai. Bonn, meanwhile, was embarrassed by the twin demands ofthe Ruhr for higher
prices and of theminers' union for a raise, while seeking to maintain price stability. Convrnced that Luxembourg would insist
on the abolition of ceilings, Bonn, uniiaterally and before a High
Authority decision had been made, announced a DM. 2 per ton
increase in prices, coupled with indirect wage benefits in the form
4'
42

Agence Europe, October 7 and 10, 1955; July 20, 1954.
Verband Deutsc/:er Reedcr et al. y. Tise Higi: Authority, and Bunkerfir,nenVereinigung y. T/,e Bigla Aut/zority (Match, 1953), secking annuirnent of decision
25/53. Both cases wcre withdrawn before a decision vas handed down. Vaientine,
op. ciL, 182-185.
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of tax refunds and the special productivity bonus. Eventually,
the ceilings were abolished despite Bonn's fait accompli and the
bonus scheme challenged as a disguised subsidy. Defeated in their
efforts to use supranationalism as the mechanism for maintaining
unpopular controls at home, the German officiais then showed
great reluctance in carrying out the High Authority's decision
against the bonus.43 Deference to supranational decisionsand
mies seems easier when the obligations imposed fit in with national
policy and values.
But the obverse of this proposition may once more lead to a
forced reliance on supranational powers, as illustrated by Erhard's
troubles with the German collieries in 1957. No longer troubled by
ECSC ceilings, the Ruhr in October of that year announced the
largest price increase since the war, followed almost immediately
by threatened price increases in related sectors and the demand
of I. G. Metail for a ten per cent. increase in wages. The inflationary spiral so dreaded by Erhard was now a reality, a situation
compounded politicaily by the promises of price stability made
during the CDU election campaign which had just ended. Erhard's
answer was to turn to Luxembourg and to cail on the High Authority
to step in with new price controls, despite his disgust with
" dirigisme." But he also prepared to reduce the cost of nonECSC fuels and thus force the Ruhr to compete with cheaper
imports. While the aims of a purely national policy thus lead back
to supranationalism when implementation in the narrow framework
is impossible they also beget a further undermining of the common
market rationale when import policies in one member state confiict
with those prevalent in others or with the central policy.
If loyalty to supranationalism is made relatively simple for
Geiinany by the coincidence of the bulk of national policy with
ECSC objectives, the opposite is true for France. Special protective measures, tax refund rights, subsidies, compensation systems
and cartels so honeycombed the French industrial and commercial
structure at the opening of the common market that a full compliance with ail the rules of the Treaty would certainly have caused
chaos. While no doubt the extent of administrative obstruction
to ECSC measures is greater in France than in any other member
43

Bonn's decision and State Secretary Westrick's armouncement to the Bundestag
in Financial Tintes, February 14, 1956. The bulk of the above information was
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state, outright and insistent violations are absent. The fiavour cf
the French situation, however, is perhaps symbolised by the fact
that of ail ECSC countries France alone bas so far declined to
abolish expert and import licences on coal and steci, though their
granting is autcmatic. The simplification of these formalities is
now " under stud y."«
While Government subsidisation of investments are to be
avoided in ECSC, the French steci industry evidently continues
to rely on financial assistance from Paris and expected to be aided
by its Gcvernment in the massive outlays disbursed in 1957. -15
Even though the conditions cf competition are to be identical in
ECSC, the French Government continued to subsidise steel exports
by granting tax refunds on sales te third countries, without having
50 nctified the High A'uthority. 46 In the coal sector, the net reduction
in the subsidies long granted te certain operations has been very
significant. Yet the French Government feit compelled to request
an increase for certain plants in 1956, while the Charbonnages de
France have been authorised to engage in inter-basin compensation
operations indefinitely, an indirect means of subsidising the weaker
basins.47 Government experts foresee the need of subsidising
coal production, discriminating against imports even from ECSC
countries, developing autarky and paying export bounties, even
though these steps would regrettably violate the common market
rules. 48
Encugh has been said in other contexts about the compensation
system for inland waterways to stress once more the discriminatory
nature of this bidden subsidy. Yet so determined were successive
ministers of commerce and industry to protect the sales of the
Northern French coal basins as to refuse absolutely repeated High
Authority requests for the abolition of the system, demanding
instead an overali regulation cf waterway rates in order to equalise
the higher domestic levels with low international freight costs. In
11w absence of Council of Ministers agreement on such equalisation,
High Authority, Tizird General Report, op. cil., p. 102.
45
Usine Nouvelle, December 29, 1955, p. 3; February 2, 1956, p. 7.
46 Sec flic questions asked in the Common Assembly, July 9, 1954. Journal Officiel,
August 1, 1954.
47 Usine f/oute1le,
February 9, 1956, p. 9.
48
Thus J. Dcsrousseaux, Director of the Government's Bureau of Mines and Steel,
and Governînent representative to the Charbonnages de France. in " Réflections
sur la Politique Charbonnière," Revue Française de l'Energie (Vol. 7, no. 68, October, 1955), pp. 3-14.
44
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the Government insisted on holding out against Luxembourg.49
Obliged under the common market rules to discontinue the monopolistic control over scrap exports, the Government refused until
1956 to abolish altogether its control agency, insisting it only fulfils
a " statistical " function. In accordance with the wishes of its
industrial consumers, the Government in fact seeks to prevent the
large-scale buying up of scrap by Italian steelmakers. 50 Further,
in violation at least of the free enteiprise spirit of ECSC, the French
Government has sought to maintain pressure on its steel companies
to keep prices Iow. It threatened to curtail investment aid in 1954,
peiniitted a discriminatory rebate in 1955 and kept prices in the
steel consuming industries under rigid public controls. While
the Mollet Government in spring of 1956 plainly exempted coal
and steel from its general price-freezing order, later measures saw
a retuju of national price pressure on Treaty products. 51 With
regard to re-adaptation, the authorities in Paris have been slow to
request assistance because they are afraid of being confronted with
sinfilar demands from industries other than coal and steel, and
therefore not entitled to supranational aid. And to cap things off,
several French requests for re-adaptation aid have been turned
down in Luxembourg because the hardships alleged could not be
proved to be due to the establishment of the common market.
Reluctance to accept the full logic of the common market made
itself feit particularly strongly in the effort of the High Authority
to remove trade obstacles in the special steels sector. Defending
the complaints of French producers of special steels that their production and raw materials costs were higher than those of their
German competitors, the Minister of Commerce and Industry,
Bourgès-Maunoury tried his best to stave off the opening of the
common market in the summer of 1954 and sought to obtain
ECSC approval for the continuation of special tax benefits to French
producers. Suggestions that, pending the authorisation of special
safeguarding measures for the French producers, a 1 5 per cent.
tarif against special steel imports should remain intact were
49

Agence Europe, July 6, July 10, August 2, October 22, 1954. Annales des Mines,
op. cit., p. 24.
50 In
1953, following the establishment of the common market for steci, the Government did abolish the Comptoir français de la ferraille, only to substitute for it the
Union des consommateurs de ferraille en France. Usine Nouvelle, April 16, 1953.
Agence Europe, June 3, 1953, July 16, 1954, September 6, 1954.
51 Usine Nouvelle,
November 10, 1955. Bok, op. cit., p. 41. High Authority, Fjfth
General Report, pp. 106-1080
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rejected by the High Authority and the other ECSC Governments.
Despite domestic pressure and the outcry in business circles and
despite attacks in the French Cabinet on Bourgès-Maunoury's
insufficiently " national " stand, France gave way in the end. 52
The test case of France's willingness to abide by the rules it
proposed in 1950 is the controversy over ATIC. The agency
itself is semi-public in character: its Governing Board is composed
0f representatives of the steel industry, Gaz, Electricité and
Charbonnages de France, French National Railways, as well as
of five separate cartels of coal in'iporters and wholesalers. lis
president, M. Jean Picard, is a coal wholesaler, but all decisions
of ATIC are subject to the suspensive veto of the " commissaire
du gouvernement," M. Jacques Desrousseaux, who is also Director
ofthe Government's Bureau ofMines and Steel, and " commissaire"
of the Charbonnages de France. It is far from clear whether ATIC
is a private cartel shaping Government policy, or the Government's
technique for controlling coal imports and assuring a market for its
nationalised mines. In any case, ATIC performed the following
tasks: (1) it fixed the amount of coal to be imported on the basis
of a given ratio to the production of the Nord/Pas-de-Calais mines;
(2) it placed the orders for coal to be purchased abroad and reselis
it to private wholesalers or bulk consumers, such as the utilities,
railways and steelmakers; (3) it computed and paid the subsidy
designed to equalise the cost of domestic and imported coal. In
its totality, ATIC vas clearly a monopoly which sought to limit the
competitive impact of non-French coal. Its usefulness in this task
is defended by importers, wholesalers, trade unionists and government officiais, common market or not. 53
In its efforts to transform ATIC, the }-Iigh Authority vas thus
facing not merely a private cartel as in the case of GEORG
but an agency which enjoys the full support of the French Government, if it is not its creature. Hence a compromise vas held out
as possible, if ATIC would only renounce its power to licence and
control in a compulsory manner ail coal imports. Apart from that,
52

53

British Iron and Steci Federation, " Special Stecis in the ECSC." Monthly Statistical
Bulletin, August 1954. Agence Europe, June 15, 21, 24, 26, 1954; June 30, July 2,
19, 28 1 31, 1954,
Details in Association Technique de l'Importation Charbonnière, Rapport du
Conseil d'Adnzinistration ( I 954). Etudes et Docwne,zts (January 1 953) pp. 31
et seq. ATIC also maintains dose relations with the ECSC-wide Committet 0f
Coal Consumers and Dealers, occupying joint office space with this group in
Paris.
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Luxembourg vas willing that the production of French mines be
protected by some kind of import formula and that centralised
purchasing arrangements continue. ATIC, however, agreed only
to free the steel industry from the compulsory import control rule
and to open the tight circle of recognised coal importers to ail
additional dealers interested. It adamantly refused to give up its
licensing power, whereupon the High Authority ordered the agency
transformed under Article 88 of the Treaty. The decision vas
promptly appealed by the French Government to the ECSC Court.
As in the case of the Italian Government's decision to yield on
coal price fixing, the invocation of Article 88 seemed to work wonders. . Paris in December of 1956 dropped its suit and on January 14,
1957, reorganised ATIC so as to deprive it of a veto power over
coal imports, 54 after receiving assurances from Luxembourg that
ATIC might continue to act as the " authorised agent " of ail
French importers of ECSC coai. Paris and Luxembourg continue
to negotiate since they are agreed that this foi inuia does flot fully
guarantee the rights of access of French dealers to non-French
coal suppliers.
That the French Goveiument has made itself a more consistent
defender of interest group demands than any other ECSC Government is evident from its stand on these issues. The point is reinforced
when additional French daims and demands in Luxembourg are
examined. Thus Jean-Marie Louvel, Minister of Industry in the
Laniel Government, argued heatedly for the retention of coal price
ceilings and the institution of effective central controls for scrap
procurement and allocation, thus cieariy meeting the demands of
the French steei industry as well as buttressing his Government's
price stability programme. Louvel and bis successors sought to
insulate the French price structure from free market fluctuations by
urging the imposition of price ceilings for steel on the one hand,
and on the other hand taking their bitter opposition to the
" fiexibility ,, implied in the Monnet Rebate programme to the
ECSC Court. At the same time, the position of the coal and steci
industries was defended in consistent demands on ECSC organs
to harmonise indirect taxes, or alternatively to prepare special tax
54

Picard in 1954 warned of ECSC liberalism and the dangers of uncontrolled trade,
calling on his colicagues to be ready to reorganise their structure even if the outward
form would have ta be changed. Agence Europe, June 9, 1954. News of French
compliance in High Authority, Bulletin Mensuel de l'Information (January 1957),
p. 29.
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exemptions for the French ECSC sectors to enable tiiem to compete.
Advocacy of steel association interests is underlined by the vitriolic
government demands for the Moselle Canal. Bourgès-Maunoury
went so far, in calling on the High Authority to undertake this
project, as describing it as of the same importance to Europe as the
piercing of the Isthmus of Suez. Chaban-Delmas, when he was
Minister of Transport, acted in a like manner by making himself
the fervent defender of steel interests in insisting on the speedy
elimination by Germany of rail discrimination. 55
It must be stressed nevertheless that advocacy of interest group
and govei itment policy in ECSC organs has remained strictly
within the framework of legal obligations contained in the Treaty.
Temptations to depart from these strictures have been consistently
rejected by Cabinet members in their tussles with parliamentary
interpellations. Gaullists thus have demanded that the French
Government assert itself in controlling directly the budgetary dispositions of ECSC organs and that French power in ECSC be
used to enforce unflinchingly the continued deconcentration of
. Ruhr industries. Radical and Conservative deputies have urged
the compulsory co-ordination of investments to hinder the development of German continuous strip milis, as well as demanding
exemptions for specific French plants from common market rules
and blaming the recession of 1954 on the High Authority. Ail
these demands were firmly rejected by the Minister of Industry
as contrary to the obligations assumed by France under the Treaty. 56
Those aspects of supranationalism which have affected the
French ability to conduct foreign policy independently have been
the hardest to accept without protest. This is patent from the
French reactions to the alteration of the relationship with the Saar
as well as to the association arrangements with Britain. Prior to
. the plebiscite of 1955 and the Franco-German agreement of 1956,
French control over the Saar economy vas perhaps veiled, but real
nevertheless. Under the terms of the Franco-Saar agreements on
Usine Nouvelle, January 22, 1953, p. 5; March 5, 1953, p. 5; April 23, 1953, p. 11;
December 2, 1953, p. 5. Conseil de la République, Rapport d'information par
MM. Ar,nengazid et Coudé du Foresto (1954), op, cit. pp. 14 et seq. This report
also contafns strong strictures against efforts to circumvent the Treaty and to
exploit it solely for national advantage. Agence Europe, October 21, 1953, July 19,
1954, August 5, 1955, October 15, 1954.
56
Questions of Michel Debré, de Léotard, J. Soustelle and Paquet. December 28,
1953, March 26, 1954, August 28, 1954. Annales des Mines, Vol. 144, Numéro
Specia! 1955, pp. I 16-125, for text of questions and answers.
55
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economic union, ail French price and foreign exchange regulations
applied to the Saar. Saar banking was entirely under French control, as were the railways. The mines, considered crucial by Lorraine
steelmakers, were administered by an autonomous body, Saarbergwerke A. G., whose governing board of eighteen members
included fine Frenchmen. The active managerial posts were
monopolised by the French members who included a high officiai
of the Charbonnages de France, the president of ATIC and a
managing director of SIDELOR. The board had the power to
lease portions of the seams, and did so by handing over to the
Charbonnages de France the much desired Warndt deposits. 0f
the six steel plants on Saar territory, French firms controlled two
and the French Government, through its sequestration administration, a third, the Vôlklingen properties of the Rôchling family.
In ECSC questions, Saar demands were forwarded through the
French Inter-ministerial Co-ordinating Commission for Coal
and Steel questions.57 It is thus hardly surprising that French
steelmakers, coal interests and parliamentarians anxious to preserve the economic advantages provided by the economic union
were determined not to yieid control to Germany or to ECSC
organs, and insisted on equating success in the common market
with the continuation in force of Franco-Saar arrangements. The
fact that a settiement with Germany was reached with a minimum
cf difficulty and bitterness, even though the bulk of these advantages
had to be given up, testifies to the wili of French ministers to make
sacrifices within the framework cf economic integration.
The Saar negotiations, even though they resulted in a diminution
cf French national influence, were stifl based on the formally
reassuring . basis of bipartite taiks. It is the absence of bipartite
diplomatic equaiity ifi negotiations conducted under ECSC auspices
57

Details on French controls under successive economic conventions in W. Bosch
Die Saarfrage: cine Wirtschaft/iche Analyse (Veriiffentlichungen des ForschungsInstituts fUr Wirtschaftspolitik an der Universitiit Mainz, Vol. 4. 1954). Especially
pp. 17-38, 54-60, 70-75, 119-150. The remaining thrce steci milis are owned
by the Luxembourg ARBED and HADIR firms, and by the German Stumm and
Wolif families. This state cf affairs has led Saar economists to complain that the
Saar occupies n " colonial " status since the overwhelmingly foreign ownership
of the steci milis and dc facto fcrcign control over coal means that the foreign
interests use Saar capacity merely for reserve purposes and consequently fail to
invest sufflcicntly in their Saar properties. Even the Hoffmann Government
complained bitterly about a reported Paris—Bonn deal to divide ownership over
the Rôchiing plant evenly between French and German intercsts, though the
plan apparently failed of adoption. The future status of the Vôlklingen plant
is stili unsettled, since it is claimed by France as reparations.
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which concerns some French politicians. With respect to the key
case cf British asscciation with ECSC, Gaullist Senator Michel
Debré put the matter in these words : " Is it in accordance with
French interests that an crganisation be set up for ECSC and
Great Britain which will resuit in France's obtaining a lesser position
? " 58
than Great Britain
Debré was referring to those aspects of the agreement with
Britain which made ail diplomatic contacts with London a collective
ECSC effort rather than preserving the formai independence of the
member governments. This agreement was the resuit of a compromise, refiecting the fears of the French Gcvernment of Pierre
Mendès-France. Monnet's initial proposais had made no provision
for participation by the Council cf Ministers but had suggested
that Britain and ECSC go so far as to define joint producticn and
investment aims, and include Britain in the common market to the
maximum degree possible. 59 0f Monnet's marked emphasis
regarding the supranational aspects of the agreement, MendèsFrance's Minister of Industry, Henri Ulver (Gaullist), remarked
bitterly:
fle definitive text of the agreement could have been completed
sooner and more easily if the president of the High Authority had
flot formally opposed the demand cf the British Government to
send one cf its representatives to establish contact with the Ccuncil
of Ministers cf ECSC.°°
The French Gcvernment, explained Ulver, was extremely interested
in obtaining British participation in the wcrk of " Littie Europe,"
and " even a weakened participation by Britain in the work of the
Community would contribute a balancing elernent into the FrancoGerman relaticnship." But the Government opposed Monnet's
formula ofgiving Britain representation equai to that ofail six ofthe
Continental states combined. In faet, the Government denied the
power of the High Authority to negotiate permanently on behaif of
the six governments, or at least of France. Said Ulver, " to the
extent that she has net given a special mandate to the High Authority, France remains mistress over her commercial policy with the
United Kingdom." Mendès-France's counter-proposal was to
deprive the High Authority cf negotiating power by providing for
OraL Question no. 571, by Michel Debré, Conseil de la République, December 14,
1954. Annales des Mines, op. ciL, pp. 125-126.
5g
Chronique de Politique Etrangère, (September 1955), pp. 56 1-574.
60
Annales des Mines, op. cit., p. 126.
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full British participation in the Coundil of Ministers, in which
the French Government could influence matters directly. The compromise agreed upon made the Paris Authorities far from happy,
as indicated by Ulver's expression of regret in answering Debré's
question, that some of France's independent negotiating powers
had been yielded after ail. 6
Paris, after protesting and seeking the implementation of the
French viewpoint, aiways yielded in the final analysis. With the
fall of Mendès-France, no further nationalist obstacles of this kind
have been inserted into the work ofthe Standing Council of Association, while no meetings of the enlarged Council of Ministers took
place in 1955, 1956 and 1957. Looking over the five years of common market and the extent of necessary French adjustment to the
new rules, in tet i ils of the divergence of French economic practices
from the norms laid down in the Treaty, the degree of loyalty
1:0 supranationalism is far greater than a catalogue of initial protests
and obstruction would show.
'

EXIENDING THE ECSC TitnAn AND INTEGRATING FURTHER
Given the pattern of governmental co-operation with supranational
institutions and the differences in enthusiasm exhibited toward
promptly carrying out decisions at variance with nationaily desired
measures, what is the policy of the six governments toward an
enlarged ECSC, toward more economic integration . and toward
the retention of the supranational principle in such efforts?
As far as the Governments of Holland, Belgium and Luxembourg
are concerned the answer is clear: preference for more integration
at the earliest possible moment. Thus Jelle Zijistra has on numerous
occasions called for the suppression of the sector approach and
the need for a General Common Market. Dutch spokesmen have
minimised legal and institutional considerations in saying " we
would rather be alive with a. limited sovereignty, co-operating
with other friendly nations, than be dead on account of full
sovereiarnty." 62 Sidestepping the question of formal federation
in Western Europe and the bothersome issue of whether the " Six"
should go it alone, successive Dutch ministers have stressed the
need for an open comrnunity free to British accession, in particular
with a minimum of centralised direction ; but they have also
G).

62

Ibid., pp. 126-127.

Minister A. B. Speekcnbrink in a Washington, D.C., speech, summer, 1955.
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admitted the neecl for a sufficient amount of supranationalisrn to
give planned cohesion to the whole and to ease the transitional
period.63 Unlike their Benelux colleagues in Brussels, however,
the Dutch advocates of further integration oppose any planned
equalisation of production costs or any publicly sanctioned " super
cartel," to quote Zijistra once more. 64
Belgian support for further integration is based far less on
this enthusiasm for free competition and the virtues of specialisation
due to cost differentials. Thus Jean Rey was led to request the
Council of Ministers to study the introduction of the five-day week
in ail ECSC steel plants because he did not wish to have the Belgian
steel industry alone so burdened. 65 A high civil servant, and a
frequent participant in ECSC inter-govetumental negotiations,
has noted that the primary task of successful further integration
lies in the joint regulation of general economic policies, wages,
labour conditions and taxes, necessary in order to solidify the
benefits which already have accrued from ECSC in the areas of
trade development and diminution of cyclical fluctuations. Yet the
same participant-observer also notes that in the short run, at least,
supranational and intergovernmental organisations achieve broadly
the same kinds of resuit, while the superiority of supranationalism
for the achievement of full economic and political integration
can become evident only in the future. 66 Politician and civil servant alike, however, share the conviction of the need for additional
steps toward a European political community.
Political factors combined with these economic reasons early
in 1955 to persuade Dutch Foreign. Minister Beyen to present the
" Beyen Plan " for further integration: the competence of ECSC
was to be extended to transportation, oil and atomic energy. The
political motive implicit in the scheme, supported by Spaak and
Bech, was a test of French willingriess to continue the work of the
" Six," then seemingly jeopardised by the Mendès-France régime.
With the fail from power of that Government, there seemed less
83

61

65
66

Sec Zijlstra's staternents in Informations Bimensuelles, April 30, 1955, p. 42;
October 15, 1955, p. 24. Statements of Foreign Minister Luns in ibid., April I,
1954, pp. 38-39; April 15, 1954 9 pp. 32-33.
Tweedc Kamer, Vaststelling Hoofdstuk X (Econornisehe Zaken), 1955. i6de
Vcrgadering (November 18, 1954), pp. 3076-3090; l7de Vergadering (November
19, 1954), pp. 3111-3115.
Agence Europe, September 22, 1955.
J. Van der Meulen, " L'Intégration Economiquc Européenne: Essai de Synthèse,"
Annales des Sciences Econorniques Appliquées, (August 1955), pp. 246 et seq. The
author is directeur-general in the Ministry of Economics.
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reason to stress the supranational features of the Beyen Plan,
whose modified version became the so-called Benelux Memorandum
put before the Messina Conference of June 1955.
This " new step along the road of European integration."
specifically proposed: (1) a European transport development plan
and central equipment fund ; (2) a European fuel development and
investment plan; (3) the creation of a new supranational authority
to undertake the development of atomic energy for peaceful uses;
(4) a graduai and centrally supervised system of abolishing alt
trade obstacles, or the initiation by stages of the General Common
Market ; (5) the progressive harmonisation of ail national legislation relating to working conditions and wages, otizer than the
basic hourly wage itself. 67 New supranational orgaris were thus
foreseen for atomic energy (Euratom) and for administering the
General Common Market (EEC), and a conference was to be
convoked immediately to draft appropriate treaties. Ail states
which had concluded treaties of association with ECSC were to
be invited, while other OEEC members might also be considered.
Britain, clearly, was to have the place of honour among the guests.
That France, despite recalcitrance with respect to numerous
supranational decisions, has by no means been opposed to ail
measures of further integration is clear from the preceding discussion. Even Mendès-France, the most consistent and articulate
middle-of-the-road critic of integration leading to the formation
of a political community among the " Six," proposed his supranational Arms Pool immediately after the creation of the Western
European Union. New tasks for supranational agencies, thus,
are flot opposed as such and on principle : Mendès-France was
quite prepared to have such an agency for controlling German
armaments and allocate orders for war materials on a basis other
than rewarding the cheapest and most efficient producer. French
Governments since 1952 have argued for conferring new tasks on
ECSC when they considered such an extension of authority to
be in their national interest. The most striking instance of this
trend is in the field of equalising wage burdens throughout ECSC
by means of harmonising social security contributions of ail kinds. 68
67

Chronique de Politique Etrangère, op, cEt., pp. 524-526 for tcxt.
68 Sce Louvel's argument in Usine Nouvelle,
April 2, 1953, p. 5. The Goverament
argucd in the ECSC Council of Ministers that pure wages were betwcen 15 and
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On other occasions French ministers have been very interested
in extending the powers of the High Authority in the investment
field, as in fail of 1953 when they sought to stimulate demand
for steel by pushing investment in the processing industries which
are not under ECSC sway. 69 Conversely, they have bitterly opposed
or quietly sabotaged supranationalism when it was not thought
to be in the immediate national interest, as in the case of EDC
ami the European Political Community. But the instance of
the common market for special steels shows that once a basic
commitment has been undertaken, even a government frightened
by the possible consequences of supranationalism cari be induced
to go along with its partners.
This conclusion is illustrated once more by the tortuous moves
and counter-moves which led to the Benelux initiative for continuing economic integration, tied to the resignation of Jean Monnet
as that suggestion was. Monnet announced his decision to resign
his ECSC position in November of 1954 in direct reaction to the
anti-supranational policy of the Mendès-France Government, which
he hoped to counter by independent political activity in France.
He reconsidered, however, in February of 1955 when MendèsFrance feu, enlisting the support of Schuman and Pinay in urging
Edgar Faure to advance bis name once more for the ECSC position.
At the same time he made his continuation in office contingent
on the acceptance of the Benelux Plan by the six governments. 7 °
Mendès-France, meanwhile, had put forward the name of Paul
Ramadier as his candidate for president of the High Authority.
20 per cent. higher in France than in Germany, and that with respect to fringe
benefits the figures were as foliows:
Franco
Germany
Social costs as % cf pure wages
Totalsoali xnsoai ....................
7,4
Farnily allosvances .
18°I'Q
\%, orker housing .
.16%
5%
Etudes et Docuuzc,zts (January 1953), pp. 52-54. These figures were naturaily
disputed by German public and private sources and they are by no means to be
taken as factually established.
09
Sec Louvel's statement in Usine Nouvelle, October 22, 1953, p. 1.
70 It is rumoured that h \vas Monnet who drafted the Benciux Flan and then persuaded Spaak and Beycn to present it to the six governments. The juxtaposition
of steps at this time is certainly suggestive—if inferential—evidcnce cf such a
connection. For Frcnch Govcrnrnents who had becn quietly delaying and changing
the proposais for a Europeart Political Community, vhose draft Constitution
had been ready since 1953, Monnet's insistence on political unification could not
but be obnoxious. Monnet is reported to have acted on the following formula
du charbon et de L'acier. C'est l'Europe
during his tenure with ECSC: "je me f.
qui m'intéresse." Chronique de Politique Etrangère, op. cit., p. 513.
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Ramadier was tinacceptable to the five other govei -uments partly
because he is a Socialist and partly because he had a consistent
record of opposing supranational steps toward European unity
as harniful to French interests. Confronted with the negative
attitude of the others, Faure dropped Ramadier's candidacy, but
also refused to put forward Monnet once more since the latter was
persona non grata to French industry and the Gaullists. Compelled
to find a candidate acceptable to Bonn especially the other goveruments having indicated that Rance could not count on the permanent right to choose the president of the High Authority
the name of René Mayer was put forward in May of 1955. This
former premier, temporarily in political difficulty in Paris because
cf his role in having brought down the Mendès-France Goverument,
had a consistent pro-European record, though less messianic in
tone than Monnet's ; in exchange for being permitted to retain
the presidency of ECSC, Faure put forward a " European " acceptable to his partners but not very popular with French critics of
supranationalism. 7
The decision to appoint Mayer was formally made at Messina
on June 1, 1955. As part of the same pattern of decisions, France
agreed to the essence of the Benelux proposais for continuing integration, even if this would involve more supranational institutions,
though this question was explicitly reserved for later study.
After the obstruction of Mendès-France and the indecisiveness
of Edgar Faure, the position of the Mollet Government, which took
office in February of 1956, inarked an important change. Taking
the buli by the horns, Guy Mollet asked Parliament: " My Cabinet
is supposedly European, an unatonable sin, as everyone knows.
What exactly does this mean? " : And he answered
There are some who voted for EDC without being especially
interested in Europe. There are some who voted against it because
'

71

René Mayer himself seems to have accepted the evolving
rule of national rotation in key supranational offices. He offercd his resignation
on September 18, 1957, explaining his step thus: " now that the Rome Treaties
are signed and their ratification is under way in the six countries a new cra in the
construction of Europe is here. li appears to me that by making available my
present functions to the disposition of the Governments, I shail racilitate their
task in distributing the positions of members and presidents of the three European
institutions and at the same time launch them together and in harmony." (Mayer
to Pineau, High Authority Doc. 6325157f.) The six governments took the hint
in naming Louis Armand (France) to head Euratom, considered by many in
France more vital than ECSC. Mayer himself accepted a key private financial
position in connection with " Eurafrican " plans to develop jointly the French
Sahara.

Ibid., pp. 505-519.
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they were sincerely convinced that it would hinder the construction
of Europe. Are we ail going to behave as if France's international
activity had suddenly stopped on that day ? Could we be incapable
of overcoming past differences in order to devote ourseives to the
future ? I solemniy entreat the Assembly to stop regarding the
European idea as a subject of disagreement, but to consider il rather
as a great bond between us. 72
But in order to make it a " bond " among France's quarrelling
parties, Mollet and Pineau had to emphasise ciearly, as they did,
that the Europe of the Six was not an acceptable solution and that
British association with new integration measures was essential.
They insisted further that in any Generai Common Market, the
French colonial empire and not merely metropoiitan France
as in ECSC wouid have to be a member. At the same time the
Socialist government sought to take a " progressive " step in colonial
relations by insisting that one of the obligations of a united Europe
should be collective participation in a new global scheme for
economic development. 73 Following the British example, French
statesmen sought to compensate for weakness in Europe by enlisting the numerical and ideological support of their imperiai
responsibilities in boistering their voting position in new European
institutions. Converseiy, they linked the " Eurafrica " investment scheme to the General Common Market because their national
colonial problems would thereby become the collective responsibility
of Europe. And these aspirations naturally aroused some dismay
among the other governments seeking to implement the Messina
resolutions, contributing to the slow pace of the negotiations in
1956. A significant note of caution with respect to unbounded
enthusiasm for supranationalism as a road to federation was
sounded by Pineau at the Council of Europe:
It would be an error to believe that Europe will be built in our
circles of the initiated, if we do not know how to create a great tide
of popular sentiment in lis favour. If, from an intellectual standpoint, we are right in asserting that our ancestral nationalisms are
now outdated, we must flot for ail that neglect the emotional and
legitimate aspect of the concept of country. We must make clear
to our people that none of us intend to relinquish our traditions,
our patterns of thought, our way of life. We are sacrificing neither
72
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Statement cf Policy cf Premier-Designate Guy Mollet to Partiamerit, January 31,
1956. Ambassade de France (U.S.), Service de Presse et d'information, Speeches
and Conferences, no. 55 (Fcbruary 1956), p. 5.
ibid., no. 64 (April 1956), especially p. 3. Ibid., no. 67 (June 1956), pp. 9 et seq.
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the land nor the legacy of our ancestors, but the isolation and loss
of strength which may jeopardize their very existence. We must
explain to our people that Europe is our final hope for saving our
threatened values and that the term " supra-national," often used
exaggeratedly, is flot synonymous with " anti-national." 71
Guided by this intellectual context, the Mollet Governmerit
associated itself with the Messina Programme of " relaunching
Europe." It favoured a Euratom whicl1 is open to the membership
of ail OEEC countries, especially Britain, devoted exclusively to
peaceful pursuits and able to plan a long-term European fuel policy.
Similarly, the Government favoured the establishment ofthe General
Common Market, under these conditions
Organising a General Common Market in Europe is a long-term
job. The Government is resolved to set up such a market in a
way that will ensure the necessary transitions and adaptations and
prevent competition from being corrupted by disparities in the
various taxation and social security systems. 0f course rneasures
will have to be taken to protect the worker from ali the risks which
might resuit from the elimiriation of frontiers. 75
Thus the attitude differs hardly from past French daims with
respect to specific measures advocated in the ECSC framework.
Yet the courage of Pineau in defending ECSC against continuing
criticism in France is considerable. To an interpellation of
Miche! Debré, alleging the bankruptcy of France's role in ECSC
because of the Saar plebiscite, the delays in building the Moselle
Canal, Ruhr re-concentration, price increases for coal and continued
German rail discrimination, Pineau answered as foliows. The Saar
dispute is on its way to a fully amicablé seulement ; the High Authority had no jurisdiction over the Moselle Canal and should flot be
blamed for any delays ; and the High Authority, finaily, can be
blamed neither for Germari re-concentration nor coal price increases
and that the last ininor transport discriminations are on their way
out. France intends to stand by the ECSC Treaty unflinchingly. 76
Italy's basic policy toward extending the scope of supranationalism and achieving a European political community has not been
74
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Pineau, before the Consultative Assernbly in Strasbourg, April 18, 1956; ibid.,
no. 64, p. 2.
MolIet's speech to the National Assernbly, op. cil., p. 5. 11 should be recalled in
this contcxt that the " bond " which was w be forged among ail parties by means
of the European idea dernanded concrete concessions on the issue of Euratom's
peaceful or warlikc uses. Sec Chap. 4 above for details.
Informations Me,:suelles, August 1956, pp. 33-34.
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changed since Giuseppe Pella made his proposai for a General
Common Market to the OBEC in 1950. The government's reaction to the Benelux initiative was entirely favourabie in principie,
though different conceptions were advanced with respect to the
question of further sector integration. While the Euratom idea
was accepted, the Italian Government argued for the greatest
possible measure of general economic integration, with a deemphasis on special work in the sectors singled out by Spaak and
Beyen, fuel and transportation. The General Common Market,
insisted Rome, was to include a positive European labour policy,
a European re-adaptation fund, a European investment fund to
aid such schemes as the Italian Vanoni Development Plan, full
convertibility and frecdom of movement for manpower. Paradoxically, in view of Italy's indifTerent record in promptly heeding
ECSC decisions, it svas urged that " it would be usefui if the six
governments were to re-affirm solemnly the intention of co-operating fully with the High Authority and to make easier its task
in the great supranational effort which it has been assigned.' 117
Expanding the task of ECSC or creating new supranational
economic organisations aiming at the political unification of Europe
is an issue on which the German Government has been increasingly
divided since 1952. Committed federalists favour either or boUt
approaches without deeply questioning the economic logic implicit
in them. Indeed, they favour any institutional programme whatever which would seek to advance their cause. 0f this trend,
Chancellor Adenauer and the cabinet members close to him are
the living symbol. Before the rejection of EDC by the French
National Assembly, Adenauer pinned his hopes for the attainment
cf a united Europe on military integration, crcwned by the immediate establishment of the European Political Community, whose
legislators were to be popularly elected. After the defeat of EDC,
Adenauer continued to affirm his faith in ultirnate federation, urged
the creation of any substitute scheme whicli would please France
and kcep her in the movernent toward integration, and most
important refused to make an issue of the Saar crisis when under
77

C/zro,zique de Politique Etra,:gùre, op. cit., pp. 529-533. Foreign Minister Martino
latcr indicatcd Unit lis govcrnrncnt [md no firîn position on the question ofwhcthcr
Euratom shouid be Iimited w peaceful uses of atomic cncrgy. He brushed aside
as irrelevant suggestions that the conirnon rnarket would entail flCW limitations
on national sovcreignty. Agence Europe, May 3, 1956.
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strong pressure from ail parties to do sa 78 To these members of
the Government, then, post-EDC schemes for contrnued economic
integration were weicome.
The minister responsible for specific measures of economic
co-operation or merging with other nations, however, is Ludwig
Erhard. While by no means hostile to a united Europe on principle, Erhard has opposed the idea of European regional economic
union in general and the sector-cum-supranationalism approach in
particular, without having departed from this position one iota
since the debut of ECSC. In his words:
We must have trade relations with ail countries. We cannot
be satisfied with even the most extensive regionalism. Even the
smallest and farthest market is an indispensable part of our foreigu
economic policy. . . . Unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment, full convertibility, abolition of quantitative restrictions and
distorted exchange rates, these are the intellectual and practical
fundamentals of a global commercial policy necessitated by a highly
specialised industrial and export-oriented country like Germany. 79
Hence the Havana Charter, GATT and OEEC are singled out as
the institutional centres of German attachment, since they alone
can make possible a sufficiently large trading zone to overcome
balance of payments crises and bilateralism. While willing to
support ECSC because it might lead to a general economic pattern
of integration, Erhard was always sceptical about the sequence
implied, preferring to abolish first the commercial practices which
falsify competition and block trade. The General Common Market,
in short, was preferred to sector integration if there had to be
regionalism.
What is the true economic significance of European integration?
Certainly it would be the creation of a large common market, which
would facilitate growing mass production, accompanied by free
labour and capital movement and location of production at optimum
points (giinstigsten Standorte). Simultaneously, such a common
market would open up the possibility of co-ordinated employment
and cyclical policies, as well as the rationalisation of costs of production. Economic processes would thus be converted more easily
to the common denominator of one currency. Such a currency
could then, supported by the potential of a large common market,
be made convertible in relation to the dollar and third countries.°°
78
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German Bulletin, May 6, September 9, September 16, 1954.
Ludwig Erhard, Deu:scl:lands Riickke/,r zum Welunarkt

Verlag, 1954), p. 9.
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80 Ibid., Chap. 8.
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But sector integration which neglects to co-ordinate fiscal, financial,
and budgetary policy would violate the logic of this process and
therefore not lead to the general free trade area Erhard wishes to
establish. In practice, therefore, he is convinced that the problems
created by such ventures as ECSC outweigh possible long-terni
advantages.
li foliows that Erhardian Liberalism is constrained to oppose
any increase in ECSC activity if this entails a growth in institutional powers. Erhard has supported such measures as the extension of the common market to special steels and has strongly
argued for the removal of discriminatory national taxes through
ECSC. But these demands follow from the attachment to simple
frec trade rules and the preference for competition based on considerations of comparative cost thus favouring the German
export drive. Conversely, he has vigorously fought against the
initiation cf an ECSC labour and welfare policy and castigated
the High Authority's study cf comparative real wages as leading
to comparative cost studies, preparatcry te efforts at " harmonising ,, costs in an upward direction. Equalising costs is held to
violate every rule of sound economic policy and therefore implies
disintegration rather than unity. 81 Planning, whether national or
international, is anathema:
Where is the institution which is called upon to do the right thing,
the rational thing, from a European social welfare viewpoint?
Such an institution is an impossibility, if we do not wish to construct
a supranational centralising dirigisme. if we did this, we would
do on a larger plane exactly the same thing which we did in our
national economies, but the tragedy would even be greater. The
larger the plane, the more difficuit to grasp the total economic
structure, and the less the possibility of managing the co-operation
and harmonising of economic communities, and the more tragic
will be the resuits of a planned European economy. 82
Given the dominance of this ideology in the Ministry of
Economics, the German reaction to the Benelux proposais in
June of 1955 could flot but be reserved. Even though Hailstein,
81
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lnfor,nations Bimensuelles, June I,

1955, pp. 19-20. Erhard's announcement

coincidcd with the discussion cf extending the jurisdiction of ECSC initiatcd by the
Monnet rcsignation.
Ludwig Erliard, " Die \Virtschaftlichcn Aspektc," in G. Bally and G. Thûrer
(eds.), Die Integration des Eziropdisc/ietz Wes:ens (Zurich and St. Gallen: Polygraphischer Verlag, 1954. Reihe B in Verâffentiichungen der Handels-Hochschule
St. Gallen), p. 120.
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representing Chancellor Adenauer at Messina, made no difficulty
about agreeing to the choice of René Mayer as head of the High
Authority, critical comments abounded in the German press about
the " French monopoly " on the office and the need for Germany
to occupy the post in view of her dominant role in the Community.
Concerning further steps toward an integrated Europe, the German
memorandum emphasised the General Common Market and
scarcely mentioned Euratom. It is nevertheless significant that the
principle of an atomic authority vas not challenged even though
this would represent yet another " sector " to be unified, in violation of Erbardian economics. In its demands for a generaily unified
European market, the German proposais featured the removal of
afl the standard obstacles to trade, praised the efforts of OEEC
and GATT, conceded that the effort must be a graduai one and
admitted that " measures of transition and adaptation may be
necessary."
It is in the institutional reaim that the decline of Adenauer's
federalist conceptions became most apparent. Emphasis in the
Gerinan rejoinder to the Benelux Memorandum vas uniformly
placed on inter-governmental co-operation. The ECSC Council of
Ministers flot special supranational authorities was to be charged
with transport rationalisation. The co-ordination of national fuel
policies was to be achieved by the sanie body. Finaily, " a permanent consultative organ under the responsibiiity of the ECSC
Council of Ministers " was to work out trading rules between third
countries and the General Commori Ivlarket bloc and to make
proposais for additional steps toward unity. À European university
should be founded also " to give evidence of the wiil toward
European unity," added the German proposal. 83
The ultimate decision of the Messina Conference reflected a
good deal more supranationalism than Germany favoured and
therefore represents a distinct compromise between Spaakian
maximalism and Erhardian minimalist conceptions, supported at
the institutional level by French preferences, though for quite
different reasons. Speaking for Adenauer, Walter 1-lallstein at the
opening of the Brussels Expert conference convoked after the
Messina decisions, could thus declare:
63
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Our policy is flot merely an unconditional acceptance of the
Messina resolutions. It is continually expressed in our will to give
our preference, wherever possible, to European solutions whenever
an alternative is present. The Federal Government believes that
we must take a decisive step now. This is much more a political
than an economic necessity. A balance between East and West
is only possible if there is European unity. We believe that the
purely econornic activities of GATT and OEEC must have a political
counterpart. This political aspect will give us the criteria for judging the details which the experts will work out, who will aiways
have to consider svhich will contribute most to the political unification
of Europe. 84
Once more, " der Alte " had carried the day over Erhard, who
then sought to defend his reputation by publishing an article entitled " Who is a good European? " In this effort the Minister of
Economics restated all his past arguments and added that the
more modest successes of such intergovernmental ventures as
OEEC and GATT cannot be explained on the basis of thcir lacking
federal administrative powers. " Not my escape from Europe, but
my search for it makes me fear that this kind of addition (more
sector integration on the ECSC model) will further neither the
economic nor the political aim." 85 Only sound economics can
lead to sound politics, and therefore to Europe: the rapid achievement of a free and competitive European market including ail
countries and dedicated to free private enterprise.
Our past discussion of German party and interest group attitudes
indicates,of course, that Erhard's position is b y no means generaily
accepted in Germany. It has flot triumphed in the negotiations on
the Euratom and General Common Market treaties, though former
Minister of Atomic Affairs, Franz Josef Strauss, lias defended the
Erbardian position by insisting on a minimum of supranational
control powers over national atomic developments. But compromises among the clashing governmental positions have characterised
the entire negotiating process since the summer of 1955, indicating
again tint the West German Government is by no means so wedded
to its economic ideology as in preclude a meeting of the minds with
its five ECSC partners. Like their French colleagues, then, the
German officiais scek to enforce a maximum of their position on
g4
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ibid., PI. 547-548.
Ludwig Erbard, " \Ver ist cin guter Europiler? " Bulletin des Presse- und Inforinagiwis-wutes des' Bundesregieru,zg (August 6, 1955), p. 1221,
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the emerging structure. But they have flot so far carried their
zeal to the extent of obstructing the evolution of consensus and
have thereby joined the other ECSC governments in making possible the evolution of more integrated decision-making over time.
The processes explaining this evolution will be examined in a later
chapter.

Part Three

PROCESSES 0F JNTEGRATJON AT THE
SUPRANATIONAL LEVEL

THE EXPANSIVE LOGIC 0F SECTOR INTEGRATION
THE effort contrasting sector integration with general economic
integration is a vain one. The common market for coal and steel
by itself contributes decisively to the producers and consumers
of coal and steel. But at the saine time it offers the opportunity
for stating and effectively solving the problems of creating an
integrated European economy suitable to the modern world.'
THUS wrote Pierre Un, chief economic analyst for ECSC and a
participant in the effort to draft a General Common Market treaty.
In his view, sector integration is merely a first step toward full
integration and a living laboratory of the measures necessary for
achieving li. The " spili-over " effect in sector integration is believed
to lead inevitably to full economic unity. If this causal juxtaposition seems seif-evident to the economist, the political study of
changes in attitude would seem to give support to his conclusions.
Yet it is very doubtful indeed whether a direct beam of insight into
the merits of the larger market and increased production vas
operative in persuading the bulk of European industrialists and
trade unionists to favour a General Common Market. li will be
our task in this chapter to summarise and categorise the evolutions
in attitude which have occurred and to project them. The essential
preliminary question, however, is : has " integration " really taken
place in ECSC Europe since 1952?
METHODS 0F ASSESSING INTEGRATION
The most inviting index cf integration because it can be
verified statistically is the economic one. Such an approach was
developed specifically for studies of ECSC by Harald Jûrgensen.
Defining integration as the creation of a free rnarket for goods,
capital and labour, the author assumes productive conditions in
\vhich an equal input cf capital and labour vill yield a greater final
output and in which no rnarked institutional difïerences between
international and interregional trade prevail. Measures undertaken
in the integrated sector must tend toward the perfection cf that
1

Pierre Un, " Cc qui se réalise," JJom,nes et Con:,ne.-ce (Jarivary-February 1955),
P. 82.
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sector but flot hinder the realisation of a general free market later.
Measures in the integrated sector must also be made to harmonise
with national policies flot yet subject to central rules. The High
Authority is credited with achieving this triple order, without
limiting production, encouraging ECSC autarky or interfering with
optimum cost considerations. Trade statistics support Jllrgensen's
conclusion that market interpenetration along optimum cost and
price lines is taking place in ECSC without discrimination in trade
svith third countries. 2 The economic criteria cf integration seem
satisfied.
Jiirgensen's scheme, however, does not by itself answer the basic
political question whether the unified economy meets with the
satisfaction of people active within it, whether it Ieads to expectations of hope and progress or fears of doom and decay. It permits,
in short, of no assessment and projection of changing attitudes,
values and ideologies and theref'ore is of no help in the study of
political integration even when h takes place in an economic setting.
Communications theory, in the work of Karl Deutsch, would
open up another series of criteria for judging the success and future
prospects of integration. 3 Integration is identified, following the
analogy of physics and electron.ics, with the capacity of the total
communications network of society to accommodate the burden
of social, political, cultural and economic transactions. If the
balance of capacity and load is upset, disintegration may set in.
Deutsch would measure the total bulk of transactions between
political units about to integrate or in the process of integration,
assess the range ofsocial transactions and determine the compatibility
oftransactions in terms ofthe perceptions ofthe actors. Integration
can then presumably be advanced by perfecting the network
institutionally as well as psychologically where it seems incapable
of accommodating the load.
A rigorous statistical application cf Deutsch's concepts would
no doubt reveal a positive adjustment of capacity to load, or net
H. Jiirgensen, Die JVes:europdische Montanindustrie urzd 1/ir gemeinsamer Markt,
Gôttingen: Vandenhoeck & Rupreclu, 1955. Also " Die Montanunion in den
Funktionsgrenzcn der Tcilintegration," op. ciL He demonstrates statistically
that markct irnerpenetration is strongest in trade between the main industrial
centre cf an exporting country and secticns of the importing country farthcst
. rcrnovcd from its own national industrial ncxus, e.g., steci trade betwccn Lorraine
and scuthern Germany. Economically, this is also die most rational pattcrn.
Ibid., pp. 624-625.
3
Sce Chap. 1 for bibiiography on Deutsch.
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progress in the direction of successful integration. As in the case
of purely economic criteria, however, it is most doubtful that the
demonstration of the process proves anything with respect to ils
causes. Integration is the resuit of specific decisions made by
governments acting in conjunction with politically relevant, organised groups. Unless it is suggested that these actors deliberately
seek to improve communication, Deutsch's concepts do not contribute directly to the study and projection of motives and expectations responsible for decisions to integrate. 4
In the work of F. S. C. Northrop, emphasis is thrown on stiil
a tl1ird set ofcriteria: the " political living law " ofstates. 5 Northrop
argues that if political conduct fiows from social norms, the total
socio-dultural context of a country must be outlined in order to
assess the progress and prospects of integration. He selects the
nominal religious affiliations of citizens as well as their secular
4

Deutsch does flot daim that his approach is concerned with the study of motives.
1-le argues, however, that political actors anxious w advarice integration can
usefully apply the lessons presented by his studies in improving deliberately the
communications capacity in crucial areas.
The following revealing Indices of Relative Acceptance of trade among ECSC
countrics were kindly supplied by Karl W. Deutsch to the author.
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values in terms of Communism, Socialism, Liberalism, Authoritarianism and Christian-Democracy for this structure. His conclusion is that the combined spiritual-secular norms of the six
ECSC countries are mutually compatible arid likely to yield a
consensus in favour ofpluralistic democracy. But he also concludes
that the inclusion of some other European countries, e.g., East
Gern-iany, would destroy this emergent pattern by introducing too
large a share oC right- or left-wing authoritarian norms. Northrop
explains the failure of EDC on these grounds: French dernocrats
were dissuaded from joining EDC because they feared the victory
of non-democratic norrns if European niilitary integration were
tied to the reunification of Germany.
There can be utile doubt that broad sirnilarities in the social
values entertained by the dominant elites of the ECSC countries
explain in large part why the Treaty svas accepted and successfully
implemented. Such reasoning, further, goes a long way in explaining why certain groups sec in supranational institutions a
technique for systeniaica11y realising their specific values. However,
the literal apphcation of this scheme would impute far more
ideological cohesion to groups only nominaily united by religious
or secular norrns than seems warrarited by the facts of political
behaviour. li would permit projections ofpro-integration sentiment
merely on the basis of rcligious or party affiliation, without raising
questions about the quaiffications and special demands voiced
constantly in the integration framcwork. Hence Northrop's scheme
of national " living laws " must be rejccted in this assessment as
insufficiently precise.
Integration there lias been in Europe since 1950 even ifit cannot
be meaningfully delineated with a few central concepts. To do
justice to the multiplicity of aspirations involved in the pluralistic
setting provided, we must return to the ideal type stated in Chapter 1.
There is no circumvcnting the need for stating the initial demands
and expectations of relevant dites, and to sort them with respect
to identities, opposition and convergence. Our basic finding vas
that the acceptance of ECSC is best explained by the convergence
of demands within and among the nations conccrned, flot by a
pattern of identical demands and hopes. Furilier, there is no circumventing the need for exploring the changes in demands and
expectations which developcd after the supranational institutions
began their work, and there is no avoiding the task of projecting
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the future pattern of integration in terms of the hopes and demands
set free by unification of the coal-steel sector. The success of
integration must thus be assessed in terms of the perceptions of the
crucial actors. To what overail identities did the common market
give rise ? To what convergences of group and national aspirations?
If there is a spiil-over, is it explained by identical hopes or by another
accidentai convergence of separate aspirations ? And, finaily, have
the identities given rise to a pattern of unified ideologies cutting
across national boundaries or has the common market resulted
merely in ad Izoc group alliances aiong supranational unes, devoid
of ideological unity? If the latter is the central finding, the basic
conclusion must then be that continuing integration can well rest
on progressive convergences of expectations without any significant
central ideological underpinnings.
TYPES 0F POLITICAL EXPECTATIONS
The evolution ofthe hopes characteristic ofthethiefpolitical groups
active in the ECSC setting, nationaily and supranationally, has
been described in detail in Part II of this study. If it seemed extremely difficult to state any general proposition summarising the
pattern of evolution, it became evident, nevertheless, that crucial
changes did take place: opponents of integration became supporters, initial supporters became neutral or disinterested, while
still other initial supporters developed even stronger motives for
continuing integration. It is now our task to state four categories
of evolution under which ail these developing aspirations can be
subsumed. After identifying the ideological component in each,
it may then be possible to state some further propositions about
expanding the scope of integration ta sectors other than coal and
steel.
Long-rut: positive expectations
A system af demands may develop in the programme of a
national elite, secking the support of kindred elites in other ECSC
countries, designed to establisli a far-reaching series of policies
realisable only in the framework of supranational institutions.
Further, the successful realisation of such a programme depends
on continuing supranational activity; it cannot be terminated with
the publication af a single decree or ruling. Any programme of
long-range economic planning would fali into this category, as
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would a policy of permanent harmonisation of social welfare benefits. In the political reaim, the asserted need for continuing parliamentary supervision over the activities of supranational administrative bodies would also constitute a long-run positive expectation.

Short-run positive expectations
Whenever a national or supranational elite wishes to make use
of supranational institutions for the establishment of a single
condition, or a series of unconnected individual measures, positive
action is indeed expected, but the element of continuity is absent.
The desire to establish conditions of free trade by abolishing quandtative restrictions, exchangc controls and tarifs is such an expectation. After the achievement of these steps, no further far-reaching
action is expected from supranational authorities, except perhaps
the routine steps of policing the free market. The same is true of
demands to curb cartels, do away with rail discrimination or permit
free labour migration. Whenever the expectations in question
involve in fact some kind of continuing administrative measures,
however, an initially short-run expectation may develop into a
long-run demand. This, for instance, would be true of the desire
to regulate the scrap market or to permit a regulated price
fiexibility.
Short-run negative expectations
Elites may, singly and collectively, seek to prevent the supranational institutions from undertaking a specific policy, e.g.,
regulate prices or break up a cartel. The .. process of combining
and pooling their political power may reflect no permanent desire
whatever to work together. h may merely be an w! Izoc alliance
designed to block a specific policy. If successful, the alliance may
then disintegrate and give rise to no permanent pattern of interelite integration. 1f not immediately successful, however, the
negative combination of groups may, in self-defence, become a
permanent institution with a common albeit negative body
of expectations.
Long-run negative expectations
Dites opposed to integration at the onset of supranational
activity and continuing in their opposition thereafter are irreconcilable with a unification pattern either in the short or the long run.
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Their demand pattern not only seeks to direct the policies of their
national government away from supranationalism or federation,
but it continues to biock and oppose central policy after it has been
active for some years. Unlike groups opposed to supranationaism
in essence but reconciled to work with it if only to biock its progress,
elites possessing negative long-range expectations vi1I use their
influence with national authorities to bring about withdrawal from
supranational bodies and biock the creation of new ones.
IDEOLOGY AND POLITICAL EXPECTATIONS
Intensities of ideological convictions associated with each of these
types of expectations vary distinctly. We are here concerned not
with the committed " European," be he Liberal, Conservative
or Socialist, but with permanently functioning elites for whom
" Europe " is one of several important symbols, but not necessarily
the dominant one. Groups with long-range expectations, for
example, are likely to possess well-developed bodies of doctrine,
whose implementation is closely associated with the positions
taken toward further integration. Those with positive expectations
look to supranationalism to achieve their goal, having decided
that the national framework is flot up to the task. The " spiilover " is real for them, since basic ideological tenets even in flie coalsteel sector seemrngly cannot be attarned without expanding the
supranational task to additional fields. The demand pattern of
ECSC labour and of the Socialist Parties is the most striking case
in point. Conversely, groups marked by clearly negative longrange expectations, notably the Communists and small businessmen
in high-cost countries, have an equally well-structured and staunchly
defended body of ideology at their disposai, whose very firmness
commits them against integration.
Those who entertain short-range expectations, whether negative
or positive, are less likely to be sharply motivated by ideolocr
ECSC, Euratom, the General Common Market or the European
Politicai Community are programmes affecting a part of their
total aspirations ; but they do not represent a depository for the
bulk of their values and hopes. Immediate expediential considerations are far more likely to shape the pattern of expectations
towârd mntegration. Ideology, in fact, may be so vague as to permit
a given group to pôse as pro-integration on one range of issues
whiie countering further unification on others. This is typically
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true of the belief patterns of trade associations whose dedication
even to the free enterprise principle is far from consistent or convincing. Hence ideological tenets are of littie relevance here in
projecting a pattern of expectation with respect to future issues of
integration, especially when the group in question firmly opposed
ECSC in 1951 on some point of doctrine but subsequently made its
peace with the common market.
In fact, the entire evolution of the common market for coal and
steel and its extension to additional economic areas in 1957 is
Iargely attributable to the weakness of national ideological commitments and to the fragmentation of opinion in four of the six
countries concerned. The very fact that firm national attitudes
prevailed in 1950-1952 only in Holland and Luxembourg in large
part explains the acceptance of the ECSC Treaty and the accommodation of initially hostile groups to its scope. One important
conclusion must certainly be that additional measures tending
toward political unity could be introduced as a result of the same
fragmentation : a new treaty need merely be so constructed as to
contain a large variety of otherwise unrelated provisions and thus
appeal to a large enough constituency to establish another converging pattern of support. Ideological diversity becomes a distinct
help to further integration and doctrinal vagueness facilitates
the conversion to " Europe " of those who are initially cool.
Rowever, even ideological fragmentation would hardly have
sufficed to make a success of integration if another series of conditions had not also been present. Most important perhaps, there
were in the Western Europe of the post-1950 era no outstanding
political issues sharply setting nations against one another. The
Franco-German relationship even had become sufficiently amicable
to penuit the unspectacular and speedy solution of the Saar dispute,
while German politicians have shown far more sensitivity about
the fears of their French ally with respect to problems of re-unification and relations with the Soviet Union than ever before. The
stated policies ofgovernments, unlike any period before in European
history, were no longer mutually exclusive.
Further, no issues of cultural diversity arose to plague the
integrating units, and to that extent Northrop's thesis is relevant
to this study. Legal and economic systems were already sufficiently
alike as not to pose big initial problems of adjustment and compromise between rival practices and habits. Political institutions
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and practices are identical in ail six countries as regards the basic
unes. Cuitural and religious values accepted in one are typical
equally of, at Ieast, a large portion of the population of the others.
Finaily, some identity in politicai programmes prevailed across
national boundaries even before the douaniers stopped checking
the coai wagons. Not only did the European Movement exercise
its unifying influence here but the broad similarities in outlook
and programme among the Continental Christian-Democratic
and Socialist Parties made possible almost immediately the initiation
ofjoint economic policy-making. It is unlikely that in the absence
of these conditions even the most cleverly drafted treaty would
have brought with it such rapid progress in political integration.
Non-ideological factors go a long way in explaining the pattern
of co-operation typical of negotiations within ECSC among
instructed government delegates.° The conventional pattern of
hard bargaining based on the initially stated national positions
has undergone considerable change because over long periods of
time the same persons habitually negotiate with one another. In
conventional negotiations the final agreement is almost invariably
a compromise between the differing initiai positions of the parties,
without changes in opinion or instructions being part of the compromise pattern. In inter-governmental ECSC negotiations, the
long familiarity of the negotiators with each other's habits and
viewpoints enables them to differentiate aimost immediately between
argument based on bargaining points and positions defended because
of teclinically sound information and relevant conditions. As
a resuit, discussion for the sake of bargaining diminishes in importance and attention is paid more and more to the technical
needs in question. Issues which seem imbued with vital interests
and strong doctrine in the national capital lose this aura as they
are discussed by high civil servants in the council chambers of
Luxembourg. Ideology, already weak with respect to a myriad
of economic issues, tends to shed the importance it seems to have
in the debates of parties and movements.
THE " SPILL-OVER" AND POLITICAL EXPECTATIONS
Only the convinced " Eur opean " possessed long-run positive
expectations with respect to ECSC in 1950, and among the dites
directly concerned with coal and steel there were few such persons.
6

This information is based on the impressions of negotiators in Luxembourg who
were intcrviewcd by the author.
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The crucial evolution of such expectations among the bulk of ECSC
labour leaders both Socialist and Christian is one of the clearest
demonstrations cf the role of a combined social welfare-economic
democracy ideology, seeking realisation through the medium cf
new central institutions. These groups as well as the Socialist
and left-wing segments of Christian-Democratic Parties associated
with them are now in the vanguard of more integration through
ECSC as well as in the form cf Euratom and the General Common
Market because they see in supranational rules and organs the
means to establish a regulated large-scale industrial economy permitting the development of permanent worker influence over
industry. Thus a " spiil-over " into new econornic and political
sectors certainly occurred in terms of expectaticns develcping
purely in the national contexts of the elites involved. Yet these
expectations were reinforced along supranational unes net only
because action was demanded of the High Authority but because
continuous jcint lobbying with labour leaders from other countries
became both necessary and possible. The same, of course, is true
of the Socialist Parties, whose national aims found supranational
support in the formation of the Socialist political group in the
Common Assembly. Hence the true impact of integration can
be appreciated only after a study of joint supranational activity
on the part of these groUpS. 7
I

Classification of ECSC group expectations, 1956-1957.
Long-run positive: ail Socialist parties, ail Socialist trade unions, ail Christian
trade unions, welfare-oriented wings of Christian-Democratic Parties (particuiariy in Itaiy and France), coal trade associations (with respect to coal-oii
competition and investment nexus), CDU leadership with respect to poiitical
integration, French smail-scaie Stcel Consumers.
Short-run positive: ail free trade-orientcd parties, e.g., FDP, part of CDU,
DP, Belgian, Dutch and Itailan Liberal Parties: free trade-oriented industry
groups, e.g., BD!, FIB, Dutch Employers' Associations, Dutch Steel Association, Beigian and French Steei Associations (with respect to social security
harmonisation), Charbonnages de Rance (as above), Italian Coke and Steci
Associations (with respect to coal prices and cartels and transport), ail Steci
Consumers' Associations (with respect to prices and cartels), Fédéchar, most
coal consuming groups.
Short-run negative: Conseil National du Patronat Français, Confidustria,
French and Italian Steel Associations (on most issues), German Steel Association, Dutch arid Luxembourg Steel Associations, steel consuming groups
(on price rigidity and investment co-ordination), Ruhr Coal Association,
Charbonnages de France (on most issues). Radical-Sociaiist and Independent
Republican Parties.
4) Long-run negative: Associations of Smail Business in France, Italy, Belgium;
Iniand Waterway Shippers, trucking flrms (ail ECSC countries), ail Communist Parties, ail Communist-dominated trade unions, Gaullists and Poujadists, Neo-Fascists and Monarchists (Itaiy); agricuitural groups everywhere
except in Holiand.
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The evolution of industrial attitudes and of parties sympathetic
to business interests is much more difficuit to classify. Not only
is the ideological component far less consistently represented, but
the common picture is one of a given group simultaneously exhibiting
short-range positive and negative expectations, depending on the
issue, thus introducirig a thoroughly expediential ambivalence.
A general summary of the evolution of business attitudes is the
simplest way to sketch the situation.
Certainly there have been sweeping changes in industrial attitudes
since 1951. But it is most doubtful that these reflect a solidification
of opinion toward the desirability of an integrated European
economy not to mention a political community on doctrinal
grounds. Trade association activity in the six countries fails to
support any hypothesis of the evolution of a prevalent and unified
industrial ideology in favour of a common market under the
direction of central public authorities. Instead, there developed
a series of opportunistic and frequently anti-competitive demands
for specific measures of integration designed to benefit a specific
national industry, though supranational action is commonly invoked for such purposes. Conversion to " Europe " is therefore
short-range, limited and " tactical " in nature.
Yet it is of the greatest significance for a study of integration
processes to isolate even these instances of changed attitudes,
because permanent loyalties may stili develop from tiiese initial
faltering steps, if long-range expectations are identified with them.
Viewed from this vantage point, considerable changes can be noted
if the question is raised in terms of conversion to " integration
merely in the sense of abolishing trade restrictions and introducing
free movement of capital and manpower. With the weighty exception cf the Italian steelmakers, ail groups now subject to ECSC
jurisdiction favour the extension of the common market principle
te new sectors, fer the reasons spelled out clearly by Pierre Van
der Rest. This, certainly, had not been true in 1950 and 1951.
Even the industrial sectors not now subject to unprotected coinpetition appear much less reluctant about the introduction of a
common market than vas truc at the debut of ECSC. While
coal and steel consuming industries were ready to welcome ECSC
even then, many others were net. The endorsement of the Gencral
Cemmon Market, if free from " dirigisme," by four of the six
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national associations of industries is a significant index in this
respect.
The more important index, however, is the readiness of industrial
groups to accept integration if accompanied by supranational
institutions possessing powers of direction and control, potentially
" dirigistic " in nature. In 1951, ail groups without exception
opposed such an approach and were compelled by national legisla.tive action to accept the ECSC rules. Four years later this
unqualified opposition had changed to a demand for more supranational powers and control if specific benefits were expected from
this. Such a conversion is true for almost ail the coal associations
in Europe if it is a question of limiting the competitive impact of
other fuels and rationalising investment in collieries. It is equally
truc for the French and Belgian steel associations with respect
to the harmonisation of wages, taxes and social security rules. On
the other hand, groups who already have succeeded in obtaining
ail they had expected in 1951 from supranationalism just as
consistently oppose any extension of this principle of control.
This conclusion applies to the German, Dutch and Luxembourg
steel associations who admire the principle of the common market
and favour its extension, without supranational features. Finaily,
the industrial groups not yet integrated are agreed in their opposition
to any kind of European public authority with powers to direct them,
unless, of course, they consider such a power necessary to impose
conditions limiting competition on their future partners, as in the
case of some French associations. In each case, however, individual
short-range calculations of benefits and •. drawbacks determine
attitudes. 0f a general doctrine or ideology there is no trace.
Outspoken statements by industry leaders underscore this
tactical conversion with its remaining negative expectations.
While opposing supranationalism, Pierre Van der Rest nevertheless
argued with reference to the adoption of the forty-five-hour week
in Belgian steel that:
we think that the introduction of such reforms in Belgium alone,
without certainty that the other member countries will follow our
example in the near future, would constitute a terribly dangerous
step, which will be regretted some day. 8
8

As quotcd in La Métropole, January 25, 1956. Note also that a spokesman for the
Belgian Federation of. Chemical Industries argucd strongly that the benefits of
increased production can be realised orily in an integrated European market.
Yet M. Seiiuon, for the giant Brufina investment trust, came out merely for a
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André Métrai opposed not only ECSC in 1951, but objected strongly
to EDC and EPC as well, as permitting low-cost German and Dutch
steci-consuming firms ta acquire the bulk of the projected European
armaments procurement programme. Yet he alsa used the High
Autharity to put pressure on the French Gavernment ta relax its
price-control system, citing supranational obligations in this context. 9
And the uneasy mixture oC negative with positive expectatians is
well expressed in Jean Raty's speech to the stockholders' meeting
of the Hauts Fourneaux de Saulnes
The powers af the High Authority, if unfortunately they do
not exterid to cansumptiori [sic], extend very rigorously to production
in ail its forms, including investments. We must consequently
realise that we shall be forced to follow precisely everything which
goes on in Luxembourg, where I have already spent much time. ...
Will salaries increase generaily in Europe or rise variably in each
country ? Will taxes increase uniformly in Europe or in each country?
Will transport costs, 50 unfavourable for us at the moment, be
changed ? 1 know nothing about ail this and I must teli you honestly
that I am completely unable to teli you anything about the situation
of our firm three months from now. I know nothing about it.
I know even less about another basic element that is neyer mentioned:
exchange rates. Six currencies are in competition. Will they remain
in the same relationship ? I know nothing about this. If the exchange
rates are going to change for one or several of our countries, it is
evident that the future of the industries subject to the pool vill
change at the same time, in those countries at least. We are compietely in the dark on titis point. . . . Despite everything, in a country
which is flot yet part of an integrated Europe, some weapons must
be retained, notably a steel industry as strong as possible.'°
That the definition of political objectives and their underlying
idealogies go hand in hand with long-range negative expectations
regarding supranationalism in the case of the Communists and
rightist autiioritarians Gaullists, Monarchists and Neo-Fascists
cornpletely frec European capital market, vithout any supranational " undemocratic " and " tcchnocratic " agencies to interpret and apply the rules of such a
rnarket. Me opposed Euratom, and the European investrncnt fund and advocated
the abolition oC ECSC after the establishment of the General Common Market.
Agence Econainique et Fiizancière, Fcbruary 28 and 29, 1956.
9
Sec the discussion by Bernard Jarrier, " L'Etat investi par les intérêt," Esprit
(June 1953), pp. 878-902; Usine Nouvelle, February 26, 1953, A. MétraI, " Le
Comité Consultatif: cheville ouvrière de la C. E. C. A.," Annales des Mines, Vol.
144 (June 1955).
s
'o As quoted in the press digest of flic Chambre Syndicale de la Sidérurgie Française,
Juoc 23, 1953.
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has become perfectly clear from our earlier discussion of political
parties. However, these groups are by no means the only ones
finding it difficuit if not impossible to reconcile their aims with the
supranational economic and political organisation of Europe.
Spokesmen for agricultural associations, for example, stress that
a common market for agricultural commodities would ruin the
tariff-protected and nationaily subsidised peasantry in most ECSC
countries. And they invoke arguments of a " blood and sou
nature to justify a rigorously national agricultural policy. Small
businessmen, put on the defensive everywhere, take much the
same position, justifying their own survival as a socio-economic
entity in terms of their contribution to national strength and
diversity. As put by the head of the French classes moyennes
movement, M. Gingembre
In freeing trade, it is admitted that the economic changes which
will result therefrom will bring with them the transformation or
closing of a certain number of enterprises. We are not hostile in
principle to the European idea ; we have no inferiority complex
on the problems of European integration, or about free trade. But
we assert that we are not ready to disappear; but on the contrary
know the place which our enterprises occupy in the national economy,
and we know also the contribution which we can make to the
recovery of the French economy and the unification of Europe. ...
It is essential that at the beginning our country has the same opportunities as the others and that the European idea does not become
the pretext for the policy of the strongest against the weakest, the
lâtter being sacrificed because he has first been placed in an inferior
position. . . . It is not possible to build Europe on the ruins of small
and medium-sized business. . .
But even the consistently negative-minded may be persuaded
to adjust. Independent French shipping firms on inland waterways
strenuously opposed integration and specifically the extension
of ECSC powers to the Rhine and connected canals, invoking
the usual arguments of " technocracy." But responsive to the
threat of the Council of Ministers' approving the High Authority
programme of freight-rate equalisation, the shippers adjusted to
11

President of the French Confédération Générale des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises, as quoted in Agence Europe, June 14, 1954.
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the extent of admitting the principle of non-discriminatory, competitive and public pricing of ail hauis prQvided the actual administration of the system were left to voluntary international arrangements among shippers, subject to supervision by intergovernmental
organs iike the Central Rhine Commission. 12 This, certainly, is
far from welcoming supranationalism. But it implies tentative
adjustments toward an integrated economy in order to head off
supranational " dirigisme." Similar opinions and expectations
may be found among Dutch and German shipping interests. The
"spiflover" thustakes place despite long-term negative expectations.
Sector integration, however, begets fis own impetus toward
extension to the entire economy even in the absence of specific
group demands and their attendant ideoiogies. Thus, ECSC civil
servants speaking for national governments have constantly found
it necessary to " harmonise " their separate policies in orcler to
make it possible for the rntegrated sectors to function, without
necessarily implying any ideological comxnitment to the European.
idea. This is illustrated by the Gerinan reluctance to impose a
sales tax corresponding to the French practice, and in the French
reluctance to devalue the overpriced franc. While not in principle
favouring the control of the scrap trade with third countries, civil
servants in the Council of Ministers decided on such supranational
administrative measures just the same, merely in order to make the
common niarket for steel a reality. Since the rate of investment
bears a direct relation to inflationary pressures, the member governments have recognised that their over-ali investnient and monetary
policies be harmonised in order to assure unity of action in this
general economic sector with investment reconimendations issued
for coal and steel by the High Authority, even though serious steps
in this realm were taken as late as 1957.
The practical need for co-operation in other international
economic organisations is especially striking. The six countries
had to act in unison in being recognised as a single contracting
party in GATT and in being exempted froin extending liberalisation
requirements in OBEC. Rad GATT permission been denied, the
six countries would automatically have been cornpelled to pass on
their tarif relaxation to third countries under the most-favourednation clause, thus possibly eliminating any special benefit to the
12

Pierre Brousse, " La France et l'organisation des transports fluviaux internationaux," La Vie Française, December 16, 1955.
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integrated sectors. If OEEC had not exempted them from the
obligation to pass on the complete liberalisation cf coal and steel,
the six governments would have been forced to compensate for
their failure to do so by liberalising a proportionate quantity
among other items in their inter-European trade. To prevent
such developments, constant intergcvernmental decisions passing
far beyond the integrated sectors are being made, even in the
absence of any overt desire to be a " good European."
It was only in 1956 that Jean Mcnnet's doctrine of a strong,
united Europe, revitalised by a progressive industrial economy
resting on a large common market, came into ils own. Among
the early supporters of ECSC and general economic integration
there had aiways been individuals who saw in economic unity
the only means of survival in a global setting of Soviet-American
dominance and rising Asian and African nations. The lesson was
driven home in a much more direct fashion by the Suez Canal crisis
and the isolation of a weak Europe in the face of Afro-Asian, Soviet
and American opposition. Economic integration with its evident
political implications and causes then became almost a universal
battlecry, making complete the " spiil-over " from ECSC to Euratom
and its promise of independence frorn oil imports, from sector
common markets to the General Common Market. 13 Certainly
the process of extending the integrated sector had been under way
since the recession of 1953-1954 when the first industrial demands
for supranational market regulation were heard. It came into its
own with the patent demonstration cf political weakness and the
desire te unite economically to constitute a power centre
13

Yet even this kind of consensus may stili contain strictly national demands and
ideological advocacy directed against one of the units in the integration proccss.
Wrote the Conservative LVirtsc/:aftszeitung about France: " What is usually called
' European integration ' is flot only political and military, but equally the economic
duty, a task which must be urgently realised. The road toward sector integration
which is represented by the European Coal and Steci Community is not passable.
We must realise that we must now take the good road, the road of the single
market. . . . We know that Die econoniic weakness of France is the main reason
for her hesitancy toward integration. The first necessity is that France liberate
herseif from this weakness, which is evident in that her production today does flot
surpass tint of 1929. . . . But how could France liberate hcrselt' from this weakriess? Her only possibility consists in defeating the four bad ' isms ' which she so
lightly adopted in the last decades: protectionism, unionism, cartellism and inflationism. . . . The prescription is to recommend to France the principle of the
' social market economy,' the creation of internai and external competition, and
the creation of a large market for buyers. Europe vit1 sec the Gallic miracle if
France accepts this prescription. . . . h is time that France set her docks to the
hour which strikes in the rest of the world." Cited in Agence Europe, June 9, 1954.
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independent of both Moscow and Washington. This eonsciousness
now seems to forni part of the expectations of most European
elites, though supranationalism is not necessarily the technique
universally agreed upon to realise unity.
ECSC POLICY AND INTEGRATION BEYOND COAL MW S FEEL
A supranational High Authority anxious to draw on popular
support for a policy of profiting from the spili-over tendency would
do best to rely on groups with long-run positive expectations.
Socialists, trade unionists and coal interests eager to protect their
future ail demand strong central institutions able and willing to
make and implement federal policy. Social welfare, housing,
planned investments, price controls, worker training and buffer
stocks for ore and coal constitute oniy some of the demands which,
if fully met, would cali for a large, permanent federai administration.
This institutional logic wouid lead naturaily to an increase of
supranational responsibilities and thereby to the increasing importance of ECSC as a focus cf loyalty or opposition. Political
pressure for pariiamentary supervision over High Authority policy,
for task expansion within or beyond die Treaty as repeatedly
urged by the Common Assembly would cieariy lead to an increase
in the responsibility of that body and thereby to stronger federal
institutions. Planning, and especially democratic planning, would
be the simplest way to insure an ever increasing scope to the new
agencies.
If the groups showing short-run positive or negative expectations
were consistent champions of free trade and free enterprise, no
institutional future wha.tever would accrue to a High Authority
looking to these groups for support. Once cartels were abolished,
railway discrimination eliminated, subsidies removed and prices
made competitive, the task ofthe central authority would be confined
to poiicing the free market. No practical or doctrinal support for
an active supranational policy could then be expected. But with the
possible exception of Dutch industrialists, few business interests
and their political friends take this extreme position. They
recognise the disparities in economic conditions which cail for
almost permanent administrative adjustments. They fear depressions and hence giadly avail themselves of rationing or price control
measures when necessary. They seek the equalisation of taxes
and welfare contributions in some instances, and lobby to biock
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such steps in others. And they have no hesitation in favouring
strong federal policies whenever they disagree with their national
governments. Hence, even these groups see a continuing interest
in the maintenance of supranational institutions, and often in their
expansion; an active High Authority policy can in many instances
count on their support. Yet a High Authority which selfconsciously defines its own task as merely the establishment and
policing of a free market argues itself out of a permanent institutional role in assisting the spill-over process. If the classical
liberal state was a riight-watchman's agency, the application of this
formulla to European economic integration cannot, in the nature
cf political institutions, lead to political community formation. 4
The institutional framework of ECSC, the rules under which it
operates, the planning and directing powers it enjoys, and the
manner in which these provisions have been applied, were ail
described in Part I of this study. What remains to be done is to
analyse the policy-making process of the High Authority in the
interplay of group, political party and governmental pressures.
Has the planning approach or the liberal conception carried the
day ? Which groups and governments seemed most successful
in persuading the nine men in charge of ECSC ? lias High Authority
policy, in short, contributed to the acceleration of the spill-over
prccess ? The answers may suggest how the measures of existing
supranational agencies can influence the formation of political
communities.
But our discussion of non-ideological pressures for expanding
the task of supranational organisations has shown that the simple
concern for the proper functioning of the integrated sector may
also lead to a spili-over effect. The " harmonisation " of general
economic policy in the ECSC framework must therefore be analysed,
necessitating a decision-making study cf the Ccuncil of Ministers.
Here we are likely te find not only direct concern over making the
14

In this connection li is important to note the support for a vigorous High Authority
policy expressed in spring of 1955 by the busincss-oriented press and the predictions of decay outlined in the event of inactivity. Sec ECSC, High Authority,
Revue de Presse, May 16, 1955. Note also that die Belgian Central Economic
Council, negative toward ECSC in 1951, called for more active steps looking
toward full economic integration, accompanicd by supranational efforts to case
the transitional problems and equalise cost conditions, as wcll as work out a
general European economic po!icy. Charles Roger, " Les attributions économiques et sociales de la Communauté Politique Européenne," Bulletin de la Société
Belge d'Etudes et d'Expansion (May—June—July 1954) pp. 629 et seq.
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Treaty work, but an institutionalised code for dealing with recalcitrant members and a test of ministerial responsiveness at the intergovernmental level to interest group pressure for task expansion
or task reduction. 15 If confficts in national interests are reconciled
merely in accordance with conventional diplomatie methods,
supranationalism would seem to ofl'er no uniquely valuable road
toward the goal of political community. If, on the other hand,
processes different from standard diplomatie conferences prevail
at this level, the juxtaposition of supranational with intergovernmental institutions might prove to be the most crucial innovation
of the ECSC system.
EURATOM,

THE GENERAL COMMON

Muuc&

AND INSTITUTIONAL

INTEGRATION

One obvious demonstration of a spili-over effect from sector
integration is the successful conclusion of two additional treaties
seeking to integrate the European economies further. Our preceding discussion has shown that there was a direct causal connection
between the negotiation of the Euratom and General Common
Market treaties and the crisis over the extension of ECSC powers.
The crucial question regarding these new institutions is this : will
they, in une with liberal and short-run expectations, merely create
new conditions without leading to permanent new institutions
possessing political power, or will they serve such positive expectations that the growth of a political community can be safely projected
from their work ? An answer will here be attempted.
In October of 1955, Jean Monnet punctuated his desire to
accelerate the spili-over process within the framework of the Messina
Conference resolutions on nuclear integration by the formation
of his" Action Committee for the United States of Europe." This
organisation is altogether different from the European Movement
and its constituent groups. It is composed exclusively of representatives of political parties and trade unions agreed on the
desirability to fashion a federal Europe. It is supranational,
composed solely of members of existing elites, and ideologically
unified on one major point: to tie the political federation of Europe
15

An exampic would be the consistent pressure of French industry to persuade its
Government not to consent to any further integration before French costs are
reduccd or Germany's raised. See the editorials of Georges Villiers, president of
the Conseil National du Patronat Français, CNPF Bulletin, October 1954,
December 1954/January 1955.
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to an immediate programme of raising the living standard of the
working population, relying on the rapid and joint utilisation of
atomic energy for this task. 16 The Committec sidesteps industrial
interests and thus gives a decided left-wing, social welfare and
economic democracy tone to the spiil-over process. As such its
membership and aspirations overlap with groups in the Common
Assernbly anxious to push ECSC into new fields and with the
Consultative Committee's efforts to force ECSC into the welfare
and collective bargaining field. 17
Monnet's purpose was evidently the elaboration of an atomic
plan designed to appeal to a large audience but so fashioned as to
require a maximum of supranational powers and institutions. His
primary tactical aim was the active mobilisation of party and trade
union opinion behind the plan before the treaty was drafted and
submitted to parliamentary ratification, thus reversing the process
used in the ECSC and EDC situations. The practical measures
of the Action Committee have included the drafting of an Euratom
scheme, whose adoption Monnet urged continuously on the Brussels
Intergovernmental Committee seeking to implement the Messina
Resolution. Further, an identical resolution authorising each
government to nçgotiate such a treaty was introduced by the
Committee's parliamentary members in each national legislature. 18
And finaily, the Committec late in 1956 seized on the European
The Committec is composcd as fdilows: Dutch Labour Party, Belgian Socialist
Party, Luxenibourg Socialist Party, Italian Social-Democrat Party, C.D.U.
M.R.P., Anti-Revolutionary Party, Belgian Christian-Social Party, Luxembourg
Social-Christian Party, Dutch Catholic Peoples Party, German Free Democratic
Party, German Party, Radical-Socialist Party, Independent-Republican Party
(with affihiates), U.D.S.R., Italian Liberal Party, Italian Republican Party, Belgian
Liberat Party.
Parties not participating: Luxembourg Liberal Party, Christian-Historical
Union, Dutch Liberal Party, German Refugec Party, Gautlists, Poujadists, Italian
Monarchists and Neo-Fascists, Italian Sociaiist Party, ail Commuriist Parties.
Trade Unions: Dutch Federation of Workers, Force Ouvrière, German
Federation of Labour, German Mineworkers, Luxembourg Federation of Workers,
General Federation of Belgian Labour, Gernian Mctatworkcrs, italian Union of
Labour; French Confederation of Christian Workers, Confederation of Belgian
Christian Trade Unions, Italian Confederation of Trade Unions, Federation
of Dutch Trade Unions (Protestant), Dutch Christian Trade Unions (Catholic).
Unions flot participating: ail Cornmunist organisations, German Employecs'
Union, Gaullist Federation, Confédération Générale des Cadres. Nouvelles de
l'Europe, January—February 1956, p. 36. As a ru!; ail organisations are represented by their presidents or their pariiamentary floor leaders.
17
A. Williame, " L'experience doit servir," ibid., April—May 1956, p. 26. ECSC
Bulletin, June 1956, p. 1.
28
ee Chap. 4 above for the outcomc of the various parliamentary debates on this
resolution.
16
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fuel crisis to cali for the implementation of the nuclear scheme even
before the treaty drafting was completed, demanding the creation
of a group of " three wise men " to explore the setting of production targets for the speedy manufacture ofnuclear fuel. Monnet s
efforts were rewarded by the appointment ofsuch a group including
the High Authority's Franz Etzel which promptly went to Washington to scek aid for the European atomic programme whose treaty
had not even been signed at that time.
Monnet's Euratom scheme was clearly designed to assure a maximum of political institutional growth and herice stresses positive
long-run economic hopes. The central argument is flic need to
avoid any diversion of atomic facilities into the production of
armaments. Hence, Euratom must have (1) a monopoly over the
procurement of fissionable materials, (2) retain ownership over
such materials even after they have been released to private users
and (3) engage in continuous control and inspection to assure
peaceful application. Joint research activities and financing of
reactors at the public supranational level are demanded as well.
The institutions would include a fully independent federal Commission to carry out ail these tasks, flankecl by the ECSC Council
of Ministers, Common Assembly, Court of Justice and Consultative
Committee, whose functions would be the same as under the
ECSC Treaty. 19 Apparently using the security reasoning of the
ill-fated Baruch Plan, Monnet merged the ECSC-wide Socialist
opposition to atomic arms with the desire for economic planning,
meeting French centre and right-wing aims for controlling German
re-armament with German industrial hopes for rapid nuclear progress, while providing an institutional mechanism for the rapid
expansion of supranational political activity dear to federaiist
parliamentarians.
A minimalist scheme for atomic co-operation vas almost immediateiy opposed to this approach in an effort to shape the work
of the Brusseis Intergovernmental Committee. It originated with
the OBEC and had the support of governments hostile to supranationaiism, i.e., Great Britain, as well as many industrial interests
in the ECSC countries. This plan is open to ail OEEC countries.
AIL nuclear installations would remain under national control and
10

Details in Inforniations Mensuelles, Numéro spécial (March 1956), " EnergieMarché Commun, Projets et Opinions," pp. 36-40.
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ail central decisions would be issued by a conventional intergovernmental body. Control of industrial activity to keep production from being channelled into the military reaim would be
subject to this limitation. The primary function of the central
organisation would be the co-ordination of information, the
encouragement of research, with the creation of public or private
fiuns interested in reactor and fuel development left to governments
and private initiative and finance. Ail measures of international
co-operation would thus be purely voluntary. The Council of
Ministers of OEEC, meeting on February 28, 1956, approved this
plan with the proviso that it was fully consistent with any scheme
of doser supranational organisation agreed upon . by some of its
members. A committee was appointed to work out the necessary
details.20 While perhaps intended as a device to biock the progress
of Euratom, the OEEC Plan was thus reformuiated at the insistence
of the six ECSC governments, making possible the eventual cooperation of Euratom with the eleven other European states in a
non-federal setting.
The Euratom Treaty worked out in Brussels by the experts of
the six governments and signed in Rome by their foreign ministers
in March of 1957 bears the heavy imprint of the Action Committee
rather than of OEEC. The negotiations, analysed in detail elsewhere, show the influence of Paul-Henri Spaak, who acted as the
eminent representative of the " European New Start," without
being formally responsible to any government or group, but solely
to the laws of political opportunity. What are Euratom's political
and institutional implications with respectto community foiniation?
One set of conclusions may be drawn from the functions entrusted to the atomic community, as they impinge on the expectations of groups and elites. Unlike ECSC and EEC, Euratom will
start with an almost clean siate in teints of the prior commitment
of trade unions and trade associations since there are as yet no
established atomic interests in Western Europe, at ieast in the
private sector. Hence the policy of the Community can go a long
way toward shaping expectations and attitudes without being subjected to their already articulate buffeting from the onset. Euratom
20

Ibid., pp. 28-35, 44 45. Also sec, Organisation for European Economic Cooperation, Fossibilities o! Action in tue Field of Nuclear Energy (Paris: January
1956).
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will have the power to establish research centres for reactor development and schools for training technicians ; it is to co-ordinate
private research, undertake costly research of its own, and keep
itself informed of patent development. More significant for purposes of integration, Euratom is to develop its own patents and
license them out to private interests ; it is to work out a code of
health and security norms and constantly inspect the users of
fissile materials to prevent the illicit employment of atomic energy.
More important stili, Euratom has a purchase priority on domestic
and world markets on ail ores suitable for nuclear energy application, continues to enjoy title to such materials after they are
released to private or public interests, has the power to fix prices
and to ration supplies, encourage private investment and itself
establish installations too costly for single firms or countries,
either alone or in partnership with governments or firms. 2
While going far beyond the attributes suggested in the OBEC
plan, Euratom's powers nevertheless remain ambiguous with respect to their rntegrative impact. The research, advice, training,
notin-setting and inspecting powers will probably have littie effect
on the expectations of groups. Funetions relating to any kind of
economic planning procurement of ores, licensing of patents,
prices, agreements with third countries and participation in investment can conceivably influence the politics of industrial interests.
Much will depend on the manner in which these powers are actually
exercised by the Commuriity's organs. If they are asserted . to the
maximum degree permitted by a wide interpretation of the Treaty,
the future pattern of interest group activity could be forced into a
European rather than a multitude .of national patterns. A word
must therefore be said about the institutional structure of Euratom.
Unlike ECSC, the main repository of power is the intergovernmental Council of Ministers. It makes ail important decisions,
usually by a qualified majority and sometimes by unanirnity,22
especially in the fields of investment, prices, the European
tax, rationing, and the creation of European " common enterprises." A five-member independent executive is provided in the
'

21

This discussion is based on the unofficial and provisional translation of the Treaty
Estab/is/zing tise European .4to,nic Energy Co,nnwnity preparcd and published
by the Information Service of the High Authority (Washington, D.C. April 22 5
1957),
22
Sec the table on p. 310 for the Council's non-unanimous voting rules.
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foi'n of the European Atomic Commission. Routinely, its functions comprise the execution of whatever programme has been
approved by the Council. But in addition the Commission is to
make proposais to the Council on ail poiicy questions reiating to
Euratom, and thus, by implication at least, fulfil a mediating function among the six governments. Finaily, the Commission enjoys
considerable autonomy as regards the co-ordination and conduet
of research, the procurement of ores and the inspection of industrial
establishments for violations of Euratom's security code.
Euratom's Court of Justice and Assembiy are identical with
EEC's and ECSC's, but their powers are considerabiy eniarged
under the new Treaty. The Court is now empowered to issue
search warrants to the Commission to facilitate its inspection
functions, in addition to enjoying a wide variety of new opportunities to protect the rights of individuals, firms and governments
against arbitrary action by Euratom. Converseiy, the Court is
the major medium for action against the member states in the
event of violations of the Treaty since the Council and Commission
enjoy very few powers of sanction. As for the Assembiy, it is
given the power to unseat the Commission by way of a censure
motion, a capacity devoid of politicai meaning since the Commission's own independent decision-making powers are so restricted.
What is far more vital to poiitical integration, however, is the
Assembly's expanded task in the preparation of the operational
and the research and investment budgets ofEuratom, in the approval
of security norms, the eventual establishment of a Euratom taxing
power, and the amendment cf the Treaty as concerns the rules
governing prices, property relations, and the inspection system.
On ail these questions the Assembly must be consulted, thus giving
it as of riglzt a truer legislative function than that enjoyed by the
precursor ECSC Common Assémbly. Cleariy the truncated powers
of the supranational Commission and the uncertainty Wl1ich must
govern the implementation of the rules mcst relevant to political
integration may raise doubts about the political impact of Euratom
on the re-alignment of group expectations. But the enlarged powers
of the Assembly and of the Court make safe the prediction that a
political spiil-over among parties and lawyers is certain to resuit
from the operations of Euratom.
If the integrating influence of Euratom is stiil subject to doubt,
a much more positive statement can be made of the companion
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measure elaborated in Brussels under the " New Start " : the European Economic Community. The basic principles o!' the draft
treaty are as foliows : During a transitional period lasting from
twelve to fifteen years, ail tarifs, exchange controls, currency restrictions, limits on the movement of labour and capital, subsidies,
import and export monopolies, and market-splitting agreements
will be abolished among the six member states. This will be accomplished by stages, for each of which the percentage of liberalisation
is specified, though flexible. During this period, a common tarif
toward third countries will be worked out. Tax and welfare payment differentials allegedly distorting free competition will be
studied, and if found to hinder competition, eliminated. National
fiscal and wage legislation is to be harmonised. Agriculture is
exempted from the rules regarding competition, but common policies
on controlled sales and subsidies must be worked out wherever
real competition is rejected as a final solution. A general l'air trade
code is to be elaborated to eiiminate discrimination. Ta aid in.*
dustries adversely affected, a central European Social Fund will be
set up, while an autonomous European Investment Fund will
finance integrated and national public works as well as spur economic
growth in Eûropean and overseas uriderdeveloped areas. Funds
will be subscribed by governments and by private investors, with
minimum contributions specified for large-scale development in
overseas territories. Nothing is said 0f a common currency, common central banking, or ofjoint balance ofpayments arrangements,
except that the rule on the rernoval of exchange controls can be
relaxed temporarily. Transitional subsidies may be authorised and
France is given the right to continue temporarily discriminatory
taxes against imports from the other five countries, and to subsidise
exports. It may be surmised that the issues here opened up will
concern almost every conceivable group to such an extent that
central institutional development is inevitable if the institutions
provided have sufficient power. 23
23

This summary is based on the unofficial and provisional translation prepared by the
Information Service øf the High Authority, \Vashington D. C., May 6, 1957,
Treaty Estab/L/sing tue European Economic Co,zznzunity; including Annexes I
through IV (Iists of tariiF hcadings); Annexe V, Protocol on tue Statutes of tise
European Invest,nent Batik; Protocol Relazing w German Internai Trade wzd Kindred
Probleins; Protocol Relating t0 Certain Provisions of Concerts ta France; Prowcol
Concerni,ig Italy; Prozocol Coticerning tise Grand Duc/zy of Luxensbuurg; Prozocol
relating 10 Goods Orç'inatFi:g and Co,ningfram Certain Countries; Protocal relating
to tise Treat,nc'nt to .5e .4pplied ta Proclucis Controlied b)' tise Eurapean Coal and
Steci Cotntnu,:ity in Respect of Algeria ami tise Overseas Departinents of tise French
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Before the institutions are examined in some detail, certain
vital features of this treaty must be noted with respect to the likelihood of its contribution to political integration. Legal instruments
which transfer crucial powers to new central institutions may neyertheless be prevented from creating a spiil-over effect if the language
of the instrument, coupled with the timidity of its interpreters,
peiuiits 110 adaptation to new conditions without formai amendment.
The EEC Treaty is one of the rare federative agreements which
ieaves its own central organs as distinguished from the member
states acting singly a tremendous degree of discretionary power.
Witness Article 235:
If action by the Community appears necessary to achieve one of
the aims of the Community, in the operation of the common market,
and if the present Treaty has not provided the powers of action
required for this purpose, the Council, voting unanimously on a
proposai by the Commission, and after consuiting the Assembly,
shall take the appropriate steps.
Escape clauses abound in this agreement : balance of payments
difficuities may be invoked to rç-impose exehange controis, passage
from the first to the second stage of liberalisation may be blocked
temporarily, the free migration of labour may be opposed, restrictive
agricultural practices can be demanded by states unwilling to adapt,
the non-colonial member states are free to demand a withdrawal
from their participation in the development of overseas territories
after a five-year trial period. However, in none of these situations
is the state alleging a hardship the sole judge of its case! Escape
clauses are uniformly subject to reyiew by the Council yoting by
the " prescribed majority " and not unanimously and their use
must be continuously justified to the Commission. This is true
even of the temporary right given to France for the retention of
discriminatory taxes.
Republic; Protocol concerning Minerai Olis and Certain of Their Derivatives;
Frotocol of Signature concerning the Non-European Parts of the .Kingdom of die
IVether/ands; Co,zven:ion relating ta tue Association cf die Overseas Countries and
Territories wit/: Me Community (with Annexes A and B) ; Protocol cancerning tue
Tarif Quota for Iniports of Unroasted Coffee; Cenvendoiz relating w Certai,: Institutions Co,,:,non ta die Europeat: Co,,:,nunitics.
For a succinct surnmary of Oie economic aspects of these agreements, sec
Raymond Bertrand, " The European Common Market Proposai," J,zternazjona/
Organisation, Vol. 10, no. 4 (Noveniber 1956). The background and institutional
probiems are discussed more satisfactorily by Miriam Camps, flic European
Common Market and Ainerican PoI!cy (Princeton: Centre of International Studies,
.
November 1956).
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Almost ail the ruies speiled out in the Treaty may be changed
by the Council, aided by the Commission and compeiled to submit
its desires to the consultative deliberation of the parliamentary
Assembly. Formai amendment seems unnecessary. In many
instances, the drafters contenteci themseives with stating oniy the
general principle of iiberaiisation they wished to introduce, leaving
to the subsequent action of ail the Community's organs the task
of spelling out the detailed rules to be appiied to governments and
enterprises. Thus the Assembly is given the opportunity to participate in the drafting of rules concerning the general right of
establishment regardless of nationality, for the equivalence of
national professionai qualifications, the determination of nondiscriminatory transport rules, the fair trade code, the revision
of the original schedule governing tarif reductions, the establishment of general European agriculturai pricing and marketing
arrangements and the rules governing the granting of re-adaptation
payments. Crucial definitions regarding the conditions and contingencies under which rules or exceptions are to prevail are left
extremely vague : again it is the duty of the Commission and the
Council to work them out. Temporary exceptions may be granted
to a great many of the rules stated ; but it is the supranational ninemember Commission which administers them and flot the national
.government anxious to escape an obligation.
Industrial objections to supranational " dirigisme " combined
with the fears of the French and German Governments to result
in a central administrative authority the European Commission
far less powerful than its ECSC colleague. The Commission has
the duty to study, suggest and propose measures in these situations:
changes in the liberalisation schedule, tarif negotiations with third
countries, fair trade code, removal and control of export and import
monopolies, harmonisation of national legislation dealing with
trade in agriculture and services, transport rate harmonisation,
joint commercial policy, anti-competitive effects of varying national
wage, social security, tax and credit legislation, temporary authorisation of exchange controls, freeing of capital movements. li cari
make decisions only in relatively few areas, e.g., in granting readaptation aid, disbursing funds for investment, ruling on the
admissibility of national subsidies and permitting exemptions from
the rules governing the freedom of labour to migrate. Though
composed of independent persons and voting by simple majority,
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the Commission is more a technical study group than an autonomous
federal executive.
Real power is lodged firmly in the Council of Ministers, making
binding decisions almost entirely by unanimity during the first four
years of operation, ami changing to a weighted majority voting
system thereafter. The Council approves Commission studies
and recommendations in ail the areas mentioned above, with the
exception of the few fields in which the Commission is " sovereign."
Clearly, the framers of the treaty expected a continuous pattern
of intergovernmental compromise to dominate the decision-making
process.
COUNCIL 0F TRE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUMTY
AND 0F EURATOM
Non-Unanimous Voting Rules
Minimum Vote
Required for Oer. France Italy Neth. Bel. Lux.
a Decision
Council of European
Economic Community

" prescribed majority"
12
4
4
4
qualified " prescribed 12byatleast 4
4
4
majority"
four members
Social Fund budget
32 32 20
67
Development Fund
administration
67
33 33
11
Council ofEuratom
" prescribed majority"
12
4
4
4
12byatleast 4
qualified " prescribed
4
4
four members
majority"
Research and Investment :
30 30 23
67
budget

2
2

2
2

1
1

7

8

1

11

11

1

2
2

2
2

1
1

7

9

1

If the reduced role of the Commission and the enlarged scope
of decisions requiring unanimous consent seem to represent a
defeat for supranationalism, the enhanced powers of the Common
Assembly argue the opposite. Unlike ECSC, the new Assembly
has the power to approve the budgets of ail institutions as well as
censure the Commission. Some of the most explosive political
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issues are under federal parliamentary scrutiny, with the possibility
emerging that the Council of Ministers will in effect become a
collegiate executive, responsible to the Assembly if a vigorous
supranational party system dominates in that body. As in the
case of Euratom, the power of censuring the Commission is somewhat platonic in view of the restricted decision-making capacity
of that " executive." As for the Court of Justice, the EEC Treaty
extends the ability of that organ to shape Western European commercial and economic legal principles by widening the scope of
appeals possible. For some purposes, the drafters seem to have
forescen the emergence of the Court to the status of a European
supreme tribunal for economic questions by explicitly subordinating
decisions of national tribunals to its judgments in matters concerning the Treaty. As in ECSC, individuals and corporations can
be parties to suits as well as governments. Unlike ECSC, the
Commission cannot impose direct sanctions but must go before
the Court to obtain a judgment. In fact the only sanction
explicitly provided by the EEC Treaty is the authorisation by the
Council of retaliatory economic measures against a delinquent
government.
Projecting the spiil-over effect observed in the case of ECSC,
an acceleration of this process under the new treaty can safely be
predicted. Even though the parliamentarians will flot have the
power to dismiss the ministers, it is difficuit to imagine that the
entire scope of econoinic relations, even those which went unmentioned in the treaty, will not be reflected in their debates and
votes. The Assembly is bound to be a more faithful prototype
of a federal parliament than the ECSC " legislature." As for the
Council of Ministers, it is inconceivable that the liberalisation
not only of trade, but of the conditions governing trade, can go
on for long without " harmonisation of general economic policies"
spilling over rnto the fields of currency and credit, investment planning and business cycle control. The actual functions then regularly
carried out by the Council will be those of a ministry of economics.
The spili-over may make a political community of Europe in fact
even before the end of the transitional period.
One ofthe experts who participated in the draf'ting ofthe Brussels
report which led to the Euratom and EEC Treaties summarised
the spili-over thus. In economic terms, the formula of supranational integration of sectors is just as irrational as the competing formula of entrusting an intergovernmental organisation
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with the task of removing ail obstacles to trade ; the one cannot
succeed because the separation of coal and steel from the economy
is impossible but the other is doomed to failure since it lacks
jurisdiction over some trade obstacles and cannot compel government compliance in others. Despite these irrationalities, however,
the inteiplay of the two formulas has resulted in a spiil-over since
each effort at greater supranational integration was immediately
accompanied by steps toward increasing the scope of joint governmental measures. Further, in their concrete programmes, ECSC
and OEEC depended heavily on each other's success. However,
neither can now proceed without being invested with new powèrs
or allowed to function in a new setting resting on basic ministerial
decisions the decisions made at Messina, Brussels, Venice and
Rome and any new departure, the expert argues, demands a
greater scope for central decisions on basic economie policy in ail
sectors. Do Euratom and EEC make this possible ? " To teil the
''
i
truth,,, answers the expert,
n the Brussels report the powers
given to the European Commission have been camoufiaged,
minimised in words. In actual fact . . . I can assure you that the
European Commission . . . would have some extremely interesting
attributes and extraordinarily wide powers." 231 Clearly, it is
expected that the intergovernmental Council of Ministers would
flot in fact make any decisions without following the studies and
recommendations of the Commission.
In the pluralistic Europe of our time the acceptance of measures
of economic integration by political institutions is possible because
of the sharp fragmentation of interests and beliefs within each
nation. This fragmentation, in the case of coal and steel, was
increased by the policies followed by supranational institutions,
and there is no reason for thinking that the same will not happen
on a larger scale in the General Common Market. It remains
to be demonstrated in the following chapters to what extent groups
have re-aligned supranationally under the impulse of ECSC rules
and policy after being fragmented in the national context. The
picture of unity and disunity, federal versus national confrontation
Paul Delouvrier, " Econoniic Integration: Problems and Possibilities," in C.
Grove Haines, European I,ztegration, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 1957),
p. 122. M. Delouvrier is head of the Financial Division of the High Authority.
For the concurring opinion of another High Authority expert who participated
in the Brussels negotiations, sec Pierre Un, in H. Field Haviland (ed.), Tue United
States and the Western Com,nunity, (Haverford: Haverford College Press, 1957),
pp. 81-91.
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of interests and values here unearthed, may serve as the true key
for projecting the institutional significance of the General Common
Market.
Thus, the negotiation, the acceptance by the parliaments, and
the clearly predictable institutional and procedural impact of
Euratom and EEC on political integration vindicate strikingly the
expansive Iogic inherent in the sector integration principle. From
the initially merged sectors, a demonstrable process of expanding
group expectations among industrialists, dealers, and trade unions
emerges. A spili-over into as yet unintegrated economic areas and
a concern over political techniques appropriate for the control of
new and larger problems is manifest. And in the process of
reformulating expectations and demands, the interest groups in
question approach one another supranationally while their erstwhile
ties with national friends undergo deterioration. At the level of
political parties a similar phenomenon takes place. Here the spiilover makes itself feit by the desire to control the new administrative
organs whether federal or intergovernmental which are muslirooming. But in addition the laiger field of legislative action
opens up opportunities for the realisation of party programmes
heretofore stymied in the immobilisme of tightly-partitioned
economies. This is true for the welfare state-minded Socialists
as for the free trade-oriented Liberals. Both think they stand to
gain from the new dispensation. Finaily, the spiil-over process
asserts itself in the relations among civil servants, national government offices, central banks and technical advisers. As the lesson
of the ECSC Council of Ministers shows, a commitment to the
realisation of agreed upon economic goals permits of no indefinite
sabotaging of collective decisions: hence the logic of intergovernmental relations within the framework of the EEC-Euratom-ECSC
Council of Ministers, its associated committees of national experts,
working under the prodding of supranational Commissions, can
lead only to more collective decision-making in the effort to overcome the inevitable crises and unforeseen contingencies.
THE SPILL-OVER, BRITAIN, AND THE FREE TRADE AREA

Yet is there not a fourth area in which a spiil-over process is
discernible ? Granted that interest groups, political parties and
governments of the countries committed to further integration
display the pattern of behaviour just sketched, is there not evidence
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that countries flot initially members of the regional grouping find
it desirable to deepen their ties with the integrating bloc? Is there
evidence, in short, that the geographical as vieil as the functional
dimensions cf integration tend to expand as new sectors are added?
The evolving attitude of Great Britain toward Euratom and the
General Common Market provides some interesting speculative
material on this aspect.
It is, of course, a commonplace that the attitude of British
groups and governments toward the principle of Continental supranationalisrn and federalism has been extremely hesitating. Britain
flot oniy ernphatically rejected membership in any federal or quasifederal grouping, but her policy at times has Ied Continental
observers to believe that London was interested in preventing,
or at least delaying, the process of integration among the Six.
The conclusion of the Agreement of Association with ECSC,
though it seemcd to imply a desire for close co-operation without
full membership, Nvas also claimed to be a device for asserting
control when put into the institutional context of the " Grand
Design," the OEEC Plan for atomic co-operation and the Free
Trade Area proposai, which could once more replace a quasifederal arrangement with intensified intergovernmental tics.
If it were true that these British overtures were solely motivated
by a desire to delay, or to control, integration on the Continent,
no good case for a geographical spiil-over effcct could be advanced.
Such an interpretation, however, is simplistic. Granted that littie
British enthusiasm for supranationalism on the Continent could
be discovered, h is equally truc that the example of successful
integration gave risc to serious reconsiderations of previous opinion
in Britain. Successful integration of economies implied a threat to
Britain's future possibilities of access, and the danger of discrimination; but it also implied the utilisation of new techniques, notably
in the field cf nuclear energy, which could be of direct benefit to
Britain. Both the negative and the positive aspects of Britain's
future relations with the nascent community of the Six seemed
bridgeable by mearis cf the formula cf " association." And to the
extent that realisations of this kind seemecl te compel doser tics
than previously planned, a spiil-over has taken place.
Symptomatic cf this train of thought were the repeated admonitiens heard from Tue Econonzist since 1954 that Britain's economic
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future is inevitably tied to the Continent rather than to the Commonwealth. And The Tirnes noted during the negotiation of the common
market treaty that it was better for Britain to be associated with a
united Europe than to remain isolated, in view cf the likelihood
of increasing economic nationalism on the part of the member
countries of the Sterling Area. Future trading patterns demanded
a doser tie between Britain and the Continent, provided Britain
were not forced into a common tariffsystem toward third countries
thus making . the imperial preference systein an impossibility
and provided the harmonisation of social legislation and of fair
trade rules were kept to a minimum. 24 Again during the EEC
negotiations, Conservative and Labour speakers in the House of
Commons pointed out that the Government should participate
in the talks in order to assure some kind of British association
in the event that the projects were to succeed. 25 Fear cf isolation
thus became a potent catalyst to the spiil-over process as the feeling
gained ground that supranational integration was here to stay.
Put into this context, the British position toward Euratom.
and EEC which emerged in 1956 is perfectly clear and quite consistent with the thesis of expanding sector integration here argued.
Even if Britain's endorsement of the OEEC atomic energy plan
was initially designed to take the wind out of the supranational
sails of Euratom, by mid-1956 it was quite evident that London
was reconciled to the tight atomic community about to grow up
across the Channel; on June 13, 1956, Mr. Anthony Nutting declared
in the House of Commons that the Government had the intention
0f seeking " association " with Euratom through the medium of
the OEEC Plan, while admitting that any scheme for pooling nuclear
information and spurring atomic development for peaceful purposes
was of the utmost importance to the United Kingdom. 26 The history
cf association with ECSC indicates that the formula adopted is
sufficiently flexible to permit the growth .of integrative relations of
some magnitude if the authorities in question feel sufficiently
strongly impelled to seek them.
But the potential impact of EEC on Britain's trade is of far
Sec Tue Economis:, Fcbruary 18, 1956; May 14, 1955; June 25, 1955; October 15,
1955; TIse Tintes, October 19, 1956; Fcbruary 10, 1956; May 10, 1955; Financia! Tintes, June 23, 1955; Fcbruary 6, 1956.
25
House ofComrnons debate ofjuly 5, 1956. JVeekly Hansard, no. 361, (June 29
July 5, 1956, pp. 1677-1689).
26
Ibid., no. 358 (Junc 8-14, 1956), p. 561. Sec also Tue Econon,ist (Fcbruary 12,
1956) for arguments underlining the nced for Britain to be associatcd with Euratom.
24
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more immediate concern to policy and equally to attitudes and
expectations relating to integration. As Mr. Harold Macmillan
has said on numerous occasions, his proposai for a Free Trade
Area the formu'a of association with EEC would save London
the need for an agonising re-appraisal on whether ties with a
uniting Europe or with the Commonwealth should take precedence : by scrapping trade barriers with the Continent, Britain
couid share in the common market but by staying aloof from the
common tarif toward third countries the imperial preference
system might remain intact also, a feature to be reinforced further
by exciuding any possible British participation in the agricultural
aspects of the General Common Market. The Prime Minister
declared firmly that it was impossible for Britain to stay aloof from
EEC or to bring about its failure; hence qualified association with
it remains the only practical alternative. 27
The integrative impact ofthe Free Trade Area scheme was spelled
out plainly in the United Kingdom's memorandum to the OEEC.
Britain expects to bring about the participation of ail OEEC member states, and perhaps of the Commonwealth countries, in some
aspects of the plan. While less arixious than the EEC countries,
to provide immediately for joint investment, productivity, wage
and social security harmonisation and re-adaptation schemes,
London admits that more and more intensive measures of economic
co-operation are inevitable, either through deliberate planning or
spontaneous development. Continuous intergovernmental consultations on ail related fiscal and monetary questions are held out
as essential, even though the OEEC machinery is considered quite
adequate for this purpose. While the prior harmonisation of
wages and working conditions is considered unnecessary, their
eventual re-aiignment is conceded as iikely by London. As for the
methods for reducing internai trade barriers of a1 kinds the British
scheme deciares itself in agreement with the ideas of the EEC planners2 arguing only that in the event of serious balance of payments
difficulties each government should be free to re-impose exchange
controls immediately, subject to the kind ofcollective review already
provided for by EEC. In fact, the British memorandum agreed
with the Continental planners on the need for restricting severely
the use of escape clauses. While arguing again and again that the
27

Statement in the House of Commons, November 26, 1956.
ria. 372.

Weekly Hw:sard,
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OEEC machinery would be quite adequate for the institutional
realisation of the Free Trade Area, London also conceded that the
unanimity rule might have to be renounced for certain kinds of
decisions. 28
A geographical spiil-over is clearly taking place. In its unique
British form it rigorously rejects any federal trimmings and continues
to rely on intergovernmental " association." But it grants not
only the need for more and more intimate economic contacts in
areas of activity until recently considered the sacrosanct preserve
of national governments, but even thè necessity for decision by
majority vote among ministeria.l delegates. AIl other things being
equal, it is as inconceivable that this form of co-opera.tion should
flot result in new patterns of profound interdependence as it is
unlikely that the General Common Market can avoid a species
of political federalism in order to function as an economic organ.

28

4 European Free Trade Area, Unitcd Kingdom Memorandum to the Organisation
for European Economic Co-operation, February 1957. Summarised in Informatians Mensuelles (April 1957), pp. 64-728

CHAPIER 9
SUPRANATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
IN February of 1953 the International Chamber of Commerce
authorised the creation of a European Council of Merchants'
Associations. Such an organisation was considered necessary, the
Chamber explained, to defend jointly the interests of merchants,
to study the impact of common markets on the retail and wholesale
trade, and to represent the interests of the " commercial profession"
at the level of European regional organisations. Almost ail
European national and international specialised merchants' associations joined the Council. Fearing that different national policies
of taxation would handicap certain branches and countries in a
common market, the merchants were determined to study and
influence the drafting of new treaties tending toward integration.
What is more, the Council warned them that a rigorous supranational
organisation was necessary if common action in the future was to
be attained.' Regional economic organisation among governments clearly led to the defensive grouping of commercial interests
fearful of no longer being able to lobby effectively at the national
level.
In varying degrees of intensity, this pattern has become a general
one in Europe. Since 1949, no less than fifty-eight private international organisations have been founded. This number includes
only organisations of manufacturers, wholesalers, retail merchants,
exporters and importers, and exciudes associations whose membership is flot solely Western European. The great bulk of these
organisations draws its members from the six countries of Littie
Europe, with a sprinkling ofparticipation from Britain, Switzerland,
1

Conseil National du Patronat Français, Bulletin, May 20, 1953, p. 29; December 20,
1953, p. 34; November 1954, p. 58.
For the positive attitudes toward EEC of the
International Chamber of Commerce and of the European Council of Merchants'
Associations sec Informations Mensuelles, January 1957, pp. 17-19. Both organisations accompanicd their endorsement cf the treaties with admonitions against
supranational direction and objected to discrctionary powers w be vested in die
European Commission. Evcn though agriculture is flot immediatcly included
in the Gencral Common Market, rcprcsentativcs of ail agricultural organisations
of the Six met in December of 1956 to dcmand corporate representation in die
institutions of EEC, cleciding at the same tirne to organise thcmselves into a supranational irttcrest group. Nieuwe Rouerdainse Courant, December 22, 1956.
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Austria, Spain, Portugal and Scandinavia. If we exciude organisations dedicated in large part to the improvement of quality, productivity, sales methods and professional standards, and concentrate on associations whose prirnary purpose is lobbying
and only these are politically relevant the number is stiil twentynine.
Typically, these associations are loose groupings of the
recognised national trade associations in the particular field of
interest. Sometimes they also include international specialised
associations. They rarely possess binding powers of decisionmaking and are thus not federations in the technical sense even if
they use this term. Their avowed purpose is always " better
liaison " among national bodies with a common regiona.l interest,
a conception which may or may not include cartelzst aims. But
they leave no doubt that one factor which led to their formation
is the fear that the successful functioning of OEEC, ECSC and the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe will ignore their
special needs and desires. Anxious at first merely to learn of the
plans andpractices of their colleagues in othercountries, the members
of these associations almost invariably try, at least, to agree on
common policies to be offered to regional economic agencies.
Finally, the fact that OEEC and ECE deliberately encouraged
the formation of supranational or international associations in
order to have regional rather than national partners for negotiation
and study provided an impetus of considerable moment.
--

IDE0LOGY AND INTEREST GROUP FORMATION
While sharing all these aspirations, groups functioning specifically
in the context of ECSC institutions are impelled by the additional
desire of shaping the policy of the High Authority with respect to
the implementation of Treaty rules impinging directly on their
2
Yearbook of Jnter,zational Organisations, (Brussels: Union of International

Associations, 1955), pp. 605-699. The number of ail types of organisations of
siniilar rnernbership functioning before 1948 vas fifteen. If agricultural groups
are jncluded, the number of organisations created for lobbying purposes since
the advcnt of rcgional organs is considerably greater. The organisations in question
range from such comprehensive ones as the Council of European Industrial
Federations to the international Association of Soapmakers. Their purpose
may be the specific advocacy of cconon'iic integration, as in the European League
for Econornic Co-operation, or a rncdley of functions mostly concerned with
advancing internai standards, rnarkct surveys and incidentally involving lobbying
at the international level. The second pattern is the more common one. Overwhelmingly these organisations have their headquarters in Paris, with a lesser
number in Brussels and Switzerland.
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business methods. The Consultative Committee gives them the
institutional opportunity for exerting organised pressure ; and
trade association leaders are only too fully conscious of the fact
that industrial opinions unless harmonised somehow tend to
neutralise one another when presented to the federal executive.
These forces, however, should flot obscure for a moment the fact
that supranational trade association activity in ECSC functions
through the medium of old and establishcd national associations,
possessing values anci ideologies of considerable rigidity, harbouring
old fears and animosities going back to a national focus ofthrnking.
It remains to be seen in the subsequent analysis whether these
factors making for discontinuities tend to be replaced by conceptions
of value and interest based on a common, ECSC-wide " consumer,"
" producer," " steel " or " coal " mentality. Before undertaking
such a study, however, it is necessary to speli out in some detail
demonstrable national ideologies among the associations related
to ECSC.
In France, significant differences prevail between small and
medium enterprises as compared to large firms, especially in the
heavy industries. Small businessmen, as a rule, are opposed to
pubhc dirigisme since this implies paying taxes and opening the
books to the government and fully in favour of industrial
autonomy. This makes itself feit in the demand for special
" dirigistic " legislation whose administration is entrusted to the
trade associations ! Small as well as large industrialists cf the preWorld War II generation see in stability, moderation, restraint and
order the peculiar Latin contribution to modern capitalism,
mitigating cyclical forces but also opposing productivity and
aggressive sales methods. The saving of a colleague in difficulties
is fundamental to their code and hence the cartel is a natural
economic institution. II is this group which dominates nùmerically
in almost ail trade associations and in the Conseil National du
Patronat Français.
It is opposed by some key leaders in associations of heavy
industry. These men favour more competition, larger markets,
gradual relaxation of French protectionism and, especially, productivity programmes. They have made their peace with the
nationalised sector of French industry, unlike their stability-minded
colleagues. Nor do they oppose all government planning on
principle ; several of their leaders have co-operated with Monnet's
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Commissariat du Plan. Yet in the field of labour relations, they
stili sec eye to eye with the older group. Collective bargaining
takes place only under extreme pressure. Negotiations with trade
unions are confined to immediate contract questions. Ail postwar efforts to obtain major structural changes in the nature of
labour-management relations have resulted in the employers'
withdrawing from the bargaining sessions and in the governrnent's
imposrng the measures. Paternalism continues to be a principle
enjoying a gooci deal of vogue ; alternatively, the Catholic concept
of " community " at the plant level as advocated by Simone Weil,
for instance is accepted by many employers. But permanent
bargaining at the national level is rejected as a principle. 3 The
consequence, of course, is a continuing distrust of the common
market principle and a lively fear of the disciplined and aggressive
German competitor. These sentiments, incidentally, are in large
part shared by important sectors of Italian industry.
German industry represents the opposite side of the coin.
Trusting to modern equipment, Americanised sales methods and
capacity for hard work, the modern German businessman's ideology
exudes a mixture of seif-reliance and faith in private enterprise.
Like his French colleague the German industrialist opposes dirigisme
and favours the discipline of autonomous industrial sectors
organised in tight trade associations ; but he is legs likely to clamour
in Bonn for special protection and therefore does not stand in
fear of the common rnarket and more active competition. " Our
common goal is a united Europe. Industrial and economic problems have long grown beyond national boundaries. A European,
a Western economy must take the place of national economies." '
But since competition is a natural phenomenon, governments
may not interfere with its normal development." Competition
is a central creed which has had its supranational repercussions in
Ger.wan industry's much more honest opposition to any kind of
The outstanding treatmcnt of this subjcct is Henry Ehrmann, Organised Business
in France (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), on which these suminary
statements are based. It is of the highest significance that the " niodern " wing
of the French employers' movement has included such men as Ricard, Constant.
and Villiers who have been instrumental in adjusting French trade associations
flic common markct principle.
w
4
Statement by Fritz Berg, president of the Fcderation of German Industries. Cited
in Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie, FiinfJa/:re Bundesverbanddcr Deutschen
Industrie (Bergisch-Gladbach, 1954), p. 174. For an excellent exposition of the
ideology ofleading German businessmen in politics sec G. Stem (ed.). Unternehrner
in der Politik (Dùsscldorf: Econ Verlag, 1954).
t
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High Authority with planning or directing powers. 5 Any move•
by Luxembourg to use these powers was met with cries that industry
was able to take care of itself and that the federal executive Iacked
confidence in it. In labour relations the German industrialists
are far less fearful of their recognised " social partner," the DOB,
and quickly adapted themselves to the system of co-determination.
While Geunany is certainly endowed with a strong cartel tradition
of its own, the cartel does not fulfil the permanent stabilising
function which it has in the French mentality. Domestic cartels
are introduced when a specific crisis situation calis for " order"
and " regularity " ; but they are not an article of faith and certainly
do not preclude normally the utilisation ofproductivity programmes.
In large measure, the attitudes of Dutch, Belgian and Luxembourg
heavy industry are identical with the German picture. Small
industry in Belgium, however, is very similar in outlook to its
French neighbour.
Opposed to these rather severely different national ideological
traits is the equally marked international cartel tradition ofEuropean
heavy industry. The European Steel Cartel of the thirties was a
most successful undertaking, irrespective of the different political
systems and attitudes represented by its members. In a common
crisis, it simply facilitated the survival of all through continuous
consultation, exchange of production and sales information, and
the spiitting of sales territories strengthened by a system of fines. 6
The tradition stili subsists. Thus, in opposing the immediate establishment of a General Common Market, the CNPF noted that
national industrial associations should be free to organise with
their sister groups across the frontier, to " establish preliminary
ties which alone will permit progressive adaptation to the common
market." '' Such " ties " are assiduously cultivated through the
Franco-German and Franco4talian industrial commissions initiated
by the CNPF and heartily received across the Rhine and the
Alps. " Understanding " with fellow industrialists is stiil held
Bundesverband, op. cit., p. 196. This volume contains many explicit statements of
ideological relevance. It must be added that the Steci association has flot aiways
agreed with the anti-ECSC statenients of the BDI and has taken a far more toicrant
attitude towards the High Authority.
6
The classic statement on this score by Aloyse Meyer, director of the European
Steci Cartel, is printcd in Rieben, op. dL, pp. 242-243. Sec Hexncr, op. cil., for
an excellent discussion and evaluation of the cartel.
7
Usine Nouvelle, February 23, 1956.

5
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out as the crucial technique of achieving integration by German
as well as French businessmen. Said Karl Barich
If our organisation has recently had constant relations with
the sister groups of the ECSC countries, this by no means implies
a conspiracy against the High Authority, nor does it mean that
internal agreements were reached which would violate the ECSC
Treaty. Our co-operation with sister organisations has decisively
contributed to increase mutual understanding beyond national
boundaries. . . . We believe that the High Authority can insure
its supranational character by supporting such co-operation. ...
But it must have confidence in such groups. 18
Whether actual cartel agreements are concluded and this is flot
established is beside the point. The important fact is that "direct
understanding " is preferred to " bureaucratic " supranationalism
and, in any event, inevitably accompanies public regulation.
Given the differences in national ideology and the common
commitment to joint industrial action with or against ECSC,
what sort of impulses can be expected to force industrialists and
businessmen in the direction of supranational trade associations?
li is reasonable to raise the hypothesis that interests fearful of their
economic future e.g., collieries might combine supranationally
in order to force ECSC into protectionist and dirigist channels as
against third countries and rival fuels. Self-reliant industries with
experience in international cartel operations, such as steel, might
equally well be expected to organise supranationally in order to
block ECSC dirigisme and to assert industrial autonomy. Both
alternatives, though mutually exclusive in the aims sought, would
logically tend toward ECSC-wide group formation. Yet one must
also mise the possibility of a given national association refusing
close affiliation with sister organisations in other member states
in order to prevent " ideological contamination," whether on protectionist or dirigist lines. The following discussion svill seek to
demonstrate that despite ideological differences, the institutional
and political logic of supranationalism has brought with it the
formation of trade association in ail relevant fields of endeavour:
ECSC resulted in the formation of one peak association, two producers' groups, three consumers' groups and one organisation of
dealers. 9
.

.

s Suzi:! und Elsen, May 21, 1953, p. 747.
9
Two organisations of dealers already existed when ECSC \vent into effect, but
subsequently rcstructured their activities in order to maximise their rote in the
conimon market.
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ECSC TRADE ASSOCIATIONS : STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS
Council of European Indusirfal Federations (CIFE)
The Council ofEuropeari Industrial Federations is a peak organisation of the federations of industries of ail countries which are
members of OEEC. The Councii was organised in 1949 under
French initiative, with Georges Villiers assuming the presidency.
In principle, it is to work out an agreed policy of ail manufacturers
to be pressed in OBEC commissions. In fact, it lacks firm powers
and has served as a device for creating " understanding " among
industrialists and to raise the prestige of French empioyers among
their European colleagues. 10
Probabiy the most significant decision made by the Council
was the creation, again on French initiative, of a " Union of
Industrialists of the Six ECSC Countries. This body was calied
into being as the ECSC Treaty went into effect. [t groups the peak
associations of the six countries into a tight body, meeting far more
frequentiy than the parent organisation, iargely independent of it,
and determined to gain recognition as the soie ECSC employer
organisation. In ECSC, the Union seeks to assure a common
position cf ail its members in the Consultative Committee and to
obtain agreement among its members in specific demands presented
to the High Authority, the Common Assembiy and the Council
0f Ministers. Whiie success has been spotty, the Union daims
credit for having persuaded the Councii to alter drastically the plan
presented by the J4igh Authority for the control of mergers. The
German members have been interested in discussing a common
managerial ideology whiie the French are more concerned in using
the Union to prevent the creation of new supranational bodies.
Whiie the Union makes continuai studies of the implications
to its members of further economic integration, especially in terms
of manpower, capital mobility, convertibility and administrative
prcblems, its most serious common work has been its insistence
on participation in the drafting of new treaties tending toward
integration. Thus it sought access to the ad Izoc Assembly drafting
the EPC Constitution and co-ordinated the work of its members
in opposing drastic supranational allocation powers for EDC's
armaments procurement section. It even dalled on its members
to attend meetings of the European Movement to channel those
10

Ehrmann, ap. cit.. Bundesvcrband der Deutschen Industrie, op. cit., pp. 183 et seq.
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efforts into pro-industry ways, li took position on the armaments
allocation machinery suggested for WEU in such a way as to limit
competitive bidding." Convinced, apparently, that " bureaucratic
supranationalism " is here to stay, the industrialists have adjusted
to the prospect by organising, debating and acting accordingly.
In principle, they seek to limit ail " bureaucratic " planning; but
in practice, they are content to scek access to the bureaucrats and
to press their commonly agreed aims. A survey of discussion in
the Consultative Committee, however, will show that such aims
do not always emerge.

ECSC Steelmakers Club
The seven national steel associations of ECSC have flot so far
organised a formal trade association. With the exception of the
Italians they function as a " Club," completely informai, without
officers, staff or statutes. Usually they ineet in Brussels under the
chairmanship of Belgium's Van de Rest. Littie is known of their
activities. It is generaily assumed that the so-called Brussels Export
Entente was organised by the Club and largely identical with iL
If this is taie, it shows that the Club is unable to discipline its
members as soon as they conclude that their interests diverge.
The Entente broke down with the deterioration of world steel
prices in 1954 and active competition among the members was
resumed on world and ECSC markets. 12 However, the Club was
successful in persuading the Consultative Committee and the
Council of Ministers to oppose the High Authority's plan to proceed against the Entente in 1953 and in insisting on a reduction
Details arc reported in Conseil National to Patronat Français, Bulletin, January 20,
1953, Fcbruary 5, 1953, July 20, 1953, February 5, 1954, August 1954, December
1954/ January 1955, February 1955, August 1955. Contrast the functionally highly
specific efforts of the Union attempting to shape or influence given items of
supranational legislation svith the much more diffuse and general efforts of the
European League for Economic Co-operation, of which most of the Union's
participants are also members. The Leaguc merely seeks economic integration
in une with industrial and financial demands, maximising frec enterprise, managerial
initiative and " understanding " among industrialists. Raymond Rifflet, " La 'droite'
et la ' gauche ' à l'échelle de l'Europe," Gauche Européenne (December, 1955),
pp. 12 et seq.
12 In 1953 the Entente sought to function merely by fixing the export price of steel,
but drastic cuts in the British steci export price rendered this approach useless.
is believed that in April of 1954 the Entente proceeded to assigri export quotas
but that these were neyer observed by the member groups. Sec Richard Evely,
Les Cartels et la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," Cartel,
Vol. VI, no. 3 (July 1954), pp. 94-95.
II
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of the ECSC tax rate. 13 But our previous discussion shows that
despite their " Club," the ECSC steelmakers frequently disagree
among each other and lobby in mutually antagonistic directions
in Luxembourg.

West European Coal Froducers' Study Conirnittee (CEPCEO)
The Coal producers found it desirable to establish a much more
formai organisation. CEPCEO groups the German, Dutch, and
Belgian associations with the Charbonnages de France. It functions
through a general assembly, executive committee and permanent
secretariat in Brussels, the ultimate purpose being the definition
of common policy to be defended in Luxembourg and the national
capitals. No binding decisions are ever made. If concensus emerges
the national associations are expected to act accordingly afterward
but are not formally bound to do so. If no consensus is possible
as happens frequently no common position is taken. Studies
are undertaken with a view to the evolution of consensus even if
some of the members appose such action initially. If the dissent
remains unchanged, the opposing group will flot endorse the
findings. The Charbonnages de France and Fédéchar have, of
course, sought to work on the harmonisation of fringe benefits
through CEPCEO, but these efforts have been coolly received by
their Dutch and German colleagues. In terms of effective decisionmaking, the preponderance of the Ruhr is manifest in CEPCEO,
a factor which has contributed heavily to its spotty success.
Significanfly, the one important agreement reached among the
coal producers is the need for a long-term ECSC coal policy.
They are deteirnined to obtain a commitment to the priority of
ECSC coal over other fuels and over imported coaL Hence they
unanimously advocate discrimination against oil and Americari
coal imports and a rational policy of more efficient utilisation of
European coal production. In CEPCEO'S words, and they smack
heavily of " supranational dirigisme
We can only conclude that there is a necessity for a coherent
coal policy, to be applied inimediately. li is indispensable that such
a policy not be based on short-term decisions, but that it realise
13

Agence Europe, June 2, November 13, November 16, December 2, 1953; July 20,
1954.
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long-term views. Ail the points comprised under it must be part
of a general fuel policy.14
It is 0f the highest significance with respect to CEPCEO's ability
to restructure the expectations of its member organisations that
H. H. Wemmers, president of the Dutch State Mines, encforsed
these demands of the organisation in 1956. Despite the extremely
favourable cost structure of his own enterprises and the general
Dutch resistance to co-ordinated economic planning for ail ECSC
countries, Wemmers associated himself in the strongest terms with
the programme worked out under the stimulus of the high-cost
collieries. 15
Liaison Co,ninittee of European Metallurgical Industries (COLIME)
Since the advent of OEEC, the European steel consuming
industries have sought to act jointly through the framework of a
loose organisation called ORGALIM. The moving spirit in the
organisation svas André Métrai, head of the French association cf
engineering industries. In February of 1953, Métrai and his Belgian
counterpart, M. Velter, took the initiative in forming a similar
group solely ccmposed of the steel consumers of the six ECSC
countries, to function autonomously within the larger body. The
need for such a special group was defended as an adaptation to the
common market. Economic integration vas a fact and an irreversible one at that. But it could not be left to politicians and
" demagogues " ; hence the industriai elite of ail countries affected
must take a direct hand in it. Further, the association cf industrialists would be essential forjointly choosing delegates to the
Consultative Committee—even though these are in principle national
experts and for training businessmen te share manufacturing and
price information hitherto kept strictly secret. The common
market clearly required a new approach to relations arnong competing national associations cf engineering industries.
COLIME functions informally. No votes are taken at the
frequent meetings and no effort is made te bind members and their
national associations. Successful compromise is common on
relatively minor points, but very difficuit to achieve on questions
of basic policy rooted in the structure of the national industries.
14
15

Comité d'Etudcs des Producteurs dc Charbon d'Europe Occidentale,
et Politique de /'Energie (Brussels, July 1955), p. 29.
Jnformatio,zs Me,zsuel/es, February 1957, pp. 53-54.
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Hence no effort is made to insist on consensus when rigidly held
opinions prevail. National trade associations thus retain their
freedom of action, and make use of it.
Other Steel Consuining Associations
A number of specialised associations of steel consuming industries have feit the need for their own organisations, despite the
existence of COLIME and of the Steelmakers' Club. Thus an
Association of Galvanised Sheet Producers came into being, with
the primary purpose of persuading ECSC organs to take a special
interest in stimulating demand for its products.'° The same is
true of the European Committee of Foundry Associations, which
seeks to operate supranationally, in co-operation with COLIME,
even though its products are not subject to ECSC rules.
An ideologically fascinating group is the Federation of Iron
and Steel Rerollers of the European Community (FEDEREL).
It represents the small and independent rolling milis of ECSC,
who depend on the large steelmakers for their supply of semifinished steel, from which they in turn manufacture special shapes
in relatively small quantities.17 FEDEREL conceives of itself.as
the champion of small private enterprise, " the witness who, merely
because of his existence, hinders monopolies and their abuses." 18
The reroller s major enemy is not government but the large steelmaker who can withhold supplies, control prices and drive him to
the wall.
When the common market was opened in 1953, the rerollers
feared that their last hour had struck because of the disappearance
of national price controls and rationing. They federated supranationally almost immediately, with the frank purpose of seeking
the protection of the High Authority against the " monopolists."
They invoke the need to retain full employment, guarantee sources
of supply and maintain the fair trade code. And when these normal
measures do flot suffice, they cail on the High Authority. Thus
they demanded Righ Authority financial participation in the
construction of a new mili; in 1957 they obtained the support of
the High Authority in negotiating with the major steelmakers
16

Usine Nouvelle, June 15, 1955, p. 3.

FEDEREL daims that ils members operate 130 factories, employ 60,000 workcrs
and produce about 18 per cent. ofthe Community's total ofrolled steel.
18
Chambre Syndicale Générale des Lamineurs Transformateurs, " Une profession
qu'il faut connaitre: les Lamineurs-Transformateurs " (Paris, n. d.), p. 6.
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in an effort to obtain additional tonnages of semi-finished steel
at reasonable prices.
FEDEREL, because it is supranational,
has been denied membership on the Consultative Committee but
has had no difficulty whatever in gaining access to the High
Authority through ils lobbyist in Luxembourg.
No doubt, the precarious economic position of the rerollers
was responsible for the far more federal nature of their organisation.
A general assembly composed of three defegates each from the four
participating national associations (Belgian, French, German and
Italian) meets once a year. An executive committee of two members
from each assoàiation meets every four months. Majority voting
prevails in principle and decisions are binding. In fact, no vote
is ever taken and agreement is reached " à l'amicale " as a regular
procedure. While the presidency is supposed to rotate. by
nationality, the French representative, M. J. A. de Beco, has in
fact been re-elected each year. Fear of extinction was a potent
stimulus in embracing supranationalism with enthusiasm.
Corn,non Office of Scrap Consurners (OCCF)
Tn 1952, the leading steel fit tus of ECSC concluded a cartel
agreement whereby they agreed to survey continuously their scrap
needs, determine the amount of scrap to be imported from third
countries, jointly import and distribute scrap, and establish a
fund for equalising the price of imported and domestic scrap.
Confronted with a fait accompli and determined to regularise the
chaotic serap situation in ECSC, the High Authority in effect
authorised this arrangement through the establishment of OCCF
and the related Compensation Fund. In form, OCCF is a corporation under Belgian law, in which twenty-two leading steel firms
are shareholders, though. eventually 96 per cent. of ail ECSC
steelmakers chose to participate in die compensation system. It
is organised iike any corporation and its decisions are binding on
its members. However, decisions must be made by unanimous
vote of the executive committee. In 1954, as a resuit of one of the
recurrent crises of OCCF, the High Authority ruled that participation in the compensation system was henceforth to be compulsory
for ail serap consumers. In January of 1957, the scrap compensation
isa

High Authority, Bulletin Mensuel d'Inforn:ation, (July 1957), p. 9. One Belgian
rerolling firm shut down completely, while the German rerollers arrived at a
separate solution with their sicelmakers.
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system was tightened stili further and new formulas for determining
the scrap needs of firms and the rate of contribution to the system
established. The High Authority itself, thus, undertook once more
to define narrowly the scope within which OCCF was able to
function. In the absence of unanimity, the High Authority can
decree action; and in any event, Luxembourg retains a veto power
over ail OCCF decisions and participates in alt discussions. 19
OCCF functions are actually dependent administratively on the
six national governments because of their rationing and licensing
powers, and it is not aiways clear whether national or supranational directives are locally predominant. In any case, OCCF
is less an a.utonomous group of industrialists than a publicly supervised cartel. High Authority directives and willingness to approve
OCCF decisions in fact determine the arrangements made by the
Brussels group.

European Liaison Cornmittee of Goal Dealers and Consuiners
( CELNUGO)
No single interest group demonstrates the political spili-over
.effect of supranational economic institutions more clearly than
CELNUCO. In 1956, fifty national trade associations were members of the group, including ail associations of heavy industry consuming coal, and ail associations of wholesale coal dealers. It also
included public utilities and state railways, national federations of
industry and general employers' associations. Only seventeen of
the member organisations are directly subject to ECSC jurisdiction,
while about twenty have enjoyed direct representation on the
Consultative Committee since 1952. 20
'p

Sce Mendershausen, ap. cit., pp. 284-286, for thc cartel ana!ysis. Also Office
Commun des Consommateurs de Ferraille, Statuts-Satzungen.
20
Breakdown of CELNUCO membership, according to information reccived frpm
its secretary
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for Italy, the general federation of industry (CONFIDUSTRIA) rcpresents ail
industrial coal consumers.
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The creation of CELNUCO therefore demonstrates that even
industries flot part of the common market feel compelled to organise
and lobby supranationally in order to advance their interests
once a sector concerning them no longer is subject to purely national
political activity. Indeed, CELNUCO makes no secret o!' the
reasons for its creation. The superior cohesion and lobbying
ability of coal producers and trade unions was feit to be a distinct
danger to consuming interests which had to be met by appropriate
counter-measures. Effective activity on the Consultative Committee
requires agreement among ail consuming interests and unity as
to the delegates who should be chosen to represent them. The
standard pattern of pluralism at the national level is accurately
projected here into the supranational reaim.
Yet the heterogeneity of the membership is such that no effort
at statutory organisation has ever been made. Member organisations
in each country have their national secretariat which seeks to arrange
for consensus. CELNUCO's central secretariat in Paris, then,
attempts to haijnonise the separate national positions into a common
stand. On occasion, however, the process is reversed, with the
centre taking the initiative in seeking the agreement of the national
secretariats and their constituents. Meetings take place before
every session of the Consultative Committee and it is here that a
common position is debated if consensus has not already been
achieved. At no level ofactivity are votes taken or binding decisions
made. Member organisations retain complete freedom of action,
and what is more, use it readily. Consumer and dealer interests
diverge too drastically on many issues to permit easy agreement;
net coal importing countriés define their needs differently from
surplus coal producers, and dealers closely associated with the
collieries take a different position from independent importers and
wholesalers. Yet the striking fact remains that trade associations
not subject to ECSC and not represented in its Consultative Committee should demand participation in supranational policy-making
and that the industries who do enjoy representation should share
access with them.
In its one significant policy statement, CELNUCO took strident
position against the viewpoint of CEPCEO. Instead of favouring
a long-term coal policy designed to benefit ECSC collieries, it
demanded price stability regardless of cyclical conditions, regularity
of supply through unrestricted imports from third countries, and
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adaptation to cheaper fuels by continued and increasing reliance
on other sources of energy. 21 While coal consuming interests
clearly got the better of the coa.l dealers in this definition of " common " interests, it rounds mit the pattera of the transposition of
national group demands to the supranational plane through the
medium of ECSC-wide trade associations.

European Union of Retail Fuel Dealers ( UENDC)
Founded in 1953, UENDC daims to represent some 80,000
retail coal dealers in ECSC countries as well as in Britain, Austria
and Switzerland. 22 It is a union of the dominant national coal
merchants' associations, representing their collective interests
agarnst wholesalers, collieries and international organisations.
Decisioris can be made by majority vote. 23
Specifically, the organisation was crea.ted to assure nondiscrimination by wholesalers, to defend coal sales by stimulating
the use of more modern heating apparatus, to prevent price cutting
and rebates among members and persuade collieries to permit a
reasonable retail profit margin. With respect to ECSC, UENDC
is determined to win official recognition and representation on the
Consultative Committee, which it has been denied.24 It is directly
concerned with making the fair trade code, price publicity a.nd nondiscrimination rules applicable to wholesalers in short, with
reaping the benefits of the Treaty in a setting in which retailers
daim their interests are neglected in favour of producers and
Comité Européen de Liaison des Négociants et Utilisateurs de Combustibles,
Consommation d'Energie et Politique Charbonnière (Paris, May 1956).
ECSC public utilities—nationalised and private also function jointly as a special
sub-division of the European Association of Cas Producers. As such they have
lobbied separately from CELNUCO in Luxembourg in order to ob(ain price
stability, warning that their operations were no longer profitable if coal price
increases were to continue. Usine Nouvelle, January 20, 1955, p. 9.
22
UENDC is predominantly composed of dealers depending on coal sales, though
it includes some oit dealers as well. The Italian federation has flot joined, but the
British and Spanish associations participate under a special statute.
23
UENDC, Statuts, November 26, 1953; Rapport Annuel, 1954 (Lausanne, November
8, 1955); 4' Aims and Plans of the European Union of Retait Coal Merchants"
(Lausanne, Scptember 6, 1954).
2$
Since nominations to the Consultative Committee are made by the Council of
Ministers on the basis of " representative national organisations " these supranational associations are flot eligible for membership even if they could persuade
the Council of their representative nature. Supranational trade associations
determincd on influencing the choice of the Council are therefore compelled to
persuade their national affiliates to propose centrafly-agrecd-upon candidates
to the national ministries ultimately called upon to make the selection in Luxembourg.
21
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wholesalers. Once more, the pattein of demand and expectations
15 identical with group activity and formation at the national level.
International Federation of Steel, Tube and Metal Dealers
Like the coal merchants, the association of steci dealers includes
national groupings in non-ECSC countries. But as in the case of
UENDC, it has increasingly concentrated on ECSC issues in seeking
recognition and an interpretation of the Treaty favourable to its
interests. Thus it has been concerned especially with lobbying
at Luxembourg in order to compel downward adjustments of steel
prices, and a rigorous application of the fair trade code. Specifically,
it worked in support of the Monnet Rebate and continues to
advocate " price fiexibility." However, it also has been denied
admission to the Consultative Committee.
Clearly, the mere fact that an impressive number of supranational trade associations has emerged in every field related to
ECSC and that agreement on functions obtains does flot prove
that the ideological and structural differences dividing national
associations have been overcome. The true test of the importance
of the common market in restructuring relations between industrialists lies in the consistency ofattaining a meaningful supranational
consensus toward the High Authority, and toward rival associations. Does majority opinion imply deference by the minority?
Is there a regular pattern of compromise peiiuitting joint action?
Are decision-making codes approaching the national pattern discernible ? In order to obtain answers to these queries, decisionmaking in three of our organisations will be examined in detail
and the solidarity ofail groups in Consultative Committee discussions
analysed.
DECISION-MAKING rN SUPRANATIONAL TRÂDE AssocîivrroNs
In view of structural differences among these associations it might
be hypothesised that a corporately organised body would more
readily achieve agreement than an informaI conference or a confederation. Hence, our discussion will seek to isolate differences
in decision-rnaking behaviour between (1) the corporately organised
cartel represented by OCCF, (2) the quasi-federally organised
UENDC and (3) the completely unstructured COLIME which
functions merely as an ad hoc committee.
Differing national scrap needs, ofcourse, go back to the structure
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of the steel industry as well as to commercial habits and conditions.
Thus Italy is the country heavily dependent on scrap imports,
France and Germany were approximately seif-sufficient, Holland
svas a net exporter, while Belgium and Luxembourg were relatively
disinterested because their steel industries feature the basic Bessemer
process. These differences have been at the basis of almost ail
deliberations ami decisions of the OCCF. Agreement among
national steel associations could flot be reached on the amounts
of national scrap to be liberated for export to Italy, on the amount
of the national contributions to the equalisation fund, and on the
volume of scrap to be imported from third countries. The Italiaris
asked for a maximum common market internally, while the
Geimans and French were far more interested in retaining their
scrap at home. Agreement vas reached, flot through negotiations
and friendly compromise among the associations, but through
repeated unilateral rulings by OCCF president Fritz Aurel Goergen.
backed up by the High Authority.25
This state of affairs led to a demand by the French and Italian
associations that the equalisation system be made obligatory. Ail
the other associations, feeling that this would merely mean an ECSC
subsidy for Italian scrap imports, opposed the transformation into
a compulsory organisation. However, in the absence of any unanimity on this or any other formula, the High Authority in
agreement with the Council of Ministers adopted the French
so lution .26 When despite these changes and a large increase in
OCCF-financed serap imports from third countries, Italian scrap
purchases in France and Germany kept on rising steeply, the
French steelmakers demanded the introduction of rationing and
the declaration of a state of shortage. The Dutch representatives
agreed, the. Italians opposed this solution, and the Germans preferred a purely private national cartel solution to the shortage
problem a step which in 1955 led to anti-monopoly measures
against them on the part of the High Authority. There being
25

F. A. Goergen, Tiitigke!tsbericht des Prês!de,zten des Office Co,nmun des Con-

so,nrnateurs de Ferraille tend der Caisse de Feréquation des Ferrailles 1,rip criées,

16

1953-1955 (Brussels, 1955).
Gocrgen is the hcad o!' Phoenix A. G. He resigncd bis prcsidency of OCCF in
1956 in apparent disagreernent with his colleagues over their continuing inability
to rcach consensus and Fils reluctance to permit the High Authority w run the
organisation in the absence of consumer agreement. Sce his statement in Usine
Nouvelle, February 9, 1956, p. 14. He 'vas succccded by l3entz van den J3crg of
Hoogovens.
Goergen, op. Ht., pp. 10-11.
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again no 'unanimity, while Luxembourg was unwilling to introduce
rationing, nothing was done except to prolong the OCCF system for
another year and to reward stecimakers who economised in their use
ofscrap.27 When penalties against heavy scrap consumers were sharply
increased in 1957, OCCF in a rare show of near-unity reacted
in separate but identical suits against the bonus formula by ail
the national steel associations, with the notable exception of the
Italians. But Luxembourg's voice was supreme still, as evidenced
in relations with the United States. Heavy purchases by OCCF
£n 1956-57 had gtven rise to officiai American charges that ECSC
imports were causing a scrap shortage in the United States and
that OCCF dealings with one American scrap exporter were
monopolistic and discriminatory in nature. The High Authority
reacted by handling the negotiations for export tonnages directly
with Washington and by imposing on OCCF a strict code for nondiscriminatory dealing in Europe and abroad.27a
The conclusion is obvious. Despite a coiporate structure
and wide powers, there is no deference to majority opinion. Nor
is there a regular pattern cf friendly compromise among opposing
views. The decision:making " code " is one of formal negotiation
almost on the diplomatic model between instructed representatives of national steel associations generaily unwilling to
yield an inch of their position. This has naturaily led to the preponderance of the High Authority in the decision-making prccess,
a fact which is bitterly resented by Goergen as " dirigistic." But
lie also warns:
Permit me to direct an urgent appeal to ail member firms to do
everything to prevent this evolution which is irreconcilable with our
task as industrialists and entrepreneurs. Do not request your
representatives in the committees of OCCF and CPFI to gain for
you the ultimate in direct advantages. Give them the freedcm to
negotiate which is essential to reach compromises which are bearable
for ail steol industries. 23
In COLIME, decision-making prcceeds exclusively on the basis
of informaI discussions among the representatives of the national
associations of engineering industries, usually held immediately
prior to the meetings of the Consultative Committee, or when a
*7 Ibid.,
16-17.
pp.
27 High Authority, Bulletin ,ne,:suel
d'JnJ'oru:at/on, (July 1957), pp. 7-9. Tcxts of
flic complaints beforc the ECSC Court in Journal Officie!, March 30, 1957.
29

ibid., p. 18.
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special appeal to the High Authorhy Ss being considered. One
such situation was connected with the deterioration of the steel
market in 1953, and the demand of steel consumers that the fair
trade rules be relaxed to permit rebates. 2° COUME members
agreed that rebates should vary with the national situation, and
that uniform ECSC-wide departures from price lists would be
" discriminatory " on the part of the steelmakers. They also agreed
that indirect exports should be exempt from the fair trade code
in order to enable ECSC manufacturers to compete with British
exporters without having to worry about price lists. Beyond
these points, however, consensus neyer developed. The French
and Dutch members were in favour of strict High Authority supervision over steelmakers' pricing practices ; the Germans opposed
this as interference with the autonomy of the businessman. No
agreement was ever reached on the amount of the allowable rebate
to be requested of the High Authority; some members, such as
the Geimans, preferred negotiations between steel-consuniing
and producing industries for lower prices at each national level;
others preferred an ECSC-wide approach. Métral's efforts to
persuade his colleagues to the French position failed. Despite
the constant and intense presentation of demands for price flexibility to the High Authority, the members neyer advocated identical
positions and preserved their right to vote independently in the
Consultative Committee discussion of the Monnet Rebate.
Unanimous agreement was worked out, however, on the issue
of relations with third countries. Being consuming industries,
ail six associations had no difficulty iiI agreeing that no obstacle
should be imposed by ECSC to the free importation of any materials
needed by the members in their manufacturing processes, especially
coal and finished steel. They agreed, further, that the common
ECSC tarif should be kept as low as possible on finished and semifinished steel and that the High Authority obtain strict anti-dumping
guarantees from Britain and Austria. While being quick to brand
as " discriminatory " any suspicion of collusion among steelmakers,
COLIME members insisted on their right to harmonise sales
conditions and access rules while limiting imports of competing
products from third countries.
Consensus evaporated once again on the issue of expanding
the supranational structure and task. The Belgian and French
29

My information on COLIME is based on unpublished internai sources.
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members are fully in favour of the ECSC-wide labour haj.rnonisation programme ; the Germans and Dutch oppose il bitterly.
Ail insist on their opposition to restrictive practices by producers;
but they are sharply spiit on the issue of whether rigorous High
Authority anti-cartel measures are " dirigistic." In principle,
COLIME has gone on record as opposrng the placrng of any new
products under ECSC jurisdiction, extending the scope of powers
of the High Authority in any way or creating new supranational
agencies. At the same time, however, the majority of the member
organisations are in favour of the General Common Market and
privately grant the need for some supranational controls over li.
The agreement on principle, therefore, has produced neither a
true meeting cf the minds nor ccnsistently harmonised policy on
the part of the members.
On balance, it is evident that sharply divergent national
industrial viewpoints are flot successfully compromised in COLIME.
When positions happen to converge as on the question o!' coal
and steel imports from third countries agreement is easily achieved.
But when positions differ in une with national ideological and
structural factors, no amount of discussion in Luxembourg has
succeeded in persuading the members to a new and commori view.
Thus, for instance, ail the members readily grant that as long as
steel prices rise, the consuming industries do not derive a real
benefit from the common market. For the French members this
implies vigorous protests and threats of withdrawai ; but for the
Dutch and Germans it merely cails for more intensive negotiations
with national steel associations. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the members consider themselves bound to joint action only
when there is unanimous agreement. Their relations, in short,
are very similar to diplomatic negotiations between sovereign
states.
Efforts of the European Union of Retail Fuel Dealers contrast
sharply with COLIME and OCCF in that much more delegation
of power to the centre has taken place. National member
associations deliberately instructed their supranational staff to
stand above national differences, to mediate, and to represent
UENDC as a totality, regardless of differences of opinion within it.
Further, the organisation has been quite successful in having national
affiliates adopt the policy une recommended at the centre. In fact,
the directors of UENDC have become the full-Urne supranational
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lobbyists for the national member organisational to a far more
consistent degree than is true of similar organisations in ECSC. 3 °
To what can this trend be attributed ? In principle, coal dealers
are no doser friends of federalism or European unity than are
steelmakers or processors. Like the rerollers, however, they are a
threatened profession whose future is beclouded and to whom
supranationalism may hold out a hope already abandoned at the
national level. The Western European coal dealer considers
himself threatened by two forces : fuel oil and the restrictively
organised wholesaler and colliery. Like the reroller, the coal
merchant stresses the fact that lie is a small, independent businessman. Ris mission is to supply domestic users of coal and other
small businessmen and artisans. Ris interest is not with industry
and large-scale consumers : those are the concern of other " monopolists." But the mission also includes " the defence of coal
against new and cheaper fuels, a defence which he feels is losing
ground day by day for lack of encouragement received from
national governments. The answer worked out by UENDC
is the simultaneous " defence " of coal and the coal merchant
by restricting access to the profession and safeguarding the established dealer's exclusive right to satisfy the needs of households
and small industry. But the significant aspect of this programme
is the dominant role which supranational institutions were given.
Fear and uncertainty, and the conviction that the small businessman
is the underdog unless his organisation is superior to the " monopolist's, " have provided the stimulants leading to a supranational
trade association, functioning far more effectively than is true of
the other groups treated.
The crucial decisions made by UENDC, even though they have
failed completely in persuading the High Authority, bear out this
pattern. Among the specific proposais made are suggestions for
tightening the restrictions governing admission to the field, for
increasing the standards of competence required of coal dealers.
This argument is only in part due to a monopolistic motivation.
While it would no doubt limit the number of competing firms, it
also has as its objective the adaptation of the profession to new
30

UENDC -Bulletin," (January, 1955, November, 1955, December, 1955, January,
1956). Sec also Union Européenne des Négociants Détaillants en Combustibles, " Memorandum sur l'Approvisionnement des foyers domestiques dans
les pays-membres dc Ja CECA en cc qui concerne le charbon," July 1, 1955, Also
Journal des Gizarbonnages, Deceniber 17, 1955.
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requirements. If fuel oil is to be resisted, the design and servicing
of coal stoves must be improved in order to make homes less
dependent on specific grades of coal which are becoming more
and more difficuit to procure. Rence the coal dealer must be well
enough trained and progressively enough minded to service stoves.
But he must also insist that collieries and wholesalers make available enough of the grades required for domestic use. If this cannot
be done, stoves must be converted to the use of other grades and
the adjustment must be supervised from above. It is precisely
this which UENDC asked of the High Authority, only to be told
that domestic grades were not scarce and that ECSC lacked jurisdiction over the retail trade. Undaunted by Luxembourg's failure
to take seriously lis suggestions for long-term adjustment, UENDC
also suggested that the High Authority encourage the granting of
special summer rebates by collieries in order to spread coal sales
more evenly over the entire year, and to give regularity w the market
by having retailers assume the responsibility for carrying buffer
stocks. This suggestion, as well as the demand that the fair trade
rules of the common market be applied to retailers, may be falling
on receptive ears. While the federal executive has thus been scarcely
affected by the spiil-over proccss, the coal merchants have certainly
not been slow to grasp the economic and institutional logic of the
developments. They have flot only organised themselves supranationaily but asked to be considered a true " European " group
even though required to do so neither by the rules cf the common
market nor by political pressure in their home countries.
Thus our survey of the structure and activities of ECSC-wide
trade associations shows that the groups most fearful of the consequences of a large common market dominated by big business
are the ones who most consistently look to supranational action
for their future welfare. Far from fearing dirigisme, they seem
to welcome it with open arms. Yet clearly this " conversion
implies no basic change of attitude over 1953; it merely signifies
a change in focus for lobbying purposes. Whether any of the
national trade associations active in these groups have forgone
any of their pre-ECSC ideological tenets, however, can be ascertained only on the basis of an examination oC their work in the
Consultative Comrnittee.
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SUPRANATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATIONS IN THE CONSULTATIVE
COMMI litE
The Consultative Committee began its task in the spring of 1953
before most of the associations in question were formally organised.
Yet initially the business representatives were dominated by a desire
0f regarding their Committee as an economic parliament which
would consistently guide the policy of the High Authority. Hence
efforts were made to discuss policy issues on the floor and in commission sessions, to endow the Consultative Committee with a
statute enabling it to act like an economic and social council and
to gain the attention of the federal executive. By 1955, this pattern
had changed. Jnstead of bitter debate and careful votes, the bulk
of the Committee's resolutions were being adopted by unanimity
even though nothing like complete agreement prevailed in reality.
Reports were unclear, resolutions tended to skirt the issue and
absenteeism was rife. Interest lagged in direct proportion as the
business representatives realised that they could gain access to the
High Authority through orthodox lobbying channels and that the
High Authority was not disposed to pay close attention to their
deliberations in any case.
The growing sentiment of regarding the Committee merely
as a lobbying arena is demonstrated flot only by the practices
cited. While less and less attention is being paid to collective
decisions, the strictest secrecy is demanded for the actual deliberations. Votes are no longer recorded and the names of speakers
are removed from the minutes. Attendance at meetings is denied
tiot only to flue press and the public, but also to members of the
Common Assembly. As if unwilling to attract notice to their
increasingly peripheral discussions, the business members of die
Committee invoke the " club " atmosphere which so many of them
maintain in the setting of their national trade associations. The
chiefremaining exception to these conclusions was the annual debate
(until 1956) over the continuation of coal price ceilings. This
situation has continued to evoke lively and bitter debate, formai
votes and rigici positions; it will be used as the basis of the subsequent voting analysis. 3
Have national interests given way to supranational ways of
'
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It foflows, of course, that no published information in primary source form exists
on dccisioOEmaking in the Consultative Cornmittce. My findings and conclusions
are baseci on interviews and unpublished documents, flot ail of which eau be cited
hereafter.
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thinking? Are aims defined in larger terms than before 1953?
Does discussion of an ECSC-wide investment or labour policy
imply identical or converging positions among nationaily separate
interest groups, giving rise to a permanent pattera ofjoirit decisionmaking? Has fear of High Authority dirigisme compelled employer
planning and action on a joint basis ? An examination of key issues
discussed in the Consultative Cominittee can hardly fail to give a
negative answer.
Thus on the question of a long-range coal policy, the Comni.ittee
rejected anything resembling a structural adaptation to new conditions on the part of the co11ieiies. li disrnissed the use of fuel
oil as a regulator of coal prices, coal price fiexibility, buffer stocks
being held by wholesalers, and reliance on imported American
coal to make up ECSC deficiencies. Coal imports, accompanied
by equalisation provisions for costs differentials, must be strictly
temporary; marginal mines should not be closed; and a general
investment policy must take accouat of labour's welfare demands.
On the positive side, however, the businessmen confined themselves to endorsing the ECSC-wide planning approach outlined by
CEPCEO, while Warning the High Authority for merely recommending palliatives which they had already exhausted. It should
be noted that this position was defended by the Consultative Committee even though a good many of the coal-consuming industries
differed basically with the essence of the recommendations. Th.ey
merely chose flot to fight h out in the Committee framework. 32
On other questions regarding coal policy, CEPCEO members
have a good record in defending each other's requests for price
increases, even though the steelmakers have not aiways gone along
with them. French and German coal producers agreed to minimise
imports, but ail Italian groups emphatically declined to rely essentially on ECSC coal. And on the question of central direction
of coal consumption patterns, the German and • Dutch groups
clearly refused w countertance the kind of allocation defended
by the French as " reasonable."
Committee activity in the investment field proved w be equally
disappointing. Coal producers and consumers were found to
differ widely on proper demand forecasts, with the collieries
demanding more investment planning on the part of the High.
32

Set the report of the sub-commission on coal policy W the Committec, High
Authority Doc. 2800155f (April 27, 1955).
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Authority, a step shaiply challenged by steel groups. Yet the
steelmakers disagreed with the engineering industries and with
each other over proper forecasts of steel demand, with many
fearing that the High Authority's target figures were much too
high and likely to lead ta overproduction. Ail praised the housing
programme for coal and steel workers, but many disputed the
ECSC aim of wishing to bring down interest. rates. As for High
Authority-sponsored research into better production methods,
most of the industrialists feit that this was their private domain
and that the tax money of collieries should not be spent to do
research for steelmakers. 33
In a general way, the twin issues of general objectives and
coal policy do reflect a crystallisation of positions in which coal
consumers une up against coal producers, and steel producers
against coal producers to the extent that rival daims for funds and
opposing interpretations of dirigisme are involved, with the
collieries taking a much more consistent view in favour of High
Authority planning and direction. And this once more confirms
the general finding that industries fearing serious structural
problems will flot hesitate to embrace supranational dirigisme
with some ardour. On the other hand, the pattern certainly shows
no willingness to compromise a restrictive, stability-minded
ideology with an aggressive, adaptive and expariding mm.
On the scrap issue, moreover, even the fraternal steci industries
are unwilling to make concessions to one another. The Italian
associations, as might be expected, have held out in the Consultative Committee against any kind cf èompulsory or vcluntary
cost-sharing for imported scrap,. have opposed the declaration of
a state of shortage and have insisted on their freedom te purchase
ail the scrap they want in ECSC. The Germans, by contrast,
have argued in faveur of intra-industry cost sharing for imports,
price controls but no High Authority raticning. The French,
equally ccnsistently, have favoured price controls, cost sharing
for imports aizcl 1-ligh Authority allocation measures to muzzle
the scrap-hungry Italians. Each group clearly remained loyal to
its national tradition and definition of necd.
Labour-management relations in the Consultative Committec
provide a fascinating index for gaining insight into the question
33

Report of the sub-cornrnission on gencral objcctivcs to the Comrnittee, High
Authority Doc. 273011155f (April 27, 1955).
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0f whether ECSC has tended to harmonise the rival national
industrial outlooks. In December cf 1954 the delegates voted
unanimously, after a short and empty debate, to request the
High Authority w undertake studies of comparative labour conditions, preparatory w an effort at harmonising such fringe benefits
as vacations, holiday and overtime pay. During the following
year, labour efforts to implement this resolution directly were met
with one delaying device after another. And while the whole issue
0f an ECSC welfare policy was consistently raised in connection
with coal policy and the definition ofgeneral objectives, no consensus
ever emerged and no systematic recommendations were made
by 11w Committee. Ail business organisations were unanimous
in blocking the labour initiative, with the CEPCEO organisations
taking the Iead in 11eading off an energetic ECSC labour policy.
Even French business countered the labour manoeuvre, flot
because it opposes the harmonisation of fringe benefits but beca.use
k has no wish to aid in the establishment of an ECSC-wide collective bargaining pattern which is the basic issue involved. Responding to relentless labour pressure, the High Authority late
in 1956 called a bipartite conference of steel unions and producers
in order to persuade them to negotiate collectively on some harmonisation. measures clearly corresponding to obvious differentials
in conditions. Even thougli some steel unions would have preferred an ECSC-wide contract, the conference merely agreed to
collective bargaining in cadi national setting on categories of
benefits where harmonisation seemed in order. Employer opposition
to ECSC-wide collective bargaining remains intense; but at least
the steel groups were willing to take up the points at issue, thus
agreeing to set the framework for collective bargaining at the
supranational level.
The collicries, however, declined to grant even this much. They
were confronted, in a bipartite conference called by the High
Authority in March of 1957, \Vith a unanimous labour demand
for a standard, ECSC-wide, miners' " bi!! 0f rights," including
the harrnonisaUon of fringe benefits. After consultations and
agreement in CEPCEO, the collicrics unanimously refused to
negotiaic even though the B.1gian and French associations would
welconie an upward revision of labour cosis for their German and
Dutch conipctitors. Thus, the principle ot collective bargaining
is considered sufficiently objectionable by these employer groups
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to persuade them to bury their national economic differences
in order to make common front on a procedural, but ideologically
charged, issue. Clearly, supranational collective bargaining has
not yet resulted from these developments ; but the logic of the
common market has nevertheless forced a doser coalescence arnong
employer organisations than has ever prevailed, despite the fact
that the compromise once more took place at the level of minimal
co-operation with labour typical of France and Italy.
Stiil, it is evident that the advent of supranational trade associations has not brought with it a centralised and articulated adjustment to the structural changes brought by the common market.
Such adjustments, to be sure, have been made at the national
level in Geuuany, Belgium, Holland and even in France. But at
the ECSC level the organisational effort has featured either a
defence against High Authority direction or a consistent effort
by actual or potential marginal groups to seek cushioning agains:
the common market from Luxembourg. To this extent, certainly,
positive long-range expectations have led to the formation of
supranational interest groups functioning in common for certain
puiposes. But they are not the groups on which an expanding
and self-confident common market is supposed to depend.
Does nationality, supranational affiliation, or national trade
association thinking determine voting in the Consultative Committec on the rare occasions when meaningful votes are taken?
It is the conclusion of most observers that the business delegates
vote only in accordance with the short-range perception of interests
of their national trade association, not primarily in obedience to
nationality as such or to supranational affiliations. Hence there
should be no voting blocs, national or otherwise. Each issue
should call for a different pattern of responses. The vote is determined by the particular immediate conditions at home and on
the common market under which the group in question feels
it must do business.
Rather thari merely accept this conclusion on the basis of
observations and debates, a statistical study of certain crucial
votes was made in the effort to verify k. The results are as
follows
:

31-35

In these tabulations, the labour vote was cxcluded altogether. The votes neyer
add tip ta the 34 non-labour representatives who should be prescnt because of
absentecism or unrecorded abstentions; totals are therefore rneaningless. The
heading n consurners " includes the few dealers who are rcprescnted. Since our focus

34-35
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TABLE 1

Consultative Committec Votes on Coal Price Ceilings
For
Germans
1953* ...*..s.
I 954t s • . . . . . .
1954t e....."
1 95S . . . . . . u s
1955**
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1954t .."....
:19541:
1955g ......«
1955**
.."....

.

Saar

.

.

.

.

.

.

Belgians
1 953* s • . • s • . •
:1 954t u • • • • • I •
1954t .."....
I 955g . . e • . e • •
1955**.11.9166
Dutch
1953* ..«....
1 954t s • . • . e • •
1954t s....."
I 955g e • • • • • . .
1955**. 80 .....

3
2

7

7
6
2

s
1

.

1 953* . . . . . . . .
I 954t . . . . e • s •
1 954t . . . . . . . .
1955g ..«....
1955**........

Abstained

5
5
3

.

French
1953* ..«....

Against

1
4

:1
2
2

3
4

3
1
2
1
2

2
1

t
4
3
3

-

1
3

2

1
2

2
3
teeeeee

1
1

3

1

is on irade associations rathcr than on individuals, organisations which are representcd by more than one delegate (e.g., the Ruhr collieries), are nevertheless counted
only once. In ai» event, such delegates neyer vote against one ariother. In the
computation 0f' supranational trade association solidarity, no effort svas made
to assess the solidarity of dealers since there are onty two steel dealers on the
Committec and no representatives of retait coal dealers.
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For
Italians
1953*
I 954.j.
1954•1e1955 .."....
1955**

3

. s • • • s • .

s • • • . • s •

• s • . s

Luxembourgers
1953*

7

I

1954t . . . . .
1 954: . • • • • . .
1955 j . . .
1955**
• . .
•

I

,

I

s

3
I

.

Producers
1953*
1954t
1954
1955
1955**

s

t

I
t
I

S
10
1

9
12
2
2
9

3
2
5

7
3
6
7

6
8
1
6

5

2
7

I

t

s t s

•

. s

.

•

8

.

•

't......

. .

t

.sss•

«t.....

s

s

•

t

p

• • •

Consumers
j953*. . . . . . .
1954t ........
19544 .."....
1955g ....«..
1 955** . . •

Steol Club
1953*

. s

s

. . .

. t

t

.

. .

CEPCEO
1953*
I 95.4.j•

s

•

•

5
3
I

t

. . . .

2

5
4

—

•2
—

.

. .

.

t

. . . .

1954+t
1 955*
1955** .

.

t

.

s

s

•

t

e

s s

.

s

•

•

.

s

s • • s s s s •

.

s

•

s

4
4
1

t

1 954•i- . . . . . . . .
1954k .
.
1955§
1955** . .
t

I

I
I

e

s •

Abstained

I
3

s

t • •

s . s • . • s

s

Against

s

s

•

s

•

,

2
2

7
7

2
4

2
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For
COL1ME
L oç.
,'.._ * . . . s s • • •

0)

—

Against
3
2

I 954t s • • e e • e •
:i 954 . . e • • • • •
1955§
loçç**
I -s-. e • • • • *

2
2
1

3
3

CELNUCO
1953* ...«.«
1954t ........
1954t
1955g n......
1955**1

12
3
9
8
2

8
13
1
8
12

1••••••*

1111..1

Abstained
1

4--

2
4
2
4

2nd Session, Fcbruary 5 and 6, 1953. The question involved simply the choice
of the establishment of coal price ceiiings Cor ail ECSC basins or rtot.
t LOtit Session, March 11 and 12, 1954. Thc question involved the ChOICC ofwhether
on tue basis of existing maîket conditions " ceilings shouid be rnaintaincd for ail
ECSC basins.
t lOth Session. The question invoived \%as whether " equal trealment for coal and
steci " should be followcd, i.e., whether stecl prices should also be controlicd.
§ 191h Session, March 11, 1955. The vote vas on the question " h is not appropriate
to adopt a ceiting price systcrn for the entire common rnarket."
.
**lgth Session. The vote vas on the question " fl is appropriate chat a ceilrng price
SyStCfl) be established for the entire common markct."
s

4'
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TABLE

3

Fair Trade Price Issues
For
Germans
1 953*
1 955t
French
I 953* . . . . . . . .
1955t ........
Italians
1953* .
1955t ........
Saar
I 953* . . . . . . . .
1955t ....«..
Belgians
I953
1955 t ........
Dutch
I 953* . . . . . . . .
1 95 5t ........
Luxembourgers
I 953*
1955t

. s • e • • • •
. s • I • • • S

Steci Club
1953*
1955t ........

es......

aeeeee

s

eeeeee

I
I

I
2

I

2
2 ,

1
I
4

2
1

2

1

2

2
1

"n....

.."....

7

1

. b • t • b s •

s.."...

Abstained

4
4

n......

Producers
1953* ........
19551'
Consumers
1953* ........
1955t

Against

telle

1

4
5

5
8

I
2

s

s

2

8

2
5

2
3

2
2
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CEPCEO
1953* ........
1955t ......«
COLIME
1953* ...."..
195 5 t ........
CELNIJCO
1953* ......"
1955t

.....w

For

Against

Abstained

2
2

3
6

I

I

I
2

2
4

5
5

6
10

3
6

. 3rd Session, Fcbruary 19, 1953. The Committec voted on the question ofwhether,
pending the report cf the Tinbcrgcn Commission on the turnover tax issue, the
High Authority should forbid sellers to include in their price Iists taxes which would
ultimately be refunded to them.
t 23rd Session, Novcrnber 29, 1955. The Committec voted on the question ofwhether
the High Authority should order coal wholesalers to publish regular price lists
and thus abide by the fair trade code.

The single most important conclusion which emerges from
these statistics is : no consistent ana' striking correlation for voting
soliclarity can be establislzedfor national groups, caiegories of representation or supranational associations. Some groups are more
or lcss solid, depending on the issue, but none show a consistent
teridency to vote together in the sense of forming a distinct bloc.
And if no dominant pattern for any of the three possible aggregates clearly emerges, one is forced to adopt the conclusion that
the logic of the common market lias not gone far enough to dictate
a sense of overriding common interest w supranational associations.
on the other hand, on many issues it also demonstrates that the
principle of nationality no longer enjoys sufficient support to act
as a cohesive agent. Fragmentation is the order of the day:
delegates tend to vote in accordance with perceptions of interest
derived from tAie needs and asscssments of their national trade
association, as shaped by the specific issue before the Committec.
If the principle of national voting solidarity is cxamined, it
becomes apparent that on the coal price ceiling issue, only thd
Germans and the Belgians display anything resembling national
cohesion. Yet even thcy failcd w vote to gether in 1954. Still the
tendency does support the contention that German businessmen
are more disciplined ti-tan their ECSC colleagues and are likely
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to take common positions derived fromjoint assessments ofGerman
business needs. The Belgians gain sorne homogeneity from their
overwhelming dedication to free enterprise and opposition w
any kind of controls which would limit natural price movements
especially since the cost structure cf Belgian industry gives them
an interest in an upward price trend. On the issue of the fair trade
code, once more the Germans display excellent national solidarity,
as did the French in 1953. The reason, however, was not " nationalisrn " in the everyday sense of that term so much as a conception
of common interests derived from the fact that tax systems and
refunds are by definition national in scope. The parties w the
Steuersireit of 1953 were thus compelled to take national positions
by the nature of the quarrel. Hence no sweeping generalisation
can be drawn from these trends.
Nationality, thus, yields no consistent correlation with voting
trends. Yet neither does the principle of representation which
governs the composition of the Cornmittee : division into " producers " of coal and steel as against " industrial consumers and
dealers " interested in coal and steel. On no issue do the voting
statistics support any contention tint a definition of interests
based on these categories enjoys any meaning or recognition in
the Consultative Committee. The debates show that coal producers
sometimes une up against steel producers and they also indicate
that a common industrial front against labour's demands does
exist. But no cleavage between producers on the one hand and
consumers and dealers on the other can be established.
Nor do the supranational trade associations, regardless of their
organisational and strucLural qualities, display an impressive homogeneity. The Steel Club has a most inditTerent record of solidarity
on the coal price issue; only in 1954 did anything resernbling
unanimity prevail. Complete fragmentation vas the order of the
day on the fair trade code votes. COLIME and CELNIJCO,
as organisations of consurners, failed w hold together on a single
issue involving more than two delegates present. Furtherrnore,
absenteeism is espccially striking in the case of tue COLIME
delegation. CEPCEO shows a much betier record. flic collieries
vere almost unanimous in 1956 in voting for higher prices if
ceilings were retained; they votcd solidly against ccilings in 1955,
but they spiit in 1953 and 1954. Not even their common defensive
complex and dedicai.ion to tue protection of ECSC coal has sufficcd
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to create an absolute supranational voting solidarity. The picture
here at least supports the conclusion that the branch of industry
most fearful cf its future has made the most far-reaching efforts
to ally supranationally on a permanent basis, as supported by the
increasing trend toward unity over time.
Thus, the national trade association emerges as the supreme
focus of interest and loyalty after five years of supranationalism.
Yet, in gauging pluralistic processes toward community foi ination,
it is at least equally significant that the national association allies
itself as readily with groups across the frontier as wjth its own
nationals. " Europe " may flot yet be the focus of common
industrial action; but the nation lias ceased to be the dominant
referent which k foiinerly was.
ECSC TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AND TACTJCAL SUPRANATIONAL!SM

National trade associations rarely possess true sanctions for
disciplining their members even when they operate on a majoritariarz principle of voting. Yet it is true that the membership tends
to bury its differences after a decision on a given issue and to lobby
as a unit in its relations with the government, with the minority
reserving its right to pose its preferences again in the future. In
the event of unbridgeable gaps in outlook, the dissident organisations
usually secede.
The organisational pattern here implied is much doser to the
model of a true " community " than the actual picture presented
by supranational trade associations in ECSC. Majority voting
either does not exist or is flot used even when permitted by the
statutes. LJnbridgeable gaps neyer lead to secession for the simple
reason that serious points of difference are evaded by the organisations, who reserve for themselves full freedom of action at the
national or the ECSC levels. CEPCEO, the Steelmakers Club and
CELNUCO are, in effect, permanent conferences of sovereign
members. In their mutilai dealings, diplomatic negotiation is the
central technique for achieving consensus, not imposition and
voting.
It foliows that the type of agreement reached very seldom
relates to a commonly held ideology or w fundamentally shared
values. Consensus is " tactical " in the sense that it relates to
specific policy issues confronting the associations in question,
giving rise to one pattern co-operation in one instance and quite
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a different pattern in the next. Certainly this implies a high degree
of funetionaily specific orientation on the part of the members.
Not Weltanschauung but price " extras " on wire rods or Grade 3
anthracite are focal issues. But it also means that no effort is
made a priori to work out the kind of profound agreement on
first principles on which sustained group action tends to be based
nonnaily.
Granted that the similar socio-economic milieu of ail westeui
European businessmen already predisposes them toward thought
along identical or parallel unes, the institutional impact of ECSC
has nevertheiess so far avoided the evolution of an industriai
ideology transcending national frontiers. National values remain
intact. The logic of the common niarket has not, after five years,
resulted in Dutch industrial aggressiveness seeping into French
consciousness, or the French penchant for cartel-cemented stability
persuading industrialists in Holland. Even the marked convergence
of national demands in the " defence of coal " or the avoidance
ofECSC-widecoiiective bargaining rernains " tactical " : it involves
neither an articulate ideology nor an impressive effort at general
agreement. The focus remains a specific and urgent issue posed
in common to the interested organisations by an outside irritant.
And when the issue involves values and interests defined differently
by the national affiuiates of a COLIME or a CELNUCO, action
foliows the path typical in relations among governinents united
in international organisations unilateraiism.
Yet these conclusions must be put in the context of the ail
but unanimous opposition of coal and steel groups to the common
market, which prevailed in 1951. Strikingly, no supranational
association and very few national affihiates today oppose or
challenge the principle of the cornmon market or its extension
to other sectors. Steelmen inveighing against supranational
" bureaucracy " and " dirigisme " are far from acivocating the
status quo ante. And collieries which foretold their own doom
in 1951 today transfer their cries for special protection to the
supranational forum. There is no doubt, therefore, that the supranational trade associations have heavily contributed to eliminating
opposition to integration. While they have flot made homogeneous
groups of their affihiates, they nevertheless represent the political
adjustment to a regional governmental agency which is accepted
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as given, from whom favours must be asked and advantages extracted, or whose policies must be opposed en bloc.
This operational conclusion may be hazarded from the experience of ECSC trade associations : because of their functional
specificity and preoccupation with immediate issues, regionaily
organised employer groups in a pluralistic setting will outgrow
dependence on and loyalty to the national state before they develop
a regionaily defined body of values. They will band together
supranationally and co-operate " tactically" on issues on which
their rnterests naturaily converge, and they will organise accordingly.
But they will flot immediately outgrow their separate national
ideological experiences and habits. No doubt a much longer
p0d of :' tactical co.-operation" is required and a much more
intense series of stimuli must be injected rnto the scene before any
marked ideological cohesion will develop.

CHAPTER 10
SUPRANATIONAL TRADE UNIONS
IF trade associations have, after five years of common market,
established mutual patterns of tactical unity without achieving
full federation, trade unions have gone a good deal further. Common
fears and opportunities for advancing daims ifl a new forum of
public action have resulted in a more rigid organisation for ECSC
labour as well as in more unity of action. The marked differences
in national strength and self-confidence have been noted before.'
But as in the case of employers, patterris of divergent national
thoughts must be balanced against old habits of international
co-operation in assessing the gaps between national groups, which a
successful supranational logic must overcome in order to resuit in
the foirnation of new groups with larger foci of loyalty.
TRADE UNION INTERNATIONALS AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
Strikingly, European trade unions in their day-to-day economic
thinking until recently resembled their national employer associations almost on every vital point. F0 and CFTC were interested,
not only in maintaining working class benefits, but in defending
French industry against competition, cyclical fluctuations and
higher costs. Equalising social security contributions throughout
ECSC vas more important to them than productivity. UIL and
CISL agreed with their employers in advocating a large common
market for capital, goods, and especially manpower, but were
equally deteiniined to protect Italian marginal firms against lowerpriced imports from other ECSC countries. The DGB has been
more interested in bettering the external competitive position
of German industry than in exploiting supranationalism for the
benefit of higher wages or better working conditions. The three
Dutch federations, far from challenging the reasoning of their
industrialists, were more concerned with price and cost stability,
industrial peace and greater productivity, than in anything smacking
of class struggle. Nor did Belgium's FGTB and CSC challenge
the fundamental national business objectives of their employers:
'L

Sec Chap. 6. Note cspecially the particular national conditions which have lcd
certain unions to look to supranational action for relief.
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but because they had already attained the highest living standards
on the Continent by purely national bargaining, they were compelled to seek further progress by way of supranational or international arrangements, given the refusai of Belgian industry to
handicap itself further on export markets. Whether Sociaiist
or Christian, ECSC trade unionists cannot be assumed automatically
to be " inteuiational " or " European " in outlook because of
the ecumenicai principies on which their basic ideoiogy is founded.
Yet if the principle of the cartel introduced a transnational
quality into relations among trade associations, labour possesses
a more consistent tradition of inteniational awareness and cooperation because of the long history of labour Intejuationals and
the ideological premises on which these are based. Cartels are
conceived as temporary defensive devices ; trade union Internationals were set up as peimanent centres ofworking-class defence
against the " international " character of aggressive capitalism.
Labour was thus forced into the inteinational arena because it
wished to oppose the vezy dynamics of a capitalism whose local
development would be subject to the laws of optimum cost conditions, cheap wages, social security differentials and trade union
weakness. The nexus of related considerations perforce gave a
pennanent character to the Inteinationals which is lacking on the
employer side.
Stili. the Intetuational Confederation of Free Trade Unions,
even though it is the largest non-Communist International, functions
more like a peunanent conference of sovereigu members than
ideologically unified interest group. ICFTU resolutions do not
usually bind the member federations to any specific course of action.
They merely seek to harmonise the policies of the national affiliates
with respect to common problems of union freedom, economic
development, political and economic democracy, and world peace.
As such they tend to compromise competing national viewpoints
in the interest of international labour unity. But such compromises
may well be as ephemeral as those of other private or public international organisations. The overt commitment of ICFTU to the
fight against Communism as the primary aim is not considered
of first importance by many European affihiates who are more
attached to the protection of existing working-class benefits through
a controlled international economy. The welfare state national,
regional, or international is a more vital symbol than the aggressive
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anti-Communism or dynamic modem industrialism preached by
the American members of ICETU. While the majority of affihiated
unions is at least nominaily Socialist in outlook, littie ideological
cohesion is gained froin this fact. The unions differ too fundamentally on the kind of national welfare state they desire, on the
intensity of their Marxism and on the stress to be given to national
and international anti-Communist measures. A further discordant
note is introduced by the existence of International Trade Secretariats affihiated with ICFTU, organisations flot necessarily in
agreement with national federations or with the bulk of ICFTU.
On questions of European integration there have been differences
in emphasis and timing, though flot 0X1 basic principles.2
For puiposes of European unity there exists within ICFTU a
European Regional Organisation, through which the bulk of coordinated trade union relations with OEEC, ECSC and NATO
are channelled. With the exception of CISL—a Catholic federation
ail the affiuiated groups are essentially Socialist, though the
DGB officially denies any Sociaiist commitment in order to appease
the minority of Christian unionists in its ranks. The degree of
consensus prevaiiing among the western European unions with
respect to economic integration can well be gauged from the
European Regional Organisation's stand on the " New Start,"
worked out at a conference held in August of 1955.
In principle, the Monnet ideal of a large common market as a
spur to higher production and lower prices is accepted. But, " the
free trade unions demand that each stage toward economic cooperation and integration be traversed in the framework of a
policy of full empioyment and general social progress, including
the harmonisation of living conditions in an upward direction. 113
Thus on questions of European integration, the International Federation of Miners
in 1954 came out for a general five-day weck, nationalisation of mines and a more
active welfare policy by ECSC. informations Bimensuelles, September 15, 1954,
p. 29. The International Federation of Transport \Vorkers agreed with the last
demand, but also demanded direct worker participation in the process of drafting
the Euratom and General Common Market treaties. Ibid., October I, 1955, p. 44.
This demand svas echoed in the European Regional Organisation's endorsement
of the Messina Resolutions.
3 Organisation Régionale Européenne de la C. I. S. L., " Conférence Syndicale
pour la Relance Européenne, 25-27 août 1955, Déclaration pour la Relance Européenne," Doc. No. 6593155f, ERO/Sp.Cnf. 55/2.
For general discussions of trade union Internationals and affinHies among
national federalions in Europe sce Lewis L. Lorwin, The international Labor
Movement (Ncw York : Harper & Bros. , I 953) ; Ado!!' Sturmthal, Unity and .Diversity
(n EurQpean Labor (Glencoc: Frec Prcss, 1953).

2
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Thus the defensive mentality reasserts itself despite 11w support
for the rationale of the large market. It made itself feit also in the
demand for investment aid, in an unambiguous and clearly worded
European obligation to accompany overail economic policy with
supranational welfare measures, and in the reiteration that worker
delegates must sit in ail new supranational or international organs
to be created. Whiie endorsing a supranational Euratom, these
unions did not at first corne out in favour of federal rather than
intergovernmental economic agencies and they insisted on the
standardisation of social legislation as a means to limit the production and distribution displacements normally attendant on the
introduction of greater competition. While CISL's Giulio Pastore
continued to press for ICFTU endorsement of a maximal right
to free labour migration, the Regional Organisation's statement
was suent on the subject. But by 1956, the federai emphasis in the
ICFTU programme had grown considerably. Declared the European
Regional Organisation
Convinced that Europe cannot maintain its actual standing,
develop its economic power or constantly increase the living standards
of its people if a close collaboration among its states is not assured
and that the creation of the Common Market and Euratom are an
important step . . . the Conference appeals to ail national affiliates
to strengthen their measures among workers and in public opinion
. . . to mobilise the forces necessary . . . so that these projects
may be realised as soon as possible. 4
While repeating the earlier demands for gradualism, readaptation,
welfare measures and investment aid, the ICFTU unions in 1956
went out of their way to demand supranational powers and institutions to assure the success of these programmes, fearing that
dependence on intergoveinmentalism would exaggerate the strength
of national trade associations opposed to integration. Hence the
planning and directing powers claimed for Euratom were absolute
and extreme, and the demand for union participation in supranational decision-making did flot diminish a bit.
The consensus in ICFTU, then, may be described as a commitment to econornic integration provided the logic of a freer market
is flot given an opportunity to work itself out along classical
economic unes. This formula succeeds in placing the ICFTU unions
4

Conference of the European Regional Organisation, May 22-24, 1956, Frankfurt/
Main, final resolution. Informations Mensuelles, January 1957, pp. 19-216
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clearly in the integrationist camp without compelling national
affihiates to depart appreciably from the positions they hold dear.
Each is free to defend and approach integration in terms of its own
preoccupations.
A second organisational focus of European labour is provided
by the International Confederation of Christian Trade Unions,
which includes Catholic, Protestant and non-confessional national
federations, claiming about 2,300,000 members in Western Europe.
Despite its early dedication to " spiritual " defences against modem
capitalism and its protest against the purely " materialistic
struggie put up by Marxist-inspired trade unions, the ICCTIJ
today possesses no more ideological -cohesion than the ICFTLT.
Its emphasis on Christian Social doctrine Catholic or Protestant
is minimal at the international level and its concemn with antiCommunism and the welfare state no different from the ICFTLJ's.
Small wonder then that intermittent merger negotiations between
the two Internationals have been going on since 1950, and that on
questions of joint action in European international econoinic
institutions, the two confederations consult constantly and generally
arrive at identical positions.
With respect to European unity, the tak of the ICCTLT has
been simpler than that of the ICFTU, since there is within it no
major bloc cf unions indifferent or, at times, hostile to integration.
Partly because cf their identification with Christian parties in the
national setting, the specifically Christian national federations
havealways favoured European unity and have demanded appropmiate policy before the ICFTU had clearly committed itself to
such a course. ICCTU speaks of the " duty " of workers to
participate in integration and asserts their " right " to be represented on ail new organs. Like ICFTU, the primacy of welfare
questions is stressed over the purely economic aspects of integration, thereby introducing the same equivocation with respect
to the benefits of a competitive common market. Unlike ICFTIJ,
the Christian unions endorsed the " New Start " by insisting
clearly on the creation of new institutions cf a federal type. Harmonisation of living standards, of co-determination rifles, labour's
right to migrate under supranational auspices and prctection,
and investment aid to Italy are equally demarided. 5 While the
s "Intégration Européenne: Politique générale des Syndicats Chrétiens," L.abor
(September 1955), pp. 43 e: seq. for the JCCTU programme details. See also
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Christian unions exhibit consensus with respect to the same economic
issues covered by ICETU, their political demands are more specific,
in that they include a federal Europe, equipped with a popularly
elected Assembly, a full-fledged Economic and Social Council,
and a sovereigu European Commission for EEC.
Trade union Internationals, being centres for the harmonisation
0f policy among sovereign member affihiates, strongly resemble
public international organisations. Very rarely do they " make
policy :' ; far more commonly they merely register the opinions
of their members and compromise these along the fines of the
minimum common denominator. But despite this limiting factor
on supranational solidarity, and despite the well developed national
diff'erences in emphasis and position, there clearly is a basic consensus
among European trade unions on questions of integration. Further,
this consensus enjoys more unifoim ideological underpinnings
though neither particularly Socialist nor Christian in nature
and agreement on detailed demands than is true of ECSC—wide
employer associations. Long before 1950, the labour movement
had equated survival, acceptance as " respectable," and ultimate
victory at home with a modicum of international solidarity. It
was very sympathetic to the growth of a unified, democratic
Western Europe as a defence against Communism. The continuity
0f this sentiment gave labour in ECSC a minimum common
denominator in terms of articulating fears of " inteÈnational
capitalism " and spelling out demancis for protection against it,
while also motivated by specific national demands which were
in large measure identical with those of the national trade associations. Without suggesting any pre-existing deep sense of unity
of mission and doctrine cutting across national frontiers, it is stiil
accurate to conclude that a sufficient body of shared values
specific demands prcssed by President Gaston Tessier with Spaak, Agence Europe,
October 8, 1955. Apparently losing patience with the slow pace of harmonisation
of working conditions, the Congress of ICCTU in 1955 authorised its national
federations to fight for the attainment immcdiatcly of the forty-hour week,even
though ii continued to assert that the struggie for Ihe harmonisation of working
conditions was a collective aim of die organisation. Informations Mensuelles,
January 1956, pp. 23-24.
In January of 1957, the ICuru sought to influence the content of the EEC
Treaty, then about to be signed, by restating its insistence on the importance
of supranational powers ami a free hand for the organisation to formulate an
overail economic policy for tlie common market, assistcd by representatives frorn
the trade unions as an "essential prior condition." The ICCTU stand on Euratom,
repeated at the same time, is identicai with that of the ICI-ru. Ibid., January
1957, pp. 21-22, 80, 105.
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prevailed at the debut of ECSC to fadilitate the later evolution of
a doser pattern of common action.
FORMATION 0F ECSC—WIDE Tiwn UNIONS
Almost as soon as Robert Schuman launched his appeal for drafting
a supranational coal and steel community, ICETU and ICCTU
took position on the Plan and asserted labour's inteinationally
shared fears and aspirations. Both organisations stressed then
their desire to use the establishment of a competitive European
market as a lever to achieve the progressive hai i i i onisation of living
standards. They elaimed all the special protective devices later
put forward again in connection with the Messina Conference and
the New Start. ICFTLJ further dexnanded that nationalised
industries should neyer be considered as cartels and that coal
sales organisations under whatever name should essentiaily
be left intact. It endorsed the fears of the DGB and met the Geii»an
Socialists haif-way by stressing the need for removing aU discrimination from Get «an coal and steel production. 6
ICFTU and ICCTU almost inimediately seized upon the new
supranational institutions as a mechanism for gaining policymaking equality with organised business, thus giving direct expression to labour's internationally shared fear of being once more
merely the dupe of cartelised industry hiding behind the façade o!'
the new High Authority. In order to prevent the delegation o!' regulatory powers to national and ECSC—wide trade associations,
the unions not only demanded the strictest public supervision over
business, but asserted the right to share in this effort by gaining
a maximum o!' direct representation in the institutions conceined.
It is vital to note here that the unions as early as 1950 were agreed
that their future representatives would be responsible to and
appointed by the Internationals and not the national federations.
ICETU and ICCTU agreed that the foi i ' 'er should noininate a
candidate for the Higli Authority, with the approval of the latter,
and that the Christians would nominate " their " candidate for
one of the positions on the Court o!' Justice. Further, the two
Internationals agreed to spiit the seventeen-member labour
G

ICFTLJ, Prcss Release, April 26, 1951 and May 24, 1951, Brussels. Mw sec
Georges Lefranc, " Les Syndicats Ouvriers Face au Plan Schurnan " Nouvelle
Revue de I'Econamie Contemporaine (No. 16-17, 1951), pp. 55-57.
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delegation to the Consultative Committee, with eleven members
coming from the free unions and four from the Christians. 7
No doubt the unions in 1950 grossly overstated their daims for
a direct share of control over the new institutions. But they cooperated in a remarkable manner during the negotiations in Paris
leading to the final Treaty. Ail delegations included national
trade union representatives, either as full members or as advisers.
Despite their national status, these men met once a week as European
trade unionists in the Paris office of F0 in the attempt to work
out common positions. Characteristically, they avoided issues
deeply dividing the national movements involved, such as cartels,
with a representative of the ICFTU aiways present to act as gobetween. These consultations were largely responsible for the
provisions of the Treaty defining the situations in which the High
Authority must cali on the Consultative Committee, minimising
the situations permitting delegation of power to trade associations,
and the unwritten agreement governing the selection of " trade
union representatives." The consultatiotEis failed then to yield
labour consensus on the question of a supranational welfare
policy, with the Dutch and Gei «an members in 1950 holding
out for a minimal High. Authority role.
As won as ECSC institutions began to function, the trade
unionists realised that they needed pci 'nanent organisations to
safeguard the interests they bad foi t'iulated during the negotiating
period. For the ICFTU unions, André Renard formulated the
case for a pet»ianent ECSC—wide labour organisation in these
tex»s
fle High Authority, the Community, confronts these choices:
either it carnes out the provisions of the Treaty, frec competition,
free migration, the largest possible price freedom ; or it will develop
into a group of cartels, which under the façade of the Community
will merely serve international capitalism. We must work with the
High Authority to destroy these cartels. We have no interest in
participating in the revival of the powerful international steel cartel,
or .toznorrow perhaps the mighty international coal syndicate. Wç
7

The resuits of the agreement were strikingly supranational. The Council of
Ministcrs chose, as the " trade union " member of the Court, P. S. J. Serrarens,
Dutch trade union leader and politician, and foinier Secretary-General of the
11CC-ru. The High Authority co-opted as its ninth member, as the joint candidate
of both Internationals, Paul Finet Belgian trade union leader, a former President
of the ICFTU, and since 1958 President of the High Authority. For the sequel
on the agreement concerning the Consultative Committee, sec Chapter 13.
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are the underdogs in this struggie, which is unequal. Colleagies,
the international trade associations have taken shape already. It
is 50 much casier to agrec among a kw, as with steci, as among
many, as is the case with us. The steci cartel has been revived and
we stiil debate the creation of our trade union international at the
ECSC level ! I greatly fear that we will neyer attain a sufficiently
integrated organisation which eau deal with these trade associations. 8
Yet ail the ICFTU unionists would agree to was tut creation of a
permanent committee of sovereign equals, ultimately equipped
with a standing liaison bureau lacking ail powers ofpolicy—making
and functioning essentially as a lobbying centre in Luxembourg
and as a communications hub for the members of the comniittee.
Despite the demands of Renard and Luxembourg's Antoine Krier,
the French and Gei i i 'an unions countered that a sufficient number
of labour Internationais existed aiready and that no new federation
was needed. The reasons for this negative attitude were the French
fear of being overwhelmed by the German membership and the
Get i ùans' reluctance to have foreign unions lean on them for
collective strength.
The structure which emerged from the early conffict subsists
as the Committee of Twenty-One.° Each organisation is represented by one delegate and one vote, but in fact Geijnans account
for over haif of the affiliated rank-and-file membership and for
an equally large share of the financial contribution. Much of the
time of the Committee has been taken up with bitter procedural
wrangles over the future of the organisation, the powers of the
e Internationaler Bund Freler Gewerkschaften Europâische Gemeinschaft fUr
Kohie und Stahi, Bericht llber die In:ergewerkschaftliche Konferen; 16. 17. 18.
Mârz, 1954, p. 29. Cited hereafter as " Report."
g The Committec ofTwenty-One is composed as foliows: International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions ; International Federation of Miners ; International Federation of Metalworkers ; National Metalworkers Unions from Germany, Belgium
(FGTB), Holland (NVV), France (F0), Italy (UIL and CISL), Luxembourg
(LAV) ; National Mineworkers Unions from Cermany, Belgium (FGTB), Holland
(NVV), France (F0) ; DOB, FGTB, F0, NVV, LAV, UIL and CJSL.
lis budget amounted to B.frs. 2,163,020 in 1955. The Geintan preponderance
is here magnified by the fact that the French and Italian metalworkers, F0, UIL,
CISL and the International Federation of Metalworkers are delinquent in their
ducs. The mcmbcrship of the Committce overlaps with that of the Consultative
Committee and with the Common Assembly, a factor naturaily facilitating lobbying efforts. In 1955 it was decided to solicit the participation of British trade
•unionists as observers in the deliberations of the Committee. The Austrian
workers, as well as a representative of the United Steelworkers (AFL—CIO), also
participate as observers. The afluliated miner? and metalworkers' unions daim a
membership of 2,600,000, flot of ail of whom work in plants subjcct to ECSC
jurisdiction. Significantly, the by-Jaws of the Committee contain no refcrence
to voting rules.
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liaison bureau, and the financial contribution to be borne by the
]CFTU and the International Federations of Miners and Metalworkers, a large share of whose members have no interest in ECSC.
The Secretary-General of ICFTU, M. Oldenbroek, held out for an
active pro-integration and anti-Communist campaign as the
primary field of action for the Committee ; this was turned down
by the bulk of the niembers who were more concerned with
extracting a pro-labour welfare policy from the High Authority,
gaining more seats on the Consultative Committee, expelling
the " class enemy " delegate of the Confédération Générale des
Cadres from the trade union delegation, and lobbying with
Socialist members of the Common Assembly. Certainly the
Committee considers its task as including the definition of a common
labour policy toward ECSC and forcing admission to the charmed
circle of High Authority policy—makers. But its techniques for
attaining these goals are of a diplomatic character: the delegates
negotiate with each other as equals and avoid foi»al voting, with
a majority resisting the creation of a federal union structure.
Partly in response to their greater commitment to a politically
federated Europe, the icCTu unions responded mucli more
vigorously to the challenge of supranational institutions by establishing a full-fledged federation. Until 1955, they contented themselves with a special ECSC section in the ICCTU secretariat. Jn
that year, however, they concluded that only an independent
federal structure would give them the collective strength to influence
the High Authority and national employer associations. Further,
they found that without a federal structure it was far too difficuit
to arrive at a truly uniform Christian labour position in ECSC,
especially for puiposes of cementing labour power in the Consultative Committee. 1 ° Fundamental to the ICCTU pre-occupation
10

For an explicit discussion ofthe motives leading W the fosLnation ofthe Federation,
sec die statement of the Secretary-General, A. C. de Bruyn, in ECSC Bulletin,
May 1955.
'Hie foilowing unions are members of the Federation: National unions cf metalworkers: Netherlands (Catholic and Protestant), Belgium (CSC), Luxcmbourg
(Christian), France (CFTC), Saar (Catholic) ; national unions of mine workers:
Netherlands (Catholic and Protestant), Belgium (CSC), France (CFTC), Luxcmbourg (Christian), Saar (Catholic); white coflar workers' unions: Netherlands
(Catholic Employees), Belgium (Christian Employces), Germany (two non-confessional employees' federations, DHV and VWA) ; national federations of trade
unions : France (CFTC), Belgium (CSC), Saar. Netherlands (KAB-Catholic and
CNV-Protestant), Luxembourg (Catholic). A total of 135,000 miners, metalworkers and employees are represented by flic Federation as working in plants
subject to ECSC jurisdiction.
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is the express desire to compel employers and the High Authority to
inaugurate ECSC—wide collective bargaining, a task obviously
requiring maximum labour cohesion.
The resuit was the creation in rnid-1955 of the Federation of
Christian Trade Unions of the ECSC. Member organisations
enjoy parity of representation and voting power regardless of size.
A two-thirds vote of its General Conference and Executive Committee is binding on national affihiates and the central structure
is given the power to define common policy positions for the
collectivity. However, " a unanimous vote is required for ail
decisions concerning questions of principle, relating to the religious
convictions of the delegates." " Unlike the ICFTU group, the
Christian Federation lias a permanent Secretary-General with
considerable powers of initiative ami recommendation, and permitted great latitude in lobbying on behaif of the Federation in
Luxembourg. In the event of sharp disagreement between the
delegates, the Executive Contmittee of tEe ICCTU may be ealled
upon to arbitrate ; this link, however, is the only structural tie
remaining between the regional and the world organisation. Neither
the ICCTU as such nor the Christian International Trade Secretariats are members. The unanimity rule on religious questions,
in effect, assures that such matters cannot be discussed meaningfully by the Federation because of its highly heterogeneous confessional make-up.
. Regardless of structural difrerences, the two ECSC—wide unions
are agreed on this ideological premise : ECSC provides the opportunity for gaining equality with management and with govetuments
in the formulation of basic poliey; ECSC is the ideal vehicle for
achieving labour respectability, for driving home the point that
organised labour is a pet iiianent and valid collective component
of the social scene, deserving of direct participation in decisionmaking. It is of the highest importance, in isolating social processes
contributing to transnational integration, to pinpoint the analysis
on this widely shared aspiration and to give it its true importance
in partly explaining why labour should embrace supranationalism
11 's

Statuts de la Fédération des Syndicats Chrétiens dans la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," Art. 16, pars I. and 3. The on!y known instance
in which religious issues seemed to intrude was in the Federation's resolution
(May 10, 1957) protesting against the introduction of the sliding working weck
as interfering with Sunday as a universal day of rest, culture and dedication to
family in certain ECSC plants.
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with so much more ardour than is true of organised business.
The efforts to use ECSC institutions for this puipose partly
unsuccessful though they have been so far provide an instructive
illustration of this process.
One obvious approach is offered by the opportunity to transfer
legislative lobbying to the supranational forum of the Common
Assembly. The free unions have not been slow to attempt this
manoeuvre by organising repeatedly joint consultations with
Socialist members of the Assembly in the effort to persuade them
to offer resolutions meeting labour demands for housing, readaptation and hai «ionisation benefits. Yet, as both parties freely
admit, these efforts have been somewhat less than successful
because the legislators are far more interested in a planned economic
policy looking towards public cartels, price controls, investment
co-ordination and counter-cyclical measures. The trade unionists,
by contrast, tended to echo to economic fears of their national
employer associations and found great difficulty in agreeing with
one another on basic economic policy questions. Hence they
insisted merely on the demands traditional to organised labour:
improvement in wages, hours, and working conditions, in the
ECSC case through " hau.uonisation in an upward direction."
This is the essence of the cry for a supranational wei.fare policy,
endorsed in generalities by the parliamentarians but not in detail.
As for the Christian unions, their natural political fie to ChristianDemocratic Assembly members is somewhat less than meaningful
beca.use of the severe ideological schisms in that group with respect
to labour questions. Hence legislative access has not yielded
far-reaching endorsement of the Christian Federation's demands.
Labour equality has been pressed vigorously in relations with
the High Authority, In 1953, the Committee of Twenty-One
asked Monnet to create a labour secretariat in the High Authority
to serve as a research agency for the unions and w be staffed with
loyal trade unionists ! Undaunted by Monnet's refusai, the
Committee insisted that the High Authority use its facilities to
give labour statistical info1 iiiation on costs and earnings o!' funs
under ECSC jurisdiction in order to improve union bargaining
positions at the national level. Repeatedly the cry went up that
without sùch help, the unions could not make meaningful supranational decisions. Sceking to compensate for weakness and
isolation at the national level, the Committee and the Federation
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continuously press the High Authority for admission to ail
technical expert committees created to study ECSC problems,
a task in which they have largely succeeded. More significantly stiil,
the trade unionists argue that it is the duty of the High Authority
to compel employers to bargain supranationally, or at least to
submit to High Authority directives on labour questions, because
increasingly, national funs and trade associations evade relations
with their workers at the national level by referring to the existence
of supranational rules and authorities. In line with the trade
union tradition common in Europe of relying on govetiiment
action rather than on direct relations with employers, the unions
maintain in effect that it is the duty of the High Authority to meet
this challenge by imposing with union participation a supranational labour policy.
Most sigiiificant in this effort is the conception of both labour
groups that MM. Finet and Potthoff are " union men," who ought
to be responsive to union demands in their capacity as members
of the High Authority. As Arthur Gailly, chaitiitan of the Comniittee of Twenty-One, insisted
fle labour movement saw in ECSC the opportunity to introduce
orderly economic relations in place of anarchy, disorder and speculation, to create a large common market, to eliminate the harmful
consequences of uncontrolled competition, to stop crises, unemployment . . . , to lower prices, to raise the living standards of
workers . . . , to harmonise worlcing conditions in the six member
states . . . , to plan investments. . . . Our demands, our noblest
aims, even the reasons which persuaded us to participate in this
work do not seem to occupy the role in the work of the High Authority
which they deserve. 12
While constantly seeking a special position and special protection
from the High Authority, disappointment with the resuits prompted
Walter Freitag, founer head of the DGB, to assert that " we must
show a certain distrust with respect to the High Authority. . .
We must not accept as clearly established everything the High
Authority maintains." But he f'ollowed up this expression of
non-confidence by again demanding that Luxembourg furnish
the statistical studies which alone would enable labour to bargain
effectively. 13
12

Report, op, cit., p. 6.
n Ibid., pp. 109-110.
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To such accusations and demands, Finet and Potthoff reply
that while Europe requires a unified labour movement to ôppose
cartels and restrictively minded employers organisations, the ECSC
Treaty does not permit a stringent labour policy. While calling
on labour to federate and put forward common demands, they
resolutely refuse to bind themselves to the implementation of daims
going beyond the Treaty.• Yet it was Finet who sought to persuade
the Committee of Twenty-One to accept a liberal ECSC migration
poliey, only to find himself opposed and isolated by French,
German and Belgian unionists determined to limit the inflow of
Italian labour. Offers by Finet to aid in the establishment of
national or regional consultative committees giving die unions
greater local representation were gieeted coolly by bis " colleagues."
In short, the drive to use " their " candidates on the High Authority
as a channel of pet i t 'anent and successful access to supranational
control has been a failure. As Finet explained:
I have often expressed the thought that we need a welfare policy
to compel the economic sector to adapt to social needs; we [trade
unions] must be die midwives who, with forceps and if need be
prematurely, will bring about the birth of extensive social reforms.
But do flot expect this of the High Authority. R cari oniy help you. 14
Union disappointment with High Authority energy led to a joint
ICFTU-ICCTU threat to boycott the Consultative Comnittee in the
autumn of 1955. Delays over the implementation of the resolution
to harmonise fringe benefits, inconclusive and vague discussion
over the welfare measures that should accompany a systematic
coal policy and the definition of general objectives for ECSC,
persuaded the labour members 0f the Committee to demand of
the High Authority a list of pressing social problems with mdications of priorities and means for solving them. The successful
effort of President Mayer anci of the employer members to evade
this demand, resulted mn threats of withdrawal.15 The Consultative
Committee, ail but ignored by the business representatives, by
34
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Report, op. cil., p. 86. Other revealing statements on pp. 9-11, 13, 15, 75-77,
80-85. Significantly, the Committcc of Twenty-One in 1955 supported the candidacy of Paul Ramadier for the vacancy crcated by Monnet's resignation, despite
his known anti-European sentiments. The Committee nierely wished for another
Socialist on the Fligh Authority.
Details in ICi- I U, Verbindungsburo-Luxembourg, Mi:teilungsblatt, OctoberDeccrnber, 1955, pp. 7-10. The boycott threat, took the foui1 of a letter from
Walter Frcitag to René Mayer, announcing the intention of the seventeen labour
members to withdraw from the Committee.
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1955 had become the major arena for labour in its fight for recognition and respectability. Supranational institutions and mies,
possibilities of access flot available nationaily, and a set of common
fears .facilitated the emergence of a doctrinaire minimum labour
programme, for whose realisation the Consultative Conimittee
and supranational union organisations became the primary
vehicle.
Erinrr 0F LABOUR CONSENSUS IN ECSC
It took the unions three years to minimise their attempts to
" penetrate " the High Authority and to rely instead on their own
collective power in the Consultative Committee and other commissions. But given the differing national econoinic viewpoints
functioning side by side with the agreed basic principles to which
both the Christian Federation and the Committee of TwentyOne
owe their origin, how deep is the ECSC labour consensus ? To
what extent has the collective need taken on priority over national
differences ? To what extent has the necessity of supranational
lobbying forced a compromise among divergent national orientations ? If a blunting of national differences has occurred, does
the pattern of consensus include a positive ideology uniting the
trade unions of the six countries more firmly than is true of the
Internationals?
André Renard, the champion of an integrated ECSC—wide
trade union movement possessing a clear and doctrinaire programme, admits that the unions find it far easier to agree to
immediate welfare objectives than to achieve a meeting of the
minds on economic policy. While he stands strongly for a union
commitment to High Authority planning as regards investments,
buffer stocks, trade with third countries and price stability, the
early work of the Committee of Twenty-One did flot encourage
the conclusion that unity had been achieved in this field. Thus
the Belgian miners demanded ECSC—wide wage equalisation, i.e.,
raise mining costs in Holland and Get niany to the Belgian level;
Dutch Socialist labour was conceuied primarily with the elimination
of cartels and price ceilings. French labour argued the need for
" equalising " social security contributions. The Gernian miners
held out for the continuation of cartel-like bodies for coal and
for rigid price controls ; only the German metalworkers evinced
more interest in the kind of general economic planning advocated
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by Renard. Italian labour, by contrast, is almost exclusively
concerned with alleviating structural unemployment and hence
" doubts the good faith of other [labour] organisations with respect
to• the easing of labour migration " in ECSC. 16
Experience shows that in order to bind the national unions
to a common position in the Consultative Committee, a preliminary
vote of the Committee of Twenty-One must be unanimous. On
most crucial ECSC issues, no unanimity could ever be obtained.
On scrap policy, only the French and German unions came out
in full support of stringent High Authority regulation of the market.
When the Monnet Rebate was taken up, the Geunan unions showed
more concern about the competitive position of German steel
than about ECSC, whereas die Belgians advocated the protection
0f consuming industries and the need for rigorous High Authority
controls over pricing practices. Coal price ceilings, for labour
as for industry, provide the crucial index of consensus. The
French and Dutch unionists regularly voted against ceilings and
for higher Ruhr prices, while the bulk of the labour delegation
voted in favour of ceilings. In 1955, a unanimous union statement
attacking the logic of the High Authority in tying coal prices to
wage increases was indeed. made ; but in the Committee o!' TwentyOne the German members sought in vain to persuade the bulk
of the others to the indefinite need for price ceilings and price
regulation of the collieries, linked to the preservation of GEORG.
Coal prices and the intimately related issue of cartels pose a typical
" economic " issue on which the unions find it so difficult to agree. 17
It follows that no supranational labour position on cartels,
investments, long-range price trends, labour mobility and even
social security had been worked out in the ranks of the ICFTUaffihiated organisations by 1956. Sporadic efforts at promoting
studies by unionists expert in these matters have led to little.
Unanimous or near-unanimous votes occur neither in the Committee of Twenty-One nor in the Consultative Committee. The
16

17

Report, op. cil., p. 125 : Statement of A. Chiari to his colleagues on the Conimittec
0f Twenty-One during the pionecring union conference of March 1954. The
opinions summarised above were ail expressed at the same meeting as well as in
subsequent discussions of the Comniittec. The vigorous advocacy of a common
Socialist economic as opposed to labour welfare—poiicy was made on behaif
of I. G. Metail by Heinrich Deist, who is primarily a Socialist politician rather
than a tiade unionist. His appeal found little support. Report, op. cii., pp. 60-66.
The bulk of my information was obtained through access to internai papers and
documents of the Committee of Twenty-One. A part of Ihe story h told in ICFTU,
Mitteilungen, May 1955.
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definition of interests based on a perception of national economic
needs continued to prevail through 1956, bolstered by a de facto
unanimity rule in labour's consultative organ.
Has there been no evolution of consensus over time, given the
common• fears of Socialist labour ? The activities of three major
trade union conferences 1954, 1955, 1956—should provide an
answer.
In 1954, labour's defensive posture and commorily shared fears
provided the bedrock of supranational agreement, bolstered by
previous decades of similar sentiments inspiring the Internationals
and the labour delegations to the ILO : economic progress, higher
productivity, lower prices and increased consumption could not
and should not be achieved on the basis of differentials in labour
costs. While not necessarily attacking frontally the logic of a
competitive common market, the anti-trade bias of the unions
was sufficiently pervasive to cause them to insist that market interpenetration and specialisation should flot be permitted to develop
in ECSC on the basis of significant structural employment displacement. The consensus could thus logically hinge around one
single sigufficant point: the hatinonisation of living and working
conditions throughout ECSC so as to avoid production, trade
and employment shifts due to labour cost differentials. It was on
the harmonisation issue that the Socialist unions agreed to a
detailed programme in their 1954 conference. On ail other ECSC
issues—especially on investment, price and cartel policy they
managed merely to announce general platitudes, sufficiently vague
to cover effectively the outstanding differences between national
organisations. 18
Events compelled the Socialist as well as the Christian unions to
take a more specific position in •mid-1955, as the six Govetuments
were launching their ." New Start." The Internationals announced
their strong endorsement of accelerated economic integration,
which we discussed above. In a trade union, Socialist and leftwing Christian-Democratic meeting at Strasbourg, Alfred Williame
for ICCTU and Arthur Gailly for ICETU proclaimed that the
Europe of the Relance would be a workers' Europe, dedicated
to peace and increasing welfare on the basis of planning, and made
vital to labour through the medium of ECSC-wide collective
bargaining. " We shall be the vanguard of those who today fight
le

Report, op. cit., pp. 173-176 for the resolutions adopted at the March 1954 meeting.
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ii
19 Whule Guy Mollet
for a new Europe, Democratic and
added a demand for a European guaranteed annual wage, the
1955 meeting nevertheless refused to proclaim any detailed scheme
for an anti-capitalist united Europe. Apart from echoing the
general sentiments of the Internationals, the hard core of consensus
continued to be the demand for harmonisation of working and
living conditions.
By 1956, an important change was manifested in the deliberations of ECSC labour. ECSC—wide collective bargaining under
the auspices of the High Authority was thrown into specific relief
by the unanimous demand for the introduction of the forty-hour
week. While the unions agreed to push their separate daims at the
national level, they also agreed to co-ordinate their programmes
supranationally and to insist on the High Authority's compelling
the employers to do likewise. But for the first time, the consensus
'' t
on welfare questions began to spiil over into the reaim of general
economic policy to a much more meaningf'ul degree than had been
possible in previous coriferences and meetings of the Committee
of Twenty-One. Full employment, counter-cyclical investment
and production planning and price control were demanded; the
High Authority was called upon to make full use of its powers
to steer investments and the unions for the first time evinced a
collective interest in the control of mergers.° The logic of spiilover process, in the context of labour's clefensive economic and
social complex, has given nse to the evolution of a consensus much
broader than had obtained in 1951. It is therefore symbolic of the
deeper consensus and indicative of the reality of the spiil-over
process that the Comniittee of Twenty-One, before the debut of
EEC, took the initiative in co-ordinating trade union positions and
proposing a labour policy for the General Common Market.
FO's Robert Bothereau was given the mandate as spokesman for
the Coninilttee in the work of the EEC Interiin Organisation.
In the case of the mineworkers, the defensive ideological posture
assumed by collieries ail over Europe has been imitated by the
unions. While on general economic policy questions the workers
differ with each other on national grounds, coal issues in particular
have given rise to the same kind of supranational defence complex
n European trade union conference, hcld at Strasbourg on June 21, 1955. Gauche
Européenne, " L'Europe en construction," JuIy/August 1955.
20
Trade Union Conference, heM in Paris on May 24, 25 and 26, 1956. informations
Mensuelles (May 1956), pp. 26-27, 42, for the final resolutions.
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of which CEPCEO is the institutional resuit on the employer side.
Because the future of coal as a primary source of energy is doubtful,
the miners jnsist that they retain the ECSC—wide position of the
highest paid worker regardless of productivity increases in other
sectors and relative rigidity in coal. They deplore die shortage
of skilled young miners but object loudly that a maupower deficit
be invoked as the justification for higher wages, since this might
imply lower wages once the supply increases. Like their employers,
they object to dependence on imported coal and agree that the
special hazards and rising costs of mining be borne by the
" collectivity "__the nation or ECSC and not by the industry.
Not readaptation to new jobs, but stability of employment as
miners is their fundamental demand. Characterised by the same
inflexibility and inseeurity as the collieries, the mineworkers have
embraced supranational dirigisme as the remedy for their troubles,
without necessarily being any better " Europeans " in principle
than the unions generaily.
In the Christian Federation, consensus evolved earlier and penetrated more deeply. Like the Socialists, the Christian workers
found more in common on the question of harmonisation than
on issues of fundamental economic alteuj.atives. 21 The greater
supranational élan of the Christians makes itself frit in their
political demands, in their insistence on an expanded task for
ECSC in 1954, their endorsement of a federally organised Euratom
and common market in 1 955, and their much more insistent clamour
for European flot national trade union representation in the
conferences drafting the treaties and the institutions appointed
to implement them. Christian corporative doctrine is probably
the single most important reason explaining this daim. Already
put forward at the national level, it is but the natural extension
of the doctrine to the supranational realm once the possibility
of regionaily controlling economic institutions is provided.
2t

Fédération des Syndicats Chrétiens dans la CECA, Resolution adopted on
September 3, 1955. Confédération Internationale des Syndicats Chrétiens,
" Manifeste Européen," September 14, 1955; " Note Concernant les Décisions
de la Conférence de Messine." In these documents, the Christian unions established a programme for the institutional and economic unification of Europe
which, even though in full haiwony with the parallel programme of the ICFTU,
goes much beyond the consensus announced by the free unions in 1955. Detaited
proposais for the pace, degree, and control of economic integration are made,
which arc in large measure identical with the actual content cf the Euratom and
General Common Market Treaties, even though ICCTU representatives were flot
admitted to the negotiations.
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Thus, five years of common market, the deterinination to
integrate further and the " New Start " have combined to persuade
trade unionists beginning primarily with a common defensive
posture, to deepen their consensus and to make serious efforts
to arrive at supranational political and economic positions going
far beyond the parallel efforts of employers. But the centre of the
effort remains the desire to minimise the anti-labour competitive
consequences of the common market and to counter what is, in
labour's ideology, a " capitalist conspiracy " to mn the integrated
Europe of the future. Programmatically, therefore, the hat inonisation ofliving and working conditions has remained the symbolic and
tactical centre around which union activity bas clustered, as
represented in ECSC by the efforts of André Renard to persuade
his colleagues, the High Authority and ultimately the employers
to bargain collectively for the equalisatiôn of fringe benefits.
Tm RENARD PROGRAMME tM ECSC
The aImost incredible complexity of the " hai»onisation " aim
is revealed by a rapid survey over the various national rules in
force and tbe fragmentary character of existing international
agreements. Thus in the reaim of social security, no unifoun
rifles governing the rights ofaliens existed before 1957. Some ECSC
countries base their system on the principle of tetiitoriality, while
others prefer the rival principle of personality of rights. Reciprocal
rights to non-discriminatory treatment of alien workers are neither
clear nor uniform, while the rate structure, of course, varies from
country to country. A network of bilateral conventions has grown
up siiice 1945 to deal with this jungle, but it bas tended to multiply
the heterogeneity. Nor have efforts at the conclusion of multilateral conventions 'a has inonising " the bilateral efforts brought
much order. One such attempt, the Social Security Convention
(1949) of die Brussels Treaty Organisation, does not include
Gei»iany and Italy. Another, Convention no. 102 of the ILO
seeking to standardise the basic norms of social security systems,
has not been ratified by most of the ECSC member states and
is too general in its provisions to be of much help in the European
context. Attempts by the .Council of Europe to write a European
social security code have flot yet been completed, and go beyond
the conlines of ECSC in any event. OnIy the 1950 Convention on
social security rights of Rhine bargemen cuts across the confusion
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somewhat by establishing absolutely equal rights and rates in ail
categories of security for ail workers concerned, regardless of
nationality, as weil as providing a central administrative system
for the implementation of the rules.22
ECSC efforts to give meaning to the right of qualified workers
to migrate through the conclusion of an adequate general social
seçurity agreement have been inspired by the Rhine example.
Ail foinis of aid are included, even the controversial family
allowances. Granting that absolute hat i i ionisation of rates wouid
be unachievabie, the High Authority, Councii of Ministers and
the ILO have agreed to provide for the creation of a supranational
compensation fund, to indemnify a national ministry for net losses
suffered in payments to aliens, and a central administrative system.
The vicissitudes surrounding the negotiation of this agreement
have been related elsewhere.22a Suffice it to say here that flot even
the stimulus of the common market proved abie to persuade the
member govet uments to agree to standard rates in the various
categories of aid. National structures remain intact; the harmonisation effort desired by the trade unions has merely standardised the rights of aliens. Significantiy, however, a system originally
intended for coal and steel workers was made general in the
process of negotiation, as the ILO experts found that a special
coal/steei system would be administratively unworkable. 23
Varying family allowance systems have flot only plagued the
conclusion of a social security convention for ECSC, but constitute
the hard core of the more basic demand for the " haiiuonisation"
of living conditions. The difficulty is obvious from these statistics,
representing the compulsory contribution of employers to national
family allowance funds, expressed as a percentage of wages paid 24 :
Geiivaiiy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
none
16.75

B elgiurn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Netherlands ............
Luxembourg ............
I taI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7.5
4'25
4.5
11665

Detaits on these conventions and their implications are in Delpérée, op. cit., pp.
164 170, 173-175 9 182-188. Schrcgle, op. cit.
22% Sec Chapters 3 and 13.
23
Details in Delpéréc, op. cil., pp. 177-180.
23
Wilhelm Langwicler, Die Sozialpo!itische Frobiematik der Montanunion, (Frankfurt:
Verlag Lutzeycrs Fortsetzungswerke, 1953), p. 46.
22
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Variations in wage and f'ringe benefits enjoyed by ECSC labour
are most clearly demonstrated by these tables:
T&rnil
Steel Industry: Comparative Wage and Working Conditions
Luxem- NetherGerinany Belgium Franco Saar Italy bourg lands

Hourly direct wages
and b onuses *

@67

e76

66

68

050

84

455

Hourly social security
and related benefits
paid by employert

17

13

923

23

019

018

419

8
42-45

8
45

40-42

8
48

8
48t

8
48

8@30
48

Workingtime hours,
perday
per weekt

Overtime pay rate, 25 %- 25 %- 25 %- 25 %- 20 %- 30 %- 25 %applicablethereaftert 150% 100% 100% 100% 75% 100% 200%
Paid holidays per
yeart

II

Paid vacations, basic
rate, days per yeart 12-18

10

7-12

30

12

6

16

1223

10

6

21 34

15

High Authority, Informations Statistiques, Vol. 3, no. 4 (JuIy—August 1956), p. S.
National currencies converted into U.S. dollars at the officiai rate of exchange.
t Infozuiation taken from Wilhelm .Langwieler, Die Sozialpolitische Frobiemagik
der Montanunion (Frankfurt: Lutzeyers Fortsetzungswerke, 1953), Chart 2, as
corrected by increases reported in High Authority, Fjfth General Report (April
1957), pp. 191-194.
t Piat introduced an average 43-hour week in 19560
s
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TABLE 2
Mining Industry: Comparative Wage and Working Conditions
GerLuxem- Nethermany Belgium France Saar Italy bourg lands

Hourly direct wages
and bonuses*

.73

•71

•77

•76

•38

699

.57

Hourly social seturity
and related benefits
paid by employer*

620

16

928

31

17

e3l

022

7•30

8

7•45

45

45

8
48

8
48

8
46

25%

22%

30%

25%

7

16

10

9

15

23

Workingtime hours,
per day
per weekf

Overtime pay rate
applicable thereaftert 25%
Paid holidays
perycart

11

Paid vacations, days
per year, basic ratet 12-21

7•45
3840 38*40

25%

25%

10

7

30

12

.

24-34 12-20

* High Authority, Informations Statistiques, Vol. 3, no. 4 (July—August 1956), p. 50
National currencies converted into U.S. dollars at the officiai rate of exchange.
Coal mines used for ail countries except Luxembourg, where ore mines were used
instead.
t InfoLlllatlon taken from Wilhelm Langwieler, Die Sozialpolitisclie Frobiematik
der Montanunion op. cit., Chart 1, as corrected by increases reported in High
Authority, Fjfth General Report (April 1957), pp. 191-1940
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Wage jncreases obtained in 1956-1957 do flot substantially
change this comparative picture. Expressed in percentages of the
previously applicable base pay, flue increases were distributed as
foilows:
TABLE 3

Basic Wage Increases, 1956I957*
Germany Belgium France Saar

Coal/Ore

6t

10

Steel

4

5

3

Luxem- NetherItaly bourg lands

8t
4

495

61-

4•5

6

High Authority, FjJIJi General Report (April 1957), pp. 198-200.
t Exclusive of certain special bonuses paid to certain types of miners. While a
comparison of working time, paid holidays and paid vacations applicable in 1953
with the standards prevailing in 1957 shows a certain tendency toward hartionisation even in the absence offoiuial measures to achieve il, no such trend is apparent
from a comparison of wage statistics. The differentials in the percentage increa ses
scored have not resulted in closing the gap between national standards. In rnining
they stiil range from 38 cents (U.S.) per hour in Italy w SI.05 (U.S.) per hour in
Luxembourg; among steelworkers Italy's low of 52 cents compares with 88 cents
in Luxembourg and 80 cents in Belgium.
s

On the basis of these differentials, a united trade union movement could daim the highest benefits in each category as the nOl 'û
which ought to govern the ECSC-wide level of wages and working
conditions. German labour could daim Oie French family allowance
rates, the forty-hour week as well as various tax refunds. French
workers, by contrast, might demand the higher basic Belgian
and Luxembourg hourly wage, more paid holidays and an
unemployment insurance system. The opportunities for new
daims on the basis of benefits enjoyed by the neighbouring
country's workingmen are almost unlimited, and ail can neatly
be subsumed under the ECSC fointula of " harmonisation of
working and living conditions." The same is even more true under
the treaty establishing the Gerieral Common Market. 25
lndependently of the harmonisation rationale of ECSC, the
unions had carried on an international campaign for the reduction
of the working week ever since the Great Depression, not only to
25

ibid., pp. 62-63.
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minimise oveiproduetion and unemployment, but also for fundamental reasons of social welfare and leisure time. Yet an ILOforty-hour convention was fully implemented only in France, and
even there the real working week tended to mn between forty-six
and fifty-six hours, with overtime pay for the lime worked beyond
forty hours. Employers everywhere opposed reduction of the
working week and the Dutch, as well as the German, unions were so
absorbed in the reconstruction . ideology of their nations as flot
to be interested in the forty-hour week struggie. By 1950, however,
the daim of the Belgian unions for a reduction of the working week
had reached crescendo proportions. But the effort, sparked by the
Christian unions in particular, was met by the uniforrn employer
answer that a unilateral Belgian reduction would do irreparable
harm to the competitive position of Belgian industry on world
markets. Hai iuonised international measures were therefore
necessary in order to make possible national Belgian refoims.
Alter 1954, the Socialist-Liberal Government in Brussels took
a similar position. Whule it used its influence to bring about the
introductjon of the forty-five-hour week in the Belgian steel industry,
it accompanied this step with the request for similar measures in
ail ECSC countries.
The Belgian national scene thus compelled a spili-over of the
working week issue into the supranational scene, while parallel
efforts in the ILO were defeated. In February of 1955, the CSC
presented a petition signed by 573,000 persons to the ILO European
Regional Conference requesting the uniform introduction of the
forty-hour week. Yet the Conference voted the proposai down,
with the FGTB and DGB delegates joining business and government representatives in the negative majority. 26 ECSC thus
remained the only non-national forum promising some kind of
general formula. Hence it was no accident that Belgium's André
Renard took the initiative in using the Consultative Comniittee,
the High Authority, as well as the Committee of Twenty-One in
21

Fédération des Syndicats Chrétiens dans la CECA, " Les Syndicats Chrétiens
et la diminution de la durée de travail " (Luxembourg, October 10, 1955)0 In
the same month, the international nature of the effort was underlined once more
by resolutions demanding the introduction of the forty-hour week, adopted by
both the International Federation of Miners (ICETU) and the International
Federation of Metalworkers (ICFTU). DGB and FGTB voted against the resolution because it tied increases in productivity to the reduction of the working
week.

-
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an effort not only to reduce the working week, but to harmonise
ail benefits other than wages.
Renard had the initial support of the Christian Federation,
and of the ICFTU-affihiated unions in high-cost countries : France,
Belgium, Luxembourg. The Dutch unions were less than enthusiastic but offered no opposition. Because of drastically different
production conditions, the Italian unions were not directly interested
in die effort, leaving the DGB the most powerful Continental
labour organisation as the crucial Iukewarm factor. Until the
beginning of 1 955, the Germans resisted harmonisation efforts
because they were more concerned with reconstruction and codetermination than with welfare policies ; furthennore, they feit
confident of their own bargaining strength in Germany, having
no wish to tie themselves down by acting as the protector of weaker
unions in ECSC. The initiation of the Renard programme,
however, coincided with a period of reappraisa.l for the DGB,
resulting in a return to militancy. The rank-and-file was growing
restive; apathetic toward the political issue of co-determination,
it sought higher benefits as the German economy fully recovered
and as prices began to increase. Confronted also with a dissident
Catholic movement in its midst, the DGB leadership realised
that it was time to " produce " for its followers. The response was
the general demand for the introduction of the forty-hour week,
110W neatly tied w the already formulated and parallel daim of
the other ECSC unions, and mergeci with the overali programme of
hai .rionising ail fringe benefits. Supranational organisation and
the mies of the common market now made it easier to achieve a
national demand without giving up a competitive advantage if
wages and social security mies were left unaffected.
In the Consultative Committee session of December 1954,
therefore, ail labour delegates unanimously supported the Renard
resolution enjoining the High Authority to undertake comparative
statistical studies preparatory to the calling of supranational
bipartite commissions of employers and labour with the task of
harmonising the working week, vacations, overtime and holiday
pay. Unlike the issues of prices, cartels and rebates on which the
unions were spiit, the harmonisation issue demonstrated the area
in which they were capable of joint action. While Renard and
the Christian Federation made no secret of their desire to use the
resolution merely as a first step in forcing permanent ECSC-wide
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collective bargaining, other unions including the DGB were
iiot yet convinced of the desirability or this practice.27
A year of employer sabotage, an unco-operative and thoroughly
unenthusiastic High Authority and a divided Council of Ministers
produced increasing cohesion among the members of the Committee
of Twenty-One, supported officially now by the Belgian Government. The Comniittee agreed to posit the ECSC-wide achievement
0f the forty-hour week as a central aim, even though national
actiôn was considered most effective for this purpose. It authorised
its liaison bureau in October of 1955 to make specific proposais
on how best to achieve the • ha utonisation of fringe benefits and
demanded the immediate creation of bipartite commissions at the
ECSC level to carry the demands of labour into the area of nego-.
tiation.28 Pressure was also to be put on the Socialist members of
the Common Assembly and on the Council of Ministers. As the
Coxnmittee's newsletter argued:
We should 11ko to develop our thesis concerning the Treaty.
Naturaily k is not the thesis of outstanding jurists, but texts exist
in order to be interpreted. fle High Authority can act on labour
questions if II wants 10. . . . lis jurisdiction over social issues ix flot
a legal question but a polizical one. It is a problem cf initiative and
responsibility. . . . Could not the High Authority, as it has doue
alteady, invoke the raising of productivity in order to justify a
reduction of working time? 29
This show of unanimity, punctuated by the threats discussed above,
brought resuits. The Common Assembly debated and passed a
resolution strongly backing the request to create bipartite commissions for collective bargaining purposes, even though in doing
50 it also talked of the harmonisation o!' wages which the DOB
continued to oppose. Sufficient coolness toward the general use
For the essence of Renard's reasoning and his programme, sec Delpérde, op. cit.,
p. 220, and ECSC Bulletin (January 1956), p. 2, asweIl as Chap. 6,
28
Resolution of the Committec of Twenty-One, Frankfurt/Main, October 15, 1955.
International Bund Freier Gewerkschaften—EGKS, Mitteilungen, October 17,
1955. Resolution of the Committec of Twenty-One, Brussels, November 19,
1955, 113F0-EGKS, Mitteilungsblatt (October-December, 1955), pp. 26-27.
These resolutions were flot adopted without some difficulty. lnitially, the GeL uian
members were quite cool toward Renard's proposai W take energetic action
aftcr the rebuff sufl'ered in the Consultative Committee artd countered the demand
for flic establishment of bipartite commissions with a request for an ECSC-wide
twenty-four-hour strike, sa unrealistic a suggestion as to be tantamount to opposing
Renard. However, events in the Consultative Committec persuaded them to join
their colleagues without reset-station in fighting for the Renard formula.
19
Miaellungsblat:, op. ci:., pp. 1-3. Ltalics in original.
27
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of supranational collective bargaining subsisted among the Socialist
unions to persuade them to leave open the possibility of seeking
government participation in future negotiations and to use ILOtype labour conventions rather than labour-management contracts.
The Christian Federation, however, took a clear and emphatic
position in favour of supranational labour contracts negotiated
by employer-union teams. The High Authority speeded up the
process of compiling comparative statistics on labour conditions
and expressed its willingness to cail bipartite commissions to
Luxembourg to discuss the findings, without undertaking to compel
these bodies actually to engage in coliective bargaining.
When the commissions met early in 1957, it was the mineworkers
who displayed the greater amount of supranational cohesion.
Their demand for an ECSC—wide bul of rights for miners would
in effect be a publicly-guaranteed contract providing equal benefits.
Small wonder, then, that the collieries in an equally unanimous
display of supranational solidarity, refused to bargain. Resentment
in labour ranks was sufficiently strong to cail for preparations
to launch a twenty-four-hour ECSC—wide protest strike in order
to compel the employers to bargain. . Among the metalworkers,
the Germans continued to display some uneasiness with respect
to supranational contracts, especially since concurrent national
negotiations were then underway. They were relieved when the
commission agreed that future contracts should be concluded at
the national level, though in conformity with the disparities in
conditions revealed by the High Authority's survey. The Dutch
unions were delighted to use the supranational meeting as a device
for escaping their natiQnal price-wage straitjacket, whereas
the remaining organisations took some comfort from the steelmakers' agreement in principle to harmonise fringe benefits, without
gaining any additional bargaining strength in the national negotiations undertaken in 1957. Labour's consensus was sufficient
to make meaningful the harmonisation foi iûula to the extent that
it enabled the unions to agree among themselves on details and
to the extent that it compelled both the High Authority and the
employers to take the flrst faltering steps toward ECSC—wide
bargaining. But it is unlikely that labour will reap lis full benefits
from these developments until the General Common Market
structure cornes to grips with the principle of distordons.
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DECISION-MMUNG IN ECSC TiwE UNIONS
In 1950 and 1951, European trade unions were gripped by a fundamental ambivalence with respect to the common market : on the
one hand they granted the principle of higher living standards
through greater productivity and specialisation resulting f'rom
competition on a larger market ; further, they saw in the creation
of this system the possibility for introducing the regional welfare
state which their international ideology dictated .to them, and in
strengthening their hand against communism. On the other hand,
the fear of the consequences to labour of increased fiexibility and
competition was equally striking since it seemed to conjure up the
picture of rapid industrial adjustments for which labour would
pay the bili in the form of structural unemployment and lower
wages. Continuous co-operation among unions and direct participation in supranational policy were thus essential operational
consequences for labour even if the drive to achieve respectability
and corporatist principles had flot also manifested themselves.
Since, however, the national unions continued to disagree over
the proper regional economic policies to be followed, the harmonisation of living and working conditions emerged as the
minimum common denominator on which ail could more or less
agree, especially because of its tendency to take the anti-labour
sting out of the common market. Only in 1 956 did the tendency
of achieving consensus on economic, as well as social, questions
make itself manifest. And with the inauguration of this trend, a
truly unified regional movement with its own ideology came into
being, as proved by its overt espousal of the specific European
doctrine of supranational planning represented by Monnet's Action
Committee, of which the trade unions are the core.
What is labour's technique for making decisions ? Decisionmaking must be analysed in order to find an explanation of why
and how it was possible for this consensus to emerge. Certainly
the prior existence of the Internationals provided a basic frame of
reference and established channels of communication facilitating
the creation 0f more restricted labour organs at the ECSC level.
But the pattern of consensus in these Internationals is not such
as to explain fully the emergence of a much more detailed and
forceful central doctrine at the European level.
In the Committee of Twenty-One, the decision-making code
hinges around the principle of tacit unanimity. Unions are not
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bound to common action unless they agree to the proposai before
them. Once they agree, however, it is the generai presuinption
that they will do nothing to violate the conimon position nationaily
or supranationally. Going back on agreement once reached is
considered a betrayal of working class solidarity. Thus, diplomatic
negotiation of a particularly intensive and sustained variety
dominates the decision-making code ; but the observance of agreement is assured by the pre-existence of commoniy shared anticapitalist values. It was on the basis of this thôught pattem that
the Italian unions chose flot to make an issue of the opposition
to free labour migration expressed by their colleagues. Et enabled
the French to cali on the German unionists flot to insist indefinitely
on an ICFTU endorsement of the German cartel doctrine in ECSC.
The interplay of negotiations based on national union strength
and of the appeal to labour's internationally shared values and
fears is especially strikingly illustrated by the Committee's progress
in agreeing to the haiiiionisation of fringe benefits through ECSCwide collective bargaining. The Cerman unions, because of their
numerical strength, tight organisation and financial resources, in
efTect wield a veto power in the Committee. Commitment to a
joint programme without their consent is impossible. Further,
it was they who entertained the greatest degree of reservation
toward the Renard programme because of the fear of diluting
their national strength by acting as the protector of the French and
Italian unions. Yet they did eventually agree to the harmonisation
effort and it was Freitag's blustering which was instrumental in
persuading the • High Authority to interest itself actively in the
programme. Apart from the change in internai Germait conditions, the appeals used by Renard proved to be irresistible in
teins of labour's code.
In the first place, the Belgian leader's commitment is to a
federaily organised welfare-oriented Europe, based on supranational
tràde union federations. While he neyer hides this conviction, lie
also urged upon his colleagues the opporturiity to extract specific
pro-labour benefits from European unity:
How did we succeed in obtaining the agreement of our union
congresses to the ECSC Treaty ? By teiling them that . . . if we
create a common market, we shall obtain almost automatically
other living stindards, better working conditions and better wages?°
30

Report, op, ci!., p. 87.
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Further, he appealed equally to the primeval urge of European
labour to protect itself against any kind of structural change
implying trnemployment. With respect to trade union participation
in the High Authority's investment programme, he urged:
We belleve that as representatives of the workingclass . . . we
have the right to participate in the distribution of [financial] means
which will assure our jobs and those of our children.3
The recalcitrance of the German unionists to agree to supranational
collective bargaining he met with references to working class
solidarity and taunts of " nationalism:" Continuai emphasis
over a three-year period on the economic benefits of a common
market mingled with the necessity of protecting labour's share
cf the profits by setting minimum supranational standards and
assuring readaptation benefits wititout compelling a change in trade
or residence resulted in the consensus patent by 1956. The formula
includes, in addition to the internationally shared values preceding
the establishment of ECSC, a commitment not to biock supranational action indefinitely, to negotiate " in the working class
spirit " untilagreement is reached and flot to hold out for pureiy
national positions, even though the effort is constantly made to
introduce them into the deliberations. Because of this formula,
the reluctance of the German unions did not prove an insuperable
obstacle to the evolution of a general consensus. But without
the presence and the efforts of a Renard, it is unlikely that the
consultation formuLa alone was a sufficient cause for successful
integration. If it had flot been for the separate but converging
national aims of certain unions in using supranational activity for
local advantages the appeals of Renard might have continued to
fali on deaf ears.
In any event, the decision-making methods of the Committee
of Twenty-One, even after five years of activity, remain centred
on diplomatic negotiation among sovereign equals united by
common values and led by a strongly motivated personality. It is
otherwise in the Christian Federation. The Christians deliberately
excluded the Trade Secretariats from their work because they
considered these organisations as antiquated and worthless. Contrary to the Socialists, they admitted white-collar workers' unions
on a footing of equahty with nietalworkers and miners. Frnally,
since the strength of the participating Geinian unions is not out of
'

31

Ibid., p. 151.
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proportion to the total membership, there is no problem of overwhehning influence of any one nationaily organised bloc.
Nor is the majority voting rule in the Christian Federation
merely a paper provision. While attempts are made here as in the
Committee of Twenty-One to obtain unanimity, the effort is flot
aiways succçssful. Yet the dissident .minority is bound to implement
the disputed decision and consistently complies. Thus the CFTC
unions opposed a proposai to extend automatic membership rights
in locals to migrant workers from other ECSC countries. Confronted with a majority, however, the Frencb gave way. The
residual possibility of appeal to the ICCTU by a dissatisfied member
organisation has neyer been used.
In large part this truly " federal " code of conduct is explained
by the enormous powers ceded by the national unions to their
supranational secretary-general. This officiai, subject to instructions
issued at the infrequent meetings of the Federation's Executive
Comniittee, bas the right to bind the organisation and to act on its
behaif. He enjoys patronage powers of some scope which he uses to
persuade hesitant national organisations. Primarily these powers
hinge around his right to make nominations for appointments
to the myriad High Authority expert commissions as well as tue
Consultative Coinmittee, a une of access much desired by national
trade unionists. A threat to withhold such an appointment from a
national miners or metalworkers' federation has been a potent
stimulant to joint action. Further, the secretary-general enjoys
the facility of side-stepping natinal trade union federation bureaucracies by establishing direct relations with the professionai economic
advisers of the unions, co-ordinating their recommendations and
studies, and thereby faciitating the emergence of a unified doctrine
at the leadership level. An infos mal brain trust is thus brought
into being with which the secretary-general can successfully manipulate the Federation. Finaliy, the secretary-general acts as a single
lobbyist on behaif of the whole Federation, with regular access
both to the High Authority and to the secretariat of the ChristianDemocratic group in the Common Assembly.
LABouit MW IDEOLOdIICAL SUPRANATIONALTSM

li is too much to daim that ail pre-existing national differences
among unions have been blunted and that a supranational ideology
has emerged purely in response to the challenge and the stimulus of
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the Community. Yet, pateutly, a far greater degree of ideological
cohesion has been achieved by labour than is true of the trade
associations now functioning as supranational entities for certain
purposes. Their pattei u of co-operâtion bas been characterised
as " tactical," committed anly to a limited field of coramon action
in which separate national perceptions of interest happen to converge, perhaps only temporarily. No sharing of fundamental
values is implied in tactical co-operation ; French, Geuiian and
Dutch managerial ideologies, for instance, remain far apart. The
only tentative departure from this Iimited patteru of unïty is manifest
in the ranks of businessmen dubious of their own future and determined to make use of supranationalism for puiposes of collectively
defending a position no longer considered tenable at the national
level. The insecure and frightened are the first to grope for a
programme and a body of symbols implying supranational group
integration, provided their previous value commitment was not
solely to the national state.
In the case of labour, the same tendency has led to a far more
striking espousal of supranationalism, facilitated by the possession
previously of a frame of reference going beyond the national state.
But it must be stressed that despite Marxist emphasis on working
class unity as a tactical principle derived from the " nature " 0f
capitalism, fear is a far more convincrng explanation of this phenomenon. And it was the same fear, immeasurably magnified by the
direct potential of the common market in affecting employment
stability, which gave rise to the bedrock of the ECSC labour consensus, the hai»onisation of living and working conditions.
However, the beginnings of a fundamental agreement on
economic questions supports the conclusion that labour has
developed beyond the rationale of fear in its commitment to supranational economic integration. Unlike business guoups though
flot without reservations and hesitations non-Comrnunist labour
had fought for ECSC from the beginning because of the commitment in principle to democratic economic planning over the widest
possible geographic space. While this sentiment included a host
ofconflicting national aspirations in 1951 and did not prove capable
o!' specific and programmatic definition until 1956, it nevertheless
existed as a basic shared value, as did the commitment to gain
access to policy-making organs closed to unionists at the national
level.
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Given the dominance of a welfare ideology looking to planning
rallier than to a free market, the unions have no alternative but to
imite in seeking to influence supranational authorities, especially
if these are tempted to follow a free market doctrine. The record
cf ECSC processes, in their impact on trade unions, supports the
conclusion that economic identification with national trade associations is neither permanent nor irrevocable if alternative courses
of action are openecl up which correspond to basic shared values.
Hence the evolution of a European régional labour ideology is a
response to a mixture of internal and external stimuli, including
internationally shared values of welfare platining, disappointmqnt
with the possibilities of purely national reform, and the conviction
that only united action can result in bending the policy inclinations
cf supranational agencies in a pro4abour direction. But a preexisting ambivalence toward the value to labour of the national
state is clearly a necessary cause for the rapid supranational realignment which has taken place in Europe.
Labour's " ideological " supranationaiism is likely to have
consequences extending far beyond the harmonisation of overtime
pay in the process of regional interest group formation. The battie
over die Renard programme and the desire of many unions to
achieve permanent ECSC-wide collective bargaining must work
itself out in the direction of more organisational and ideological
cohesion, tending to establish an ever doser rapport between
Socialist and Christian unions, united in their fight against the
Communist organisations. Indeed, successful supranational collective bargaining and the progressive harmonisation of wages and
working conditions is regarded by many anti-Coxnmunist labour
leaders as a trump for outbidding the past appeal of the CGT in
France and the CGIL in Italy.
If the principles of group behaviour prevalent in national
states characterised by democracy and pluralism are projected
to an integrating region earmarked by the same features and it is
the thesis of this study that the processes implied in integration
are merely a special expression of the logic cf pluralism it can be
predicted that labour solidarity will compel an increasing measure
of supranational unity among employers. The collieries cannot
refuse to bargain indefinitely if file miners' unions launcli coordrnated strikes in France, Belgium and Germany ; and once
they consent to bargain, they are compelled by the situation to
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agree on common terms among themselves and thus perhaps
evolve in the direction of fundamental comnion thiaking. The
steelmakers, having agreed to the principle of bargaining already,
must sooner or later take a common regional position once the
possibilities of better ternis at the national level arç exhausted
for labour. In conformity with the iogic of pluralism, which tends
to Iead toward the formation of countervailing aggregates of
economic interests, freedom of organisation and bargaining in
western Europe cannot but imply a " spiil-over " of labour's
solidanty rnto the ranks of the employers.

C}LkPTER 11
SUPRANATIONAL POLITICAL PARTIES
Busir.iEssre and organised workers adjusted to the growth of a
linaited federation in Europe by slowly restructuring their own
ideas, demands and groups toward the Luxembourg focus; and
in so doing they contributed decisively to the process of political
integration itself, making possible in large part the private support
for the inauguration of EEC and Euratom. But the institutional
facilities and pressures provided by the ECSC Treaty, the Higli
Authority, the Council of Ministers and the Court of Justice
furnished an extetual compulsion to organised industry and
labour to which these bodies merely reacted. Parliamentarians,
however, are part of the institutions which shape the emerging
European political community: they do not merely react to their
stimulus. Parliamentarians in the Common Assembly are crucial
actors on the stage of integration for two reasons. First, they
deliberately and self-consciously seek to create a federal Europe
by prescribing appropriate policy for the High Authority, by
stressing their own latent " legislative " powers and by stimulating
the conclusion of new treaties lookrng toward integration. In short,
they are advocates and proponents of federation in their parliamentary activity.1 Second, the parliamentarians in their conduct
have the facility of furthering the growth of practices and codes
of behaviour typical of federations quite apart from the specific
advocacy of substantive federal measures. Alternatively, their
conduct may be such as to negate the growth of the principles they
advocate. It may be sdggested at the outset of our discussion
that the modes of conduct evolved by the Common Assembly are
probably of greater significance in tracing processes of political
integration than the specific ineasures proposed in it.
How can we assess this dual role ? Our method employs an
ideal type of federal parliamentary jurisdiction, organisation and
1

'fle most important resolutions adoptcd by the Common Asscmbly were discussed
iii Chap. 3. Uniformly, they represent a grcatcr commitment to further integration
along federal unes and to a maximisation of the High Authority's directing role
than has been found acceptable by the other institutions of ECSC. The present
chapter will be concerned with decision-making and consensus in the Assembly
rather than with foimal quasi-Jegislative measures, and hence the resolutions will
flot be treated in detail.
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party conduct against which the Common Assembly will be
measured. This should peimit the making of judgiitents of the
degree of the federal constitutional nature of the ECSC organ
and of the evolution over time of modes of conduct consistent
with federalism and therefore contributing to integration. While
the ideal type is abstract in the sense of flot being inspired by a
single actual system, it nevertheless reflects United States practices
more closely than, for instance, West Get»an or Australian.
This choice was made deliberately because the validity of the
comparison would suifer if the rigid national European parties
were pitted against the diffuse yet clearly federal party system
characteristic of the United States. Further, since legislative
conduct in federations is demonstrably influenced by the presence
or absence of a separation-of-powers nie in the constitution,
ECSC more elosely resembles the United States than the continental
European or Australian pattern.
FEDERAL Putausiwrs : AN IDEAL TYPE
Inherent in the supranational activities of European parliamentarians are a number of ambiguities which make the need for a
fairly rigorous scheme even greater : many of them speak as if
they were federal legislators without necessarily condueting themselves in the appropriate manner. Legaily, the Council of Europe,
the Common Assembly and the Assembly of WEU are not legislatures ; their members, however, have been detei ' ' 'ined to make
these organs flUo true parliaments quite irrespective of federalist
or nationalist convictions. The mere fact that parliamentarians
are called upon to exercise an equivocal " control " over some
ci
executive has impelled the overwhelming majority to speak
in ternis of federal legislative powers. A further ambiguity arises
from the intense supranational activity in Europe of national
political parties, suggesting the existence of fouuations acting as
the precursors of federal parties, similar to the Federalists in the
United States or the Labour Party in Australia, engaging in adtive
value sharing before the foirnal act of federation. Such a picture
is, however, extremely deceiving. It will be shown that the movements in question, far from functioning as parties, approximate
the same kind of international diplomatic relations which we noted
in the case of trade union Intetuationals. On the other hand, it is
equally clear that they do function as centres of communication,
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facilitating contacts and value sharing to a far greater extent than
is true 0f other modes of inter-parliamentary relations.
The Liberal Movement for a United Europe is clearly the most
diffuse of these groupings and undoubtedly the least effective in the
role of a precursor. It is made up of Liberal parties of ail Council
of Europe members and thus not limited to ECSC. Its resolutions
have been confined to praising integration in general and in
supporting whatever officiai scheme seemed closest to implementation. In 1953 they supported EDC, in 1954 and 1955 WEU
found favour with them, and in 1956 they turned their attention
to the New Start, stressing especially those features of the Brussels
treaties which protected free trade, free enterprise and limited
potentially dirigistic powers of supranational agencies. Whiie
unity is far from striking on matters of detaii, consensus has clearly
developed in favour of a free-enterprise Europe equipped with
a minimum of central institutjons.2 Christian-Democrats have
displayed the greatest diversity on questions of detaiied economic,
miiitary and political steps : whiie easily agreeing on the need to
base the new Europe on " Christian social and economic principles, their concrete decisions have been confined to supportrng
first EDC, then WEU and finaily the common market and Euratom.3 There can be no question of a specific Christian-Democratic
programme for a European federation. The parties, as in the case
of the Liberals, merely express their national convictions at the
inteinational gatherings and finaiiy agree on a compromise resolution covering ail the various particularistic conceptions.
While the Socialists also express their national positions, the
&eater identity of underlying ideological commitment in their
case has made possible a far greater supranational consensus, as
expressed in the work of their Movement for the United States of
Europe. In 1953, the Movement espoused EDC and EPC, only
on the condition that democratic parliamentary control over the
agencies would be complete, and even that faileci to persuade the
SPD to align with other Socialist parties. Neyer showing much
For activities in 1954, sec Nouvelles de l'Europe, December 1954, p. 26. the
resolution on the New Start is reprinted in Informations Mensuelles, April 1956,
pp. 63-64. Considerable detail in Heribert Krimer, Die Stellung der polltischen
Farteien in der Vdlkerkammer ejnes flnftigen Europaparlarnents (Dissertation,
Mainz, 1956), pp. 104-112.
3
For the relevant resolutions and meetings of the Nouvelles Equipes Internationales,
sec Informations Bimensuelles, Oct. 1, 19549 p. 26; October 1, 1955, pp. 41 et seq.
Kiïmer, op, cil., pp. 112-122.
2
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enthusiasm for WEU, the Movement in 1955 concentrated on
expanding Hie powers of ECSC, stressing Hie need for economic
integration through planning, business cycle control, full employment and working-class unity as a pro-European impulse. When
the New Start got under way, the Socialist Movement endorsed
only those proposais which would link the common market, atomic
development and economic growth w pianned measures of protecting the labouring population against drastic and rapid displacement. And for this purpose, the Socialists far more consistently than other groups stressed the need for federal executive
and legislative institutions with planning powers independent
of the national governments. 4 Their European programme is
more than a vague compromise among national parties : it is a
concrete scheme based on converging political needs and actively
shared values, catapulting the Movement into the position of a
precursor opposition " to Liberal and Christian-Democratic
pro-European sentiment. 5
Since 1954 all European members of parliament interested in
integration have been united in the Parliamentary Council of the
European Movement. Certainly this organisation facilitates
communication and contact among individuals and parties on a
continuing basis, thus conceivably easing the birthpangs of a true
European parliament. Yet on questions of programme and
doctrine, the Council shows the same diversity as the constituent
party movements. It has functioned as a medium of infoiniation
and a forum for negotiation betweert national parties. It has flot
exercised the role of independent parliamentary agency catalysing
further integration. 6 In fact, its advent followed rather than
1

See 1954 Milan Congress of the Movement, Agence Europe, July 9, 1954. Decisions
of June 18 and 19, 1955, in Gauche Européenne, JuIy/August 1955. Decisions of
October 1956 in Informations Mensuelles, January. 1957, p. 12. Also Kràmer, op.
cil., pp. 7)-111.
5 Among other European parties, opposition to integration is the dominant motif.
The Communist position is well known; prior to 1955 it made use of the Cominform for co-ordinated anti-European policies in national parliaments. Parties
df the extreme Right (Neo-Fascists, Poujadists, and " middle class " associations
in other countries) have held sporadic international meetings, but their opposition
to integration has given rise to no central institutions or programme.
6
European parliamentary conferences were held in 1954 and 1956. The 1956
meeting svas attended by 150 legislators, corning from fotxrteen Council of Europe
member suites. Informations Mensuelles, Septembcr/October 1956, pp. 50-53.
The Conference vas marked by the most insistent statements of national party
positions by most major speakers, indicating continuing disagreement on the
merits of the " Europe of tlie Six " as against that of the " Fifteen," economic y.
political integration.
4
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preceded the creation of the rudimentary European legislative
institutions. In no case can the institutions, the party formations
or the inter-parliamentary councils be considered as federal prototypes.
With the rejection of these actual institutions and formations
as " international " rather than " federal," the way is cleared for
stating the jurisdictional properties of our model federal parliament. Under a separation-of-powers rule, a federal parliament
shares power with the executive over ail spheres of activity
placed under its control by the federal constitution. Over
time, ail federal parliaments have shown the tendency to extend
their jurisdiction at the expense of the powers initially left
with 11w federating states. Finaily, in Continental Europe as in
the United States, legislatures tend to assert themselves against a
strong executive if that person or collegium displays evidence of
preferring independent action.
An additional set of model criteria must be stated with respect
to the form of organisation typical of a federal legislature. In
principle, the method of state and/or popular representation in
the legislature is fixed by federal law. While the representation of
states on a basis of equality is common in the upper house, relative
population strength guides the size of state delegations to the
lower chamber. In the lower house, at least, the organisational
principle is identification with the federation, not the mere representation of state interests. Further, the electoral machinery must
be such as to resuit in the approximately fair representation of ail
local groups of adequate strength, Le., avoid the systematie
exclusion of certain segments. 7 The legislature must be free to
organise itself as it sees fit, appoint commissions, undertake
investigations, request and obtain information from the executive
as well as from citizens of the federation. Legislative decisions
are made by simple majority vote. While absolute party solidarity
certainly cannot be stipulated, it is urged that unless the voting
pattern shows more solidarity on the basis o!' party than on the
basis of regional or state identification, the " federal " nature
of the legislature may well be in doubt. The same is true of votes
7

Even in the United States, federal constitutional and statute law determines the
composition of the Congrcss in principle, no matter how consistcntly it is ignorcd
or violated in the states. Clearly, the southern practice of systematic discrimination agair2st Negro voters is incompatible with our model.
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in committee. Finaily, the assembly is legaily free to oppose the
executive and to depose him (or them) by a majority vote.
The behaviour of the political parties active in the legislature
provides the last and vital set of model criteria. These will be
grouped as criteria relating to membership and cohesion, voting
solidarity, control of the party and relations with the federal
executive. 8

Membership cmd Cohesion
A federation-wide political party, typically, is made up of
strongly autonomous if not independènt state and local units.
The local rather than the central organisation tends to predominate.
The federal party enjoys no direct contact with the citizen. It
foliows that Iocally defined conceptions of interest and value
prevail within the party. This may be due to the easier sb.aring
of values among individuals native to the same region as in
the American South, Bavaria, or Western Australia as compared
to the entire party ; but it may equally well be due, as David B.
Truman has shown, to the natural ease of communication among
individuals coming from the same organisational context. The
second explanation would seem particularly persuasive in the case
of a state delegation which does not seem to differ in values from
members of the same party originating elsewhere, but stili displaying greater voting solidarity. Typically, some quasi-federal
party foiination has existed prior to the formal act of federation,
again combining sharing of values with establishing channels of
communication. In terms of internai cohesion, the federal party
exhibits its greatest solidarity in the purely functional activity of
nominating and electing federal officiais. The same party may
show considerable cleavages reflecting local aims with respect
to solidarity in the election of local officials. In terms of ideological
t'

My treatment here OWCS rnuch to the work of David B. Truman; See bis
Fcderalisrn and the Party System," in Macmahon, op. ci!., pp. 115 et seq. Also
his study oC state party delegations in the U.S. Congrcss, which admits that while
voting solidarity may well be attributable to ideological factors and issues, the
organisational and communications advantage oC the state unit niakes itself kit
consistcntly. Vnfortunaccly, the study does not attempt an assessrnent cf state
bipartisan solidarity as against federal party solidarity. " The State Party Ddegations and the Structure of Party Voting in the United States House cf Representativcs, " A,ncrican Fa/itical Science Re;'Few, Vol. L, no. 4 (December 1956).
t'
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cohesion, most federal parties suifer from consistent internai
strains and frequently are unable to arrive at any meaningful
federal consensus.

Vo ting Solidarity
While members of the same party will certainly caucus consistently in the attempt to achieve voting solidarity, the principle
of a binding party votïng rule is not accepted. Consequently,
party members are free in their possible desire to protect purely
local constituency interests extetual to the party programme.
Further, the prevalence of searing regional conflicts in the
federation imposes the operational rule of avoiding voting showdowns in the federal party and to attempt the definition of a limited
consensus by unceasing inter-regional negotiation and compromise
within the party. This practice may approach the dimensions of
diplomacy and may completely negate any specific federal programme.

Control of tize Pczrty
The programme of the party must nevertheless be a federal
one, cutting across constituencies, state boundaries and regional
lines. To ment the label of " federal," the party must be supported
by and identified with groups enjoying federation-wide membership and interests. As far as the nomination of candidates is
concerned, at least, some degree of subservience to the central
organisation must exist. While the bulk of financial contributions
may be locally subscribed for the benefit of the local organisation,
a measure of federation-wicle support not eairnarked for local
consumption ought to prevail. The central organisation itself
may be as shadowy in its power as is true of American parties,
but it must assert itself at least to that extent.
Relations with die Federal Executive
Normally, the majority party or coalition expects to select the
federal executive and to be identified with it programmatically.
The executive, furthermore, possesses some patronage with which
to reward its supporters. The minority party, or parties, of course
expect to form the opposition, carrying into the reaim of legislative
activity the disagreement over the selection of the executive. The
usuai fluidity between majority and minority status typical of the
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continental European multi-party system is thus assumed as part
of normal parliamentary behaviour in our model federation.
JURISDJCTION 0F fliP COMMON ASSEMBLY
The first principle of a federal legislature is elearly violated by the
limited jurisdietion of the Common Assembly : the parliamentarians
do not have the legal capacity to bind by majority vote the states
from whieh they originate. Their only role in " legislating " for
their home states resides in the possibility of participating in a
revision of the Treaty. 9 Efforts to change this situation have
included the anti-federal proposai of M. Maroger (France, Liberal)
to charging the Assembly merely with a liaison role between the
six national parliaments, as well as the clearly f'ederal suggestion of
Alain. Poher (France, Chr.-Dem.) to make the Assem.bly the
authorised representative of national parliaments, equipped with
the right to receive petitions from national groups of ail kinds,
and able to deal directly with the spokesmen of the member states,
the Couneil of Ministers.'°
In any event, the routine activities of the Assembly focus around
the " parliamentary control " of the High Authority. Here the
absence of a true legislative power has led the members to inteLpret
the " control " power as meaning " controi in the sense 0f criticism
. and direction, orientation. . . . It is a question of influence,
supervision, conversations, questions, of an atmosphere to be
ereated, etc. . . ." L' Jr this sense, the total trend of Assembly
assertion of jurisdiction has been extremely positive.
The stniggle to achieve " parliamentary control " in the absence
of true legislative powers has hinged around the triple issue of
the budget of ECSC, the desire to compel the High Authority
to consult the Assembly before undertaking new measures, and the
effort to limit the rote of the • Council of Ministers. Naturally,
these objectives were made difficuit of achievement by the fact
that the Treaty is more than silent on these matters. Budgetary
conrol, under Article 78, is vested in a Commission of the Four
s s

Art. 95. This requires a threcquarters majority, representing two-thirds of the
Asscmbly's total menibcrship, an amending process more stringent than the rules
governing constitutional amcndment votes in the U.S. Congress.
10 Jean Maroger, " L'evolution de l'idée de supranationalité," Politique Etrangère,
Vol. 21, no. 3, June 1956, pp. 299 et seq. Common Assembly, Exercise 1955-56,
Doc. No. 2. " Rapport sur l'organisation à donner à L'Assemblée Commune . .
par Alain Poher (Nov. 1955).
11 Poher, op. dt.,
p. 11.
9
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Presidents and an independent Auditor; w compel the High
Authority to a specific course of action requires the mobilisation
of a two-thirds majority of ail members for a censure motion;
legaily, the Council of Ministers is free t'rom any organic relation
with the parliamentarians.
The battie of the budget was joined early. In March of 1953,
the Assembly made its first request of the High Authority to present
ail budget estimates for discussion before the final allocation.
In more strident terms the demand was repeated in 1954, tItis time
claiming the right to discuss the budgets of ail ECSC institutions.
In 1955, complaints were voiced that the High Authority had
neglected to consult the Assembly for supplementary appropriations.
Yet by 1956, Pierre Wigny (Beigium, Chr.-Dem.) couid conclude
with satisfaction tint " the actions of [the Assembly's] Auditing
and Administrative Commission, particuiarly in relation to the
Commission of the Four Presidents, has proved the jurisdiction
and the powers of the Assembiy and has permitted it thus to
exercise a much more real power, if not in law than in fact. The
other institutions have accepted this gracefuiiy." 12
Parliamentarians of ail nationalities and of ail parties were
one in insisting on the High Authority's submitting its plans to
the confidential discussion of Assembiy commissions before
launching them. Unanimously the members have demanded full
infoimation from the High Authority and many objected to the
invocation of the Treaty-sanctioned principie of " guarding trade
secrets " when the executive was anxious to withhold information.
They have made full use of their right to interpellation by posing
written and oral questions, insisting on the presencè of High
Authority members in pienary and commission meetings, and in
sending out Assembly investigating committees to look into
unemployment in Italy and ore mining in Germany. Budgetary
cuts or -increases were advocated in accordance with individuai
and party preferences, thus in no way differing from standard
practices in national parliaments. Irrespective of strict Treaty
12

Vermeyten Report, Exercise 1952-53, Doc. No. I (March 1953); Krcyssig Report,
Exercise 1954-55, Doc. No. I (November 1954). ECSC, Common Asscmbly,
Un témoignage sur la Co,n,,zunauté des Six, by Pierre Wigny (Luxembourg, 1957),
p. 43.
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inteipretation, the High Authority is treated as if it were a national
cabinet responsible to parliament: the Assembly insists on introducing standard political issues and political principles of democratic accountability into the vagaries of supranational institutions.
In Wigny's words:
[The Assembly] will use ail the rights which it is expressly given
and, in addition, in case of doubt, it will seek solutions in the common
parliamentary law and flot in an unjustified comparison with nonsovereig' I international assemblies. 13
Unlike the High Authority, the members of the Council of Ministers
are individually responsible only to their national parliaments and
collectively responsible to nobody. Sensing early that the Council
may well be the real executive of ECSC, or at any rate a second
executive body, federalists among the ECSC parliamentarians
expressed apprehension about the Council's work and asserted
the need to control it. But in view of the fact that no meaningful
sanctions can be taken against the six ministers, such efforts
required the voluntary co-operation of the Council. Since 1955,
certain ministers have regularly attended Assembly meetings,
contributed to the debate, answered questions, consented to appear
at sessions of the commissions and received delegations of deputies.
They have not, however, in a single instance deferred to the wishes
of the Assembly or pretended regularly to consult the parliamentarians about future decisions. Only Belgium's Jean Rey, in a most
significant development, has seen fit to appeal personaily to the
supranational parliament in his attempt to persuade his ministerial
colleagues to the ECSC-wide harmonisation of working time rules.
While the full Council for the first time attended an Assembly
session in June of 1956, nothing was done about formally institutionalising these trends, even though such bas been the demand
of Assembly members. Contacts continue in an ad Izoc fashion;
the Council refuses to submit an annual report to the Assembly
and its members have declined to consent to a definite scheduie
or plan of consultation. 14 The formai assertion of parliarnentary
jurisdiction has failed despite the growth of a custom of cooperation.
Far less unanirnity has been apparent in a different area of the
Assembly's struggie to increase its jurisdiction : the effort to extend
'3

LI

Ibid., p. 38.
Poher Report. op. ('il.. nt's 28-30.
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the scope ofEuropean integration and thereby add to the Assembly's
legislative role. One aspect of this struggie involved an assertion
of direct legislative power over the High Authority. Stressed
specially by the Socialists, and to a lesser extent by ChristianDemocrats, the Assembly repeatedly urged the High Authority
to make use of ail the powers conferred upon it by the Treaty. 15
But the legal limitations on the Assembly's role were admitted,
under constant complaints, by ail members and the emphasis
was therefore placed on the extension of integration. For the
High Authority, many Assembly members demanded jurisdiction
over ail sources of classicai energy, and many added atomic energy
as well. Sociaiists and ieft-wing Christian-Democrats clamoured
for the inclusion of weifare measures and for steps to control the
business cycle. Others spoke in favour of putting ail transport
media under ECSC control, while the politicaily minded federalists
sought to extend the impact of ECSC by providing for the direct
election of Common Assembly members. These sentiments came
to head in the resolution of December 1954, calling on the High
Authority to extend its own task and creating a " Working Group"
of Assembly members to make specific proposals for the intensification of European integration efforts.
The labours of this group fali into the general category of
creating a federal Europe and go far beyond the scope of coal and
steel. As such, they were merely the second step in a process which
began in September of 1952 with the decision of the Council of
Ministers to charge the Assembly with drafting a political constitution to include ECSC, EDC and political federation. In its
efforts to draw up a constitution for the European Political Community, the Assembly enlarged by fine members and rechristened
" ad hoc Assembly "__in effect fulfihled the role of a constitutional
Convention. The resuit of its labours was the still-born draft
treaty for EPC, under which a federal government for coal, steel,
defence, military production and procurement and the graduai
15

The crystallisation of this drive is found in Common Assembly, Groupe de Travail,
Sous-Commission des Compétences et Pouvoirs, Exercise 1955-56, Doc. No. 1,
Rapport sur (1) les mesures susceptibles d'assurer la pleine application des dispositions du Traité, sans modification de celui-ci; (2) lextension des attributions
de la Communauté, en matière de charbon et dacier, nécessaires pour la pleine
réalisation des obje:tifs assignés par le Traité," by Gerhard Kreyssig, October
1955. This report is a catalogtie of unused or insufficiently used treaty provisions
with guidelines for interpretations appropriate to permit an extension of jurisdiction.
I,

-
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economic unification of the " Six " was proposed. The draft, whose
completion required the incredibly short period of six months
(September, 1952—March, 1953), called for direct elections to the
federal lower chamber, the creation of a federal executive strictly
responsible to the legislature, and gave only truncated powers
to a Council of National Ministers whose consent was to be required
for any steps which might " spiil over " into the unintegrated
sectors.'° The composition of the ad hoc Assembly and of the
Constitutional Committee which prepared the actual draft is
shown below:
TABLE 1
MEMBERSIHP 0F THE ÂD HOC ASSEMBLY AND ITS
CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE17
Germany
Christ.-Democ.
Socialists
Liberals
Unaffihiated
Totals

84
8—
42
1—

France
41
41
72
31

216185

Saar

Italy

2-144
11
61
---

ii
--

Belgium
52
41
1—
——

Nether- Luxemlands bourg Total
62
31
I

21 4114
1-275
11 146

l-

31216103103

42

8726

Clearly, flic Christian-Democrats dominated the Committee
out of ail proportion to their real strength, a condition resulting
from die boycott of the Assembly by the eight German Social
Democrats who objected to the institutionalisation of EDC in
EPC. The consequence was a final draft heavily weighted in a
federalist direction, giving rise to considerable objections on the
part of Socialists and Liberals. Already on the occasion of the
Common Assembly's decision to create the ad hoc Assembly, Oie
26

Ad Hoc .Assembly, Secretariat of the Constitutional Committec, Draft Treaty
Ernbadying :1w Statute cf tise European Political Cornmzsnity (Paris, 1953). For
details of the fate of EPC, sec Chap. 13 and, especially, Common Assembly, Le
développement de l'intégration économique de l'Europe, Section I, " Analyse des
Documents," Chap. 2, by Van der Goes Van Naters (Luxembourg, July 1955).
This report relates in considerable detail how and why the draft treaty was subsequently sabotaged by the intergovernmental conference called to examine it.
The Benelux delegations wished to give it a predominantly economic character
by stressing the necessity of rapidly introducing a general common market through
its institutions, whercupon the French Government dissociated itselffrom the wholc
effort and insisted on " reserving its entire freedom of action." Declarations of
the Confcrence in 1954 refer only to the opinions of " the five delegations."
17 Ibid.,
pp. 167-175. The italicised figures refer to the Constitutional Committee.
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French and Dutch Socialists had argued for an arrangement which
would facilitate a federation of the " Fifteen," and not merely
of the " Six." For the Gaullists, Michel Debré had unsuccessfully
held out for a loose confederation instead of the tght federal union
ofthe ECSC countries desired by the Christian-Democratic majority,
a position supported by M. Struye (Belgium, Chr.-Dem.) and M.
Maroger (France, Lib.). In general, therefore, it is vital to note
that the Christian-Democrats acted as a united supranational
majority, acting over the reservations of individual Liberals and
of nationaily defined Socialist clusters, notably the SF10 and the
SPD.
During the drafting of the treaty these Unes changed littie.
Ail Dutch delegates were united in opposing direct elections, and the
Dutch and Belgians constituted national blocs in arguing for a
maximum of economic integration immediately and the equality
of small with large states in the representation formula adopted
for the upper house. But these were the only instances in which
nationality rather than supranational or particular national party
positions determined the line-up. With one major exception,
the Christian-Democratic inspired draft svas accepted by the
pienary Assembly ; but by a vote of twenty-two to twenty-one
it decided to cut down appreciably the powers initially worked
out for the Council of National Ministers and strengthened the
federal executive proportionately.
The Assembly accepted the amended draft by the seemingly
overwhelming vote of fifty to nu, with five abstentions. One must
add, however, the fact that thirty-one members were absent when
the vote took place, at least fifteen of whom were known opponents
of federation. Fatally and significantly, the combined abstainers
and absenteeists included ail German and French Socialists, two
French Independent-Republicans, three French Gaullists, one
Luxembourg Liberal, one Luxembourg Christian-Democrat, one
Beigian Liberal and one Dutch Protestant, as well as M. Struye. 18
18

For details, sec Forschungsstellc fUr Vôlkcrrecht und auslLindisches ôflèntlichcs
Redit der Universitflt Hamburg, Doku,ncnte, Heft X, " Die Europilische Politischc
Gemeinschaft " (Frankfurt, 1953), pp. 4-6. The absentceists also included fourtccn
Itatians who Ieft early because of impending clections at home anti the prcsidcnt
of Belgian Christian-Social Party, M. Lefèvre. Ail these gentlemen were known
supporters of the draft. The debates cf the ad hoc Assembty are published
separately. For the initial discussions of the Common Assembly, sec Débats,
compte rendu in extenso, opening session, 6th and lth meetings, September 12,
1952, pp. 74-89, 93-104.
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The record proves that by 1953 the federal logic of the Common
Assembly had not succeeded in weaning two major Socialist parties
away from their national programmes, while continuing to harbour
within k strong pockets of national as opposed to party solidarity.
The Working Group appointed in December of 1954 took
on the unenviable task of preparing the ground for further integration in the midst of the despair of " Europeans " and the antifederal enthusiasm brought about by the defeat of EDC and EPC.
But the Group acted, of course, without the slighest encouragement
from either the governments or the High Authority. It issued no
formai reports at flrst and confined itself to the advocacy of an
expanded ECSC, drawing on its own tradition of urging the High
Authority to make more courageous decisions in using coal and
steel to bring about general economic unity. 19 The atmosphere
changed dramatically, however, once the six governments committed tliemselves at Messina to the " New Start." From then
on the Working Group, on behaif of the majority of the Assembly,
regarded itself as the European parliamentary watchdog appointed
to keep the government negotiators on the straight and narrow
path of federal integration and to keep them from straying into
the quagmire of intergovernmentalism. As a member of the Group
put it, " the Working Group has esseritially the task of closely
following tue efforts of die governments and of the High Authority
on ail questions of integration, and not to stop until that aim is
achieved." 20
By 1957, the resuits were far from impressive. Amidst considerabie inter-party and international dissent in the Assembly,
the generai consensus which emerged vas embodied in a series of
quite unspectacular reports of the Group. Apart from the intensifled federalism within ECSC proper advocated by MM. Poher
and Kreyssig, proposais referring to the General Common Market
and to Euratom failed to leave a striking impact on the deliberations
of the governrnents. On behalf of the Group, Pierre Wigny
advanced an Euratom scherne wl1ich took shaip issue with the
intergovernmental OEEC Plan and closely followed the proposais
oC the Monnet Committec. However, he ieft in doubt the exact
jurisdiction of the new Authority and spoke of the need to guard
Common Asscrnbly, Session Ordinaire, 1953, Doc. No. 8, Report of the Common
Market Commission, by V.-E. PrcusLcr.
2fl
Common Assembly, Exercise 1955-56, Doc. No. 7, Groupe de Travail, Rapport
prèliminaire, Part 11, by Van der Goes Van Naters (March 1956), p. 10.
pJ
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against dirigisme and technocracy. 2' In a later report close liaison
with OEEC and Britain, co-operation with private industry, the
inclusion of overseas territories and the possibility of controls
over the military atom were also proposed. 22 With respect to the
common market, the Group contented itself with refuting economic
arguments suggesting reservations about integration, insisting on
a concerted welfare policy tied to the enlarged market, stressing
the need for generous readaptation allowances and a European
investment fund. 23
Even in the institutional realm the favourite stomping ground
of parliamentarians the Group's proposais were hardly radical.
It did advocate the creation of independent Commissions to
administer both schemes but failed to objeet as bitterly to the
dominance of an intergovernmental Council of Ministers as it
had done in the ECSC case. Emphasis was placed instead on a
single enlarged and strengthened Common Assembiy to adminis ter
ECSC, EEC and Euratom, to be equipped with a true budgetary
power and with the right to dismiss the Commissions. Close
liaison with the Council of Ministers, along the unes of customary
development in ECSC, was stressed but no direct parliamentary
control demanded.24 The Group warned only o!' the danger of a
multiplicity of supranational institutions and the need to minimise
this by giving the ECSC Assembly and Court the necessary additional powers to act as the guardian of the whole integration effort.
The danger o!' technocratic dominance would be averted at the
same time and by the same means.
Would this be a Europe of the Six or of the Fifteen ? In a
valiant attempt to have the best oftwo possible worlds, the Working
Group steadfastly h'ld to the principle that only those who were
willing to accept the supranational implications of integration
should join: i.e., the Europe of the Six. But they also stressed the
need to facilitate the " association " of other countries with the
al Common Assernb!y, Exercise 1955-56, Dcc. No. 6, Groupe dc Travail, Rapport
préliminaire sur le problètize europce,z (le /'c,wrgie, by Pierre Wigny (March 1 956).
22 Common Assernbiy, Excrcise 1955-1956, Doc, No. 14, Groupe de Travail, Rapport
sur le Marché conimuiz et /'Euratom, by Van der Goes Van Naters and Pierre Wigny.
23
Ibid., as well as the Van Naters report cited in note 20.
24 Ibid., as well as Common Asseinbly, Exercise 1956-1957, Doc, No, 14, Mc,ncrandîvz sur la Relance Européenize, Groupe dc Travail, January 7, 1957. Sec espccially
Common Assernbly, Exercise 1955-1956, Doc. No. 28, Groupe de Travail, Rapport
préliminaire sur certains aspects institutio,,,wls du developpe,,zeizt dc ('ii:&grution
européenne, by Gifles Gozard, (June 1956). TItis vas itot a unanirnous report.
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new Europe by following the formula worked out for ECSCBritish relations, to be cemented at the inter-parliamentary level
by the creation of a Common Assembly—House of Commons
commission. In the economic reaim, the Working Group was
entirely sympathetic to any special rules which would permit
Britain and others to ach.ieve partial inclusion in th.e Europe of the
Six ,25 such as the Macmillan Government's Free Trade Area
proposal.
The evolutionary picture is thus plain : beginning with an
extremely circumscribed jurisdiction far from approaching the
ideal type of a federal parliament, the members of the Assembly
have consistently sought to expand their role by a wide interpretation of the Treaty, by maximising the normal parliamentary
techniques of control flot, strictly speaking, forbidden and thus
asscrted themselves at the expense of High Authority and Coundil
of Ministers independence. To some extent, this effort has been
successful and has thereby contributed to the transformation
of the Assembly in fact though flot in law into a federal organ.
At the same time, the members sought to influence directly the
process of European inlegration by proposing schemes of their
own and criticising the plans of intergovernmental conferences.
In this attempt, their success bas been far from real if influence on
the officiai treaties is the test applied. While approaching the
criteria of our ideal type as far as control over coal and steel is
concerned, the svill and co-operation of the six governnients was
the crucial element in makirig a reality of the " New Start,"
and flot the reports of the Assembly's Working Group. But to
the extent that political party opinion, like the aspirations of
pressure groups, gave courage to the governmental delegates, the
fcderalisrn of the Assembly must certainly be included as one of the
many facets explaining the Relance.
ORGANISATION 0F THE COMMON ASSEMBLY
In a federal parliament, fcderal law determines the means whereby
thc legislators are selccted. ECSC falis far short of this critcrion.
The Treaty mcrcly fixes the maximum number of parliamentarians
to be sent b y each rnenber state; it permits each state to use its
:5

Common Assernbly, Session ordinaire, 1956, Doc. No. 6, Report of the Foreign
AlTuirs and Political Commission, by Margarethe Kiompé; adopted over the
abstention of twa Commission members. Sec also the report of the same Commission, Exercise 1955-1956, Doc. No. 27, by Paul Struyc.
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TaE 2

DISTRIBUTION BY PARTY AND NATIONALITY 0F ALL
MEMBERS 0F COMMON ASSEMBLY, 1952-1956
National Party National
Affiliation
Total
Gennany:
c: iiJ
ss
s
s i::
FDP
Zentrurn ....
ID :r
B }IE
. .

ECSC Party Affiliation
Liberals
ChristianDemocrats Socialists & Aif. Unafluliated

25
12

• . •

8

. . . . . . . . . .

2

. . . . . . . .

I
1

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .

France:
31
s :F 1I::
RPF-RS-ARS
Radical-Socialists
Indep. Republicans
Peasants......
•i:.j 1 S 1.
lvi RP
. . . . . . . .

I
5
5
2
2

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

Italy:
36
Christian Deniocrats
Social-Democrats
Liberals ......
Republicans
?vlonarchists

3
22
6
4

2

. .

2

. .

Belgium:
P sc:
s
Socialists.
Liberals ......
. . . .

14

. . •

s
8

. . . . .

Netherlands:
11
Labour Party
Catholic Party
AntiRevolutioriary P.
CHU
Liberal Party

1
3
3
3
1

ô
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National Party National
Affiliation
Total
Luxembourg:
5
Christian-Democrats
Socialists......
Liberals ......
Saar:
5
Christian-Democrats
Socialists......
Totals

ECSC Party Affiliation
ChristianLiberals
Democrats Socialists & AiT. Unaffiliated

2

4
54
429%

2

-

I

1

37
294%

-

27
21'4°,'

8

own procedure for selection, giving merely a choice between direct
election and annual designation by national parliaments. In fact,
the procedures have varied considerably. Italy, Belgium and
Holland divide their delegations evenly between both houses oC
their parliaments; Germany ignores its Bundesrat, while the French
Council of the Republic receives a lesser quota than the National
Assembly. Holland, Luxernbourg, Germany and Belgium have
sent the same individuals to the Assembly year after year; the
Italian and French delegations show great changes. Further,
the predorninance of local initiative in the selection process is
plainly illustrated by the fact that since 1955 the Italian delegation
lias included only Senators because the Chamber of Deputies
could not agree on ils delegation, thus cutting in haif the Italian
rnembership in Strasbourg. 26
Other variations persist, too. The Dutch Parliament debates
ECSC annually, but no other legislature does so regularly. Some,
but by no means ail, national delegations have their own home
secretariat and make annual reports to their legislatures. A good
many fcderal activists pin thcir hopes for a truly federal mode of
organisation to the direct election of Assembly members; but a
1G

Nco-Fascists combined with Cornmunists und Nenni Socialists to defeat the
Centre parties' efl'ort to exciude the extrcmist groups from the delegations, resulting
in deadiock. After the Saar plebiscite of December 1955, the discredited proFrench Suar dclegates to the Assembly failed to make an appearance at Strasbourg,
thus Icaving the Saar unrepresented until 1957, when the German delegation made
provision for ils inclusion.
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poil of German supranational parliamentarians has shown that
nothing approaching general enthusiasm for the idea existed
among them.27 Carlo Schmid (SPD) argued that direct elections
would yield the same resuits as parliamentary appointments, since
the principles of proportional representation and party designation
of candidates are used in either case, uniformly in ail six parliaments. Other respondents urged tint some real 1egisative powers
beyond coal and steel would have to be created bef'ore any general
voter interest and enthusiasm for such elections could be expected.
The supranational mandate is clearly dependent upon the national
mandate possessed by each member and is independent of the
Assernbly's rules of procedure. 28 Clearly, this organisational
criterion cf federalism is most imperfectly met.
Does the Assembly represent the totality of the Ccmmunity
or are the parliamentarians merely the accredited spokesmen
of their national states ? The predominance of local influence
in the selection of members might suggest that the principle of
national representation governs the prcceedings. Such, however,
is not the case. To be sure, the Strasbourg Assembly is neither
the perfect mirror of public opinion at home nor is its work closely
meshed with that of its parent legislatures. Because of the tacit
agreement to exelude Communists from the delegations, ail the
other parties are in effect considerably over-represenied. 20 While
Communist deputies, if represented in the Assembly, would
certainly use that forum as they use national parliaments, their
Rheinisclwr Mcrkur, December 16, 1955. 0f the thirty l3undestag members who
answered the poli, six favoured direct clections unconditionally, six opposcd thcm
unconditionally (including ail the key SPD members of the Comnion Assembly),
and eightcen exprcssed various doubts, conditions and reservations. The clection
and liaison issue vas debated at length in the Belgian Senate on June 30, 1955.
Belgium, Sénat, Annales Parlementaires (1955), No. 82, pp. 1485-1500.
211 Common Asscmbly, Exercise 1953-1954, Doc, No. 12, Report of flic Commission
on Rules, Petitions and Immunities, by Gerhard Kreyssig. A suggestion to give
the mandate of Asscrnbly members sorne independence from the national mandate
was flot acted upon.
23 jj. the Communists were represented on the same proportional basis which govcrns
the delegations ofother national parties, the picture in 1957 would be as follows:
Conimunists on national delegations
c; ernan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O
F rencli
4
Italtzin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
B elgian
D utch
Luxembourg
O
This would make for a total of eleven Communists in the seventy-eight-mcmbcr
Assernbly. The Italian Christian-Dernocratic delegation has consistently been the
Iargest beneflciary of Coinmunist exclusion.
27

..............
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presence would nevertheless eliminate one feature of artificiality
from the supranational body. More thoroughgoing reforms would
be required to remedy another failirig of the Assernbly, the poor
liaison of its work with that of the national legislatures. Assembly
sessions are postponed to suit the convenience of national debates.
Members preoccupied with their national duties or fears fail to
make an appearance at plenary or commission meetings. In case
of ambivalence between national or supranational assignments,
national pressure carnes the day, since it is here that re-election
is obtained, and not on the basis of anything said, donc or voted in
Luxernbourg or Strasbourg. 30 The suggestions of the Poher Report,
seeking to schedule co-ordinated annual debates on ECSC in ail
six national parliaments and to have the work ai Strasbourg
carried over into the national scene through parallel procedures
in ail six countries, have gone unimplemented.
The national principle ciashed head-on with the idea that the
Assernbly was to represent the totality of ECSC in the 1953 debate
over the establishment of permanent commissions. While the
Socialists were more in favour of powerful permanent commissions
than other parties, ail agreed to the step readiiy enough. The
consistent federalists, moreover, wanted to exciude any reference
in the rules to a fixed representation for each state, notably the
French, German and Italian Christian-Democrats. The bitter
complaints of MM. Margue (Luxembourg, Chr.-Dem.), Struye,
Korthals (Netherlands, Unaif.) and other Benelux spokesmen,
however, resuited in the rules being so drawn as to allow for fixed
national quotas and the recognition that ail parties ought to be
equitably represerited.3 '
In subsequent years, the permanent commissions have remained
faithful to the rules in assuring national representation according
to die formula devised. When the Working Group was appointed,
however, the large states were each given an additional delegate.
What is far more important, however, the principle of state representation was completely abandoned in the Working Group's
sub-commissions, in which the actual discussions take place. In
30
31

Sec the complaints of Nicolas Margue (Lux., Chr.-Dcm.) in hzfornzations Bimensuelles, Mardi 15, 1955, p. 11.
Common Asscmbly, DY;ats, compte rendu in extenso, 20 annec, no. 1, Fcbruary 28,
1953, pp. 50-71, 145-153. Two kinds o!' commissions were cstablislicd, major
commissions with twenty-thrce members and small ones svith nine members.
In the t'ormer the national representation formula is 5:5:5:3:3:2 and in the small
ofles iL is 2:2:2:1:1:10
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these bodies, the parity principle arnong the large states lias given
way wlule some smaller countries are not regularly represented
at ah. Further, the principle cf state represeritation is in effect
inoperative to flic extent that members unable to attend commission
meetings may appoint substitutes. Practice bas grown in such
a way that a German Liberal may sit for a French party colleague,
or a Dutch Socialist for a Belgian. Regardless of the nationality,
the principle of party membership has become the operative rule
of membership on commissions.
A final test of the role of the national state as contrasted with
the collectivity is the distribution of commission report authorships
and the tenor of the reports. Considerable political importance
and prestige attaches to the position cf " rapporteur " for a specific
commission report and elections for such posts are often bitterly
contested. If the principle of nationality were taken literaily, one
might expect the same formula which was originally applied to
membership on commissions to be carried over into the assignment
of rapporteurships. These figures demcnstrate that such was far
from being the case:
TABLE 3
NATIONAL REPRESENTATION IN NUMBER 0F REPORT
AUTHORSHIPS

Strength
Germans
French
Saar
Italians
Belgians
Dutch
Luxembourg

.

18
15
3*
18*
10
10
4

Should have authored
on basis of strength
230%
192%
38%
23O%
129%
129%
51 %

Did author

35'8%
211%
12%
36%
136%
211%
36%

* Not corrected for incompleteness of delegations in 1955-57.

The total number ofreports issued as ofJanuary 1957 was 81.

Ncr vas national balance in evidence when the number and
distribution cf commission presidencies is analysed. Finally, it
should be stressed that of the eighty-one reports issued by the
beginning of 1957, aIl but five were adopted unanimously by the
respective commissions. While this says little for the willingness
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cf the parties to hold out for their particular viewpoints and thus
adds another artificiality as cornpared te our federal scheme
it does support the contention that the work or die Assembly
re!lects the needs cf the totality and does flot cater merely to the
aims of particular countries. The same conclusion applies with
respect to the tencr cf tue resolutions adopted by the plenary
body. Special pleading is reserved for ticor speeches but does flot
find an ecl10 in collective decisions.
A federal legislature must be free to adopt its own form of
organisaticn and plan of work. In this respect, the Common
Assembly is true te the archetype. Its decision to establish permanent commissions and te undertake investigations arc clear
illustrations of this. An even more striking example vas the decision
to sanction the establishment of " political groups," or parties,
and te finance tlieir secretariats and travel expenses out of ECSC
funds ! This decision vas made as the rules of procedure were
drawn up. It was opposed by the Gaullists, Struye, Maroger,
Margue and Korthals. Fer some lime afterward these gentlemen
sought to cut down die funds appropriated for this purpose during
the annual budget debate, but withcut success.32 It is only when
the organisational demands of the Assembly depend on the cooperation of cther organs or governnients that the limits cf freedom
are rcached.
Within the confines of 111e Treaty, the Assembly is certainly
free w oppose both the High Autliority and the Council of Ministers.
Wliat is more, the record shows that the parliamentarians have flot
been slow w take positions different from those ofthe two executive
bodies. The tenor of resolutions passed clearly indicates an interparty desire te persuade both executives to follow a more energetic federal policy. The High Authority had been exposed to
this kind of criticisrn on the occasion cf every annual debate on
its general report, though the tone of opposition has been steadily
intensified from year to year. In tue case of the Council of Ministers,
tue willingness te oppose reached its high-water mark in the report
oC Wilrnar Sabass (Ger., Chr.-Dcrn.), couriselling the High Authority
to gO over the head oC the Council ami lobby directly with the
31

For the debate on the financing or l)OIii(CZLI groups, sec T)dbats, compte rendu in
extenso, Session Extraordinairc, Mardi 11, 1953, pp. 4-16. As on many ottier
occasions, tue organisationul issue svas eased by a compromise agreement among
the presidents of the thrce political groups.
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six governments to obtain more support for integration. 33 The
spirit of opposition to the executives, combined with the commitment to the New Start, gives the Assembly at times the role of a
supranational parliamentary lobby putting pressure for more
integration on the six governments.
Yet, despite the willingness to oppose, the voting pattetu of the
Common Assembly presents a final artificiality which differentiates
this body in essence ['rom the federal ideal type. One difficulty,
of course, is the Treaty-imposed two-thirds majority rule required
to unseat the High Authority. But a more serious departure from
federal practice as opposed to law has been the tendency of the
parties to avoid open combat. As indicated by the seventy-six
unanimous commission reports presented, the pressure in the commissions is overwhelming to compromise clashing positions and
to reach consensus on a minimum inter-party common denominator.
Floor votes on resolutions are frequently unanimous ; the number
of dissenters or abstainers ha.rdly ever exceeds five or six. In five
years of quasi4egislative activity, only one roli-cali vote took place.
This was over the issue of the reduction by the High Authority
cf the production tax, which was decided without consulting the
Assembly and in direct opposition to the investment and welfare
policy aims of the Socialists. In the vote which ensued the alternatives were between a sharp Socialist motion criticising the High
Authority and a milder Liberal draft merely objecting to the lacic
cf consultation. The Socialist and Liberal Groups were each solidly
united, whereas the Christian-Democrats split. 34
But the general pattern is one of compromise, if flot diplomatic
negotiation, flot within the federal party as in the United States
but among parties. But this pattern leads to the kind of compromising in which the maximal demands of the Socialists, in order
to be successfully compromised, entail a giving of ground by
Conservative Christian-Democrats and Liberals who otherwise
tend to fight " dirigisme " every step ofthe way. Instead ofopposing
ambitious programmes going beyond the will of the High Authority,
the resolutions and reports of the Assembly more and more
Common Assembly, Exercise 1955-1956, Doc. No. 20, Report of the Common
Market Commission, by Wilmar Sabass, June 1956.
34 Débats,
compte rendu in extenso, Session Ordinaire, May 1955, pp. 466-467. 11
is interesting to note that the members of the Christian-Democratic Group did
not spiit along national unes. With the exception of the Luxembourg Christians
and the Dutch Anti-Revolutionaries (two meznbers each), cach national Christian
party was divided.
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consistently reflect these Socialist aims because the Conservative
members do not aiways feel up to voting down such overtures.
Examples of this trend are provided by the demands to achieve
direct and continuing co-ordination of investments, w provide
for planned social progress and attention to human relations in
the implementation of the General Objectives, to realise the Renard
programme for collective bargaining and to provide more liberal,
centrally supervised re-adaptation allowances. Ail these measures
correspond to Socialist and left-wing Christian-Democratic aims;
but they are anathema to many Liberals and Conservative Christians,
who voted for them just the same. 35
In jurisdictional and organisational terms, the outstanding
parliamentary artificiality of the Assembly remains lis inability
to bind the parent legislatures, to administer its own composition,
to control its two executives meaningfuily, or to co-ordinate the
debates and votes of the national parliaments in such a way as to
complement the supranational effort. In the absence of these
powers the Assembly's routine work takes place in a vacuum:
the national legislatures remain free to act as they did before; there
is no evidence that they defer in any way to the resolutions of their
delegates in Strasbourg. Hence the only long-range role played
by the Assembly in relation to integration is the fact that continuing supranational communications channels are established
?hY 5 hlY and ideologically, probably " spilling over " eventually
into the ranks of national parliamentarians not regularly deputised
to go to Strasbourg. 31 It is in this connection that the role of
European supranational political parties becomes crucial.
Sce Cominon Assembly, Investment Commission, Report by F. de Menthon,
June 1956; Social Afîairs Commission, Reports by A. Bertrand, May 6, 1953,
Wilti Birkelbach, Doc. no. 18, Exercise 1953-1954, A. Bertrand, June 1956, G. M.
Nederhorst, November 1956, WiIIi Birkelbach, November 1956, André Mutter,
February 1957.
36 From the viewpoint of efficient debate and the dcvelopment of an expert body
of coal and steel specialists among the parliamentarians, li is undoubtedly good
that the same persons are consistently sent to the Assernbly. Party cohesion also
is probably advanced by the continuity 0f the personal contacts. However, it may
also be argued tint the scope of the communications " spiit over " is limited by
the fact that the total corps of legislators habitually attending Common Assembly,
WEU Asscmbly, and Council of Europe sessions does flot number more than
about 150.
In 1957 evidence appcarcd indicating that the six national Sociatist parties
began to be concerned over the freedom enjoyed by their respective detegations
to the Common Assembly. Anxious to reassert national controt over their
deputies, the parties found it essential to draw the entire national parliamentary
membership into doser contact with the work of the Common Assembly. Under
the ptesidency of SF10 Secretary-General Commin, an organisation of ECSC

35
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MEMBERSHIP AND COHESION 0F PARTIES

Our ideal type postulates that a federal political party is a multilevel and mufti-unit federation itself, merely uniting autonomous
formations identified witli states and localities, and devoid of direct
organisational contact with the individual citizen of the federation.
This criterion is certainly met by the picture which obtains in
ECSC. The parliamentary parties which came into immediate
existence during the very first session of the Assembly are merely
groupings of like-mindcd members of national parliaments. Each
delegate is frec to sclect the supranational group to which he wishes
to belong, apattern which resuits in a Dutch Liberal's (Korthals)
refusing to join the Liberal Group, in the affiliation of several
Italian Republicans with the Socialist Group, and in the membership ofthe Italian Monarchists in the Liberal Group. The ChristianDemocrats, for their part, include Protestant as well as Catholic
parties. Mernbership in the parties fiuctuates annually with the
individual convictions of the members possessing a mandate for
the year.
As in the case of most other federatioris, ail the Assembly
groups possessed rudimentary international associations before the
Treaty went into force. ECSC parliamentariaris acknowledge that
the ease and rapidity which charactcrised their formation of
parties vas facilitated considerably by the communications
channels opened up by these early contacts as well as by the habit
of inter-party consultation which had been inaugurated in the
Council of Europe. The Socialists were the rnost determined to
achieve supranational solidarity and their example stimulated
their political opponents to follow suit, in the process compelling
the Christian-Democrats so far merely united in the N.E.I. to
formulate a much more detailcd " European " programme than
they had attempted up to that time.
Typically, the cohesion of federal parties is most strongly
developed in the nomination and election oC federation-wide
officiais. In ECSC, this pattern cannot be closely approximated
because flic Treaty denies the Assembly and its parties any specific
Sociaiist Parties vas set up ta exercise this kind of control. But so dependent
is this organisation on the expertise of supranational ollicials that it made die
Secretary of die ECSC Socialist Graup its chiel' administradve officiai. While
die initial purpose of die step was to increase national party contrai, its 1mphcations may wdll be die overcaming of die schism between die Common Asscmbly
and the national parliaments.
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role in the electoral process. II is true that members, in their
capacity as national legislators, are able to lobby for the selection
of pro-European national ministers. But there is no evidence,
that the federal parties have been used to influence systematically
the selection cf national officiais whose tasks relate W ECSC.
For the choice of tlie officiais of the Common Assembly, the
parties do function as norninating and electing media. Candidates
for President and Vice-President of the Assembly are chosen first
by party caucus, and later on the basis of agreement among the
parties so as to avoid public controversy over the nationality of
the officiai, giving rise to an informai rotation system. Again,
inter-party compromise governs the procedure, thus approaching
international diplomacy rather than spirited party conflict. For
purposes of electing rapporteurs of commissions, however, the
parties function very much as they do in any national legislature.
Their relative success is shown in these figures:
TABLE 4
PARTY REPRESENTATION IN NUMBER 0F REPORT
AUTHORSHIPS
Should have authored
on basis of strength
Did author
Christian Democrats . . . .
Socialists. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liberals............,,..
Unaffihiated ............

429%
2 947e
214%
6937

482%
370°j'
123%
25%

This rougli index shows the Socialists as the most successful in
terms cf electoral organisation, with the Christian-Democrats next,
whereas the Liberals fare very poorly indeed in relation to their
nurnerical strength.37
The Assembly made one supreme attempt to function as a
noîninating agency: it sought to be consulted in the selection of
37

The scarcity o!' roil-cail votes precludes the use of voting statistics as an index of
party col%csion. The degrec of absentecisin and the silence of inany members
during dcbatc makes the use of content analysis hazardous as a quantitative technique of gauging coliesion. Report authorships as compared with nunwrical
strength, given the importance attached to rapporteurships aS the contests surrounding tEe clection of rapporteurs, is therefore the onty cogent quantitative
index available.
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Monnet's successor as President of the High Authority. Foi uially,
it was ignored by the Council and the six governments even though
it instructed its President, Signor Pella, to tour the capitals and
drive home the detej.mination of the Assembly to secure the election
of a " good European." After the Messina meeting, Pella reported
that in his talks with goverument leaders he had not suggested
the candidacy of a specifib individual, but had concentrated on
demonstrating the need for the selection of a person with a clear
pro-European record. In the choice of René Mayer, reported Pella,
the Assembly's desires were amply rewarded. 38 The obvious fact
remains, however, that the daim to be a nominating body went
unrecognised by the governments, thus severely limiting any possible
positive role for the parties.
Functional cohesion is one aspect of party solidarity. But what
about ideological agreement ? Commenting on the creation of
the Monnet Committee in 1955, the Brussels Pourquoi Pas, under
th.e heading " Good Luck, M. Monnet! " sceptically noted:
Everybody was delighted to note that ail the heads of ail the
parties and ail the heads of ail trade unions of ail ECSC countries
. . . were aniong those fervently in favour of the United States of
Europe. Therefore, since it is the parties who make politics and
the trade unions who make economics and social relations, the
integration of Europe, or of Littie Europe at least, cari be considered
as accomplished.
Well, we shall see .

. . 39

Five years of intensive party activity should leave some evidence
of the evolution of consensus on ideological issues. 40 But the
concerted work of the Liberals in the Assembly shows very littie
evidence of any striking degree of unity. When overproduction
loomed, they favoured active High Authority co-ordination of
investrnents; with the onset of shortages, they praised the executive
for its restraint in the implementation of co-ordination ruies. The
Débats, Session ordinaire, May—June 1955. Statements of Pella (Italy, Chr.Dent), on pp. 198 and 505, May 6 and June 21, 1955. He also daims that bis
contacts with national governmcntal and opposition leaders led to the preparation
0f the documents which served as the point of departure for the discussions at
Messina and the New Start.
39 Pourquoi Pas, October 21, 1955, p. 16.
40 The discussion of ideological cohesion is based on an analysis of the Assembly's
debates from 1952 through January 1957. Except in the case of verbatim quotation, the footnoting of each statement bas bcen omittcd.
38
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group unanimously favoured the reduction of the production tax.
Almost ail the Liberals are identified with business interests at
home and thus might be expected to oppose openly the anti-cartel
spirit of ECSC. But only Senator Maroger came out squarely in
defence of cartels 41; his German FDP colleagues contented themselves with praising the High Authority for lis restraint and its
willingness to introduce competition with " safeguards." No
sweeping demands were made on the range of issues connected
with coal prices and production policy. The Liberals en bloc
had no difficulty in demanding an active ECSC housing policy but
when called upon to pronounce themselves on energetic measures
to promote better labour-management relations, they urged that
the role of the High Authority should be that of a catalyst, merely
bringing together the private parties. While not voting against
the Renard programme, the Liberals were by no means stout
defenders of it. The total picture shows a great deal of special
pleading for local and national interests, in excess of a consistently
expressed ECSC-wide consensus on the fundamental issues raised
by the other parties. The fact that half of the group's members
are French and that the remainder is quite heterogeneous in outlook is likely to preclude 11w emergence of any thoroughgoing agreement 0? ideology. " Liberalism " certainly has flot emerged
as a sigrnficant brndrng force. The protection ofestabhshed business
interests figures rnuch more highly among the items of consensus,
but since these interests tend also to be identified with purely
national institutions and policies, not much supranational solace
can be gained from this finding. Finaily, the group flot only
includes several members who favour the Europe of the " Fifteen"
over ECSC, but outright opponents of integration as well.
For the rnonistically inclined political observer the life of
federal political parties is full of surprises, if not ambiguities.
While ECSC Liberals show very littie functional or ideological
41

Maroger's case is an excellent example of the use of " European " symbols for
anti-integration purposes, a practice by no means confined to France. Thus in
Politique Etrangère, op. cil., the late Independent-Republican Senator argued tInt
integration takes place only wheri there is unanimous agreement among governments, deducing that the desirable United Europe of the future should be ruled
by new technical High Authorities flrmly subject to ministerial unanimity. He
blames the smooth operation of ECSC for having resulted in its failure to achieve
any of the demands of French industry, and he accuses his French colleagues
in the Assembly of not seeking to arrive at common national policy positions
before going w Strasbourg, and the Govcrnment for not trying to brief them on
Frcnch needs.
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cohesion, the Christian-Democrats present the interesting picture
of great functional solidarity marked by considerable ideological
heterogeneity, thus resembling the archetype of American parties
more and more. Unlike practice in the Socialist Group, individual
speakers are not very often authorised to make declarations in
the name of the whole party. The Christian-Democrats succeeded
in electing three out of the four Assembly presidents to date ; but
they have gingerly sidestepped the issue of cartels because of the
divergent nationaily inspired trends which dominate : the Dutch
oppose them and wish for a maximum of High Authority control
whereas the Geiinans notably represented by Wolfgang Pohie,
considered a spokesman for industry preferred to minimise ECSC
interference. In the politically charged sphere of supranational
investment policy, the minimum common denominator prevailing
is a tepid approval of the High Authority's modest steps, with the
Dutch members expressing gratification over the executive's unwillingness to establish a preferential protected system for coal and
steel and the Italians holding out for special aid to their Sardinian
mines. Nor did the complex coal production and price issue lead
to the evolution of a consensus. Price controls have been attacked
or defended in accordance with the national economic assessments
ofthe members, flot in response to a " party une." In fali of 1956,
most Christian-Democratic speakers praised the High Authority
for its unwillingness to inaugurate rationing and compensation
pa.yments for coal imports ; but the Italians held out for a more
stringent central policy because of their coal needs. When confronted with the German Government's subsidisation of miners'
wages, the Dutch defended the High Authority's arguments, while
MM. Sabass and Pohie came to the aid of Bonn.
ECSC labour and welfare policy issues did not y!eld a ChristianDemobratic consensus ; but the differences within the party also
ceased to coincide entirely with national assessments. True, for
the CDU, MM. Kopf and Pohie acted as a brake on any ECSC
harmonisation measures. But the Italians were spiit on this issue,
uniting only to argue for the full and immediate implementation
of the right to free migration. In the ranks of the PSC, M. Bertrand
defended the essence of the Renard programme ; but his national
party colleagues showed far Iess enthusiasm for h. General
consensus within the party on social issues is essentially confined
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!:o measures safeguarding the " dignity of workers," housing,
industrial safety, and human relations.
The greatest bond of unity among the Christian-Democrats is undoubtedly their almost unanimous commitment to a United Europe.
They arrive at this conclusion on the basis of anti-communism,
Church doctrine, resentment of American " materialism," and of
Monnet's economic arguments extolling the virtues of a large
market. 42 Further, their strength on the Continent and their
religious bias makes them favour the federation of the " Six."
Regardless of nationality, members of the group have been consistently in favour of more integration in Littie Europe, accompanied
by the loose kind of association with outsiders typified by the
agreement with Britain. Belgium's Paul Struye constitutes the
only known exception to this rule. Hence it is not surprising that
Pohie for Germany and Poher for France vent out of their way
to assure the Assembly in 1956 that the return of the Saar to Germany constitutes, flot an underminirig cf ECSC, but a guarantee
for continued Franco-German harmony within Littie Europe.
Unquestionably the Socialist Group possesses the greatest
amount both of functional and ideological cohesion of the Assembly
groups. What is more, its record is one of rapid evolution toward
internai consensus from initially divergent national positions, in
contrast to the Liberals and Christian-Democrats whc are not much
more united today than they were in 1952. In principle, however,
the Socialists are flot yet reconciled to Littie Europe. Under the
pressure of the SPD and the SF10, longings for die larger grouping
of the Fifteen, and especially for the inclusion of Britain, subsist.
Economic considerations as well as the expectation of gaining
strength through the co-operation of the powerful British and
Scandinavian Socialist parties are responsible for this attitude.
Hence the Group has criticised the " foreign policy " of the High
Authority for flot seeking sufficient British participation. At the
same time, the meandering attitudes cf both the SPD and the
SF10 toward the inter-connected issues of German re-uriification,
European integration, NATO and collective security arrangements
42

An excellent example ot' the mixcd feelings toward the United States is presented
by the discussion of the ban agreement with the Export-Import Bank. AIl parties
feR it necessary to state their disapproval of any possible secret cornmitrnent made
by the Higli AutI'iority to \Vashington, such as the rumoured concession—denied
by Luxernbourg—that no restrictions would bc placed on the importation ofAmerican coal. For details, sec Mason, op. cil., pp. 95-96.
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with the Soviet Union have made possible a vague rapprochement
between the French and German Socialists : they both favour German
unity and negotiations with. the Soviet Union and accept in principle
the Soviet offer of a general European collective security pact with
its disarmament implications. In the process of gaining strength
for such a development, however, they seek refuge in the Europe
of the Fifteen rather than in ECSC. 43 The implications for
integration may be crucial if the rejection of the political federation
of Littie Europe persists.
In view of the labour constituency of most of the ECSC Socialist
parties it should corne as no surprise that the demand for a
systematic supranational welfare policy has constituted one of the
bedrocks of Socialist consensus. However, while the Group has
unanimously defended the Renard Programme in the Assembly,
most of its members were flot very interested in it. They placed
priority on a unified economic rather than welfare policy and were
satisfied with hajittonisation measures achievable through treaties
rather than bipartite commissions and collective bargaining. Even
though the commissions were defended and their lack cf success
castigated by 1956, it was the trade unions and flot the Socialist
Group which initiated the pressure. Energetic re-adaptation and
housing measures, protection of labour against the threat of
automation, a guaranteed annual wage and the ECSC-wide
reduction cf working time were called for time and again. Further,
G. M. Nederhorst, in the name cf the Group, demanded in strident
terms that the true test of success cf ECSC was in the raising cf
living standards, that the High Authority become the " social
conscience " cfthe Treaty, and that it rely on the Common Assembly
for support in this struggie.
An energetic High Authcrity policy of steering investments and
using them as an ECSC-wide anti-depressicn measure is regarded
as the bedrock of a sane economic policy likely to yield higher
wages and Iower costs. Rence it was the Socialists who were most
upset by the High Authority's decision to reduce the production
43

For a further discussion of the SPD attitudes sce Chap. 4 and Birkclbach's article,
reported in Inforniations Mensuelles, February 1957, p. 10. Guy Moliet's ambivalent attitudes on these issues are well expressed in Europe Today and Tomorrow,
June 1954, p. 12. The statement was made on the occasion of the European
Parliamentary Conference of April, 1954, The SPD delegation, after its initial
Opposition to ECSC and to participation in it, went out of its way in 1956 to reassure the French Assembly niembers that .the reunification of the Saar with
Germany implied no blow to ECSC.
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tax rate.44 And it is the Socialist Group which continued through
1956 to be highly critical of the inactivity of the High Authority
with respect to forbidding some investments, and channelling others.
But in the thinking of the Group investments tend to be an adjunct
cf pro-labour measures and long-range coal policy. Unlike the
other groups, the Socialists prefer to think of the entire ECSC
nexus as one body of inter-related economic problems, hinging
around the future of coal.
Dissatisfaction with the High Authority's famous Coal Memorandum provided the point of departure for the Socialist programme. French members, worried -about coke needs, marginal
mines and the preponderance of the Ruhr, compromised their
fears effectively with Belgians who were similarly motivated; Dutch
Labour Party representatives worried more about cartels and
high prices ; the SPD delegation began to look for a supranational
solution because of worry over American coal imports, rising mining
costs, the competition of new fuels and the determination to increase
wages while lowering prices. The only common answer possible
vas to protect European mining against cheaper imports, steer
investments into mines whose future seems assured, control coinpeting fuels, maintain price ceilings, and subsidise wages by
the introduction cf an ECSC-wide compensation system and
miners' bonuses similar to Bonn's. 45 By mid4956 the Socialist
coal programme supranational precisely because it relied on
the harmonisation of national programmes and the pooling of
national fears svas used to accuse the High Authority of doing
nothing in the face of shortages and resigning its proper role to the
six governments, who were doing little about concerting their
anti-depression measures.
Differing initial national positions had led the Group into a
firm consensus because separate national policies promised little.
In theprocess, the free market doctrine of the High Authority vas
44

43

In caucus and on the floor, the entire group condemncd the policy of the High
Authority. The only exception vas Joachim Schoene, whose affiliation with the
Ruhr steci industry lcd him to argue that the invcstment needs 0f the firms justified
a reduction of the tax. 1-le vas flot supported by other SPD members.
Sec Common Assernbly, Socialist Group, Working Croup for Economic ami
Social Questions, " Betrachtungen der Sozialistischen Arbeitsgruppe zum Memorandum der Hohen Behôrde Uber die Kohlepolitik " (Luxembourg, mirneographed,
n.d.); and ibid., " Abschrift eincs l3riefes des Herrn René Mayer, Vorsitzender
der Hohen Behôrde der E. G. K. S. vorn 21. November [1955], an den Genossen
Guy Mollct, Vorsitzender der Sozialistischen Fraktion," (Luxcmbourg, mimeographcd, November 21, 1955)0
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mercilesslymauled. Aneven more striking example of the formation
of supranational party consensus is provided by the cartel issue,
also intimately tied to the coal policy problem. In 1953 and 1954
the Dutch Socialists had joined their compatriots in attacking ail
cartels as illegal, while the SF10 sought to protect ATIC and the
SPD wished to preserve GEORG. By 1956, the picture haci
changed. In the name of the whole Group and to underscore its
unity, G. M. Nederhorst the erstwhile opponent of all cartels
announced that free competition for coal vas impossible. While
the old cartels must be destroyed, they ought to be replaced by
ECSC—wide public bodies to regulate production, equalise prices,
stabilise employment and thus reduce costs and permit vage
increases. Such " cartels " would be permanently controlled
by the High Authority and be so organised as to keep single firms
from acquiring positions of monopoly. They would also serve
to keep coal imports to a minimum, and for that purpose the
SPD specifically recommended the use of an ECSC—wide organ
similar to ATIC. 46 As the fuel crisis of the winter 1956-57 progressed, MM. Kreyssig and Nederhorst in separate statements,
but in the name of the Group, expressed their conviction that
Europe's coal problem could only be solved by the " nationalisation" under ECSC ofali mines. 47 The wheel had turned a full circle.
No generalisations can be made about the unaffiuiated members
of the Assembly. The Gaullists among them have used titeir
membership to attack the principle of supranationalism and to
embarrass the High Authority, while continuing to urge their
" European " programme of a loose confederation of the Fifteen,
and seeking to exploit the Saar issue to open up a Franco-German
rift in Strasbourg. But M. Korthals cannot in any sense be considered an opponent of integration even though he has refused
to join the Liberai Group, to which he is closest ideologically.
Collectively, the unaffiliated members have played no role at all.
SOLIDARITY
Even though ail three groups caucus consistently before voting
or debating, no binding rule enjoining party discipline exists here
VOTING

46

47

Nederhorst's declaration vas made on June 19, 1956, Common Asscmbly, Débats,
compte rendu in extenso, Session ordinaire 1956, pp. 606-619. Deist's remarks
on ATIC in ibid., Session extraordinaire November 1956, pp. 35.-40.
Kreyssig in his comments on the Report of the Working Group in January 1957;
Nederhorst in an article in Socialisme en Democratic. Informations Mensuelles,
February 1957, p. 96
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any more than in American political parties. Paul-Henri Spaak
was elected the first President of the Assembly with the support
of some Christian votes though Brentano was the officiai ChristianDemocratic candidate. Yet the fact that very few issues are permitted to reach the stage where a party-line vote would take place
reduces the value of voting as a means to solidify the parties. The
effort, instead, focuses on obtaining unanimous internal party
positions in caucus and in commission sessions, which then serve
as points of departure for compromises among the parties.
The success of the Socialists in achieving such internai compromises bas been set forth. The Christian-Democrats have had
less internai solidarity, though their caucuses have succeeded,
for instance, in bringing about some rapprochement in cartel
questions between Germans and Dutch. Both groups appoint
individual spokesmen on specific issues only if there is unanimous
agreement ; but no formal votes are ever taken even in caucus!
As for the Liberals, there is littie evidence cf any organised policymaking in their ranks. Ail groups, however, can make the daim
that sufficient solidarity exists to prevent their members frcm
contravening ECSC decisions or departing from ECSC positions
in their activities as national parliamentarians. No such cases
are known to bave occurred. Nor do group members of the same
nationality consistently function as a national bloc in the party
deliberations.
One of the crucial tests of party solidarity is provided by the
espousal of local constituency interests as compared to federal
identification. As the American example teaches, a defence of
local interests is clearly not always incompatible with the existence
and functioning of a federal party. The test lies in the extent of
such local preoccupation. Thus among the Socialists there is the
barest minimum cf special pleading for local interests, especially
since the French, Geiinan and Dutch parties compromised their
initial differences over cartel policy. Truc, Deist for the SPD
defended tbe Geiivan Government's bonus to miners. But he
sought to generalise the practice throughout ECSC. De Vita
demanded more investment aid for Italy and Carcassonne (SF10)
argued for the equalisation of social sedurity contributions. But
these examples exhaust the special pleading among the Socialists,
whose federal focus and solidarity is thus manifest once more.
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Things are otherwise among the Christian-Demoerats. Wigny,
Bertrand and De Smet (PSC) argued heatedty for the Belgian
collieries when the High Authority reorganised the Belgian compensation system. Pohie aiways defends the interests of the Ruhr,
in Strasbourg as in Bonn. De Menthon (MRP) bas been heard
to argue the case of the Charbonnages de Franc; while almost
ail Itaiian Christian-Democrats go out of their way to daim speciai
investment aid, protection for the Suicis mines, more readaptation
allowances and free migration rights for Itaiian workers. Yet
these instances are perfectiy compatible with the conduct to be
expected of a federal party since tbey do not conflict with the
party's basic commitment to integration. 48
The special pleading of the Liberals is less easily reconciled
with federal behaviour. Maroger spent the bulk of his time in
Strasbourg demanding the canalisation of the Moseile, the
equalisation of national taxes, the reduction of the ECSC levy,
and ECSC participation in French overseas investments, thus
neyer departing from a defence of purely French business aims.
André Mutter, Iess consistently, bas done the same, in addition
to demanding the retention of French coai mining privileges in the
Saar after the cession to Getmany. Belgium's Motz has sought
to assure the Belgian collieries a maximum of ECSC financiai
aid. By themselves, these efforts are the normal pleading of
poiiticians for favours to their constituents. In the context of
ECSC, however, the arguments corne perilously close to challenging
the logic of the integration process because they scek, in effect,
to guard the special national position of certain industries, thus
sacrificing much federal identity.
Another test of party solidarity is provided by certain crucial
parliamentary situations in which national preferences could
easily have been pitted against federal solidarity. One such case
was the vote on the reduction of the production tax, in which
federal party unes held extraordinarily well. When the Assembly
was called upon to influence the Messina Conference of the foreign
ministers, fears of obstructing the progress of integration were
sufficiently lively to mute differences of opinion within and among
the parties, thus giving rise to strongly worded resolutions in
48

In fact, the clainis of the Italians enjoycd considerable general support in the
Assembly. Sec Common Assexnbly, Report of the Jnvestment Commission,
Doc. no. 21, April 1955, by Heinrich Deist; and Report of the Coznmon Market
Commission, Doc. no. 15, June 1956, by •Martin Blank.
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May and June of 1955 demanding that ECSC inst&tutions be permitted to participate in the work of the intergovernmental conference to be appointed.
As the New Start made headway, the difl'erences came to the
fore again and thus provide a good test of internai party solidarity.
They were symbolised by the rivai positions taken by the parties
at the special Assembly session called to Brussels in March of 1956
to discuss the progress of the intergovernmental conference. The
Socialists in categorical fashion advanced the principles which,
in their view, were to guide the drafting of the Euratom treaty.
They included (1) the demand for general and controlled disarmament, implying the need for the exclusive dedication of
Euratom to peaceful purposes ; (2) " the European Community
must be given exclusive titie to ail fissionable materials throughout
the entire cycle of transformation, under effective pariiamentary
control. . . . The party must disapprove that an area in which
the collective interest must prevail be left to private interests." 49
With respect to the common market, the Socialists insisted on the
harmonisation of fiscal and economic policies, on planned welfare
measures and on political institutions with true federal powers,
instead o!' a mere relaxation of barriers to trade and capital. 50
A less categorical resolution was advanced jointly by the
Cfiristian-Democratic and Liberai Groups. Agreeing with the
Socialists that Europe's backwardness in atomic development
must be made up by immediate and co-ordinated means, it neyertheless pinned its hopes (1) to a common market as such, (2) to
private ECSC-wide firms__" common enterprises " in ECSC
jargon—developing nuclear power, (3) supranational controls
to assure industrial safety and non-diversion to military uses,
(4) sufficient supranational powers to administer the system
effectively and democratically, (5) mem.bership open to ail interested
countries, and (6) "reserving atomic energy for peaceful purposes,
with the manufacture of atomic bombs forbidden during tue first
Common Assembly, Socialist Group .Declaration concerning Euratom (Luxembourg, mimcographcd, Match 20, 1956).
For the SF10 this position contains an element of hypocrisy. Dornestic parliamentary pressure compelled Guy Mollet, in his capacity as Prime Minister, to
water down the exclusively peaceful purpose of Euratom while his ECSC party
colleagues insistcd on the rigorous position formally adopted.
50
Ibid., Communiqué concerning tue Gazerai Cominon Market.
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stage, and to be undertaken only under Community controls
by the signatory states, as a resuit of a unanimous
ii'
In typicai Assembly fashion, no vote was taken on the rival
resolutions at that time. When the issue came up once more in
May of 1956, a compromise had been found by the Working
Group, which was adopted almost unanimously. The new resolution endorsed the work already done by the intergovernmental
committee ; it insisted that the common market must tend toward
political unity and not merely abolish trade obstacles and that
the new supranational institutions must have enough power to
provide effective and democratic control; on the central issue of
ownership over fissionable materials the resolution was suent
whereas the issue of the military atom was merely sidestepped
by declaring that the Assembly was incompetent to deal with it. 52
The fact that adroit inter-party diplomacy had avoided a
showdown does flot deprive us of the opportunity to judge cohesion
on this crucial issue. Thus the Christian-Democratic resolution
was clearly no more than a shallow compromise even for that
group. Many members, especially the Dutch, distrusted the
genuineness of French interest in the Relance, suspecting French
preoccupation with Algeria, and so were unwilling to tie their United
Europe to support of French colonial policy. Also they resented
the continued French demands for a special status in the common
market.53 The Italian delegation was conceiiied largely with the
political implications of the schemes and with direct elections;
only Giuseppe Pella took a marked interest in economic integration, but justified the need for intergovernmental institutions
to make it work. 54 The Conservative German members (Kopf,
Informations Mensuelles, April 1956, pp. 19-20. Italics providcd.
52 Ibid., June-July 1956, p. Il.
53 A number of Dutch suggestions were heard that perhaps a common markct of the
ECSC éountries minus France ought to be studied, thus relying on German leadership. Sec Vixseboxse's statement of March 15, 1956, Common Assembly, Débats,
compte rendu in extenso, session extraordinaire, March 1956, p. 279. AIso the
article by Blaisse in Nouvelles de l'Europe, November 1954, pp. 3-4. Credence
was given to these fcars by the rcpeatcd French insistence on the prior harmonisation of wage and social security costs anathema to the Dutch—and by a closing
or ranks on the Algerian issue. Sec, for instance, the MRP statement by Alfred
Coste-Floret, " Relance Européenne et détente Internationale," Monde Nouveau
Paru (November 1955).
54
Giuseppe Pella, " Les fonctions de la CECA dans l'Europe nouvelle," Bulletin
de la Société Belge d'Etudes et d'Expansion, May-June-July 1 955,
pp. 608 et seq.;
also •' Itineraries of European Economic Integration," Banco di Rorna, Review
of tire Economic Conditions in Italy, September 1955, pp. 424 et seq. Pelia's wholc
emphasis is purely economic, with interest centred on a maximum of freedom for
trade and capital movements.
51
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Piinder, PohXe) were delighted with the anti-dirigistic siant of the
resolution; but the MRP delegation (Teitgen, de Menthon, Poher)
favoured the opposite position. As for the Liberals associated
with the resolution, their aims ranged far and wide. Mutter and
Crouzier raised the issue of the equalisation of wages and social
security rules before the opening of the common market ; they
as well as the FDP's Martin Blank welcomed the weak supranational component of the officiai plan. Yet René Pléven favoured
strong supranational parliamentary controls and welcomed the
absence of any insistence on the prior haunonisation of production
costs. Most Christian-Democrats and Liberals had nothing to
say about a supranational welfare policy in the General Common
Market, but Alfred Bertrand made a personal point of it. 0f
doctrinal unity there was no trace ; but once more the party
demonstrated its cohesion in bringing ail its members into une
under one vague compromise programme, despite very strong
centrifugal forces thus cleariy remaining faithfui to the conduct
to be anticipated of a federal party and thereby activeiy contributing to the integration of political movements along supranational unes.
As for the Socialists, they openly sought to make use of the
debate to advance their programme of a European welfare
poiicy ,, which had taken on a firm shape in 1955. After the
SPD's conversion to " Europe," a veritable supranational eiection
fever seemed to have gripped the party. As Pierre Wigny (Beigium)
taunted the Sociaiist spokesman Fernand Dehousse (Belgium):
Are you very sure, M. Dehousse, that there is a chance of creating
a Socialist Europe ? No more, E think, than a Vatican Europe.
It remains to be proved that for the developmental needs of nuclear
industry fissionabie materials must be public property. 55
At the basis of this drive, of fundamentai significance for the
analysis of movements tending toward the integration of distinct
nations, svas an informai meeting of the minds of the SPD and
SF10. In 1952-53, the SPD stiil opposed European integration
and boycotted certain ECSC activities. The SF10 opposed the
" clerical " and " capitaiist " Europe of the Six, with Guy Mollet
declining to participate in the labours of the Ad Hoc Assembiy's
55

March 16, 1956; Common Assembly, Débats, compte rendu in extenso, session
extraordinaire, Match 1956, p. 343.
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Constitutional Committee.56 Yet by 1955, German Socialists
wrote feelingly about the need for regionaily planned countercyclical and social security policies, directed investments and
socially inspired productivity drives. 57 While not publicly espousing European integration with the ardour of Adenauer and
Brentano, they took the initiative in actually formulating policies
within ECSC which would if implemented catapult Western
Europe into a political federation within a few years. As for the
SF10, Guy Mollet declared, in writing about the New Start, that
" the risk of a new German nationalism is not a myth: if we do
not have an energetic Relance Europeenne vie shall soon find this
out, and not only at the European political level."
While stili
favouring the inclusion of Britain the issue which had plagued
the SF10 in the EDC agony Mollet was now willing to proceed
within the context cf the Six. As for economics, he maintained:
Are we aiways willing to pay the price of econcmic integration?
For the French Socialists there is no doubt as to the answer and
we would even wish to bypass the state of an organised economy
in faveur cf a planned Eurcpean economy. 59
Both parties, for reasons initially rooted in their national political
programmes, were driven to supranational fusion. And once they
began to co-operate continuously in Strasbourg and Luxembourg,
the process became a two-way street whereby they persisted in
synthesising differences at a higher supranational level.
The evidence for this conclusion is to be found in the unanimously defended Socialist programme for the New Start. After
Messina, the Group neyer wavered from its demands for a General
Common Market which would include co-ordinated investment,
fiscal and welfare measures and net be confined to merely recreating
Guy Mollet, " A Warning," Europe Today and Twnorrow, December 1952.
57
Details are given in Chap. 4. On the new attitude see also the articles by Willi
Birkclbach in Soziale Sicherbeit, August 1954, and Joachim Schoene in Jugend
Europas, November 24, 1955.
58
Guy Mollet, " L'unification de lEurope," Monde Nouveau Paru, November 1955,
p. 2.
59 Ibid., pp.
3-4. Among more doctrinaire Belgian and French Socialists, the Relance
set off a wave of articles in which a new kind of European programme vas
demanded. The struggte for or against Europe svas equated with the class struggie,
with the Left being the defender of Europe against the reactionary possessing
classes, whose anly vision of Europe could be tint of larger cartels. Hence a
maximum cf political integration with direct elections for the Common Assembly
svas urged as a device for mobilising the working classes for Europe. Sec, for
instance, the issue of Gauche Européenne for July-August 1955, particularly the
articles of André Philip and Rayniorid Rifflet.
56
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free trade conditions. The only discordant note was M. Vanrullen's
(SF10) suggestion that if the Generai Common Market did flot
provide for the prior harmonisation of wages and social security
payments, at least these should be equalised as the market went
into effect. 611 And despite the compromise resolution voted by the
Assembly on Euratom, the Group continued to defend public
ownership o!' fissionable materials and the absolute prohibition
on the military use of the atom. In short, flot oniy does the Socialist
Group conduct itself thoroughly in accordance with federal principles, but its policy acts as a potent stimulus for the other groups
to do the same. Its role in the political integration of Europe can
hardly be overestimated even if its specific proposais remain
unimplemented.
Paradoxicaliy, a major reason for this reaiignment of the
Sociaiists lies in the fundamental crisis which plagues modeju
Socialist doctrine. Historical determinism, a unique Socialist
ethic and egaiitarian culture, the substitution of new forms of
social co-operation for the state—all these are being superseded
by more modest, but " bourgeois," notions. The radical faith
in state planning has yielded to the seductions ofKeynes. " Socialist
parties become parties ' like ail the others,' forced into continuous
political compromises, attempting to gain new members and voters
from various strata unacquainted with Sociaiist values and
traditions. This has brought with it an erosion of the former
insistence on Socialist Haltung, of the view that Socialism implies
cultural as well as economic changes, and that there should be
specifically 'Socialist forms of living.' " 61
Nor is this the full measure of the doctrrnalquandary. Economic
convictions fixuily held in the past are aiso eroding. The parties
are no longer sure whether and which prices ought to be
administered or free, whether a mixed economy is a temporary
phase or a permanent condition to which Socialism must adjust,
whether wages ought to be administered or negotiated. 62
The immediate resuits of the doctrinal crisis are found in an
increased political opportunism, a distrust of visionaries and
Go

Common Asscmbly, Débats, Session extraordinaire, March 1956, p. 234 for
Nederhorst's statement in flic naine of the whole party, and p. 314 for Vanrullen's
statement in the name of the SF10.
61
Kurt L. Sheil, " The Crisis of Modern Socialism," World Politics, Vol. IX, no. 2
(January 1957), p. 303.
62
Sec R. H. S. Crossman's doubts on this score, as quoted by Sheil. Ibid., p. 3040
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refos. t ( ters and a desire to solidify the obvious social gains extracted
in a mixed economy and a bourgeois order, events which themselves confute the Marxist heritage further. In the ECSC context
the absence of doctrinal purity has meant that Socialists feel free
to oppose their national governments and the parties composing
them, indeed to capitalise on the existence of the supranational
forum for this purpose. But this has carried the further consequence tint when the party isin opposition nationaily it is firmly
supranational in action ; when, however, it participates in the
Government, its federal convictions may suddenly lag and its
defence of Paris or Brussels blossom forth. 63 The striking cohesion
of ECSC Socialists has been partly a function of the SPD's
oppositional tactics &and confused doctrine.
Finally, the crisis of Socialist doctrine facilitates the embracing
of a practical supranationalism because the techniques implied are
thought to advance the very unspectacular and modest measures
of economic expansion and social welf'are on which the militants
are agreed. No drastic upheavals are involved, no expropriations,
class reversais or administrative purges contemplated. ECSC
planning would merely transpose to the regional level the now
classic prescriptions of Keynes, rules which, Socialists think,
can no longer be made meaningful in the confinement of national
states. If doctrinal uncertainty breeds opportunism, ECSC is
merely another device for maximising the occasions for unspectacular social advancement. After ail, a United Europe may be a
revolutionary step in itself and in the general historical context;
but it is hardiy a cataclysm in the framework of the classic Marxist
millennium.
CONTROL 0F THIE PARTY

A federal party should be identified with groups in society overlapping state boundaries and local constituencies. Is this the case
in ECSC? Certainly, the Socialist Group daims to speak for a
constituency coextensive with the Community, a daim given a good
deal of substance by the regular consultations between it and the
63

This feature is, of course, not confined to SocialisÉs. Et bas bcen argucd that René
Mayer's supranationalism is largcly a function of his probably tcmporary lack
of influence in Paris.
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two supranational trade union organisations.°4 Further, with the
advent of the commitment to a planned European welfare state,
less and less emphasis is placed on local constituency pressure,
as reflected in the consensus on cartel, investment and coal policy.
The question is more difficuit to answer in the case of the
Christian-Democrats. In essence, they remain creatures of their
national party organisations in doctrine as in mandate. While
faithful to their general belief in a United Europe, on concrete
issues their record of merely defending the views of their national
or local constituencies leads to the conclusion that control of the
party remains local. As is typical in federations, this may imply
extensive bargaining. Teitgen for the MRP lias claimed that a
United Europe must aid France in realising Eurafrica, i.e., help
preserve French colonial holdings. Not unreasonably, Kurt
Kiesinger (CDU) agreed, provided a United Europe helps Get «an
reunification. 65 While no such " deals " seem actually to have
been consummated, an intensification of supranational parliamentary activity based on strongly autonomous party wings not
subject to overlapping group interests may bring them close to
reality. In fact, of course, each of the national Christian parties
is spiit into wings identified with labour, the peasantry or business.
Only a small beginning has been made in carrying group identifications into the supranational reaim. As for the Liberals, enough
has been said about their tendency to be spokesmen for established
national industrial interests as not to raise the question of supranational group identification.
Other indices of supranational control also yield little positive
evidence. The supranational leadership exercises no control over
the selection of national delegations. The only suggestion of
financial independence is the availability of ECSC funds for meeting
secretariat and travel expenses, but not for fighting election
campaigns. In all groups, even in the case of the Socialists, the only
supranational " control " lies in the spirit of give arid take which
prevails in the caucuses where, let it be said agam, votrng is avoided
and unanimity the rule.
Since G. M. Nedcrhorst is president of the Commission on Social Policy, he bas
oftcn sought the advice and opinion of the Committee of Twenty-One and the
Christian Tradc Union Federation. See, for instance, the consultations on the
reduction of the work weck and the ercation of bipartite commissions, Cominon
Asscmbly Doc. AC 2155.
65
Informations Mensuelles, November 1956, pp. 67-71, and February 1957, p. 11.
Kicsinger's statement was flot made in any ECSC organ.
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However, each group has a petinanent Secretary, staff, library,
files, and caucus room the only approximation to a central
organisation. In the case of the Liberals this organisation is rudimentary, since the Secretary M. Drèze (Belgium) combines
this position with activity in the Liberal International and in
Belgian national politics. Meetings and consultations are extremely
rare. The Christian-Democrats, by contrast, have a permanent
Secretary-General, M. Opitz (Germany). This officiai works in
close co-operation with the group's president, E. M. J. A. S assen .65a
He is given the power to make basic policy recommendations for
adoption by the group. He undertakes studies, lobbies with High
Authority members, and provides continuing liaison among the
members. His policy recommendations, in effect, sometimes serve
as mediating devices in the internal differences which piague the
Christian-Democrats. To the extent that these services grow
indispensable to extremely busy national parliamentarians who
function in ECSC only on a part-time basis, a peirnanent party
bureaucracy may eventually develop.
Things are otherwise in the Socialist Group. The Secretary
and his staff in Luxembourg are littie more than a communications
hub for the Group, collecting ami disseminating documents and
memoranda. They initiate no policy. However, the Soeialists
early decided to enable their parliamentarians to specialise in
ECSC questions and therefore released them from many national
parliamentary burdens. Organised into specialised committees,
the members communicate with one another continuously through
the medium of peiivanent expert staffs in each national capital.
The resuit is that they are better prepared in the economic niceties
of coal, steel and all other issues related to further integration
and possess a communications network which facilitates the
evolution of consensus, a factor explaining in part why so many
Socialist-inspired items find their way into unanimous Assembly
resolutions. Socialist policy is carefully studied and prepared by
personnel at the national capitals, enabling the delegation members
to arrive on the scene with their programme largely ready, subject
only to finalisation at the frequent caucus meetings. Yet the
nationality issue plagued the Group at its debut, with the SPD
and SF10 each insisting on the presidency. A compromise awarded
the presidency to Mollet, the vice-presidency to 011enhauer, while
653
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the secretariat was entrusted to a " neutral " Luxemburger. The
Christian-Democrats had diplomatically avoided this issue by
initially finding themselves a Dutch president, a policy imitated
by the Socialists when they chose Be]gium's Henri Fayat as Moliet's
successor. 65b Party central organisation, in short, remains mdimentary and based on principles doser to the international diplomatic tradition than to federal politics. Yet a start toward the
creation of a central bureaucracy, especially in the case of the
Socialists, has unquestionably been made.
SUPRANATIONAL POLITICAL PARTIES AND THE FEDERAL ExEcu'riv

Our final set of criteria for judging the federal nature of the
Assembly's parties hinges around the desire to select the executive
and be identified with its programme, and alternatively to the
development of an opposition. The issue of control over the
executive which relates to this aspiration has been examined before.
Clearly, the institutional system of ECSC makes it impossible
for the parties to function as the selectors of the High Authority
members if the six governments refuse to co-operate. Stressing
the structural aspect, however, cornes close to glossing over the
behavioural implications of this statement : the unwillingness of
the governments to permit Assembly participation in the choice
of the High Authority inernbers means, in effect, that national
ministers pay little or no attention to members of their own party
active as supranational parliarnentarians. The only success scored
in this reaim was the appearance ofRené Mayer before the Assembly
immediately upon his selection, to " ?st his programme " in
conformance with a resolution voted in December of 1954.
The local inefficacy of the Assernbly's parties is manifest finaily
in their inability to influence decisively the selection of national
ministers and civil servants who function in and about the Council
of Ministers. If the work of the national legislatures could be
made to dovetail more closely with activities in Strasbourg there
is no reason for thinking that the fecleral cohesion of the parties
would not suffice to marshal the necessary influence, at Ieast in
Germany and the Benelux countries. But as long as Assembly
debate rages in a vacuum this is unlikely to corne about. As matters
stand, the parties do have sorne slight successes to their credit in
Fayat, upon becoming a member of the Belgian Cabinet in 1957, was succeeded
by P.- O. Lapie (SF10).
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having cajoled the Ministers to attend their meetings and in having
provoked them by bitter attacks mostly from the Socialists
to justify themselves in public. Further, the request voted by the
Assembly in 1955 calling pn the Messina conferees to select a
leading European political figure to head the inter-governmental
conference and to solicit the participation of ECSC institutions
in the Relance was accepted in full. But this is the extent of party
control " over the two executives of the Community. If it falis
far short of the federal ideal type it nevertheless constitutes a
considerable change over the wording of the Treaty and practice
in 1953.
As for the executive's ability to influence the parties through
the dispensing of patronage, physical and moral, the ECSC system
provides littie opportunity for this, and the two executive organs
have deliberately avoided close identification with the parliamentarians. There is no federal patronage to distribute in the
sense of a multitude of administrative positions requiring appointments. It may be suggested that appointment to various ECSCwide and local commissions and study groups could be so used
and that the distribution of housing and readaptation allowances
might be considered susceptible to political manipulation. At
least they would be in most democratic federal systems. In ECSC,
however, both the High Authority and the Council of Ministers
have scrupulously avoided close contact, relations of gratitude
or mutual influence with the Assembly and consequently ignored
this standard device of political integration.
A much more crtzeial test of behaviour consistent with and
contributory to political integration is the evolution of " government . and opposition parties, seekrng to shape policy quite
irrespective of participation in the selection of the executive or
the receipt of patronage from him. Here the conduct of the parties
in the Common Assembly demonstrates the consequences of the
supranational sharing of values in a functionally specific institutional setting: even with truncated and rudimentary legislative
jurisdiction the parties have, in effect, drifted into normal federal
legislative positions.
The division into pro- and anti-High Authority factions was flot
clearly illustrated until the session of summer 1956, when the
Socialists, in connection with the discussion of the Fourth General
Report, issued a general manifesto of dissatisfaction with the
'L
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executive. The bill of particulars, read by Gerhard Kreyssig (SPD)
on behaif of the whote Group, included these points : the High
Authority ignores the will of the Assembly and undermines the
federal nature of the Community by (1) doing too littie in the
reaim oC welfare policy, (2) flot making use of ail the powers given it
by the Treaty, (3) being unwilling to follow a consistent coal policy
and therefore unjustifiably removing price ceilings, (4) declining
to supervise closely the implementation of the readaptation system,
and (5) refusing to discuss with the Assembly problems of general
economic stability, expansion and business-cycle control. The
Group " consequently expresses, in the most formai way, the concern to which the policy of the High Authority bas given ri" 68
The fail session of 1956 re-enforced the separate position of the
Socialists. [t was here that they put fonvard their radical but
carefully planned and integrated proposais for the simultaneous
control of the coai market, the reguiation of coal prices, investment
and production, and the use of public cartels. Taking their cue
from the reversion to national administrative controis over coal
in the fali of 1956, the Sociaiists accused the High Authority of
undermining its own powers by not making full use of the Treaty
for a federal solution to the coal crisis.° 7 In June of 1957 the
attack on the High Authority vas intensified in the debate over the
Fifth General Report. Thus the party declared itself forrnally a
supranational opposition to the European executive.
The logic of supranational institutions and shared ideologies
may have given rise to an opposition, but did it also yield the
Common Assembly, Socialist Group, " Déclaration du Groupe Socialiste," June
22, 1956 (Luxcmbourg, mimeographed, Doc. AC/GS/177). Also the declarations
cf Kreyssig and Nederhorst in Débats, compte rendu in extenso, Session ordinaire
June 1956, pp. 768-769, 691-692. Again the declarations of Nederhorst, Vanrullen
and Lapie in liEd, June 1957.
G?
The national measures in question were as foliows. On November 29, 1956, the
SPD introduccd in the Bundestag a motion secking to reimpose price control
and regulation over the coal market removed cartier as a resuit of High Authority
decisions. The Government met the opposition to the extent of increasing its
subsidy to miners' housing construction and in ordering a reduction of the working
weck. During the same month, the Belgian Chamber of Representatives debated
coal and mine safety policy and extracted a promise from the Government to
undertake a national mine safety programme, implying dissatisfaction with ECSC
measures. In December, the Luxembourg Government assured the Chamber of
Deputies that special measures to assure coal supplies for small consumers woutd
be taken. On November 21 and 22 the Second Chamber of the Dutch Parliament
dcbatcd coal policy, with the Government cxprcssing a preference for more stringent
controls over ECSC coal sales organisations and underlining the need for purely
national measures W equalise the price of imported and ECSC coal. Informations
Mensuelles, December 1956, pp. 39-50.
66
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evolution o!' a " government " party ? It must be concluded that
the Christian-Democrats, without having apparently wished to
do so, have been forced into the position of a government party.
Despite their internai divisions and despite the sympathy of several
members for parts of the Socialist programme, the Party collectively
opposed the Socialist attacks and came to the defence of the High
Authority.68 But rather than meet the Socialist criticism point
by point, President Sassen preferred to attack the opposition for
its unwillingness to make a fotinal censure motion of its " declaration," giving rise ta a more spirited and typical parliamentary
exchange of invective than had previously been witnessed in the
sedate Assembly. Again on the coal issue, the Christian-Democratiô Group collectively upheld the High Authority's preferences,
even though many of its members individually endorsed portions
of the Socialist criticism. The desire to support the only functioning
European executive combines with the ideological heterogeneity
of the Group preventing a clear-cut position from being defended
to catapuit the Christian-Democrats into the de facto position
of a goverument party.
Are the Liberals a government or a disguised opposition party?
0f the three Assembly groups the Liberal Party qualifies Ieast for
the role of a federal party. Its cohesion is almost non-existent as
measured by any index; and the activities of its members support
the conclusion that the " party " merely functions as a label for
nationaily identified pressure group spokesmen. When the position
cf the Christian-Democrats meets the essence cf the free enterprise
and autonomy wishes of the Liberals, they act as a member of a
Government coalition. But when the Christian-Democrats are
cf two minds on High Authority policy as they often are the
aspirations of the bulk of the Liberals corne doser to meeting
the role of a tacit opposition group, blackmailing the Government
into inactivity by the threat cf jcining the opposition formally.
Thus the parliamentary logic of French and Italian party life is
accurately carried over into the Assembly. While this feature
hardly contributes to Governmental stability, it nevertheless is so
typical of continental parliamentary life as to make the Assembly
GB

For evidence of considerable support for the Socialist lin; sec the following commission reports: Investment Commission, January 1954, by F. de Menthon;
ibid., June 1956; Common Market Commission, two reports of November 1956
on the coal crisis and coal supplies, by Main Poher.
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a faithful mirror of regional group confiict, and therefore a vehicle
of political integration.
INTEGRATION AND PARTY FORMATION
Because of their appeal to an overlapping and diffuse group
constituency political parties are far more crucial carriers of
political integration or disintegration than even supranationally
organised interest groups. Further, the conduct cf the Assembly's
parties is, in the long run, a more cogent source of materials for
the analysis of community formation processes than the immediate
decisions cf the High Authcrity, the Council of Ministers or the
national governments. Our conclusion must be that on the basis
of party behaviour trends in ECSC are flot fundamentally different
from conduct in " typical " federal parties. Even granting the
variations between the three groups, with the sole exception of the
avoidance of open party battie until 1956, the major indices of
behaviour make ECSC parties quite similar to the American or
Canadian prototypes. But the fact that showdown votes and
insistence on party-inspired resolutions were avoided until the
most recent period of the Assembly's history demonstrates also
that the " precursor consciousness " which clearly motivates
many of the parliamentarians has imposed checks on the freedom
of normal party behaviour. Fear of offending national susceptibilities and of rocking the frail boat of European consciousness
has been a restraining force, which is only now beginning to give
way to normal partisan impulses, and thus approaches more
nearly the federal pattern and the recognition of operily actirig in a
federal governmerital organ. In general, then, it is not party conduct
which has been artificial and unfederal ; rather the basic dues to
the strange iritermediate status of the Assembly are to be found
in the jurisdictional and organisational features which depart
much against die Assembly's will from the norms accepted in
federal institutions.
What, then, has been the contribution of the Assembly to
western Europe's political integration and what principles of
community formation can be deduced from it? Very few, if any,
individual members were persuaded te the federalist creed as a
resuit of their work in Strasbourg. With the exception of perhaps
fif'teen members, the bu!k vas more or less in favour of integration
before they ever took up their supranational mandate. Nor are
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the specific proposais made to the governments or the Council of
Ministers particularly significant contributions. The truly vital
development is the growth of a code of conduct considered appropriate to supranational legislators : the right to be continually
consulted by executive agencies, to put forward programmes not
clearly and previously deciared to be national policy, to organise,
investigate and criticise on the basis of opinions and convictions
developed as a resuit of contacts with ideologieally kindred but
nationaily different colleagues. To make such a development
possible there has to be an institutional medium in which the appropriate convictions and codes could devetop. If the Common
Assembly possessed more jurisdictional and organisational features
making it truly federal it is certain that the codes in question would
have developed even sooner.
One aspect of the code is the habit of intra-party compromising
which has been developed by both Socialists and ChristianDemocrats into a fine art. In the case of the Sociaiists this proceeds
on the basis of an underlying common ideology, buttressed by
converging national political needs. These have sufficed to overcome
in large measure the very real national differences which existed
in 1952 and 1953, and to enable the Party now to put forward
its " opposition " European economic programme. However,
without the energetic leadership of the SPD, after its change of
heart, this would hardly have been possible. As for the ChristianDemocrats, their commitment to Europe as such has provided
the necessary ideological cernent required to maintain consistent
consensus. In both instances the acceptance of the code of intraparty compromise proceeded from an initial period of quasidiplornatic relations to the evolution of a more truly party atmosphere, in which individual niembers argue with each other, seek
to persuade one another, and eventually agree on a common
formula without voting on il. The culminating step would be the
evolution of a binding rule cf party solidarity, based on a vote in
caucus.
But even in the absence of such a step, the pressures generated
by ECSC institutions and the prior commitments of the parliamentarians have combined to make the bulk of the members
outgrow the boundaries of the national state as the referents of
legislative action. Ail the Socialists and many of the ChristianDemocrats do seek support from Europe in general, and not only
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from their home districts or parties. Parenthetically, it may be
argued that if direct elections prevailed in ECSC it is most unlikely
that this development would have taken place. Voter ignorance
and indifference with respect to the purely economic issues o!'
integration would have magnified the voices of the local pressure
groups hostile to integration.
.Paul. Reuter, one of the foremost students o!' ECSC, concluded
that the true federal impulse of the supranational system lay in
the Assembly, and flot in U-te two executive bodies. 119 lie is right
not only because o!' the impulses for non-national party conduct
which are released by the legislative discussions, but also because
o!' the true parliamentary aura which is given to current discussions
of integration, discussions which take place in a regularly constituted organ and not merely in voluntary assemblies of " good
Europeans." In Wigny's words:
We must not confuse ceremony with the political act. The
members of a political assembly, whether national or international,
play a double role. Very often they attend as participants in a
debate in which protagonists and their roles, scenes and movement; the whole issue, are known in advance. It is an illusion to
believe that discussion will change opinions and votes in each case.
Often the decisions have already been made. The Assembly is
merely the loudspeaker which, through public debate, projects
previous discussions, permits them to reach the cars of the great
public and thus engages the responsibility of the political parties. 7

°

Federal in conduct anci international in jurisdiction, the single
most important contribution of the Assembly is to have served
as a precursor parliament whose codes will determine the activities
of the slightly more powerful legislative body foreseen for Euratom
and EEC. No doubt, the bulk of the ECSC parliamentarians
will be members of the enlarged Assembly. No doubt, the additional national legislators to be included in the enlarged Assembly
will follow the lead provided by the codes developed under their
predecessors. The significance to political integration, then, is the
mere fact that the hundred-odd members of the Common Assembly
developed into tue European parliamentary elite, whose very
existence and functioning in the nexus of High Authority, Council
of Ministers and European integration issues has given it a unique
69
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outlook and original channels of communication for carrying out
the expanded task of " parliamentary control " which the new
institutions hold in store for it.
EUROPEA.N PARLÏAMENTARISM AND GREAT BRITAIN

That sector integration which takes place in a broad pattern of
institutional and group participation can spiil over into other
sectors has been demonstrated in the reaim of trade associations,
trade unions, governments, civil services and political parties in
member states. But can a spili-over be established for political
parties " associated " with ECSC, interested in its progress, concerned by the rapid momentum of the continental integration
movement, but not a part of it? The relationship of Biitain to the
European parliamentary assemblies may provide an answer.
Given the established British rejection to any direct participation
in federal or quasi-federal institutions, one may well wonder why
British Governments and parliamentarians have wished and
continue to desire a role in the Council of Europe, the WEU
Assembly, and in the parliamentary body of the continental
economic communities ? The mystery deepens when one considers the appreciable federalist impetus inherent in the work of
these bodies. One answer a very cynical one with respect to
British motives maintains that Britain wishes to control the
federal impetus, to keep it " manageable " and to prevent it from
getting " out of hand." Participation might thus become a bloc
to fruition of the movement. A less Machiavellian answer might
suggest a mere desire to be present, to be represented and to be
heard if and when the federalist impulse always regarded with
some scepticism in Britain—came close to establishing a European
union.
This less cynical answer derives some support from Winston
Churchill's remarks, blaming the Labour Government for not
interesting itself actively enough in the ECSC Treaty negotiations.
Again in the case of EDC Churchill argued that a warmer British
reception of the Pléven proposai and an active part in the negotiations might have succeeded in watering down the fecleral features
cf the Plan while attaining German rearmament»
Both interpretations of the obvious British desire to be " in
but not " a part of " the parliamentary assemblies receive support
71
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from the Eden Plan of 1952. While Labour's attitude toward any
British role in Continental federation had been completely negative,
the Conservative Government's reaction to the debut of ECSC,
the signature of the EDC Treaty and .the decision to draft the EPC
Constitution seemed to embody a different approach. AIl of these
events took place in the spring, summer and early Aîhumn of 1952:
the British reaction to them might well be considered an illustration
of that famous pragmatism which so readily adapts British policy
to new facts, and of which the Conservatives in particular pride
themselves. In March of that year, Sir Anthony Eden had proposed
to the Foreign Ministers that " all European restricted Communities, such as the Coal and Steel Community, which require
ministerial or parliamentary institutions, should draw upon the
facilities existing here in the Council of
What did
this mean ? According to Mr. Julian Amery (Conservative) it
was not " some Machiavellian device to secure the hariot's privilege
of power without responsibility." " But to many delegates in the
May 1952 session of the Consultative Assembly it seemed to be
just that, and the proposai was greeted coolly. Eden, in the
September session of the Assembly, took pains to dispel this
impression. While clearly stating Britain's endorsement of supranationality among the Six, he added that bis Plan was " to suggest
the means, and promote the action, by wbich two trends to European unity, the supranational and the intergovernmental, could
"73 He denied any intention then of wishing
bé linked
to use the Council of Europe as a device to control ECSC, EDC
and EPC, even though this was precisely the impression he had
created in May.
Did the negative reception accorded by Die Council to the
original Eden Plan cause a change in policy ? The answer is stiil
flot entirely clear. 75 What is evident is tint the Council adopted
a position partly meeting the Eden Plan in its recommendation
that joint meetings of the Consultative Assembly and the Cômmori
Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly (4th Ordinary Session). Officiai Report
ofDebates, Vol. III, September 15, 1952, p. 281.
73
Ibid., Vol. II, May 29, 1952, p. 148. This whole episode is treated excellently by
Allan Hovey, Jr., " Britain and the Unification of Europe," International Organisation, Vol. IX, no. 3 (August 1955), pp. 323-337.
74
As citcd in Hovey, op. cil., p. 326.
75 Mr. Julian Amery denied and Mr. Denis Healey persuasively claimed that a definite
softening of policy had taken place in mid-1952 toward union among the Six.
Hovey, op, cil., p. 327.
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Assembly take place once a year. Such meetings would discuss a
report by the High Authority to the Council of Europe, with High
Authority members in attendance to answer questions, as well as a
report by the Common Assembly. This step followed an earlier
recommendation calling on OEEC to submit an annual report
to the Consultative Assembly and to submit to a debate by that
body.76
Joint meetings of the two Assemblies have been held every year
since 1953. In keeping with die spirit of the Eden Plan, as revised
in September of 1952, no suggestion of Council of Europe control
over ECSC or of a special responsibility of the Six toward the
Fifteen is attached to the sessions. The High Authority and the
Common Assembly render factuat reports and answer with
varying degrees of frankness—questions addressed to them by
parliamentarians from non-member countries. The resolutions
which are adopted by the Consultative Àssembly as a resuit of
these meetings flot only carry no binding force of any kind but
are generaily no more than eridorsements of ECSC policy embroidered with appropriate references to the need for keeping
the Community of the Six open to the accession of other European
nations. There has been no control over ECSC through this
medium; the joint meetings have the aura of ceremonial sessions
rather than of parliamentary debates.
But if the joint meetings are of no particular institutional
significance they may nevertheless serve as a valuable due to the
attitudes of the British parliamentarians who participate and
who take an interest in ECSC. Thus for the Liberal Party, Lord
Layton . has been the " European " spokesman; but he seemed
to take a strong interest in ECSC only in the 1953 session of the
joint meeting. At that time lie had many kind words for supranationalism, hoped that it would Iead to the establishment of a
General Common Market, proposed more active co-ordination of
7S

In connection with the EPC Draft Constitution, Lord Layton told the Council of
Europe in January 1953 that he and Monnet had workcd out an unspecificd scheme
of " association " betwcen the Consultative Assembly and Political Community
whereby the Fifteen could be consulted before the Six took action, including the
scheme ofjoint mectings. On behaif of the Forcign Office, Mr. Anthony Nutting
endorsed this statemcnt and praiscd it for being consistent with the Eden Plan.
Chronique de Politique Etrangère, Vol. VI, no. 3 (May 1953), p. 300.
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trade and production policies between ECSC and Britain and
asserted the need for a scheme of association between the twa. 77
No strong sign of interest has been expressed since by Liberal
Party members.
Nor has the interest shown by the Conservative Party been more
striking. Mr. Ronald Beli spoke in favour of continuing friendly
relations between the two entities and professed that his initial
fears of federation among the Six had been dispelled by the liberal
commercial policy of the High Authority. Yet he underiined his
opposition to any kind of restrictive or discriminatory policy
ECSC might decide to adopt eventually and hinted broadly that
in tue event of overproduction of steel, British and ECSC producers
should Iogically conclude a new cartel agreement. 78 These sentiments were expressed in 1953. Subsequent sessions witnessed
merely routine comments and assurances, welcoming any kind of
formai and informai association which did flot entail direct British
membership in ECSC.
The picture is otherwise with the delegates of the Labour
Party. In 1953 Mr. George Chetwynd not only praised association
with ECSC but claimed that Labour deserves the credit for having
insisted that the British steel denationalisation bili contain a clause
making mandatory exchanges of information with ECSC. He
argued further that association be the medium for assuring that
no new steel cartel be formed, that investment and production
plans be co-ordinated to prevent overproduction and that a joint
policy be followed with respect to scrap procurement. Chetwynd
summarised his detailed and well-pianned programme by saying:
In one of our debates in the House of Commons, Sir Winston
Churchill, then the Prime Minister, declared that the young lady
must be looked over before she is married. In my opinion, we cannot
marry the young lady because we have older and stronger loves.
Neither can we live in sin, enjoying ail the privileges of marnage
without assuming any of its responsibilities. The question for us
is to know whether we can maintain understanding, tolerance,
absence of passion, thanks to which a lasting platonic friendship
77

Réunion jointe des Membres dc l'Assemblée Consultative du Conseil de l'Europe
et des Membres de l'Assemblée Commune de la Communauté Européenne du
Charbon et de l'Acier, Compte Rendu in Extenso des Débats (Strasbourg: June 22,
1953), pp. 114-117.
78
Ibid., pp. 56-58.
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could reign among us. Certainly there vill be difficulties; but I
think that it could be done. 79
In the same session, Mr. Alfred Robens, the leader of the Labour
delegation to the Council of Europe, expressed very much the
same interest with respect to the welfare implications of High
Authority policy that his continental Socialist colleagues were
to feature in later years. But with respect to the possibility of
the ECSC area developing into a restrictive and discriminatory
tarif system, he expressed precisely the same fears as his Conservative and Liberal colleagues, as well as the Consultative
Assembly spokesmen from Sweden, Denmark and Austria. 80
Yet his arguments in favour of the tight co-ordination of research
and the sharing cf ils resuits foreshadowed flot cnly the content
of the Agreement on Association but also the tenor cf the Euratom
treaty.
Labour speakers continued to stress the desirability of an
extended association, covering every conceivable economic and
commercial topic of mutual interest, in later meetings of the two
assemblies. While they neyer gave the impression of being eager
to join ECSC, they developed the necessity of constant consultation much more deliberately and with greater attention to
detail than was true of their Conservative colleagues. After the
Agreement on Association went into effect, it was once more the
Labour delegation which welcomed it and examined the ways in
which it might be made meaningful, while continuing to stress
the need to avoid any kind of direct relations between steel producers which might resemble a cartel. 8
The pattern of British party attitudes expressed in the joint
meetings is a striking one: prior to the entry into force of the
ECSC Treaty, Labour svas in power and showed no desire whatever to participate in continental parliamentary activity beyond
the routine meetings of the Council of Europe; the opposition
Conservatives, however, argued for doser co-operation with
continental parties and governments. As soon as the political
'

n Ibid., p. 29. This passage is retranslated from the Frcnch and may therefore be
slightly inaccurate.
80 Ibid., pp.
62-68.
bi
Dcuxiême Réunion Jointe des Membres de l'Assemblée Consultative du Conseil
dc l'Europe et des Membres de l'Assemblée Commune de la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier, Conipte Rendu in Extenso des Dèbats (Strasbourg:
May2O, 1954) 9 pp. 33-34 9 37, 40, Ibid., October2l, 1955, p. 58.
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fortunes of British electoral life reversed the position of the parties,
their European attitudes underwent a complete change: the
Conservatives, despite the Eden Plan, showed only the most superficial and polite interest in continental parliamentary supranationalism relating to ECSC; but now it was the opposition
Labour Party which carried its role in Westminster to Strasbourg
by arguing in detail for an imaginative programme of association.
This pattern is similar to that exhibited by a number of continental
parties ; interest in supranationalism seems aiways to increase
when the party is in opposition. Powerless to influence policy
meaningfully at home, it is given an extramural base from which
legitimate and respectable attacks against the home government
can be Iaunched.
This feature is observable also in one of the favourite proposais
of the ECSC parliamentarians, the suggestion formulated by the
Common Assembly to equip the Council of Association with a
parliamentary control commission. Anxious to accelerate the
integration process vis-à-vis Britain and desirous of controlling
the High Authority and the Council of Ministers in their dealings
with the United Kingdom, the Common Assembly proposed in
1955 that a commission composed of nine members of the House of
Commons and nine Assembly members be created to take up matters
connected with association. The proposai was received cooiiy
by the High Authority and the Couricil; it was politely deciined
by Her Majesty's Government and therefore by the Conservative
leadership. But Labour's voices spoke differently. Mr. Edwards
asserted " the generai principle that we must try to estabiish at
parliamentary levels the arrangements appropriate ta the new
ii
8 z In 1956 he referred to the Eden
Agreement of
Plan itself as encouraging and justifying this arrangement, while
his colleague Mr. Jenkins noted the growth of the General Common
Market as making most desirable a doser inter-parliamentary
iiaison. 83 Being in opposition, the Labour delegation feit free
to endorse the ideas of the Common Assembly, while the Conservatives accompanied their rejection of it in Lonclan with silence
in Strasbourg.
Clearly, the joint meetings have led neither to any real control
over ECSC by the Council of Europe nor to any considerabie
82

Thjrd Joint Meeting . . . (Strasbourg: October 27, 1955), p. 60.
83 Fourth Joint Meeting . . . (Strasbourg: October 20, 1956), pp. 66-67, 75.
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deepening of relations between British and ECSC parliamentarians.
The rejection of the Assembly's suggestion regarding the Council
of Association seems to mean that the British Government in
1957 is no more anxious to establish such relations than it was in•
1952. However, the obviously increasing momentum of the
integration movement among the Six has left its mark on the
Council of Europe and its British members. Whenever in previous
years the Consultative Assembly had been presented with the
spectacle of the Six wishing to conclude some form of doser Ufliofl,
a certain anxiety about being excluded had invariably been expressed. While the Council of Europe always endorsed whatever
proposai was before it, it did so by stressing the necessity for
keeping the doser UfliOfl open to states who might wish to join
later, as weil as subject it to die kind of collective review of which
the joint meetings are an example. When confronted in 1957
with the finished EEC and Euratom Treaties, the Assembly
endorsed them once more while urging the necessity of maintaining
democratic and parliamentary control over them. Further, jt
recommended to ils Committee of Ministers to study ail possible
means whereby the common market might be made to include
agricultural produets and thirci cauntries, specificaliy Britain.
Finaily, k strongly urged that no new assemblies be set up, that
existing assemblies of the Six be merged, and that at least haif
of their membership be made to be identical with the membership
of the Consultative Assembly, and that Swiss and Portuguese
parliamentarians be invited to join them in order to examine the
work of the OEEC. 84 Those of the Fifteen who did not beiong
to the Six wished to assert continuingties and re-enforce liaison
with the evoiving doser Community. With British support, in
fact under the stimulus of a new Eden Plan the " Grand Design"
a fuil-scale " rationalisation " of European institutions was
demanded.
Ostensibly, the original " Grand Design " of Henri IV and
Sully was to achieve the unity of western Christendom against
the infidel Turk. Some equally plausible réasons have been advanced
by British spokesmen for the " Grand Design " of 1957, put forward
84

Resolution 120 (1957), Recommendation 130 (1957) and Recommendation concerning the RationalisaLion of European Parliamentary Activities, adopted on
January 9 and 11, 1957, Consultative Asscmbly, Council cii' Europe. Texts in
Informations Mensuelles (January 1957), pp. 9-10, 51-54.
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to rationalise the welter of European international and parliamentary bodies. Overlapping and duplication among the assemNies is to be eliminated ; the pressure on members of parliaments
belonging to several such organs is to be reduced and the efficiency
of the assemblies increased. Furthermore, the division of Europe
into two blocks, one closely united in EEC, ECSC and Euratom
and the other merely held together by OEEC, NATO and the
Council of Europe, is to be avoided by making one assembly the
guardian of the
But the unexpressed purpose beh.ind the original " Grand
. Design " was the assurance of French hegemony over Habsburg
power. Thus many commentators in 1 957 have charged that
the tacit purpose behind the British scheme is once more to
strengthen the machinery enabling the United Kingdom to maintain
a modicum of control over the Continental federal entities which
it declines to join. What is the content of the " Grand Design"
and what facets of British policy toward the integrating continent
does it serve?
" The Grand Design," said Mr. Ormsby-Gore at Strasbourg,
" does not aim solely at creating one Assembly. It is a plan which
embraces ail aspects of westeiu co-operation, political, military,
economic and cultural as well as parliarnentary."86 Its purpose
Is to combine the rationalisation of institutions with new aims:
attracting popular attention to the work of European and Atiantic
agencies, putting this work before the Assembly for public criticism
and stimulating the NATO governments to greater defensive
efforts. Institutionally, the present assemblies of WEU, the Council
of Europe and the proposed regular NATO Parliamentary Conference are to be merged into one deliberative body. This organ
would examine and debate the activities of OEEC, the European
Conferences of Transport and Agriculture Ministers and of NATO
ail of whieh at present have no statutory international parliamentary control bodies as well as of the Council of Europe's
Thus the Economist (Match 23, 1957) suggested that parliamentary rationalisation
be accornpanied (1) by the creation of a European Prime Mmnisters' Conference
to co-ordinate ail defence, commercial, economic and foreign policy problems and
(2) by the appointment of a European Secretary-General to be given the task of
supervising the execution of policies jointly decided. Sec also Oie speeches made
during the April 1957 session of the Consultative Âssembly, Informations Mensuelles
(May, 1957), pp. 79-97.
86
Coundil of Europe, Consultative Assembly, session of April 29—May 4, 1957.
Injormations Mensuelles (May, 1957) 9 p. 91.
85
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Committee of Ministers. There is no indication in the British
plan that the debates of the single European Assembly would be
any more authoritative legaily than is true of the deliberations
of the agencies whose place it would take.
The " Grand Design " explicitly is to assure liaison with the
single parliamentary Assembly planned for ECSC, EEC and
Euratom, though the British spokesmen made it clear that their
assembly would have no direct jurisdiction over the activities of
the Six. Joint meetings, on the model o!' Council of EuropeECSC experience, are to be the means to achieve this aim, as
already approved by a series of resolutions of the Consultative
Assembly. Once a year, members of the enlarged single Assembly
of the Seventeen would meet with representatives . of the Assembly
of the Six in what may presumably develop into something more
than the ceremonial sessions held so far. 87 EEC and Euratorn
are to submit annual reports to this Assembly, which would then
be discussed at the same time at which the reports of OEEC and
ECSC are taken up.
While these aspects cf the British proposai were accepted
without much difficulty, the core of the plan ran into heavy
opposition from speakers who saw no way to bring NATO and
WEU discussions into the same parliamentary framework with
economic matters, in view of the fact that not ail governments
were members of all international organisations ccncerned. Others
objected to institutionalising the powerlessness of three parliamentary bodies into the equally powerless framework of a single
one. And while die Conservative Party delegation took up the
cudgels in defence cf the plan and sought to demonstrate its lack
of desire to " control " the aims of the Six, several Continental
speakers nevertheless implied that the " Grand Design " would
again give third countries the possibilities of criticism without
participation.88
Resolutions 123 (1957), 124 (1957), 125 (1957) and Recommendation 134 (1957)
of the Consultative Assembly. Ibid., pp. 90-91.
6S
The Italian Government presented a plan ofits own to the May 1957 session ofthe
Consultative Assembty. Instcad of the "Grand Design " and ils implied absence
0f any real legislative branch, the Italian Plan stressed the need for retaining what
legislative powers exist already, and even to extend them. Hence it suggested
the creation of a single European parliamentary Assembly, whose function would
be cssentially the sanie as that now excrcised by the Council of Europe; but as
chambers " within this Assembly there would function the existing bodies, each
carrying out the mandate cntrusted to it by the treaty which had creatcd il. It
is hoped that the tics which would be thus forxned among the separate chambers
87
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British stress on the contributions which could be made by
OEEC, emphasis on the future role of NATO, and the announcement of Mr. Oiinsby-Gore that the United Kingdom was concluding bilateral nuclear assistance conventions with the member
states of Euratom seemed to indicate that the proposai wâs again
motivated by a desire to check the trend toward supranational
integration. The only concrete purpose served by the merger of
assemblies wouid be the elimination of duplicate mandates, thus
saving the time of the members. The degree of an' Izoc " control"
already exercised by the Consultative Assembly over OEEC and
by the Parliamentary Conference over NATO does flot encourage
the idea that the scope of effective parliamentary supervision
in die unified organ would be any greater. Hence it is hard w
escape the conclusion that the purpose of the scheme is to reassert
the British role in continental integration. No other practicable
implication seems apparent.
But it need riot be assumed that the most cynical of the European
interpretations of British motives is altogether accurate. It is
submitted that while the Eden Plan as well as the Grand Design
certainly aim at reasserting British influence over the Continental
integration movement without implying any desire to join that
movement through means other than intergovernmental co-operation reassertion should not be equated with the desire to control.
Ii: appears from such evidence as the positions taken by British
trade associations and trade unions, from government statements
and arguments of the Labour party, that British opinion now
generally realises that the movement toward doser supranational
integration is irreversible. If this is so, it becomes essential from
Britain's viewpoint to make arrangements facilitating the expression
of British aims and preferences, to represent British policy at ail
Urnes. If this can be donc in such a way as to bolster die illusion
current in some European circles that Britain might soon accept
the supranational aspect of the integration movement for itself,
and thus extract concessions for Britain's benefit, gestures toward
reconciliation with supranationalism become an even more useful
tactical clevice. But, as close examination of the British proposais
has shown, no meaningful acceptance of any aspect of federalism
lias ever been apparent. The aim thus remains the desire to
would lead to the organk growth ofa genuine European parliament. The chambers
woujd include ail existing assemblies, EEC/ECSC/Euratom, \VEU, NATO and
Consultative Asscmbly, Ibid., pp. 95-96.
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participate, to speak up, to exert influence, without making any
eommitments other than those standard in dealings among governments, as distinguished from relations among private groups and
parties.
Such a pattern cannot Iead to the formation of supranational
political parties even if the Grand Design were to be accepted.
Certainly it can establish new channels of communication among
national parties and broaden the sphere of contacts among th.em.
As such, it may even influence the making of decisions at the interministerial level, where Britain is certain to participate far more
actively than in the past. But it cannot, as the nature of our federal
archetype shows, lead to the formation of trans-national political
parties.

CHAPIER 12
THE HIGH AUTHORITY:
INDEPENDENT FEDERAL EXECUTIVE?
Tim put pose of this analysis of the High Authority is an assessment of its contribution to the political integration o!' the six
member states. Has High Authority policy been an active agent
for the redirection of loyalties and expectations toward a federal
focus 7 Or have the pro-integration changes of attitude described
previously corne about irrespective of deliberate policy in Luxembourg?
Such an inquiry makes it unnecessary to evaluate in detail the
success or failure of supranational policy from a strictly economic
viewpoint. Certainly in terms of the development of prices,
production and investment in the coal and steel sectors the policies
followed have been a success. The absence of the economic chaos
predicted in 1952 supports the sarne conclusion. No doubt there
exists a general satisfaction with supranational policy among
industrialists, who have, on the whole, shown loyalty to High
Authority decisions even when they opposed them. And clearly,
goveinments have generaily carried out their obligations and
expressed their approval of the first . experirnent in functiorial
integration. Ail these factors are evidence of success, and it is
flot the purpose of this chapter to argue otherwise. Our question
refers exclusively to the deliberate contribution of supranational
policy to political integration, to the code of conduct displayed
by the fine members of the High Authority, their ideology, and
their drive in support of growing political unity.
Tai IDEOLOGY 0F THE HIGH AtJTHORITY
As at the close of 1957, the High Authority had enjoyed a
stable membership of ten members. Only the president changed
during this period, with Gte replacement of Jean Monnet by René
Mayer in June of 1955. The essential soio-politica1 attributes of
the members can be summarised thus:
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Member

Monnet, Jean
Mayer, René
Etzel, Franz 1
Coppé, Albert
Daum, Léon
Finet, Paul

2

Giacchero, Enzo
Potthoff, Heinz
Spierenburg, Dirk
Wehrcr, Mbert

Nationality

Profession

Party Affiliation

not known,
businessman,
diplomat,
sympathies left of
economic platiner centre
French
businessman,
Radical-Socialist
Iawyer, administrator, politician
Geiuzan
politician,lawyer Christian-Democrat
Christian-Democrat
Belgian
economist,
politician
not known
French
industrialist
(steel)
Socialist
Belgian
trade union
leader
Christian-Democrat
Italian
engineer,
politician
Oenuan
Socialist
trade union
leader
flot known
Dutch
civil servant
flot known
Luxembourg civil servant
French

As a decision-making organ, the High Authority is in theory
and in fact a collegiate body, whose rulings usually reflect the
consensus of ail die members. Voting is avoided as a general
practice; only if a negotiated consensus seems unobtainable does
the simple majority voting rule become operative. No information
0f possible differences of opinion among the members is permitted
to reach the public. Ail public statements of the members consciously are made to reflect their minimum consensus. Decisions
are prepared by " working groups," committees of members
jorned by senior peirnanent officiais, thus permittrng a certain
specialisation of the members with respect to given areas of action,
while the final decision remains a collective one. Since there is a
minimum of delegation o!' power to individual members, it seems
entirely appropriate to speak of a " High Authority ideology,"
the total body of values and interests continually expressed, in
statements and decisions, by the entire membership. OnIy the
Resigned in autumn of 1957 to become West German Minister oC Finance. Succeeded on January 1, 1958 by Franz Biticher.
2
Succecded René Mayer as President on January I, 1958. Roger Reynaud took
Mayer's place as niember of the High Authority. Thus:
BWcher, Franz
Getuian
FDP until 1956;
lndustrialist,
politician
DP since then
Reynaud, Roger
French
trade union leader
MM' (7)
(CFi C)
I
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beliefs of Jean Monnet seem sufficiently different from the pattern
to warrant separate statement and t reatment.2a
Monnet's germinal importance in the origins and the negotiation
of ECSC has been established above and the specific ideas he
proposed to the treaty drafting conference analysed.2b What
remains to be done is to state Monnet's personal ideology, as
explaining the concrete measures he proposed in 1950 and sought
to implement when chosen as president of the High Authority
in 1952. His disappointment with the ECSC record partly
because of the divergence between his and the other members'
outlook and his crucial role in the Relance Européenne become
2a

The rules of procedure of the High Authority are published in Journal Officiel,
November 24, 1954. Information made available to me in Luxembourg does not
suffice for an accurate decision-making analysis in terms of the roles exercised
by the individual members and their reciprocal influence in the fossiiulation of
consensus. Beyond the gencralisations advanced above, it can only be added that
the Working Group is usually the body in which conflicting positions are compromised, after study and rccornmendation by the relevant division or divisions.
OnIy when compromise cannot be achieved at this level is there likely to be a
formai vote in the meeting of the full High Authority; unfortunately, details concerning such situations can be obtained oni>' on the basis of hearsay. Henry J.
Merry, after a study on the spot, suggests that dissent tends to dominate when
the issue is one of restrictive as against liberal interpretation of the Treaty, when
a 5 to 4 vote for narrow interpretation is likely to prevail. The dissenters included, according to this surmise, MM. Monnet, Finet, Potthoff and Giacchero:
i.e., the two Belgian, French and German members, respectively, voted against one
another. " The European Coal and Steel Community—Operations cf the High
Authority," Western Folitical Quarterly, Vol. 7, no. 2 (June 1955), p. 183.
Another Une of surmise is opencd up by the composition of the working groups.
According to the membership list published by Merry, k appears that MM.
Giacchero, Wehtcr and Potthoff held no chairmanships, whcreas ail others did.
This fact corroborates the general impression obtaincd that these three gentlemen
are least influential in shaping decisions. On the other hand, no behavioural
data cf this kind refutes the institutional mie laid down in the Treaty and the
Ruies of Procedure that the High Authority must act as a coliegiate and supranational entity, independent of any national, functional or ideological constituency,
at Ieast in terms of formai instructions.
0f the 550-odd persons emplocd by the High Authority only about 150 are
considered " personnel de responsabilité," the others being cierical, janitoriai,
driving, transiating and interpreting staff. The professional grade can be broken
down as foliows by nationalities represented (based on a collation of my own
suxvey with \Volf-Rodé, op. eU., pp. 1-48-9, and applicable as of December 1955):
Others
Ger. Fr. liai. Beig. Dutch Lux. Saar or
Doubtfui
Directors ............
7
3
2
1
1
3
Assistant-Directors
4
2
1
1
2
7
Oflicers ..............
12
10
31
31
14
16
.

Total

.

.

.

..,.........

Sec especialiy Chap. 70

42

35

17

20

14

11

2

7
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obvious when viewed against the background of his federal
doctrine.3
Politics and economics are inextricably intertwined in Monnet's
thought pattern, with the point of departure being a definite " third
force " doctrine. To Monnet, the cold war is largely the resuit of a
disunited Europe's inviting Russian invasion and begetting permanent American counter-moves. In his words
In order to preserve the precariously peaceful relations which
exist in the world today and develop them into a lasting peace,
we must change the European situation by uniting the Europeans.
In this way we shall eliminate the menace which the division and
weakness of Europe constitute for herseif and for others. If we
remain divided as we are, the Europeans will be left exposed to
3

Unless otherwise specified, my statement o!' the ideology of thc High Authority
h based on the following sources. (1) Speeches and explanations on policy of ail
High Authority members: Assemblée Commune, Débats (compte rendu in extenso
des séances), Exercise 1954 1955, May and June 1955, no. 9; session extraordinaire, November 1955, no. Il ; Exercise 1955-1956, May and June 1956, no. 13;
session extraordinaire, November 1956, no. 14. (2) Monnet: " Appeals for a
Unitcd States of Europe '," New York Tiines, June 16, 1956, p. 4; The United
States «f Europe Has Begun (speeches and addresses, 1952-1954, published as
High Authority Doc. 252/553); speeches of August 10, 1952 and September II,
1952; Address to the National Planning Association, Washington, D.C., December
13, 1954; " La création des Etats-Unis d'Europe peut seule stabiliser les rapports
Est-Ouest," Le Monde, Paris, June 16, 1955; " L'Europe se fait," speech to the
Société d'Economie Politique de Belgique, June 30, 1953; and also Gerbet, op.
cit pp. 538-543. (3) Mayer: " Pour une politique Européenne," Nouvelles de
l'Europe, June 1956; " Britain and the European Coal and Steci Community,"
November 16, 1955, High Authority Doc. 8102/55e; " The Unitcd States and the
Community," February 5, 1956, High Authority Doc. 996/56e; ECSC Bulletin,
June-Julyl955. (4) Etzel:"DieEuropiischeGemeirischaft fUr Kohle und Stahl,"in
Die Grossen Zwichenstaatlic/,en Wirtsc/:aftsorganisationen (St. Gallen, 1955) ; " The
European Coal and Steel Community," European Yearbook Vol. I (Strasbourg:
Council of Europe, 1955); " Von Messina nach Brtissel," Bulletin des Presseund Informationsarntes der Bundesrègierung, August 4, 1955 ; " Montanunion
und europiische Einigung," CDU Bulletin, December 1, 1955; " Fiinf Jabre
Montan-Union," Bulletin, op. cil., May 12, 1955; speech to Mont Pelerin Society,
Seelisberg, September 11, 1953. (5) Coppé: Speech at the National Press Club,
Washington, D.C., April 20, 1955; " The Schuman Plan: Its Scope and 1mphcations," speech at the Uebersee-Chub, I-Iarnburg, June 18, 1954. (6) Potthoff:
speech at the Austrian Workers' Congress, October 2, 1953; speech at third reguhar
Congress ofl. G. Metali, September 13, 1954, Protokoli, op. cil.; occasional speeches
and articles reported in Stahl und Eisen, Der Gewerksc/:aftkr, Gewerkscl:aftliche
Monatsl:efte, Die Quelle, Gltickauf. (7) Spierenburg: Speech to Bundeskamnier
der Gewerblichen Wirtschaft, Vienna, April 23, 1954; speech to the Swedish
Iron and Steel Federation, October 6, 1955. (8) Giacchero: speech to the 6th
Congress of the European Union of Federahists, Luxembourg, March 2, 1956.
(9) Wehrer: " Expérience d'Intégration Européenne," speech in Luxembourg,
Aprih 1, 1955; speech at Longwy, November 12, 1955; speech to the Académie
Diplomatique Internationale, Paris, March 24, 1955. (10) Finet, Potthoff and
others, " Quelques Aspects économiques et sociaux de la Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier," speeches to trade union leaders, Lwccmbourg,
December 7, 1954.
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natiorialist ambitions and will be forced, as happened in the past,
to look for outside guarantees in order to protect themselves against
each other—each one fearing the progress of the other as in the
past.4
only a United Europe cari assure independence against both
Moscow and Washington and incidentally diminish cold war
tensions by reducing world bipolarity of power.
Federation, flot a union of states, is the method for achieving
unity because of Monnet's conviction that governments and
pohticians act only when prodded by a superior power. Hence,
intergovernmental co-operation is condemned as futile. But
federation, , without an aroused public opinion demanding it, is
impossible. Hence, Monnet considered it tactically useful to
merge federally the economic sector which is most difficuit to
separate from the total economy and which most appeals to the
public mmd as symbolic of industrial power: coal and steel. If
properly managed by a non-national, detached, technocratic body
of " Europeans," such a merger would inevitably lead to full
federation by corifronting governments with inescapable economic
faits accomplis.
If economies is part of political tactics, it nevertheless also
occupies an independent ideological role in Monnet's doctrine.
He holds that the technological revolution of our era makes possible
for the flrst time the fulfilment of ail welfare demands of ail classes
of society, as achieved by the United States and about to be achieved
in the Soviet Union. Europe has fallen behind because of entrepreneurial stagnation, induced and protected by sealed-off and
protected national economies. The competitive common market
is the remedy for this condition, destined to give Europe the same
industrial initiative and productivity which obtains in the United
States, by multiplying the number of consumers. The common
market will lead to Europe's economic revival, political stability
and ultimately through federation to a new world position of
influence rivalling that of the super-powers.
It foliows that Monnet's emphasis throughout his tenure in
Luxembourg was on the federal nature of ECSC institutions,
as being superior in actual power to those of the member governments. He barely acknowledged the existence of the Council of
Ministers, neyer tired of stressing the need for the immediate
4
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creation of additional federal institutions, fought publicly for
EDC and EPC, and held that Britain's joining the federal movement was only a question of time, until the success of ECSC had
been clearly demonstrated.
And this insistence was carried over into the functional interpretation of the Treaty, whose central aim he considers planning.
" Planning today must seek to create the widest possible community of action. . . . Planning in this sense requires institutions
which are developed on a scale sufficient to encourage the greatest
expansion of human welfare that is possible in the twentieth
century." 5 On the model of his Commissariat du Plan for the
rejuvenation of French industry, such an interpretation of the
Treaty was held quite consistent with free enterprise provided
that the technicians were able to force the common organisation
of effort and channel the direction of development.
Hence, the role Monnet assigned to the organisation of consensus
in ECSC is crucial. ECSC represents an effort for the achievement
of the collective European welfare through the pooling of the
resources of ah. In a sense, Monnet considered the High Authority
as the repository of the European denerai Will, with the evil
goveniments merely the spokesmen for the selfish particular wilis.
The Treaty, as administered by the High Authority is the basic
European consensus for progress, peace and federation. Monnet
added that continuous consultations with interested industrial and
trade union organisations would give practical effect to this
consensus because groups would thus act for the common good.
It may well be that here past experiences at the Commissariat du
Plan shaped his doctrine. In that office, working parties for the
allocation of investment funds by industrial sectors did enjoy
the co-operation of trade associations ; but Monnet possessed
both carrot and stick to obtain consensus in the forîn of public
funds to be distributed for investment.
Neither Mayer nor the other eight members of the High
Authority shared Monnet's convictions with respect to the role
of planning, the function of tecimicians in forcing the hands of
s Speech to the National Planning Association, op. cit., p. 15. It is, ofcourse, highly
significant that Monnet's closest collaborators in the planning stage of Schuman's
proposai were his aides in the Commissariat du Plan, MM. Uri and Hirsch. Their
proposais were committed to formai draft form by Professor Paul Reutcr, equally
sympathetic to Monnet's principies cvcn though he appeared as counsel for the
French Governrnent when the Court of Justice heard the Monnet Rebate case.
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governments, or the almost mystical immanent federalisrn of
ECSC. Their interpretation of the Treaty is far more modest
and their doctrine of consensus a great deal more mechanical.
Nor is the need for economic integration tied directly to the belief
in the desirability of a political " third force." Only on one crucial
point does Monnet's doctrine coincide with the general ideology:
the creation of a competitive common market is the panacea for
the revitalisation of the Europeari industrial economy, alone
capable of making it the equal of the American and Soviet patterns.
For this, ECSC is considered the vital first step.
What, then, is the High Authority doctrine with respect to the
virtues of supranationalism, the achievement of political federation, and the Relance Européenne ? " The Community," said
René Mayer when assuring the world that he had flot been appointed
president to " kill supranationalism," " is Europe's motor, its
energy-giver. Et is both an example for other fields of action
i6 The puipose of ECSC is to
and a lever for European
demonstrate the technicai and practical feasibility of econoinic
integration and thereby act as precursor to its extension. But
supranationalism is emphaticaily not equated with political
federation : it is merely one technique, a vital one, among diplomatic and inter-governmental ways of achieving doser unity.
Its vitality rests in the fact that it can promote inter-governmental
efforts by studies, demonstrations and suggestions, and threaten
to act unilaterally if the governments are slow to merge or coordinate their efforts. It foliows, of course, that constant and
intimate co-operation with die Council of Ministers is the first
necessity of supranational policy-making, in sharp contrast to
Monnet's preferences.
Euratom and the General Common Market are the necessary
next steps, and if they should lead to political f'ederation, the
members of the High Authority would welcome and applaud
such a development. But it is not the function of ECSC to further
directly the unification of Europe. " We hear a great deal today
of the necessity for further economic integration," wrote Franz
Etzel. " In this, we are not claimants for but witnesses of the
6

Speech to the Common Assembly, June 21, 1 955 ; ECSC Bulletin (June—July 1955),
p. 10. Sec also the statements of Mayer rcported in Usine Nouvelle, August 4,
1955, and in VWV-Vereinigte JVirtschaftsdienste-" Montait," August 8, 1955.
Also E. Vindry d'Hinvery, " Comment la C. E. C. A. forge l'Europe," Hommes
et Commerce, January—February 1955, p. 17.
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practicality of supranationalism, which alone seems to us to be
i
And
able to assure the permanence of European
11± une o!' thought dominated the participation of the High
Authority in the work of the Brussels Committee of Experts wh.ich
drafted the Euratom and Common Market Treaties. The purely
economic need for broader union was stated and the positive
experience of ECSC offered in evidence of its practicality. Some
supranational organs, not necessarily as powerful as the High
Authority, are essential to prevent goveruments from going back
on their promises to integrate and to administer, free from national
interference, the transitional rules for the graduai introduction of
free trade : investment support, labour . readaptation, transport
hat i t ionisation, removal of wage distortions, and the controlled
elimination of subsidies. 8 Successful integration does flot demand
the prior harmonisation of wage, labour and tax policies. But
new treaties should be more flexible than the ECSC instrument,
giving the supranational authority the power to find the limits
of needed competence. Mayer noted that if the High Authority
had enjoyed this possibility more would have been achieved in the
labour sector and in the co-ordination of overali fuel policy.
Even with Euratom, he requested that the competence of ECSC
over fuels be expanded and that policy in the atomic sector be
closely co-ordinated with classical energy sources.
But this cautious endorsement of the Relance hardly amounts
to an ideology of federal dynamism. One reason for this reluctance
lies in a mucli more restrained interpretation of the planning
function of supranational institutions than that held by Monnet.
The Treaty, it is true, stresses the virtues of a free competitive
economy and holds that increases in living standards are to be
achieved as a result of more effective competition and not through
direct planning. On the other hand, the Treaty also contains
authorisation to use the standard techniques for " steering " an
economy under conditions of " crisis," " shortages " or " surpluses which are nowhere defined.
Ftinflahre Montan-Union," op. cit., p. 739.
For a succinct officiai summary of the High Authority position toward the Gencral
Common Market, as argued in the Jntergovernmcntai Committec in Brusseis,
see Pierre Un, " Memorandum on General Economic Integration in Europe,"
High Authority Doc. no. 5579/55e, and Mayer's speech to thc Common Asscmbiy
during die March 1956 session; .Ddbats, ap. cit., no. 12, pp. 339-343. It is of the
highest importance that Uri in fact drafted thefinal report of :1w Intergovernmental
committec. The governments thus showed a high degrec of confidence in the
supranational example.
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[n the ideology o!' the Higli Authority, the free enterprise and
anti-dirigist viewpoint has definitely carried the day, with repeated
assurances by most members that firms must make their own
decisions, that a controlled market national or supranational
is undesirable and that the crisis powers of the High Authority
should not be used without specific need, exhaustive study and
general agreement.° Regulation of competition must be tolerated
only to introduce free trade without serious hardship to workers
and marginal firms, to protect employment and to control cartels
and discrimination. The Treaty requires a " humane liberalism,"
said René Mayer.
This restricted conception of the High Authority role implies,
of course, that no active steps in accelerating the " spiil-over"
effect be taken. That sector integration for coal and steel raises
cominon problems as regards wages, currency, trade with third
countries, general transport policy, taxes and economic stability
is fully expected. The High Authority hopes that the spiil-over will
result in further integration, but it deliberately refuses to exploit
the process in order to speed progress toward unity. It defines
its purpose as exploring the issues in a test sector coal and steel
and uses it as evidence for the successful continuation of integration policies, as initiated and implemented by others. But
in view of the acceptance by the six governments of the bulk of
this doctrine in the EEC Treaty, it cannot be argued that passivity
has been futile or politically maladroit.
The justification for this passive attitude is " the Treaty."
Albert Coppé was speaking for the entire membership when lie
asserted:
It would not be wise for us to be dogmatic or base ourselves on
an ideology. It is best to admit the Treaty such as it is. It was
adopted by our respective parliaments, with its economic and legal
techniques. Let us admit it, above die preference that we may have
for one or the other ideology, for one or the other policy, or economic
.philosophy. Let us be faithful to a Treaty which has been signed
by our six countries. 10
Socialists and Christian-Democrats, trade unionists and industrialists on the High Authority have argued that not ideology, but
D

An exception to this generalisation would 1,c Heinz Potthoff, who on occasion
defends Socialist planning principles instead. See his address to the I. G. Metail
Congress, op. cit.
10 Débats, op. cit., no. 13, p. 554.
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" the Treaty," is the bedrock of thinicing, planning and action.
Only what the Treaty specifically authorises can be undertakeri.
" The art of governing exists also for the High Authority. Its
modest but permanent application is our way of assuming the
responsibilities often urged upon us," warned René Mayer."
A wide inteipretation of the Treaty is rejected therefore. The
elevation of the Treaty " above " ideologies means, in fact, the
institutionalisation of a restrictive interpretation as the essence
of the High Authority's ideology. A membership not inclined
to assume dirigistic powers, even though they could certainly be
deduced from appropriate Treaty provisions, can thus find refuge
in a doctrine which makes illegal the elaboration of more than a
minimal regiilatory programme.
11e operative prineiple of the High Authority as an executive
agency is equally passive : it seeks to organise a general consensus
among its subjects before embarking on any policy. Continuous
consultation with ail interested parties trade unions, industrialists
and governments is its watchword. No major decision is made
before opinions have been sounded out. On some issues, such as
investment poiicy or the co-ordination of the cyclical policies,
the High Auth.ority admits that ils policy is whatever agreement
has been worked out in the countless meetings of experts held in
Luxembourg. While contacts among interest groups and national
civil servants are undoubtedly multiplied enormousiy by this
practice and while the evolution of a consensus on specific issues
can certainly be demonstrated, the fact remains that the " policy"
of the executive thus becomes merely the minimum common
denominator in the aspiratiôns 0f its constituents the opposite
of Monnet's conception. li may imply passiveness, but it is
certainly prudent and guards against excessive charges of dirigisme.
Said Mayer:
My colleagues and J, the men of the High Authority, have large
powers. But we do flot have to use thein ail the time, every day,
on ail occasions ; but we have to know when to use them, and to
expiain them to the interested parties. It is better to arrive at an
understanding than to issue orders. It is better to find an arrangement than to hand out fines to certain firms. It is better to co-operate,
to create jointiy, (o make your mmd work in the spirit of the Treaty,
11

Ibid., p. 373.
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in the spirit of the European Community than to hide behind bushes,
trees, obstacles and co mmas .0
If the reluctance of the High Authority to fine tax delinquent
finis or impose rigid controls on cartels and mergers rests on an
interpretation of the Treaty seeking to avoid legal formalism, its
reluctance to exploit the spiil-over process and to work toward
political unity by regarding itself as a federal executive are neyertheless justified as obedience to that instrument. The twin ideology
of economic Iiberalism and continuous consultation, in effect,
facilitates a " hands-off " approach with respect to controversial
political issues and minimised the direct role of the High Authority
as a vigorous coal-steel executive, or as a precursor of a larger
federal pattern. However, it is equally significant that with the
success of the Relance by 1957, stronger recommendations began
to be heard in Luxembourg.
HIGH ATJTHORITY POLICIES AND PoLITIca INTEGRATION
An active policy of utilising the integrated coal-steel sector for
the political unification of Europe would have to go considerably
beyond the belief tint die purpose of ECSC is merely the establishment and maintenance of a free market. It would have to seek a
maximisation of institutional growth and cater vigorously to
seg»ents of opinion seeking their advantage through supranational action. In short, High Authority policy would take its
inspiration from the groups who entertain short-run and long-mn
positive expectations with respect to the conimon market, not from
those who are anxious to have merely an unregulated free market.
Hence, High Authority policy in fields which lend themselves
to this kind of appea.l and development must be criticaily analysed,
notably measures with respect to cartels, mergers, investment
labour and welfare, coal prices and distribution. Other fields of
activity, while certainly important to the purely economic development of a common market, are not directly related to the political
consequences which provide our focus.
Thus, cartel policy was from the first dominated by the concern
to avoid federal self-assertion, though perfectly legal under the
Treaty, and arrive at modifications of die coal sales organisations
in Gernàny, Belgium and France by means of compromises
acceptable to ail. The High Authority was not only sympathetic
12
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to the arguments for employment, production and distribution
stability put forward by ail German and French groups in justification of the cartels, but was obviously fearful of a showdown
with powerful segments of industrial opinion. Hence, negotiations
dragged on for over two years, only to resuit in a " compromise"
which left the essence of the centralised sales structure intact.
Formally, the High Authority justified its decisions by stressing
that " the Treaty " was its sole guide, an empirical one, and that
ail doguiatism was thus avoided; while asserting its inability to
recommend or order specific solutions to GEORG and COBECHAR, il argued that li merely has the right to allow or prohibit
specific proposais made to it. 13
But the High Authority conceded to its critics on the Ieft and
right that perfect competition among coilieries was neither desirabie
economically nor required by the Treaty. Yet it rejected the
coroliary advanced by ECSC Socialists that the institution of a
compulsory, publicly controiled cartel of ail ECSC mines was
the answer to the employment and access probiems while also
controlling private economic power. Such a solution would not
be permitted by the Treaty, in addition to being dirigistic. Instead
MM. Etzel, Mayer and Spierenburg merely gave strong assurances
that the authorised sales agencies would be subject to the strictest
supervision from Luxembourg.' 4
Mergers, as long as they do not iead to a monopolistic position,
are actualiy encouraged by Luxembourg and no request for a
merger has ever been disallowed, including massive German
reconcentrations and the fusion of the two largest Beigian steelmakers, though some restrictions accompanied this last authorisation. But it must be admitted that on this score High Authority
intentions ran into strong opposition from the Council of Ministers
in 1954. Proposais for a rigid system of supervision, based on a
low figure for mergers to be exempt from the authorisation requirement, were rejected by five of the six governments. German
counter-proposais having the opposite aim were considered
Albert Wehrer, " Le Plan Schuman et les Cartels," speech to the International
Law Association, Luxembourg, September 24, 1954. Heinz Potthoff, " Kartelle
und Zusammenschlùsse in der Montanunion," Bergbau und Wirtschaft, November
7, 1955, p. 525. Sec Etzel's campaign and compromise with German industriai
opinion, especially BDI President Fritz Berg, in Agence Europe, April 14, 1954.
For a formai statement on cartel doctrine, sec High Authority answer to Michel
Debré, Journal Officiel, May 11, 1955.
14
Detailed statements in Débats, op. cit., no. 11 (November 1955), pp. 63-75, 126-127.
13
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unacceptable by the Higli Authority, with the resuit that an intermediate compromise was finaily adopted, 15 alter eight different
drafts had to be considered. But the compromising went on until
the unanimous agteement of the Council had been obtained even
though a simple majority decision was ail that was required legaily,
thus implying another concession by the High Authority.
The results of this policy are that German industrialists feel
free to initiate merger proceedings even before formai approval
from Luxembourg bas been obtained. The unwillingness of the
High Authority w administer the rules vigorously has led w
denunciations of the whole approval system among ail trade
associations. And in the meantime, national clusters of industrial
power, organised in only slightly reviseci cartels, continue to
dominate industriai decision-making. If a more dirigistic interpretation of the Treaty had been adopted, Luxembourg could
have been instrumental in forcing a supranational reaiignment of
industrial groupings by systematicaily splitting the national trade
associations by eliminating their cartels, provided supranational
ententes were simultaneously controlled.
Great reluctance to guide and steer the free market so successfully established by the High Authority dominates the investment
policy of ECSC. Obliged by the Treaty to publish periodically
" general objectives " of production and consumption, the High
Authority proceeded to publish its own forecasts in July of 1955,
only to be greeted with shouts of criticism from workers for failure
to include wage policy and from industriaiists for its choice of
statistics. Late in 1956 a more complete forecast was made publie.
No criticism couid be made in this case since the figures were
compiled on the basis of interest group and governmental participation : the resuits were iess the High Authority's than a compromise among interested and detached experts. Even so, the
general objectives hardly approach an economic plan. They
merely project, on the basis of the ECSC gross national product,
15

Details of the regulations in Chap. 3. The spirit of their interpretation is set
forth by Léon Daum, " Devant le problème des concentrations," Hommes et
Commerce, op. cit., pp. 41 et seq. The High Authority now approaches the problem
of controlling concentrations by seeking to give unofficial advice to potential
investors as to whether the shares they contemplate acquiring would constitute
monopolistic control and whether the deal woulcl 1m profitable. In doing so h
seeks to sidestep the anonymity of the capital market and overcome the refusai
of investment banks to divulge the identity of investors they represent. The
details of decision-making in the Council of Ministers are given in Agence Europe,
April 9, 16, 26, 29, 1954.
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probable consumption and production needs by 1975, predict
bottlenecks, suggest areas for new investment and make some
recoznmendations for dealing with the manpower shortage in the
mines. Nothing specific is saici about general economic expansion,
goveinmental credit policy, die source of investments and 11k
cc-ordination of wage increases with price stability and growth
in productivity.'°
Under the High Authority's ideology, the fact remairis that
these general objectives are inerely suggestions and cannot be
enforced through federal policy. " Fiims remain free to make
their own investments. . . . The role cf the High Authority is
simply to announce periodic general objectives for production
and modernisation. . . . It gives direction to the choice of firms.
: « •" ' One direct way of imposing the general objectives on the
industries of the Commurnty, however, is opened by the ban
policy of the High Authority. Only projects justified by the generab
objectives are entitled, in principle, to ECSC credits or credit
guarantees. Yet when the time came to distribute the 8100,000,000
United States ban principle had to be adjusted to political interest.
Luxembourg was confronted by mutually exclusive credit demands
of French and German steelmakers and by threats of M. Louvel,
French Minister of Industry, that even though the Coundil of
Ministers had no jurisdiction over ban policy, he woubd watch
over the interests of French steel. Wisely, the High Authority
decided to finance oniy the relatively non-controversial coke, coal
and ore sector, to permit participation by regional committees of
industrialists in distributing die funds, after having spiit up the
ban among the various countries on the basis of their contribution
to the production tax. Instead of compelling industrialists to orient
their financial needs to a federal focus, the High Authority considered it wiser net to antagonise national banking interests who
oppose any ECSC credit policy tooth and nail. A much more
consistent approach characterised the distribution of the S I 1,500,000
Swiss ban, though its very modesty precludes much directing
effectiveness. It must be granted, however, that the ban policy
did compel some reductions in commercial interest rates and eased
Sec the useful surnmary of the 1956 General Objectives in ECSC Bulletin, January
1957, pp. 117
Léon Daum,4 *" La C. E. C. A. et les investissements," Perspectives, November 19,
1955. AIso see H. Skribanowitz, " Die Kreditpolitik zwichen zwei Etappen,"
Europa, November 1 955,
pp. 24 et seq.
16
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a marked capital shortage. Its permanence is nevertheless far

from established, especially since the Treaty forbids the use of
the production tax for direct ban purposes. It was this factor
which persuaded Luxembourg to reduce the rate of the levy after
an adequate guarantee f'und had been set up, in addition to being
under continuai pressure for reduction from industrialists and
governments.18
A second way to enforce the general objectives is offered by
the duty of enterprises to communicate their investment plans to
Luxenibourg and the right of the High Authority to pass on these
and prohibit outlays based on bans and subsidies. It is through
this mechanism that the French demand for the " co-ordination"
0f investments could be achieved. 19 Such, however, has not been
the interpretation of the High Authority. Its members have argued
that the co-ordination powers are only indirect and rest entireiy
on the wisdom of the opinions and forecasts of ECSC experts.
Firms would thus make their investments on the basis only of the
soundness of the advice rendered by Luxembourg, but not under
any central direction. Any actual exercise of the High Authority's
veto power over investments which has not yet occurred would
fail because of the six ECSC countries only France and Holland
have long-terni industrial expansion programmes under public
auspices. The other four would have to be persuaded by Luxembourg to initiate such plans which would then have to be harmonised with the older French and Dutch plans before any central
co-ordination can be attempted. As far as is known, the High
Authority has made no independent efforts to speed this process. 211
Equipped as it is with a free market doctrine it is difficult to conceive
how it could do so. But by 1957 it was feit in Luxembourg that
for steel at least, the investment advice function had resulted in
striking voluntary co-ordination and rationalisation of outlays.
It is in the field of labour and welfare policy that Luxembourg
has most consistently failed to avail itself of its potential influence
and thus grievously disappointed one of its most enthusiastic
group of supporters, the trade unions. This, in terms of political
18

Agence Europe, May 8 and July 28, 1954.
19
Etudes et Docu,nents (May 1953) estimates that between 1948 and 1952, self-

financing accounted for 40 per cent. of steci invcstments in ail ECSC countries,
thus theoretically giving the High Authority a veto power over 60 per cent. of
capital sources.
sa Sec the statements on this by MM. Mayer, Coppé and Daum, in Débat; op. cit.,
no. 9, pp. 560, 640; no. 13, pp. 381, 596-597, 433.
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integration, is ail the more serious because the High Authority
has made sporadic efforts to find a pci manent supranational ally
in the unions, as expressed in the housing programme, the liberal
utilisation of the readaptation system and a general wooing of
Labour leaders by giving them representation on expert commissions and study groups on a basis of equality with industrialists
and govetument spokesmen. But, in faiiuess, it must also be
admitted that unionists have not aiways availed themselves of the
facilities offered them by Luxembourg and that the co-operation
of certain governments has been. lacking.
Housing provides a crucial example. In refuting charges that
it interprets the Treaty too restrictively on welfare questions, the
High Authority replies that the housing programme is not specifically authorised but was undertaken ariyway. However in reply
to !0vemeta1 protests over a de facto " spili-over " lino welfare
pohcy, Luxembourg cautiously decided flot to push any housrng
scheme against national reservations, however muted they may be.
Readaptation payments, says the High Authority, have been
granted even when it could flot be clearly proved that the introduction of the common market was responsible for the difficulties.
Yet, in the face of Socialist and Labour objections, the production
tax was reduced in 1955 even though a larger readaptation fund
could have made possible a more active policy in this area. High
Authority members have often argued that the system should be
made more flexible in terms of allowable coverage and that governments should be dispensed from the requirement that ECSC
allocations be matched with national payments in excess of normally
payable unemployment compensation. In both the Belgian and
Italian readaptation cases such relaxations were eventually
authorised but a Frcnch request was turned down because Paris
wanted to contribute only unemployment insurance. 2 ' Luxembourg blames the national governments for lack of interest and suent
sabotage ; yet the fact remains that whenever the Council of
Ministers was approached for authorising relaxations of the rules, a
unanimous willingness to do so was expressed, uncluding the spending
of readaptation funds on the retraining of workers in fields other
than coal and steel. Once more it appears that a less legalistic
fi

For details on the system of administration used sec Daniel Vignes, La Communauté Européenne du Charbon et de l'Acier (Liége: Georges Thone, 1956), pp.
167-185. AIso High Authority, " The Community's Labour Policy," Information
Doc. no. 1898/55/e.
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and cautious policy could reap far greater consequences in terms
of a long-range positive supranational policy. Yet even Monnet
insisted in 1955 that ECSC social policy was as active as the Treaty
permitted. While urging that ECSC funds be used to create new
industries in regions where redundant manpower has become
available, Paul Finet also conceded that " the problem is outside
the Community's competence. 1122
A refusai to act unless unammous agreement on a wide interpretation of the Treaty prevails also characterises the issue of wage
haiinonisation. " In this important field, the High Authority
can only use methods of stucly and advice," wrote Albert Wehrer. 23
The purpose of the common market is to achieve competition,
not to equalise naturai Standortbedingungen by artificially harmonising wages. Until it was confronted by a growing trade
union clamour for action and by the specific insistence of the
Belgian Goverument for equalising the working week, the High
Authority had confined itself to the " study " aspect of its role,
the collection and publication of comparable money wage and fringe
benefits statisties, as well as its pioneering comparative real wage
study. As for " advice," it merely wished the ILO or the Councii
of Ministers to conciude an international convention harmonising
wages. Only the pressure of the trade unions compelled the cailing
of supranational labour-management commissions in 1956 to
explore the possibilities of ECSC—wide collective bargaining on
the secondary issues of paid vacations, overtime and holiday
pay.24
Labour policy inactivity disappoints only the trade unions.
The refusai to engage in a dirigistic course with respect to coal
production, pricing and investment, however, sidesteps the positive
expectations of producer groups worried by the future of coal
as well as ignoring Labour and Sociaiist opinion. As defined
22

Débats, op. cit., no. 13, p.

715. Finet consistently cails on trade unionists to force

their national governments to avail themselves 0f the readaptation system and
blames the unions for jndifTerence and kick of co-operation with a willing High
Authority. But M. Glisenti, former director of the High Authority's Labour
Problems Division, blames the High Authority for being overly sensitive w the
attitudes of cerLain governments and not making use of ils potentialities. Sec
.' Quelques Aspects économiques et sociaux de la Communauté Européenne du
Charbon et dc l'Acier," op. cil.
23 's
Le Plan Schuman," speech in Luxembourg, April 18, 1955, p. 8. See also Etzel,
speech delivered at Handelshochschule St. Gallen, ap. cil., pp. 115-116.
14
Débats, op, cit., no. 13, p. 440, and no. 14, (November 1956) for the very explicit
statement of Finet on these issues.
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by the Socialist group in the Common Assembly, and endorsed
by many outside it, a truly supranational coal policy would cali
for ail of the following. Price stability would have to be assured
through pet riianent controls, linked with a determined effort to
raise wages and welfare standards, as a means for attracting young
miners as well as on doctrinal grounds. A long-range co-ordiriated
policy of resource development would gear the future of coal
to the rise of atomic energy and oil, necessitating investment
planning, production quotas and subsidies for marginal mines.
Imports of coal should be centrally controlled through an ECSCwide compensation system and the problem cf collusion among
producers would be deait with by a public, ECSC—wide, compulsory cartel. With respect to the coal shortage which has been
gripping Europe since 1955, many propose the declaration of a
condition of " serious shortage " (Art. 59 of the Treaty) and the
inauguration of rationing as well as price equalisation for imported
coal.
A mixture of legalistic and expediential reasons have kept the
High Authority from accepting this programme. The long-range
coal policy desired, based on flexible prices, was outlined above. 26
The High Authority argues that any policy of special protection
for coal is impossible without an ECSC—wide energy policy. While
Luxembourg is wiiling to undertake the necessary statistical studies
and recommend fuel policy co-ordination, the initiative is said
to lie squarely with the six governments and the ultimate hope
in the General Common Market, not in piecemeal ECSC efforts.
As for the subsidisation of coal to attract manpower and keep
prices stable, this suggestion is rejected as legally incompatible
with the common market principle.
Further, as long as American coal can be imported, there is no
" serious " coal shortage and the application of Article 59 cannot
be considered legaily. ECSC rationing would merely reauthorise
national governments to control the market since the High Authority
cannot by itself administer a rationing system, thus actually
triggering an anti-federal development. When the Socialists
countered that in the winter of 1956-1957, certain governments
already rationed domestic coal and reimposed national price
ceilings because of the absence of an ECSC programme, Franz
1

Sec details in Chap.

31
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Etzel merely answered that this was indeed undesirable ami should
lead to the adoption of common principles. 27
Coal price policy further demonstrates the reluctance to act.
The need for price ceilings was aiways regretted by the High
Authority and their partial continuation until 1956 was undertaken largely as a concession to national governments worried
over price stability. Conceru over the Treaty's provisions assuring
producers of a fair return on invested capital prompted a High
Authority endorsement of the Ruhr's demand for price increases
in 1955, over the objections of several governments and the hesitancy of Bonn. Yet when it was decided to remove ceilings altogether in 1956, the High Authority technical staff thought that
the Ruhr needed no increase whatever in order to earn a fair return.
In both years the basic problem was one of wage increases being
negotiated concurrently with the collieries' demanding changes
in the pricing rules. If they could only be assured of a limit
on wage increases or be given guarantees on tax refunds and other
public aids, the Ruhr coal interests were willing to forgo some
0f their price demands. Luxembourg, however, steadfastly held
that it could not legaily intervene even unofficially in any wage
negotiations and that the issue of direct or disguised public subsidies to hold down coal prices could be reviewed only after a
specific decision was made by Bonn. Thus limiting its own role,
the High Authority had no option but to approve price increases
and to inveigh against the special productivity bonus decreed
by the German Govejument in 1956 even though it probably
could have influenced both situations if it had quietly intervened
earlier.ZB
There are many ways of defending powers," noted René
Mayer. " Some consist of exercising them with vigour; others
"29
consist of not comprom.ising
Cleariy, the Higli Authority
has opted for the second alternative and, in doing so, left to trade
associations and governments a good many functions which in
C'

Statements of Mayer and Etzel in Débats, no. 14 (November 1956), pp. 25-31
of the compte rendu analytique. Details on national coal policies in winter 1956-57
in Chap. 11 and Informations Mensuelles, December 1956, pp. 39-50. Note,
however, the change in the High Authority's coal policy with respect to buffer
stocks and imports which developed in 1957. Details in Chap. 3. Some federai
reassertion is in evidence here as in the investment and cartel fields.
28
These conclusions are based on access to the relevant unpublished }ligh Authority
documents and studies.
29
Débat; no. 13, p. 676.

27
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principle were to be assumed by anonymous free market forces.
Whenever the cry of crisis and the need for spectacular supranational action was raised in the coal policy field, the High Authority
answered, in the words of Albert Coppé
This Treaty is a treaty of freedom, but with limits. Every time a
crisis or shortages arise you see the rights given to the High Authority
exercised, after consultation . . . with the Council of Ministers.
Each time you see a certain number of techniques which the High
Authority can use, but which just the same must take account of a
certain number of principles, notably the principle that these tcchniques cannot be used, no matter how, in a permanent manner
because our Community is open and not autarkic. 30
Spectacular supranational action, because it implies permanent
planning, is thus in effect ruled out.
It is perhaps prudent on the part of the nine men who direct
ECSC not to exploit deliberately the political implications of the
spili-over process in such fields as investment, wages and the future
of coal: by emphasising the absence of explicit Treaty provisions
supporting an active policy they succeed in avoiding political
opprobrium from such centres as the German and Dutch industrialists, financial interests in all six countries and most of the
governments. Yet the influence of a féderal executive grows
ever more shadowy if it declines to make use of powers which it
possesses beyond legal doubt. The reluctance to fine tax delinquent
firms is a case in point, as is the practice of relying on national
trade associations to verify the production statistics submitted
by ECSC firms, figures which form the basis on which each firm's
tax burden is computed.
More serious stiil has been the High Authority's inactivity in
connection with the Saar problem. Certainly, not even committed
federalists can blame Luxembourg for flot intervening in the issue
of whether the Saar should be German or " autonomous." But
the Franco—German quarrel also included the question of access
to the Warndt coal seam, which is of direct concern to the common
market. Despite repeated appeals from French industrial groups,
Luxembourg refused to take a hand in the negotiations on the
Saar, the Warndt or on the canalisation of the Moselle, that closely
connected problem bearing directly on French aspirations and on
coke shipments. The amicable Franco—German settiement, trnder
"Ibid., p. 556.
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which Germany agreed. ta finance part of the Moselle Canal and
give the Lorraine collieries preferential access to Waiudt coal
for a specific period, was reached entirely on a bilateral basis.
Only after the accord was published did Luxembourg question
the two goveuiments as ta whether the Watndt agreement did
flot violate the non-discrimination provisions of the common
market. Assured by Paris and Bonn that no violation was implied,
Luxembourg gave notice of closely supervising the effects of the
accord, even though it is inconceivable that the High Authority
would seek retroactively to upset a Franco-German deal.
But the political consequence of Luxembourg's strict neutrality
was implicit in the non-federal procedure adopted for amending
the ECSC Treaty with respect to the Saar. The provision calling
for the inclusion of the Saar delegation to the Common Assembly
in the French group had ta be changed, as well as the rule giving
added voting strength in the Council of Ministers to countries
producing more than twenty per cent. of the Community's coal
and steel. The three Saarlanders are to be absorbed into the
German parliamentary delegation without net increase in that
group—while one-sixth of ECSC production will henceforth
suffice to give added voting power. With the loss of Saar production, France would also have Iost her privileged voting position
if the 20 per cent. mie had remained unchanged. Certainly the
amendments imply a remarkable German willingness to coinpromise, but they will corne into force in the same way as did
the Treaty : after ministerial signature and six parliarnentary
ratifications.31
Finaily, there is the range of policy issues immediately relevant
to political integration but clearly beyond the High Authority's
power of initiative, under any interpretation of the Treaty. Crucial
in this reaim is policy assuring freedom of labour migration,
31

Detajls concerning this episode in Agence Europe, November 23, 1956. In the
Dutch Parliament, van der Goes van Naters questioned the Foreign Minister,
M. Luns, on this very question. Mc elicited the infoxivation that the French
Govcrnment had neglected to circulate the text 0f the amendments in time for
speedy ratification and that the legal situation was considered so complicated
that the conventional amendment procedure for international agreements was
considered the simplest solution. Naters was worried also about the fact that
the non-ratification by alt six countries of the amendments would prevent the
correct reconstitution of the Common Assembty during its session in February
1957. Luns replied that the ECSC Council of Ministers had ruled that the national
delegations should b& composed in conformity with the amendments even if they
had flot been fully ratified : Handelinge,: viin dc Twcede Kamer der StaatenGeneraa4 January 31, 1957, Part J, pp. 484 186.
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har'i'onised freight rates, relations with third countries and the
co-ordination of general economic policy, including taxes. In the
first three instances, the Jack of interest of the Council of Ministers
is to be blamed for whatever shortcomings supranational policy
may contain. But the reluctance of the High Authority w resolve
goverumental disagreements by advancing independen.t foi 'mias
is patent. Wrote a leading ECSC transport officiai
In this field, the High Authority carinot overcome the dilemma,
either in the direction of freedom or of control, without exceeding
lis powers. II is for the governments, in concert, to choose a
solution. . . . The High Authority must merely remind them of the
obligations they have incurred to find a solution which will avoid
ail discrimination among coal and steci consumers. 32
In the field of general economic and tax policy, however, it is
the High Authority which has refused to follow up on openings
provided by the Council of Ministers. The details of this vital
area of integration will be discussed in the next chapter. Suffice
it to note here that when pressed on the nature of the High
Authority's general economic policy, Albert Coppé contented
himself by expounding the need to overcome bottlenecks and
maintain a slowly rising price pattern during periods of infiationary
pressure and thus even out the effects of business cycles. 33 In
brief, the High Authority is unwilling to risk opposition and unpopularity by giving an energetic federal interpretation to the
powers which it does possess, and thus disappoints numerous groups
and some governments who expect a positive federal policy. Yet
it recognises the reality of the problems posed by the co-ordination
of investments and the daims of labour, by the need for more
readaptation and the hanuonisation of credit policies. Its answer
and this is the solution publicly adopted is not to press for
an extension of its own competence or the full use of its powers,
but for the realisation of the General Common Market.
WH0 INFLUENCES Hic-i AUTHORITY DECISION-MAKING?

Among the purely institutional pressures impinging on the High
Authority, the role of the Court has been crucial in establishing a
Roger Hutter, " L'Harmonisation européenne des transports," Hommes et
Commerce, op. cit., p. 54.
33 Albert Coppé, " Le Plan Schumari et l'intégration économique européenne,"
Revue des Sciences Econainiques (September 1953), p. 143. Also in Débats, op, ciL,
no. 13, pp. 434 and 436.
32
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pattern 0f narrow Treaty intei pretation. 0f the cases decided by
that tribunal by the end of 1956, three stand out as important
indices of constitutional inteipretation because they implied varying
assessments of die competence of fixe High Authority in applying
sections of the Treaty and altering them to suit specific economic
situations. In the suit of the Dutch Government challenging the
legality of ceiling prices to control coal sales cartels, the Court ruled
that the High Authority was free to use this kind of regulation
pending the frontal assault on restrictive practices. High Authority
freedom of Treaty intes pretation was supporteci once more in the
suit of the Belgian collieries, protesting against a redistribution
of the ECSC compensation payments according to need and
perfot t 'iance, alleging that the Treaty gave the High Authority
no such latitude. The Court upheld the High Authority once
more.34
However, in terms of an evolving political code of broad as
against cautious inteipretation, the Dutch and Belgian decisions
came already too late. The Court's first rulings were on the four
suits challenging the legality of the Monnet Rebate, and here the
principle of strict and narrow interpretation won a smashing
victory. While dismissing ailegations of abuse of power and
substantial procedural violations against the High Authority,
the seven judges found that a violation of the Treaty had taken
place in that the High Authority had wrongfully subordinated the
strict language of Article 60 to the wider injunctions contained
in the sections describing the Community's basic objectives,
Articles 2 and 3. To this purely legalistic finding the Court added
its economic conviction to which in legal theory it was hardly
entitled that the High Authority could flot daim a relaxation
of price schedule publicity as a means for controlling collusion
34

My concern is purely with the political consequences of the Court's decisions,
flot with their legal merits and content. The legal and institutional aspects of the
Court have received far more attention in terms of monographic studies than any
other part of the Community's work. The most useful such work, minirnising
Oie purely formai and textuai approachwhich predominates among the Continental
commentators, is Valentine, op. cil. He notes, incidentaily, that Monnet in 1952
considered the Court one of the cornerstones of the federal structure which,
according to Monnet, ECSC had inaugurated, while the president of the Court,
M. Pilotti, confined himsetf to defining his roLe as protecting the legat rights cf
produccrs, consumers and governments against arbitrary High Authority rulings.
Ibid., p. 49
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among steel producers because other means for dealing with cartels
had flot yet been exhausted. 35
The decision was hailed by Monnet as " a new proof of the
effective functioning of the institutions of the Community " as
federal organs, even though it upset one of lis crucial steps. 36
It was unmercifully castigated by economists as formalistic,
denounced by producers as hindering competition, and profoundly
deplored by most members of the High Authority technical staff
as rendering impossible in the future any functionally effective
and politically expansive interpretation of the Treaty. There
is no doubt that the caution and reluctance of Luxembourg to
assert itself since 1955 is very heavily influenced by the fear that
any group opposing a radically federal policy can find some Jegal
support for its position. While subsequent Court decisions should
have gone some way in dispelling this fear, the plain fact is that a
majority of the seven judges does flot consider itself the successor
of John Marshall in the European setting; the Court has already
had far-reaching restraining effects on supranationalisin, not
because of the continuity of its decisions, but because of the
intimidating effect of its initial ruling.
Yet the Court's activity lias brought with h some pro-integration
consequences as well, apart from its negative role toward the
High Authority. The bullc of litigation initiated by private parties
since 1955 testifies to the fact that producer and consumer organisations gladly avail themselves of supranational jurisprudence,
flot only against the High Authority but sometimes against their
own govetuments. In fact, litigation is often introduced merely
as a threat aganst national and supranational authorities, designed
to lead to a compromise on a vital decision, a thoroughly normal
means of political pressure in a pluralistic community whose
advent in ECSC must be regarded as evidence of progressive integration. Further, one of the positive integrative consequences
35

Among the many comrnentaries on this decision, the best published in English
15 Eric Stem, " The European Coal and Steci Community: the Beginning of iLs
Judicial Proccss," Columbia Law Review, Vol. 55, no. 7 (November 1955), pp.

985 et seq.

3'

Quoted by Pierre Meutey, " Comment fonctionnent les institutions de la
C. E. C. A.? " Hommes et Commerce, op, ciL, p. 40. For an cqually taudatory
comment in terms of the resiraint of the parties in arguing their case and the proof
o!' Europeanism displayed by them despite the destructive efl'ect of the decision
itself, sec the article by an officiai of the Court, Hans-Wolfram Daig, " Dic vier
ersten Urteile des Gerichtshofes dey Europâischen Gemeinschaft fUr Kohie und
Stahl," Juristenzeitung, Vol. 10, no. 12 (June 20, 1955), p. 371.
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of the Monnet Rebate decision was to underscore the right of
private parties to bring suits even in circumstances not clearly
permitting such steps according to the Treaty. While the rigidity
of the decision undoubtedly made Treaty expansion by interpretation more difficuit and therefore highlights the formai and
cumbersome amendment process, it is equally true and relevant
to integration that the principle ofjudicial review so often denied
in Europe seemed to be firmiy established by the Court.
Institutionaiiy speaking, the Consultative Committee should
not be considered as an organ seeking to shape and influence High
Authority decisions. According to its rules of procedure as weil
as the initial ideological commitments of Schuman and Monnet,
the Committee is merely the loyal help-meet of the High Authority,
giving technical expertise and wisdom to its decisions through
the quality of the advice tendered by the members, considered as
independent experts. The reality, of course, is quite the opposite.
As Gilbert Mathieu described il:
Neyer have the steel men or the leaders of the coal firms who sit
in the Committee feit themselves to be the aides or technical councillors of the High Authority. On the contrary, they have considered themselves as representatives of their professional organisations, and have thus defended corporative viewpointsY
The same may be said, incidentaliy, of the labour and consumer
representatives on the Committee. Collectively, the interest group
spokesmen have tended to regard their role as that of an economic
parliament ; individuaiiy, they have consistently used their relationship with the High Authority for direct lobbying purposes, in no
way different from practices normal in national politicai settings.
The pattern of access enjoyed by interest groups to individual
members of the High Authority is as follows:
Dutch producers and consumçrs : Spierenburg.
Belgian producers and consumers : Coppé.
Belgian labour: Finet.
German producers and consumers: Etzel.
German labour: Potthoff.
French, Dutch, and Luxembourg labour: Finet and Potthoff.
Luxembourg industry : Wehrer.
French producers and consurners : Mayer.
All Italian groups: Giacehero.
37

Le Monde, May 20, 1954. The rules of procedure are printed in Journal Officie!,
January 31, 19550
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It is clear that the nationality of the members as well as their
previous political and interest group connections define the pattern
of access at the supranational lave!.
When interest group demands and expectations are paired off
against the decisions made by the High Authority, it appears that
the Geiinan steelmakers are by far the most successful group. The
biil of particulars presented by Karl BarSch in 1954 including a
liberal cartel policy, unrestrained mergers, reduction of the levy
and investment aid to German steel was met consistently. 33
The Charbonnages de France have fared only slightly less well.
Ail of their demands for price freedom, the continuation of internai
compensations and subsidies and special sales access protection
were granted; only the demands for the haimonisation of social
security and tax burdens have so far been futile. No other producer organisation has been consistently successful in having its
preferences endorsed by Luxembourg, though some demands of
ail gtoups have found satisfaction. As for the consuming industries, their major lobbying effort was aimed at the price schedule
refoLixis embodied in the Monnet Rebate. With the outlawry
of this step, specific consuming industry demands have found no
consistent support in High Authority policy, other than the rigid
enforcement of the fair trade code which is a distinct help to consumers under the inflationary conditions which have prevailed
since 1955.
.
Trade unions, of course, feel that their lobbying efforts have
largely gone unrewarded and that the High Authority is more
receptive to producer demands than to any others. Certainly
the policy picture shows only the most general endorsement of
labour demands such as the verbal assurances that rising living
standards and wages, stepped up readaptation allowances and
more worker housing are central to ECSC policy. In fact, the only
conerete measures in response to labour activity have been the
readaptation and housing projects, neither of which has satisfied
the labour constituency.
[s it W be concluded from these findings that the German
steelmakers and the Charbonnages de France " have the ear
of the High Authority and that Luxembourg deliberately defers
to their demands ? The evidence hardly warrants so sweeping a
38

Sec Barich's speech to the general assembly of the Wirtschaftsvercinigung Eisenund Stahiindustrie, May 5, 1954; Stahl tend Eisen, June 3, 1954, pp. 803-806.
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conclusion. The ideology and demands of a renascent Ruhr
happen to coineide very largely with the convictions prevalent
among the fine men in Luxembourg, as they do with the policy
aims of the German Government. But it is equally true that,
given the politically and economically ascendant position of German
industry in contemporary Europe, the High Authority is far less
willing to affront this segment of its constituency than any other
single organisation. As for the French collieries, it is very likely
that Luxembourg shares the general European inclination to make
exceptions from free market rules for France in order flot to alienate
French opinion from the common market principle. The favour
shown the Charbonnages may thus be fairly regarded as part of
the overail gentle blackmail exercised by Paris in the movement
for economic integration.
In view of the much more consistently supranational orientation
of the Common Assembly, as compared to the outlook of the
High Authority, it might well be surmised that the ECSC parliamentarians occupy a subordinate role in the shaping of High
Authority decisions. A statistical survey of the degree of High
Authority implementation of requests, voted in most cases by
unanimous or near-unanimous Common Assembly resolutions,
lends credence to this conclusion. The resolutions used include ail
specific requests for action, consultation, study or negotiation
made ofthe High Authority between August of 1952 and November
of 1956°:
Requests
Requests
Requests
Requests voted implemented implemented in part flot implemented
110

45

32

33

The implemented resolutions include fields of action or study in
which the High Authority was prepared to undertake measures
or open negotiations even without Assembly prodding. Exceptions
are the discussions of investment plans with the Investment Coinmission of the Assembly, which might not have been undertaken
39

li should be said again that Assembly resolutions have no binding force and that
the High Authority violates no Treaty rule in ignoring them. The number of
I'
requests " computed is flot equal to the number of resolutions passed. Resolutions addressed to other organs or to the Assembly itself were omitted. But
separatc requests included in one blanket resolution were counted separately.
Source for the texts of the resolutions: August 1952 until Novernber 1955, Assembleé Commune, Annuaire-Manuel (Luxembourg : 1 956), pp. 369-4 1 5 ; November
1955 until November 1956, Journal Officiel, December 12, 1956, and July 19, 1956.
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without continuous pressure. It is probable that the publication
of production forecasts and genera1 objectives was hastened by
Assembly requests and that the cartel issue was attacked sooner
than planned because of the simultaneous pressure of the Dutch
Govejument and the Dutch members of the Common Assembly.
Resolutions implemented in part include such areas as research,
housing, efforts to maintain stable prices and reduce production
costs, which the High Authority tried to administer without overstepping the self-defined bounds of the Treaty. Unimplemented
measures account for the bulk of demands for an active policy of
investment co-ordination, vigorous readaptation not aiways subordinatbd to governmental initiative, an active welfare policy and
measures to deal centrally and radically with the fuel shortage.
Ail the requests were " important " in the sense that they referred
to an expanding view of the Treaty and were partisan of a wide
inteipretation. The unimplemented column, characteristically,
includes ail the areas in which the High Authority invokes the
language of the Treaty as forbidding drastic or energetic action.
If the High Authority is evidently littie influenced by the prointegration bias of the Common Assembly, what is the prevalent
conception of the role of the parliamentarians ? Franz Etzel
must have had relations of liaison and discussion in mmd rather
than legislation and control when he remarked
fle High Authority has offered the Common Assenibly every
facility for co-operation possible under the Treaty and bas so treated
it, for political reasons, as if it were a fully sovereigu parliament.
If ECSC is to be a test for the eventual functioning of supranational
institutions, political co-operation must already now be exercised
in such a manner as to develop a lively and close relationship. 40
High Authority r I efùsal to present the ECSC budget regularly to the
Common Assembly, early enough in the fiscal year to permit
discussion and changes of proposed expenditures, hardly smacks
of " political co-operation " with a " fully sovereign parliament. 1141
Nor does the High Authority make consistent use of the Assexnbly
in stressing the application of supranational solutions in diseussions with the six governments. No effort is made, for instance,
to align the European political parties functioning in the Assembly
with the High Authority in jointly demanding of the Council of
40
41

Speech at Handelshochschule Si Gallen, op. cit., P. 105.
Mayer in Débats, op.cit., no. 13, p. 635.
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Ministers supranational adjustments of the transport or social
security issues. More important perhaps, individual members
of the High Authority, in disagreement with the majority of their
colleagues on narrow Treaty inteipretation, do flot seek support
from their political f'riends in the Assembly. 42 In short, there is
no pattern of political co-operation and mutual support between
the two organs even though the logic of Etzel's formulation should
dictate a maximisation of flue legislative role, regardless of the
Treaty's silence on this topic.
In positive terms, the High Authority grants the Assembly a
role merely in praising its members for supporting European
economic integration in the framework of their national legislatures. Coppé expressed lis conviction . that such efforts helped
the High Authority immeasurably in persuading the governments
to adopt a radical railway hai nonisation formula and in making
possible the Messina resolutions, thus launching the Relance.
The role of the Assembly lies in persuading the national governments individually to trust to supranationalism in the future to
resolve the issues over which the Hïgh Authority lacks direct and
primary jurisdiction:
Your Assembly has aiways distinguished . . . between the
important problems situated on the border between partial integration and a general integration, where action should consequently
1,e concentrated. We are grateful to you for your efforts in the
past. We count on you in the future. We can draw up an inventory
0f these border questions on which you could be particularly helpful
in the months and years to come. 43
Instead of using the Assembly as pro-integration forum at the
supranational level, this foi ' ûulation relegates the parliamentarians
to the role of separate local pressures to be exercised at the national
level. This looks suspiciously like the function of " harmonising"
national with supranational policy which in principle should be
achieved by the Council of Ministers.
The burden of this discussion would seem to indicate that the
ultimate influence, direct or indirect, on High Authority decisions
is the national governments acting singly or in concert through the
Council of Ministers. An examination of the Council as an organ
These points arc made in a remarkably open manner by Max Kohnstamm,
fornwrly secretary of the High Authority and since 1956 assistant to Monnet,
as reported in Informations Bimensuelles, October 15, 1954, pp. 9-10.
43
Débats, op. cit., no. 13, p. 435.
42
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facilitating or blockirig political integration is reserved for the
final chapter. Suffice it to say here that the High Authority considers the national governments as the crucial limits on supranational policy and therefore defers more consistently to their
real or alleged intentions than ta any other source of influence
in the Community, except the Court. [t must be stated immediately,
however, that there as elsewhere the High Authority adopts a more
cautious attitude than is made necessary by the actual constellation
of political forces and attitudes, if a deliberate acceleration of the
spili-over process into the reaim of politics is the desired end.
It is the considered policy of the High Authority to consuit the
Council of Ministers on every major decision, whether such a step
is required by the Treaty or not. The implementation of any
policy is held impossible unless such consultations take place;
the very nature of supranational institutions is equated with this
practice. The actual patt&n of consultation can be broken dawn
into three distinct categories: (1) measures not requiring the consent
of the Council ; (2) measures requiring the initiative of the High
Authority and the consent of die Council; (3) measures primarily
reserved for the initiative of the Council, but necessitating the
co-operation of the High Authority. In the first two instances,
the High Authority generaily defers to the Council's views, though
it makes known its preferences. In the third case it subordinates
its measures almost entirely to Council initiative.
Consultations with the Council are considered eminently
successful by the High Authority : the Council members are praised
for their detachment from national and interest group demands.
" More than one Minister has admitted changing his mmd in course
.of our discussions," either because of High Authority arguments
or because of remonstrances by his colleagues from other ECSC
countries.43 However, it must be noted that it was in the course
of such confrontations of opinion that the Getujan Council member
insisted on a reduction of the production tax, even though he had
no jurisdiction over the question. The High Authority, for lis
part, has very rarely acted contrary to the views of the Council
in these situations. Exceptions are the Monnet Rebate which
was decreed despite Council hesitations, and Ruhr coal price
ceilings which were imposed and removed over the opposition
of three of the six governments.
44

ibid., pp. 568-569.
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In areas where High Authority action is contingent upon the
approval of the Council, the caution observed is much greater.
Here the tendency is to wait for the evolution of unanimous
consensus on the Council even when. the Treaty merely calis for a
simple or qualified majority to back up High Authority proposais.
Certainly the High Authority does flot here wait for Council
initiative to advance its suggestions if it considers the matter clearly
under jurisdiction. Measures for coritrolling the scrap market,
for administering the merger approval system, or relaxing the
readaptation rules are cases in point.
Finally, an interpretation of the Treaty going beyond a calculated minimalism usually is given only when suggestions for this
are made by the Council, or at Ieast by certain of its members.
Thus, the High Authority held that the negotiation of an agreement
for the free migration of qualified coal and steel labour was a
matter for the six governments. Even though it made proposais
to the Council in this field, these were iargeiy sidestepped in the
modest agreement negotiated by the governments. Thereafter,
the High Authority was willing to • make suggestions for speeding
the conclusion of a social security convention to protect
migrant workers only after governmental experts failed to agree
among themselves and a specific demand for active supranational proposais was advanced by the Council. Even though it
had obtained Council approval for its housing programme, the
informally expressed opposition of the Belgian minister concerned
__" Ail this will be fine; we wori't have anything left to do; the
High Authority will do everything "__resulted in Luxembourg's
subordinating its programme completely to national preferences. 45
To sum up : decistons beyond the immediate confines of coal and
steei, and especially those concerning the spill-over process, are
made to wait on specific indications of interest by the Councii.
This is true even in the field of such purely statistical studies as the
varying ECSC steel industry practices on working time and
45

These revelations were made in an extreniely frank presentation of Paul Finet.
Ibid., pp. 709-712. In fairncss, it must be admitted that the Council does flot aiways
encourage the 1-figh Authority to submit proposais seeking to maximise supranational institutionai power beyond the scope cf the Treaty. After the Marcinelle
mine disaster, the High Authority did propose the creation of a mine safety organisation under its rule. The proposai vas opposed by France and Germany, greeted
with reserve by the Benelux countries, anti favoured only by italy. Agence Europe,
August 31 and September 5, 1956. The ECSC-wide safety organ created in 1957
possesses fesver supranational powers than proposed by Luxembourg.
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overtime pay, which required the insistent demand of Belgium's
Jean Rey before being undertaken by a reluctant High Authority.
Yet die frequent fragmentation of govei ximent opinion, to be
demonstrated in the next chapter, could be exploited by a resourcefui High Authority. The unânimity rule is operative in only very few
instances on the Council ; even where it does prevail legaily, the
pattent of compromise lias been so consistent as to make it quite
reconeilable with the extension of supranational tasks. Short and
Jong-term positive expectations prevail among some . ministers as
they do among interest groups, and no single government consistently opposes task expansion on ail issues. A High Authority
anxious to accelerate the spiil-over process could manoeuvre
in such a manner as to enlist on its side the governments favouring
supranational action on one issue, even though some of the same
govemments might be found on the opposite side in other situations.
fle fiuidity of positions is far from demanding a rigid High
Authority attitude of waiting for the unanimous consent of the
Council on each proposai. In view of the actual attitude taken
by the " federal executive," however, it is clear that the six governments and the Council are, rightly or wrongly, considered to be
the major influence on supranational policy.
Even recommendations for the co-ordination of general national
economic policies were made dependent on continuai Council
encouragement, though it was Monnet who in 1953 first argued
for the necessity of centralised action. The expansion of the
readaptation system to non—ECSC industries has been treated
in the same way. " Perhaps we could eventually envisage a revision
ofthe Treaty which would permit direct action. But, at the moment,
the goveiiiments and the High Authority insist that it be respected,"
shnigged Finet.46 As for inspecting on the spot the implementation
of readaptation formulas decided in Luxembourg : " We are not
policemen who should watch that obligations are
Suggestions that the Common Assembly members press governments to implement the right to free labour migration : " We do
flot think that this would be wise. It would be enough for one
government to change its attitude and you would risk blocking
everything for many more months." 48
Tiniidity of this type dominated the High Authority's decisionmaking code during the first four years of its life. Announcements,
4;

Débats, op. cit., no. 13, p. 714.

' Ibid., p. 732.

48 Ibid., p. 4420
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decisions and recommendations voiceci since the autumn of 1956
suggest, however, that a more vigorous attitude toward the six
governments may be in the making. With the successful completion and ratification of the EEC and Euratom Treaties it
becomes politically less hazardous for the cautious executive to
assert its opinions ; when infiationary spirals and fuel shortages
combined to threaten the logic of the common market after Suez
policy in Luxembourg began to ariticipate and shape national
governmental decisions rather than continue to defer to the
initiating nod of the Council of Ministers.
Thus the High Authority tenaciously held to its inte± pretation
of the Treaty in its negotiations with Bonn over the legality of the
miner? bonus and in its troubles with Paris over the future of
ATIC. Luxembourg openly blamed the national governments for
re-introducing indirect price controls in the coal and steel sectors
and warned them to desist. And failing the evolution of a spontaneously co-ordinated policy to deal with the fuel shortage, linports of American coal, high ocean freight rates and the increasing
unwillingness of certain French and German collieries to supply
coal consumers in other ECSC countries, the High Authority
suggested energetic ineasures to the Council and received its assurance that the six national governments will co-operate with their
implementation. Specificaily, this involves the drawing up of
delivery schedules for the collieries, to be supervised and enforced
by High Authority regulation, constant mediation by Luxembourg
between coal producers and consumers, the protection of domestic
coal consumers against wholesalers anxious to sell primarily to
industrial consumers to be achieved through ECSC-wide co-operation with the European Union of Retail Fuel Dealers and coordinated measures to eliminate overlapping ocean transport
arrangements and force freight rates down.
The last measure was aiproved by the Council upon failure
to achieve agreement in the OEEC framework. It demonstrates
once more the possibilities of exploiting the problems created by
sector integration and channelling them into the direction of more
integration provided the supranational executive is willing to
take the lead. The spili-over can be accelerated in the face of
divisions of opinion among the governments and in the absence
of an articulate consensus toward unity as an end in itself. AU
that is needed is the effective demonstration by a resourceful
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supranational executive that the ends already agreed upon cannot be
atta.ined without further united steps. Much the same lesson can
be drawn from the problems engendered by unco-ordinated national
energy resource and overail economic policies, to be explored in
the final chapter.
Is TuE HIGH AUTI-LORITY AN INDEPENDENT FEDERAL EXECUTIVE?
Mot ail the aspects of the decision-making code of the High
Authority, as it developed during the first five years of supranational activity, are inconsistent with standard practices in federal
states. And at the same time it must be stressed that the bulk of
High Authority practices marks a radical departure from decisiéns
making techniques in conventional international organisationeven when it falis far short of federal practice. Thus, it is clear
that the relations between the High Authority on the one hand
and the Assembly and Council on the other violate the federal
logic on which Monnet had insisted so strongly in 1950. The
indifferent record of heeding Common Assembly requests, even
though legaily correct, is hardly a contribution to the emergence
of an independent federal government. While strict " cabinet
responsibility " to the parliamentary body would not be required
in order to remam true to the federal archetype as illustrated by
fixe Swiss federal system a habit of deference and respect would
be necessary in any case. This, the High Authority has failed to
display except in instances when it wished the Assembly to carry
out the limited role which it is allotted in die executive's ideology.
lu the opposite pole, deference to the intergovernmental Council
of Ministers is equally inconsistent with an emerging federal
practice. If carried to its logical extreme which, thanks to the
care of the Council itself, it is flot the deference pattern would
resuit in the relegation of the High Authority to the role of technical
commission facilitating the implementation of a specialised treaty
under the government of an inter-ministerial conference. As
things stand, the truly novel nature of the supranational principle
is revealed in the practice of High Authority study, advice and
recommendation frequently shaping the final decision adopted
by the Council. The intensification of this process in 1957, together
with its extension in EEC and Euratom, bids fair to demonstrate
the inventive and pro-integration role of supranationalism.
Subservience to the Court of Justice, on the other hand, is fully
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compatible with federal practice even when the decisions of the
Court are restrictive in nature. In fact, the growth of a vigorous
ECSC—wide jurisprudence punctuated by appeals and arguments
of private parties rather than governnients is one of the strongest
pieces of evidence in favour of progressive integration. Further,
while subservience to certain powerful interest groups may not be
a wise policy, it is fuily consistent with federal practice. Such
deference occurs in any pluralistic system, unitary or federal.
n is proof of the successful access of private organisations to a
governmental body and to the impoitance attached by these groups
to the new centre of administration. Its emergence in the ECSC
framework provides more evidence that political integration is
taking place despite a passive High Authority outlook.
Unwillingness to accelerate the spiil-over process and thereby
hasten poiltical integration, in short, is certainly timid and inay
reflect economic and social conservatism, but it is flot by itself
anti-federal. Raymond Aron argues that the achievement of
European unity was hamstrung by the concentration initially on
coal, a declining industry whose artificial regulation by a supranational body is bound to engender tension and opposition rather
than enthusiasm for a European policy. In rebuttal, it may be
pointed out that the very challenges of the ECSC coal crisis provide
a field of positive action for an energetic High Authority, anxious
to cater to strands of opinion and interests clamouring for a longrange policy of regulation and graduai adjustment to nuclear energy.
If this group opinion were consistently exploited, instead of being
sidestepped by a restrictive interpretation of the Treaty catering
to short-range and negative expectations, the very fears and
difficulties engendered by the inevitable decline ofcoal could become
the centre for a positive European policy.

CHAPTER 13

NEW FORMS 0F INTERGOVERNMENTAL
CO-OPERATION
ON the bluffs overlooking the Aizette River in the city of Luxem-

bourg, but well removeci from the centre of town where the technicians of the High Authority work and constantly meet with
lobbyists and politicians, on the site of an old fort, stands the section
called Yerlorenkost. It is host to a small and secluded modem
office building whicli houses the Council of Ministers. The very
privacy of the site is symbolic of the impression engendered by the
Council. Like Plato's nocturnal council, it is credited with exercising the true government of ECSC.
Federalists complain bitterly over the powers wielded by the
Council as defining the limits of High Authority action and setting
the pace of integration. Anti-federalists point gratefully to the
Council because it is thought to act as a conventional diplomatic
brake on the integration process. Like Perspectives, many Europeans maintain that " we must go in the direction of a confederation,
and not of a federation. We must go in the direction of a grand
alliance."' So much the better, then, if as is urged by many
the High Authority acts only if the omens at Yerlorenkost are
considered favourable.
Certainly in constitutional terms the superimposition of an
intergovernmental organ like the Council over a federal executive
is an anomaly violating federal legal logic and institutional neatness.
This is true ail the more if the federal executive tends to defer to the
intergovernmental organ even in situations when th.is is not required
by the legal texts. Yet the federalists arc quite wrong in inveighing
against the Council merely because it violates Monnet's programme
on doctrinal grounds. It is conceivable, after ail, that despite treaty
provisions, the ministers are more conscious of the positive implications of the spili-over process than is truc of the High Authority.
Therefore the supporters of Council powers may be equally seriously
1

Un pouvoir grandissant de la CECA: le Conseil des Ministres," Perspectives,
Vol. 10, no. 28 (July 24, 1954), p. 2. The article in question welcomcs the control
exercised over the High Authority ami for this purpose inaccuratcly exaggerates
the actual degree of pressure exerted by the Council. According to. this view, the
High Authority merely " registers agreements made at the intergovernmental
level " and otherwise acts as the central bureau of a conventional cartel.
't
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mistaken in thinking that an intergovernmental structure automatically guarantees the prevalence of diplomatie decision.-making
techniques and thereby controls integration.
Ii: is impossible to assess the role of the Council in European
integration merely by weighing federal against diplomatie aiguments,
by coming to conclusions on the basis of treaty texts. If the operational code habitually employed by the people who compose the
Council can be demonstrated to resuit in further integration, then
plainly the general level of argumentation described is beside the
point. The corollary would be that institutions of a federal type
do not necessarily guarantee integration, while organs ofa diplomatic
character may actually aid it, depending on the techniques of
decision-making used. Clearly, some detailed case studies of
Council decision-making are the only device to obtain answers
to these leading questions
. Do the categories of legal competence contained in the Treaty
determine the pattern of decision-making? " Consultations " do
not bind the High Authority ; but does the Council nevertheless
consider such deliberation on par with more formai decisions
demanding its " agreement ? " Further, cloes the legal possibility
of decisions by simple majority, qualified majority, or unanimous
vote affect the manner of compromise ? Finaliy, does the Council
act like a conventional diplomatic conference in situations where
it solely is competent to initiate action?
What is the role of the High Authority in influencing Council
deliberations in each of the categories o!' competence ? Under
what conditions is the High Authority permitted to shape or even
define the scope of compromise 7 Under what conditions is it
iguored?
Do certain governments habitually seek to hinder or advance
integration ? If so, what is the patteru o! compromise '1 Do
institutional forces andfor specific personalities exert a habituai
influence?
Is there any evidence of changing decision-making habits
over time ? Toward more or less integration?
:

2

THE COUNCIL: PERSONNEL AND PROCEDURES

Even though the Council is certainly a permanent institution of
2

The Council issues no publications and makes only the most formai and barest
summary statements of the decisions it reaches. My information on decisionmaking, unlcss otherwise specified, was drawn from unpublished documents
made available to me, and from interviews whose confidential nature will preclude
explicit references.
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ECSC, with tasks well defined in the Treaty, its membership is
far more changeable than the High Authority's since it depends
on the vicissitudes of national politics in six countries. Normally,
flue Council is composed of the ministers of economics or their
substitutes. The unevenness of continuity, however, is evident
from this membership Iist:
Getiiiany: Ludwig Erhard (often represented by State Secretary
Westrick); (1952France: MM. Morice, Louvel, Bourgès-Maunoury, Ulver, Ramadier;
Italy: constantly changing representation, since mid-1955 most often
Siguor Cortese;
Belgium: M. Duvieusart (1952-1954), M. Jean Rcy (1951 1958); 2
Netherlands : Jelle Zijistra (1 952);
Luxembourg: Michel Rasquin (19521958). 2
When the subject under discussion demands it, moreover, the
ministers of labour or social welfare are also present at meetings,
though this does flot occur very frequently. Fundamental issues,
such as the inauguration of drastic new steps toward unity, are
taken up by the foreign ministers.
Since members of the Council very rarely make public statements about their work, with the notable exception of M. Rey,
it is impossible to construet something approaching an " ideology."
Nor do internal documents indicate the existence of such a substantive doctrine. Discussion praceeds in a matter of fact way
from point to point, only rarely giving way to lengthy speeches.
The most that can be said is that there has evolved a common
consciousness of the role of the Council in the ECSC system, a
procedural code of which the compromise pattern which prevails
foims an important part. 3
In principle, the members of the Coundil do not deny the
economic logic of the benefit of a common market or the indefinite
necessity of common measures for increasing welfare. Further,
the members grant that the use of supranational agencies able to
);

Appointed to EEC's European Commission on January 1, 1958.
3
The following material has been drawn from published statements of three Council
inembers, MM. Rey, Rasquin and Cortese. It is being used, even though the
gentlemen in question asserted that they were speaking purely in their capacity
as individuals, because the decisions and internai documents of the Council bear
these sentiments out as being held generaily. Sec Belgium, Annales parlementaires,
Sénat, no. 83, séance de 5 juillet 1955, pp. 1510-1514, for one of Rey's declarations.
Common Assembly, Débats, no. 9 (May-June 1955), pp. 288-292, for Rey once
more. Ibid., pp. 625-627 for Rasquin. Ibid., no. 13, (May-June 1956), pp. 401-404
for Rey, pp. 576-580 for Cortese.
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act independently is essential in ail areas in which national governments are compelled to admit that they can no longer act meaningfully in isolation because of the large number of variables wh.ich
escape their control. " But when we say European Community,"
cautioned Rey, we do not say European state. It does not seem
necessary nor proved to us that we will evolve toward the suppression
Ail these are too precious
of our nationalities and our i
to be given up merely for the sake df the European federai ideal,
though they do not in the least preciude the growing economic
and poiitical unification of Europe through processes anaiogous
to ECSC. If terms such as " community " and " integration"
are strong symbols to the federalists in the Common Assembly,
they are acceptable equaliy to such anti-federalists on the Council
as Erhard, Ulver and Rasquin because the institutional context
in which they are to operate differs from the federai archetype.
As Rasquin summarised the role of the Council in relation to
Europe:
The Council of Ministers understands that ils roie, which is
extremely delicate and difficuit, consists in facilitating the work
between itself and the High Authority, as well as between itself
and the Common Asemb1y. Even if it is not responsible to the
Assenibly, believe me, it stili considers itself responsible to Europe. 5
The primary task of the Council, in its own view,• is to safeguard
the interests of the member states. But this does not mean that it
must oppose High Authority dynamism with inunobilisine, counter
the general European interest with the particularistic ones of the
six governmcnts. The Council's role is not to act as a brake on
supranational action, but to safeguard national interests by:
a harmonisation of decisions so as to avoid overly rapid or overly
radical measures, which would otherwise resuit at any giveri moment
in negative developments, so that the entire mechanism will be out
of gear.°
A distinction is often drawn between the Council as an organ of
tit Community, in which capacity it is bound by the Treaty as is
any other organ, and the six governments acting in concert but
flot bound by prior obligations. The whole range of issues connected with an expanded supranational task is subsumed under
4

Rey in Annales park,nentaircs, op. cit., p. 1514.
5
Rasquin in Débats, no. 9, op, cit., p. 626.
o Rasquin in ibid., p. 6276
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the second category. 7 At the same time, the Council members
affirm the right of the High Authority to act independently, reject
allegations that they have set limits . to its field o!' action, acknowledge that High Authority pressure was responsible for their own
action in several fields, such as transport. But they insist equally
strongly that the High Authority was entirely right in consulting
with the ministers on ail major issues, irrespective of the Treaty text.
The smooth functioning of the common market during the transitional period could flot have been achieved in any other manner.
As for relations with the Common Assembly, the ministers by
1955 gladly noted the passing of the initial period of friction. At
first, resentment of the anti-federal Council had prompted the
Assembly to exciude ministers from pienary and commission
sessions. While firmly rejecting any imputation that the Council
is in any way responsible to the Assembiy, or shouid be made
responsible to it through new procedures, the ministers now not
only attend Assembly meetings and testify in commission meetings,
but they provide documentary information and encourage even
doser informai liaison. But the ministers are firm in insisting that
the principles of supranational and intergovernmental co-operation
cannot be mixed organically. Thus the nocturnal council seeks to
assure its autonomy in gearing supranational to national measures.
But the essence of the Council's conception of its own role is
not only the harmonisation of national with High Authority policy,
but the attainment and maintenance of consensus among its own
members. Consequentiy it does izot regard itself as a continuing
diplomatic conference, whose members are free to dissent and to
biock joint action. . While the ministers frequently arrive with
firm instructions, it is the essence of .the Council's code that these
may eventually be changed or even disregarded under the pressure
of other views. National interests are aiways compromised ; they
are neyer maintained in the face of the " atmosphere of cooperation " which prevails. Two techniques for achieving this
7

Jeair Rey strongly supported, in his capacity as Belgian rneznbcr of the Council,
a number of proposais designed to strengthen the supranational scope of the
High Authority, including a stronger investment policy, the harmonisation of
wages and labour conditions, centralised deflationary measures, and permanent
direct relations betwecn the High Authority and Hie trade unions. He also admitted that the defence purely and s(rnply of national interests on the Council is
impossible for Belgium. In view 0f Bclgium's dcpcndcnce on Dutch and German
md for 0w modernisation of its collieries, Belgium cannot strongly oppose dernands
of those countries in such fields as transport policy, evcn though it possesses the
legal capacity to do so. See especially his statement in Débats, no. 13.
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atmosphere are singled out by M. Rey : the tendency of the Benelux
delegations to conciliate clashing French and Geijuan aspirations
and the determination not to adjourn until unanimous consent has
been obtairied, even when it is flot required. These techniques
tend ail the more to be successful, since members of the High
Authority attend and participate in almost ail sessions ofthe Council.
The subordinate institutions of the Council further demonstrate
the principle of a novel community-type organ as against the
traditional principle of a diplomatic conference. Ail decisions of
the Council are, in effect, prepared by a Co-ordinating Commission
__" Cocor " in ECSC jargon of six national representatives. 8
Cocor enjoys continuity and stability cf membership far in excess
0f the Council itself. The members have grown to know one
another well; negotiations tend to become less and less formai;
increasingly a process is initiated of seeking the best compromise
in terms of a common technical solution to a given economic
problem. The Commission neyer votes ; its purpose is to achieve
consensus, which can then be easily ratified by the full Council.
Yet the members are usually instructed and reluctant to take the
initiative in requesting new directives when compromise seems
impossible. Under such conditions, the final formula is stili left
to the Council whose members are frequently able to act in the
absence, or even in defiance, of instructions.
Decision-making is facilitated at a stiil lower level of consultation
by the use of permanent or long-term expert commissions. These
are composed of instructed civil servants but usually work in close
rapport with representatives of the High Authority, on whose coordiriating and guiding function they rely heavily in some situations.
Yet it is the experience of ECSC that civil servants at this level of
consultation are even more reluctant to depart from instructions
than is true of the Co-ordinating Commission. Hence the work of
these expert Commissions tends to take years for successful completion through unanimously acceptable compromise. Such " ad
hoc technical commissions " function in the reaim of rail, water
8

Persons who have habituail) been members of the Co-ordinating Commission:
Germany, von der Groeben; France, MM. Alby and Morin; Italy, MM. Bollasco
and Gambetil; Belgium, M. van der Meulen; Netherlands, MM. Hyzen and Mass;
Luxembourg, MM. Elvinger and Suttor. These gentlemen are alt high civil
servants, functioning as chiefs of divisions of international or European economic
affairs, in the Ministries of Economics. M. Alby is Assistant Secretary-General
of the French cabinet's inter-ministerial Co-ordinating Committee for Questions
of European Economic Co-operation.
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and road transport, scrap and coal policy, as well as for commercial
policy matters. The so-called " Comité mixte " is the most
ambitious permanent body of this kind, charged with the harmonisation of national energy, investment, tax and social security policies.
Thus the Council takes seriously the implications of the spili-over
process. It refiects its concern by the creation of appropriate
machinery largely detached from national administration. But
while it grants continuous High Authority participation in these
deliberations, it was careful to put the machinery under intergovernmental rather than federal direction.
Yet a new siant is given even to these measures through the
function of the Council's own permanent secretariat, thus detracting
further from the conventional diplomatie technique. Decisions of
the Cocor and of ad hoc commissions are prepared by Council
technicians who no longer have any tie with national governments
but are ECSC civil servants. Their position papers and contacts
with the High Authority thus find their way into intergovernmental
consultations. Since the staff members make recommendations
of their own, a centralised if technocratic—element is directly
introduced into the negotiating process even at the Council level.
This function, naturaily, is effective in guiding Council decisions
only when consensus has flot yet been achieved by the six ministers.
When, for opposing, converging or identical motives, they have
already made up their minds on a given course of action, no amount
of study and recommendation at the various lower levels of contact
is relevant to the decision. Such open-and-shut cases, however,
occur very rarely.
DECISION-MAKING PATrERNS : CONSULTATIONS
The great bulk of consultations between die High Authority and
the Council refers to policy questions of very minor relevance to
issues of political integration. Exceptions to this rule, however,
include some of the most crucial situations with respect to supranational decision-making: the relaxation of the fair trade code,
reduction of the ECSC production tax, and the use of ceiling prices
for the Ruhr.
To Monnet's request that rebates be allowed beyond the price
lists submitted by steel manufacturers, the Council gave a most
equivocal reply. When the High Authority enacted its proposai
regardless of the response, the French and Italian Governments
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feit free to proceed against the decision in their appeals to the Court.
Unless the production tax is to be levied at a rate in excess of
1 per cent. of value produced, the Council lacks jurisdiction over
the issue. When the High Authority consulted the Council on
May 2, 1955, State Secretary Westriek, demanded that the rate
be cut in haif immediately, a request motivated by the assertion
that the reserve fund was adequate, that coal production costs in
the Ruhr must be reduced and that the collieries must be compensated for increased wages gained by J. G. Bergbau. Italy and
Luxembourg supported the German daim ; France was doubtful;
but Belgium and Holland opposed it, citing the need for more readaptation and the danger of reducing taxes during an infiationary
period. Yet the High Authority enacted the reduction it had
planned.
The voting pattern on the central " dirigistic " question o!'
whether ECSC price ceilings should be ma.intained for the Ruhr
is as foliows:
voted
"yes" in:
Germany
Franco

1954

1955
1954

voted " no " in:

abstained or
unclear in:

1956

1955
Italy
Belgium

1956
1 955
1 956

.Netherlands

1955*

Luxembourg

1956
1954

1 954 (if prices decline)
1954 (if prices decline)

1955
1954

1956

1956

1955 (no increases)

* 1f price increases are kept low.

The pattern shows (1) that the German position was met in ail
cases, (2) that no unanimity was ever obtained, but that the High
Authority acted anyway, and (3) that no one country was ever
isoiatecl. It should be added, however, that in the 1956 price
ceiling discussion in the Cc,cor, the French, Italian and Dutch delegates darkly hinted at their right to re-impose national ceilings
if the High Authority decided to abolish its controls.
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DECISION-MAKING PATTERNS: CouNciL Aoxtaina

A large range of issues has arisen under the Treaty calling for the
agreement of the Couneil to a proposai of the High Authority.
Many of these have been discussed in other eontexts and need
only be recapitulated briefly. Scrap policy is one of the chief
headaches to the governments and the High Authority, with the
executive having consistently sought to deal with the shortage
through central price control, allocation and planning measures
requiring Council approval. Yet the votes show that unanimous
agreement was rarely attained during the four-year period when
the issue came up repeatediy, with the High Authority proceeding
to enact the measures it considered necessary : more dirigistic than
the italian Government demanded, but less than the French desired.
At the same lime, however, the Council considered the long-term
solutjon of the crisis to be a " harmonisation " function under
Article 26, and hence its prerogative. Therefore, it created its
own expert commission to work out a final solution instead of
relying exelusively on the initiative of the High Authority.°
Council agreement was also required for the relaxation of the
rules governing national governmental participation in re-adaptation operations and in the inauguration of the ECSC housing projects. No difficulty was encountered in either of these situations
at the level of the full Council, though certain menibers of the
Cocor had expressed reserve about tax funds originating from
one country being spent on non-coal and steel re-adaptation projects in other member states. While the relaxations were hedged
about with conditions to keep them from becoming a precedent,
the tenor of the discussions plainly showed that on none of these
issues was there a determination of any single government to
prevent the evolution, on principle, of federal activities even though
not all members would profit equaiiy from them.
Coal policy, aS especially the coal shortage which developed
from 1955 on, gave rise to some impatience among the governments.
They challenged the desire. of the High Authority to institute coal
price fiexibility as a long-range policy goal, reserved their right to
examine the basic questions of investment in the coal sector in
relation to other energy sources, and insisted on taking a hand in
the consideration of alleviating shortages through compensation
arrangements. Hence, coal policy has increasingly been confineci
9

Some details are in Agence Europe, July 16, 23, 26, 28, 1954.
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to study and discussion in the Council's own technical commission
for coal. While the High Authority is asked to co-operate with
this group, it is clearly flot under immediate federal jurisdiction
and thus reflects a desire of the ministers to influence this vital
area. But this step by no means precludes joint action in response
to a more vigorous High Authority initiative, as was made clear
in our discussion of Luxembourg's coal plans in 1957.
Council agreement by unanimous vote is required to empower
and instruct the High Authority in dealings with third countries.
Enough bas already been said about the negotiation of the Agreement of Association with Britain and the Consultation Accord with
Switzerland to make plain that the Council jealously guards ils
prerogative in this field, even though it is perfectly willing to entertain policy recommendations coming from the High Authority.
However, the decision-making pattern here also reveals that the
national policy most restrictive of federal initiative France's in
this instance—did flot carry the day and was successfully
compromised on the Council.
While paragraph 14 ofthe Convention on Transitional Provisions
aliows the High Authority to negotiate with third countries on
behaif of ECSC, subject to Council instructions, the general tenor
of the Treaty makes it quite clear that commercial relations with
non-member countries remain the prerogative of the six governments. These have merely incurred the obligation not to violate
ECSC rules in their external dealings and to harmonise their tarif
structures by 1958 so as to create a true customs union. The aim
of harmonisation involves not only the drastic reduction of the
extremely high Italian duties, but the slight raising of the very low
Benelux tarif, and especially the evening out of the intermediate
level of duties typical of France and Gerrnany. 10 In order to corne
to grips with this task, the Council created the Commission on
Commercial Policy, whose function includes not only the longterm task of harmonisation, but the immediate one of guiding the
High Authority on commercial dealings with third countries during
the transitional period.
The Council's Commission bas been working on harmonisation.
But the very nature of the supranational system had compelled
10

The legal structure and the actual tarift rates requiring harmonisation arc explored
in detail in Institut des Relations Internationales, op. cit., pp. 248-251, and Vignes,
01;. cli., pp. 58-62.
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even before 1958 a much doser relationship with the High Authority
than required by the Treaty. The rules allow the High Authority
to pass on ail commercial agreements negotiated by the six governments and to call to the attention of national ministers commercial
policies inconsistent with ECSC directives, while also issuing
recommendations for revision. Given this responsibility to Luxembourg and given the duty to arrive at a uniform tarif by 1958,
the actual freedom of negotiation with third countries tends to
ring hollow. The administrative problems created by it are such
that the Council in 1954 invited the High Authority to occupy a
much larger initial role than foreseen. As a resuit, it was the High
Authority which, on behaif of the six governments, negotiated
with Austria for a special steels accord, and within the GAT1'
framework during the 1955-1956 session.
In these cases, the steps in the ECSC decision-making process
were as follows. The Council took the initiative in expressing a
desire for accords with given third countries and instructed the
High Authority to prepare a draft agreement. This the High
Authority did, submitting a document to 11w ministers requiring
them to find a suitable compromise tarif level to serve as a basis
for negotiation with Austria and others. Italy was by definition
excepted from this, the Benelux governments declined to raise their
tarifs to the level foreseen, but Germany and France then began
to negotiate to align their varying levels. As this became difficult,
it was the High Authority which interceded and suggested the
11 per cent. level finaily adopted by both. When negotiations with
Austria were opened by M. Spierenburg, Council members attended
the sessions as suent observers, periodically reinstructing the
High Authority as they saw fit. In actual practice, these functions
of the Council were carried out by the Committee on Commercial
Policy, whose final decision would guide full Council approval
of any successfully negotiated agreements. Ratification by national
parliaments might then still be necessary, depending on national
law.
Formally, the governments retain ail essential powers. In terms
of regional decision-making, however, they share it flot only with
the High Authority, but delegate it to one of their owa expert
corporate bodies. The spiil-over is introduced into this practice
when as at the GATT sessions tarif bargaining on steel alone
becomes impossible as concessions with respect to duties on other
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items are demanded. Here again the Council has accepted the
challenge of the new procedures by appropriately extending the
scope 0f its Committee on Commercial Policy. When the High
Authority is challenged by other GATT members on alleged
dumping or cartel practices by ECSC firms, the six governments
have been unanimous in defending their agent even though it was
they who denied the High Authority the right to curb such measures
in 1953. In fact, therefore, the Treaty rules governing " agreement ,, of die Council have become the guides for action, with
High Authority-sponsored discussion continuing until a compromise
is found.
The classic case, flot of compromise but of the complete
capitulation of a tenaciously defended national position, is provided by the controversy surrounding the opening of the common
market for special steels in summer of 1954. Council participation
in the decision became necessary because the French Government
challenged the ruling of the High Authority to abolish obstacles
to trade in special steels, claiming the need for a special safeguarding
clause to protect the allegedly high-cost French producers. The
Consultative Committee had overwhelmingly favoured the opening,
at the loud demand of German producers and dealers and over
the protest of French industry spokesmen. Yet Paris made no
move to repeal the special 15 per cent. tax applicable exclusively
to imports of special steels.
In the Council meeting of June 24, the matter came to a head
with a High Authority proposai, backed by five ministers, that
the common market be definitely opened on August 1, calling on
France to rescind the tax before that date. Bourgès-Maunoury
agreed, provided a special safeguarding clause for Frencli steels
were approved at the same time. This the Council refused to
grant, but agreed to instruct the High Authority to investigate the
French special steels industry's needs along those unes. While
French industry was in an uproar and the cabinet in Paris
accused Bourgès-Maunoury of selling out French interests, the
High Authority experts reported that no need for safeguarding
measures could be established. The clé,zoue,nent came during the
eighteenth session of the Council, on July 27. Backed by his
government, Bourgès-Maunoury first held out for the application of' safeguarding measures in exchange for the repeal of
the 15 per cent. tax. He was turned down by his colleagues.
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He then asked for the authorisation of varlous administrative
devices through which the imports of special steels might be
temporarily controlled, only to be repulsed by the Benelux ministers.
Finaily he asked for a special 5 per cent, tax refund to be granted
to French producers to enable them to lower their costs. Even
this was branded a violation of the Treaty by the High Authority
members present and by certain of the governments ; but it was
agreed, for " courtesy' sake," to permit such a refund during a
three-months trial period, after which it would have to be removed.
Thus given a slight face-saving formula, Bourgès-Maunoury
capitulated and the common market was opened without special
tax or safeguarding clause on August 1, 1954.'
DECISION-MAKING PATTERNS: COUNCIL PREPONDERANCn
[n areas in which the Council possesses and daims predominant
powers of initiating and approving steps relevant to political
integration, however, things tend to proceed less smoothly. Crucial
decisions in the fields of labour migration, transport, welfare policy,
and general economic policy will be singled out for study here.
Labour Migration
Taking literaily the text of the Treaty which catis on the High
Authority to " orient and facilitate " the initiative of Hie governments in creating a free labour market, the High Authority in
1953 worked out a series of proposais. They asserted the right of
qualified workers to seek employment free from immigration and
passport restrictions, other than those concerned with health and
public order, recommended the issuing of an ECSC labour card
to ail qualified personnel which would entitle them to migrate,
noted the importance of a liberal definition of "qualified labour,"
and calied for co-ordination among national employment services
to match supply with demand, as well as a multiiateral social
security convention to eliminate discrimination. 12
An inter-governmental conference was now convened to
il Detailsare reported in Agence Europe, June 15, 21, 24, 26, 30, July 2, 14, 19, 20 9
21 9 27 9 28, 31, 1954. In a study of Nouvelles dc l'Europe, January 1955, pp. 6-19,
this cpisode is used quite unjustiflably as typical of Council willingncss w hccd
the prodding of the High Authority,
12 High Authority, Labour Division, Working Group for the Application of Article
69 1 " Bcricht an die Hohe Behôrde," Doc. 7523 dl! (Luxernbourg: October 1953).
Information Division, " La libre circulation des travailleurs de qualification
confirmée " (Luxembourg: October 27, 1954).
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consider these suggestions. It revealed a division of opinion
already implicit in the positions defended by organised labour
which could not be meaningfully compromised. France and
Luxembourg overtly opposcd any casing of migration rules,
Germany proved almost equally unenthusiastic, with only Belgium,
Holland and Italy defending the High Authority ideas. Ail the
conference managed to agree on was a far more restrictive definition
of what constitutes " qualified " coal and steel labour than that
advanced by the High Authority and by the Italian Government,
though even this definition was more liberal than the rigid standards
of vocational training demanded by the Germans. A labour card
was to be issued to such personnel, but they would be entitled
to migrate only to accept employment offered them through the
medium of direct deniand or national employment services. No
agreement could be reached on the details of implementation.
This task was confided to the Council of Ministers and the
Cocor, where a less rigidly diplomatic procedure prevailed. The
ILO was charged with working out the necessary social security
convention, and national employment services were to be coordinated through a central secretariat in Luxembourg, without
powers of initiative. New techniques of intergovernmental
negotiation, however, were implicit in the difficult questions of
ratification and officiai languages. France demanded the exclusive
use of French for the migration agreement, a daim hotly disputed
by the Germaris. A Belgian compromise formula carried the day,
under which the agreement was to be considered a " resolution of
the Council," and hence sidestep the question of language prestige,
since such decisions need not in principle corne up for parliamentary
review. Other delegations, however, insisted that their national
law requires formai ratification. Instead of simply accepting this
assertion, the Cocor made its owît review of national procedures
and extracted agreement among its members either to avoid ratification or to expedite the proccss. Only Luxembourg refused to
agree even to this concession. 13
The resulting " agreement " svas unanimously approved by the
Council in October of 1954, only to remain unimplemented until
13

Agence Europe, May 17, 28, July

5, 27, Septeniber 6, 23, October 11, 25, 26, 28,

1954. It should be notcd that the minimalist nature of the intcrgovernrncntal

negotiations rcsuttcd in a sharp attack on the CounciL by flic Common Assenibly,
whosc efforts to influence the treaty drafting proccss vcrc repulsed by the govcrnrncnts.
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1957. Efforts to work out the necessary multipartite social security
convention failed time and again at the ILO and at the level of
intergovernmental expert discussion. In December of 1956, the
Council took the matter up direetly, after having encouraged the
Higli Authority to work mit and circulate a compromise formula.
It was confronted by the same issue which had plagued the meetings
in 1954: Italy demanded that the bulk of social security contributions be borne by the country of employment, whereas ail others
sought to spiit the burden of financing more evenly between enploying and home states. However, the differences were effectively
compromised on the basis of High Authority intercession, leading
to the conclusion of a new set of rules for ail kinds of migrant
workers.'4

Transport Harmonisation

The decision-making pattern in the area of transport harmonisalion is very similar to the labour migration case. ECSC activity
was initiated with High Authority proposais, modified by governmental opposition, relegated to discussions of governmental
experts assisted by the High Authority, confirmed in a final Coundil
decision, with subsequent measures confided to strict Couneil
supervision, accompanied by a minimum of federal action.
The first steps taken by ECSC involved the elimination of obvious
cases of railway rate discrimination based on the nationality of
shipper and consignee. A commission of governmental experts
examined thirty-two separate aiiegations of discriminatory rates.
It unanimously agreed on ordering the modification of twenty-four.
The remaining cases gave rise to disputes among the delegates
as to whether discrimination was involved, each national group
defending its practices as legal in principle. Even here almost
unanimous agreement on the details was reached, even if the
principie was ieft in doubt. Most significantly, the experts recommended that certain practices could be brought into conformity
with Treaty rules only by the introduction of uniform international
through-rates, implying the abolition of fictitious frontier charges.
At this stage, the High Authority prepared a detailed scheme
for harmonisation and put it before the Council for implementation.
Specifically, it was requested that in cases where the Treaty clearly
requires the equality of position of ail coal and steel consumers,
14

Agence Europe, June S, July 24, December 11, 1956. Sec Chap. 3 for the details.
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regardless of nationality, uniformly tapered rates must be applied
irrespective of frontiers. Yet the High Authority was careful flot
to push this principle so far as to include the equalisation of railway tarifs at the lowest common level, to make no proposais
on the actual level of the new rates, and to leave intact special rate
protection accorded to certain interests unless it could be proved
that these were discriminatory to coal and steel consumers. Procedurally speaking, it is interesting to note that High Authority
recommendations were prepared by French and German railway
experts seconded to Luxembourg, who only a few months previously had been instrumental in inventing new discriminations.
For its part, the Council declined to permit die High Authority
to pursue the harmonisation task independently and called for the
creation of a new committee of governmental experts representing
the ministries of transport to work out the actual arrangements.
The governments were already in disagreement over the desired
scope.
The labours of this committee were far from harmonious. The
French, Belgian, and Luxembourg delegates, in general, endorsed
the proposais of the High Authority and recommended the inauguration of a tapered through-rate system. These aims became
the report of the committee even though unanimous agreement
could flot be secured. The Itaiian delegation opposed the throughrates as not required by the Treaty and harmful to the Italian steel
and coke industries, as well as implying Iosses for the state railways.
The Dutch experts thought that the report ignored the effects
on carriers other than railways and failed to specify the precise
rate structure. And the Germans argued heatedly that tapered
through-rates were altogether unnecessary, and were bound to
hurt regions and economic interests stiil justifiably protected by
a manipulated rate structure.
Since these reservations corresponded to the opinions of the
respective national ministries, a compromise had to be found if
there was going to be any agreement at ail. At this point, the
High Authority again took the initiative by side-stepping the expert
committec and approaching the national governments directly,
while strongly defending the need for a supranational solution
along the unes of Us original proposais. R attacked the positions
of the Gernian and Itailan ministers head-on. A reconvened
expert commission, apparently equipped with new instructions,
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did agree finaily to uniform tapered through-rates, meeting the
Geirnan and Italian reservations by initially limiting the distances
to be subject to the rules and thus permitting temporarily the
protection of certain regions from competition. 15 Bonn and Rome
swallowed the federal principle implied in the solution, even if the
pili was sugared by certain exemptions.
When the Council was convened to approve the agreement,
the earlier reluctance had by no means evaporated. The Dutch,
Italian and German transport ministers seemed determined to
kiil the agreement even after High Authority intervention, with
Bonn's Seebohm taking a particularly uncompromising stand.
At the crucial point in the meeting, an adjournment was called
after which the ministers of economics the regular members of
the Council took aside their compatriots and explained to them
that under the decision-making code of ECSC, the supranational
principle itself is not subject to attack, though negotiations over
the details are proper! Thus " converted," the recalcitrant ministers
dropped their opposition and the agreement was approved by the
full Council.'°
Clearly, the final solution proved possible only because in each
national capital the ministries of transport and of economics were
in disagreement with one another the former worried about
losses of revenue and the latter concerned with the benefits of the
common market. At the same time, national interest groups were
equally divided, depending on whether they tended to rely on foreign
sources of supply and markets or feared external competition.
There were no strong national positions to be unanimously defended.
The principle of fragmentation is again useful in explaining why
a supranationally weiglited compromise was realised.
Yet the sequel to this episode demonstrates tint not ail national
governments were pleased by the crucial independent role played
by the High Authority in the railway agreement. Harmonisation
of rules and elimination of discrimination concerning road and
'5

16

Agence Europe, September 21, 22, 29, October 1, 1954. High Authority, Prcss
Release, Juiy 28, 1954, January 20, 1955. The detaits of the final agreement are
given in Chap. 3.
fl is reported that Erhard persuaded Seebohm to change [ils attitude and that
Spicrenburg was instrumental in obtaining the acquiescence of the Dutch minister
cf transport. U is also reported that in the discussion betwcen the ministers of
economics and their transport colleagues, tue point Nvas strongly nrnde that the
ECSC Council of Ministers is not the Council of the OEEC, in vhich prior commitment ta joint action is neyer taken for granted.
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waterway traffic were kept out of the direct scope of High Authority
initiative by national govermnents finding ample legal arguments
for preserving inter-governmental techniques for attacking these
issues.'7 Repcated High Authority suggestions to the Council
for action ia these two areas were met with dilatory replies. At
first, the Council deferrcd to the concurrent efforts of the European
Conference of Transport Ministers to work out a solution strictly
along conventional diplornatic Unes, while on the Rhine the pressing
issue of differences between national and international freight rates
was resolved by the organisation of a cartel. 18 High Authority
protests that this arrangement was contrary to the Treaty, since
it included coal and involved firms under ECSC jurisdiction, had
no immediate effect on the intergovernmental deliberatiôns. 19
When early in 1956 the High Authority again called for action,
the Council members agreed that the techniques of negotiation
oC their transport colleagues had Ied to no concrete results. They
charged tlieir own expert commission on inland waterways, in
co-operation with the High Authority, to submit plans for a
definite solution. While Italy and Luxembourg took no direct
interest in the issue, the Oerman and French experts favoured
ECSC-imposed rate limits and publicly controlled compensation
arrangements, to some degree reminiscent of the cartel approach.
The Belgian and Dutch experts, however, held out for a strictly
free market unobstructed by limitations of this kind. When early
in 1957 the experts and the High Auth.ority found no common
ground, the High Authority announced to the Council that it
had charged one of its members to explore possible solutions
directly with the six governments, thus in effect sidestepping once
17
'B

19

Details are well surnrnariscd in Bok, op, cit., pp. 20 et seq.
Undcr the agreement, announced in September 1955, quotas of traHie were allotted
to national trade associations of shippers, as foliows: Germany, 44 per cent.;
Fiolland, 37 per cent.; France, 9 per cent.; Belgium, 8 per cent.; Switzerland,
2 per cent. Agence Europe, September 29, 1955.
Tue European Conference of Transport Ministers includes rnost of the OEEC
mcrnbers. It rnects annually for excitanges of views on common problems but
possesscs rio decision-niaking power. U has no permanent staff and undertakes
no independent studies, retying for such efforts on the International Raliway
Union, the Central Rhine Commission and stich trade associations as the International Union for Inland Navigation. Hence h is prcferred both by state railway
administrations and private shippers to the supranational system of the ECSC
Council of Ministcrs, which they cannot influcnce directly. On the other hand,
the resuits obtaincd by thc Conference are meagre because they depend exclusively
on multipartite negotiations and co-operation from intercstcd parties, whcther
public or private. For details sec Conseil National du Patronat Français, Bulletin,
Novcrnbcr 1954, p. 61 et seq; Informations Bi,nc,:s,,e/ks, March 1, 1955, pp. 3 l-32.
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more the intergovernmental expert commission. While die agreement announced in the summer of 1957 affects only navigation
on the Rhine it nevertheless represents significant concessions by
both pairs of experts and underscores the mediating role of the
High Authority in a setting in which governments are unable to
agree but nevertheless are committed to a general so1ution."'

Labour Fo!icy

Quite apart from the central issue of the harmonisation of
wages and working conditions throughout the ECSC area, the
Council was thrown into a difficuit position by the task of selecting
the labour members of the Consultative Committee. According
to an agreement made in 1952 between the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the International Confederation of Christian Trade Unions, at the suggestion cf Jean Monnet,
the labour groups recommended greater representation for German
than for French unions in the list of candidates they presented
to the Council. This was immediately disputed by the French
Council member who demanded parity with Germany, and also
by the Italian minister, who wanted an inereased Italian workers'
quota. Tedious negotiations were required to arrive at a compromise, which included a rotating system of representation under
which certain unions participate as observers in alternate years. 2 °
While this early difficulty clearly reflected a struggie for
national prestige, distinct economic interests were involved in the
later Council effort to extend the ECSC task to the harmonisation
of wages and working conditions. Early in 1954 André Morice
proposed that the Council study the harmonisation of social
security contributions. This suggestion was backed by Luxembourg's Michel Rasquin, but opposed by everybody else. Matters
became more serious when the Belgian steel industry was compelled
to introduce the five-day week without loss of pay in mid-1955.
Jean Rey, at the twenty-seventh session of the Council, forinaily
1a0
20

detajis Sec Chap. 3; High Authority, FiftI: Genera/ Report (April 1957), PP.
I 42-145 ; Bulletin niensisel d'J,zforrnation (July 1 957), p. 14.
C/,ronique de Folitique Etrangère, Vol. 6, no. I (January 1953), p. 64.
System suggestcd by the ICFTU-ICCTU accord: System adoptcd
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put a request on the agenda that ECSC study tue implications
of the general introduction of the five-day week, thus hoping to
pass on the Belgian cost increase to the other steel-producing
members. Luxembourg once more backed the proposai energetically, as did Etaly. France opposed the generalised five-day
week, but was willing to go aiong with the study if it were linked
to the harmonisation of social security contributions. The German
and Dutch members, however, saw no reason why the favourable
cost conditions of their steel industries should be thus hamstrung
and therefore indicated that the issue was not urgent and might
prejudice the competitive power of ECSC steel on external markets.
Yet not even Westrick and Zijistra could overtly oppose a measure
presented as progressive social legislation though it implied the
extension of ECSC activity into a new field. Hence, they reiuctantiy
consented to the Belgian initiative by endorsing a unanimous Council
resolution instructing a mixed High Authority-governmental commission to investigate the feasibility of introducing the five-day week
throughout the ECSC area. But, warned Westrick, " the decision
to undertake this investigation can have no prejudicial effects on
ii
2 Irrespective of the German and Dutch
a fundamental
reluctance to countenance the emergence of a supranational labour
policy, the growing shortage of miners persuaded even these
governments to endorse High Authority-sponsored recruitment
measures and, in 1957, to support the drafting of an ECSC-wide
bili of rights for miners.

General Econornic Policy
Under Article 26 of the Treaty, it is the duty of the Council to
" harmonise " the policy of the High Authority with the generai
economic policies of the six member states and to consuit with the
1-ligli Authority to this end. Article 95 gives the Council the power to
cail on the High Authority to undertake whatever studies may be
necessary to advance the goal of integration. Action under these
headings was defined initially by the Council in its famous resolution
of October 13, 1953, and later undertaken by the Mixed Committee.
The content of the resolution and an outiine of the Mixed
21

Report on the 27th Council session, September 26, 1955, Continental .ïron and
Steel Trade Reports (October 6, 1955). Agence Europe, September 13, 16, 26, 27,
1955. It should be noted, incidentally, that the German Ministry of Labour 'vas
far more favourably disposed toward the Belgian proposai than the German
Minisiry of Economics.
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Committee's work were given above. 22 What remains to 1m
undertaken is an evaluation cf this work in terms of its contribution
to political integration and an assessment of the Council and lis
members as advancing or retarding this work.
In 1956 a commission of the Common Assembly found " that
the Ccuncil bas net yet made use of the possibilities offered by
Article 26. . . . The choice of questions discussed by the Council
and the High Authority has most often been inspired by opportunism; it hasnot been dictated by the desire to realise expansion,
23 Hence, the commission called
the aim assigned by the
on the High Authority to go over the head of the Council and
approach the governments directly in an effort to mobilise these
sections oC the Treaty for the rapid integration of Europe.
A sober examination of the decision-making process in the
reaim cf general economic policy will reveal that the fault for slowness is not solely the Council's. Thus, all the governments endorsed
the proposai of the High Authority on October 12, 1953, to leave
the confines of ceal and steel and relate cyclical conditions in the
integrated sector to overail economic policy still Ieft in national
hands. Nobody disputed Monnet's statement that the threatened
slump " called for a policy of general expansion and conditions of
normai competition." Ail the governments agreed that their coal
and stcel industries should be freed from administrative and fiscal
handicaps which prevented optimum competition on the common
market, that monetary and price policy beyond coal and steel should
be designed to favour general expansion, and that investmcnts should
be encouraged. 24 The text of the resolution endorsing the High
Authority appeal for joint study and co-ordinated policies was
drafted by Rasquin and enthusiastically defended by him. Again,
no minister attackcd the draft, while Zijlstra added te its scope
by requesting that the joint study of cyclical developments become
a regular part of ECSC activity.
Sec Chap. 3. The Mixcd Commiuce is made up of senior natioÀal civil servants
plus three members of the High Authority's Econornics Division. The Committcc's sub-commissions are stalTcd by instructed national experts and l-ligh
Authority spccia)ists. It is reported that instructions have becri gcncral in nature
and have strcsscd the nced for a mcaningful implementation cf the Council's
original resolution.
23
Assemblée Commune, Exercise 1955-1956, Doc. no. 20, " Rapport . . . sur la
el
co-opération dc la Haute Autorité et lcs Gouvernements des Etats membres
par Wilmar Sabass, pp. 14, 19.
24
This summary was compilcd on the basis ofaccess to High Authority Doc. 7231/2 f,
and Councit of Ministers Doc. CM 231/53, pp. 57-64.
22
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A unanimous vote in favour of task extension, however, did
not imply an identity of è.ims. France, then as later, saw in the
resolution a means for equalising social security and tax burdens,
controlling prices and limiting German investments. Luxembourg
and Belgium agreed as to the equalisation of taxes but also favoured
in principle ECSC-wide measures to control cyclical fluctuations.
Holland, then as later, was preoccupied with price stability. Italy
was not directly interested. The crucial role played, however, was
that of Ludwig Erhard. The Minister of Economics at Bonn is
known for his unfiinching advocacy of the principles of the " social
market economy," a doctrine opposing equally bitterly public
planning and private collusion, castigating the influence of private
groups on policy and extollirig the state as the Hegelian guarantor
of the general interest. 25 Erhard's opposition to supranationalism
is based not only on his dislike of regional economic compartmentation, but to his fear of regional politicial institutions:
The political independence of central banks and a close international co-operation among their governors is the best protection
against the danger of abuses of power by pressure groups. The
strict necessity of subordinating supranational authorities to supranational parliamentary control will nierely result in a transposition
of the pressure group problem to the supranational level. 26
The harmonisation of general economic policies, therefore, could
be defended so long as the Council aRme remained in charge.
But as soon as Commort Assembly pressu±e or High Authority
efforts at " dirigisme " are implied, Erhard is compelled to oppose
harmonisation measures. While he spoke and voted for the
resolution of October 13, 1953, his subsequent attitude has not
aiways been consistent with his vote.
The work of the Mixed Committee under the resolution has been
concerned with the study of these fields : ( a) analysis of alI economic
and demographic factors conditioning general economic expansion
in ECSC countries and forecasts of needs by 1960 and 1965; agreement was reached on the suppositions, definitions and hypotheses
necessary for such a study and statistical material vas collected;
The doctrine of the social rnarkct economy," as prescnted by its founders,
The
Rôpke, Eucken and Rtistow, is wcIi surnmarised by Cari J. Friedrich,
Political Thouglit oC Neo-Liberalism," Ainerican Political Science Review, Vol.
XLIX, no. 2 (June 1955), pp. 509 et seq.
20
Erhard as quoted by Karl Atbrecht, Integration of vieten Wegen," Winschaftsdienst, Scptcmbcr 1955, p. 5046
25

"

"

"
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(b) estimates of long-range energy needs ; data has been collected
on the basis of an agreed common questionnaire; (c) studies of
the influence cf fiscal and tarif systems on the price of energy, as
well as general studies on price formation for ail sources cf energy;
again the experts agreed on the nature of the questionnaire to be
used and the data to be considered relevant; (d) estimates cf the
need for and the availability of investment capital to cover future
energy requirements, including a study of the general rate of investment in member countries; after considerable delays, agreement
was reached on the questionnaire and the data obtained; (e) distortion studies, i.e., analyses designed to ascertain whether six
national fiscal, social security and wage systems seriously " distort"
price formation and the pattern of competition; while agreement
was reached on the questionnaire used, little actual data was obtained
with the exception cf the wage q uestion .261
By the end of 1957 no harmonisation of energy or general
economic policies had been effected. In what sense, then, can
the work of the Mixed Committee be considered a contribution
to integration? The answer lies in the methods employed for
these studies. Under the prodding cf High Authority experts, the
economic specialists cf six governments agreed for the first time
to collect and submit statistical information net previously made
available to non-national organs, data which could easily find its
way into supranational economic planning at some future time.
They agreed to submit comparable statistics based on common
definitions, unlike similar endeavours in other international organisations. The process implied, on the part of the High Authority,
a deliberate reliance on key national officiais in order to induce
and accustom these civil servants to co-operative supranational
work. Data collected on this basis engages the full responsibility
of these officiais and may permit no drawing back by governments
in the future, once the High Authority decided te take up with
the fui! Council the results of the studies. This is ail the more
germane te integration because cf the reiuctance cf the German
Government, in particular, te submit information which could be
taThe resuits of the cnergy studies, togcthcr with rccomnicndations for investment
policy, wcrc pub!ishcd as Comité Mixte, Eludes et Documents, " Etude sur la
structure et les Tendances de l'Economie énergctiquc dans les pays dc la Communauté " (Luxcmbourg, 1957). In this connection, sec aiso the paralici rcport
by Louis Armand, Franz Etzcl and Francesco Giardani, A Target for Euratoin,
May 1957.
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used for planning purposes. In view of this attitude and the fear
of the French officiais that the Committee might be used to sidestep the Council's pre-eminent role in " harmonisation," it is ail
the more significant that the Cocor agreed to a wide . interpretation
0f the Committee's task and endorsed the High Authority's
proposais for detailed and exhaustive questionnaires.
Apparentiy the decision to use these studies as a means to expand
the supranational task was flot made until the success of Euratom
and EEC was assured. At that point, however, High Authority
passivity changed to active policy: on the occasion of the Rome
meeting of the foreign ministers, March 25, 1957, René Mayer
urged Paul-Henri Spaak, in the latter's capacity as head of the
intergovernmental committee drafting the new treaties, to bring
about a clear mandate for the High Authority to make studies
and propose policies in the entire energy field in order to arrive at a
co-ordinated European fuel policy. The foreign ministers, through
the pen of M. Halistein, encouraged the High Authority to submit
appropriate proposais to the Council of Ministers.
Such proposais were indeed submitted, based on the previous
studies of the Mixed Committee, and lcd to the acceptance by the
Councii on October 8, 1957, of a protacol defining the new mission
0f the High Authority in the energy sector. While eschewing any
desire to extend the powers of ECSC to energy sources other than
coal, the Council nevertheiess agreed in sweeping terms to the
need for integrated and co-ordinated fuel forecasts and demand
analyses in order to achieve an optimum distribution of investment; tied at ail levels to overall economic and foreign exchange
policy. Specificaliy, the High Authority svas charged with preparing studies and making recommendations for co-ordination,
in co-operation with the Mixed Committee, Euratom and EEC.
These studies may draw ou information obtained directly from
private firms and groups not subject to the ECSC Treaty; if these
fail to co-operate, the governments are pledged to intercede on the
High Authority's behalf. The High Authority's conclusions
will be communicated to and discussed with the Council. Their
publication may be authorised.26)
This clear extension of the scope of supranationahty was flot
achieved without some hesitation by certain governments. Hence
21

bTcxt of the protocol betwcen the High Authority and Oie Council of Ministers
in Jownal Officiel, December 7, 1957, pp. 571 578.
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the decision-making pattern is once more instructive of the nature
of the spiil-over pracess at the level of intergovernmental dealings.
The points which aroused most discussion in the meeting of the
Council hinged around the High Authority's right to access to
non-ECSC firms, the independent role of the High Authority
in the preparation of the studies (as opposed to dependence on
nationaily instructed experts and governments), and the possibility
of publication for the reports. For Bonn, Westrick strongly urged
a restricted supranational rote on ail three counts and he received
the support of Zijistra. However, on behaif of the High Authority
René Mayer resisted these arguments, a position in which he enjoyed the strong support of the Belgian and Italian representatives.
The pattern is thus clear: with a strong division of opinion among
the ministers, a High Authority determined to carry its proposais
won the day even in an area which clearly is not subject to its
original jurisdiction. And in the interest of harmony, M. Westrick
agreed finaily to proposais which he had opposed at the beginning
of the session. 26 °
Joint studies of cyclical conditions provide the one remaining
area of Council action foreseen by the resolutiori of October 13,
1953. Council discussion here reveals that far more supranational
action could have been achieved ifthe High Authority had responded
affirmatively to suggestions made. Each successive report by the
High Authority on business trends was criticised for being too
modest in scope. Requests for specific reconimendations on
common credit and investment policies, inflationary or deflationary
steps were made regularly by Council members, but only suppiied
in very sketchy form by the High Authority. Thus during the
Council session of September 27, 1955, not only Morice, Rey, and
Rasquin, but Zijistra and Westrick as well calied on the High
Authority to make more profound and far-reacliing economic
analyses. But Albert Coppé replied that the Treaty does not
permit such an invasion of the general economic domain and that
a free-enterprise oriented ECSC should not directly deal with the
policy fields implied! 27
25 cC0uflcj1
27

of Ministers Doc. 715 f/57, October 21, 1957.
The High Authority justifies iLs cautious attitude b>' pointirig out that the discussions on cyclical conditions which take place in the ECSC ('ramcwork are
bascd on honest statistics and frank opinions, rather than on figures conipiled
for bargaining purposcs, li contrasts the opcnncss of Council discussions witli
the negotiating atrnosphcre said w prevail in similar OEEC meetings, where
resolutions are merely the Iowest common denominator among uncompromised
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The fault for ECSC rectitude, thus, does not lie with the Council.
It is apparent from the controversy over the inflationary pressures
which developed after 1955 that the members would have been
dclighted with some kind of supranationa' directing mechanism
to which they could have publicly shifted the blame for later
adopting national policies ofcontrol and retrenchment. Accordingly
the Mixed Committee was instructed in summer of 1957 to intensify
its studies in such a way as to enable the Council to discuss coal
and steel trends in the framework of general cyclical movements.
The same wilhingness to defer to federal techniques in matters
extending beyond the strict scope o!' High Authority jurisdiction
is apparent in the reaction of several governments to the coal
memorandum. 28 Ail the governments rejected the principle of coal
price fiexibility and thereby indicated commitment to ECSC controis. Most of them indicated more interest in centrally rationing
certain kinds of coal in the winter of 1955-1956 than did the High
Authority. The reluctance to adjust ECSC policy on coal price
ceilings to special measures of subsidisation planned by the Bonn
Government in the spring of 1956 brought forth sharp comments
from the Dutch and French members of the Cocor, urging the
High Authority to interest itseif in this development beJ'ore ruling
on price ceilings, instead of invoking the Treaty in justification of
flot :' officially " knowing what was afoot. Gerrnany, Franc; and
Beigium favoured the use of fuel ml as regulating mechanism on
coal prices and argued for a doser co-ordination of energy policy.
Belgium, France, and Luxembourg supported ECSC-wide measures
to iimit imports of coal from third countries. While only Belgium
favoured the use of ECSC funds to finance coal buffer stocks during
periods of glut, all the governments were agreed that coal sales
organisations will continue to be necessary, though they must
function under centrally administered ruies. Clearly, the picture
of opinion and decisions in the Council does not reveal a unanimous
opposition to ECSC initative, study, and even planning,
nationat positions. Hence the High Authority insists on tite secrccy of the proceedings, non•publication of its reports, participation of unoflicial and uninstructed
national experts .(usually chosen from the central banks) in the discussions, and
the avoidance of any conclusion smacking of " policy. " Conversely, h forgoes
any intention of secking the actual implernentation by governments of the agreement in vicws rcached on the Council. Implernentation remains purety voluntary
and no changes of intcrcst rates or public spending are known to have occurred
because cf Council discussion.
an Sec Chap. 3. High Authority, Bulletin Mensuel d'1,ornzaion (July, 1957), p. 2.
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What pririciples of integration can now be extracted from the
decision-making pattern legaily involving High Authority participation and Council preponderance ? The migration and transport
decisions indicate that while the Coundil continues to make use of
the federal mechanism for study and negotiating purposes, the
operational centre of gravity has been re-asserted as lying with
the ministers themselves. National governments here seem clearly
to have regretted the initial exercise of authority by the federal
agency. However, in both cases they eventually turned to the High
Authority to mediate their disagreements and accepted the essence
of Luxembourg's position. The evolution 0f policy in the labour
and harmonisation fields, however, indicates a different trend.
Here, more responsibility than desired by the High Authority was
progressively delegated to it as the ministers realised . that they
could flot singly deal with the issues involved. That the Council
in ail cases retained ultimate control over the activities in question
does not detract from the importance of the delegation. The
difïerence between the two opposing trends is explained by the
direct involvement of vocal interest groups protesting an active
federal policy in the cases of labour migration and transport
harmonisation. Hence an ambitious ECSC-wide solution was
politically and administratively opposed in almost ail the member
countries. In the labour field, some domestic groups are in favour
of the federal " invasion " and the opposinggroups are numerically
Iess vital. And the issue of general economic policy harmonisation
is remote from parliamentary and constituency political pressure
and hence more susceptible of a federal solution, if the few civil
servants directly involved are so disposed. Hence, it cannot be
accurately argued on the basis of ECSC experience that in a
supranational system, intergovernmental techniques will invariably
cut down the federal authority and reclaim ail basic powers. Not
only have the ministers encouraged the federal agency in several
situations, but even the intergovernmental techniques of decisionmaking used and re-asserted carry the imprint of new procedures
and attitudes which have " spilled over " from the federal frainework.
GOVERNMENTAL INITIATIVE AND EUROPEAN UNITY

This conclusion must stand even in the fundamental poiitical
decisions taken by the six governments aiming at the continuation
of integration. This is true though technically such meetings do
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not occur in the ECSC framework and are not subject to Coundil
voting rules, even when the personnel engaged in negotiation is
identical with the Coundil's normal membership. Yet the distinction
is unimportant in practice. Meetings of the Couneil have initiated
such basid new departures as the European Political Community.
Responding to a Franco-Italian suggestion, the Council at its very
first meeting in August of 1952 called on the Common Assembly
to transform itself into die " ad hoc Assembly "__and thus tedhnically remain within the letter of the ECSC Treaty to draft a
political constitution. 29 But it was at subsequent conferences of
the six foreigu ministers, or their deputies, that the French Government brought up obstacle after obstacle to block the approval of
the EPC Draft Constitution, such as the suggestion to give the
EPC Council of National Ministers a veto power over ail iegislation
and to limit the competence of the EPC Parliament strictly to ECSC
and EDC matters. Similarly, the meeting at Messina was tedhnically outside the scope of ECSC. Yet k was here that René
Mayer was eiected successor to Jean Monnet apparently without
the consultation of the High Authority demanded by the Treaty
and that the " New Start " was decided upon. 30 The distinction
between Council meetings and conferences of the six governments
dealing with integration is even more blurred by the practice of
using the Councii's Luxernbourg secretariat in both situations.
Preparations for such meetings, unless they are handled exclusively
by foreign office personnel as was the case with EPC, may thus be
iargeiy removed from national administrative centres. As shown
by the Messina resolutions, the compromise obtained in this setting
Details concerning EPC in Chronique de Politique Etrangère, Vol. 6, no. I (January
1953) and no. 3 (May 1953). 11 should be noted that long before the fate of EPC
became doubtful because ofthe delays regarding the ratification ofthe EDCTreaty,
national governmcnts expressed reservations. Thus M. Beyen had insisted at the
Rome Conference of the six governments (February 24, 1953) that the EPC must
include a General European Common Market, much on the model of the agreement
concluded in 1957, and that a mere political federation was inadequate. M. Van
Zecland had warned ofthe dangers ofEPC and the mistakes ofthe federal approach.
M. René Mayer, in his maiden speech as Premier in 1953, had spoken of the need
to link the unification of Europe with the internai perfection of the French Union
and thus detracted from the primacy of European unity by stressing the French
colonial problem. M. Bidault, even though he had praised the EPC draft in waini
tcrms at Strasbourg, cxpressed himself with much more reserve__" il ne faut
pas défaire la France "__in parliament.
80
According to the Fiigh Authority's press release ofJune 2, 1955, Mayer was chosen
in Messina on June 1, whereupon Bech communicated 11w news to Luxembourg.
The remaining eight members of the High Authority then proceeded to " clect"
Mayer on June 2.
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was in no essential respect different from the pattern which has
characterised the Council in general. 3 '
A crucial index for gauging the evolution of new processes of
intergovernmental negotiations and their contribution to political
integration is provided by the work ofthe " New Start." It involved
initial far-reaching ministerial decisions, the work of national experts
advised by supranational officiais, intermittent consultations among
the ministers, and the presence of a " leading European political
personality " as a prod to the proceedings. Events at each stage
of the deliberations must now be thrown into focus.
The outstanding fact about the Messina agreement of the
foreign ministers is the firin " engagement " to which it bounci
subsequent negotiations. While evadrng the institutional desires
of the Benelux Memorandum, the resolutions actually went beyond
Beyen's suggestions by stating, in Spaak's words, that
The six governments recognise that a common European market
froc from ail customs dues and quantitative restrictions is the
. objective of this economic policy. 32
There was no equivocation about the engagement: a General Common Market deliberately conceived by MM. Spaak, Beyen, and
Bech as a step to political integration was to be created, by means
to be studied later. Even France, despite her hesitations, felt
unable to oppose this desire of the other five ministers for fear of
remaining politically and economically isolated if the others insisted
on going ahead without Paris. A fundamental political consensus
was thereforç the basis of work at Brussels.
The national experts shortly appointed thereafter to confer at
Brussels had as their task the study . of techniques best suited to
introduce the common ,narket, flot the question of whet/ier such a
sc/ieme s/iould be adopted. While they ail arrived with instructions,
their orders reflected this underlying political consensus. Further,
their deliberatioris were influenced at ail levels by the fact that
MM. Spierenburg and Uri participated on bel1aif of the High
Authority by putting before the experts their supranational
experiences and preferences. While OEEC and British delegates
were also present at Brussels as observers, their role was far less
Sec Chap. 7 for flic details concerning the Messina meeting.
32
Spaak's speech W the Consultative Assembly, Council ofEurope, October 21, 1955.
Council doc. A.24.469, p. S. The speech also contains a description of the function
exercised by Spaak at Brussels.
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pronounced in infiuencirig the report of the experts. In addition,
the supranational secretariat of the Council of Mirtisters furnished
advice to the experts, thus departing further from the conventional
pattern of diplomatie negotiation.
But it was undoubtedly the 'unprecedented negotiating function
assigned to Spaak by his five colleagues which made the difference
between success and failure during the frequently painful twenty-two
months which elasped between Messina and the signature of the
finished treaties. When the experts disagreed, Spaak ordered
them to postpone considering the differences of opinion and to
concentrate first on questions permitting agreement. He advanced
the formula whereby institutional questions were reserved for discussion «fier the functional needs of the new sehemes had been
fixed. When obviously divergent instructions seemed to permit
of no consensus, Spaak called adjournments, convened interim
meetings of the foreign ministers, and persuaded them to issue more
flexible instructions to their experts. When he failed to extract
consensus from the ministers as at their Nordwijk meeting in
September 1955 uncertainty continued to prevail; but the matters
on which disagreement continued were then merely provided with
alternative conceivable solutions in the final report of the experts.
Unwilling to follow a rigid federalist and institutional une in his
work, Spaak merely sought in ail crisis situations to advance
formulas which wouid permit the drafting of treaties capable of
growth later, even though the immediate resuits would be far less
supranational than ECSC.
Throughout the twenty-two months of deliberations, the basic
governmental positions were fairly clear. France sought maximum
supranational powers and institutions for Euratom and the
possibility of giving it jurisdiction over atomic arms. She sought
a minimum of supranationalism for the common market, generous
safeguarding clauses, a long period of adjustment with flexible
stages, exemption of agriculture and the right unilaterally to reimpose trade restrictions, as well as the prior harmonisation o!'
social legislation. The Benelux countries opposed most o!' these
French aims as regards the common market but agreed on a maximalist position for Euratom. Germany argued for an extensive
system of free trade, a minimalistically conceived Euratom close
to the scheme suggested by OEEC, and opposed especially the
creation of new supranational institutions. But in deference to
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the SPD, the German negotiators were unwilling to equip Euratom
with jurisdiction over atomic arms. Continubus compromising
by ail parties was thus strikingly necessary to achieve final consensus.
The experts finished their work early in 1956. Their agreement
was extensive and provides the essence of the economic aspects
0f the two treaties. But they did not reach agreement on the
institutional question, except to advance the possibility that the
common market could well be administered by an intergovernmental
system assisted by a permanent expert commission possessing the
powers of study, advice and the capacity to ease intergovernmental
compromising by advancing appropriate formulas. In short, the
role exercised by the High Authority in relation to the Council
in matters flot clearly under ECSC jurisdiction was simply transposed to the common market. On the delicate question of the prior
harmonisation of social legislation, Rance lost most of her point
in the experts' solution of flot requiring complete equalisation
before the opernng of the common market and to rely on normal
competitive forces to achieve it in the long run, even though " drastic
distortions " could be studied for special action. Complete agreement on the length of the transitional period and the rigidity of
stages could not be obtained, but the principle of a common
external tarif caused relatively little difficulty. While the need
for safeguarding clauses was admitted by ail, their text remained
controversial as did the central issue of the permissibility of reintroducing exchange controls if balance of payments difficulties
developed.
Yet most of these difficulties were ironed out at the next level
deliberations of the heads of delegations. This group reported
to the home governments in April of 1956. Its report was drafted
very largely by Pierre Un, whose officiai role in Brussels had been
merely tint of the ECSC High Authority representative. It
represented not only the actual political compromising performed
at the expert level, but the translation of the High Authority's
integration doctrine into conerete policy.
Thus the dispute over balance of payments crises was resolved by
the heads of the delegations by permitting the invocation of difficulties as reason for demanding relaxation of the common market
rules ; but the administration of the exemption was made rigorously
dependent upon approvail by EEC. organs. Disagreement over the
treatment of agriculture was resolved by proposing two formulas:
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agricultural commodities could be treated competitively as if they
were identical with other goods in the common market ; but in
the event of resistance and difficulties, a " common organisation"
of agriculture could be instituted instead. It was, of course, the
second solution which was adopted by the ministers who approved
EEC in 1957. Furthermore, the very delicate issue of the staging
0f the transitional period for the introduction of the common
market, and the allied problem of how to compute tariff reductions,
was resolved by Uri for the heads of delegations essentially in the
form which found expression in the completed Treaty. As for
Euratom, the heads of delegations opted in favour of a complete
purchase jiriority for the European Commission in the acquisition
of fissile materials, gave it extensive powers over the direction of
private investments which were later watered down by the
ministers and insisted on stringent supranational controls to assure
security. However, the heads of delegations, like the experts before
them, sidestepped the institutional problem. In the case of EEC
their suggestions were the sketchiest, with ample powers left by
inference to the intergovernmental organs. Even in the case of
Euratom, most ofthe stringent central powers were explicitly claimed
for the " Community " rather than for the European Commission
particularly. And the heads of the delegations, like their
subordinates, preferred to remain suent on the issue of whether
Euratom should take part in the development of nuclear weapons. 33
At this level of negotiation, France made most of the central
concessions, with the essence of the free trade position of the
Benelux and German Oovernments left intact. Italy, however,
got her investment and re-adaptation funds. As regards Euratom,
the Oerman delegation conceded most by minimising its free enterprise advocacy. The institutional picture was clouded further by the
preference of most delegations that certain ECSC organs be converted to serve Euratom and the common market. The French
Government, having promised its rightist supporters to avoid close
identification with ECSC, disputed this approach. In Mardi of
1956 Spaak appealed to the Common Assembly that even though
*8

On the Brussels Conference and die reports written by it, sec the bibliography
citcd in Chap. B as well as American Committec on United Europe, " Euratom
and the Conirnon Market " (New York, December 1956)6 I have used the unofficiai translations o!' the reports preparcd by the Information Division of the
High Autliority, riz. Tue Brussels Report on tFie General Common Market (Washington, D. C., June 1956) and 71w Brussels Report on Euratom (Washington,
D.C., May 1956).
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the solutions were neither drastic nor federal, they were the best
obtainable in the political environment then prevailing.
The final scene, however, was played once more on the stage of
ministerial meetings and it was here that Rance re-introduced most
of her earlier demands. At the Venice meeting of the foreign
ministers, May 30, 1956, the report of the h.eads of delegations,
with ail its lacunae, was accepted as the basis for the drafting of
the treaties, followed by the convening of another conference to
undertake this task, once more headed by the skilful M. Spaak.
While Spaak's supranational mediating role was the same as at
the preceding expert conference, the subsequent activities were
punctuated by more frequent basic quarrels and the need to
reconvene the ministers every few months.
In February of 1956, Christian Pineau had launched the French
counter-offensive by hinting that consultations with trade associations were essential before the common market provisions could be
drafted a hint which carried overtones of sabotage by publicity.
He also re-affirmed the French desire to keep open the question of
the military atom, the institutional issue, and the insistence to give
Euratom a monopoly over the procurement and ownership of
fissile materials. While the others did flot agree to ail the French
daims, enough consensus emerged in February to permit Spaak,
in the name of the six governments, to defend the Euratom scheme
in • the meeting of the OEEC Council of Ministers. At Venice,
the counter-offensive was carried forward by Pineau's demand
that overseas territories be included in the two treaties (an issue
which had contributed to the death of EDC). And in later meetings,
the French argued for the right to exciude agriculture from the
common màrket, continue to levy a surtax on " freed " commodities imported from other ECSC countries, the need to bring
Geiinan fringe benefits and labour legislation into une with French
practice, and to extract financial contributions from the other five
countries to spur investment in Africa or tying " Eurafrica"
to the common market. 31 II looked almost as if ail previously
arranged compromises would be questioned again.
34

On the Brussels Conference, February 12, 1956, sec La .bocz,nc,ztation Française,
no. 0.319, February 14, 1956, and Agence Europe, February 6, 8, 12, 1956. On
the Venice Conference, sec La Docuntentatiwi Française, no. 0.363, May 31, 1956.
Later ministerial meetings and their compromises arc discussed in ECSC, Bulletin,
December 1956, Fcbruary-March, 1957. Special French demands are found in
Agence Europe, July 18, September 10, October 4, October 5, October 20, 1956 9
Fcbruary, 7, 1957. Jt is rcported that the onslaught of new French dernands
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But with almost angelic patience, point after point was rediscussed, restudied, and eventually recompromised. France
was granted the right to levy a special surtax and to exciude her
agriculture from the common market subject to periodic review
by the European Çommission. Agreement was worked out,
especially with Bonn, on the specific contributions to be made to
French African investments, subject to the proviso that if after a
five-year trial period no benefits were apparent, the project would
be discontinued. The problem of the military atom was solved
by authorising Euratom to transfer fissile materials to the Western
European Union, thus involving the same governments but in a
different structural and legal context. On fringe benefits, Germany
agreed to copy immediately the French practice of equal pay for
women and agreed further to introduce the fory-hour week by
the end of the first four-year lap during the transitional period.
And Euratom's monopoly problem over fissile materials was solved
by permitting private firins to procure such materials independently
if the world price is more favourable than Euratom's, or if a shortage
exists. At the same time, the ministers endorsed the Monnet
Committee's call of urgency with respect to nuclear energy by
appointing the " Three Wise Men " to make recommendations for
an immediate atomic programme.
The compromise pattern, once more, closely resembles that
of the ECSC Council of Ministers. In no essential instance was
the principle of collective action and collective review over national
policy sacrificed to specific national demands. On the other hand,
the governrnents were uniformly syrnpathetic to eachother's fears
and requests, and therefore arrived at compromise formulas
implying concessions by ai!. The rule of simple intergovernmental
bargaining f'rom fixed positions was abandoned in favour of
delegation of power to experts and mediation by a " respected
European political figure," strikingly similar to the role of the
High Authority in some ECSC negotiations. France was granted
during 1956 vas prornptcd by a desire to scuttie the General Comnion Market
or to make Frcnch participation in it unattraclive to the other members. [t is
thercfore extrernely significant for the study of the decision-making pattern in
ECSC—type ministerial meetings that France did flot care to question outright
the principle of the cornmon rnarkct and the impetus to political integration which
it would furnish, and tint the other governmcnts preferred to grant France a number
of very unpopular and econornically questionable concessions rather than proceed
atone. If this interpretation of French motives in 1956 is correct, the resuits
demonstrate not only the inability of M. Pineau to shake the European commitment of his opposite numbers but the depth of his and their " engagement."
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most of her requests through this formula, but not in the form of
the clear unilateral rights claimed initially by Paris. 35 On the
question of separate organs for Euratom and the common market,
for example, the French Oovernment was persuaded completely
to abandon its earlier position. The negotiations, in short, were
far more " supranational " in technique and attitude than those
leading to the ECSC and EDC Treaties, carrying over into
fundamental ministerial dealings the code of conduct developed
in the ECSC Couneil,
INTERGOVERNMENTALISM AND SUPRANATJONALITY
AIi this evidence, quite obviously, is inadequate to dispute the
basic institutional fact that the Council of Ministers is an intergovernmental organ. In what way, then, cari k be contrasted with
similar organs and the pattern of ils decisions assessed in competition with other intergovernmental bodies in which parallel
problems are at issue ? The OEEC seems an appropriate agency
for this comparison. lis Council includes the same persons who
are active in Luxembourg, it is subject to the unanimity mie,
possesses a seif-conscious and active secretariat, and is, in principle
at least, concemed with European economic integration.
Apart from its initial activity in " slicing up the pie " of Marshall
Plan funds among the sixteen recipient countries, the basic fact
concerning OEEC activity is its faiture to contribute to Iong-term
integration. Jnvestment co-ordination, siphoning funds to European
underdeveioped regions, plant modernisation, co-ordinated monetary policies, free movement of capital and manpower, general
and sector common market schemes were ail suggested and
discussed, but neyer fully implemented, by the OEEC Council
in its ten years of activity. Successful policy decisions were
confined to the twin short-range aims of abolishing quantitative
restrictions and introducing convertibility. Yet even here no
35

Hence, h is highly significant to note the difference in emphasis given by officiai
German commentators on the agrecments. Adennuer and Brentano agreed in
stressing the long-range fundamental political implications, and in so doing
cndorsed compietely the unity idealogy of Monnet. Ethard igriored the Generai
Common Market and Euratom schemes—both of which he opposcd as protectionistic and dirigistic and praised only the probability of creating a iarger
area of giobaily unprotected trade through the Frec Trade Arca formula of
association with Britain and the Sterling bloc. West German Information Agency,
Bulletin, February 21 and 28, 1957. The negotiations and pariiamentary debates
over ratification of both treaties are discussed by Miriam Camps, The European
Conunon Market and Free Trade Ana (Princeton: Center of International Studies,
1957).
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finaily binding measures were ever evolved. Trade liberalisation
is subject to national vetoes, escape clauses and annual authorisations. Convertibility is confined to the special rules of the
European Payments Union and annually subject to conflicting
national daims for reduction and expansion, with uneasy compromises of continuing the status quo emerging as the interim
solution. In such crucial areas as transport and agricultural
harmonisation, activities are confined to inter-ministerial exehanges
of opinion.
" OEEC experience should be carefully considered," concludes
a former officiai of that organisation. " It demonstrates that a
simple international organisation, paralysed by the right to use
the veto, is unable to create a common market in Europe: national
particularism and private interests are too powerful. An organic
tie is necessary to limit the sovereignty of nation-states. li also
demonstrates that Britain is flot disposed to accept an organic union
with the Continent." 36 British efforts and threats to use lier veto
bave certainly been significant in limiting the role of OEEC and
are partly responsible for the weaknesses of the trade liberalisation
and convertibility programmes. But French efforts have run a close
second to British recalcitrance. A study of a series of OEEC Council
decisions with respect to demands for special safeguarding measures
in favour of British and French policy, as compared to similar
demands by Bonn, indicates that the reluctance expressed by these
Governments in the face of Council opposition went a long way
in excluding energetic collective measures. 37 Why, then, should
Guy de Carmoy, op, cit., pp. 179-180.
37 Jens Trock (in a seminar paper preparcd at the liniversity o!' California, Bcrkeley,
January 1955). A different interpretation is advanced by Lincoin Gordon, in " Ile
Organisation for European Economic Co-operation," International Organisation,
Vol. 10, no. I (February 1956), pp. 1-1 1. Gordon argues that the decisions in
question rcflectcd genuine corporate thinking and prevented even more extreme
French and British disregard for OEEC rules. Further, he believes that the conccpt of " engagement " has a reality in OEEC circles and explains some of the
gcnuincly " European " solutions worked out in the frarnework ofthat organisation.
Former OEEC Secretary-General Robert Marjolin agrees by arguing that the
'unanimity of rule has compelled flot only compromises but has irnplied the
rigorous adherence of member goveraments ta those compromises because they
fclt •' cngaged " by them and unwilling to violate the code of conduct implied
by the process of negotiation which lcd to them. Sec his Europe and tise United
States in tise World Economy (Duke University Press, 1954). Yet Marjolin
resigned his position in 1955 because he feit dissatisfied with OEEC's contribution
to integration. His successor, René Sergent, confessed that progress toward
economic integration dernanded a federal rather tha.n an intergovernmental
structure. Sec his " Schritt fUr Schritt zum Gemeinsamen Markt," Europa,
October 1955, pp. 24 et seq.
3e
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the same French ministers on the ECSC Council display a different
attitude? Why should an organ possessing similar institutional
qualities nevertheless consistently produce decisions which endorse
progressive economic integration ? National interests and pressure
groups certainly express themselves more directly and forcefully
in the ECSC setting than in OEEC; but their demands are compromised without being reduced to the minimum common
denominator, as in OEEC. How is one to account for the
difference?
One plausible explanation is the fact that France, in ECSC,
is face to face with four governments committed to common market
thinking, while Italy is equally sympathetic in principle though
sometimes desirous of arguing the case of her defensively minded
heavy industries. In OEEC, by contrast, the German and Benelux
position enjoys no clear and consistent majority. But this fact
alone does flot suffice to explain the French refusai to use the veto
power, and the good record of eventually complying with ECSC
orders. It is suggested that the concept of " engagement," already
introduced in connection with the Messina Conference, provides
a convincing explanation, combining institutional and ideological
causes. 38
The concept of " engagement " postulates that if parties to a
conference enjoy a specific and well-articulated sense of participation, if they identify themselves completely with the procedures
and codes within which their decisions are made, they consider
themselves completely " engaged " by the resuits even if they do
not fully concur in them. This is espeeially applicable to international conferences of governments united by certain fundamental
common assessments and beliefs as in OEEC, NATO, the
Scandinavian setting, Benelux and ECSC but subject to the
unanimity rule. Identification with the purposes of the organisations, dedication to an informai code of conduct amorig the
members impose a reluctance to exercise the right to veto. Since,
however, disagreements do prevaii and unanimity is required for a
decision, continuous negotiation until consensus is attained is the
only alternative. Once a resolution is adopted, its implementation
is accepted as well, even though formai means of organisationai
3S

The concept of " engagement " is developcd as an adaptation from a similar
principle in srnali group psychology by G. Chaumant, " The Evolutionary Aspect
of International Organisation and International Co-operation," International
Social Science Bulletin, Vol. 5, no. 2 (1953), pp. 257-2770
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enforcement may flot exist. If a simple consensus were ail the concept requires, the pattern of agreement in OBEC would be covered
by it. But if consensus is to mean more than a resolution based
on the least co-operative attitude expressed though this may be
more than complete refusai to take any measures whatever the
concept describes the ECSC Couticil of Ministers much more
accurateiy.
There can be no question that in ECSC ail six governments
are firmly " engaged " to maintaining the common market for
coal and steci and to extendrng it though changes in attitude are,
of course, not preciuded. Hence, they cannot indefinitely oppose
meeting to some extent the maximalist demands put forward by
one of their treaty partners, thus begetting a compromise pattern
going beyond the minimalist position perhaps desired. The code
of the Council clearly demands, though the Treaty does flot, that
ail decisions other than consultations requested by the High
Authority be made by unanimity. Governments, knowing that
binding opinions could be made in some situations despite their
negative vote and that some agreement is calied for in any case,
are extremely unwilling to be forced into the position of beixig the
single hoid-out, thus to be isoiated and exposed as " ariti-European."
Governments placed in a majority position, moreover, realisiiig
that they may at some future time be put in the place of the dissenter, prefer not to isoiate their colieagues. Hence the search for
unanimously acceptable decisions meeting the logic of accelerated
integration goes on until a formula is found. Ail the participants
know that the dispenser of concessions today may be tomorrow
the claimant for the consideration of the others. Fifty years is a
long period to be " engaged."
The decision-making code which emerges from the series of
case studies presented shows that the categories of legai competence
of the Treaty do flot determine ail votes. True, no effort is made
to achieve unanimity Ofi simple consultations and no pretence is
made to bind the High Authority to their content. But ail other
decisions are in fact made on the basis of unanimity and certainly
the Council members do not expect the High Authority to act
contrary to their deliberations even if the Treaty did permit this
latitude. This, however, leaves open the question of what the
Councii might do if the High Authority acted in accordance with
a majority viewpoint, especially if it tended to meet certain ardently
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defended national views in so doing. li cannot be argued, therefore, that different kinds of compromises are reached merely because
the Treaty may require simple agreement in one situation or unanimity in another. At the same time, it is equally true and vitaily
significant that, even in situations calling for unanimity, the Council
pattern of compromise is far more federal in nature than would
be indicated by the customary practices of intergovernmental conferences. In fact, such conferences in Europe have taken on the
pattern of Council deliberations in content and technique.
The participation of the federal " executive," the High
Authority, is vital in explaining these developments. It has been
extremely difficuit for recalcitrant governments to resist the facts
and recommendations put before the Council by the High Authority,
partly because government experts had been bound to the accuracy
and relevance of the necessary statistics while they were being
compiled. Negotiations are thus freed of the preliminary issue of
the reliability of the facts alleged by the parties. Continuai prior
contact among the personnel engaged in the talks reduces the
possibility of bluffing, idle speechmaking and bargaining in defiance
of Hie technical demands of the issue at stake. When the governments are determined to agree but find themselves unable to formulate the necessary compromise, the High Authority is asked to
step in and mediate. While it is true that earlier High Authority
efforts to prod the governments on some issues were resented, the
fact remains that such pressure was eventually effective. When
the governments, for identical or converging reasons, are determined flot to find a federal solution to their problems, however,
High Authority initiative will be neither solicited nor respected.
But the pattern also shows that no single government habitually
seeks to hinder or to advance integration. The specific issue at
stake determines the position argued, which may be rninimalist
in one context and maximalist in the next. Thus France habitually
seeks to slow down measures to do away with national protectionism; but she supports energetic measures of supranational
dirigisme. Gerrnany habitually objects to High Authority regulation
of industry, but supports ECSC-wide scrap control schemes when
there is a scrap shortage. While Italy will defend the fears of her
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steelmakers in Luxembourg, and France the desires of her collieries,
die fact that there are no permanent voting blocs in the Council
means that such special pleading is doomed to failure unless the
resistance to integration happens to be shared by other governments.
Does the power of a national government determine the pattern
0f compromise or do the institutional peculiarities of the Council
system mitigate the normal consequences of national strength?
Franco was forced to capitulate time • and again. Italian demands
have been frequently ignored or cut down. Germany compromised
her daims repeatedly at Luxembourg, as at Messina and at Brussels.
Tiny Luxembourg held up the implementation of the labour agreement and Holland sometimes blocked agreement to strong ECSCwide serap controls. The formula of continuous negotiation,
High Authority participation, insistenôe on unanimity coupled with
the principle of engagement seems to assure a mutual concession
pattent in which no one government consistently " wins " or
" loses." Personalities are far less important in this context than
institutional forces.
Yet the evolution of Council activity and attitudes suggest
that the scope of independent High Authority action has been
somewhat reduced since 1955. But this implies no slowdown
0f the process of integration : it merely means that the Council
itself has taken a greater direct interest in channelling the spiliover process instead of permitting the High Authority which
is reluctant in any case to proceed on its own. It also means
that the ministers have realised their inability to act in the context
of their " engagement " unless there is a federal arena for action.
Hence, they have called for more High Authority initiative in the
reaim of general economic policy and analysis.
Five years of supranational activity show that the " federal"
executive has grown less federal in nature and the " intergovernmental " coritrol body more so. Governments, in their mutual
relations in ECSC, tend to act more and more like sensitive politicians
in a federal state plagued by severe regional, cultural and economic
differentials. Generaily, a showdown through the medium of strict
majoritarian decisions is avoided in such settings. Interminable
" negotiations " and ad Izoc compromises worked out in caucus
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rooms, cabinet meetings and personal understandings take their
place. While this inevitably limits federal initiative, it does flot
invariably preclude ail change. In ECSC, the emergence of the
Council's decision-making code has meant gradual change in
economic and political relations in the direction of unity. The
satisfaction of the six governments with this formula is reflected
by its insertion into the machinery for Euratom and the General
Common Market. True, it restricts the initiative of the federal
executive as compared to ECSC. But it maximises the role already
fulfihled by the ECSC Council and institutionalises the mediating
function of the High Authority in the powers conferred upon the
European Commission. Since the intergovernmental machinery,
under the institutional logic of the common market and the
ideological impulsion ofpolitical and economic expectations released
by earlier integration measures, has moved strikingly in the direction
of certain federal decision-making methods, there is no reason for
thinking that the new European institutions wilt flot carry this
process further.
Hence, in the focus of processes tending toward political community, it is unimportant that the High Authority has flot aiways
exploited the spili-over. Governments, partly because they are
administratively and doctrinally committed to integration and
partly because the institutional logic of the common market permits
them no meaningful alternative, are alive to the expanding drive
inherent in sector integration and seek to channel it through new
techniques of supranational action. Thus the symbiosis of interministerial and federal procedures has given rise to a highly specific,
and certainly corporate, series of techniques whose tendency to
advance integration is patent even though it is neither clearly
f'ederal nor traditionally intergovernmental.
Yet this symbiosis and the codes connected therewith are the
essence of supranationality. It is sui generis not only in the legal
and institutional sense but also in terms of the relationships it sets
up among civil servants and ministers, trade unionists and cartel
executives, coal consumers and administrative lawyers. Even
though supranationality in practice lias devcloped into a hybrid
in which neither the federal nor the intergovernmental tendency
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has clearly triumphed, these relationships have sufficed to ereate
expectations and shape attitudes whieh will undoubtedly work
themselves out in the direction of more integration. As compared
with conventional international organisations, the supranational
variety clearly facilitates the restructuring of expectations and
attitudes far more readily. Though flot federal in nature, its consequences are plainly federating in quality merely because il
activates socio-economic processes in the pluralistic-industrialdemocratic milieu in which it funetions, but to which conventional
international organisations have no access. And to this extent
the vision of Jean Monnet has been clearly justified by events.
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